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Ballarat University - Report for the year 1996
Deakin University - Report for the year 1996

The SPEAKER (Hon. S. J. Plowman) took the chair
at 10.05 a.m. and read the prayer.

PETITION
The Clerk - I have received the following
petition for presentation to Parliament:

National Gallery of Victoria
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
The humble petition of the undersigned citizens of the
state of Victoria sheweth that the water wall at the
National Gallery of Victoria entrance is a Victorian icon
and enjoys the recognition of all gallery users. Your
petitioners therefore pray that the water wall should be
retained in any redesign of the National Gallery of
Victoria.
Further, that the Leonard French ceiling is also an
integral part of the gallery and must be retained in its
current location.

Monash University - Report for the year 1996
Swinbume University of Technology - Report for the
year 1996
Victoria University of Technology - Report for the
year 1996
Victorian College of Agriculture and Horticulture
Ltd - Report for the year 1996 (two papers).

CASINO (CONFLICT OF
INTEREST) BILL
Mr HULLS (Niddrie) - I seek leave to move:
That I have leave to bring in a bill to be called the
Casino (Conflict of Interest) Bill to amend the Casino
Control Act 1991 and for other purposes to prevent
holders of certain public offices from subsequently
becoming associated with the management or
operation of a casino and to create an environment in
which public office-holders make decisions which are
not tainted by any conflict of interest and duty.

Mr Stockdale - Leave is refused.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

By Mrs Maddigan (16 signatures)
Laid on table.

NATIONAL ROAD TRAUMA
ADVISORY COUNCIL
Mr COOPER (Minister for Transport), by leave,

presented report for period ended 30 June 1995.

Mr HULLS - In that case, I give notice that
tomorrow I will move:
That I have leave to bring in a bill to be called the
Casino (Conflict of Interest) Bill to amend the Casino
Control Act 1991 and for other purposes to prevent
holders of certain public offices from subsequently
becoming associated with the management or
operation of a casino and to create an environment in
which public office-holders make decisions which are
not tainted by any conflict of interest and duty.

Laid on table.

PARLIAMENT HOUSE COMPLETION
AUTHORITY
Mr KILGOUR (Shepparton), by leave, presented

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE

Adjournment
Mr GUDE (Minister for Education) - I move:

report and appendices.
That the house, at its rising, adjourn until Tuesday,
13 May.

Laid on table.

PAPERS
Laid on table by Clerk:

Motion agreed to.
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APPROPRIATION (1997/98) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 29 April; motion of
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer).
Mr BRACKS (Williamstown) - The 1997 budget
will go down in history as the budget of missed
opportunities. This was the real chance for the
Treasurer to prove that he could manage the
Victorian economy, that he had a vision for the
Victorian economy and that he had a plan to tackle
the three big problems facing Victoria: high
unemployment, high tax and low growth. What do
we have in this budget? No plan, no recipe to attack
those three problems. Worse than that, we have a
dishonest budget with dishonest forecasts which
have been roundly criticised by every economic
commentator as grossly underestimated, as they
have been for each of the five budgets of this
Treasurer. The budget papers also contain grossly
misrepresented accounting tricks in an effort to con
the Victorian people into believing that somehow
the economy is in worse shape than it actually is.

The Treasurer made great play yesterday of some of
the commentaries about the budget, but he failed to
look at the real economic analysis that was made
after the budget on 30 April and at what the Institute
of Private Enterprise, the Institute of Public Affairs,
VECCI, ACM and other economic commentators
were actually saying.
I will look at some of those responses. The Treasurer
was selective in his quotations. Let us look at the
Australian on 30 April, in which the chief executive
officer of VECCI, Mr David Edwards, is quoted as
having said:
A reduction in fuel prices would help metropolitan and
rural businesses but -

it is a big 'but' and a subject the Treasurer did not
addressthere was 'little else in today's statement that will
improve business confidence, reduce taxes or stimulate
employment growth'.

The editorial of the Australian of the same day says:
Yet Mr Stockdale and the Premier, Mr Kennett, cannot
avoid the reality that Victoria remains Australia's
highest-taxing state at a time when tax competition
between states is relevant to economic growth. As the
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budget papers acknowledge, further reductions of
about $500 million are required to match the average
tax of other states.

The Treasurer should have quoted from the Terry
McCrann article in the Herald Sun of 30 April, which
states:
'" this was the time to shift the fiscal focus, to loosen the
reins with more adventurous tax cuts and even some emphasis, some - increased spending.
Instead, it pushes fiscal virtue beyond the point of good
policy and leaves Victorians taxed - unnecessarily far more heavily than the citizens of any other state.

Another article in the Herald Sun of the same date
talks about the business community disagreeing

with the Treasurer and states:
However, business groups disagreed, with both the
Australian Chamber of Manufactures and the Victorian
Employers Chamber of Commerce and Industry saying
the government should have done more to cut and
streamline taxes.

In an article in the Age of 30 April Or Mike Nahan of
the Institute of Public Affairs says:
'" the figures confirmed that the government was
consistently underestimating annual revenue by
between $200 million and $400 million.

Mr Des Moore, a former Treasury official and now
head of the Institute of Private Enterprise, is
absolutely scathing. Today I received a media
release from Mr Moore which is scathing of the
Treasurer and the budget. He said that:
'" the 1996-97 revenue estimate was now more than
$1.1 billion higher than when it was first made in 1994.

Mr Moore called the $211 million tax cuts a piddling
effort and said it should have been closer to
$1 billion.
A former staff member of the Treasurer, Mr Stephen
Mayne, stated in the Herald Sun of 28 April, just
before the budget, that the Premier's supposed
$1.6 billion tax relief over each year of his
government is a hoax. He goes on to say as a
prediction, and he is right:
Without tax cuts, Victoria will continue to have a much
higher unemployment rate than the national average. It
also gives big employers the incentive to follow
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multibillion dollar companies Comalco, CRA,
Woodside and Alcoa out the doorto Queensland and Western Australia.
We might have the world's biggest casino and the
grand prix but behind the feel-good events, the small
businesses that drive Victorian jobs are struggling.
I could add to that list Clark Rubber and many other
companies that have left the state. The Treasurer
yesterday quoted the papers selectively despite
some of the most reputable economic commentators
in the state having said that this is a very poor
budget is a missed opportunity. He had the chance.
The Treasurer has been playing an old trick: in every
budget he has been telling us the sky is falling, and
when it does not fall he wants to be congratulated.
Every budget has underestimated revenue receipts
by an average of $600 million - and that is true. In
this budget, for example, he anticipated a recurrent
and capital deficit of about $700 000. He came in
with an $8OO-million surplus.
He even went one better on his own estimates. He
re-estimated and said, 'No, we are wrong by
$800 million'. That shows the dishonesty of this
budget: there are dishonest forecasts year after year.
Why is it dishonest? Because the government wants
to con people. The Treasurer wants to con the
business community, but it has not been conned. He
wants to con the Victorian public to relieve pressure
on him to deliver proper services and proper tax
cuts.
I would like to consider some of the key parts of this
budget, which has failed the Victorian community.
In two or three years time most of the commentary
will say that the 1997 budget was an opportunity to
tackle unemployment, low growth and high taxes.
Instead, the Treasurer is treading water and
peddling the same dishonest lines in his dishonest
budget.
I shall recap on some of the past deceptions of the
Treasurer and his budgets. For example, in 1994 the
government introduced superannuation
contribution capital charges and property service
charges in interdepartmental outlays to disguise the
cuts to expenditure on health and education. The
house may also remember that in 1994 debate on the
budget was pulled in the middle of the night - an
outrageous act by the government designed to stifle
debate. Every year the government has
underestimated the size of the recurrent surplus.
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You would think the government would get it right
one year!
In every year since coming to office the government
has underestimated the size of Victoria's revenue
base by an average of $600 million - they are not
my figures but those of Des Moore. Every year
performance measures have been changed. It is no
secret to honourable members, and Budget Paper
No. 3 shows that performance measures have
changed enormously. You cannot read or analyse
the figures; you cannot work out what is happening.
Every year they have changed so you cannot
compare year with year. That has happened again!
Each year they become more meaningless.

Later I will refer to one of the most meaningless
statistics in the budget, which is at the heart of the
government's activities. Every year the government
has announced allocations for capital works that are
not actually spent. It has happened again! Why? To
make the bottom-line budget position look better
and to make next year's estimates look worse than
they actually are because of ongoing capital
expenditure requirements.
This year we have no way of working out whether
departments have achieved their targets. I ask the
house to look at the comments on output targets in
Budget Paper No. 3. What you see is 'not available',
'not available' and, repeatedly, 'to be worked out'.
The government did not even show the public and
Parliament the courtesy of transferring the program
subsets into outputs and providing a translation for
us to work out what is happening this year. Where
are the transparent and open reporting
arrangements? The government wants to nobble its
critic, the Auditor-General, and now the Treasurer
will not even provide proper comparisons on which
we can judge the budget.

The piece de resistance of the Treasurer is a new and
extraordinary term. At my press conference after the
budget had been introduced I was asked about its
meaning. The press members were giggling and
laughing. No other Treasurer in the country - or in
the world, for that matter - has used this new term.
Victoria's Treasurer has discovered the new term:
sustainable planning surplus.
It is creative accounting of the worst kind. The
Treasurer has translated a recurrent surplus of
$1.8 billion in the budget papers into a current and
capital surplus of just under half a billion dollars.
That was not good enough, because if that figure
had stood he would have been hit with demands for
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tax cuts and a restoration of services. So he talked
about a sustainable planning surplus, of which there
is no explanation in the budget, and reached a figure
of $126 million.
The Treasurer should read the commentaries and
talk to journalists; he should try to justify his
so-called sustainable planning surplus. It is a joke of
the first order, a creation of the Treasurer's mind. I
am sure the Department of Treasury and Finance
officials were scratching their heads and saying that
it is a totally inadequate explanation.
Mr Stockdale - Haven't you read the papers?
Mr BRACKS - I can understand why the
Treasurer is being defensive. I would be defensive
had I used that term. He is the laughing stock of
treasurers around the country and of the media.

I turn to further outrageous claims in the budget that
I cannot believe. The Treasurer was outrageous
when, before he handed down the budget, he
claimed to have lowered taxes by $1600 million a
year for Victorians since he has been in office. That is
stretching credibility to the nth degree. I refer to
page 2 of the Treasurer's budget speech. That
document is hated by his departmental officials
because of its political overlays. At page 2 he states:
... savings delivered so far by this government's policies
'" $1600 million each year in lower taxes, Workcover
premiums, council rates and savings in gas, water and
electricity charges.

That is the Treasurer's claim. I turn to the actual
figures - the truth. I will rely not on the analysis of
the Treasurer's former staff member, Mr Stephen
Mayne, but on the budget papers. In 1991-92, before
the government came to office, the take from state
taxes, fees and fines was $5.75 billion. What is it
now? It is $8.6 billion - a whopping increase of
44 per cent. Why do I and commentators call the
budget dishonest? Because the Treasurer has the
audacity to talk about $1.6 billion in tax cuts when
the revenue take is 44 per cent higher than when the
government came to office. Nobody can say there
has been a 44 per cent increase in the CPI over that
period. Our taxes are 10 per cent above the national
average and a staggering 37 per cent higher than
taxes in Queensland.
The truth with taxes, according to statistics at
page 89 of Budget Paper No. 2, is that land tax has
increased by a massive 9.8 per cent - a
$198.6 million increase in land tax and, therefore, in
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revenue collected by the state. Since the introduction
of the user-pays system in 1993-94 there has been an
increase in water prices of approximately
30 per cent. Since 1992 electricity and gas prices have
increased by 17 per cent. As to the supposed
Workcover savings, I ask the house to remember the
0.5 per cent surcharge imposed by the government.
The Treasurer's claim about taxation is wrong. The
Treasurer had the audacity to say in his speech that
there is some foundation for his $1.6 billion figure.
The second outrageous claim in the Treasurer's
speech, again at page 2 - that is obviously the place
for outrageous claims - is:
This year job numbers reached their highest level in the

state's history.

If that is the case, why has the unemployment
forecast in the Treasurer's budget been revised from
8.25 per cent to 9 per cent? He has revised the
forecast upwards. He said his last year's forecast of
825 per cent was wrong and that it is now
9 per cent. He also said the determinant of job
growth - that is, economic growth in the Victorian
economy - has been revised from 3 per cent to
2.75 per cent. He anticipates growth of no more than
3 per cent by 2000. Everybody knows that to eat into
unemployment you must have growth of at least
4 per cent. Yet, as I said, the Treasurer is predicting
growth of 3 per cent by 2000 - that is, 3.5 per cent,
reducing to 3 per cent, reducing to 2.75 per cent.
That is not a setting for job growth and it does not
back up the claim made in his speech.
The latest figures for Victoria show that between
November and February a further 7500 jobs were
lost, and the figures for March show a loss of more
than 5000 full-time jobs. Despite that, the Treasurer
sits there with smug satisfaction and continues to
make unsubstantiated claims. The Treasurer refers
to the creation of 27 500 jobs since the government
began its second term - but that is due to the
30 OOO-odd increase in part-time jobs. The latest
figures show there has been a loss of full-time jobs.
The unemployment figures that came out two days
ago also show that four of the five country regions in
Victoria have double digit unemployment. That
shows the dismal record of this government.
I turn to the third outrageous claim. At least the
Treasurer is consistent, because he has made it in
every budget he has delivered since he came to
office. The claim is that there is a sustainable
planning surplus - a great term, I like it - of
$126.1 million and an overall surplus of
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$443.7 million. That is what the Treasurer has
budgeted for in 1997-98 - but his figures have never
been accurate.
The truth is that the government has consistently
underestimated its revenue stream by an average of
$600 million each year - and this year will be no
different. I will give the house a few examples of
how accurate the Treasurer's forecasts have been.
Between the 1994 April economic statement and that
year's September budget the government
overestimated the deficit by 27 per cent, a good
record. Between the May 1995 economic statement
and that year's September budget, he
underestimated the recurrent surplus by 17 per cent.
Between the 1995-96 budget and the May 1996
statement, the Treasurer underestimated the
recurrent surplus by a staggering $1.5 billion. It gets
worse. How can we believe the crazy figure
of $126.1 million? How can we even believe there
will be a planning surplus of $443.7 million when
the Treasurer's estimates have never been close on
any occasion?
This year, the Treasurer has revised last year's
estimates of moderate deficits on the current and the
capital accounts. He now expects a greater than
expected surplus of $800 million, even taking into
account the one-off effects of privatisation - so his
record gets even worse. What has happened in the
intervening few months to require the figures to be
revised upwards by as much as $800 million? The
budget figures are based on lies and deceptions to
hoodwink the Victorian public. That is what it is
about!

The recurrent surplus for 1996-97 is $1.8 billion,
which is $558 million more than anticipated. The
revenue collected from taxes, fees and fines was up
by $216 million, which amounts to the piddling tax
cut the Treasurer has delivered. He collected
$216 million more than he estimated, so that is the
trickery-The SPEAKER - Order! I know he quoted from
Des Moore, but the words the shadow Treasurer has
just used could be termed unparliamentary
language. I think he could find a better term than
'piddling tax cuts'.

Mr BRACKS - Thank you, Mr Speaker. The
sentiment expressed by the term describes how I and
other commentators certainly feel about the pathetic
and absolutely hopeless tax cut - and I will come to
that later. The effects of the tax cut are more than
offset by the underestimation of the revenue from
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taxes, fees and fines, which was $216 million up on
the predicted figure.
I refer to a couple of comments made by
commentators about the inaccurate and dishonest
forecasts. I firstly refer to David Walker's article in
the Age of 30 April, in which Or Mike Nahan from
the Institute of Public Affairs is reported as saying:
... the government was consistently underestimating
annual revenue by between $200 million and
$400 million.

The last budget estimate underestimated revenue by
$216 million. I think Or Nahan is being conservative.

Mr Des Moore is reported as saying:
... the 1996-97 revenue estimate was now more than
$1.1 billion higher than when it was first made in 1994.

Representatives of employer groups and most of the
economic commentators make the same point. What
is the purpose of constantly underestimating and
re-figuring revenue estimates and surpluses and
talking down the true budget picture? The answer is,
to avoid the real task of government.
For the past five budgets the Treasurer has
effectively manufactured a crisis. He has constantly
said, 'There is a crisis out there and therefore I have
to cut further. I have to maintain a high tax base. I
cannot do anything about unemployment and I
cannot do anything about real growth'. The
Treasurer is unable to take the next step, which is to
manage the Victorian economy - to manage the
problems of high unemployment, high taxes and
low growth. Because he cannot, the Treasurer has
gone back to his old trick of underestimating the
true picture of the budget.
Another example of the dishonesty of this
government can be seen in the misleading
information in the budget itself. Yesterday a number
of honourable members chose to speak in the
grievance debate about the government's decision to
introduce legislation in the spring session to
effectively neuter and nobble the Auditor-General.
There are two key means of scrutinising
governments. One is the budget, which should be a
transparent document showing the state of the
accounts and projections for the future growth of the
economy. The second is the Auditor-General. If
transparency is the goal, this budget is an abject
failure.
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We are supposed to believe the government's
estimate for 1997-98 of an overall surplus of
$4OO-odd million. We are supposed to accept there
have been no overruns on capital works, and we are
supposed to accept that the Treasurer has not
misused the Treasurer's advance, as he did last year.
The act says the Treasurer's advance is supposed to
be used to meet unusual or unexpected situations.
But last year the Treasurer spent that money on
overruns from the grand prix, the government's
advertising campaign and a whole range of other
programs the Premier told him to spend it on. When
we look at the figures in the second half of the year
we will probably see that the Treasurer's advance
has again been used as a slush fund.
We are also supposed to accept a range of
meaningless output targets and performance
measures that are inconsistent with the targets and
measures of previous years. Let us look at some of
these performance targets. I urge honourable
members to go to Budget Paper No. 3, which shows
the ridiculous nature of some of the output targets. I
will refer to the one listed on page 268, the output
group, which deals with protocol and special events
and which is close to the Premier's heart. The group
manages the government's involvement in special
events such as the grand prix, Victorian's open
weekend, the spring racing carnival and the
Australian Day celebrations.
Let us look at the major output deliverables and the
performance measures for special events and state
visits management. The key performance measure
for the grand prix, the spring racing carnival and
other events is the Premier's percentage satisfaction,
the target for which for 1997-98 is 85 per cent. All
you have to do to make sure the grand prix has been
a success is to have the Premier sign-off and say he
was 85 per cent pleased with it.
That is the performance measure; that is what it
says. This is incredible! This is a budget that the
Treasurer is happy to deliver even though he will
not compare programs and will not translate last
year's program budgeting to output budgeting. The
opposition accepts the need for output budgeting,
but where is the translation, where are the
meaningful outputs? That cannot be a meaningful
output.
Let us consider some of the other milestones that
have to be achieved on these matters: media
coverage on the grand prix - to be determined;
target - not available; target next year - to be
determined; sponsorship levels - to be determined;
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target - not available; target next year - to be
determined, and so on. The only clear target
feedback is the 85 per cent satisfaction alluded to by
the Premier. That's how ridiculous this budget is.
In this budget the Treasurer has enormous flexibility
to compare estimates with estimates; there are no
actual figures. We will not see the true nature of
what has happened to Victoria until we see the
statement of financial operations in October, which
will show us how the government has gone in
capital rorts. This goes to the heart of the dishonesty
of the budget. Not only is the budget dishonest on
employment, tax and forecasts; its meaningless
documents are misleading when they include output
measures such as the Premier's personal satisfaction
on events. If the Treasurer gets a chance, I ask him to
sum up on the appropriation bill to justify this
measure and the use of output measures in the
future.
On a more serious note - although it is serious that
the government is so cavalier with its output
measures - I turn to some of the key factors on
which the budget should be judged. The budget is
anti-jobs; it reflects a low-growth,
high-unemployment position. Tuesday's budget was
an anti-jobs budget. It has continued the Kennett
government's tradition of talking big on jobs but
producing little and forecasting even worse. Access
Economics' most recent budget monitor identified
the lack of investment as the most serious concern in
Victoria. It said:
Business investment remains below the national
average as a proportion of output. Worryingly, Victoria
has relatively few projects in the planning. We expect
Victoria's share of national output to resume its decline
over the next decade.

Access Economics predicted that Victoria's
unemployment rate would be 10 per cent plus in the
next 10 months - a concern to anyone, but where is
that mentioned in the budget? Where is the plan to
redress it? The plan is nowhere. In the 1996 state
election, as we know, the government made the
commitment which was reaffirmed yesterday by the
Treasurer. The Treasurer will be held to account on
this figure. Yesterday at question time he reaffirmed
the government's election campaign promise that
150 000 new jobs would be created by the end of this
term. That commitment was made by the then
Minister for Industry and Employment - now the
Minister for Education - in the second-last week of
the campaign. Yet in all the budget papers - and I
will stand corrected by the Treasurer if I am
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wrong - there is not one mention of this 150 OOO-job
target. I could not find a plan or a proposal on what
the government hopes to achieve - the target, the
progress report, where the government is going,
how it is going to achieve it, or how it is going to
stimulate employment growth. The government
does not talk about the 150000 jobs; it talks about it
only when it has to, after questions and probing
from the opposition.
Yesterday in the upper house the Minister for
Industry, Science and Technology talked about
employment in answer to the same question. The
opposition wanted to get the government on record
again so that by the end of this term of office it can
hold the government to account on this matter.
Recent ABS figures show that in the year to
March 1997 approximately 26 700 new jobs were
created in Victoria. The Treasurer claimed that
figure in the budget papers; it is accurate, but it does
not give the full picture. He does not say that if
27500 jobs are translated over the first year it will be
50 000 short of the target anyway. However,let's
look at the job figures. They are all part-time jobs. In
fact, over the same period 5000 full-time jobs were
jobs lost. The Treasurer should have revealed that
figure. That loss was compensated for only by the
part-time job growth, which was minimal and which
failed to make any inroads into the job target that the
Treasurer and the government refuse to address.
At least 4 per cent real growth must be achieved in
order to make any impression on tackling
Australia's no. 1 problem - unemployment. In
1995-96 the economic growth rate in Victoria was
42 per cent. The budget shows that growth is
expected to fall this year to 2.75 per cent - a dismal
percentage. Growth in the next four years is not
expected to rise above 3.5 per cent. H I were the
Treasurer I would be embarrassed to be involved
with a budget that maintained high tax, went for a
low growth rate and maintained high
unemployment. The Treasurer has gone for the
trilogy! Yesterday the Treasurer patted himself on
the back and claimed that Victoria is leading
Australia's job growth. Quite clearly this is not the
case.
I now seek leave to incorporate into Hansard a graph
that reveals the abject failure of the government in
addressing unemployment rates in this country over
a long period.

Leave granted; graph as follows:
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Mr BRACKS - I thank the Treasurer for that
leave. The graph shows the unemployment rates in
Victoria and Australia under the previous Uberal
government from March 1979, before the Labor
government was in power, right through to
March 1997. Victoria's unemployment rate has
always been lower than the Australian average
except for the last part of the Labor government's
term and the whole period of the current
government. The unemployment rate under Labor
got down to 4.5 per cent in 1989-90. It is now 9.2 per
cent on the seasonally adjusted figures, and 10 ()()()
jobs were lost in the last month. That is this
Treasurer's record.

I table the graph to point out that historically
Victoria has always been a low-unemployment state;
more jobs have been created because of the vibrant
industry sector. Victoria has a lower unemployment
rate on average for all periods except, as I said, the
last period of the Labor government and the entire
period of this government.
What has the government said about the problem in
the budget? How has the Treasurer addressed it? He
said he will revise the forecast upwards from
8.25 per cent unemployment to 9 per cent. Of course
he would say that. Victoria's unemployment figure
is already 92 per cent and the trend is going
upwards. Access Economics says the figure will be
10 per cent next year. Why wouldn't the Treasurer
revise it upwards! I would be too embarrassed to
bring in a budget that focuses on low growth, high
unemployment and high taxes, yet that is what this
Treasurer has done.
Every month since this government has been in
office the key figure - Victoria's unemployment
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rate, the one the Treasurer and the Premier don't
talk about - has been higher than Australia's.
Victoria's unemployment rate has remained far
higher than the national unemployment rate since
any comparable statistics have been collected, which
is a long time. On the same day as the budget was
delivered BHP announced it was likely to shed
150 jobs in Victoria.
Sadly, I cannot see a time under this state
government when Victoria's unemployment rate
will fall below the national average. It takes an
enormous effort for a state government to try to
marginally improve economic conditions - and this
government is not even trying. The failure lies fairly
and squarely with the Treasurer and his tight-fisted
budgets, his lack of vision for Victoria and his
misunderstanding of what government is for.
The Treasurer may be a quarter-competent
accountant but he is a hopeless economist. He
cannot manage the Victorian economy. He is a
Treasurer only for the absolutely bad times. He
wants to maintain those bad times forever because
that is the only environment in which he can
manage. This is the missed opportunity budget. He
had a chance to address the three big problems and he did nothing.
Let us look at the big tax con in the budget. I have
already mentioned that the Treasurer
underestimated the revenue from fees, taxes and
fines by about $220 million, yet he has only
delivered a small tax cut of $211 million. The
Treasurer will be pleased to know the opposition
welcomes some of the tax measures, especially the
two on which we have been campaigning for some
time. As the Treasurer knows, after last year's
budget I called for the removal of stamp duty on the
refinancing of home loans so homeowners would
have the same benefits as those that flowed to
people who refinance business loans. It took
12 months and my asking him a question in the
house to get him to do it, like his New South Wales
counterpart. He has finally done it - and the
opposition welcomes that.
As far back as 1993, the Leader of the Opposition
said the 3-cent-a-litre levy on diesel fuel was unjust
and unfair. He said it was an impost on primary
production and transport costs around the state and he was absolutely right. But it has taken the
Treasurer until this budget to remove the 3-cent levy
and to get diesel price parity with New South Wales.
Before the budget, Victoria's diesel prices were, on
average, about 3.5 cents higher. The key question for
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the Treasurer is how much employment Victoria has
lost in transport and primary production because of
the imposition of the levy since 1993. How many
opportunities has Victoria lost? How much
cross-border trade has gone to New South Wales?
Those are the key questions.
Apart from a couple of measures, the tax cut is an
absolute con. I seek leave to incorporate in Hansard a
further graph that shows the levels of state taxes,
fees and fines and how they have increased since
1993.

Leave granted; graph as follows:
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Mr BRACKS - The bar chart shows that the
revenue collected from state taxes, fees and fines has
progressively increased from under $6.5 billion in
1992-93 to over $8.5 billion in 1997-98. Clearly, the
tax hike has continued - and looking at the
underestimation of revenue, it will continue.

In 1997-98 the budget returns just $211 million in tax
relief to the Victorian community - a very small
amount. That can be compared with the additional
$2.5 billion in taxes raised since 1991-92. Put another
way, for every $10 the Kennett government has
taken in taxes since 1992-93, it has now given back
just $1. Watch the next budget. The government will
again underestimate its revenue take, and the
$211 million tax cut will be easily matched by the
increase in revenue the government will recoup in
the next 12 months.
In percentage terms, taxes have grown by a
whopping 44 per cent in what has been a sustained
period of low inflation since 1991-92. Indeed, based
on Grants Commission estimates, a further tax cut of
$500 million is required just to bring Victoria into
line with the average taxation take of other states -
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and these figures are in the budget papers. Victoria's
state taxes are 10 per cent above the national average
and nearly 40 per cent higher than they are in
Queensland. That is a disincentive to creating
employment in Victoria. That is why the Treasurer
has predicted that unemployment will remain
entrenched at around 9 per cent.
A major question mark also hangs over the
government's move to cut fuel taxes. Oearly, the
cuts will benefit the economy if they are passed on.
The RACV, among others, has already expressed
concern that consumers in country Victoria may not
receive the full benefit of the tax reduction. In any
case, even if the tax cut is passed on in full - I hope
it is, and the opposition will cooperate to ensure that
it is - petrol taxes will still be 20 per cent higher
today than they were in 1992-93.

In effect, petrol taxes are predicted to raise
$419 million in 1997-98, compared with $350 million
in 1992-93. This is on top of the additional costs that
motorists and transport owners have faced,
including the doubling of motor registration charges
from $70 to $140, massive stamp duty increases and
the proposed introduction of tolls. So the
government is virtually handing nothing back given
that it has ratcheted up petrol and fuel taxes by
20 per cent since 1991-92.
This is another big con: even after allowing for a cut
in payroll tax from 7 per cent to 6.25 per cent,
employers during 1997-98 will contribute
$2.19 billion in tax compared with just $1.63 billion
in 1992-93. Even taking into account the rate cut,
which means Victoria's payroll tax rate roughly
matches that of its interstate competitors, Victoria
still has a bigger payroll tax take - and it has
increased by a 34 per cent. Inflation has not risen by
34 per cent since 1991-92, so the payroll tax take in
this state, even after the cut, is still high.
After this minimal tax fiddle, Victoria remains the
highest taxing and charging state in Australia,
having more than 7000 individual increases in taxes
and charges since 1991-92. I have already referred to
some of them. Electricity tariffs have risen by 17 per
cent; there have been 550 increases in health charges,
in the legal system and in property related charges;
and there have been 600 increases in the fees
applying to recreational related activities and
transport route users.
This budget is also extraordinarily bad news for
small business. The payroll tax changes announced
by the Treasurer on Tuesday effectively mean that,
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for the first time, 600 Victorian small businesses will
pay payroll tax. Previously, the payroll tax threshold
was $515 000. The decision by the government to
include superannuation charges in the calculation of
payroll tax will mean the threshold will effectively
fall from $515 000 to $485 000. Some 600 small
business operators will for the first time ever pay
payroll tax - and the Treasurer did not dispute
those figures when he released the budget on
Tuesday. From 1 July, this will mean something like
a $3000 extra tax take for those small businesses as
the compulsory superannuation levy grows from
6 per cent to about 9 per cent.

If the Treasurer were fair dinkum about a payroll tax
cut, he would have made the adjustment for these
600 small businesses. He would have ensured the
threshold was lifted to take into account the
superannuation charges that he wanted to put into
the calculation. That would have meant the
600 small businesses who are big employers in the
state would not have been disadvantaged.
This slug comes on top of 750 increases in fees that
directly affect small business, including an increase
in business licence fees, statutory bank charges, and
taxes such as the grease trap tax, which effectively
levied a flat $353 charge on small businesses across
Victoria. With open slather trading, competition
from the gambling dollar and increased bullying by
shopping centre owners of their tenants, it is no
wonder that 10 ()()() Victorian small businesses have
become insolvent since the government came into
office. This is a bad budget for small business.
Let us look at some of the descriptions of the budget.
I refer to the Age of Wednesday, 30 April, which
contains some comments by Victorian citizens.
Victor Koran, 54, a small businessman from
Thornbury, states:
The budget was again for the big boys with very little
relief for the little guys. But looking at payroll tax
benefits again, that is for the big companies. I can't tell
you how this budget is going to ease unemployment
I agree with that comment. The reality is that this is
a bad budget for small business. If the Treasurer
were genuine about payroll tax cuts, he would have
insulated those 600 businesses and raised the
threshold.
Moving on to cuts to services, the Treasurer claims
that $81 million will be spent on new initiatives in
health and education. But he fails to say that hidden
in the budget between the lines there is a 1.5 per cent
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productivity cut in department outlays, which will
effectively mean a cut of $121 million to health,
education and transport in Victoria. So, if you take
away the new initiatives from the 1.5 per cent
productivity cut, you end up with a cut of about
$40 million in departmental outlays. Talk about
giving with one hand and taking with the other. The
Treasurer is an Indian giver: based on the
productivity cuts, he is taking out 50 per cent more
than he is putting in. That there is such a cut of
about $40 million is breathtaking hypocrisy.
I refer the Treasurer and other honourable members
to page 348 of Budget Paper No. 3, where the
absolute hypocrisy of the Treasurer can be seen. For
the past four or five years he has made cuts
everywhere, and he is now cutting a further
$40 million from outlays. Page 348 sets out the
ministerial services to the Treasurer and the Minister
for Finance - services in their personal offices.
Wages and salaries are predicted to increase from
$916000 in 1996-97 to $1.7 million in 1997-98 - a
95 per cent increase.
Mr Stockdale interjected.
Mr BRACKS - The Treasurer claims it is wrong,
but the description on the page before under major
services includes:
Provision of minister's private office support services.

It is quite clear that that is for the personal offices of
the Treasurer and Minister for Finance. The
Treasurer might claim that departmental officers
have been allocated - Mr Stockdale - On a point of order,
Madam Acting Speaker, the honourable member for
Williamstown is quite deliberately misleading the
house and is quoting inaccurately. A footnote
explains the issue, which he should put on the
record. Yesterday he was told of the explanation for
this entry.
Mr Brumby - On a point of order,
Madam Acting Speaker, the Treasurer just referred
to the honourable member for Williamstown as
deliberately misleading the house. I put it to you
that that is unparliamentary and I ask the Treasurer
to withdraw.
Mr Stockdale - I withdraw the word
'deliberately', but the shadow Treasurer was told
yesterday of the explanation for this matter, and if
he is aware of facts relevant to the matter he is
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putting he is obliged to state the matter
comprehensively. He is leaving out the footnote,
which explains the matter he is addressing.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mrs Peulich) - Order!
There is no point of order.
Mr BRACKS - On the point of order,
Madam Acting Speaker - The ACTING SPEAKER (Mrs Peulich) - Order!
I have ruled that there is no point of order.
Mr BRACKS - Sorry, Madam, I did not hear
your ruling. Of course there was no point of order
because the Treasurer did not raise any matters of
substance. The Treasurer is absolutely wrong
because the description clearly states:
Provision of minister's private office support services.

The wages and salaries for ministerial services for
Treasury and Finance have increased from $916 000
in 1996-97 to $1.773 million - a whopping
95 per cent increase. The total cost of services has
increased from $1.8 million to $3.3 million. In his
defence, in the footnote at page 348 the Treasurer
claims the figures do not accurately estimate the
increase because they do not include an allocation of
corporate service overheads for the output group.
What a limp defence to claim that somehow
departmental officers and others are working on
special programs in the minister's office.
If honourable members look at the explosion in the
salaries of the senior executive officers in the state the biggest offenders are in the Treasurer's
department - and then at the cuts in the public
sector they will see the absolute hypocrisy which is
the reality. Salaries for ministerial services in
Treasury and Finance have increased by 95 per cent
to $1.7 million - that is excessive and hypocritical.
It is little wonder people become angry with this
government's cuts when the Treasurer does not set
an example by exercising restraint in his own office.
I now move to the approach the opposition would
have taken and which the government should have
taken to the 1997-1998 budget.
Last Thursday I delivered a pre-budget speech
entitled 'Time's Up'. The time is now up for the
Treasurer. He has missed his chance. In three years
this will go down as the Treasurer's biggest missed
opportunity. I delivered the speech, which was the
opposition's view of what the budget should
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include, to the Australian Institute of Banking and
Finance, and I set it out quite clearly. Members of the
opposition have done the work the Treasurer never
did when he was in opposition. We did the work,
before the budget; we have done the work during
the budget; we will do the work afterwards. We
have set out a plan of how Labor would frame a
budget.
I was pleased that at least two things were plucked
from this document and delivered in the budget last
Tuesday, and I congratulate the Treasurer on that. It
is about four years too late for the removal of the
3-cent levy on diesel fuel and about one year too late
for the stamp duty exemption for home buyers to
drive competition among the banks - but the
Treasurer did it. However, I regret that substantive
parts of the opposition's document were not picked
up by the Treasurer. He did not pick up the vision of
generating a climate in Victoria of reducing
unemployment, job growth, economic growth and
proper tax reforms - not just one-off $211 million
tax cuts which will not stimulate a growth in
employment in this state.
The government refuses to heed the importance of
the key message - that is, there is more to
government than just balancing the books. The
Treasurer underestimates the balancing of the books
every time. A government is about delivering goods
and services efficiently; it is about setting up a
framework to ensure there is economic growth and
real jobs for people, which are linked.
In my address to the Australian Institute for Banking

and Finance I emphasised the importance of
developing an industry plan for Victoria. Where in
the budget documents is the vision for
manufacturing industry growth in Victoria? There is
nothing. The Premier whinges and moans at the
federal Treasurer and the Prime Minister saying
there should be a federal industry plan. There is no
such industry plan in Victoria; there is no vision for
Victoria. Nothing in the budget documents gives
any hope.

In the opposition's pre-budget document - which
was received very well- I set out a program to
encourage industry growth in the state, by the state
doing its bit. The state doing its bit means the
government investing in infrastructure development
and not giving handouts. The opposition is not into
giving handouts to industry in one-off packages. The
government has forgone about $1.2 billion of
revenue in grants to industry in one-off
arrangements, for which the opposition has little
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regard. The government would be better off doing
its bit by investing in infrastructure, such as the port
of Melbourne. Recently for the first time I heard the
Treasurer talk about the port of Melbourne, but
there is nothing in the budget documents for the
port. The government has gone to sleep on that
issue. For the past three or four years there has been
no effective reform or investment. If there is to be
proper growth in this state the government should
do something about the port of Melbourne.
In the current budget there is a capital funding cut in
education. The Treasurer has no vision, no way of
stimulating employment growth, no way of
supporting industry.

One of the key determinants of industry growth is to
make sure there is a good skill base in Victoria, as
there has been historically, but the budget will cut
school capital works, as reported in the Age, which
states that funding will drop by $46 million to
$106 million this year despite a very small growth in
the education budget.
There is a drop, and these cuts have come at a time
when retention rates to year 12 under this
government have gone down from what the
government inherited, which was 78 per cent in
1992, to 69.4 per cent in 1996, a decline of almost
10 per cent over the period of office of this
government. That is a key determinant of the skill
base of the Victorian economy.
Over 350 schools have been closed and class sizes
have increased. Staff-to-student ratios continue to
increase and enrolments in all government
schools - people are walking out of government
schools - declined by 3.6 per cent between 1992 and
1995.
Melbourne, with Montreal, has been rated the most
livable city in the world, which is a good climate for
investment and to encourage industry to relocate. It
is important to have good health and education
systems because that will help industry to grow. We
do not have to go very far into the health system to
know there is no security in public hospitals. Senior
staff are quitting because the places are not clean
enough. Good government is about sound
management and providing security in people's
lives. One would think that was self-evident, but
Victoria spends less per capita now on health in the
acute care area than any other state in Australia.
That is the clear legacy that has been left by this
government.
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Last Thursday in an address to the Institute of
Banking and Finance - and I am happy to make a
copy of it available to any member of the
government - I highlighted the key questions by
which the budget should be assessed. I will now go
through the key questions in the pre-budget
document. It is about employment growth, growth
of the Victorian economy, tax relief and tax reform.
The questions were: what is the real underlying
budget surplus? The answer is $800 million higher
than the government told us it would be. Dishonesty
again.
The second question: after five years and five
budgets, where is the Kennett government's plan for
Victorian industry? The answer is that there is none.
There is nothing in the budget.
The third question: how will the Kennett
government's 150 000 job target by the year 2000 be
achieved when, after one year, there has been no
growth in full-time jobs? The answer is that the
budget does not even discuss it - it has gone off the
face of the earth.
The next question: where is the real state taxation
reform agenda? How is the Kennett government
going to address the bundle of inequitable and
narrowly based state taxes and charges? The answer
is that there is not a comprehensive plan, just a
one-off small tax cut which is questionable in its
outcome.
The next question: will ordinary Victorians receive
some effective tax relief now given their sacrifices
over the last five years? The answer is that it will
pretend to do so but at the same time slug small
businesses with a new superannuation tax, which
means that 600 small businesses will pay payroll tax
for the first time ever.
The next question is: how is Victoria's social
infrastructure, with declining school retention rates,
a diminishing skill base and an ever-present health
crisis, going to be repaired over the next three years?
Where is the fiscally responsible plan over the next
three years to repair the infrastructure? There is not
one. Where is the real micro-economic reform plan
to reduce red tape and assist small business to drive
employment growth? There is not one.
This is an anti-small business budget, and that is
how it will be described as we go on. In the last six
budgets the government has chosen not to answer
any of these questions. This was the real test of the
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Treasurer. He could not hide under the covers and
say, 'There is a crisis - that gives me licence not to
do things.' This was a time to do things; this was the
time to do something, tackle the three big problems
of high unemployment, low growth and high taxes.
They are the three big problems and the Treasurer
has failed and will be seen to have failed when we
look back in the next two or three years.
Mr CLARK (Box Hill) - One has to commend
the honourable member for Williamstown for the
speed with which he updates the opposition's litany
of woes and then recites it at full speed for a good
hour or so. However, what his speech has again
demonstrated is the lack of any substantive policy or
proposals that are coming forward from opposition
members in terms of what they say they would do
better or do differently from what the government
has done in this budget.

The closest the honourable member came to that was
when he mentioned Des Moore's reference to an
extra $1 billion worth of tax cuts, but he studiously
avoided responding to the question put to him as to
whether that was opposition policy.
Mr Bracks interjected.
Mr CLARK - The honourable member now says
it is not opposition policy, which is an interesting
concession because it shows that he is quite willing
to run out the argument and hit the government
over the head with it, but when it comes to the
crunch it is not something he is prepared to stand
behind.

The honourable member had a very long list of
points, and I certainly have no intention of trying to
respond to most of them. Let me just comment
briefly on some of the main headings and some
outrageous points that the honourable member
made. He alleged there was no explanation as to
what the sustainable planning surplus is that is
referred to in the budget papers, but we need only
look at page 54 of Budget Paper No. 2 to see an
explanation of that. If he looked at the underlying
figures he would have seen what the term refers to.
It strips out the temporary items, the non-ongoing
items, to arrive at a real underlying measure of what
the sustainable surplus is now and what it can be in
the future.
The reason why that figure is important is that this
government is determined to base its budgetary
policy on solid foundations and not on the
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temporary ebb and flow of the financial tide. It is no
use getting money in for one or two years and
basing the initiatives on that short-term flow because
in a year or two that cash flow disappears and the
government is left with a gap that needs to be filled.
Similarly, the honourable member attempted to
contrast the $1600 million expenditure reduction
tha t has been referred to in the budget papers with
his figure on taxation increases. The point that the
honourable member overlooks is that the bulk of the
$1600 million figure is non-budget sector items,
particularly reductions in business costs such as
Workcover expenses and local government rates.
The position of the government has been quite
obvious and open since it came to office. On the
budget side the top priority was to bring the budget
position back into alignment. We have openly
acknowledged that Victoria has been a high-taxing
state in recent years. The reason for that is absolutely
manifest. It has been to bridge the disastrous
financial deficit that was left to us by the Labor Party.
Our objectives have been absolutely crystal clear:
first of all to restore the state's finances and reduce
crushing debt levels, and to bring our state taxation
levels more into line with the national average.
There is nothing inconsistent with that goal in
anything that is contained in the budget papers.
The honourable member referred to high
unemployment levels and he had a graph on that
subject incorporated into Hansard. The most striking
feature of that graph is how our unemployment
rates for Victoria went through the roof in the dying
days of the previous Labor government - a close to
vertical line as the figures shot up.
What is evident under the present government is
that as the state economy has progressively
improved the unemployment rate has come back
closer to the national average.
The honourable member complained about the
accuracy of budget forecasts. The one notable feature
of the previous government's budgets was that they
would come in projecting a balance or a modest
surplus and would turn out with deficits running
into hundreds of millions of dollars.
If there is to be an error in forecasting, I know in
which direction I would rather have the error go. It
is a lot easier to handle an outcome better than
expected than deal with one that is worse than
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anticipated. That was the record of the Labor
government when in office.
When one steps back from the matters to which the
opposition referred, one finds that the fundamental
budgetary and economic dynamics we face are
relatively straightforward. At the time of the change
of government, expenditure levels were
unsustainably high. That was recognised by the
Nichols report and by the Commission of Audit
appointed under the present government. It was
also strongly borne out by the Commonwealth
Grants Commission figures, which are one of the
few measures for accurate comparisons of
expenditure between the states. As best the evidence
now indicates, Victoria's expenditure figures are,
generally speaking, in line with the national average
- some are higher and some are lower.
The quality of service delivery has traditionally been
far harder to quantify in Australian government
finances. It is relatively easier to talk about the
amount of expenditure than about how to measure
what one gets for one's money. As part of the COAG
process the first attempts have been made to carry
out some interstate benchmarking, the results of
which are referred to in Budget Paper No. 2.
Without going item by item through the various
heads of government expenditure, it can be fairly
argued that in the key portfolio areas of education
and health we are getting far better value for money
in Victoria than most other states are achieving.
There has been a dramatic breakthrough in
education reform with the Schools of the Future
program, which has devolved authority and
decision-making in respect of expenditure far more
to the local school level. One of the features referred
to in Budget Paper No. 2 is the level of non-school
staffing. The Victorian bureaucracy is now smaller
than that of other states. That is a broad indication of
the effectiveness we have achieved in devolving
expenditure back to the local level where it can be
deployed in the manner that suits the local
community.
The second major area of improved performance has
been that of case-mix funding in the hospital system.
Despite all the accusations of the opposition about
the case-mix system the fact remains that other
jurisdictions are now looking at and adopting the
case-mix principles that have been implemented in
Victoria. Those principles have enabled a massive
increase in the health services being delivered and
the number of patients being treated in our public
hospitals. That has made an impact on the waiting
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lists, particularly for the most urgent medical
treatment. It has left the Victorian health system and
hospital waiting lists in a relatively good position,
notwithstanding the great impact that the falling
level of private health insurance has had on waiting
lists both in Victoria and other states.
One need only look at newspaper reports in other
jurisdictions such as New South Wales and see the
difficulties its health system is experiencing to
recognise what an enormous underlying advantage
we have through the case-mix reforms introduced
by the present government.
The second area of government finance I refer to is
taxation. Victoria's taxation level is clearly at the
higher end of state governments throughout
Australia - on some measure New South Wales is
running very close - because of the decision of the
current government to increase taxation levels to
address the deficit inherited from its predecessors.
As its finances are now progressively being restored
Victoria's taxation levels are declining in real terms.
The budget adds further nominal cuts and therefore
Victoria's pOSition is in clear contrast to that of other
states. If one looks outside Victoria one sees that
other states are increasing their taxation levels.
Recently the West Australian budget increased
taxation, as New South Wales and Queensland did
in their previous year's budgets. Uke Victoria those
states had to deal with the demands of the
commonwealth government to contribute towards
bridging the financial black hole that the incoming
Howard government inherited. That is putting
pressure on all state governments. Victoria has
responded to what the commonwealth government
has asked without the need to increase taxation. That
is in stark contrast to what has happened in other
states.
The third area of state government finance is that of
capital works where, again, the incoming
government inherited an appallingly low level of
capital works expenditure. One of the key priorities
has been to restore that level of capital works to
sustainable levels. For all the grumbling by the
honourable member for Williamstown about
expenditure on school capital works in this year's
budget, all honourable members can testify that
expenditure on government schools in their
electorates has seen schools refurbished, roofs
repaired and guttering replaced as well as major
maintenance works for hundreds of schools
throughout the state. The general condition of
schools in each of our electorates is miles better now
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than it was when this government came to office in
1992.

I turn to debt levels. Again the budget papers
outline that the government is achieving its objective
in reducing debt levels to those consistent with
an AAA credit rating. It means Victoria has reduced
interest costs; it has added tens of millions of dollars
to the funds available for other purposes Simply by
borrowing at lower interest rates. It means Victoria
does not have a burden of debt hanging over the
heads of successive generations. We are not
spending on tick as the previous government did.
The figures in this year's budget show that Victoria's
debt levels will be down to those consistent with
an AAA credit rating and broadly in line with other
states such as New South Wales. That means we will
be seeing the end of the black hole in the form of the
interest bill that has hung over this government
since it assumed office. More and more funds are
now being freed up, allowing the government to
increase expenditure on services and reduce taxation.
However, the opposition wants everything at
once - reduced debt, more money on services and
lower taxes. A fundamental law of economics is that
you can spend the money only once and apply it to
only one pwpose. To date the government's
objective has been to reduce debt to prudent levels.
That is now being achieved. As the Treasurer said in
his budget speech, we can look forward to further
dividends being available to the people of Victoria
for the effort they have put in over five years.
However, those dividends cannot be paid until the
money to do so is actually in hand. To fail to
acknowledge that principle would be to slip back
into the irresponsibility that characterised our
predecessors.
I shall now say a few words about broader economic
issues, which were also referred to by the
honourable member for Williamstown. He had the
nerve to complain that the government was not
doing enough to help revive the Victorian economy.
It is interesting that he referred to a detailed report
by Access Economics. One of the messages that came
out of that report was that there are still a number of
areas of the Victorian economy that are relatively
weak because of long-term factors, in particular the
decline of some traditional manufacturing
industries. That shows that in Victoria we have to
work hard to address that problem and to maintain
our economic performance on a par with other states.
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Other states have natural advantages that Victoria
does not have - raw economic resources such as
minerals, but also natural in the sense that the
services and products they are able to produce are
ones for which demand is now increasing
throughout the world. I refer particularly to tourism
and some of the natural advantages possessed by
Queensland in that regard.
The fact that Victoria does not have some of those
natural advantages challenges the state to take
advantage of the strengths it does have, and that is
precisely what the government's economic policy
has been directed towards. As most honourable
members know, the government has put an
enormous effort into high-tech industries and
multimedia. The Treasurer is also the Minister for
Multimedia and has been prOviding great impetus
to the development of the multimedia sector in
Victoria, to a point where it is fair to say that
Victoria is generally regarded as the most dynamic
and innovative state government because of its
policy on multimedia and related high-tech
industries.
Similarly, the government has been putting
emphasis on developing new service industries,
building on Victoria's strengths in tourism, with
remarkable success, and reform of utilities. In the
electricity industry, in particular, Victoria is poised
to take a dominant role in the new national
electricity market, and as that market opens up it is
likely to have predominance as the home of the
national headquarters of electricity companies.
The honourable member for Williamstown referred
to economic plans. Economic plans that are wheeled
out around the world with lights blazing and
fanfares do not necessarily or usually produce the
most outstanding results. One need only have
regard to the multiplicity of plans wheeled out by
the various Soviet economies to see that borne out.
The current government's approach is far more
practical. It focuses on where the opportunities are
and provides whatever backup it can to clear the
way for new industries to come in and set up in this
state.
One need only look at a number of figures in Budget
Paper No. 2 to see the success that has been achieved
by the government in following that strategy. I refer
first of all to page 10 of Budget Paper No. 2, which
shows the Significant increase in private business
fixed investment in Victoria in recent years.
Similarly, one can refer to pages 20 and 21 of the
same paper where both the figures and the chart
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bear out the increase there, especially the rapid
take-off in private business investment as a share of
gross state product in recent years that is
demonstrated in chart 2.13.
Some of the individual instances of significant
investment that back up that aggregate figure are set
out on pages 21 and 22 of Budget Paper No. 2. One
can consider the effect that that has had on jobs
growth, and that point is made well by the Treasurer
in his budget speech. It shows the increase in private
sector employment that has been achieved in
Victoria, alongside significant reductions in public
sector employment.
When the government came to office a number of
people were talking about concerns with the
macro-economic effects of reductions in public
sector employment by the state government in
reference to Keynesian-style multiplier effects.
Experience has borne out, as we anticipated, that the
effects on confidence levels and therefore on the
willingness of the private sector to invest and do
business in Victoria, and the effects on confidence
levels of having a government that has been shown
to be soundly managing the state's finances and is
prepared to make the difficult decisions so as not to
leave a legacy of debt and liabilities hanging over
the private sector has far outweighed the direct
effect of job reductions in the public sector.
Private sector job creation in Victoria rebounded
dramatically after the change of government and has
led to the aggregate result to which I referred
earlier - that is, unemployment figures have come
back very close to the national average whereas at
the time of the change of government they were
probably 2 per cent or 2.5 per cent above the national
average. That is a tribute not only to sound fiscal
management but also to the government's broader
economic policy to encourage investment in this
state.
In conclusion, despite the catalogue of woes trotted

out by the honourable member for Williamstown,
when one looks at the fundamentals on both the
fiscal and economic sides one sees that the
government is achieving good quality services at
affordable levels. The government is commencing
the process of reducing the state's high taxation
levels despite the challenges Victoria faces, along
with the other states. It is maintaining its capital
expenditure at sustainable levels to provide both the
social and economic infrastructure that the state
needs. The government is bringing debt down to
responsible levels that will not create a burden for
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future generations and is looking after the state's
economy through prudent fiscal management,
clearing away red tape and letting people know that
Victoria is a state in which they are welcome to do
business, and through restructuring public sector
utilities so that they are dynamic, competitive and
provide good services to the private sector. In
addition, the government is reducing costs to
business, especially costs such as Workcover.
For all those reasons this is a budget to be welcomed
by Victorians, and I believe fair-minded Victorians
are doing so.
Mr LONEY (Geelong North) - This is the fifth
budget delivered by the Treasurer. It is interesting
that each of those budgets has been delivered in a
different format, and because of that it is virtually
impossible to follow through figures or programs
from one year to the next, to follow exactly what the
Treasurer has done from one year to the next or to
compare one year to the next.

Although the Treasurer claimed early in the
government's term that he was a Treasurer who
would ensure honest, open and accountable
reporting, that is a highly dubious claim. It is
virtually impossible to track the figures from one set
of budget papers to the next and determine what has
gone on. Each year the Treasurer gives another
reason why the format has changed and we wonder
for how much longer he can keep changing the
format each year. No doubt next year he will come
up with creative ways to have yet another format.
You would need to be a better detective than
Sherlock Holmes to follow the Treasurer's trail over
the past five years. There is no way to do that other
than sitting down with all five years' budget
documents side by side and comparing them. Not
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only does the format change but also the detail and
accesSibility within the bill changes. If you go back
over the past five years you will find that details
have been reduced each year. As a result public
access to the government's activities has been
reduced each year. For example, there is no longer
any breakdown of departmental spending by
programs. Amazingly, the government points out
that omission in the budget papers as a virtue. The
leaflet accompanying the budget papers states:
A main feature of the appropriation bill covering
payments by departments is that it incorporates 'global'
appropriations for each department - with one line for
current purposes and one line for capital purposes.
(Some detail lines still remain where required to meet
particular legal obligations).

Once again we see that the government will divulge
nothing unless it is forced to do so. It is only when
there is a legal obligation to do so that figures will be
divulged. The hiding of budget details extends to the
Treasurer's forecasts, which have become nothing
more than moveable feasts. The Treasurer's forecasts
are so unreliable, so different and so hard to
compare that they mean very little.
In the budget papers there is a total failure - as

there has been in the past - to compare current
estimates with previous outcomes and estimates.
When we undertake that exercise and make the
comparisons we find the Treasury's track record
shows it has been unable to predict accurately even
for periods as short as six months. It cannot even get
it right in a time line of that short duration. I seek
leave to incorporate in Hansard table 1, which makes
a comparison of forecasts.
Leave granted; table as follows:
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Table 1 Comparison of Forecasts
Sources 1996-97 BP#2 Table 1.1 and 1997-98 BP Table 2.1
(Year on Year percentage changes)

1995-96
Actual

1996-97

1996-97

1997-98

199&-99

SeptF'east

April

F'east

F'east

Gross State Product

4.00

3.00

2.75

325

3.25

Employment

2.50

1.50

1.50

1.75

2.00
8.00

Unemployment

8.25

8.25

9.00

8.50

CPI Inflation

3.75

2.00

125

1.75

3.00

Average Weekly Earnings

4.00

4.00

3.00

3.75

3.50

Mr LONEY - Table 1 shows that over the past
two-year period a comparison of actual figures with
estimates reveals that the Treasurer has not got one
forecast right in any key forecast area. He did not
forecast the gross state product correctly. He failed
particularly in being able to estimate the
unemployment levels - always erring on the low
side. He did not estimate inflation or average weekly
earnings correctly. The point I make is that these
estimates are the basis upon which the budget is
framed. If you do not get the estimates right - some
of them are out by large percentages - the forecasts
and estimates in the rest of the budget document
cannot be trusted.
The opposition understands that it is not always
possible for the government to achieve its forecasts,
but it believes this Treasurer's failures to achieve any
forecast could well be worthy of inclusion in the
Guinness Book of Records. He is probably the least
successful Treasurer in the world at forecasting.
Although the opposition understands that forecasts
will not always be right, it believes honesty in
government should surely demand that the previous
forecasts be reported along with explanations as to
why they were not achieved. It is a practice with
other governments but not with this government.
The government just moves on and does not refer
back to them. It never lets anyone know about them,
but when you compare the figures you can see the
problem. You can see why the opposition is having
so much trouble with the Treasurer's published
figures. He keeps revising them, but even within six
months of the reporting date the revisions are still no
closer to the mark. Is this incompetence on the part
of the Treasurer or manipulation of the figures for
other purposes?

When the opposition examines other aspects of the
budget, particularly taxation and charges, it finds
further deceit by the government. When you look at
the taxes and charges you realise it is a budget of
deceit. The Treasurer is being deceitful when he
hails this budget as one that reduces taxes and
charges. In his estimates the Treasurer says there
will be a real increase in taxes and charges over the
next 12 months. He estimates that taxes and charges
will increase overall by 1.9 per cent and that inflation
will rise by only 1.6 per cent. The Treasurer also
estimates that the increase during the budget period
will be more than three times greater than he
forecast for last year. Not only are taxes and charges
increasing, they are increasing incrementally each
year as well.
Since he has been Treasurer on every occasion he has
exceeded his revenue estimates. Whenever the
Treasurer has made predictions he has always taken
more in taxes and charges. The net effect is that at
the end of the budget period - on the Treasurer's
own figures - taxes and charges will increase by
more than $2.8 billion. If you want to put it another
way, in the four or so years of the Kennett
government Victorian taxes and charges have
increased by 49 per cent. That equates to roughly
$622 for every man, woman and child in Victoria or
around $1500 for every Victorian family. This is the
Kennett-Stockdale tax slug for that period, yet they
try to tell us that this budget will reduce taxes. That
situation is shown clearly in table 2, and I seek leave
to have it incorporated in Hansard.

Leave granted; table as follows:
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Composition of Taxes Fees and Fines 1991-92 to 1997-98

Source Tables 4.2 of 1992-93 and 1996-97 BP # 2 and 1997-98 BP#2 Table 3.2)

Payroll Tax

Increase from 91/92

91/92

96/97
Septest

$ million

$ million

$ million

$ million

$ million

1,725.9

2,123.9

398.0

23.06%

2,189.6

463.7

26.87%

465.0

407.0

-58.0

-12.47%

427.0

-38.0

-8.17%

524.1

727.5

203.4

38.81%

727.5

203.4

38.81%

99.3

145.0

45.7

46.02%

1SO.4

51.1

51.46%

129.9

142.7

12.8

9.85%

151.6

21.7

16.71%

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

%

97/98
April est

Increase from 91/92

%

Taxes on Property
Land Tax
Stamp Duty on Financial Transactions
Land Transfers
Marketable Securities
Other Property Stamp Duty
Estate, Inheritance and Gift Duty
Financial Institutions duty

293.5

319.0

25.5

8.69%

324.6

31.1

10.60%

Debits Tax

115.6

263.5

147.9

127.94%

260.6

145.0

125.43%

15.7

15.7

NEW

13.4

13.4

NEW

0.5

0.5

NEW

0.5

0.5

NEW

258.0

317.5

59.5

23.06%

333.0

75.0

29.07%

300.2

299.0

-12

-0.40%

282.9

-17.3

-5.76%

02

589.4

5892

NEW

657.4

6572

NEW

138.4

138.4

NEW

174.4

174.4

NEW

118.1

-73.5

-38.36%

120.0

-71.6

-37.37%

Financial Accommodation Levy
State Deficit Levy on Rateable Properties
Taxes on the Provision of Goods and SeIVices
Levies on Statutory Corporations.
Gambling Taxes
Gambling Tax - Private Lotteries
Gambling Tax - Gaming Machines
Gambling Tax - Casino
Gambling Tax - Racing

191.6
212

6.8

-14.4

-67.92%

4.1

-17.1

-80.66%

148.0

334.5

186.5

126.01%

342.0

194.0

131.08%

Vehicle registration Taxes

229.1

406.4

177.3

77.39%

402.5

173.4

75.69%

Stamp Duty on Vehicle Transfers

196.3

3SO.1

153.8

78.35%

371.6

175.3

89.30%

Drivers' Licences

SO.l

35.5

-14.6

-29.14%

20.8

-29.3

-58.48%

Road Transport & Maintenance Taxes

31.5

29.3

-22

-6.98%

292

-2.3

-7.300/0

Gambling Tax - Other
Taxes on Insurance
Motor Vehicle Taxes

Franchise Fees
Petroleum

371.6

522.3

150.7

40.55%

425.4

53.8

14.48%

Tobacco

268.4

623.6

3552

132.34%

6482

379.8

141.51%

Liquor

153.0

10.65%

Electricity
Other Taxes on Goods and SeIVices
Total Taxes
Fees

164.8

11.8

7.71%

169.3

16.3

161.0

161.0

NEW

171.6

171.6

NEW

4.8

14.4

9.6

200.000/0

16.1

11.3

235.42%

5,577.3

8,256.0

2,678.7

48.03%

8,413.8

2,836.5

50.86%

50.6

51.5

0.9

1.78%

52.8

22

4.35%

102.4

91.5

-10.9

-10.64%

93.5

-8.9

-8.69%

23.5

32.0

8.5

36.17%

32.8

9.3

39.57%

Fines
Police
Courts and others
Total Fees and Fines
TOTAL TAXES, FEES and FINES

176.5

175

-1.5

-0.85%

179.1

2.6

1.47%

5,753.8

8,431.0

2,6772

46.53%

8,592.9

2,839.1

49.34
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Mr LONEY - Table no. 2 sets out the increases in
taxes and charges since 1991-92. Significant increases
have occurred in taxes on bank transactions, the
debits tax, which has increased by 125 per cent, new
taxes such as the state deficit levy on rateable
properties, and gambling taxes.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr LONEY - The honourable member for Swan
Hill says the government has not increased taxes. I
advise him that it has - and he voted to impose
those increases on the people of Victoria. All these
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are taxes that have been levied by the government.
The net effect is that the tax take has increased by
$2.8 billion since 1991-92 - or $622 for every
Victorian adult and child. That is what the
government stands for and that is its way of doing
things - higher taxes, higher charges and greater
burdens on every Victorian.
I now refer to taxes that have increased by more
than $100 million a year since 1992. Generally, they
are the taxes that hurt ordinary people. I seek leave
to incorporate in Hansard table no. 3, headed 'Taxes
raised by more than $100 million since 1991-92'.

Leave granted; table as follows:

Table 3: Taxes raised by more than $100 million since 1991-92

Source 1997-98 Budget Estimates Table 3.2

Payroll Tax

91/92

97/98 (est)

$ million

$ million

$ million

Increase from 91/92

1,725.9

2,189.6

463.7

524.1

727.5

203.4

38.81%

115.6

260.6

145.0

125.43%

02

657.4

657.2

174.4

174.4

NEW
NEW

342.0

194.0

131.08%

%
26.87%

Taxes on Property
Stamp Duty on Financial Transactions
Land Transfers
Debits Tax
Gambling Tax - Gaming Machines
Gambling Tax - Casino
Taxes on Insurance

148.0

Motor Vehicle Taxes
Vehicle registration Taxes

229.1

402.5

173.4

75.69%

Stamp Duty on Vehicle Transfers

1963

371.6

175.3

89.300/0

Tobacco

268.4

648.2

379.8

141.51%

171.6

171.6

NEW

5,945.4

2,737.8

85.35%

Electricity
Total Taxes

3,207.6
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Mr LONEY - Table no. 3 shows that motor
vehicle registration taxes have increased by 75 per
cent over the period, an increased tax take of
$173.4 million from the pockets of Victorian
motorists - including the electors of Ripon. The
taxes on tobacco and electricity have increased
enormously. For example, electricity prices have
increased by $171.6 million since 1991-92 as a result
ofgove.nunentaction.
The tax cuts are deceptive. The changes to payroll
tax mean that 600 small businesses that did not
previously pay payroll tax will now pay it. So much
for the government's claim that encouragement to
small business growth is the way to increase
employment! The payroll tax net has been extended
to catch small businesses that previously did not pay
the tax. That attack on small business is similar to
the effects wrought by the changes to Workcover,
which meant that 42 000 small businesses paid
higher premiums. What a deceptive tax cut!
Similarly, with the petrol tax cuts, of course, the
government did not say that any consumer price
index increases would be applied prior to the petrol
tax reductions coming into effect. There is no
monitoring mechanism in place to ensure that the
reductions are passed on to motorists.
Mr W. D. McGrath interjected.
Mr LONEY - The minister interjects that any
CPI increases will be applied to all government
charges and taxes. The minister is saying all those
charges and taxes will increase!
The Treasurer consistently underestimates the levels
of taxes and charges in spite of regularly revising the
forecasts. His final estimate of the growth in taxes
and charges for 1996-97 was more than four times
greater than his original estimate. Children who get
their sums that wrong struggle to get through
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primary school. One must ask whether the
underestimation is the result of Treasury
incompetence or a manipulation of the figures.
The other thing to note is the government's
increasing reliance on gambling taxes. The Treasurer
predicts that gambling taxes, particularly the taxes
on the revenue of Crown Casino, will increase
significantly. He predicts that the profits of
Messrs Walker and Williams will increase by
approximately 30 per cent next year, because that is
his estimate of the increase in taxes from the casino. I
note that the government's willingness to rely on
and continue to promote gambling - members of
the coalition are running around their electorates
saying what a wonderful thing gambling is - is not
shared by the Prime Minister, who visited Victoria
yesterday and was reported in today's Age as saying:
I worry about the impact of excessive gambling on
small business and I can't honestly say other than that ...
But I am saying that we have reached that sort of
saturation point in this country and that's a view that's
quite widely shared in the community.
It's a question of how far you go, and without wanting
to attack any particular business, I remain
uncomfortably of the view that we have reached a sort
of saturation point and I hope it doesn't get any higher.

The Prime Minister recognises the growing social
effects of gambling - but that is not this
government's view. It is telling Victorians to keep it
going and is promoting gambling at every
opportunity. Fortunately, the Prime Minister is
prepared to comment on gambling and its social
effects. I seek leave to incorporate in Hansard a
document entitled, 'Comparison of taxes, fees and
fines, estimates and actuals'.

Leave granted; table as follows:
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Comparison of Taxes fees and fines estimates and actuals

(Source 1995-96 BP#2 Table A.61996-97 BP#2 A.6 and 1997-98 BP#2 Tables 5.3 and 5.5)
1995-96

1995-96

Change from actual

1996-97

1996-97

1997-98

Change in 96-97
estimate

actual

$ million

0/0

Sep est

April est

April est

Employers' Payroll Taxes

1,972.0

2,001.8

29.8

1.51%

2,123.9

2,128.0

2,189.6

4.1

0.19%

Taxes on Property

1,593.8

2,191.8

598.0

37.52%

2,021.0

2,219.6

2,055.7

198.6

9.83%

Public Authority contribution

309.0

327.9

18.9

6.12%

317.5

322.0

333.0

4.5

1.42%

Gambling Taxes

961.1

1,051.4

90.3

9.40%

1,151.7

1,145.3

1,238.8

-6.4

~.56%

Taxes on Insurance

322.2

320.9

-1.3

~.4O%

334.5

328.7

342.0

-5.8

-1.73%

Motor Vehicle Taxes

834.9

815.4

-19.5

-2.34%

821.3

819.3

824.2

-2.0

~.24%

1,234.1

1,482.0

247.9

20.09%

1,471.7

1,486.7

1,414.5

15.0

1.02%

499.6

207.3

-292.3

-58.51%

189.4

197.9

195.2

8.5

4.49%

7,726.7

8,398.5

671.8

8.69%

8,431.0

8,647.5

8,593.0

216.5

2.57%

est

Franchise Fees
Other Taxes, Fees and Fines
TAXES FEES AND FINES

Mr LONEY - Table no. 4 shows how wrong
some of the estimates have been. The Treasurer
managed to underestimate taxes and charges by an
amazing 8.69 per cent from 1995-96 to the current
financial year. For example, the public authority
contribution was underestimated. Why would the
Treasurer underestimate the income received from
that source? One must suspect it has something to
do with the aggressive selling of a privatisation
program. Again it dearly reveals when the amounts
are totalled that the Treasurer was out in his
estimates by a factor of four. He predicted a 0.6 per
cent rise last year and it was actually 2.5 per cent.
That is an incredible difference. The Treasurer's
figures have been wrong so consistently that the big
question is why we should believe him now. Why
should we believe what he says in this budget?
Mr Bracks - You wouldn't want his footy tips!
Mr LONEY - You wouldn't want his tips if you
didn't get your own in, would you? On these figures
the Treasurer could change them after the game and
still not get eight out of eight!
The budget does not mention unemployment. The
government went to the election in March last year
saying that it had a policy to create 150 000 new jobs.
Look for it in the budget papers - it simply does
not arise. Not even lip service is paid to that
commitment to 150 000 new jobs. In fact,
unemployment has increased against the Treasurer's
estimate last year. Despite his revised estimate last

$ million

%

September, some six months later we find the
Treasurer has still got it wrong. This Treasurer just
cannot get anything right. His forecast for
unemployment in the coming 12 months is higher
than his forecast for last year. Of course he got last
year's wrong; the figure was higher than he forecast.
On his record we suspect he will get this year's
figure wrong as well. He is certainly consistent.
I suspect that senior government members sat down
and said, 'Gee, we need an unemployment forecast
that is lower than actual employment. We cannot
predict it will rise, so we had better cut it by half a
per cent. We will predict it as 8.5 per cent rather than
the current 9 per cent. How do we do it?'. They then
had to produce a growth figure that backed it up. I
suspect that is precisely what has occurred in the
estimates, and that is why they keep getting them
wrong. They are not estimates, they are
manipulations for political purposes. The growth
figures in this budget have been used to try to
produce a lower unemployment figure because the
government has no policy to deal with
unemployment and does not care about it. The
government's performance on unemployment has
been appalling.
Tasman Institute figures reveal that for 9 of the
10 years of the former Labor government
unemployment in Victoria never went above the
national figure. So far, for three out of the four years
of the Kennett government - that is three-quarters
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of the period the government has been in office - it
has been above the national figure.

Mr Perton - What would you do?
Mr LONEY - The honourable member for
Doncaster demonstrates the paucity of ideas on
unemployment in the government ranks.
Government members have no ideas.
The people of Geelong have suffered under this
government. Hundreds of jobs have been lost at
Avalon. This week BHP announced its closure of the
rod mill plant, with the consequent loss of 70 to 80
jobs. There have been massive cuts to public service
jobs in Geelong and they continue. It is not just
about unemployment in Melbourne; regional areas
are being hit even worse. Geelong has not benefited
in employment under the coalition government. It
has suffered continual job losses during the past four
years and the list of those losses now runs into the
thousands.
The government has been secretive about its
privatisation program. Figures and documents on
privatisation have been difficult to see under this
secretive government. It has not allowed Parliament
or the people to know anything. From this budget
we can glean only a few little bits of information,
and even then only after extensive searching.
One piece of information we can glean concerns the
massive cost of consultancies. For 1996-97 and
1997-98 that cost could be as high as $200 million if
one takes into account the figures that appear in the
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budget tables on reform and privatisation services.
In each of those areas there are huge amounts for
'other departmental costs' that run to $200 million
for the period. I doubt whether even under this
Treasurer that could possibly be an allocation for an
office refurbishment. I suggest it is a slush fund to
pay for consultancies such as Troughton Sweir and
Associates, multimillion dollar consultancies that are
never advertised and never tendered and are paid
out of this 'other departmental costs' slush fund. The
people of Victoria are never to know that is going on.
Unfortunately, one figure that it does not show but
might have shown in the past before the government
moved to the current system of reporting are the
costs for the energy projects unit. Then we might
have known what Troughton Sweir is actually
costing the people of Victoria. Is it $6 million,
$10 million or $20 million? Just pick a figure,
because that is what it is about when you award
consultancies in the way this government has
awarded them.
All honourable members are aware of the problems.
One has only to look at Intergraph to see a direct
result of this sort of secrecy, of not being open and
up front and having an honest process. When the
figures and details on Troughton Sweir come out
that will stink as high as Intergraph.
I seek leave to incorporate in Hansard another table,
which deals with public authority income.

Leave granted; table as follo'WS:
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Table 5 Public Authority Income
Source 1997-98 BP#3 Table 3.9
($

million)

1996-97 Budget
Estimate

1997-98 Budget
Estimate

Year Change

Electricity industry

614.80

86.40

-528.40

Gas Industry

159.40

84.30

-75.10

Water industry

250.00

314.80

64.80

Port Authorities

34.10

23.00

-11.10

Aluminium Smelters of Victoria Pty Ltd

11.00

18.50

7.50

5.90

4.90

-1.00

13.00

16.90

3.90

4.30

5.00

0.70

130.40

85.30

-45.10

Urban Land Authority
Victorian Plantations Corporation
State Trustees limited

Transport Accident Commission
Rural Finance Corporation

25.10

20.90

-4.20

Treasury Corporation of Victoria

25.00

15.00

-10.00

1273.00

675.00

-598.00

TOTAL

Mr LONEY - Table no. 5 clearly shows the loss
of revenue from public authority dividends. Once
again it is not shown in the budget papers. One has
to search across a couple of budgets, go to different
papers and then collate them. Nothing this
government does ever shows anything clearly. It has
the least transparent and honest accounting practices
any government in Victoria has ever had. It is about
time the government is shown up for that. It is a
government that hides whatever it can.
I refer the house to page 351 of Budget Paper No. 3,
which refers to budget production. How is the
budget to be judged? One of the output measures is:
Budget papers accepted as accurate, complete and well
presented.
What is the unit of measure? It says that it is a reader
survey that will be asking people to rate it as
satisfactory or better. I put my hand up to be in the
survey, and I will give my opinion now. This is a
shocking, shonky budget and it lacks transparency.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member's time has expired.

Mr PERTON (Doncaster) - I would count the
honourable member for Geelong North among my

friends, but I must say that the sort of speech he has
just delivered is one of the reasons why public life
has fallen into such disrepute in this country. It was
wholly negative and critical and had no vision.
The honourable member for Northcote, who is now
leaving the chamber while throwing out the odd
insult, actually had a vision for his party at one
stage, but he was dismissed from his pOSition of
responsibility and now has to gently nurture his
branches to ensure that his party leaders do not cast
him out of Parliament altogether.
This is a very good budget that essentially does two
things. It continues the sound economic
management of the state, rectifying the disruptions
that occurred as a result of the Labor Party's policies
prior to 1992. But it also looks to delivering results
for the little people of the state and, as such,
although the honourable member for Geelong North
threw up his hands and said he did not like the
budget, I put up my hand and say this is a budget
for all Victorians.
I shall turn firstly to my own constituency. As part
of the $57.5 million program in the area of education
involving 44 Victorian schools, 2 schools in my
electorate are receiving significant funding for
capital projects. One is the Milgate Primary School,
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which is demonstrating excellence right across its
programs and in its recently completed computing
centre, which I had the pleasure of opening.
Doncaster Gardens Primary School was the first
school created as a result of the merger of two
schools in 1996. It is the product of the merger of the
old Waldau Primary School and the East Doncaster
Primary School, and it has received $670 000.

looking to the future, the welfare of our families and
the education of our children. This is in addition to
the $140 million spent on capital works and
refurbishment grants to schools in 1996-97.
Dwarfing that already large figure is the
commitment made by the government in 1996 that
over the four-year period 1996 to 2000, $1 billion will
be spent on capital works in state schools.

The honourable member for Geelong North was
wholly negative in his speech and his ideas. He has
no policies and no vision. TIlis is in stark contrast to
the leadership shown in those two primary schools.
The Doncaster Gardens school is led by
Peter Ruddock. He and the two school council
co-presidents, Tracey Mays and Michael Goodwin,
are doing a fantastic job. They are building a new
school community out of two school communities.
They are demonstrating excellence in education
outputs.

I could not find the newspaper clipping about it in
the parliamentary library, but I am sure honourable
members will recall that only three weeks ago an
independent assessment by reputable people
indicated that literacy and numeracy standards in
Victoria dipped very badly during the late 1980s and
early 19905 - under the confused and confusing
leadership of the Labor Party, whose education
policies were drafted and manipulated by the
education unions. An interesting result of that
independent assessment is that Victorian literacy
and numeracy standards have increased
dramatically over the period 1992 to 1997, so much
so that Victoria is now again ahead of the national
average. I hope that by the end of this term of
government Victorian literacy and numeracy
standards will be the best in the country. I hope at
the same time that our standards in computer
literacy, which is so important in so many fields
these days, will also be the best in Australia. I have
not seen an assessment at this point, but having seen
the schools in my area I assume and suspect that
Victorian students are probably already leaders.

Mr Cole interjected.
Mr PERTON - Like many members of his party,
the honourable member for Melbourne throws slurs
and insults at people who work hard at raising
money for their communities. That is a sad reflection
of Labor Party thinking about people who
voluntarily put in their own time and effort and
raise funds to contribute to the education of their
children. Those people should be shown respect in
this house and not be insulted by the slurs of the
Labor Party, which still believes all good emanates
from government and disregards the good that
emanates from the community itself.
The Milgate Primary School has shown fine
leadership through the principal, Christine Lister,
and school council president, Ian Goldsmith. As I
said, I had the pleasure some weeks ago of opening
its new computing centre, of which the school is
proud. It has received some government money, but
the bulk of the money, the thinking and the effort
come from the community itself because the parents
of schoolchildren in my electorate understand that
their children's future depends on the quality of
their education and on their children being able to
adapt to the new information age and the new
information economy.
Victoria can be proud of the position it has reached
in its education system and in turning the economy
from being a manufacturing to an information-based
one. The large injections of cash to the two schools in
my area - which are among 44 schools statewide to
receive funding - are proof that the government is

The budget also stresses services to the young
people of Victoria. Although it has been a long time
coming because the Labor Party locked the state into
a long-term lease, the budget makes a commitment
to relocating the Children's Court from its current
site in South Melbourne to better, bigger and more
appropriate quarters. The budget commits
$18 million for that, and with that money comes a
promise from the Attorney-General that within two
years we will have a Children's Court that actually
meets the needs of children who are in conflict with
the crimina1law or who need protection.
Mr Cole interjected.
Mr PERTON - The honourable member for
Melbourne says I am making big statements and
that he supports this commitment. That is one of the
nice things about the honourable member for
Melbourne - at least he has some positive things to
say. He is one of few among his colleagues who
actually have a vision. He is not in Parliament just as
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a post-union official; the honourable member for
Melbourne actually believes in something.
The Department of Human Services covers
responsibilities for youth, aged care, community
services, housing and Aboriginal affairs. This budget
provides excellent further injections of cash to
further boost the living conditions of the poor or
disadvantaged in our community - those whose
personal circumstances were so harshly ignored
during the years of Labor government in Victoria.
The significant problem of hospital waiting lists,
among other matters, will be supported by the
injection of $18.2 million, as well as $3 million of
additional funding to offset the extra burdens on
public hospitals as a result of the major shift from
the private health funds to the public system. This is
a very difficult national problem and I hope the
federal government, in cooperation with the state
government, can actually deal with this problem. It
is quite clear that the budget has to remain a mix of
public and private funding. People are opting out of
funding their own health care. That leads to very
serious problems across the country. It has been a
problem under both Labor and Liberal
administrations and it is one on which we must
work together to achieve reform.
Another segment of the Victorian public with clear
needs is the elderly. This budget has allocated
$5 million to expand specialised services, including
rehabilitation, post-acute services for the elderly and
clinics providing specialised continence services,
pain management, mobility and dementia
management. There is an increasing problem with
the ageing population. Many people out there in the
community are suffering from Alzheimer's disease.
Although there is often embarrassment and pain for
the victim, it is difficult indeed for families suffering
with parents or grandparents who have Alzheimer's
and other types of dementia. These people are
physically fit but otherwise incapable of entering the
normal family conversations or joining in the normal
management of family circumstances.
"Through both the Minister for Health and the
Minister for Youth and Community Services this
government is seeking to increase funding to
improve management in this area, and I for one
think that is vital.
There are doctors in this state who are working on
cures and new treatments. They are looking at the
causes of these conditions and, whether it be
aluminium content in food or the like, I hope the
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Victorian government, along with the federal
government, will work hard to find treatments, not
only to diminish suffering but also to provide
appropriate levels of support for those who have to
care for people with these often embarrassing
conditions.
Other specific allocations have gone to the
continuing funding of sexual assault services for
families and children, with an extra $325 ()()() for
1997-98 along with a $1.3 million ongoing fund.
I have just read the book The Shipping News by
E. Annie Proulx, which talks about life in
Newfoundland, Canada. One of the ongoing themes
in the book is that there are constant references in
the newspaper to sexual assaults.
Unlike most people in the community I never cease
to be amazed by the number of incidents of sexual
abuse that are reported in the daily press, on
television and in current affairs programs. The
government, along with the opposition and people
of goodwill in the community, has to come up with
solutions to this problem. Exaggerated figures claim
that huge a proportion of the community has
suffered sexual assault. Those figures are probably
inaccurate, but it is clear that many people have
suffered sexual abuse from either relatives or people
in authority over them. The community must find
not only ways to punish these perpetrators through
the criminal law system but also methods and
schemes to reduce the incidence.
The budget also provides for the establishment of
pilot programs offering genetic screening for carriers
of single gene disorders such as cystic fibrosis and
early detection of Down syndrome. There will be
additional funding to four new mobile
immunisation services and $17 million to expand
community accommodation facilities and support
services for people with disabilities.
When the Honourable Nick Greiner was Premier of
New South Wales he talked of Liberal philosophy
and said that you can be dry, you can be wet, but
there is a lot to be said for people who are warm and
dry - that is, economically accountable, good
managers who care for the disadvantaged. The
government needs to bear those words in mind certainly the cabinet needs to bear them in mind. I
believe the budget meets that challenge because it
provides sound economic management.

If the budget delivers a AAA rating to the state there
will be a major reduction in the amount that needs to
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be paid in interest. That means Victoria will have
more funds available to deal with the serious
problems I referred to earlier.

Law Reform Committee with me, to more easily
accommodate the demands of the committee using
short video conferencing.

In referring to other specific allocations that are
important to highlight I point out that the total
budgetary expenditure for capital works projects is
$334.8 million, which includes provision for
redevelopment of state hospitals and care services,
$1.2 million for the provision of a site for the
Australian Genome Research Facility, and
$236 million for the continued implementation of the
Victorian government's metropolitan health care
services plan.

TItis initiative does not disregard the importance of
human contact and sitting face to face over a table
and being able to reach a middle ground or develop
new creative ideas together. It will make it possible
to use our time more efficiently and accommodate
the needs of rural members who are often put under
great stress and forced to waste time by coming into
the city.

What is dear from the figures that I have
highlighted is that the government has not forgotten
those in the community who are disadvantaged or
not as lucky as some of us. The government is
looking to the future, not over its shoulder or
playing catch-up, as the ALP did for so many years
in government. TItis is a forward-thinking
government. It is no accident that, as the Treasurer
told us on Tuesday in his budget speech, Victoria
has experienced growth of 20 per cent since the
government took office five years ago. Sustained real
growth of around 3 per cent per annum in 1997-98
will go well beyond Australian expectations, and the
robust framework the government set in place will
endure well into the next century.
What does the next century have in store for
Victorians and Australians? These are exciting times
as we see these transitions through our lives. With
the honourable members for Preston and Coburg
opposite and my colleague Sitting next to me, the
honourable member for Swan Hill, I am serving on
the Parlynet project, which will transform the lives
of parliamentarians. Parlynet will allow us to use
advanced communications techniques which will
not only enable us to converse and communicate
better with each other and to collaborate better on
documents and policies, but also to collaborate and
communicate with our constituents in a much better
way.
To give a practical example, in the area of video
communications via the Internet, if a cost of
approximately $2 an hour can be achieved, members
such as the honourable member for Swan Hill, who
are committed not only to their constituents but also
to the economic development of the state, will be
able to save up to 8 or 10 hours every time they are
involved in major policy meetings. It will be possible
for members such as the honourable members for
Melbourne and Geelong North, who serve on the

I now turn to some of the areas that will be
important in the transition to the next century. The
Law Reform Committee of the Parliament, of which
I am chair and of which my colleagues sitting
opposite are members, has a reference to examine
the question of regulatory reform. It is a very
interesting reference because the government has
given the committee the challenge of drafting a
regulatory efficiency bill.
Regulatory efficiency bills are certainly the buzz
word around the world, but when one examines the
reports of the DECD one finds that Victoria has been
an international leader in this area. Since 1984
Victoria has been implementing all the buzz words
that are used in the United States and Europe today.
We have had cost-benefit analysis - the honourable
member for Geelong North raises his eyebrows, but
cost-benefit analysis is a very important thing in
regulatory reform - to determine before regulating
whether the benefits to be achieved for the
community and individuals outweigh any negative
effects.
The American term for negotiated rule making is
reg-neg, and Victoria has had that in place since
1984. The Labor Party was in government at that
time and the Honourable AIan Hunt was the
intellectual leader of the debate in Victoria. Senator
AIan Missen, the former Uberal senator for Victoria,
was also an intellectual leader in this field. We can
proudly say that as a result of bipartisan action
Victoria has achieved most of the regulatory reform
that has been attempted around the world, including
cost-benefit analyses, reg-neg and community
consultation.
The Law Reform Committee has the challenge of
writing a new regulatory efficiency bill to pick up
the developments that have occurred in Canada, in
Paris and among the DEeD countries, including the
concept of alternative compliance mechanisms. As
technology changes, so do the needs of the law.
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Alternative compliance mechanisms mean that in a
changing world there is no need to go to the expense
of changing the entire regulatory framework
because you can deal with the regulatory
requirements of a new technology or new entrant in
an open and transparent way or you can reward a
company that comes up with a new way of meeting
the objectives of a regulation that benefits the whole
community.
If the Law Reform Committee can achieve a joint
position and make a recommendation to
government it will mean Victoria will continue to
lead not just the British Commonwealth but the
OECD in better regulation that not only meets the
needs of the community but also enhances the
position of Victorian industry.

That is an exciting reference. I am grateful to the
Minister for Small Business for recommending that
the government send the reference to the Law
Reform Committee. I am sure we will do a good job
in making recommendations for Victoria.
I also refer to what the government is doing about
multimedia and bringing Victoria into the new
information age. Although I am critical of the
honourable member for Geelong North for his
negative speech, obviously the honourable members
for Coburg and Yan Yean are conscious of the fact
that Melbourne, through its long history of great
universities and its good education system and
infrastructure, has become the leader of multimedia
enterprise in the Asia-Pacific region. The honourable
member for Swan Hill has been involved in
producing a CD-ROM and world-leading on-line
material for Food Victoria.
Last year we noted with pride that the Netscape
Corporation, one of the leaders in the Internet and
Internet browsers, set up its first overseas enterprise
in Melbourne. Companies such as Olivetti, mM and
Sun Microsystems regard Melbourne as a centre of
excellence in those fields and are increasing their
exposure and investments. As a Parliament and a
community we should be proud to be in that
position.
However, there is a lot of interest in this field. Most
honourable members would be aware that Prime
Minister Mahathir of Malaysia has set out to make
his country the multimedia super-corridor, the
leader in the Asia-Pacific area. He comes from a
different political environment: an authoritarian
environment in which conflict in politics is not
tolerated and the democratic institutions we take for
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granted have been set aside. Malaysia is determined
to move ahead of us. It has introduced a package of
legislation that looks exciting until you get behind
the detail and see that it is legislating for things we
simply do.
Malaysia has enlisted the help of Bill Gates and
other leaders in American information technology in
developing its corridor. We are up against a big
challenge. I congratulate the Minister for
Multimedia on taking steps to ensure Victoria stays
ahead and remains competitive.
Last year we convened the Data Protection Advisory
Council. That convoluted name will not raise much
excitement in the community, but it is concerned
with privacy and ensuring that as we move forward
with new teclmologies we retain our humanity. An
academic I heard speaking on this issue said, 'We
have lots of laws to guarantee and preserve the
integrity of our physical person, but Western
societies and particularly Anglo-Celtic societies have
disregarded the importance of protecting the
integrity of our data person', as she called it. Our
personal information is important.
We all grew up in an environment where we
equated big brother with government. In this day
and age big brother is more likely to look like a
grocery clerk. Nearly 50 per cent of the population
are using fly-buy cards and, for the advantage of
frequent flyer points, are giving away - Mr Haermeyer - American Express is a better

deal.
Mr PERTON - For high-income earners such as
the honourable member for Yan Yean I am sure
American Express is a better deal. But it is important
that as people use the new teclmologies we do not
allow databases to be built up. The honourable
member for Yan Yean referred to American Express;
it probably covers his entire travel pattern and 50 to
60 per cent of his buying. American Express has a
good privacy regime in place, but lots of other
corporations do not act as appropriately. The
Victorian government has recognised that and will
move appropriately in accordance with the national
regime.

At the moment the government is looking at the
impediments to electronic commerce, not to become
a producer of those products but to facilitate the
great advantages in electronic commerce for
Victoria. That will require leadership. The
government is now analysing the needs of the
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industry and the appropriate means of delivering
regulatory change and support to it. I hope during
the next budget debate we will again be able to say
that Melbourne is the leader in this field and is
building jobs for the future.
One of the highlights of the next financial year will
be the introduction of the government's electronic
service delivery system. It will provide a face of
government to the community and people will be
able to gain access from their homes, kiosks or
through a phone-assisted system. A good example is
a whole-of-life transaction - for instance, the
purchase of a house. At the moment people rely on
solicitors who have to get information from and
provide it to perhaps six or seven government
departments, it may involve taxation or registries,
and private sector entities that deal with electricity,
water, gas, and so on. The system will deliver
Victorians a world first. We will be able to use one
screen to feed in the information and complete the
transaction in one hit with appropriate receipts and
security for cash transactions. I am proud that it will
be a world first. According to the budget, that
outcome will be delivered in the second half of this
year.
I am pleased to have had the opportunity to
contribute to the debate. I know the honourable
member for Melbourne is about to contribute, as
well as to make his party's usual criticisms of the
government. I hope the honourable member will
show some creativity and initiative and put forward
some new ideas because this government is about
new ideas, leadership and creativity. That is why we
have gathered the support of the community. I look
forward to the government's next term in office.

Mr COLE (Melbourne) - I will try to achieve
what the honourable member for Doncaster
suggests. If along the way I happen to attack the
budget process and say what I think of the
government, he can put it down to the fact that I am
a member of the opposition.
The honourable member for Doncaster referred to
the proposal to move the Oilldren's Court from its
present location. Although moving the location is
highly desirable, I am not sure it will in any way
resolve the problems of young people in our
community, particularly the children who attend the
Oilldren's Court. That is the point I was trying to
make when I interjected.
The government has a lease on the present
Oilldren's Court building; the court was previously
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located in Batman A venue. Perhaps the
Attorney-General will have a building constructed
specifically for the court, or she may lease a new
building.
It really was an appalling situation. The temporary
facility had to be replaced. The choice of the site at
Southbank was probably not the best for a whole
range of reasons. My preference would be for the
Children's Court to be located as far as possible
away from the gambling facilities. I do not think it
should be located near the other courts.

At the time I requested Andrew McCutcheon, the
then Attorney-General, not to put the facility down
at Southbank and to construct a purpose-built
facility elsewhere. I was told that was not possible
because of the lack of available money. I hope the
Children's Court will be located in the city, as I
understand it will be. With a bit of luck the court
will be close to public transport and other facilities
to enable us to best serve the young people and
adolescents who have to go there.
The honourable member for Doncaster does not take
long to get onto his favourite topics. Usually he
starts off with the Internet and ends up with talking
about Victoria being a centre for excellence in
multimedia communications. His contribution in
that regard is very valuable. We should all be very
conscious of the work being done by the many
people involved in that area, because
communication technology is an important part of
our lives and we all have to become acclimatised to
it. I am pleased that members of Parliament are
speaking about it on a regular basis. I was somewhat
critical of the honourable member for Doncaster for
speaking about his pet topics, but as I look at my
notes I see that I am doing the same thing!
I refer to the reduction in petrol taxes. The price of
petrol is a bit of a scandal, particularly in the bush.
Recent analyses show that the petrol companies are
exploiting country people. Watching petrol prices in
the city going up and down is like watching a game
of Keno - and you might just get the cheap price.
Getting rid of or reducing the petrol tax is a good
thing because it is regressive. The tax affects the
poor more than the rich, reducing it is probably a
good thing - but I will bet my boots that it does not
happen in real terms.
In a few months time we will see that the flow-on
from the petrol tax reduction will have gone not to
the consumer but to the petrol companies, simply
because their activities are not being monitored as
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well as they should be. There should be a stricter
surveillance of the prices charged by the petrol
companies. They could even be threatened with
some form of excise above and beyond those taxes if
they do not comply with the requirement to reduce
prices.
If one were cynical - and I will be - one would say
the biggest motivating factor in the Treasurer's
decision to reduce the price of petrol is the
opprobrium being heaped on the conservative
government in the bush. The petrol tax reduction
should be called the Gippsland West tax reduction,
because that is basically what it is all about. The
game has changed so dramatically for the
conservatives, particularly in the bush, that they
have to start looking after the people they purport to
represent - and that is particularly true of the
National Party.

Under the budget we are seeing a steady flow of
resources back to the bush. That runs contrary to the
government's overall plan, which is to reduce debt
by selling everything that does not move or salute
and to increase taxes as much as possible to payoff
the debt and achieve a AAA rating. That is all well
and good, except that plot went terribly wrong when
the government lost Gippsland West. Over the next
few years in the lead-up to the next election we will
see more instances of the government trying to win
back its traditional supporters. If it does not, we may
see more Independent members in this Parliament.
The other issue I wish to deal with is gambling. The
predicted consequences of the increase in gambling
were not as bad as the reality. As so many other
governments have done, this government will come
to increasingly rely on gambling revenue to the
extent that it and its successors will be virtually
beholden to a couple of particular outlets. They
include the casino and the other major entrepreneurs
who are involved with poker machines. Poker
machines are being used by those entrepreneurs not
for the benefit of clubs and hotels but to set up
essentially private operations. The likes of Bruce
Mathieson will soon have control of so many poker
machines across the state that they will dictate
policy to the government, as Ron Walker and Uoyd
Williams are doing now. The taxation revenue is so
great that the government will be beholden to them.
I like the way the Prime Minister, John Howard, has
come out and said there is too much gambling - but
I do not trust him, because the treasurer of the
federal Liberal Party, Mr Walker, wants exclusivity
over casinos in Melbourne. There must be
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arguments for allowing them elsewhere, but it will
not happen. There is a possibility that under federal
law a casino could be established at Tullamarine
Airport. But that will not happen because Mr Walker
wants exclusivity - in other words, no competition.
I despair about what will happen to the state as a
result of all this. We already have a monstrosity of a
building across the Yarra. Where will it all stop? The
crime and other problems that have been generated
by the casino are monumental. In my electorate
there has been a monumental increase in assault and
robberies, previously unheard of on a regular basis.
Admittedly, a lot of that relates to drugs, but a lot
also relates to problem gambling. Although we
cannot get rid of the casino and poker machines are
here to stay, we do not need to take part in some sort
of half-baked idolatry of those types of facilities. We
should be acting responsibly, not celebrating the fact
that people are losing their money at these facilities.
I want to comment on the Intergraph system. It must
be said yet again that the Metropolitan Ambulance
Service report by the Auditor-General, including the
sordid and sorry saga of Mr Jack Firman and others,
discloses probably one of the greatest calamities in
emergency services that this state and this nation has
ever seen. My brother is an ambulance officer. He
and his co-workers were subjected to attacks for
saying there was something desperately wrong with
the Intergraph system. They were turning up late
and people were either dead or suffering because
calls were not getting through properly.
The biggest crime is that the government said that it
would take nine months to implement the
Intergraph system when it knew full well it would
take two years. Mr Firman was backed
unequivocally by the Minister for Health, who now
sits here as the Minister for Conservation and Land
Management. Any other minister would have had to
resign. If she were still the Minister for Health, I am
afraid to say she would have to go, because this
disaster in the ambulance service will never be
forgotten.
During the time the Labor Party was in government
it never engaged in such corrupt and incompetent
practices. I recall the attitude of the current Premier
and Treasurer when they were in opposition and
Tricontinental failed and that crook Ian Johns, who
was advising the government, had to go to gaol.
Mr Jolly, who was the responsible minister, had to
resign. Mr Fordham was the minister responsible for
the VEOC, and he had to resign. Yet when lives are
lost as a result of an ambulance service privatisation
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tender process which was corrupt, which has been
the subject of a damning report by the
Auditor-General and which is being investigated by
the police, the Premier defends his minister and the
minister absolves herself of any responsibility - no
mea culpa, nothing!

crisis. The hospital system and the ambulance
service are classic examples of crisis; the education
system is another. The question is one of ministerial
responsibility; there is no justification whatsoever
for the minister not doing the right thing and
resigning over the Intergraph debacle.

Worst of all, there is no apology to the dedicated
staff of that ambulance service - of whom my
brother is one - which is unbelievable. If
government members got into the back of an
ambulance occasionally they would not come out
with their stupid, scurrilous statements against
ambulance officers.

I turn to the Premier's desire to get rid of the
Auditor-General - to emasculate him - and to
employ private firms such as Arthur Andersen and
Peat Marwick. You could not find a greater bunch of
harlots! Peat Marwick produced the report on the
State Bank. There is a $150-million suit on that firm.
The Treasurer used to stand out the front of Arthur
Andersen and Price Waterhouse to get instructions
on how to handle big industry and other matters!
These are the people who said Pyramid was safe.
Are we to be put into the hands of these people the government's own accountants - who are so
beholden to the government for contracts? If that is
independence, I am not standing here. Why are we
doing this? Because the Premier wants to nobble the
one government watchdog capable of preserving the
community against anything that vaguely resembles
government dishonesty. The government wants to
make sure that its people are not subject to scrutiny
and that the corruption that has been going on can
continue. It is corruption with a great big 'e', as we
saw with the ambulance service - and it ain't going
to stop!

The Auditor-General will confirm that there is
something wrong with the system and that people
are dying. A judicial inquiry would prove that; a
royal commission would show that there has been
criminal negligence on the part of Mr Firman and his
cohorts in having given the contract to Intergraph
when it was not capable of fulfilling the function.
The contract was let for private profit. For the
government and the minister to have supported that
arrangement and walked away from it violates
every principle that has ever been held in this
Parliament. It is monumental incompetence at the
very least. That is why Mr Fordham, the Minister for
Industry, Technology and Resources at the time, had
to resign over the Victorian Economic Development
Corporation matter, and that is what Mrs Tehan
would do if she were honest with herself - she
should not equivocate.
The Intergraph mess will never be forgotten; it is a
scandal of monumental proportion. Because of the
government's inability to step in and fix up the mess
the opposition will always be able to refer to it. I
hope the Premier and the Minister for Conservation
and Land Management will cooperate with the
police in their inquiry and present information and
evidence about what happened more honestly than
has been the case in the past. Perhaps in the future
when the opposition, the ambulance officers and the
unions stand up and say there is something wrong
the government will listen. Don't say the opposition
doesn't listen. The government doesn't know! listen
and look when somebody engaged in the tender
process feels they are aggrieved. Why doesn't the
government investigate the matter instead of putting
its head in the sand while people die? That is exactly
what happened.
That issue probably goes to the heart of what is
wrong with this government. Its obsession with
privatisation and reducing services has led to a

If we get rid of the Auditor-General, as is proposed,
we know what will happen. We can be certain that
there will be no check on this Premier; his is the
most scurrilous approach one could imagine to what
constitutes good and honest government and the
sorts of things members of Parliament can get away
with. They can take gifts - even a BMW prize! A
member's wife can drive around in a BMW. We
know full well that the Premier's wife would not
have got a BMW but for the fact that she is the wife
of the Premier.
They are the only reasons for these changes, and this
behaviour is becoming accepted as the norm in our
community. Set that against the backdrop of the
enormous crime and drug-related problems in our
community. Again, although the government put
forward proposals via the Penington report, it did
not have the courage, the fortitude or the insight to
implement those proposals. Enormous amounts of
money are being wasted on drug-education
programs that do zero for the problem in the
community.
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I return to the Auditor-General. Ever since I have
been a member of Parliament - and I am sure it will
continue well into the future - the opposition has
stood up and fought, and it will stand up and fight
to the end over this issue. The matter concerning the
Auditor-General will be a beacon for all issues to do
with this government: privatisation, corruption and
lack of services. If the opposition does not take a
stand there is no hope for the community against an
arrogant, uncompromising Premier who laughs off
the most scurrilous activities of ministers. The then
Minister for Sport, Recreation and Racing received a
greyhound from the Greyhound Racing Control
Board while he was a member of Parliament; the
animal won him $750 while amendments were being
moved to the Racing (Amendment) Bill in the upper
house affecting the training of greyhounds. The
Ombudsman said it was illegal, yet somehow the
matter was dismissed and there was no compromise
of position. That is not the point: members should
not receive that sort of money or those types of
perks, but the minister did, and the Premier laughed
it off as if it were no big deal.

This government has been in office for five years and
it is under attack for its incompetent practices. It
wants to get rid of the Auditor-General altogetherno staff for the Auditor-General; just one person to
oversee all the private contracts; and that person to
be based in the Premier's department, for God's
sake! Why the dramatic change? How big an issue is
it that the government is attempting to get rid of
Victoria's watchdog, the Auditor-General? It is so
big that the opposition will fight publicly and
personally against the people who have their hands
well and truly in the till and who are not taking
them out despite the disasters that befall us. The
ambulance service is a perfect example. Without the
Auditor-General what would have happened about
Mr Firman and his associates who have all taken
money? A private contractor will not pick those
things up.

The government keeps on about achieving its AAA
rating, but a few people along the way are receiving
benefits they are not entitled to. The system is
becoming more corrupt and the best the government
can do is to get rid of the no. 1 watchdog, make him
a parliamentary accountable person, make him a
member of Parliament!
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In 1990 when the original act was developed - I
know because I was the chairman of the Economic
and Budget Review Committee - we made a
commitment that anything to do with the
Auditor-General had to be decided on by both
parties and that a special committee would have to
be formed. That committee selected Fergus Ryan
from Arthur Andersen to carry out a performance
review of the Auditor-General. The selection was
done in a bipartisan fashion to ensure that the
independence of the Auditor-General was not
intruded upon. Fergus Ryan did the performance
review of the Auditor-General, and it came up
trumps. The next auditor did the same, and so did
the one after him. Why do we need to get rid of the
Auditor-General? When the Labor Party opposition
had control of the upper house why didn't it move
to get rid of the Auditor-General? It reinforced the
power of the Auditor-General through the
performance review. Why? Because it had to be
done in a bipartisan way - and because the
independence of the Auditor-General has to be
preserved.

Debate interrupted pursuant to sessional orders.
Sitting suspended from 1.00 p.m. until 2.04 p.m.

Intergraph: ambulance contract
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - I
refer the Treasurer to his statement in the house
yesterday that he incorrectly believed there was a
condition in the ambulance contract with Intergraph
to ensure that it could be integrated with the
subsequent statewide system and to the further fact
that in November 1994 Mr Jack Firman formally
advised the government's ministerial steering
committee for the statewide system that the contract
did not contain that condition. Why was the
Treasurer not advised of that fact? Which of the
relevant ministers deceived him as to the true nature
of the ambulance contract? Was it the Deputy
Premier or the then Minister for Health?
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - All I can say is
that it was always my insistence that the contract
should include a provision for the integration of the
ambulance service system into the broader contract.
My understanding of it is that that was the basis
upon which cabinet approved the ambulance service
entering into the transaction. I understood that the
BEST steering committee had the same view, and I
am quite obviously not in a position to say why
information was not given to me.
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Lieutenant-Governor
Mr SPRY (Bellarine) - Will the Premier advise
whether any decision has been made regarding the
appointment of the new Lieutenant-Governor?
Mr KENNETI (Premier) - As the house will
know, Victoria has been well served over many
years by successive Governors and
Lieutenant-Governors. With the appointment of
Sir James Gobbo to the position of Governor of
Victoria the position he held as Lieutenant-Governor
has fallen vacant.

I am very gratified to see the way in which
Sir James's appointment has been received by the
community as a whole. I think it is true to say that
he has received bipartisan support in this place. In
looking for his successor as Lieutenant-Governor we
examined a whole range of options. As we have
enhanced the role so that the Governor will play a
larger part in positiOning Victoria throughout
Australia and internationally, so too did we think
we could use the office of Lieutenant-Governor to
further advance opportunities in this state.
We will shortly be announcing the formation of a
science and technology council, along the lines of the
business round table, Food Victoria and the
multimedia task force - all of which have
positioned Victoria very well both within Australia
and internationally.
Given the importance of science and technology to
our long-term future - and obviously I include
engineering in that - and to attract young people to
enter those disciplines, we thought it would be a
good idea if we could approach and select a person
as Lieutenant-Governor to take a high profile in
expanding and articulating the advantages and the
importance of science, technology and engineering.
I am happy to say that Her Majesty the Queen has
accepted the government's recommendation that
Professor Adrlenne Clark be appointed Victoria's
new Lieutenant-Governor. This will also be a quite
profound appointment. I think it is correct to say
that she will be the first female to occupy one of the
top two positions in Victoria. But she was not
selected because of gender, she was selected because
of our objective of promoting and further enhancing
science and engineering.
She is quite clearly an eminent person in Australia
and, as so often happens, her reputation for the
work she has done in science in Australia is
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substantially more widely known and appreciated
internationally than it is here. She has been involved
in academic and public life for more than 30 years.
She has only just completed her term as Chairman of
the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial
Research Organisation - a prestigious job that
carries a great deal of authority and responsibility.
She was appointed to that position by the previous
federal Labor government.
She has a list of qualifications that includes,
importantly, services to Australian governments and I say governments because it is not only this one
- and has served and is still serving on a number of
boards including those of AMP, Western Mining
Corporation and Woolworths. I am not quite sure
whether she is still a board member of Alcoa, but she
was until last year. She has also had the very
distinguished role as head of the CSIRO.1t is my
intention that she will be sworn in at a ceremony at
Government House, I hope in the next couple of
weeks. She will dispatch her enlarged
responsibilities with a great deal of professionalism
and dignity. More importantly, she will give
Victorians the opportunity to focus as much as
possible on the importance of science, technology
and engineering. If Australia is to be the smart
country more and more young Australians need to
pursue the careers of pharmacy, engineering,
manufacturing, agriculture, and so on.
I am quite sure Professor Clark will receive the same
acclamation and support from the community for
her appointment as Sir James received for his. I place
on record my appreciation of her accepting the task.
I am quite sure that over the next few years she will
serve this state, its people and the science and
technology fraternity of Australia with great dignity
and charm.

Minister for Conservation and Land
Management
Mr THWAITES (Albert Park) - In light of the
fact that the Minister for Conservation and Land
Management showed a complete lack of
understanding in her previous portfolio of the
concept of ministerial responsibility and the fact that
although she was told by Mr Firman in
November 1994 that the ambulance contract with
Intergraph breached Cabinet's condition she failed
to tell the Treasurer in breach of her ministerial
duty, I ask the minister whether she will now advise
the house of her understanding of the concept of
ministerial responsibility for serious breaches of
duty by her as a minister in her current portfolio?
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Mrs TEHAN (Minister for Conservation and
Land Management) - I am fully aware of
ministerial responsibility, both currently and in the
past, and continue to uphold the highest standards
of ministerial responsibility.
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vital contribution to the social wellbeing and fabric
of this society. This morning I was with a group
which looks after children with disabilities from the
ages of 0 to 18 in a parent carers program where
adults take on board a child in that age group for
one weekend a month.

Carers strategy
Mr THOMPSON (Sandringham) - Will the
Premier inform the house of the government's
progress in fulfilling important election
commitments to assist Victoria's carers?
Mr KENNElT <Premier) - The community quite
rightly places a very high priority on support for
people who require constant care due to age,
disability or illness. However, there is no doubt that
until recently the community generally has
overlooked the hard work and dedication of those
who are described as community carers - that is,
those who provide the support, particularly in their
homes, for people with special needs.

Honourable members may remember that before the
last election, because of advice from the then health
minister and other members of government, the
government embarked upon a strategy for carers to
assist those who gave of themselves to care for
others. A key element of that was the allocation of
$100 million over four years to substantially expand
Victoria's carer network and improve family access
to support services, respite and other facilities,
which will in turn greatly benefit those needing
direct care.
Today I am pleased to announce that the first
tenders under the carers strategy has now been let,
with $21.5 million being the first allocation of the
four-year program. There has been no program like
this before in Victoria or Australia where there is
such a direct focus on those who are looking after
the aged, the sick, the disabled, and so on.
The funding will go to selected organisations
through a competitive tendering process to deliver a
wide range of respite services across the state.
Funding will be devoted to supporting carers of
people with disabilities, chronic and mental illness,
and the elderly. I hope the recognition of the
importance of carers through this measure will
improve their quality of life as they, on behalf of the
community, voluntarily do so much for those they
care for and accept so much social responsibility for
the community as a whole. They are rarely
recognised; they do not seek public attention. They
go about their businesses quietly, but they make a

The money the government is putting into the
community to assist these carers in real terms should
only be the tip of the iceberg. It again shows what a
tolerant society Victoria is. I very much appreciate
that, and there are many examples of it. It derives
from our democratic base and the fact that we are a
multicultural society with 25 per cent of our
population coming from non-Anglo-Saxon
backgrounds.
As I have said before and as I said earlier today, it is
an important initiative. It is not being done because
of things happening in other parts of Australia but
because of an ongoing commitment by this
government to look after those who provide of their
own time such an important service to the
community. It is for that reason that in May 1997
some people in our Australian community use the
strength of our democracy to seek division and to
separate Victorians and Australians from each
other - as unfortunately Mrs Hanson is doing on a
national scale. If we are to maximise our
opportunities in the long term, it will be because we
are a tolerant Society and because we look after those
in need. We can look after those in need, particularly
minority groups, only if the leadership shown by all
recognises both the strength of our democracy and
the tolerance that exists in Australia as a whole.

Fuel: prices
Mr SAVAGE (Mildura) - I ask the Premier: in
allowing for the fuel franchise tax of $100 million,
Victorian motorists are paying $69 million more in
fuel tax than they did five years ago. Given that
petrol in Mildura has been up to 16 cents per litre
more than in Melbourne, currently 84 cents to 86
cents a litre respectively, when will this government
give some indication of meaningful equity between
city and country?
Mr KENNElT (Premier) - This matter was
discussed in part last week in the honourable
member's absence, and there are two parts to it.
Firstly, I am sure the honourable member is not
suggesting that he and his electorate do not
appreciate the substantial reductions provided by
this budget, particularly in the price of diesel. That
reduction is 4.1 cents, which brings the franchise fees
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for diesel down from 15.5 per cent to 10 per cent.
That is a one-third reduction, which is a substantial
reduction. From the correspondence I have had and
the general acceptance of this initiative throughout
rural Victoria it seems to me that it has been very
much appreciated.
The second point the honourable member makes is a
lot more complex - and he knows that himself but of course there is a solution.
Mrs Wilson - Buy a bicycle.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr KENNETI - The member is chuffed at her
own joke. This must be your first speech since you
have been here this session. Is it?
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profit margin but increase it. In many cases he
increases it by as much as 8 cents a litre. That means
the differential, 70 cents and above in the country,
can be 1.6 cents and 8 cents, so say it could be
9.6 cents. There is a discounting of 5 cents in place in
some of the larger metropolitan areas, so one is
looking at about 14.5 cents or 14.6 cents.
The only way that can be changed is to educate the
public: to say that the small retailers must reduce
their number so that a smaller number can sell more
volume. I do not think the opposition is advocating
that, but it may be. It may be putting forward the
argument that small retailers should close down.
Mr Bracks interjected.
Mr KENNElT - One thing is for sure - you
never will be, based on your speech this morning.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr KENNElT - The question of price
differentials between rural Victoria and the
metropolitan area has existed for a long time, and it
is a vexed one. However, members of the public can
now buy at the wholesale price, in terms of the price
at which it is sold on a daily basis, from those who
distribute petrol. I shall take the honourable member
through the way the system works.
In the metropolitan area where there is a high
volume of turnover - for example, a service station
in my area may have a turnover of 500 000 litres of
petrol a week - they discount their price below the
median to try to get another percentage of market
share, because it is calculated on volume. It is
calculated not only on the volume of petrol but on
the volume of other goods that service stations now
sell, including confectionery and pharmaceutical
lines - a whole range of products.
If the mean cost for the wholesaler of selling the

petrol is 70 cents, it often comes down 5 or 6 cents
below that where high volume is being sold. In the
country areas the most anyone will pay as an
additional cost on that 70 cents for distribution to
anywhere in Victoria is 1.6 cents, so the 1.6 cents is
not a major differential. What is different is that in
country areas most of the retail outlets are very
small. They are normally family-run businesses and
do not have a range of other products that are freely
available to a small population, as is the case in a
larger franchise.
For that retailer to make a sufficient return for
himself and his family he has to not only hold his

The other thing one can do is to have articulated at
each petrol station the differential between the
wholesale cost, the distribution factor and the
retailer's margin. That way the public will have a
clear understanding that the major reason for the
price differential in rural and metropolitan
Melbourne is based firstly on volume and secondly
on the need for country Victorian petrol retailers to
make enough money on the sale of petrol, which is
their staple item, to enable them to make a living for
themselves and their families.
If the honourable member is advocating that we

close down a lot of small service stations -

Opposition members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! The Premier has now
been speaking for 5 minutes.

Mr KENNETI - I understand that, Mr Speaker,
but this is a question that is raised consistently
around country Victoria. The honourable member
has asked it and I am trying to provide him with the
answer. If he now wants to advocate a reduction in
the number of service stations, so be it. Short of that,
one has to accept that in a deregulated market there
will always be differentials. If legislation is passed to
peg the prices, people will always pay a higher price
in a market that is set by legislation.

Multimedia industry
Mr TRAYNOR (Ballarat East) - My question is
directed to the Treasurer and Minister for
Multimedia. Will he advise the house of recent
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actions taken by the Victorian government to boost
the development of the multimedia industry in
Victoria?
The SPEAKER - Order! It is a broad question,
and I ask the minister to accept the need for brevity
in answers.
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - I thank the
honourable member for his question because
recently I had the opportunity to visit the data centre
that IBM has established in Ballarat as a result of the
location of the Victorian government transport data
processing centre there and to see not only the
development that is taking place with new business
being brought into the Ballarat area, including data
processing outside Australia in the Asia-Pacific
region, but the spin-off benefit in the development of
a mini Silicon Valley already coming into place in
Ballarat around the university. It is very exciting to
see Ballarat, having been through developments
based on gold, the clothing industry and other
manufacturing sectors, now being a tremendous
example of the shift to knowledge and
technology-based industry.
That is why the government is giving so much
attention to multimedia development. It has recently
been recognised by the Information Industries Task
Force; Professor Goldsworthy recognised that the
Victorian submission was a particularly constructive
one. The federal Minister for Communications and
the Arts, Senator AIston, has recognised Victoria's
leadership position. We are working with
universities and industry and other parties to
increase the level of training in computer and
multimedia skills; through government support to
provide increased computer and Internet access for
disadvantaged Victorians; to provide facilities to
improve the infrastructure available for the industry,
particularly the creative side, in partnership with the
private sector and RMIT; through Cinemedia, to
directly support the development of content by
investment, and to participate in international
networking, particularly with places like Malaysia
and the west coast of the United States which with
Victoria are in leadership positions.
There has been international recognition of
Victoria's achievements. The Malaysian health
minister recently commended Victoria's
telemedicine developments; the World Bank
commented favourably on the Victorian government
program; Milia in France invited Victoria to
contribute to the world's largest multimedia festival.
Recently there was a visit by the Multimedia
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Development Group from California, and the
Australian Coalition of Service Industries recently
also commented favourably on the Victorian
government programs as a model of state
government development of the on-line economy.
Tomorrow I will leave to attend a very important
gathering in Seattle. Microsoft is one of the world's
leading companies, and perhaps the leader in the
software development field. Bill Gates, one of the
world's most significant business leaders, has
convened a gathering of 100 top CEOs from around
the world. With the Vice President of the United
States, Mr AI Gore, I am the only politician invited
from anywhere in the world to attend that gathering.
That is not just recognition for Victoria; it is
recognition for Australia. It is recognition in
Australia of what we have to offer in developing a
centre of excellence of international significance in
these industries based on knowledge and
technology. I will have a one-on-one meeting with
Mr Gates and further meetings with Mr Scott
McNeally from Sun Microsystems, as well as a series
of meetings with US venture capital companies
which we believe may be interested in investing in
the Victorian development.
The cable role out here is drawing international
attention to Victoria.

Opposition members interjecting.
Mr STOCKDALE - The opposition has no
interest whatever in one of Victoria's major policy
challenges, and it is a great disappointment because
some members of the opposition have made a
positive personal contribution in this area through
the development of their own home pages and the
like. The official position of the opposition is that it
is opposed to the development of a vibrant
multimedia industry in Victoria.

Intergraph: ambulance contract
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - I
refer the Premier to his sacking in 1992 of Mr John
'Darcy' Dugan as chairman of the Victorian Gaming
Commission because he accepted a 20-minute flight
on a plane which was owned by a company that
Mr Dugan was visiting the United States to evaluate.
I also refer the Premier to the fact that in 1994 senior
ambulance officials accepted an overseas trip
substantially paid for by Intergraph. Have the
Premier's standards changed or will he immediately
sack the man who approved the trip, department
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head Or John Paters on, and the minister then
responsible, who is now the Minister for
Conservation and Land Management?
Mr KENNETT (Premier) - Can I reinforce the
importance of the conference that the Treasurer is
going to in America as of tomorrow: this is indeed a
wonderful opportunity for Victoria and Australia.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr KENNETI - Although the opposition
continues to interject, it is without a doubt a
wonderful opportunity for Australia as a whole.

In terms of the question asked by the Leader of the
Opposition, he knows quite clearly why Mr Dugan
was removed from his position. What the Leader of
the Opposition was referring to as his starting point
was the sacking of Mr Dugan. One can only be
excited by the hypocrisy of the opposition, which on
the one hand calls for the highest standards possible,
and on the other hand, when in fact one in
government ensures they are actually in place
through the removal of Mr Dugan, says, as it did
then, that it was wrong for Mr Dugan to have been
sacked.
I do not know whether the opposition wants the
higher standards; it certainly does not in terms of the
casino because it simply does not put into place
anything to back up the claims it has made over the
period.
With regard to the second part of the question, I am
not aware of who took trips with whom. It is the first
time I have heard of it and I will look into the matter.

Prisons: Coburg complex
Mr LEAN (Carrum) - Will the Minister for
Police and Emergency Services inform the house of
the progress achieved in decommissioning the
antiquated facility at the Coburg prison complex?
Mr W. D. McGRATH (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services) - Following the
commissioning of the Fu1ham prison near Sale, over
the past three or four weeks about 385 prisoners
have been transferred from the Coburg prison to
Fulham. The progress of that transfer has been
smoothly brought about and as of today the prison
side of the Coburg complex will close. It is an
historic occasion. The Coburg prison was built in
1853 and has been a significant establishment in the
history of Victoria, and particularly Melbourne.
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Many characters have spent time there under
sentence during that period of about 143 years.
Coburg is now a dilapidated facility and the new
prison complex is much better. The Coburg complex
is split into a northern half, which closes today, and
a southern half, which is what we call the remand
centre and which accommodates 500 prisoners who
are either on remand or are special prisoners. Those
prisoners will continue to be housed at Coburg until
about September of this year when a second new
600-bed facility will open at North Laverton. The
prisoners currently at Coburg will then be
transferred to that enclosure.
Mr Maclellan interjected.
Mr W. D. McGRATH - The Minister for
Planning and Local Government interjects and asks
whether people will have access to the Coburg
prison. Various groups will have access from
September. I understand it is considered that the
historical nature of the Coburg complex provides an
opportunity to bring various groups into it as part of
fundraising activities. A number of significant
groups have already made application to my
department to take advantage of that opportunity.
Many dedicated people have spent significant parts
of their lives either as key administrators or wardens
at the complex. One of the reasons for the relatively
low key nature of the closure has been the request of
staff at the complex that it be done that way, and the
government has acceded to their wishes.
The changes made by the government in the housing
of prisoners in the state have been positive. Under
the new prison system, prisoners who wish to go
down a path of rehabilitation will be given the best
opportunity possible of succeeding in that goal.
Former administrators and other staff deserve a vote
of gratitude for appropriately confining prisoners
housed at Coburg according to law and maintaining
order. It has been much appreciated by all levels of
government, and by the people of Victoria.

APPROPRIATION (1997198) BILL
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Debate resumed.
Mr COLE (Melbourne) - Prior to the suspension
of the sitting I was alluding to the fact that the
government is corrupt, incompetent and
unaccountable, and is made up of carpetbaggers and
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snake-oil salesmen. Unfortunately the Premier has
left.
The issue of the ambulance contract, which was
again raised during question time, has yet again
been deflected and deferred on the grounds that it is
all right to make mistakes, to have monumental
incompetence, to have criminality and corruption,
and to have people die waiting for an ambulances.
The minister knows what ministerial responsibility
is, but that is not it! The best response the
government can come up with is to nobble the
Auditor-General because he is the one who has sunk
the minister on this one.
The most lamentable aspect is the way the
government has failed to observe the principle of
ministerial responsibility. When the former Minister
for Finance, the honourable member for Polwarth,
was involved in circumstances that had absolutely
nothing to do with the administration of
government he was forced to resign forthwith, yet
when we have the greatest calamity ever in the
history of emergency services in the state, with
controversy surrounding the state's ambulance
service, people dying and being left in pain, attacks
being made on ambulance officers, the ambulance
union and the opposition, all which have been
proved to be grossly wrong, the former Minister for
Health, who is now the Minister for Conservation
and Land Management, is allowed to walk off
comfortably to look after the koalas.
Basically that is the standard this government has
set, and it will be condemned in perpetuity for what
it has done with the ambulance service. It is time
that the government woke up to the fact that it
cannot keep on deluding the public. Lives have been
lost and people have been put into the most terrible
situations, and the government must be accountable,
yet there is no such thing as ministerial
responsibility in the government. I only hope that
we will not see BMW providing the state's
ambulances in the future, but because of what this
corrupt government is involved in at the present
time I would not rule that out as a possibility.
The point I made prior to the suspension of the
sitting was that the nobbling of the Auditor-General
is something that the opposition will be marshalling
as much support on as possible, and it will not
capitulate in any way until the government adopts a
position at a minimum of maintaining the status quo
in relation to the Auditor-General.
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We will be taking up the cudgels and fighting like
never before, because we need something between
the community and this corrupt government. It is
corrupt because the minister contacted the police
even before the Auditor-General issued his report on
the ambulance service, and the best the government
can come up with is to get rid of the watchdog, the
person who blew the whistle.
The changes to the Audit Act represent an
unbelievable contrast to the position the opposition
took when in government. It worked on a bipartisan
approach on this issue. I know because I chaired the
committee at the time. The former Labor
government appointed Arthur Andersen to audit the
reports of the Auditor-General. Every time the
Auditor-General came up trumps. Now because of
this corrupt government it looks as though the
Auditor-General will go west and all those bodgie
private firms like Price Waterhouse, which said
Pyramid was okay, and KPMG, formerly KPMG
Peat Marwick, which said the State Bank was all
right, will do the audits. Those firms are mates of
this government, especially Price Waterhouse. They
are being given millions of dollars worth of work
and effectively cutting away the independent
authority of Mr Ches Baragwanath. The opposition
will be mustering a campaign the likes of which the
government has never seen before. It will never give
up pursuing this government because it is corrupt.
The taking away of the power of the
Auditor-General is a strong manifestation of that
corruption.
Mr Perton interjected.
Mr COLE - There was a crook running
Tricontinental and Mr Jolly had to resign. There was
an up-market crook running the ambulance but the
former Minister for Health, now the Minister for
Conservation and Land Management, does not have
to resign.
Mr Perton interjected.

Mr COLE - The same thing happened with the
VEDC but there was one difference: nobody died!
That is what is happening with this government and
the ambulance service. The minister will not accept
responsibility for a disgraceful situation.
Mr Perton interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr McArthur) Order! The honourable member for Doncaster is
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consistently interjecting and I ask him to remain
silent.
Mr COLE - Actually I appreciated the
interjection from the honourable member because I
was running out of arguments.
The ACflNG SPEAKER (Mr McArthud Order! If the honourable member wishes to have the
protection of the Chair he should not take it for
granted in such a way.
Mr COLE - I always appreciate the protection of
the Chair, especially when I am in it. I want to finish
off on a more positive note. On a separate issue, the
government is to be congratulated on establishing
the Suicide Prevention Task Force. The work of the
chairman, Mr Peter Kirby, and those around him, is
excellent and we should all be watching carefully.
The issues inherent in the problem of suicide are not
simply the deaths per se but all the social issues
attached. We need to consider the nature and
quantum of depression awareness campaigns within
our community.

It is a prime opportunity for the government, the
opposition and the community in general to assess
the level and impact of marijuana on illnesses within
our community, especially on young people, as well
as the availability of drugs and other problems that
are leading to the country's high level of suicide.
There is not just the problem of youth suicide,
although the rate in Australia is higher than any
other country, but also the high rate of suicide
among 21 to 24-year-olds and old people. If we are
to accurately assess those issues we should not
concentrate only on youth. However, if the death of
the young has caused the issue to be considered, that
is all to the good. The setting up of the task force is a
good move and one can only hope it will come up
with some good and strong recommendations.
Mr STEGGALL (Swan Hill) - It is always a
delight to follow the honourable member for
Melbourne with his impassioned pleas for the strong
beliefs he holds. Discussion on the budget by the
opposition has so far been disappointing. The
coalition parties learnt rather late in their 10 years in
opposition that unless they had some worthwhile
directions, policies and alternatives they would sit in
the irrelevance of the opposition for a long time.
Today I realise the Labor Party is far removed from
having a clear direction or any alternative policies
for the financial management of the state.
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Although I listened carefully to the criticisms of the
budget no-one argued against the need to balance
the budget and establish expenditure and tax-raising
mechanisms that will engender confidence in the
future not only for the public service but also for
Victorians generally. I hope Labor speakers in the
next week or so will come up with constructive ideas
rather than merely criticising the government. That
is all that has happened so far.
I refer to a few budget items that have gone down
particularly well in country Victoria by helping to
alleviate the pressures of the past few years. The
government focused on country areas which had
been neglected and which were run down and
isolated. The government changed the position
around and country Victoria is now far stronger and
better equipped for the future. In many cases
country Victoria is leading the charge with
investments in production and employment.
The government was pleased to be able to allocate
budget funds for country roads. Last year the
government was heavily criticised for beginning
work on City Link, which took up a little more than
two-thirds of the 3-cent levy. However, the
government accepted that criticism because it saw
the need to get City Link started. This year's budget
catches up with the Better Roads funding to enable
more money for country roads, and that will benefit
country people. The Treasurer delivered in the
budget what he promised to deliver. The road funds
country people missed out on last year are now
available; country people have been more than
compensated for and they are back on an even field.
The fuel franchise fee was mentioned during
question time today. The reduction in diesel prices
of 4.1 cents a litre is a vital part of the budget for
country Victoria. The electorate I represent ends
right on the border with New South Wales and that
decrease provides the opportunity of squaring off
some of the difficulties resulting from the 4-cent
difference in fuel price across the border. That is one
area that should be in sync with New South Wales.
As a result of producing a surplus in the budget the
government is now able to deliver that reduction.
That is the secret of good financial management.
While the government continues to develop the state
it must maintain and manage its finances.
Sometimes the government is slammed for being an
economic rationalist, but in many ways the
economic rationalist of today is the person who
spends only what he or she earns. It has been
difficult to get the state back to this position because
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at the end 'of the Labor years Victoria was spending
$3000 million more than it was earning. It could not
go on! The coalition government has brought the
state back from the brink and it now has a modest
budget surplus - it is a workable surplus. Our
society can now move with confidence into the
future.
I shall deal with a few areas that are difficult for
country Victoria, particularly in my electorate.
Schools were a big problem for the government, but
they are not a problem any longer. Schools
throughout my electorate have gone through an
enormous rebuilding program. The parents and
communities have accepted the situation and they
have once again taken control of schools. In 1992 the
government promised that that would be the case
and we are now seeing the benefits of that move.
It has taken some time for the community to accept
the responsibility that has been thrust back on them.
Power has been shifted from the teacher unions back
to the parents and the communities, and that is now
bearing fruit. The communities are organising
themselves and attracting the right people to
manage them. With that has come a strong shift in
the attitude of teachers and principals throughout
country Victoria. Although there have been difficult
issues to deal with in the education area during the
past few years it has now started to move forward.
The budget shows that the rebuilding program will
continue. Grants have been made to rebuild the
infrastructure the Labor government left utterly
neglected. I am pleased the worst of the schools in
my electorate have now been refurbished and work
is now starting on schools in a moderate state of
repair. That has taken a long time and there is a long
way to go. However, the budget contains more
money for schools in the electorate of Swan Hill as
well as schools throughout country Victoria.
Another area of concern in the country is health.
There are a number of very small hospitals in my
electorate. During the past 12 months health services
have come a long way in country Victoria. As a
result of consultation communities have been
working together to see how best to deliver health
services to isolated areas - in my case in the Mallee
area. At the moment there are two areas of
negotiation. With the huge fall-off in participation in
private health insurance all bush nursing hospitals
have come under enormous pressure.
Negotiations have just been completed with the
board of the Nyah District Bush Nursing Hospital,
which is only 20 kilometres from Swan Hill,
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regarding its amalgamation with the Swan Hill
District Hospital. An agreed number, standard and
quality of services are to be delivered by that
hospital in that small community, but it will be
managed by the larger hospital. That proposition
will be put to a public meeting on Monday night and
I believe it will be well accepted by the community.
The agreement will put in place in Nyah an aged
care hostel and it will convert the bush nursing
hospital to a nursing home. Swan Hill District
Hospital will transfer 12 of its beds to the nursing
home at Nyah and together with the primary care
and medical services provided by that hospital, the
health service for the Nyah region will be much
better than it was before.
The other area of negotiation is a little more difficult.
When five hospitals cover a huge area of Victoria
with only 2500 people there are many challenges to
face in the provision of an ongoing, secure and
sound health service. The hospitals at Sea Lake,
Charlton, Wycheproof, Birchip and Donald have
formed a consultation group with the Department of
Human Services to identify the best way to deliver
health services in those areas in acute care, aged care
and community health. A strong debate that has
been held throughout country Victoria is that health
does not equal hospitals. The acute-bed side of
health is only part of the total health delivery
package for which the government is responsible.
The five hospitals have been meeting for some time
and have agreed to work together as a single health
service unit. The government is examining the
possibility of putting public beds into bush nursing
hospitals - three into the two bush nursing
hospitals at Charlton and Birchip - and to develop
community health services along with aged care
facilities.
The budget contains a $3 million item for the
Wycheproof hospital, which was built in about 1892.
It is basically an aged care hospital with a small
acute service. Unfortunately its aged care facility is
still in the dormitory style of the last century. I am
delighted that at long last we have been successful in
getting the government to fund the upgrading of
those facilities to meet the requirements of this
century. Wycheproof will have a proper aged care
operation, and with the continuation of its acute
services it will play a vital and ongoing role in health
delivery services for that part of the state.
Another area that has benefited from the budget is
Robinvale, which has a community of 4500 people. It
is one of the growth areas of Victoria with the huge
investment in vegetables, fruit and nut growing. It is
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one of the show pieces of the change in attitude and
direction in country Victoria. It has run into
problems as a community because of trouble with
doctors in the area and because the women have
chosen to use the medical facilities in Mildura. I am
pleased there is a new board and a new hostel in the
area with a new attitude towards health service
delivery. New medical practitioners are now in the
area and the attitude of the whole place has changed.
The $3 million will consolidate the health services of
Robinvale and help the confidence of the
community. The town is going extremely well. The
community is involved in native title claims and the
people look forward to settlement of the issue by the
Prime Minister so that they and other communities
throughout Australia can get on with their lives.
The budget allocates funding for the four final stages
of the Wimmera-Mallee pipeline. Rural issues do
not often get a mention in this place, but this is one
of the most important engineering challenges of the
century. I am delighted that the government has
committed itself to funding the four final stages.
Every time money was required for the initial stages
the community would have to chase either the
commonwealth or the state for funds. There was
always hesitation because either one or other
government was not forthcoming with its share of
the funds. At last Victoria has put its money on the
line and the community is now ready to complete
the scheme. Benefits will flow to towns in the
Wimmera, where the water comes from, to the
environment and to larger towns such as Horsham.
For example, water will be available for the
proposed mineral sands development.
I understand 52 towns will benefit from the pipeline
and 45 000 to 50 000 megalitres of water will be
saved each year from evaporation or seepage into
the ground water. The project is extremely
important for people in north-western Victoria and
will complete water supply programs that were
cleverly designed and put in place during the last
century for the vast Mallee area. Water is supplied
from the Grampians catchment through natural
water courses and man-made channels throughout
the Mallee.
Many people talk about the bush going backwards
and make negative comments about rural Victoria.
This government has changed the structure of water
boards to allow them to amalgamate with other
boards. The new structures have the capacity to
deliver water and wastewater services to a wider
community. In the first 14 years I was a member of
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this place not one new water service was provided
to a rural town. 1his government has allocated
$20 million to the restructured water boards to
provide better services to rural communities.
In my electorate 13 towns have benefited from new
water services and many other rural communities
that were never considered suitable for the provision
of good quality water have either completed or are
building new systems or are planning them. New
water boards such as Coliban, the Lower Murray
and the Grampians are doing a magnificent job. The
Mallee has benefited from new systems introduced
by its water board. New infrastructure has been
developed so that people can establish a small
factory or manufacture one of the end products of
primary produce. In my electorate Woorinen, Nyah,
Nyah-West, Koondrook, Kerang, Korong Vale,
Wedderburn, Inglewood, Boort, Pyramid Hill,
Murrabit, Sea Lake and Lake Boga have benefited. In
the Kerang, Koondrook and Murrabit areas plans
have been drawn up to supply dairy farms with
water to ensure that there is clean and safe food for
domestic and international consumers.
Not so long ago the Minister for Agriculture and
Resources opened one of the new structures.
Unfortunately I could not attend, but one of my
colleagues was present and after the opening he said
to a local, 'What do you think of that; we have good
drinking water in the town'. The local said, 'When
are you going to do something about the pressure?'.
That is the attitude in many areas.
I have come to the conclusion that society does not
judge governments by their success in dealing with
challenges that communities believe are resolvable.
If they believe the issues are resolvable, they expect
the services to be put in place. Once society believes
challenges can be resolved governments no longer
receive the kudos they once did. These things are
now taken for granted. Governments do not get
points for meeting challenges, only black marks if
they do not provide the services. This government
has brought new investment and growth into the
state, but future governments must deliver services.
I refer now to the food industry and to the
government's role in country Victoria. Rural
communities produce food and fibre, manage the
land and cope with the environmental challenges.
Enormous changes are sweeping through rural
Victoria, particularly in the food industry. Victoria is
now accepted throughout Australia and in many
parts of the Asia-Pacific as one of the leading
producers and processors for the food industry.
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Food Victoria, to which the Premier referred in
question time today, is well respected for the work it
is doing. It is providing leadership to the industry
and is tackling the issues involved in bringing
products from the paddock to the plate. It is making
sure there are proper conduits for produce to move
from the farm to consumers in Australia or around
the world.
The challenge is there to put them together and
make it happen, and it is slowly coming along. There
have been enormous improvements in production
and exports and investment in agriculture and food
processing is strong - an issue that is not given
much prominence in this chamber because
three-quarters of the members are from Melbourne.
Recently at an international conference on packaging
one of the speakers from the Philippines raised an
important point I have always made about Asian
countries. As the countries of Asia are developing
their industry and teclmology base - the Treasurer
earlier today talked about multimedia development
in Asia - and building new cities and putting
enormous effort into growth, we have not seen them
do the same thing with food production and
investment. Most of them have accepted that they
will be importers of food products and will use the
world marketplace.
It has often been pointed out that Asian countries
are looking to Australia to produce the food
products they require. Those governments and their
trading partners will need us to have a viable, strong
primary and processing base in Australia to make
that happen. Recently there was more talk about the
inland rail route from Melbourne to Queensland and
across to Darwin in the Northern Territory. The
whole argument is based on huge fruit and
vegetable investment and production located
around the Murray Valley. It is important that we all
understand what is being done in country areas. We
are having a lot of success. We are creating many
jobs and providing a good deal of training. There is
now a much better attitude towards where we are
heading.
Victoria can make a great contribution to that. It has
a stable government with a food priority that has
been understood by investors and overseas
countries. The state has top commercial research
facilities. Just two weeks ago the Deputy Premier
announced the joint venture between the Australian
Food Industry Science Centre at Werribee and the
CSIRO's division of food. sciences, which will
provide Victorians and Australians with a
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marvellous research facility for the Southern
Hemisphere. Victoria has an extremely skilled work
force. It is geographically well positioned and has
the ability to provide large volumes of product.
We are starting to do it now. The cleaning up has
been done in many areas and we are getting rid of
the impediments and the attitudinal problems. Now
the new investment and production is coming in.
There is a problem at the moment with a rather
protracted dry period. Those of us in the north-west
would certainly see it as a dry period. We are all
desperate for the autumn break to come and give the
country the opportunity of getting back on its feet
and getting the year started. Gippsland is suffering
an unseasonal dry that will have an impact on the
dairying industry and production in that area for a
while, but I am sure we will overcome it.
I hope the policies that have been put in place by the
government through the Rural Victoria 2001
program will carry through to the people of Victoria
so that they recognise that the advancements being
made in country Victoria are strong and will
continue.
I congratulate the Treasurer and the government on
the budget and on maintaining that balance. They
have kept their eye on the ball and made sure that
the big picture will not be jeopardised for small-time
gain on the way through. It takes a lot of courage to
do that and it needs all the support and backup we
can provide. I support the budget.
Ms DAVIES (Gippsland West) - I welcome this
opportunity of speaking on the budget. I listened to
the Treasurer very carefully yesterday. His budget
delivery was much less dry than I expected. There
was lots of emotive language which I suppose I
should have expected. I should be used to it, but it
reminds me too much of Orwell's 1984 newspeak for
me to be really comfortable with it. For example,
when the Treasure talks about high quality I think
oh no, more cuts. When he talks about
competitiveness I think yes, more sell-offs. When he
talks about improving service delivery I think that is
more people under more stress to work harder.
However, the Treasurer is to be congratulated on his
relatively animated delivery. Yesterday during
question time he was so excited that he was
positively bubbly - and I enjoyed seeing that.
Just to keep the Treasurer in his ebullient mood, I
say that the government is to be congratulated on its
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achievements. The government's actions have put
Victoria in a much more sound financial position.
There is no doubt in my mind, or in the mind of
anyone else, that things were grim in 1992. I would
not have done what has been done, as hard or as fast
as this government did. I genuinely believe it was
unnecessarily vicious in a considerable number of
areas and I believe there was no accompanying
social or industry policy and certainly no vision of
the social consequences of some of the methods used.
Mr Perton - So you would make it all better?
Ms DAVIES - Yes, I would have. There is no
doubt that Victoria's economic outlook is much
better now than it was in 1992, and I congratulate
the government on that.

Before the few members sitting in the house get too
excited and do themselves some damage, I shall add
a cautionary note to that comment. The time is well
overdue for this government to stop blaming the
Victorian ALP for the entire economic woes of the
early 1990s. Talk about the reds under the bed
mentality! Having sat here for about four weeks and
having listened to it monotonously every day, it is
starting to remind me of the demonising practised
by the DLP. I feel the government should be warned
that it should note what happened when the DLP's
litany passed its use-by date.
The ALP government of the 1980s made mistakes. I
acknowledge that and hope everyone else does, too.
But some of the blame must go to some of the
maverick economic entrepreneurs who were making
whoopee in those first glows of financial
deregulation. Those individuals ripped off the
Victorian and Australian people massively during
the 1980s and early 1990s and cost us all billions of
dollars. I should have thought there was a warning
there for this government that again in Victoria we
have an atmosphere of deregulation, where
favoured sons of the government are doing very
nicely. This government needs to take notice of the
lessons of the 1980s and beware the trap of
overenthusiastic trough slurping!
The second contributor to the severe recession, for
which the government keeps blaming the ALP, was
the federal Labor government's policies. It kept
interest rates too high for too long and we had the
recession we had to have.
The third factor to which I attribute the severity of
that recession, which this government seems to
conveniently forget, is that there was a world
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recession at the time. Australia was extremely
vulnerable during that world recession. Again, there
is a warning there for this government. Its programs
of shifting debt and asset ownership overseas makes
us even more vulnerable to the vagaries of the world
economy than we used to be. Foreign owners of
Australian companies and assets will do what they
need to do for their own profit. Our needs and
aspirations are irrelevant to them, and this
government needs to be warned.
I accept that the previous Labor government must
take part of the responsibility for the economic woes
of this state in the early 199Os. However, the other
factors I have just listed also contributed. That aside,
the government changed five years ago. The world
economy is in better shape and the government has
more control in government than the old Labor
government ever did. The then Labor government
had a coalition-controlled Upper House, which put
that house in an excellent pOSition, I should have
thought, to offer limits and scrutiny; and if it failed
to do that properly, the then liberal-National party
opposition must likewise accept some of the
responsibility for what happened.
Mr Perton interjected.
Ms DAVIES - Forget the past now. It is time
this government accepted that the years have
passed; it is time to move along and look to the
future. It is time the government started to accept
responsibility for the consequences of its own
actions. This is the government's budget. These are
its freely chosen decisions, and it alone must accept
responsibility for their consequences.

For the first time old Scrooge, who usually sits on
the government front bench, loosened the purse
strings just a tiny bit - and about time, too. The
media, particularly on Wednesday, jumped for joy,
claiming bundles of money are going to the bush as
a consequence of the nasty surprise the coalition
received in the form of a 13 per cent
anti-government swing in the by~ection. I would
rather be thought of as a pleasant surprise than a
nasty one, but I can see how those of the born-to-rule
mentality might be peeved.
What are these bundles of money the bush got? Over
and again we hear about this fuel franchise fee
reduction of supposedly 4.1 cents a litre for diesel
and 1.6 cents a litre for petrol. Whoopy-do! Rural
Victorians pay between 6 and 18 cents a litre more
for petrol than city people do. I heard the previous
speaker acknowledge that much of the levy we paid
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went into City Link, so most of it went back to the
town.

look in the estimates - dropped by $58 million this
year compared with last year.

The government suddenly thinks we should pay
homage because it has finally been forced to realise
we need some of that funding back in the bush. I am
sorry, I find it very hard to get enthusiastic. We have
heard promises about petrol price reductions so
many times before that it is a joke. The last time we
had an absolute guarantee that petrol prices would
be reduced was when we had our excitable federal
member for Gippsland finally becoming part of the
government - he was going to show us how
decisive and effective he would be, but it did not
really happen.

When you examine the books you realise that some
of the so-called extra spending that was announced
with great joy includes the $30 million profit that
was made by selling off former school sites. I take
exception to the sell-off of some of those school sites,
particularly small schools in rural areas. Those sites
should have been donated back to the communities
that put so much effort into them in the first place.

Mr Steggall- Take that up with him.
Ms DAVIES - I am just saying I find it really
hard to get excited. I cannot see there is much to stop
the petrol companies just upping the price a bit in
the next few weeks and then pulling them down
again and saying, 'Look how well behaved we have
been'. If any industry proves that deregulation and
so-called competition do not inevitably deliver
savings, it is the petrol industry. We have four big
companies and two big refineries; but somehow,
magically, in towns right across the state the big four
independently come up with the same inflated
prices. Forgive me if I feel it is a bit iffy when
suddenly we have a real drop - I will believe it
when I see it.

The real gift from the Treasurer of our own money
back again is with payroll tax. I am sure the extra
600 companies that will now be paying payroll tax
will view it as a very dubious gift. Once again the
big companies will be very pleased because they
have had a win - they have had a lot of wins with
you lot. Mortgage stamp duty exemptions are a
good idea - I will not criticise them. The Herald Sun
got a bit carried away when it claimed there was
$122 million in extra spending on education and
health. Even the Age got a bit carried away when it
talked about capital upgrades to 20 country schools,
including $7.5 million in Gippsland. I suspect they
are not quite sure of the boundaries of Gippsland.
After examining the budget documents I counted
13 rural schools out of a total 157 schools to be
upgraded. However, capital upgrades are part of the
normal year-by-year funding of schools. They are
planned a very long time in advance, so there was
nothing new. The gross fixed capital expenditure
and other net asset purchases - when you actually

Mr Steggall - And, you know, where the land
had been given, it was given back.
Ms DAVIES - I am pleased to hear that, but
even when the land was not given the people in
those areas spent a great deal of their own money
and time on those communities and they should
have been given those sites back. In most cases they
were a central focus of little communities. If they
could not have been kept as schools they could still
have been kept as some kind of community focus. It
is a crime that that occurred.

One of the other aspects this government
consistently fails to deal with properly - I am not
sure if it has a mental block about it - is the fact that
schools are full of kids. They are real people. They
are not inputs and outputs - they are little people.
This government has an absolutely appalling record.
We now have a school retention rate of 69.4 per cent.
That is a disgrace.
Mr Perton - Do you know literacy and
numeracy rates have gone up?
Ms DAVIES - I think that is a furphy. I do not
think anybody has ever shown me - Mr Perton interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr McArthur) Order! The honourable member for Doncaster will
cease interjecting.
Ms DAVIES - Thank you, Mr Acting Speaker.
Yes, the honourable member for Doncaster should
behave himself. I have not been shown evidence that
the numeracy and literacy figures are anything more
than part of the honourable member's little
made-up, prattling statements. We will discuss it
outside the house - you can keep your gloves off, it
will be all right, just be quiet. The retention rate in
this state has dropped to 69 per cent.
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Honourable members interjecting.
Ms DAVIES - That was the figure in the big fat
book. If you are saying that is wrong, I wonder
whether a few other figures in that book might be a
bit wrong, too.
I do not want members of the government to prattle
on saying that these people who have left school
early have got jobs or vocational training. There is
30 per cent youth unemployment in rural Victoria,
and a significant proportion of those unemployed
people left school early. A significant reason for
young people leaving school early is that schools no
longer have the time or staff or programs to cater for
students who are hard to manage.
The budget statement says that the Victorian
retention rate in 1995 was the highest in any state.
What happened to the 1996 and 1997 figures? It
would suggest that the government likes to fudge it
a little bit, because the rate is getting worse. The
government should not quote old figures in new
budget documents.
Victoria should be doing better than the other states,
just as we used to do. The retention rate is appalling.
We are supposed to be producing a technologically
aware, adaptable work force. Oilldren leaving
school early does not help. It is a pointless exercise
to make a big deal about providing one computer for
seven children at a school. It is another example of
this government loving playthings. It loves
hardware. There was the big shift to the satellite
dishes on the roofs of all primary schools, but most
of them are left unused most of the time. When 30
per cent of children - and the rate is dropping are not going to make it through to the end of
school; when class sizes keep rocketing; I do not
think the number of computers is going to do much
good.
I dare any member of this government to look me in
the eye and say that it is acceptable to have a prep
grade of more than 30 students. There are prep
grades of 35 kids in some of the schools in my
electorate. The budget does nothing to address that
tragedy.
An Honourable Member - Which schools?

Ms DAVIES - I will not name schools because
they get punished. I will talk to you about that one
later, too.
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There can be 30 kids with 30 computers in a school
and most of them will waste their time unless they
receive significant quantities of individual attention.
This cannot happen in big classes. The most valuable
item that any school can offer an adolescent at risk
or a primary school child who is struggling with
literacy and numeracy is time. The government still
keeps time away from our kids.
The basic reality is that the schools global budget
this year as compared to last year has gone up by the
grand sum of $125 per student. That is pathetic; it is
effectively another cut.
An Honourable Member - What would you do?

Ms DAVIES - I would put more teachers in the
school so that my kids have more time from their
teachers, and the government can afford to do it.
Too much of the ongoing recurrent funding of
schools and specialist schools is now being done by
individual school fundraising, which is putting
greater pressure on communities that are already
under pressure. It is not fair, it is not right, and it is
not necessary.
The government has wasted huge amounts of
money on redundancies, and it is still doing it. There
were still redundancies at the end of last year, and
the start of this year packages were still being
offered in the secondary schools.
The government wastes money on glossy
advertising and consultancies. One of the figures
that was very difficult to find was the amount by
which non-government schools are subsidised by
the government. I found figures for something called
current transfer payments in the back of the book
somewhere which showed a jump in current transfer
payments from $266 million plus in 1996-97 to
$291 million in 1997-98. That is a lot of money, and
there is no figure that allows a comparison to be
made to see by how much per student they are
subsidised. It would be good to see it broken down
into a comparable per student figure.
State schools, particularly rural state schools, do not
need this so-called full staffing flexibility, which
actually gives them no flexibility at all. What full
staffing flexibility means is that we have contract
teachers, who do not easily come to rural schools.
We do not need timetables that are so crammed that
instead of one English teacher for four sessions,
some classes are shared by two or three teachers.
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Basically this budget is very lean and it is still pretty
mean.
I have looked through other parts of the budget. I
can see drops in total outlays for ambulance services,
coordinated care services, concessions to pensioners
and beneficiaries, rental housing assistance and
home ownership assistance. I can see drops in
capital outlays for ambulance services, disability
services, youth and family services and home
ownership assistance.
I can see lots of fudgy figures. There are estimates
and targets all over the place. For elective surgery
category 1 patients waiting more than 30 days and
more than 90 days exactly the same figures are given
for last financial year as this financial year, which
suggests to me that they are a meaningless guess.
There is lots of Orwellian newspeak. I like the
Treasurer's new term, the so-called 'sustainable
budget surplus', which nobody has ever heard of
before. I do not know whose invention it is - it
must be increasingly difficult for him to invent a
crisis.
Right now we are facing undesirable social
consequences from the government's decisions. It is
time to sit up and have a proper look at what is
happening. We need a social audit in the bush. We
need decisive and factual research to find out what
the real social and economic conditions are in this
state. If the government is so convinced that what it
is doing in the state is good, the government has
nothing to fear from such an audit.
In our area we are facing increasing difficulty
accentuated by the drought. I heard the honourable
member for Gippsland South finally acknowledge
there was a drought. Gippsland has had the seventh
driest month on record. We have a drought and we
need to act.

There was room in the budget to do more than has
been done, and it needs to be done now. It is time for
a new era in Victorian state politics. The Treasurer
has acknowledged that we have turned the corner;
he has loosened the purse strings.
It is time we had a more humane era that considers
the condition of the social fabric in the community
and seeks to perhaps heal some of the wounds that
have been inflicted.

The best way to mark the start of a new era is to
change leaders. As a newcomer to the house I must
say that the performance of the Premier has not
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impressed me. There is a meanness of spirit there
that I find distasteful.

Honourable members interjecting.
Ms DAVIES - There are a few, although not all,
members on the back bench who have a similar
meanness of spirit.
At the start of my contribution I said the
government should be congratulated on what it has
achieved.
Mr Perton - Do you have any vision?
Ms DAVIES - Settle down! If the Rambo who
normally sits at the front had a functional role in
forcing through - Mr Perton - On a point of order, Mr Acting
Speaker, the honourable member does not seem to
understand the forms of the house. In a generous
spirit I did not take a point of order earlier although
she has been reading her speech, which is in conflict
with the standing orders. She should at least respect
the forms of the house by referring to members and
ministers by their proper titles. She may be trying to
make some clever point by referring to a minister as
a Rambo. She may want to make some literary
allusions, but I put it to you, Mr Acting Speaker, that
the honourable member should abide by the rules
and forms of the house. Although she does not
respect standing orders, she should refer to ministers
and other members by their appropriate titles.

The ACfING SPEAKER (Mr McArthur) Order! I have heard enough on the point of order. I
remind the honourable member she can refer to
honourable members only by their ministerial titles
or electorates. I remind all other honourable
members that they should abide by the rules and
traditions of the house.
Ms DAVIES - I was referring to the Premier. If
the Premier had a role to play in forcing through his
economic goals, that fairly brutal role is no longer
needed. As I have sat in the back corner of the
chamber I have noted the probable next leaders of
the Liberal-National parties in this house. I hope the
change comes sooner rather than later.

I want Victorians to move forward together, as a
community of common interests. I want a regard for
social values beyond the superficial economic
indicators that are still worshipped in such a pagan
fashion by the government.
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I congratulate the government on what it has been
able to achieve in the past five years. This budget is a
clear recognition that Victoria is in a sound financial
condition. The budget is well able to cope with
additional social spending. One of the real
necessities at the moment is a proper community
audit to properly discover the consequences of the
past five years of government action.
MI5 ELLIOIT (Mooroolbark) - The honourable
member for Gippsland West referred to a new era
that she says should begin with this budget. A new
era for the arts began in October 1992 when the
Premier also became Minister for the Arts. Through
his taking on that portfolio he elevated the arts to the
position it should hold in any government because
of its importance to the community.

The arts have been funded by this government to a
greater extent than at any time since the settlement
of Victoria. In the 1995-96 year, $16.7 million was
allocated to the arts. The Premier, as the responsible
minister, other members of the coalition and I have
attended scores of performances, met with arts
practitioners and support groups for the arts and
done as much as possible to provide moral and
financial support to the arts in Victoria.
We have been supported by the dedicated and
professional managers and staff at Arts Victoria.
That arts direction has been guided and directed by
the most comprehensive arts document ever
produced in Australia and possibly in the world Arts 21 - with its six major strategies that have
guided arts funding and the direction of the arts in
Victoria in the past four and a half years. The current
budget continues that direction, support and
enhancement of the arts.
This budget allocates $12.9 million to the arts.
Probably the most important, although not the
largest, allocation to regional and rural areas is the
$2 million to the Geelong Performing Arts Centre.
That centre is one of a network of rural and regional
art centres; it is one of the most important and
pre-eminent centres. It is run in an exemplary
fashion by Sue Hunt and provides a springboard for
taking the arts to the regional hinterland behind
Gee1ong. It is an extensive performing arts centre
with the capacity to take the touring product not
only from Melbourne but also from around
Australia and the world, particularly from the
Asia-Pacific region.

I noticed in the Geelong News of 22 April that patrons
of the Geelong Performing Arts Centre can buy
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tickets to the Playbox Theatre's production of The
Morning After and the Sydney Theatre Company's
production of Vita and Virginia at Geelong. That is an
example of the sorts of productions the community
of Geelong and nearby areas can see at this
exemplary performing arts centre.
However, the structure of the centre has become
tired. It is in need of extensive renovation to the
front-of-house facilities, the theatres, and the
mechanical and computer facilities. The $2 million
will go a long way towards providing facilities the
people of Geelong can be proud of. At a meeting on
Wednesday Sue Hunt told me the community of
Geelong is delighted with the generosity of the
government in providing the $2 million allocation.
I have no doubt that in the future the Geelong
Performing Arts Centre, along with other regional
arts centres, will fulfil its role in providing the
people of Geelong and surrounding areas with
access to arts of the highest standard, which
formerly could be expected only in a capital such as
Melbourne. I compliment the honourable member
for Geelong, who is also the Minister for Housing,
and the Premier on their support of the Geelong
Performing Arts Centre.
The $6.4 million allocation to relocate the Australian
Centre for Contemporary Art to the Malthouse Plaza
is a stunning outcome for the people of Melbourne
and Victoria. ACCA was established in 1984 by the
previous Labor government in a cottage on Dallas
Brooks Drive. It has served contemporary art well.
ACCA is not a collection gallery nor does it sell art;
it takes touring exhibitions and exhibitions of young
contemporary artists. It exists to promote discussion
about contemporary art; it holds evening and
daytime discussion groups. It has a membership
under the aegis of Monash University, as indeed
does the Playbox Theatre at the Malthouse Plaza in
Grant Street, South Melbourne.
ACCA has wanted to relocate for a long time. At one
stage it tried to extend its current premises but the
City of Melbourne planning laws would not allow it.
The ACCA has not been part of the art's precinct. It
has been well removed from and not well known in
the arts community. The allocation of $6.4 million, a
portion of which has been earmarked for the current
budget year, will mean the redevelopment at the
Malthouse Plaza can begin in a big way. I received a
call during the week from the chairman of the
Australian Centre for Contemporary Art, who was
delighted with this outcome. ACCA cannot believe
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that after so long its hopes and dreams are about to
be fulfilled.
As I said, the Playbox Theatre operates under the
auspices of Monash University. The entire precinct
will become like an off-Broadway area. There will be
shops, possibly contemporary art exhibitions and
maybe a sculpture park. Given the proximity of the
Victorian College of the Arts, the National Gallery,
the Concert Hall and the Arts Centre, Melbourne and, of course, Victoria - will have one of the most
comprehensive and integrated arts precincts in the
world once the project is completed. This has been
made possible because of the generosity of the
government and its vision of what the arts can mean
to the people of Victoria.
In this context, the honourable member for
Essendon, who is also the shadow parliamentary
secretary for the arts, this week tabled a petition
about the water wall at the National Gallery that had
16 signatures on it.

Mrs HendeI50n - Only 16?
MI5 ELLIOTI - Unless I heard wrongly; I think
there were 16.

Mrs Maddigan - That was the second part; the
first part contained 7000.
Mrs ELUOTI - I found it rather embarrassing.
It shows where you end up when you concentrate
on the small things rather than the bigger picture. If
you do not have a comprehensive and generous
picture of how the arts can work, you tend to
concentrate on small things.
Given that a final decision has not been made on the
final plans for the National Gallery of Victoria, the
honourable member for Essendon's actions seem to
be rather premature.
Mrs Maddigan intezjected.

Mrs ELLIOTI - I repeat: no final decision has
been made, and the architects have not yet
completed their final plans for the National Gallery.
The shadow parliamentary secretary would do well
to wait until she has something definite to protest
about before jumping in where angels fear to tread.
The Victorian Arts Centre Trust has received a
Significant amount of money for various
upgrades - not exciting, up-front things but
necessities such as improving fire systems, which we
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all agree are vital in theatres. This is part of the
government's ongoing commitment to ensure the
Victorian Arts Centre keeps abreast of current
practices and is able to house performances in the
most appropriate way.
Another interesting aspect of the arts budget of
which honourable members may not be aware
concerns the Performing Arts Museum, which is
behind the Arts Centre. It has 160 000 individual
items that have been collected by the manager over
many years - for example, some of Joan
Sutherland's costumes and the costumes of rock
singers through the years. From time to time the
museum has fascinating exhibitions that take those
of us of a certain age back to an era when we were
better looking and more with it than we are now. I
was able to persuade John Farnham, a constituent of
mine, to donate something to the Performing Arts
Museum collection, which is growing at the rate of
1 per cent a year.
However, the collection is virtually inaccessible to
members of the public or to serious students of
theatre practice because it has been neither
catalogued nor digitalised in a professional way. A
significant amount has been allocated to enable the
Performing Arts Centre to begin the mammoth task
of cataloguing and digitally imaging this collection
so that it is accessible not only to people who are
able to visit the centre but also, presumably, to those
who can access the Internet. Students of the
performing arts and members of the general public
will soon be able to see this truly amazing collection,
which I am told is one of the best in the world.
These initiatives and those in previous budgets,
together with the government's ongoing
commitment to the arts, mean the potential for
cultural tourism is enormous. As Melbourne
continues to turn towards the Yarra River, with its
theatres, with Southbank, with the Victorian College
of the Arts, with the National Gallery, with the
Victorian Arts Centre, with the Concert Hall and
with the cultural facilities the casino will also be able
to offer, the city will become a magnet for
international and interstate tourists.
Betty Churcher, the retiring director of the National
Gallery of Victoria, spoke to me at the George
Baulderstone sculpture exhibition earlier this year.
She told me that although she had never voted for a
government of our political flavour she believes that
what we are doing in Victoria is amazing. She
commented that people from interstate are all
envious of what is happening here.
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The focus on the arts is important to many people,
particularly young people. It has never been
replicated in the history of this state. During the year
in which I have been parliamentary secretary for the
arts I have seen the most amazing things, from
alternative performances of Shakespeare in a
freezing church hall in Alphington to performances
by the major ballet, drama, dance and opera
companies. I have seen people perform at the
Back-to-Back Theatre Company, and I have been to
performances by intellectually disabled groups. I
have seen some of our great sopranos, tenors and
baritones at Opera Australia and some of our great
dancers and choreographers at the Australian Ballet.
I have had the chance, as indeed has the Premier,
who is also the Minister for the Arts, to go to
performances in a range of venues. People are
becoming more creative in their ideas about the sorts
of venues that are appropriate for the arts. During
the recent Comedy Festival I even saw a
performance in the powder room of Melbourne
Town Hall, which I remember from my youth as
being full of Oroton handbags and fur stoles.
The arts are alive and well not only in Melbourne
but also in regional areas. I have visited just about
every regional area in Victoria, and I shall continue
do so, as will the Premier. Young, enthusiastic
people are heading up the galleries and the
performing arts centres and directing festivals
throughout the state. Not only are people travelling
to Melbourne to see performances, they are
travelling from Melbourne to go to festivals such as
the Wangaratta Jazz Festival, the Port Fairy Folk
Festival and the Port Fairy Music Festival. Last
weekend I went to Musica Viva at Domaine
Chandon in the Yarra Valley, which is close to my
electorate.
These things might have happened without the
enormous support of the government, but they
would not have happened in quite the same way.
The government is supporting the arts both morally
and financially. It has facilitated the professional
development of arts practitioners and has told
young artists it will back them if they have good
ideas. It has looked at where the arts are housed, and
where facilities are inadequate or not up to
contemporary standards it has allocated the
necessary money to bring them up to scratch. The
government has been available to listen to the hopes,
the dreams and the aspirations of artists, arts
practitioners and arts managers in this state.
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Recently a research symposium was held into the
content of audiences and what sorts of people go to
the ballet; what sorts of people go to the
performances of the Melbourne Theatre Company;
what sorts of people like contemporary art and what
sorts of people prefer fringe theatre. Many interstate
managers attended the seminar because it is the first
time that type of audience audit has been done
anywhere in Australia. The symposium, which
started early in the morning, was packed out.
Victorian arts managers, along with managers from
New South Wales, Queensland and Western
Australia, took advantage of what is happening in
Victoria because of the government's financial
backing and its encouragement of the arts.
Victoria is a vibrant and exciting place to be and to
live. The government's backing of the arts has
enabled many communities, particularly in rural
and regional areas, to express their local or regional
identities. I compliment the Treasurer, and the
Premier as Minister for the Arts, on their vision and
on putting their money where their mouth is and
allocating the $12.9 million, which will take the
Arts 21 strategy forward towards 2000, 2001 and
into the next millennium.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mrs MADDIGAN
(Essendon).
Debate adjourned until later this day.

STATE TAXATION ACTS (FURTHER
AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Mrs TEHAN (Minister for Conservation and
Land Management) - On behalf of the Treasurer, I
move:
That this bill now be read a second time.

The purpose of the bill is to make various
amendments to state taxation acts to implement the
tax relief measures which the Treasurer announced
in this year's budget statement.
The bill makes amendments to the Business
Franchise (Petroleum Products) Act 1979 to reduce
the rate of franchise fee payable on both diesel fuel
and motor spirit from 15.5 per cent and 12.1 per cent
respectively to 10 per cent for both products. The
reduction is to take effect for licences granted
commencing on or after 1 July 1997 and accordingly
should affect prices at the pump from 1 June 1997.
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The bill also effects the amendments announced to
the funding arrangements for the Better Roads levy.
The amendment will result in greater certainty in the
funding from consolidated revenue to the state's
road network. The revenue committed to the Better
Roads fund will be slightly higher than if the
initiatives in the budget had not been introduced.
The Pay-roll Tax Act 1971 is amended by the bill to
reduce the rate of payroll tax from 7 per cent to
625 per cent. At the same time employer
superannuation contributions will become taxable
consistent with the legislation adopted, on varying
bases, in the other states and territories.
The bill amends the Stamps Act 1958 to extend the
recently inserted exemption from duty for bona fide
refinancing of business loans to all loans, including
housing loans. The exemption will apply
irrespective of who is the lender. This will also allow
home owners to benefit from increased interest rate
competition in the financial sector.
As announced, the bill abolishes stamp duty on any
deed executed on or after 1 May 1997.

The amendments introduced by the bill will make
Victoria more competitive and benefit all Victorians
by reducing costs to businesses and consumers. The
bill demonstrates the government's intention to
provide taxation relief as and when budgetary
circumstances permit and the reduction of the diesel
franchise fee, in particular, exemplifies the
government's commitment to assist rural Victoria.
I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr BRACKS
(Williamstown).
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 15 May.

UNCLAIMED MONEYS
(SUPERANNUATION BENEFITS) BILL
Second reading
Mrs TEHAN (Minister for Conservation and
Land Management) - On behalf of the Treasurer, I
move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

This bill adds new provisions to the Unclaimed
Moneys Act 1962 to provide the state with
legislation complementary to that of the
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commonwealth and similar to that of other states for
the administration of unclaimed superannuation
fund and approved deposit fund moneys.
These provisions will enable funds registered within
Victoria to report and pay unclaimed moneys to the
state rather than the Commonwealth Commissioner
for Taxation.
The clauses relating to superannuation fund and
approved deposit fund unclaimed moneys provide
for the reporting and payment to the state by those
funds of the moneys of a member where they remain
unclaimed as at 30 June 1997. The funds must report
member and benefit details to the state for the
purposes of maintaining an unclaimed moneys
register and for the payment of subsequent claims.
The bill also provides for six-monthly reporting and
payment to the state by funds where the moneys of a
member become unclaimed for all six-month periods
from 30 June 1997. This six-monthly reporting
timetable is standard for all funds in the territories,
states and commonwealth. These arrangements
enable the superannuation industry to adopt a
common procedure in its dealings with the various
jurisdictions and thereby facilitate their compliance
with the act.
The bill sets out the transitional arrangement for the
balance of unclaimed moneys held by funds under
Victorian jurisdiction to be reported and paid to the
state by 31 October 1997.
The amendments will result in greater access for
potential claimants to identify their entitlements and
will demonstrate Victoria's commitment to working
in cooperation with the other states and the
commonwealth to facilitate a national database on
unclaimed moneys in addition to the individual
states' registers.
I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr BRACKS
(Williamstown).
Debate until adjourned until Thursday, 15 May.
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(AMENDMENTI BILL
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the bill clarifies and confirms the existing
situation, under which it is not necessary to
nominate a facilitating agency when nOminating a
project under the act;

Second reading
Mrs TEHAN (Minister for Conservation and

Land Management) - I move:
lbat this bill be now read a second time.
The primary purpose of the bill is to insert further
powers into part 3 of the Project Development and
Construction Management Act 1994 which may
apply in relation to a nominated project. These
further powers provide for the following:
the responsible minister may be granted powers
to acquire interests in land by agreement and to
dispose of interests in Crown land for the purpose
of a nominated project;
the Governor in Council may, by order published
in the Government Gazette, declare that interests in
Crown land which fall within an area specified in
an application order are surrendered to the
Crown;
the holder of an interest in Crown land which is
surrendered to the Crown under the act has a
claim for compensation, to be determined in
accordance with the Land Acquisition and
Compensation Act 1986; and
where interests in Crown land are surrendered to
the Crown under the act, the responsible minister
may enter into possession of the land on behalf of
the Crown.
These powers are being inserted into the act in order
to assist with the timely and effective delivery of
nominated projects. One of the principal purposes of
the act is to establish a framework under which the
government may be provided with the necessary
powers to facilitate the development of projects
which are significant to the State of Victoria. The
proposed amendments are consistent with this
purpose and will aid in the delivery of such projects.

In addition to the insertion of these further powers,
the bill makes a number of amendments in order to
confirm and simplify the procedures which apply to
the nomination of projects and the application of
powers provided under the act. These are as follows:

the bill replaces the requirement that a
nomination order specify the reasons for
nominating a project with an obligation upon the
Premier to table a statement of the reasons for
making the order at the same time as the
nomination order is laid before both houses of
Parliament; and
the bill removes the provision for the express
delegation of the powers under part 3 of the act
which may be vested in the responsible minister.
This provision is not required as ministers
perform their functions through duly authorised
officers as agents.
The bill also amends and repeals outdated and
redundant provisions of the act.
I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr BATCHELOR
(Thomastown).
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 15 May.

ENVIRONMENT CONSERVATION
COUNCIL BILL
Mrs TEHAN (Minister for Conservation and
Land Management) - I move:
lbat this bill be now read a second time.
In introducing this measure today I would like to
take the house back to 1970 and to the comments of
the Honourable Bill Borthwick, the Minister for
Conservation at the time the Land Conservation Act
1970 was introduced. Speaking to the second
reading of the bill he stated that:

The government will have a full study made of all the
Crown lands in Victoria with the object of setting aside
and permanently reserving substantial areas for
national parks, wildlife reserves and forest parks. This
should ensure that at least 5 per cent of the state is
preserved forever.
Honourable members on both sides of the house will
be aware of the excellent work done by the Land
Conservation Council in carrying out this task. The
system of parks and reserves now in place in
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Victoria is the tangible evidence of its work. As a
result of its recommendations to successive
governments following systematic survey of public
land Victoria now far exceeds the relatively modest
target of 5 per cent of its land in parks and reserves.
Victoria has more than 100 national, state,
wilderness, marine and coastal parks, as well as
other areas managed under the National Parks Act.
The total area is 3 047351 hectares, which represents
13.4 per cent of the entire area of Victoria and
34.6 per cent of public land.
The challenge in 1970 was to establish a base of
knowledge about the Crown estate; the challenge
today, as we draw close to the new century, is to
establish the best possible basis on which to manage
that estate.
The Land Conservation Act was groundbreaking
legislation for its time. In introducing it the
government of the day, ahead of all other Australian
governments, embraced the concepts of scientific
study of competing land uses with the aim, in
Mr Borthwick's words, of ensuring that the needs of
humanity 'could be satisfied by the resources of the
environment without spoiling its capability to go on
satisfying these needs for generation after
generation'.
Mr Borthwick referred to the relatively simple needs

of the community when white settlement began,
when the most pressing needs were for food
production and shelter. He continued that, over
many years, the community and the governments
which it elected assumed that the expansion of these
consumptive uses could continue indefinitely and
profitably. These assumptions, he considered, had
led to the degradation of land and water resources,
to unprofitable agricultural ventures on unsuitable
land and to the loss forever of native habitat and
species.
In introducing the Land Conservation Act, the
government recognised the many uses of land
required by any community, such as for food
production and water supply, as well as the complex
demands of a modern industrial Society. But for the
first time it also gave explicit recognition of the need
for the preservation of habitat and natural landscape
and, most importantly, recognised that all these land
uses were valid. It recognised that decisions on land
use were not simple. In the words of Mr Borthwick:
In the past, many mistakes were made because
decisions were considered to be simply a matter
of saying what the land would be used for, rather
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than finding out what it could be used for and
then finally deciding what it should be used for. It
is a complex technical problem requiring
adequate basic information, a breadth of outlook
and technical knowledge in relation to many uses
of land and a high degree of professional
competence and integrity.
I am sure honourable members will join me in
paying tribute to the members of the Land
Conservation Council in fulfilling that complex role.
The council has brought a high degree of
professionalism to its surveys of the state, with the
result that we now possess that degree of knowledge
which was so lacking in 1970. As I remarked earlier,
Victoria's comprehensive system of parks and
reserves is the tangible result of the council's
meticulous work.
The government has decided that the time has come
to recast the role of the Land Conservation Council.
The council has served Victoria well but, like other
institutions, its role needs to be re-examined and
renewed to face the challenges of the future.
The council has carried out the role for which it was
principally established - that is, surveying the
entire public land resource of the state and making
recommendations on its future use. It has fully
surveyed the land resources of the state. I have
referred already to the views of the minister of the
time on the complex issues involved in land-use
decisions and the need for the best scientific and
technical advice. The government believes the
complexity of land-use decisions and the need for
the best advice has certainly not decreased. Rather,
additional factors have been added to the already
complex matrix.
In 1970 there was awareness of the link between

unsuitable land uses and the degradation of the
environment beyond the scope of the original
unsuitable use. However, there was not the
awareness which there is today of the wide impact
of individual land uses on whole catchments, or
entire river systems such as the Murray-Darling
system. Further, as national and international
concerns on environmental matters have come to the
fore, state governments have needed to take into
account in their decision making the impact of
national commitments on matters such as
greenhouse and the principles of ecologically
sustainable development. Decisions cannot be taken
in isolation and decisions on any kind of resource
use are interdependent.
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Changes in the legal and constitutional framework
also impinge on the use of Victoria's resources. For
example, the offshore constitutional settlement
establishes a complex set of relations between
Victoria, other states and the commonwealth with
respect to the management of coastal waters, to
which the commonwealth's recently announced
inquiry into coastal policy adds a further dimension.
Similarly, the decisions of the high court in relation
to native title overlay future uses of public land.

In 1970 the minister expressed the hope that, with
the establishment of the Land Conservation Council,
land-use determinations would become 'less of a
political and parochial wrangle, and more of a
scientific assessment and decision'. The government
today endorses that view. The final decision on
resource use rests quite properly with government,
but the government believes there should be an
independent body to provide it with the best
scientific and technical advice on matters of major
resource use, that this body should have the ability
to seek the views of the community on matters
referred to it and that its advice should be publicly
available.
The existing legislation is a product of its time. The
government considers that the demands of the
present and the foreseeable future require a body
with the ability to advise on all natural resource
matters. In doing so, it should take into account the
full range of issues which may impact on resource
use, including national and international
agreements, arrangements and decisions, social and
economic impacts of any decision and the full range
of scientific and technical knowledge. The
environment in which land-management decisions
must be taken is complex and the government and
the community which it represents need the best
possible information to provide a basis for decisions.
In recognition of the wider role proposed for the
advisory body, the government proposes to change
its name and extend its roles and functions, as well
as to provide greater flexibility in the conduct of its
inquiries.
The other major change the government considers
necessary concerns the membership of the body. In
1970 there were few established mechanisms for
community consultation. The proposal that the
public would have the opportunity to make
submissions to the Land Conservation Council was
novel and the minister, while asserting the
government's view that this was the correct
approach, expressed the hope that it had not simply
opened the way for destructive criticism of the
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council's recommendations. The minister also found
it necessary to explain that the government
considered it desirable to have some
non-departmental representation on the council;
previously, its source of advice had been the Land
Utilisation Advisory Council, consisting entirely of
representatives of departments and agencies.
No honourable member could fail to be aware of the
very Significant changes which have taken place
since that time in institutionalising the role of the
community in the development of public policy. The
community has input both through advisory bodies
and the ability to make submissions on a range of
administrative instruments and inquiries. It also has
access to a far wider range of information. For
example, the recently announced outcomes of the
review of catchment management structures will
build on the existing provisions of the Catchment
and Land Protection Act to provide for substantial
and regionally based community input into the
management of land and water resources and advice
to government. Similarly, bodies such as the coastal
management board and the regional boards
established under the Coastal Management
Act ensure that the community has a voice in
determining policy for management of these
environmentally sensitive areas.
Honourable members could also not be unaware of
the major changes which have taken place in the last
27 years in the structure of public administration.
The existing legislation reflects the structure which
existed in 1970, with a large number of small
agencies, each of which represented a specific
interest and point of view within government
administration. Many of these agencies were
consolidated with the establishment of the
Department of Conservation Forests and Lands in
1987. Subsequent consolidations have led to the
present situation where the Secretary to the
Department of Natural Resources or his nominees
constitute two-thirds of the membership of the
council, while at the same time the secretary is a
person whose views on proposed recommendations
must be sought by the council because he is the head
of a department with an interest in any
recommendations. This anomalous and
inappropriate situation could not have been foreseen
at the time of the council's establishment.
I am sure the senior officers of the Department of
Natural Resources will not take it amiss when I state
that the government considers that a council of this
type should not be dominated by the bureaucracy,
which already possesses an advisory role. The
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government is of the view that an advisory body of
this type, while funded by government, should have
substantial membership from outside the public
sector in order to provide a different and
independent perspective on the matters referred to
it. Government is also of the view that, while there
should be a core body of members, there should be
the ability to appoint additional members with
expertise relevant to specific references to the
council.
Before turning to the provisions of the bill I wish to
give assurances concerning the existing references
under consideration by the Land Conservation
Council. It is not the government's intention that
these references remain uncompleted. The new body
will be asked as an early priority to pick up and
complete the work which has already been done.
This will be done by issuing a new reference under
this act. I mention that in completing the marine and
coastal investigation I will be asking the new council
to take into account the impact of the Prime
Minister's announcement on 3 March 1997 of the
development of an Australian oceans policy.
I turn now to the detailed provisions of the bill and
draw the attention of the house to provisions of
particular significance or importance. In clause 3, the
definition of 'public land' is important to establish
the scope of the act. As with the Land Conservation
Council, the investigations of this body will be
confined to public land, which is therefore defined.
The wider scope of inquiries implicit in this
definition and in clause 6 indicates the vision which
the government has for the future of this body. It
wishes to ensure that the full range of natural
resource issues are taken into account in decisions
about the use and management of the primary
resource of land, which is the reference point for all
other natural resources.
The membership of the council is set out in clause 5.
The council will consist of a small core membership
which will provide continuity. However there will
be the ability for additional members to be
appointed for the conduct of particular
investigations. The government considers this
feature will allow the council to draw upon the most
appropriate expertise for the very wide range of
matters which it may be asked to consider. The way
the council's membership is established has the
effect that the members appointed under
subclause (1) constitute the council in respect of
matters where, for example, a question is to be
decided on the vote of members.
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The remainder of the clause sets out the criterion for
selection as a member. The government has taken
the view that the range of potential responsibilities
of the council is so wide that it does not wish to limit
the fields of expertise which may be applicable at
any given time. It has therefore provided that the
minister must simply consider the expertise
necessary for the council to carry out its functions.
The following clauses relating to the appointment of
members and the procedures of the council are the
normal arrangements common to most statutory
bodies.
Part 2 of the act deals with the conduct of
investigations. Clause 17 sets out the process to be
followed by the minister in requesting the council to
carry out an investigation. This process includes a
requirement that the request, as well as any
subsequent amendment or withdrawal, be laid
before the parliament and published in the
Government Gazette. This requirement ensures that
Parliament is informed about the investigations
which are in hand, so that individual members are
able to inform their constituents about investigations
which may affect local interests.
Adequate funding for investigations will be critical
to the success of this body and it has therefore been
decided to take the somewhat unusual step in
legislation of specifying how that funding is to be
provided. At the time of the establishment of the
Land Conservation Council, there was a predictable
work load because of the primary task of survey of
the state. This is not the case today and it will be
inevitable that the workload of the new body will
ebb and flow. The government has provided for
continuity through the appointment of a small core
membership of the council. Its work will be
supported through the Department of Natural
Resources and Environment, which will provide a
secretariat.
While the government is committed to an
appropriate level of resourcing for the council, it has
a responsibility to ensure that public funds are not
committed to supporting a large and unnecessary
bureaucracy without proper planning of
investigations. Clause 19 therefore provides that the
council must map out the way in which it proposes
to conduct an investigation and the resources
required. Such an approach does no more than
specify what would be normal sound practice in
commencing a project. The agreed level of resources
will be provided by the secretary. This arrangement
will ensure that accountability for funding will be
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through the secretary, in accordance with the
general structure of the public sector.
Clause 20 sets out the matters which the council
must have regard to in carrying out its
investigations. The government is mindful of the
importance of the principle of ecologically
sustainable development in any land use. Equally,
an ecologically sustainable use should take account
of whether it is economically sustainable. The
history of white settlement in Australia has been
marred by attempts to push out development onto
land which could not be used in an ecologically
sustainable manner and which was marginal in
economic terms because of the uncertainties of
climate, water supply and other environmental and
ecological factors.
The council must also take account of the purely
natural values of certain land, where the
preservation of biodiversity or the aesthetic pleasure
of an unaltered landscape may take precedence over
other values which may attach to that land.
The council is also required to take account of both
the social and legal contexts in which resource
decisions are taken. Resource use decisions can have
a major impact on the community in general, but
particularly on smaller communities outside the
metropolitan area, where a decision affecting local
employment may profoundly affect the social
structure and economic future of a community.
Sound decision making requires that these factors
are not left out of consideration and that a balanced
view is taken.
Victoria must also recognise that its resource
decisions are made in a wider national and
international context. In 1970 the impact of national
and international agreements was far less. In the
intervening years the number of international
agreements entered into by the national government
has grown substantially and many of these
agreements may affect the way in which decisions
may be made or may constrain them. I have
previously referred to the impact of agreements
within Australia, as well as judicial decisions which
profoundly affect the way in which resources must
be managed. The government therefore considers it
timely to make explicit recognition of these factors in
advice on resource use.
Clauses 21 to 24 provide the process for the public to
have input to investigations and for the council to
report on the results. The council is required to
provide public notice of an investigation and to seek
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submissions. All submissions must be considered
and the council's report must identify matters raised
in submissions. Mirroring the requirement for the
Parliament to be notified that an investigation is to
be undertaken, the report must be provided to the
Parliament.
The remainder of the bill covers the transition to the
new act. It is a tribute to the work of the Land
Conservation Council that a number of other acts
refer to recommendations made by it and require
that land uses be consistent with these
recommendations. It is the intention of the
government that where effect has been given to a
recommendation of the Land Conservation Council,
that effect should be preserved.
In conclusion, I stress the government's commitment
to the vision of a renewed and enhanced council. As
we approach the end of this century, it is timely to
reconsider the institutions which have provided
valued service and to determine how best they may
serve the needs of the community in the future. The
government is confident that the council provided
for in this legislation will continue the tradition of
the Land Conservation Council in providing
well-considered and high quality advice.

I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Ms GARBUTI'
(Bundoora).
Mrs TEHAN (Minister for Conservation and
Land Management) - I move:
That the debate be adjourned for two weeks.

Ms GARBUTI' (Bundoora) - I move, as an
amendment:
That the word 'two' be omitted with the view of
inserting in place thereof the word' four'.

A fundamental change is proposed to statewide
planning and decisions about our resource and
public land use, about conservation and
environmental matters.
A bill of this importance deserves far more time for
consideration than two weeks. Four weeks will
ensure that the bill lies over during the break and
that full consultation can take place.
I believe that full consultation is needed, not just
because of its importance but because of the
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seriousness with which the community regards
these issues. Many people are involved in friends
groups, conservation groups, coast action groups
and Landcare groups. Thousands of people across
the state are involved in these groups and will want
to have input into this bill.
There has been no consultation so far. There has
been no discussion paper and no options have been
presented, yet with this level of interest one would
have thought that was a far more reasonable way for
the minister to go than just coming in here, with
nobody having heard of this bill, which abolished
the Land Conservation Council and which goes back
to a Liberal government in 1970.
There has been no consultation and no proper
processes involved. There should have been an
options paper and a discussion paper that went
through all these issues and allowed some public
input. We have seen over the past 6 to 12 months
how vitally interested the public is in environmental
issues, particularly those that affect parks. The LCC
is the body that makes the recommendations about
the establishment of parks and what status they
should have: whether they are national parks,
regional parks, coastal or other parks.
We have heard the great outcry from thousands of
people about the proposals for Wilsons Promontory.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr McArthur) Order! This is an extremely narrow debate. I remind
the honourable member she must confine herself to
the terms of the motion.
Ms GARBUIT - I am trying to provide to the
house evidence that people will be interested in this
bill; they will want to be consulted about the bill and
will need time to be consulted. The public outcry
about Wilsons Promontory indicates that people are
very interested in these issues and will want to be
involved in discussion about this proposal.
The outcry over the Nobbies and the Twelve
Apostles proposal once again is proof that people
want time to be consulted about this issue.
Further evidence of the desire for people to be
involved in this process comes from the LCC itself: it
calls for submissions and undertakes consultations.
The council published draft recommendations and
draft final recommendations. That is a very public
process and people in their thousands participate in
it. They put in detailed, thoughtful, at times very
technical submissions to the LCC whenever it is
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making an inquiry. Its recommendations cause huge
interest, so there is no lack of interest from the public
on these issues. Inquiries are under way and the
minister said that they will be given priority under
the next body that is established for this work.
My proposal would allow the current inquiry into
the marine and coastal issues to be completed. It
must be completed now. The report is probably on
the minister's desk because we have already seen
draft final recommendations. The current LCC
should be allowed to present its final
recommendations.
The ACTING CHAIRMAN (Mr McArthur) Order! The honourable member is now straying into
the body of the bill. This debate is on the issue of
time. I ask her to come back to that point.
Ms GARBUIT -If we had more time the
current inquiry being undertaken by the LCC could
be completed and the report published, and the
public would see the final result. It has been a long
inquiry. There have been many public submissions
and much public interest. I have seen evidence of
that coming across my desk in letter after letter from
ordinary people all around the state. That work
should not be postponed until the LCC is abolished
and a new body established and the whole process
starts again. My suggestion would allow time for the
LCC to complete its inquiry and make those
recommendations public.
This is a complex issue: it involves international
action and legal and environmental issues. As the
minister says, it is time to re-examine the LCe, but
time is not being given here to allow the public to be
involved in that process. The public wants to be
involved and deserves to be involved.

The minister will get a far more sensible and
accepted outcome to this change if she allows the
public to be involved and consulted if there is a
longer period. There are serious issues involved in
the bill that the opposition wishes to closely
examine. Is it a watering down of the LeC's - Mr McNamara - On a point of order, Mr Acting
Speaker, the honourable member is straying from
the question of time and is debating the substance of
the bill. I suggest that you wind her up. If she wishes
to vote on this issue there is provision for a division
to be called so that we can get on with other business.

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr McArthur) Order! I have already cautioned the honourable
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member for Bundoora about the narrowness of the
debate. The question before the Chair is whether the
words 'two weeks' should be deleted with the view
of inserting 'four weeks'. That is the focus of the
debate, it is not on the bill.
Ms GARBUlT -If the Deputy Premier had
been listening he would have understood I was
talking about the need for time because of the
complexity of the issues involved. The Lee has been
an independent body and we need more time to
examine whether the new body will maintain the
independence that has been a characteristic of the
Lee. What about the powers in the bill? The
opposition and the public need time to examine the
powers given to the proposed new body. What
about the change in focus and priorities? Will they
be the same or are we seeing an entirely different
focus? They are complex issues and in the context in
which the minister placed them - global warming,
the greenhouse effect, changes in resources and so
on - there is a need for time to fully examine them.
This is a fundamental change in the way the
resource use of public land across Victoria is
assessed. I believe four weeks is far more
appropriate than two weeks.
Mr HULLS (Niddrie) - On the question of time,
I think all members who have had the opportunity
to listen to the second-reading speech and read the
bill would realise that it is a far-reaching bill with
far-reaching circumstances. We would all agree that
society demands that we look after and enhance our
environment. We are custodians of our environment
for future generations. The environment is an
important issue and cannot be dealt with in the time
that is being sought.

The AcrING SPEAKER (Mr McArthur) Order! The honourable member on the question of
time.
Mr HULLS - I am sure all members would agree
that the environment is so important that we should
not be rushing through important legislation that
will have far-reaching affects on our environment
because if we stuff it up we will be judged
accordingly. That is why the amendment proposed
by the honourable member for Bundoora is
absolutely appropriate. She is seeking an extension
of time from two weeks to four weeks to allow
appropriate consultation to take place.
It is absolutely essential to get things right when
dealing with matters such as the environment. There
are interesting aspects of the bill that will require
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appropriate time for consultation, such as the way
the new council is being appointed. The issue of the
number of people on the new council and the fact
that they can be appointed - and, no doubt,
dismissed - at the whim of the minister is
important. The government has got it wrong in the
past when not enough time has been allowed for
consultation in particular areas.
One only has to look at the cases of the
Auditor-General and the Director of Public
Prosecutions where the government did not allow
sufficient time for consultation with the community.
The government got it very wrong in those cases and
will suffer the consequences of its actions as a result.
The opposition is trying to protect the minister
because she needs as much protection as she can get.
The AcrING SPEAKER (Mr McArthur) Order! The honourable member on the question of
time.
Mr HULLS - The best way to ensure that the
minister does not make the same mistakes she made
with the Intergraph debacle, for which she will
suffer, is to allow appropriate time for the bill to be
debated.

The AcrING SPEAKER (Mr McArthur) Order! I have already warned the honourable
member for Niddrie about the scope of this debate.
If he continues to ignore my advice, I will call the
next speaker.
Mr HULLS - It is important for us as members
of Parliament to ensure that we do the right thing by
all Victorians when it comes to the environment.
That is why I urge all members to support the
motion moved by the honourable member for
Bundoora.
Mr McNAMARA (Minister for Agriculture and
Resources) - I oppose the amendment proposed by
the honourable member for Bundoora. The minister
is prepared to give any detailed briefing that might
be required. It was clear from the second-reading
speech, and anyone who had the wit to listen to it
would have understood, that this is the completion
of an evolutionary process in the administration of
the Lee. It has taken a couple of decades to get to
where we are today. The government believes a
two-week period is adequate time for consultation
with the community in dealing with this legislation.

Mr CAMERON (Bendigo West) - The minister
in her second-reading speech makes it clear that she
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seeks to recast the role of the Land Conservation
Council.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr CAMERON - I will come to the question of
time. The minister in the second-reading speech
points out that in 1970 there was very little
community consultation when it came to
environment matters.
Mr Gude - On a point of order, Mr Acting
Speaker, as interesting as it might be to hear the
honourable member reread the second-reading
speech, the fact is that the matter before the Chair is
on the question of whether the debate should be
adjourned for two weeks or four weeks. I invite you,
Mr Acting Speaker, to bring the honourable member
back to the matter of time.
The ACflNG SPEAKER (Mr McArthur) Order! I uphold the point of order and remind the
honourable member for Bendigo West that this is a
narrow debate and honourable members
contributing to it should confine their remarks to the
question of time.
Mr CAMERON - Precisely. The matter that is
critical is the issue of public consultation on this bill.
The minister pointed out that in 1970 there was very
little consultation when it came to environmental
matters and the problem was with the LCe. What
she is telling this house is that although there should
be public consultation - Mr Gude - On a point of order, Mr Acting
Speaker, the honourable member should be brought
back to the question of time. He has ignored your
ruling and is off again.
Mr Hulls - On the point of order, Mr Acting
Speaker, the honourable member for Bendigo West
is explaining why more time is required for
consultation. He cannot do that if he is continually
interrupted by the Leader of the House. He must be
given the opportunity to explain why more than two
weeks is required to seek consultation on this bill.
The ACflNG SPEAKER (Mr McArthur) Order! I remind the house that this is a narrow
debate but that in contributing to the debate
members are entitled to explain the reasons why
they believe a particular amount of time is required.
In doing so, they should not debate the substance of
the bill and should confine themselves to reasons
why a particular amount of time is required.
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Mr CAMERON - The opposition has a need to
engage in public consultation, and the minister says
there should be public consultation on
environmental matters, yet when it comes to
structure and the administration of the system she
says only two weeks should be provided for
consultation. The minister has made it clear that
there ought to be public consultation by the fact that
she said there was none in 1970. If the minister was
serious she would allow time for public consultation
on the way the system is administered and would
thoroughly endorse the comments made by the
honourable member for Bundoora.
House divided on omission (members in favour
vote no):

Ayes, 50
Andrighetto, Mr (Teller)
Ashley,Mr
Burke, Ms
Clark, Mr
Coleman,Mr
Cooper,Mr
Dean,Or
Dixon, Mr
Ooyle,Mr
Elder, Mr
Elliott, Mrs
Finn,Mr
Gude,Mr
Henderson, Mrs
Honeywood, Mr
Jasper, Mr
Jenkins,Mr
John,Mr
Kilgour, Mr
Lean,Mr
Leigh,Mr
Lupton,Mr
McCall,Ms
McGill,Mrs
McGrath, Mr W.O.

McLellan, Mr
Maclellan, Mr
McNamara, Mr
Maughan,Mr
Napthine, Or
Paterson, Mr
Perrin,Mr
Perton, Mr
Pescott,Mr
Peulich, Mrs
Phillips, Mr
Plowman, Mr A.F.
Reynolds, Mr
Richardson, Mr
Ryan,Mr
Shardey, Mrs (Teller)
Smith, Mr ER
Smith, Mr LW.
Spry, Mr
Tehan,Mrs
Thompson, Mr
Traynor,Mr
Treasure, Mr
Wade,Mrs
Wells,Mr

Noes, 28
Andrianopoulos, Mr
Baker,Mr
Batchelor, Mr
Bracks, Mr
Brumby,Mr
Cameron, Mr (Teller)
Campbell,Ms
Carli,Mr
Cole,Mr
Cunningham, Mr
Davies, Ms

Hamilton, Mr
Hulls,Mr
Kosky,Ms
Langdon,Mr
Leighton, Mr
Lim,Mr
Loney,Mr
Maddigan, Mrs
Micallef, Mr
Mildenhall, Mr
Savage, Mr (Teller)
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Garbutt, Ms
Gillett,Ms
Haermeyer, Mr

Sheehan,Mr
Thwaites, Mr

Wilson,Mrs

AJnendEnentnegatived.
Motion agreed to.
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 15 May.

PERSONAL EXPLANATION
Mr MILDENHALL (Footscray) - On Thursday,
24 April, during question time I asked the Minister
for Education whether he could confirm that he had
let a commercial tender for the triennial review of
schools to a group which included the current
principal of Osborne Primary School, Mr Howard
Reade. The implication in the question that
Mr Reade was involved in such a tender was based
on a document in my possession entitled Office of

Review - School Review Program - Providers List.
Since then further information has come to my
attention to the effect that although some contractors
were included in that document and Mr Reade was
listed in the document, he is not in fact a contractor
to this schools review program. Therefore, the
implication in the question that Mr Reade is
concurrently a serving principal and a contractor to
the department is not accurate, and I wish to
formally correct the record to that effect.

MELBOURNE AND METROPOLITAN
BOARD OF WORKS
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Mr McNAMARA (Minister for Agriculture and
Resources) - I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

The bill addresses two matters: firstly, it validates
metropolitan drainage and river improvement rates
levied by Melbourne Water Corporation in the
Patterson Lakes area since it assumed management
and control of the area in 1991; secondly, it enables
Melbourne Water Corporation to continue to levy
special metropolitan drainage and river
improvement rates in the Patters on Lakes area.
The Patterson Lakes area consists of several
man-made lakes running from the Patters on River.
About 1100 property owners have access to the lakes
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system for recreational purposes. Between 1971
and 1991 the Patters on Lakes system was under the
control of the Dandenong Valley Authority and its
successor, the Dandenong and Western Port
Authority. The Dandenong Valley AuthOrity was
given the powers to recoup costs from waterfront
property owners by levying a special drainage rate.
This had been a condition of the development
proceeding. The special drainage rates fund
activities including maintenance of pumps, jetties
and locks, beach cleaning, dredging and community
education.
The special drainage rates levied by the two earlier
authorities were based on the site value of
properties. The Melbourne and Metropolitan Board
of Works Act 1958 requires rates to be based on net
annual value (NAV). However, Melbourne Water
Corporation sought to continue the charging
practice by using its powers under section 280 of the
MMBW act to levy differential rates and to give
refunds. In effect, Melbourne Water Corporationthrough a NAV-based rate and rebates - has
charged benefiting property owners an amount
equivalent to a rate in the dollar based on the site
value of the property. This involves an incorrect use
of the rating power to achieve what was an
acceptable outcome to all. The bill validates the past
practice by Melbourne Water Corporation.
A move to a NA V method of rating would adversely
affect about half the property owners. The site value
method continues the method of charging which has
been used since the Patterson Lakes development
was constructed in the 1970s and 1980s and which is
well understood by the benefiting property owners.
The bill also allows for a special drainage rate to be
levied in the future on any benefiting property
owner from the Patterson Lakes system. In addition
to levying a drainage and river improvement rate,
Melbourne Water Corporation will be able to levy a
special rate on benefiting property owners in the
Patters on Lakes area based on the site value of their
properties.
The bill includes the formation of the Patterson
Lakes Advisory Committee as a constituted group.
This formalises the current committee's role. lbis
prOvision recognises the active involvement of the
Patters on Lakes property owners in decisions
affecting the lakes system. In the future the
committee will also be consulted on the level of
special rates being levied.

PROSTITUTION CONTROL (AMENDMENT) BILL
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I wish to make a statement under section 85(5) of the
Constitution Act 1975 of the reasons for altering or
varying that section by the bill.
Clause 4 of the bill inserts section 293A into the
Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works Act
1958. It is the intention of the proposed new
provision to alter or vary section 85 of the
Constitution Act 1975.
The proposed provision retrospectively validates the
metropolitan drainage and river improvement rates
levied by Melbourne Water Corporation on property
owners at Patterson Lakes since 1991.
The reason for validating the rates and therefore
limiting the jurisdiction of the Supreme Court is that
the Patterson Lakes property owners upon whom
these rates have been levied have received the
benefit of the moneys raised. The special rates were
used for the maintenance and improvement of the
lakes system to enable these property owners to
continue to pursue their recreational activities and
enjoy the amenity of the system.
I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Ms GARBUTI
(Bundoora).
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 15 May.

PROSTITUTION CONTROL
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Mrs WADE (Attorney-General) - I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

It is essential that the licensing system under the
Prostitution Control Act 1994 has the public's full
confidence. The amendments proposed in this bill
are in response to existing problems of processing all
of the licence and approval applications in a quick
and efficient manner and to ensure that the board
has sufficient power to appropriately deal with any
licensees and managers in breach.
The proposed amendments are designed to:
(a) further the government's commitment to
controlling prostitution in Victoria by keeping
criminals out of this industry and
appropriately disciplining licensees and
managers who contravene their obligations;

(b)
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enable the board to conduct its proceedings
more quickly and efficiently;

(c) make a number of minor amendments that

borrow the efficient and effective provisions
of the other licensing systems administered
by the Department of Justice; and
(d) enable a court, under the section that regulates
proscribed brothel hearings, to receive and
take into account any evidence it considers
credible or trustworthy in the circumstances,
which includes hearsay evidence. This will
enable the admission of statements made to
the police at a raid rather than having to
search for and locate the prostitute or client
who made the statement to give viva voce
evidence to the court. The court will, of
course, determine the weight to be given to
such evidence.
The bill demonstrates the government's clear
continuing intention to strictly regulate and control
the prostitution industry in this state. The bill also
shows that the government will amend legislation
where experience has indicated change will be
beneficial in keeping the industry out of the hands of
organised crime, less than acceptable operators and
persons who wish to exploit vulnerable segments of
our community by encouraging underage or illegal
immigrant prostitution.
I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr HULLS
(Niddrie).
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 15 May.
Remaining business postponed on motion of
Mrs WADE (Attorney-General).

ADJOURNMENT
Mrs WADE (Attorney-General) - I move:
That the house do now adjourn.

Housing: Garden City
Ms KOSKY (Altona) - I raise for the attention of
the Minister for Housing public housing properties
in Garden City, Port Melbourne, a matter I have
raised before. As part of a pilot program the Office
of Housing is selling some high value inner city
properties. I hope the program will cease when the
minister realises it will not be successful.

ADJOURNMENT
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I refer the minister to public housing tenants in that
area who are extremely fearful of the proposal to
relocate them from properties they have lived in for
40 to 50 years. In many cases they are the only
homes they have had. After receiving letters from
the Office of Housing telling them of the relocations
some tenants spent the first week crying. They are
extremely fearful and worried about where they will
end up.
Many tenants have been harassed by officers from
the Office of Housing, sometimes with a smile. They
have received regular visits from officers and when
they are not at home the officers visit them the next
day. In one case when a tenant asked what would
happen if she refused to be relocated she was told
legal proceedings would be taken to relocate her.
The residents are aged from 50 to 70 years and have
been living in their homes for some time. When the
matter was raised in the Herald Sun of 28 April, the
minister said she found the report of people being
pushed to relocate offensive. In line with the
minister's comments I seek an assurance and a
commitment from her that the residents who wish to
remain in their homes of many years, particularly
those who suffer from ill health, will not be relocated.

VCE
Mrs SHARDEY (Caulfield) - I direct to the
attention of the Minister for Education the Victorian
certificate of education, which was introduced in
1990 but which has undergone some changes since.
Concerns have been raised by two year 12 teachers
in my electorate about the common assessment
tasks. The teachers are concerned that they find it
difficult to ascertain whether students are
completing the CATs themselves. They say that
some students are receiving private tuition to assist
them with the work. They also say that the CATs are
widely available for purchase in some education
shops.
Additionally, teachers find they are constantly
negotiating the fine line between good teaching and
giving undue assistance to students completing the
CATs. They point out that it is to the advantage of
some teachers to ensure the spread of marks for
CATs is such that the Board of Studies will not note
variations that would cause them to call in the CATs.
I understand the government has asked Professor
Kwong Lee Dow to undertake a review of the VCE,
and I commend it on undertaking the review, but I
ask the minister to ensure that the matters I have
raised are examined as part of the review so that
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teachers will have confidence in what is a good
system of education in Victoria.

Housing: Comhouse tender
Mr LONEY (Geelong North) - I direct to the
attention of the Minister for Housing a community
housing program tender, specifically a tender in the
Geelong area. The matter is of continuing concern
and relates particularly to a tender by Comhouse,
which has had two directors who are employees of
the Office of Housing. Despite claims to the contrary
by the minister and the people employed at the
ministry, the Office of Fair Trading and Business
Affairs records reveal that at the time of submitting a
tender the two employees were current directors of
Comhouse. The records also show that when
Comhouse was interviewed for the tender they were
still directors of the company. The Office of Fair
Trading and Business Affairs told me that their
resignations as directors were lodged on 17 April, a
week after they were interviewed about the tender. I
am also informed that the notification of the
resignations was backdated to 18 November 1996.

This process is clearly in breach of departmental
guidelines for tenders and is an illegal tender. Will
the minister now hold an inquiry into the tender,
which clearly breaches the departmental guidelines
to ascertain specifically why no checks were carried
out on Comhouse to ensure there was not a conflict
of interest and, if checks were carried out, how
Comhouse got through the process?
Further, I ask whether the status of the employees
was raised during the tender interview and if so
what replies were given. Did any Office of Housing
employees advise the tenderers that they should
amend the records lodged at the Office of Fair
Trading and Business Affairs? Will the minister
apologise to the honourable member for Altona for
insisting that the honourable member was wrong in
raising the matter when, in fact, the minister was
wrong and had not done the necessary checking to
ensure the tender was legal under her own
departmental guidelines? In fact, we now know that
at each stage of the tender process the two
employees were listed in the Office of Fair Trading
and Business Affairs records as directors.

Ocean Grove: fuel reduction program
Mr SPRY (Bellarine) - I raise for the attention of
the Minister for Police and Emergency Services a fire
at Ocean Grove on 28 April. The serious outbreak
threatened not only property, but life. It is
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appropriate to raise this matter today given that a
total fire ban has been declared, which reflects the
seasonal conditions throughout Victoria.
The cause of the fire at Ocean Grove is being
investigated and there is a possibility it was started
by a fire bug - a sad reflection on the state of that
person's mind. Country Fire Authority brigades
were quickly in attendance and brought the fire
under control, but they left the Department of
Natural Resources and Environment units to
monitor the situation.
Unfortunately, the fire flared again about
mid-morning when a severe north-westerly fanned
the dying embers. The CFA again responded,
together with local brigades from all around
Geelong and the Bellarine Peninsula. They again
brought the blaze under control but it took until the
evening to do so. Brigades throughout Victoria,
particularly around the Port Phillip region, were on
stand-by to attend if necessary.
The fact that they brought it under control so quickly
reflects great credit on the CFA officers, who are
always willing to respond despite the dangers to
them.
I have had a fair bit to do with the CFA in recent
times because for 18 months I was chairman of the
Victorian urban fire brigades championships, which
were held on the Bellarine Peninsula in March. I
appreciate the dedication and professionalism of
those people.

By the time the fire was under control 45 of
160 hectares of nature reserve had been burnt and 15
hectares of council reserve adjoining Woodlands
Drive was under definite threat. Without the CFA
there could have been a disaster. Concern has been
expressed for some time about the level of fuel in the
nature reserve. The residents of Woodlands Drive
particularly have been lobbying for some time to
have something done about it.
I ask the minister to confer with his colleague the
Minister for Conservation and Land Management
with a view to developing a fuel reduction program
to eliminate the fire danger in the Ocean Grove
nature reserve and give the people of Ocean Grove
and the residents of Woodlands Drive in particular
some peace of mind.
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Fuel: prices
Mr BRUMBY <Leader of the Opposition) - I
raise for the Treasurer the rapid increase in petrol
prices that has occurred in Victoria over the past
week. Early in March the Labor Party commenced a
statewide petrol price watch and took note of petrol
prices at 13 locations. On Friday, 25 April, Anzac
Day, the price of petrol at those locations was
Ballarat, 78.9 cents a litre; Bendigo, 77.5 cents;
Benalla, 82.5 cents; Horsham, 81.9 cents; Lakes
Entrance, 86.9 cents; and the average price in the
metropolitan area noted by the petrol price watch
team was 67.5 cents a litre.
On the following Sunday the Premier announced
that in the budget on Tuesday he would cut 1.6 cents
a litre off petrol excise and 4.1 cents off diesel excise.
We tested prices again on the day of the state budget
and - swprise, swprise! - the average petrol price
at the 13 stations across the state had increased by
7 cents a litre in the space of a few days. The oil
industry had lifted the price of petrol in Melbourne
from an average 67.5 cents to around 76 cents a litre.

Today I wrote to Professor Fels of the Australian
Competition and Consumer Commission asking for
an urgent inquiry into this matter. What has
occurred is scandalous. It makes a farce of the
centrepiece of the Kennett government's budget on
Tuesday in that $106 million of tax cuts will not be
reflected in lower petrol prices. Instead the amount
will be absorbed by the petrol companies which
have increased prices by 7 cents a litre knowing that
if later they knock off 1.6 cents their prices will still
be higher. It is scandalous.
The ACI1NG SPEAKER (Mr McArthud Order! The Leader of the Opposition must ask the
minister to take some action.
Mr BRUMBY - I am about to do that. I want the
Treasurer as a matter of urgency to raise the issue
with the Australian Competition and Consumer
Commission. I want immediate and stem action
taken and a guarantee given that the full 1.6 cents a
litre reduction will be passed on to consumers. On
our calculations that would mean an average
metropolitan price of 65.9 cents. It is crucial that the
Treasurer take this action and that country motorists
also get the benefit.

Rail: Caulfield station
Mrs PEULICH (Bentleigh) - I raise for the
attention of the Minister for Transport the difficulty
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some of my constituents have when they attend their
nearest premium railway station to make travel
arrangements or pick up tickets. Many of my
constituents are elderly. Indeed the Bentleigh
electorate has the fourth highest number of people
aged 6S years and over in the state. These people
travel to Caulfield station to make their travel
arrangements and to pick up their tickets.

Mr LANGDON - Yes, while she is still here. I
ask the minister to expedite a matter that is currently
before the City of Banyule. The municipality is
interested in an area of land that was previously
known as the FI8 road reservation, which runs from
Buckingham Drive to Lower Plenty Road in Rosanna
and is bounded by Graham and Beverley roads. The
land is basically landlocked by houses on all sides.

They will not have to go to Caulfield for very long
because last year the government announced that
Bentleigh and Moorabbin would be developed as
premium stations during this term of office. The
problem facing Bentleigh constituents is a temporary
one, and I am delighted that those two initiatives
were announced prior to the last election.

The Gty of Banyule has for some time, with my
encouragement and that of the former honourable
member for Ivanhoe, Mr Heffeman, sought to
arrange a swap for Montpelier Reserve with what is
now Parks Victoria. At the moment there seems to
be a stalemate. I ask the minister to assist in
speeding up the process.

Nonetheless, there is a problem concerning many
elderly constituents who travel by car to Caulfield to
pick up their tickets. Although there is ample
parking at the station much of the parking is not
short term and what little short-term parking there is
is some distance away. I have been contacted by
numerous constituents about this problem.

Seven or eight years ago the Labor government
lifted the reservation and made it a special
investigation area. The previous member took great
credit and pride in that, but it was the former Labor
government that actually did it. Since then, and
including the time Mr Heffeman was a minister, in
the first four years of the Kennett government
nothing has been done. In the lead-up to the last
election I expected the former member to make a
grand announcement that the Kennett government
had arranged the land swap to benefit the residents
of the area, but nothing happened. That may be one
of the failings of the previOUS member and his
government. I am asking the government to
expedite the matter to assist the process with the
council.

The most recent, Mrs Meg Fennel, made a
suggestion that is worthy of investigation by the
minister. She said car parking spaces could be set
aside for people booking travel arrangements or
picking up tickets. I do not know whether it would
be feasible to have 3-minute, 5-minute or IS-minute
parking, but that would certainly allow a greater
turnover of cars.
Mr Baker interjected.

Mrs PEULICH - My Bentleigh constituents are
generally happy to reside in Bentleigh - the
honourable member is absolutely correct. The
suggestion would allow people to pull up close to
the station to make their booking arrangements or
pick up tickets, with the least amount of discomfort
or effort. I ask the minister to investigate this matter
and perhaps provide some interim relief, given that
Bentleigh will soon become a premium station, as
will Moorabbin, about which my constituents are
delighted.

The other issue that has been raised with me is that
the government is always money hungry. It is trying
to get money out of the council through this land
swap. I will be asking the government to forget that;
it is in budget surplus at the moment. The
Montpelier Reserve is a piece of land of about
4 hectares next to Westerfold Park. The FI8 road
reservation is 6 hectares. The government should
stop trying to squeeze money out of the Gty of
Banyule, do the land swap and save the area for the
residents, otherwise the council will be forced to
pay.

Rail: Frankston station
Banyule: land reservation
Mr LANGDON (Ivanhoe) - I raise for the
attention of the Minister for Conservation and Land
Management - Mr Brumby - The temporary minister!

Ms Mc CALL (Franks ton) - The issue I raise is
for the attention of the Minister for Transport. It is in
relation to issues of safety in the Frankston
electorate, particularly at the Frankston railway
station. Over the years Frankston has endured a
poor reputation for public safety, whether it be
personal safety or safety of cars, goods and chattels.
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A number of initiatives have been set up in the
Frankston area seeking to address the matter. My
federal colleague Bruce Billson set up Frankston
Safety. There is a Frankston Safe Taxi Rank proposal
to assist people coming out of drinking emporia late
at night, and the Frankston Liquor Accord was
brokered by my predecessor.
One of the issues I draw to the attention of the
Minister for Transport relates to the Frankston
railway station and the current..parking
arrangements there. Any members who have been
fortunate enough to travel to Frankston - and I
insist they do so if they have not in the recent past will know that the railway station has been very
nicely upgraded thanks to the work of the previous
Minister for Transport, and I am anticipating more
upgrading to come from the current Minister for
Transport.
Currently the Frankston station car park is unmade,
unlit, unsecure and unpatrolled, and there is an
extremely high rate of vandalism of the cars parked
there. There has also been a series of incidents when
people have been attacked. The issue that is of
particular interest is personal safety. Students at the
Peninsula Institute of TAPE on the other side of the
road use the car park, which is a substantial
commuter focus for the area.
Does the Minister for Transport have any plans to
address these safety issues for the people of the
Frankston electorate and the Mornington Peninsula?

Intergraph: ambulance contract
Mr THWAITES (Albert Park) - The matter I
wish to raise is for the Premier, who seems to have
left the house, scuttled out, just as he is running
away from this whole Intergraph issue.
The concern I ask the Premier to address is the travel
rorts in the ambulance service and the fact that
senior officers in the service were given a financial
incentive to choose Intergraph. They were told that
if Intergraph won the contract there would be a trip
to the United States in it for them. The Leader of the
Opposition raised this matter today in question time,
and I refer to the Auditor-General's report. The
Auditor-General commented on this arrangement
and said that there was serious doubt concerning the
propriety of accepting any benefit from an
appointed contractor, and in this case the
Auditor-General said that a trip to North America
by a number of senior ambulance personnel was
funded to the extent of $22 000.
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I have received further information today that
Mr Shane Tyrrell, who was then senior manager at
Intergraph, told ambulance officers who were
evaluating the tenders that if they made the right
decision there would be a trip to the United States in
it for at least one of them. That comment to the
officers was perceived by at least one of them as
being an incentive to give Intergraph the contract, or
alternatively, a simple bribe.
I call upon the Premier to immediately institute a
royal commission to examine these serious
allegations. The Auditor-General has already
pointed to the fact that there seems to be some
impropriety in it. The further information that we
have today indicates that direct promises were made
by Mr Shane Tyrrell to senior ambulance officers to
have them make the right decision and give the
contract to Intergraph.
This is another example where the stench around the
Intergraph contract is so serious that the government
cannot be trusted at any time until the next election
unless it calls a royal commission. I point out that
Mr Firman of the ambulance service also visited the
United States in July 1994.

Firearms: regulation
Mr E. R. SMITH (Glen Waverley) - I raise a
matter for the attention of the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services and it concerns complaints by
firearm owners. I call for action from the minister to
correct a number of matters raised in accusations
made by them. The first one is that the district
firearms office has almost complete discretion in
respect of issuing permits to acquire - that is, the
old permit-te-purchase application that has only
limited appeal. I ask the minister to correct these
statements if they are wrong.
The second complaint I have received is that the
Chief Commissioner of Police or his delegate, the
Registrar of Firearms or, through him, the district
firearms officer, has unlimited rights of inspection.
This is contrary to what the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services undertook to allow 12 months
ago, and again I would like the minister to correct
that claim if it is not correct.
The third complaint is that a shooter who qualifies
under the new act can purchase a category C
firearm. These are firearms that are now in the
prohibited class, but there is no provision for the
importation of new firearms for civilian use or spare
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parts. People are able to buy only second-hand
weapons.
As honourable members are aware, certain
exemptions have been made for the use of
category C weapons for young people who may be
taking part in competition shooting leading up to
the Olympic Games. Because of Australia's great
success in the last Olympics this is a matter that
causes a great deal of concern to the shooting
fraternity.
Fourthly, the cost of renewing a licence in Victoria
has been increased and is now the highest in
Australia. Firearm owners claim that this is
unreasonable.
Fifthly, it has been alleged that the firearms registrar
will not be sending out reminders for licence
renewals, thus leaving the onus on the shooter to
contact the registrar. If he fails to make contact he
will become unlicensed through no fault of his own.
Finally, storage requirements for firearms and
ammunition are difficult, if not impossible, to
comply with under some circumstances. If pistols or
firearms requiring a collectors licence are not
contained in a SOO-kilogram safe the armoury must
be bolted to a substantive structure. The firearm
owners claim that this is a most unfair provision.
I call upon the minister to explain these claims to the
house or to take necessary action to correct them if
they happen to be true. It is something that is
concerning me and many other people.

South Eastern Freeway
Mr UM (Oayton) - I direct a matter to the
attention of the Minister for Roads and Ports, or in
his absence to the minister at the table. I ask the
minister about the government's intention to
alleviate the terrible traffic noise that emanates from
the South Eastern Freeway, which is now called M1.

Recently concerned residents have made
representations to me complaining about the
extreme level of the noise emanating from the newly
upgraded M1. The concern is that because of the
upgrading of the road it will attract more cars
travelling at high speed, therefore creating more
noise and in some cases affecting people's health.
I ask the minister to recognise the problem of
increased traffic noise for the residents living near
the freeway, and to take action to alleviate this
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problem. The perception is that closer to the city the
material used to act as a barrier to the noise of the
traffic is concrete, which is a better material than that
used in the outer area of Warrigal Road.

Responses
Mrs HENDERSON (Minister for Housing) The honourable member for Altona raised with me
once again our pilot project under which the
government is selling 30 high-valued and
underutilised properties. The honourable member
was totally offensive the other night and I sincerely
hope that she takes this opportunity to listen to my
explanation. The pilot project is a valuable one. The
shadow minister and the opposition do not care
about the wellbeing of our public housing tenants,
they are concerned about engendering fear into
tenants - it is a point-scoring exercise.
To put it into perspective, the Department of Human
Services owns, manages and has tenanted almost
70 000 properties in Victoria.
Mr Thwaites interjected.

Mrs HENDERSON - That is absolute nonsense,
we are not selling off 70 000 properties, we have a
pilot project under which 30 high-valued and
underutilised properties are being sold off.
Mr Thwaites interjected.

Mrs HENDERSON - The Deputy Leader of the
Opposition is using bullyboy tactics again. The
department assesses and gives assistance to the
some 400 000 people who are housed on anyone
night in Victoria. There is demand for public
housing in Victoria by families and people with
disabilities. As minister I have a responsibility to
address the housing problem. The Deputy Leader of
the Opposition is making a great deal of noise and
fuss about this. The ALP is hypocritical. During its
10 years in government it spent $10.5 million a year
on maintenance, yet over the past 12 months the
government has spent $20 million on maintaining
properties. In its last year in power the former
government spent $10 million on upgrading stock.
Mr Thwaites interjected.

Mrs HENDERSON - The Deputy Leader of the
Opposition refers to me as weak. I find that
offensive. This year the government provided
$52 million for maintenance. The government is
about action and doing something for the people of
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Victoria who have special needs and who require
housing in the public sector. It is offensive for the
honourable member for Altona to claim there is
harassment, because neither my officers nor I would
tolerate any harassment. I believe the honourable
member is mischievous in making those claims. The
program is about relocating people into appropriate
housing.
Mr Thwaites interjected.
Mr E. R. Smith interjected.
Mrs HENDERSON - In some cases our inner
city properties are underutilised, such as where a
three or four-bedroom house is used by one person.
There are also demands for housing in the outer east.
Mr Thwaites - On a point of order, Mr Acting
Speaker, I ask that the comment made by the
honourable member for Mount Waverley that I am a
wife-beater be withdrawn.

Mr E. R. Smith - I withdraw.
Mr Brumby - Why don't you apologise?
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr McArthur) Order! The honourable member for Glen Waverley
has withdrawn, as requested.
Mrs HENDERSON - In conclusion, the pilot
project will benefit families in Victoria in the long
term. The honourable member for Altona is being
mischievous and is making tenants fearful about a
caring program that is being carried out sensitively
and with consultation. It is about moving people
into appropriate accommodation.
Mr Thwaites interjected.

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr McArthur) Order! The Deputy Leader of the Opposition is
consistently interjecting across the table. I ask him to
hold his peace.
Mrs HENDERSON - The honourable member
for Geelong North, on behalf of the honourable
member for Altona, raised the same issue with me as
was raised last week. I am happy to address it again.
It is about the transitional home manager's program
tenders, which were recently put out and which the
department is in the process of evaluating. I
presume this is part of the opposition's ongoing
attitude to anything that may help people. As usual,
the innuendo continues.
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Mr Loney - On a point of order, Mr Acting
Speaker, at the time the matter was raised the
minister was not in the house. It seems she does not
know what matter was raised. She refers to
innuendos. What was raised - -

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr McA.rthur) Order! The honourable member is entitled to raise a
point of order but not make an explanation or restate
the issue.
Mrs HENDERSON - I assure the house that the
process will be of enormous benefit to people who
need crisis and emergency accommodation. It will
allow us to grow this area of housing by up to
30 per cent. We have a responsibility to deal with
people who are homeless or at risk of being
homeless, and this tender process will give us a
robust business to allow us to grow that sector.
The honourable member for Geelong North, to assist
the honourable member for Altona, asked me
whether a member of the staff of the Office of
Housing had been involved in a business called
Comhouse. The tender documents clearly state that
anyone who was a staff member of the Office of
Housing was excluded from taking part in a tender
bid. I have said that on a number of occasions. I have
now repeated it yet again. The tender documents
clearly demonstrate that we have established a good
tender process. We have established a good probity
auditor, who will look at the issues. We will have a
great opportunity to grow emergency and crisis
accommodation, the sector to which the Labor Party
wants us to give assistance.
Mr GUDE (Minister for Education) - The
honourable member for Caulfield has a deep and
committed interest in education and the VCE.
Therefore I am not surprised that she has been
approached by a constituent to raise the matter here.
As the house is aware, the government is in the
process of undertaking a review of the VCE. No
doubt one of the issues to be considered by the
board under the chairmanship of Professor Lee Dow
will be the issue of students accessing privileged
support that enables them to get better quality
outcomes in the performance of their CATs.
I certainly encourage the honourable member and
the constituents who have been in touch with her to
feel free to write direct to Professor Dow and raise
the issue. I will draw them to the attention of the
professor by way of copies of the Hansard report of
this evening's adjournment debate. I will
particularly invite him to contact the honourable
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member, who is able to raise these matters not only
as a local member but also as an educationalist who
has strong and valued views.

parking near the railway station. It is my hope that
improved safety and security parking will be
available.

Mr COOPER (Minister for Transport) - The
honourable member for Clayton raised for the
attention of the Minister for Roads and Ports the
matter of traffic noise on the South Eastern Freeway.
The honourable member said the freeway now
attracts more cars. I suppose that would be correct,
because since its upgrading from the Cain Car Park
to a proper freeway, the South Eastern is attracting
more traffic. I understand the honourable member's
concern. I will bring it to the attention of the minister
and ask him to reply to the honourable member.

I have received, as I am sure the honourable member
has, approaches from people who are regular users
of the Frankston railway station car park. They said
they would be prepared to pay a small fee for
security car parking there. They suggested they
would pay $2 or $3 a day. They consider that
amount would be worth while to ensure that when
they return after a day at work in the city they find
their cars undamaged. People are concerned about
using the car park. They are seeking safer railway
car parking at nearby locations, particularly at
Kananook and Seaford stations.

The honourable member for Bentleigh directed to
my attention parking arrangements for commuters
visiting premium railway stations to collect tickets.
The honourable member, although relating the issue
particularly to Caulfield, said the matter would be
appropriate for examination in connection with all
premium stations. She believes it would be resolved
by having short-term parking spaces made available
at premium stations. That is a good suggestion,
which I will ask the PTC to examine.
I note, in making that point, that the honourable
member for Bentleigh will have even fewer concerns
in the near future because premium stations are
about to be established at Moorabbin and Bentleigh
in her electorate. They were election commitments
by the government and are included in the budget
introduced this week. The honourable member for
Bentleigh will have excellent railway station facilities
in her electorate. As I said, her suggestion about
short-term car parking for commuters while they
collect their tickets is a good one. I will ask the PTC
to provide me with a response so I can reply to the
honourable member.
The honourable member for Frankston raised a
serious matter regarding safety in and around
railway stations. She identified the area around the
Frankston railway station as being of primary
concern. I am familiar with the car park and the
surrounding areas at Frankston and Kananook, as a
user of those car parks. I understand the concern of
the honourable member regarding not only personal
but property safety. Unsupervised car parks, as at
Frankston, attract people during the day. I know
cars parked there have been vandalised and burgled,
and people have been threatened, particularly after
dark. The honourable member should welcome the
news of a proposed commercial development at
Frankston that includes a significant increase in car

I have taken on board the suggestion of the people
who approached me. Members of the community
are showing a significant degree of responsibility by
saying that the security of their property and their
personal safety is worth paying a small fee. This
matter, particularly as it affects Frankston in this
instance but also for all major railway stations, will
be addressed by the PTC during negotiations with
the managers of the proposed development at the
Frankston railway station. The safety issue goes
beyond Frankston and affects most of the major
stations around the metropolitan network.
I accept the concerns of the honourable member for
Frankston about the security in the car park and
nearby areas at Frankston railway station. I can
assure her I will address her concerns.
Mr W. D. McGRATH (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services) - The honourable member for
Bellarine referred to a fire that caused residents at
Ocean Grove some trauma on 28 April. There is
usually close cooperation between the CFA and fire
services from the Department of Natural Resources
and Environment. Unfortunately, the action taken
on that occasion resulted in the fire getting out of
control somewhat late in the evening and destroying
about 45 hectares of the nature reserve.
I totally agree with the honourable member for
Bellarine that fuel reduction burns, or cool burns, are
needed on Crown land reserves which are covered
with heavy vegetation and which are close to
residential or commercial developments. With that
in mind I will raise his suggestion with the Minister
for Agriculture and Resources, because I am well
aware he has a close connection with the Country
Fire Authority.
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Three or four weeks ago I visited the area for the
staging of the urban CFA championships, the
organising committee of which was chaired by the
honourable member. The events were spectacular,
and the standard of competition was high. I will
have a great deal of pleasure in raising with the
minister the matter raised by the honourable
member on behalf of the residents of Ocean Grove.
The honourable member for Glen Waverley raised a
number of points about the changes to the firearms
legislation which took effect when the new act was
proclaimed on 29 April. As I said to the honourable
member for Mooroolbark last night, there will
naturally enough be some difficulties during the
transition to the new act. The first point related to
the discretion open to the district firearms officers in
issuing permits to acquire. A permit to acquire
usually has a 28-day cooling off period. The district
officers have some discretion; but at the end of the
day, as was the case under the old act, individual
clients have a right of appeal to the Firearm
Consultative Committee if they are not happy with
the outcome of their applications for permits to
acquire.
The next point concerns the delegation of the police
commissioner's responsibilities to the Registrar of
Firearms. This represents a change in the legislation.
The authority now rests with the chief commissioner
rather than with the Registrar of Firearms, but it is
probably fair to say that there will be a delegation
from the chief commissioner to the registrar.
In answer to the honourable member's specific
question, it will be difficult for police as the end of
the amnesty for semiautomatic firearms approaches,
which is the end of September. I anticipate that there
will be a number of registered firearms that have not
been accounted for. In that case, over time the
entries in the register will have to be reconciled with
the names of the persons to whom the firearms have
been registered.

I suggest there will be a lot of work involved in
sending out letters to the owners whose registered
numbers correspond with the entries in the Victoria
Police databank. All that will need to be sorted out
because the registry is not as accurate as it should be.
Many of the firearms that are out there in the
community may not come through for compensation
and surrender under the amnesty.
The next point concerned new firearms and spare
parts under category C. There has been some
suggestion that those who apply and qualify to have
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those category C firearms will not have access to
spare parts or new weapons. That is not right. Under
the licensing provisions gun dealers can choose
whether or not to trade in the A and B categories. If
they trade in categories A and B, only, they will pay
the licence fee of $250 a year. If they decide to trade
in the A, B and C categories, they will have to pay
the slightly higher licence fee of $300. That will
therefore make them eligible to trade under
category C, so they will still be allowed to import
those firearms.
The honourable member also asked about the cost of
renewing a licence. Until recently, there had not
been an increase in the firearm licence since 1984,
when it was $15 a year. The new firearm licence is
$27 a year for category A, and $32 a year for
categories A, B and C. If you take CPI increases into
consideration that figure is about right. The
honourable member asked if ours was the dearest of
any jurisdiction. That is not so, because the same
licence in South Australia will cost $40 a year.
As other jurisdictions put their legislation into place,
some adjustments will be made in the cost of firearm
licences in those jurisdictions. When talking about
full cost recovery, people should bear in mind that
the cost of the system is about $7.7 million. We have
endeavoured to reflect that cost through all the
licence charges for both shooters and gun dealers.

The next point related to storage requirements,
which was one of the key points raised at the APMC
meeting. If a gun owner cannot meet the stand-alone
storage requirements under the new Firearms Act in this case, I think the requirement is something like
a 500-kilogram storage unit - he can have a much
lighter construction, but it will be need to be bolted
to either a floor or a wall. I hope that satisfies most
of the points raised by the honourable member for
Glen Waverley.

Mr REYNOLDS (Minister for Sport) - The
Leader of the Opposition raised a matter for the
Treasurer concerning petrol pricing and quoted
figures produced by the ALP's price watch group.
He asked the Treasurer to raise the matter with the
Australian Competition and Consumer Commission.
I will draw that matter to the Treasurer's attention,
and I am sure he will come back to it.
The honourable member for Ivanhoe raised a matter
for the Minister for Conversation and Land
Management. He detailed the ongoing saga of a
portion of the F18 road reservation in the Gty of
Banyule, which he tells me is landlocked. The
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honourable member wants a land swap, which also
appears to have been desirable in the view of his
predecessor in the electorate, the Honourable Vin
Heffernan. He suggested that the government was
money hungry. I take the honourable member up on
the issue. If he is prepared to say that about this
government he should have tried the previous
government, which said it was broke. I saw the way
the Labor regime operated and I can assure the
honourable member for Ivanhoe that he would not
know what being money hungry means! The matter
is dragging on and needs to be resolved. I will bring
it to the attention of the Minister for Conservation
and Land Management.
The honourable member for Albert Park raised for
the attention of the Premier the issue of travel rorts
in the ambulance service. I will bring the matter to
the Premier's attention. I trust that the honourable
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member for Albert Park's facts are correct. There is a
police investigation in train and it would be unwise
for him to present that information to the police,
who I am sure would act upon the matter
immediately.
The ACfING SPEAKER (Mr McArthud Order! before I put the adjournment question, Shane
Matthews, who has been a staff member here over a
period of approximately 18 years, is leaving the
employ of Parliament to take up other opportunities.
In his time at Parliament Shane has done almost
every job imaginable. I am sure all honourable
members join me in wishing Shane the very best in
the future.
Motion agreed to.
House adjourned 6.12 p.m. until Tuesday, 13 May.
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The SPEAKER (Hon. S. J. Plowman) took the chair
at 2.05 p.m. and read the prayer.
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The SPEAKER - Order! Previous speakers, like
me, have also ruled that interjections across the table
are disorderly ~d lead to answers like that coming
from the Preffiler now. I would ask the Premier to
come back to the question.
Mr KENNETT - An inquiry into this matter is
being undertaken at two levels: by the police and by
a Queen's Counsel employed by the minister. We
will await the outcome of that inquiry.

National Gallery: renovations
Intergraph: ambulance contract
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - I
refer the Premier to the fact that at the same time as
Mr Grant Griffiths was employed by the
Metropolitan Ambulance Service to advise on the
ambulance service contract with Intergraph he was
also on the payroll of Intergraph to prepare its
tender for the joint emergency services contract. I
ask: why did the government allow this gross
conflict of interest to occur which gave Intergraph
the dear inside running in the awarding of a
$160 million emergency services contract?
Mr KENNETT (Premier) - One of the reasons
this Parliament now sits is so that we can prove to
~e rest?f the world that the opposition actually
lives -Its members have been the invisible men for
the past few months. I do not have the answer to the
question the honourable member asked but there is
as he is probably aware - '
Mr Brumby - Chicken Man!
Mr KENNETT - I hope we all behave better
than he did at the opening of the new complex the
other night when he abused a croupier while he was
using free chips. That was appalling behaviour by
anyone, let alone a member of Parliament.
Mr Brumby interjected.
Mr KENNETT - He says I am a piece of filth. It
is a pity that, after having accepted the free chips, he
abused the croupier.
Mr Batchelor - On a point of order, Mr Speaker,
the Premier is deliberately flouting the standing
o:ders and debating the question. I ask you to bring
him back to the question. Previous speakers have
ruled that the government cannot abuse question
time in this way and I ask you to uphold previous
rulings.

Ms BURKE (Prahran) - Will the Premier as
Minister for the Arts, inform the house of th~ current
status of the redevelopment of the National Gallery
of Victoria?

Mr KENNETT (Minister for the Arts) Honourable members may realise considerable
discussion about the refurbishment of the gallery
has been going on for a number of years. Because the
gallery has been substantially under-resourced it has
been unable to display any more than 5 per cent of
the collection we have. The Victorian gallery has the
finest art collection of any gallery in Australia and
the government has decided that, as with other
cultural institutions, it will provide funding - in
this case from casino revenue - to upgrade this
magnificent facility.
The first stage will involve the provision of
$136 million. On top of that over the next five years
the government will provide temporary storage for
most of the collection. We are currently reviewing
whether we can have a temporary display facility
and we will continue to consider that. If we can do it
at a reasonable price, that is our objective.
We all know the shortcomings of the gallery. One of
the problems with the original design by Roy
Grounds is the internal circulation where difficulties
are created for people moving between galleries
from the north to the south end and vice versa. With
the design from the consortium Metier 3 and Bellini
a logical progression throughout the exhibition
'
spaces will be developed.
At the northern end of the gallery there will be a
dedicated entry for school groups. Through the
Community Support Fund - that is, revenue from
gaming machines - programs have been
introduced to bring children from country Victoria
down to our major institutions. Because they are
now coming in such numbers - in fact, the number
of children attending the gallery this year has
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increased by 196 per cent from last year - it has
been decided that it would be better for a separate
entrance to be put into place, leading to an
educational area at the north end of the gallery. It
will include an auditorium which was part of the
original Roy Grounds design but which was not
completed.
The project has now been given the green light, but
it will take some time to complete the design and,
importantly, to pack the current collection of 70 000
items, all of which have to be moved. We are
particularly concerned that we do not renovate or
recondition while part of the collection remains in
the gallery because of the risk that represents to the
collection. Other great galleries in the world have
closed during major refurbishment, including the
Pompidou Centre in Paris, the San Francisco gallery
and others. 1bis is not new. It is not, as the Leader of
the Opposition suggested, bad organisation or
administration; it is simply ensuring that the
renovations are done as quickly as possible and that
the collection is protected. I do not know whether
the opposition has a spokesperson for the arts, but if
so he or she is not obvious to me or the arts
community.
The completion of work at the gallery will sit
alongside the magnificent work currently being
done at the State Library, the restoration of the
Exhibition Building and the building of the new
museum, which is well under way. All these assets
will be restored and returned to the people of
Victoria without increasing their debt by $1. Not
only our generation but future generations for the
next 50 to 100 years will be well placed with a
collection of cultural assets that will simply be
beyond compare with anything that might exist
anywhere else in Australia. I regret that the
opposition is neither interested in nor supportive of
the arts. If it has a spokesperson for the arts, I have
certainly not seen that person since the last election.

Land Titles Office
Ms GARBUlT (Bundoora) - I refer the Minister
for Conservation and Land Management to her
decision to tender out the automation of the Land
Titles Office, which will involve the price and
ownership details of every Victorian property
transaction being handed over to a private company
to operate for profit. In view of the minister's failure
to properly oversight the scandalous Intergraph
tender process and her cover up of the relevant
documents, will she now release the Land Titles
Office tender documents?
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The SPEAKER - Order! The latter part of the
question is out of order; it is an imputation against
the minister. The former part is acceptable.
Mrs TEHAN (Minister for Conservation and
Land Management) - When the coalition came to
government in 1992 it was very obvious that no
effort had been made to automate to any degree the
Lands Titles Office in this state. It became a priority
in the first term of this government to introduce
automated land titles, just as they exist in every
other state around Australia. The process has
started, but it is going slowly.
The government would like to accelerate the process
so that it can provide the very best technology to
address a large component of the land and resource
management in this state. Therefore, in conjunction
with the Department of Treasury and Finance, the
Department of Natural Resources and Environment
is working to put out to tender proposals for an
acceleration of the program. That process is
currently under way and the house will be advised
of the process at different times.

Gippsland: farmer assistance
Mr RYAN (Gippsland South) - Will the Minister
for Agriculture and Resources advise the house of
the outcome of his recent meetings with the banks
and farmer representatives in Gippsland regarding
assistance measures that have been introduced to
help farmers overcome very difficult seasonal
conditions?
Mr McNAMARA (Minister for Agriculture and
Resources) - Approximately three weeks ago the
honourable member for Gippsland South brought to
me a deputation of farmers from his area who were
concerned about the extremely dry conditions down
there. One of the issues we discussed was ensuring
continued financial support from the local banks.
Last week I convened a meeting of the state
managers and rural lending managers of six or
seven of the commercial banks and the Rural
Finance Corporation. The response from the banks
was extremely positive. In fact, they left on a note
which reinforced that some managers in different
parts of Victoria may from time to time regard the
money they are lending as their own. The state
managers want to get the message as quickly as
possible to the bank managers in south and west
Gippsland with that view that the local managers in
the Gippsland area must support farmers at a time
when things are extremely stressed.
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Following a request from the honourable members
for Gippsland South and Narracan, last week I
visited farmers in the area and we had some very
positive discussions. It was certainly heartening to
get the rain the weekend before last, and it is good to
see some of the green tinge already coming through.
During that visit we were able to advise farmers of
the assistance that is available. Firstly, we reinforced
that financial institutions will give farmers support
through this particularly difficult period. We
advised them that the Rural Finance Corporation
and the commonwealth Department of Social
Security, together with an officer from the
Department of Agriculture and Natural Resources,
will be based at an office at Leongatha for the next
few months. That will be a single venue from which
farmers in the Gippsland area can receive advice and
keep abreast of the assistance available to them.
I reinforce the fact that we must ensure that farmers
get the best possible financial advice available to
them. With that in mind, the government has made
available a grant of $5000 per farming operation and
is funding up to 75 per cent of the cost of both
financial and agronomic advice on how farmers can
ensure their farming operations are more
productive. That was certainly well supported by
the farmers we met, and we hope that many will
take up that option. Local members are advising
accountants and others on the importance of making
available and publicising their services for farmers
in the area.
The farm productivity enhancement program will
provide assistance by interest relief -loans without
financial limit will be available for up to three years
at 50 per cent of the going interest rate. With interest
rates for Rural Finance Corporation loans currently
at about 9 per cent, that will bring the rates down to
about 4.5 or 5 per cent. We are urging farmers to
take up the option. It might well mean that they can
be provided with irrigation facilities, assistance with
additional on-farm silage storage or a range of other
measures to ensure the improved productivity of
their farms. It is also important that members are
aware of the assistance that is available from social
security; we certainly made that information
available to farmers in the area.
Firstly, there is a parenting allowance of $292 a
fortnight plus an additional $90 per fortnight for
each child. There is also a Newstart allowance
whereby a farmer's wife can apply for employment,
and if employment is not available on the farm she is
eligible for up to $600 per fortnight on top of the
new parenting allowance. We also advise farmers
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that if in the past they have been ineligible for
Austudy they can reapply for that.
Mr Kennett interjected.

Mr McNAMARA - I do not know who the
shadow minister for agriculture is - you don't hear
from him very often. Does anyone know?
The SPEAKER - Order! The Deputy Premier on
the question - through the Chair.

Mr McNAMARA - I heard a whisper on the
other side that in fact it is the Leader of the
Opposition who is the shadow minister.
We are monitoring the situation in Gippsland, and I
congratulate the honourable members for Narracan
and Gippsland South and other honourable
members, including the honourable member for
Gippsland East, who have made strong
representations; the honourable member for
Gippsland West has also made representations. I
have heard more from the honourable member for
Gippsland West than I have heard from the Leader
of the Opposition on this matter, and a lot more
from the honourable members for Narracan,
Gippsland South and Gippsland East.
The government is monitoring the situation in the
Gippsland area and will continue to make available
what assistance it can to alleviate what has been a
very difficult situation for farmers in that area.

Minister for Conservation and Land
Management
Mr THWAITES (Albert Park) - Given that prior
to the last state election the Minister for
Conservation and Land Management failed to
disclose and covered up major breaches of proper
process involving payments made to Grant Griffiths
by the Metropolitan Ambulance Service, what
assurance can she give the house that she will not
continue the practice of covering up and failing to
disclose breaches of proper tender processes in her
current portfolio?
Mrs TEHAN (Minister for Conservation and
Land Management) - I thank the honourable
member for his question and the opportunity to
indicate quite clearly, if he has not yet understood,
that there was no information available to me, nor
did I have any opportunity to understand the impact
of what has since become apparent through the
Auditor-General's report. After the last election this
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information became available to the now Minister
for Health in another house, who then brought in the
Auditor-General and took subsequent action, the
details of which are available to the house.

Drugs: schools strategy
Mrs SHARDEY (Caulfield) - Will the Minister
for Education inform the house of action the
government has taken to address the issue of drug
abuse in Victorian schools?

Mr GUDE (Minister for Education) - Members
on both sides of the house are genuinely concerned
about the proliferation of drugs in society, and that
has resulted in a joint sitting in this place and the
Penington report, which ultimately resulted in the
delivery of a government response of the
$100 million Turning the Tide program. It led to the
formation of a cabinet subcommittee chaired by the
Premier involving the Minister for Health, the
Minister for Youth and Community Services, the
Minister for Police and Emergency Services, the
Attorney-General and me.
The government has given a commitment of
$14.2 million to assist schools with a rolling program
involving 800 schools to develop individual drug
strategies. The events of recent days bring to the fore
the value of the discussions that have taken place in
the community and the strength of community unity
and support in trying to combat this problem.
The difficulties that have been experienced at one
secondary college where 11 students were found to
be using heroin is a personal tragedy for each of
those youngsters and their families. We can take
some minor comfort from the process at least in the
sense that the heightened awareness that has been
generated as a consequence of the leadership of the
Premier in the drugs offensive has enabled the
school to respond in a very effective way.
The principal and senior staff of the school acted
with great care and enormous responsibility and we
are very proud of the way they conducted
themselves. What we are about now is to ensure, as
far as we are able, that those youngsters are given
every opportunity to be counselled and have access
to rehabilitation and, most importantly, because they
are teenagers, that they are given the opportunity to
further their education. We do not want these kids to
be effectively thrown on the industrial scrap heap
because of a mistake. It is very important that all
that can be done is done to assist the students and
their families.
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In that respect, two senior drug advisers from the
Department of Education have been down to the
school and have offered help. We have had the
parents and the students in to discuss the problem
that has been identified. The videotape that was
taken of this activity is where it ought to be: in the
hands of the police. I have no doubt they will deal
with that in an appropriate way.
The opposition spokesman for education is having
his usual snarling little whinge across the table. He
is always trying to denigrate education; always
trying to denigrate the performance of teachers;
always trying to denigrate the outcomes in
schools: whine and carp, whinge and moan, that is
all they do on that side of the house.
The government is putting $3.2 million into the
school to secure the quality of the facilities and to
give the students the best possible opportunity for
further education. The drugs program in schools
includes provide professional development for
teachers. It includes the school working with the
community interest to protect young people and
give them the best chance in a rehabilitative process.
It includes getting the parents from a school
community to a stage where they understand and
can identify the signposts that indicate that children
may have a drug problem. Together the whole
community can work to turn the tide of drug usage
in this state.
I conclude by paying very high tribute to the
principal and senior teachers in the school
concerned. I wish them well as they continue to try
to overcome this problem.

Public transport: automatic ticketing
Mr BATCHELOR (Thomastown) - I refer the
Minister for Transport to the fact that John
Wertheimer and Co., the firm of consultants
engaged to audit test the $330 million automatic
ticketing system, has advised the minister and the
Premier that in its view the automatic ticketing
system was unlikely ever to adequately meet the
tender specifications. Will the minister now admit
that this is another Intergraph-style contract fiasco
and that the government has grossly mismanaged
the introduction of automatic ticketing in
Melbourne?

Mr COOPER (Minister for Transport) - The
honourable member for Thomastown, to the
surprise of everybody on this side of the house, has
got it wrong!
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Honourable members interjecting.
Mr COOPER - No, I haven't got it wrong - and
you're wrong again! The honourable member for
Thomastown has obviously had something handed
to him by somebody else who is doing all his work
for him. The reality, for the benefit of the opposition
and particularly for the benefit of the honourable
member for Thomastown, is that the automatic
ticketing system will continue to be rolled out
between now and the end of the year. It will work
and will be substantially in place by the end of this
year. That will again show that the honourable
member for Thomastown has got it wrong. As for
the report he mentioned, I have never heard of the
company, nor have I had a copy of the report he
alleges was put in front of me.

Taxes: NSW comparisons
Mr WELLS (Wantirna) - Will the Treasurer
inform the house of Victoria's new competitive tax
advantage following the delivery of the New South
Wales state budget last week?
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - What a great
question! There is only one thing better than that
question, and that's the answer!

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr STOCKDALE - In the past two years the
commonwealth government has reduced funding
through both specific purpose payments and general
assistanc~ grants to the states. The reaction of the
New South Wales Labor government and the
Liberal-National party government in Victoria is
indicative of where we are going in the two major
states of Australia.
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indications not only from the official figures but
from commentators that those budget developments
have put an end to our inheritance from the Labor
government of Victoria as Australia's highest taxing
state. New South Wales is now Australia's highest
taxing state.
Whether measured in terms of share of GSP, state
revenue or the per capita tax burden, New South
Wales is now levying taxes that exceed those of
Victoria. As between 1996-97 and 1997-98, the New
South Wales tax burden increased from 6.9 per cent
of GSP to a projected 7.1 per cent of GSP. So in New
South Wales as a share of the total economy the state
tax burden is rising, while in Victoria the share of
the state tax burden has fallen from 6.6 per cent of
GSP to a projected 6.2 per cent of GSP. In per capita
terms, the New South Wales burden for every man,
woman and child has increased from $1959 to a
projected $2112 next year. At the same time the
Victorian tax burden has reduced from $1944 per
head to $1916 per head.
Those are very good signs. One of the most
authoritative commentators is the director of the
Institute of Public Affairs, Mr Mike Nahan, who
previously headed the state financial research
section of the IPA. He recently published an article
that appeared last Saturday in the Herald Sun
headed 'NSW budget a blessing for Victorian
economy', which makes the point that the New
South Wales budget will do a great deal to generate
jobs in Victoria. He made this particular point about
the New South Wales increases:
The tax increases fall predominantly on business and
will have a significant impact on investment and,
therefore, job creation.

And he said:

The New South Wales government has increased
taxes in each of the years in which the
commonwealth has reduced funding. On the other
hand, the Victorian government has been able not
only to accommodate the reductions in
commonwealth funding without any increases in
taxes but has been able to reduce taxes. In the
forthcoming budget year the Victorian government
has reduced taxes by $212 million over a full year,
compared with increases in taxes of $450 million in
New South Wales.
Of course Commonwealth Grants Commission data
on the complex adjustments the commission makes
is not yet available for the current budget year or for
the forthcoming budget year, but there are

The recent tax hikes in NSW, in tandem with the
$200 million in tax cuts announced in the latest
Victorian budget, mean Victoria is no longer the
highest tax state - New South Wales is.

He also made the point about fiscal responsibility
that this is not happening in isolation. In New South
Wales over the past two years state taxes have been
increased by a combined total of $700 million a year,
but in Victoria they have been reduced by nearly
$300 million a year. Our budget is in sustainable
underlying surplus; if you strip the asset sale effects
out of the New South Wales budget,
notwithstanding this massive tax slug on the people
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of New South Wales, you see that it is in underlying
deficit to the tune of $500 million. 1bis is no accident.
1bis is the working out of the policies of the major
political parties in Australia: on the one hand
responsible, prudent management delivering
sustainable tax reductions in Victoria; on the other
hand in New South Wales, irresponsible
pork-barrelling, succumbing to the interests of trade
unions and the public sector, budget deficits funded
with massive increases in state taxation.
We have had two weeks of good news in Victoria:
the first week, the Victorian budget with good news
for this state; followed by good news in New South
Wales as we cease to be the highest taxing state, the
pOSition we inherited from the previous Victorian
Labor government.

Public transport: automatic ticketing
Mr BATCHELOR (Thomastown) - I refer the
Minister for Transport to the fact that, despite
putting pressure on consultants John Wertheimer
and Co., he failed to get a favourable report on the
automatic ticketing system and to the fact that the
government has now engaged another consultant,
Price Waterhouse, which is a major Liberal Party
donor and beneficiary of government contracts, to
try to get a more favourable report, and I ask:
despite the government's attempts to cover up, is it a
reality that the automatic ticketing system is riddled
with system failures and design faults and falls well
short of tender specifications?
Mr COOPER (Minister for Transport) - As to
the substantive part of the honourable member for
Thomastown's questions, the answer to each one of
them is: no, he's wrong again.

Human Services: community-based
accommodation
Mrs McGILL (Oakleigh) - Will the Minister for
Youth and Community Services inform the house
about the safety measures that have been introduced
in Department of Human Services community-based
accommodation for people with intellectual
disabilities?

Dr NAPTHINE (Minister for Youth and
Community Services) - I thank the honourable
member for Oakleigh for her question and her
concern about people with disabilities in Victoria. In
May 1993 a fire at Rutherglen caused the tragic
death of a person with an intellectual disability who
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was living in community-based accommodation.
The coroner subsequently investigated the death. In
April 1994 his report recommended that fire safety
provisions in supported accommodation be
upgraded across the state.
The department worked with the Metropolitan Fire
Brigade and the Country Fire Authority to develop
fire safety standards for class IB houses - that is,
the community residential units and supported
accommodation units that provide accommodation
for people with mental and physical disabilities,
where there are generally fewer than six residents
and staff on duty.
Draft guidelines were developed and, as a result, the
department spent more than $600 000 to bring those
residences up to the guideline standards, which
included the provision of hard-wired smoke
detectors, fire doors, clear exits, ramps, sufficient
standard fire extinguishers, master keying of all
locks and a number of other provisions. Those
works were completed in 1995. Since then there have
been technological developments in fire safety. The
department called on fire brigades to use fire safety
engineers to review the guidelines.
I am pleased to advise the house and the community
that more stringent guidelines have been adopted by
the department and the government. The key feature
of those guidelines, in addition to the provisions
already outlined in the previous guidelines, is the
requirement for sprinkler systems to be installed in
houses where all the residents cannot be evacuated
safely within a 3-minute time limit. The houses and
the individuals in them will be assessed, and if all
the clients cannot be safely evacuated within that
3-minute time limit sprinkler systems will be
installed.
There is also provision for enhanced fire drill
training and training of staff on evacuation
procedures. As part of that process, following the
coroner's recommendations, there will be better
identification and management of clients who have
shown the potential for fire-risk behaviour.
This is in addition to the existing systems that are
well in excess of the required standards of the
Australian building code. Once again it shows that
the Department of Human Services and the
government are committed to providing the highest
quality of safety standards for people with
disabilities who are living in the community.
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I am pleased to advise the house that more than
$2 million has been provided in the 1997-98 budget
to assess each of the supported accommodation
units across Victoria and to implement the improved
fire safety standards to ensure that the clients of the
Department of Human Services who are in the
community live in a safe environment.

Intergraph: BEST contract
Mr HAERMEYER (Yan Yean) - I refer the
Minister for Police and Emergency Services to the
Intergraph corruption scandal and Intergraph's
contract with the Bureau of Emergency Services
Telecommunications.
Mr Kennett interjected.
Mr HAERMEYER - You might think people
dying is boring but it is not. Do you think it is
boring?

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr HAERMEYER - Mr Speaker, are you going
to pull these people into line or not?

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! I ask honourable
members on the government benches to cease
interjecting.
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Ambulance Service and the Metropolitan Fire
Brigade and the Chief Commissioner of Police all
recognise the work that has been done and agree
that the system now in place is providing a
computer-aided dispatch system.

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER - Order! There was some
sensitivity by the member asking the question about
interjections from the government benches. I ask that
the same consideration be given to the minister
answering the question by the honourable member
for Yan Yean and the honourable member for
Footscray.

Mr W. D. McGRATH - There are teething
problems with any new system that is put in place.
Those teething problems have now been overcome.
This system, together with properly trained
personnel, will provide the best computer-aided
dispatch system in Australia to our emergency
services and give adequate service to those people
who from time to time call for emergency assistance.

Safe Pool program
Mr LUPTON (Knox) - Will the Minister for
Planning and Local Government inform the house as
to the basis of today's launch of the television
advertising campaign for the Safe Pool program?

Mr W. D. McGRATH (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services) - I thank the honourable
member for his question because I think it is the first
question I have had from him since I have been the
minister. Congratulations on getting the question up.

Mr MACLELLAN (Minister for Planning and
Local Government) - Today Kidsafe, an
organisation dedicated to child safety, especially
boiling water and swimming pool safety, launched a
community service television and radio advertising
campaign, which is the second stage of a community
awareness program that was launched in October
last year. The public awareness campaign is jointly
undertaken with the Building Control Commission,
so the government is involved in the matter, if the
honourable member for Springvale wishes to know
that particular information. With the support of
Kidsafe and also of United Energy, the government
has been undertaking work to improve
understanding of the need to take action to protect
swimming pools and spas.

It would be fair to say that this is a legal question in
relation to contract arrangements. I shall ascertain
the relevant information. While I have the
opportunity I point out that over the past four or
five months the 000 call-taking system has been
working well above benchmark expectations. The
chief executive officers of the Metropolitan

The proposal is that information on the program will
be printed in community languages, especially in
Chinese, Arabic, Turkish and Vietnamese. I am sure
the honourable member for Springvale will
appreciate that the production of material in those
languages will be helpful to people who have
swimming pools or have bought properties with

Mr HAERMEYER - I refer the minister to the
Intergraph corruption scandal and Intergraph's
contract with the Bureau of Emergency Services
Telecommunications, and I ask: what provisions
exist in the contract that allow emergency services
organisations or members of the public to recover
damages against Intergraph in the event of
Intergraph's failure to achieve performance
standards or conditions stipulated in the contract?
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swimming pools that were built before 1991 when
the regulations were introduced. From 1 July it will
be necessary to have retrofitted safety fencing for
swimming pools.
The commercial highlights Sam Newman. Before
honourable members get too far down the track of
making comments about Mr Newman, I emphasise
that he has made his services available without
charge, which shows his generosity, as he could
command a considerable fee for lending his name in
this way.
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legislation requiring participants in a game of paintball,
also known as skinnish, to hold a shooters licence.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

By Or Dean (4043 signatures)
Laid on table.

SCRUTINY OF ACTS AND
REGULATIONS COMMITTEE

Alert Digest No. 4
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr MACLELLAN - I will abide by
parliamentary rules whereby if I do not respond to
an interjection that interjection is not recorded in
Hansard. I am sure the honourable member will
appreciate my generosity of spirit in ensuring that
that comment is not printed in Hansard. Sam
Newman has very generously donated his time to
feature in a commercial. He and his sponsors have
been extremely generous in providing a community
service on television to reinforce the campaign and
to bring it to public attention.

Mr RYAN (Gippsland South) presented Alert
Digest No. 4 on:
Melbourne City Link (Further Amendment) Bill
Appropriation (Parliament 1997/98) Bill
Appropriation (1997/98) Bill
Electricity Industry (Miscellaneous
Amendment) Bill
Law and Justice Legislation Amendment Bill

Kidsafe advises that in just one year one of the
300-0d.d children in Australia who nearly drown in
swimming pool accidents will cost probably more
than $100 000 in hospital treatment. One of the
longest stays of any childhood. admission to hospital
is associated with a near-drowning, almost
inevitably in a swimming pool or spa, so it is not just
the 76 children who actually drown in swimming
pools who are involved. The additional problem is
the number of children who nearly drown, some of
who must live the rest of their lives with the results
of that near-drowning.
Kidsafe is to be commended, and I hope honourable
members will support the program. If honourable
members want access to the brochures and
community language material I will make sure it is
made available.

Friendly Societies (Victoria) (Amendment) Bill
Drugs, Poisons and Controlled Substances
(Amendment) Bill
Financial Management (Amendment) Bill
Superannuation Acts (Miscellaneous
Amendment) Bill
Gas Industry (Amendment) Bill
National Electricity (Victoria) Bill
Construction Industry Long Service Leave Bill
Sentencing and Other Acts (Amendment) Bill

PETITION

State Taxation Acts (Further Amendment) Bill

Paintball or skirmish games

Unclaimed Moneys (Superannuation Benefits)
Bill

To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
The humble petition of the undersigned citizens of the
state of Victoria sheweth their total opposition to the

Project Development and Construction
Management (Amendment) Bill
Environment Conservation Council Bill

PAPERS
Tuesday, 13 May 1997
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Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works
(Amendment) Bill

Orders pursuant to section 8(4) increasing the
Project Area (two papers)

Prostitution Control (Amendment) Bill

Orders pursuant to section 29(2) revoking parts of
Reservation (two papers)

Miscellaneous Acts (Omnibus No. 3) Bill
Infertility Treatment (Amendment) Bill
Education (Further Amendment) Bill
Local Government (Further Amendment) Bill
together with appendix.
Laid on table.
Ordered to be printed.

Subordinate legislation
Mr THOMPSON (Sandringham) presented report
on subordinate legislation concerning statutory
rules series 1995 and 1996, together with
appendices.

Statement of Variation No. 3/1997 - Changes to
the Project Scope and Technical Requirements
Request for Change No. 3
Melbourne University - Report for the year 1996
Ombudsman Act 1973 - Report by the Ombudsman
on Investigation into Complaint by a Chiropractor
against the Chiropractors and Osteopaths Registration
Board, April 1997 - Ordered to be printed
Planning and Environment Act 1987 - Notices of
approval of amendments to the following Planning
Schemes:
Alberton Planning Scheme - No. U5
All Planning Schemes - Nos S56, SRLS
Ballarat Planning Scheme - Nos Ll8, L21
Frankston Planning Scheme - No. L96
Glen Eira Planning Scheme - No. Ll2

Laid on table.

Golden Plains Planning Scheme - No. RL7

Ordered to be printed.

PAPERS
Laid on table by Oerk:
Chiropodists Registration Board - Report for the
year 1996

Greater Geelong Planning Scheme - Nos R194,
R198
Hepburn Planning Scheme - No. L3
Melbourne Planning Scheme - Nos L245, L260
Monash Planning Scheme - No. L16
Rodney Planning Scheme - Nos L97, Ll01
Surf Coast Planning Scheme - No. RL38

Crown Land (Reserves) Act 1978 - Section 170A
Order granting, under section 170, a lease in the
Momington Peninsula Shire Council

Swan Hill Shire Planning Scheme - No. L24

Financial Management Act 1994 -

Whitehorse Planning Scheme - No. Ll7

Report of the Minister for Fair Trading that she
had received the 1996 Annual Report of the
Defence Reserves Re-Employment Board
Report of the Minister for Sport that he had
received the 1995-96 Annual Report of the
Melbourne Sports and Aquatic Centre Trust,
together with notification of failure to submit the
annual report and the reasons therefore

La Trobe University - Report for the year 1996
Melbourne City Link Act 1995-

Warragul Planning Scheme - No. LS8

Whittlesea Planning Scheme - No. L149
Yarra Ranges Planning Scheme - Nos LSO, L61
Police Regulation Act 1958 - Interim Report of the
Ombudsman - Operation Bart - Investigation of
Allegations against Police in relation to the Shutter
Allocation System, April 1997 - Ordered to be printed
Prince Henry's Institute of Medical Research - Report
for the year 1996
Public Authorities (Equal Employment Opportunity)
Act 1990 - Report describing the implementation and
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evaluation of Equal Employment Opportunity
Programs in Public Authorities for the year 1995-96

Electricity Industry (Miscellaneous
Amendment) Bill

RMIT - Report for the year 1996

Environment Conservation Council Bill

The following proclamations fixing operative dates
were laid upon the Table by the Clerk pursuant to
an Order of the House dated 14 May 1996:

Gas Industry (Amendment) Bill
Law and Justice Legislation Amendment Bill

Electricity Industry (Lay Yang B) Act 1997 Remaining provisions on 8 May 1997 (Gazette No. GlB,
8 May 1997)

Melbourne City Link (Further Amendment) Bill

National Australia Bank and Bank of New Zealand
Act 1997 - Remaining provisions on 1 May 1997
(Gazette No. Gl7, 1 May 1997).

National Electricity (Victoria) Bill

Miscellaneous Acts (Omnibus No. 3) Bill

Project Development and Construction
Management (Amendment) Bill

ROYAL ASSENT
Prostitution Control (Amendment) Bill
Message read advising royal assent to:
State Taxation Acts (Further Amendment) Bill
6

May
Constitution and Parliamentary Committees
(Amendment) Bill
Electricity Industry (Loy Yang B) Bill
Gaming Acts (Further Amendment) Bill
Gaming No. 2 Bill
Health Services (Community Health Centres)
Bill
Heritage (Amendment) Bill
Hire-Purchase (Amendment) Bill

13 May
Education (Further Amendment) Bill
Land (Revocation of Miscellaneous
Reservations) Bill
Office of the Regulator-General (Amendment)
Bill

APPROPRIATION MESSAGES
Messages read recommending appropriations for:
Construction Industry Long Service Leave Bill

Superannuation Acts (Miscellaneous
Amendment) Bill
Unclaimed Moneys (Superannuation Benefits)
Bill

SENATE VACANCY
The SPEAKER - Order! I have received the
following message from His Excellency the
Governor:
The Governor transmits to the Legislative Assembly a
copy of a dispatch which has been received from the
Honourable the President of the Senate notifying that a
vacancy has happened in the representation of the state
of Victoria in the Senate of the Commonwealth of
Australia.

The accompanying letter from the President of the
Senate states:
Pursuant to the provisions of section 21 of the
Commonwealth of Australia Constitution, I notify Your
Excellency that a vacancy has happened in the
representation of the state of Victoria through the
resignation of Senator the Honourable James Robert
Short today.
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Senate vacancy
Mr GUDE (Minister for Education) - By leave, I
move:
That this house meets the Legislative Council for the
purpose of sitting and voting together to choose a
person to hold the place in the Senate rendered vacant
by the resignation of Senator the Honourable James
Robert Short, and proposes that the place and time of
such meeting be the Legislative Assembly chamber on
Tuesday, 13 May 1997, at 6.15 p.m.

Motion agreed to.
Ordered that message be sent to Council
acquainting them with resolution.

Deakin University
University of Ballarat
The SPEAKER - Order! I have received the
following communication from the Minister for
Tertiary Education and Training:
Section 7(1)(d) of the Deakin University Act 1974
provides for 'three members appointed by the
Governor in Council who are members of the
Parliament of Victoria recommended for appointment
by a joint sitting of the members of the Legislative
Council and the Legislative Assembly conducted in
accordance with rules adopted for the purpose by the
members present at the sitting'.
Ms Mary Gillett has resigned her position as a member
of the Deakin University council by notice to the
Chancellor on 10 April 1997. Ms Gillett was one of
three members of the Victorian Parliament appointed
to the university council by the Governor in Council.
Her term of office was due to expire on 30 June 1998.
I seek your agreement to convene a joint sitting of
members of the Legislative Assembly and the
Legislative Council for a person to be recommended to
fill the vacant position on the council arising from this
resignation for the balance of the term of her
appointment up to 30 June 1998.

I have also received the following communication
from the Minister for Tertiary Education and
Training:
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Section 7(1)(g) of the University of Ballarat Act 1993
provides for appointment to the council by the
Governor in Council of three persons 'who are
members of the Parliament of Victoria recommended
for appointment by a joint sitting of the members of the
Legislative Council and the Legislative Assembly
conducted in accordance with the rules adopted for the
purpose by the members present at the sitting'.
The terms of appointment of the following members
are due to expire on 26 April 1997: the
Honourable R S. de Fegely, MLC; the
Honourable W. D. McGrath, MP; and Mr S. P. Bracks,
MP.
The term of appointment to the respective positions is
from the date of expiry for a term of three years.
I seek your agreement to convene a joint sitting of
members of the Legislative Assembly and the
Legislative Council so that persons can be
recommended to the Governor in Council for
appointment to the council of the University of Ballarat
under these provisions.

Mr GUDE (Minister for Education) - By leave, I
move:
That this house meets the Legislative Council for the
purpose of sitting and voting together to choose
members of the Parliament to be recommended for
appointment to the councils of Deakin University and
the University of Ballarat and proposes that the time
and place of such meeting be in the Legislative
Assembly chamber on Tuesday, 13 May 1997, at
6.15 p.m.

Motion agreed to.
Ordered that message be sent to Council
acquainting them with resolution.

LAW AND JUSTICE LEGISLATION
AMENDMENT BILL
Mrs WADE (Attorney-General) - By leave, I
move:
That it be an instruction to the committee that they
have power to consider an amendment and a new
clause to the Law and Justice Legislation Amendment
Bill which amends the Crimes (Family Violence) Act
1987 by prOviding for the removal of the requirement
to specify a period of duration in an intervention order
and the validation of existing orders that do not specify
a period of duration.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
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LAW AND JUSTICE LEGISLATION
AMENDMENT BILL

Motion agreed to.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
Program

Government amendments circulated by
Mrs WADE (Attorney-General) pursuant to
sessional orders.

Mr GUDE (Minister for Education) - I move:

Second reading
That, pursuant to sessional order no. 6(3), the orders of
the day, government business, relating to the following
bills be considered and completed by 10.00 p.m.,
Thursday, 15 May 1997:

Debate adjourned on motion of Mr BATCHELOR
(Thomastown).
Debate adjourned until later this day.

Appropriation (1997/98) Bill

APPROPRIATION (1997/98) BILL
Appropriation (parliament 1997/98) Bill

Second reading
Electricity Industry <Miscellaneous Amendment) Bill
Gas Industry (Amendment) Bill
National Electricity (Victoria) Bill

Motion agreed to.

GAS INDUSTRY (AMENDMENT) BILL
Government amendments circulated by
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) pursuant to sessional
orders.

Second reading
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr BATCHELOR
(Thomastown).
Debate adjourned until later this day.

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Government amendment circulated by
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) pursuant to sessional
orders.

Second reading
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) (By leave) - In
explanation, this is a practical amendment that
changes the name of the financial statement.

Debate adjourned on motion of Mr BATCHELOR
(Thomas town).
Debate adjourned until later this day.

Debate resumed from 1 May; motion of
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer).
Ms GARBUTT (Bundoora) - A budget is an
important document for many reasons. Of course
the detail it reveals is important, but its major
importance is that it reveals the priorities of the
government of the day. The three features that stand
out in this budget are alllowlights, for which the
government should be condemned.
The first is the high unemployment which is
predicted, accepted and not tackled. That tragedy,
which affects 92 per cent of Victorians, is not a
priority for the government. For that reason alone
the government stands condemned by Victorian
society.
The second feature, which exacerbates
unemployment but which can be condemned on its
own, is the high taxes, which are predicted to get
even higher. Already Victoria is the highest taxed
and charged state in the country and the budget
goes no way towards relieving it of that dubious
honour.
The third feature is low growth, which is predicted
to get even lower. That also means that the first
problem of high unemployment will not be tackled.
For those three things alone the budget and the
Treasurer should be condemned.
I shall concentrate on the high taxing aspect of the
budget, especially in the water industry, and I shall
raise some other major problems in that industry. I
start with the problems of the water industry for
country Victorians.
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Mr Kilgour - We have never been better off.
Ms GARBU1T - The honourable member is on
the record as saying that country Victorians have
never been better off. I want honourable members to
hold on to that thought while I make my comments.
It is true that the government has not ignored
country Victorians, because they have been picked
out for special, unfair, discriminatory treatment with
regard to water. The government has imposed
hidden taxes on water users and has a secret agenda
for privatisation. In its high-handed manner it has
imposed its policies and attempted to silence the
voices of country people who have wanted to speak
out.

I shall go through a potted history of the water
industry in country Victoria. Many rural water
boards were part of local councils or were associated
with local councils and deeply involved in the local
community where the voice of the local community
was direct, loud and listened to. Rural water boards
have been forced into amalgamations and these are
continuing, and in the process the voice of the local
community is being lost. Some of them are
resisting - for instance, the Goulburn Valley
Regional Water Authority and the Mid-Goulburn
Regional Water Board are resisting being
amalgamated with Coliban Water. They have put
out a press release saying they do not want to merge
with Coliban.
Appointments to the new water boards are being
based on skills. I have no objection to that because
there are good reasons for a collection of skills and
experience on water boards. However, the
government excluded community representation.
The three water retailers in the city area must have
community representation on their advisory boards,
but that is not so in the country, where there are only
skills-based government appointees. Government
policy was to silence the voice of the rural
community, but that has not happened because the
rural community is resisting that move.
The second major problem is that rural people have
seen their bills leap enormously, and they are
continuing to rise. Last Friday the Ballarat Courier
had an article about Central Highlands Water
doubling the cost of water in the past two years. For
most users that change in the price has meant water
bills have gone up by an average of 17 per cent in
two years, which is $80 extra. For the average
household the cost has gone from $457.57 to $536.58.
The shift has occurred because of the government's
policy, imposed without consultation with local
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communities, that the price has to reflect 50-50 the
property-rate component and the user-pays
component.
That shift in pricing puts the burden fairly and
squarely on those who have average or low-valued
properties - in other words, lower income people.
Those with huge incomes and valuable properties
have probably found that their bills have gone
down, but those who are struggling along in an
average-priced home or property are finding that
their bills have already gone up and will keep going
up. That is the inequity in the system, and the
government has not addressed it.
The government has also imposed on all rural water
boards new capital requirements and huge capital
investments over the next four years. Some boards
are addressing that problem and trying to calculate
what it means for the average person. The
government has not done that. The government does
not care to, it hides behind water boards. Water
authorities such as the Mid-Goulburn Regional
Water Board, which is faced with this imposition of
government policies, is now having to calculate
what it will mean to its customers.
In an address to water authorities in country areas in

November last year the minister made a calculation
of what it will cost them. He says it will cost them
$880 million - nearly $1 billion - over the next
four years to meet his government's requirements.
In his speech to the chairpersons of NMU authorities
the minister said the authorities plan to spend
$450 million. Where will the rest of it come from? In
his speech the minister says:
This figure of $880 million was the total of responses to
a recent survey by the Water Bureau.

The minister admits the government has imposed a
huge financial capital works requirement. At the
same time he is offering to meet the $880 million by
paying $20 million over four years. That is the
government's generosity: $20 million to meet an
$880 million capital requirement. The minister
should come clean and tell us exactly how he
expects local water authorities and country
Victorians to pay for that.
The Mid-Goulburn Regional Water Board expects
people living in Kilmore to pay somewhere in the
order of an extra $350 per year per household. It
estimates that people living in Eildon will have to
pay an extra $220 per annum per property on top of
what is already being paid and that people living in
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Alexandra will be coughing up an extra $175 per
annum per property. Those are the sorts of price
increases Mid-Goulburn has estimated, and it is not
alone. The other authorities have made similar
announcements. For example, Coliban Water has
announced a $50 million water plan, which it
expects householders to pay an extra $100 per
property per annum to finance. That was announced
in the Bendigo Advertiser in February this year by the
CEO of Coliban Water. A similar announcement was
made by the Central Highlands Water CEO, Rob
Sadler, who talked about a $50 million upgrade in
Creswick, Daylesford, Ballan, Gordon and Ballarat.
In the Courier of 15 February he says:
If we are going to do all those works it will be

Tuesday, 13 May 1997

to his electorate and talk to the people to see what is
really happening out there because he does not
know.
I shall talk about the concessions available for people
who struggle to pay huge water bills. TItis is one of
the most discriminatory government policies, and it
discriminates against country Victorians. The
government gives people who live in Melbourne
and who are struggling to pay water bills relief
grants so they can payoff accumulated debts to
water companies. People in Melbourne can apply for
and receive government money - taxpayers'
money - in the form of water relief grants, payoff
their debts and resume the normal
supplier-customer relationship.

impossible to maintain prices at the current level.

The requirement by the government for capital
works will see bills soar even higher on top of the
rises already forced on people because of the shift in
pricing policy. Honourable members should
remember that the minister has ordered that the
water authorities not borrow to undertake the work.
TItis government decided on the works and it
ordered the water authorities to implement the
plans. There was no community consultation; just a
high-handed government decree that the policies
would be implemented and that the communities
would have to cough up.
The minister revealed his secret agenda for country
Victorians in the speech he made at his November
1996 meeting with the chairpersons of the
non-metropolitan urban authorities. He pointed out
that water businesses would need to consider
involving the private sector in a variety of ways. His
speech notes say:
The industry should work closely with my department
and the Department of Treasury and Finance who have
experience in private sector involvement through
projects such as private prisons.

That was a very clear direction for the water
authorities to follow - privatisation. The minister
says one thing in public when he moves around
country Victoria but in the directions he gives
behind closed doors to the chairs of the water
authorities he is clearly telling them to look to
privatisation. It is breathtaking hypocrisy for the
minister to say in this house that country Victorians
have never had it so good when they are looking at
more massive price increases through the
government's secret agenda which it will impose
without community consultation. He should go back

What is the special treatment for country Victorians?
Country Victorians get nothing. They don't get
water relief grants. The minister has given the water
companies permission to charge up to 14 per cent
interest on outstanding debts of country Victorians.
That is their special treatment - government
members know it, and the members sitting on the
back bench should be worried. The special deal for
country Victorians is that they get no government
help. A review of their concessions has been sitting
on the minister's desk for at least six months. There
has not yet been a decision on how this
discriminatory practice will be evened up. Country
Victorians miss out again. They are subject to the
same old practice - that is, one rule for Melbourne
and another for the country. They are really getting a
raw deal from this government.
What is the government getting out of country
people? The answer is $20 million every year in
water taxes. Last year it received $20.3 million. The
government set the tax and then asked country
Victorians to give $20.3 million and the water boards
to divvy it up. The fee is $24 per property for water
and $24 per property for sewerage. That is paid to
the water authority, which passes it on to the
Treasurer and it goes into consolidated revenue.
TItis year the amount raised by the collection of
those fees will increase. That will come out of the
pockets of country Victorians and go into
consolidated revenue, but it gets worse. This
government has ordered the water authorities to
hide the fees - in other words, people are not
allowed to know they are paying increased amounts.
On 4 October 1995 the then Minister for Natural
Resources sent a circular to every chair of rural
water authorities saying he was increasing the bill
from $23 to $24 per property:
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... it is clearly not appropriate, however, to identify the
increase in charges per assessment as a separate item
on domestic water accounts, and I request that you
ensure that this presentation is not adopted by your
authority in its 1995-96 billing.

That was reinforced in December 1996 when the
Secretary to the Department of Treasury and Finance
sent a reminder letter saying:
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Ms GARBUIT - Yes, they are; it is on the front
pages of the Border Mail; don't you read your local
paper? The special policy for people in rural Victoria
is that they have to pay this tax but, for heaven's
sake, don't tell them about it - it has to be hidden.
The government is trying to cover up its own taxes
and is hiding them behind the general service
charges of the water companies.
It is an underhanded and furtive approach to put

As noted in a letter of 4 October 1995 from the Minister
for Natural Resources to your chairperson, it is not
appropriate for water authorities to identify this

payment as a separate item on residential water
accounts.

Let us look at what the water authorities did in
response to that heavy-handed order. I am pleased
the honourable member for Bendigo East is in the
chamber because I have copies of bills sent to people
in Bendigo. I have a bill dating back to November
1995 which has no reference at all - nothing - to
the water tax levy. It is evaded. However, if one goes
back to 1994 one sees that Coliban Water used to
show people what they were paying directly to the
government.
It is shown in very small print and I have had to

have it enlarged so I can read it. At the bottom of
this person's bill it says, 'State government special
dividend of $11 for water and $11 for sewerage'this was only a six-month bill- 'on residential
properties is included in the current charge'.
Coliban Water told people what they were paying in
a special levy to the Treasurer. Then it got the
minister's letter saying to hide it, not to tell the
people, so it has obeyed the minister's
heavy-handed direction and no longer shows it. It is
hidden in the general service charges that Coliban
Water imposes on everybody. Customers of Coliban
paid more than $2 million last year, more than
$2 million the year before and $1 million the year
before. Coliban customers have paid more than
$5 million to the Treasurer in the last three years.
I see the honourable member for Benambra sitting
up there; I have the figures relating to his electorate
from Kiewa-Murray Water. More than $750 000 was
paid by customers of Kiewa-Murray water this year,
and the same amount was paid last year. Once
again, a bill that used to show this tax has now been
hidden and people in Wodonga are screaming about
the costs of their water.
Mr A. F. Plowman - No, they're not.

taxes out of sight, out of mind. That is the
government policy. The government can increase
this tax whenever it likes and nobody will know the
difference because people cannot understand from
water company bills.
This is in complete contrast to the ideas of
transparency and accountability which the Treasurer
is always trumpeting. He is parroting this view
around the state, but that is not what the
government practises.
Country sports and recreation clubs all around the
state are missing out. They have been picked out for
the same sort of unfair, diScriminatory treatment as
most country Victorians. The country sports clubs
playing on ovals, greens or grounds of whatever sort
are now facing huge water bills, not just for using
water on the ovals and the grounds but also in
service charges. That is not what occurs in
Melbourne, where clubs are not coughing up the
service charge for the rateable property part of the
bill, but once again, you wouldn't want the same
law applying to city Victorians as applies to country
Victorians.
Mr McNamara - We have fixed that.

Ms GARBUIT - You have not fixed it. In the
Wimmera the local council and the water board have
negotiated with the clubs to come up with a
temporary arrangement that will lift the burden for
this year. In Horsham and the Wimmera more than
700 clubs got together and put pressure on the local
member and the minister. They formed a regional
water justice committee and took a deputation to the
Minister for Agriculture and Resources, who gave
some verbal undertalcings. I am pleased the minister
is here because he might be able to confirm it. An
article in the Wimmera Mail-Times of 15 January 1997
states:
Delighted committee spokesman Nick McIntyre of
Minyip last night said Mr McNamara's promise was a
rare and major win for rural communities.
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Unfortunately, the next week he had to retract the
statement because it did not come true. The minister
gave a verbal undertaking in a meeting with the
groups, then backed away. He did not put it in
writing. When I saw the groups last week I told
them to make sure the minister put the undertaking
in writing because he will back off every time.
Mr McIntyre said he had received an undertaking
that the minister would waive the service fees, but
he has not done so.
The matter was sent back to local councils to
negotiate and they have now managed to come up
with an agreement under which they pay only a
$173 service fee for this year - but what about next
year? Is the government going to make them cough
up next year, because they were going to have to
pay costs of up to $6000 each?
If the minister is prepared to do that for this region,
will he do the same for the rest of the regions? There
has been no word about that. The minister was no
help in the end; the local council and the clubs got
together with the water board and did a deal to
reduce costs for this year. The minister delivered
nothing. He made verbal promises, but they came to
nothing. The minister should review the community
service obligations of water boards across the state.
He has no consistent policies for sports and
recreation clubs.
If these clubs go under, the quality of community life
of country Victoria will be much reduced. The clubs
are a very important part of life in country areas but
the minister is quite happy to see them go under. It
is obvious he has not lifted a finger to help, and the
clubs still face enormous usage charges and an
uncertain future. The minister needs to have another
look at that situation and come up with a consistent
policy.

The other matter concerning rural water customers
is that they have no customer charter, as is required
in the city. There is no setting out of the rights and
responsibilities of customers and water boards.
Some of them have that information set out and
some do not, but there is no requirement for them to
do so. It is a requirement in the city, but there is one
rule for the city and another for the country. It is
obvious that this minister is not interested in the
voice of country Victoria. The Regulator-General
does not oversee country water authorities. It is left
to the minister's tender mercies, and we have seen
the sorts of special treatment that he is prepared to
deliver to country Victorians.

Tuesday, 13 May 1997

Looking at the problems that country people have
raised in their local newspapers and with their local
water boards it is apparent that the management of
this whole area is a mess and the minister should
take note. In Mount Beauty and Tawonga, which are
beautiful areas noted for alpine views and alpine
environment and pure water - Mr McNamara interjected.

Ms GARBUIT - Yes, I have been bushwalking
there; the minister should go there and talk to
people about their problems, because water charges
are dominating the news there. Here is something
the minister probably has not looked at: a headline
'Hands off our water - town rallies against plan to
chlorinate' in the Border Mail of 27 November 1996.
The article says that the Kiewa-Murray Water
AuthOrity has come up with a plan that people are
opposing. The idea that the voices of country people
are silent is not going to work; the minister will have
to listen to them.

What about Wodonga? The honourable member for
Benambra has slipped out of the chamber since I
mentioned Wodonga earlier. An article in the Border
Mail of 17 March 1997 headed 'Garden water costs
drying up the wallet' contains a comment from a
resident, Alex Seckold, who says:
Every three months I get a water bill that is about $100
more than it used to be ... I have gone from paying $120
for three months to $230.

Mr Seckold is typical of country customers around
Victoria because their bills have risen enormously.

Another article refers to the Wodonga council
attacking Kiewa-Murray Water for not helping
enough to attract new industry and quotes the chief
commissioner, Mr Mel Read, as saying that
Kiewa-Murray Water was less than helpful. Mr Read
said that Kiewa-Murray Water could have done
more to help win industry, though he realised it was
working to government directions.
These are some of the problems. I have been sent
information from people in Mallacoota who are
facing huge bills to have sewerage connected.
Similarly, in Clunes, which I visited recently, people
are facing up-front costs of $3000 per property to
have sewerage connected, plus a connection fee and
an extra $500 a year on top of their existing water
bills to pay for the sewerage in an ongoing way.
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Around the state there is considerable disquiet about
what the government is doing with water and the
special treatment it has singled out for country
Victorians that we do not see in the city. However,
there are major problems in the city. I cannot dwell
too long on them because I do not have much time
left, but I refer to them briefly. Since the break-up of
the former Melbourne Water into three retailers, a
wholesaler and Parks Victoria and the shift to a
user-pays system, we have seen major increases in
water bills. There has been an estimated 30 per cent
increase in an average water bill for people whose
water use has remained the same. Our calculations
show that the average water bill in Melbourne has
increased from $568.84 in 1993-94 to $732.92 in
1995-96. With the recent drought the charge will
have gone up, because use has gone up by 41 per
cent. There has been a huge increase in water bills,
with the same shift of the burden to low-income
people, large families, tenants and those with the
lowest value properties.
Preventive maintenance was let go because it was
not a requirement of the licence of the retail
companies, and that let us down over summer with
the problems of burst water mains during the
drought. We face the prospect of huge increases in
water bills yet again. The prices were frozen until 30
June 1997 but they must rise again if they are to
reach the government's target of prices based 50 per
cent on property rates and 50 per cent on user pays
by 2002. At present the split is 30 per cent and 70 per
cent, so the price of water must rise if it is to achieve
the government's target of 50-50 by 2002. The result
will inevitably be a greater increase for those on the
lowest incomes in our community.
The budget reveals the enormous tax take of the
government from the water industry. It went up
from $142 million in 1995-96 to $250 million in the
current financial year. The budget papers show an
expected increase of 25 per cent this year, to an
estimated $314 million. So the extra that is being
paid on the bills is going straight into the
government's pockets, with massive and inequitable
increases in water bills and with inadequate
concessions, which have been reviewed but not
implemented.
Mr JOHN (Bendigo East) - Needless to say, I
totally disagree with the erroneous and spurious
comments made by the honourable member for
Bundoora. I congratulate the Treasurer on the
budget. I am very pleased to have the opportunity to
speak on an excellent budget that is good for
Victoria and particularly for Bendigo, which I
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represent. It is a socially and economically
responsible budget that will provide stability,
confidence and a climate for continuing investment
leading to greater economic activity and job creation
in the Bendigo region.
As honourable members are aware, the electorate I
represent is in the heart of north-central Victoria.
The hub of my electorate is the City of Greater
Bendigo. It was founded in the gold-rush days of the
18505 and known as the township of Sandhurst until
1891. Following the recent amalgamation of local
councils, the five smaller councils now make up the
City of Greater Bendigo, which has a population of
85 000, compared with the population of 12 000 on
the goldfields in 1857. Since 1976 the annual growth
rate of the population has been of the order of
1.5 per cent, which is one of the highest population
increases in a city over the past 20 years or so. If that
growth continues for the next decade, Bendigo will
be the second largest provincial city after the City of
Greater Geelong. Bendigo has a diverse economy,
estimated to be 24 per cent employed in community
services; 20 per cent in retail and wholesale trade;
and 13 per cent in manufacturing. Large numbers of
people are also employed in agriculture, public
administration and defence, as well of course as in
finance. Bendigo is the home not only of the Bendigo
Bank - we are very proud to have its headquarters
in the city - but also of Sandhurst Trustees Ltd,
which has a great tradition of lending in northern
Victoria.
The city is also pleased to have in its midst a number
of major private employers, such as Pacific Textiles
Pty Ltd, which produces carpet yarn and exports its
product internationally; Milnes Engineering, which
is about to announce a major expansion in Bendigo,
manufactures parts for water supply and irrigation
plumbing and engineering equipment. A. Goninan
and Co., which is a major producer of rail carriages
and freight vehicles for rail transport, is based at
Bendigo. It is the successfully privatised former
government-owned Vicrail workshops. It has been
doing a booming trade for the first time for many
years, and for two years in succession it has put on
apprentices, which has not happened for a long time.
Since its election in 1992 the Kennett government
has recognised the importance of Bendigo and has
consistently delivered on sound policies for
successful growth of the city. This budget is no
exception. The Bendigo region will continue to reap
the benefits of sound and economically responsible
policies for our city.
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I refer particularly to the areas of health, schools,
industry, roads and tourism in the Bendigo region.
In the 1992 and 1996 election campaigns many
promises were made about these important matters.
I comment on the policies because they have been
and are being delivered and the people of Bendigo
have confidence that they will continue to be
delivered.
Health is an important area of government activity
and the need for government support is
fundamental. Bendigo's first hospital was
established in 1853. At that time it comprised only a
weatherboard structure with slab floors. In 1859 a
sandstone building was constructed and other
structures were added over the many decades to the
present day. During the same time a benevolent
asylum opened in 1859 to care for the destitute. It
was named after its founder and was known as the
Anne Caudle Centre.
In July 1995 the two organisations, the Bendigo
Hospital and the Anne Caudle Centre, together with
the Bendigo and region psychiatric services,
amalgamated to form the Bendigo Health Care
Group. I am pleased to say that other local coalition
members and I were greatly supported by the
Kennett government's commitment of $37 million to
assist in the redevelopment over three years of that
amalgamated health care group. I am also pleased to
be able to inform the house that the group has
finished capital works on its acute campus,
including the orthopaedic ward, the paediatric unit,
the day procedures unit, the midwifery unit and the
special care baby unit, at a total cost of $5 million.
Other projects in progress include the community
mental health team's project of the mental health
in-patient unit. We are very proud of the 4O-bed
nursing home, the works at the acute campus, the
extended care campus, and the Vahland House
project.

Total expenditure this year amounts to more than
$8 million of the funds provided for the
redevelopment process. The coalition government in
this budget has allocated a further $12 million for
stage 2 of the Bendigo Health Care Group
redevelopment project. The money will be spent on
the Anne Caudle campus. In addition, the group this
year received grant money for the Bendigo Hospital
of more than $620 000. Apart from that
overwhelming support by the Kennett government
for health care in the Bendigo region, other health
organisations in the region last year received
funding of $7.4 million for capital works and
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residential and support services for psychiatrically
ill people.
Funding was also provided for other groups in
community services and welfare such as St Luke's
Family Care, which is a prominent health and
community care service in the Bendigo region; Big
Brothers-Big Sisters; Lifeline and its youth project
Youthline; McDonald House Hostel for deaf people;
the Peter Harcourt Centre for people with
intellectual disabilities; the Mirridong Association
for the Blind; and the Salvation Army. Further
funding was accessible through the Vichealth sports
safety program and the drug prevention program
entitled Turning the Tide.
The government's recognition of health services in
the Bendigo region is further emphasised by the
recent appointment of Professor John Humphries as
Australia's first university Chair of Rural Health at
the School of Health and Human Services at
La Trobe University's Bendigo campus. In his new
role Professor Humphries will oversee the
university's liaison with regional health agencies,
including the Department of Human Services and
the City of Greater Bendigo, to improve rural health.
His appointment is another example of the
government's commitment to back regional
university campuses that play a crucial role in
country Victoria's economic and social development.
During 1996 the government made large capital
works grants to three schools in the Bendigo East
electorate and surrounding areas. Those grants, as
promised, amounting to $2.3 million were given to
the Bendigo Senior Secondary College, the Maiden
Gully Primary School and the Strathfieldsaye
Primary School. Similarly, Spring Gully Primary
School received $1.2 million for a facilities upgrade.
Other schools in the region which also benefited
included Big Hill Primary School which received
$1.5 million. The Treasurer announced additional
funding of $320 000 for stage 2 of the Spring Gully
Primary School capital works program, and
Strathfieldsaye Primary School will receive an
additional $110 000 for stage 2 for its facilities
upgrade. I am pleased with both of those grants
because the principals and representatives of the
two school councils saw me about the difficulties
they were having and the need for further funding. I
am pleased that the Treasurer, the government and
the Minister for Education have responded. I can
advise those two school communities that the
funding is in the budget to complete their building
redevelopment. The coalition recognises the
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importance of education and has consistently
directed substantial funds in that area. The funding
allocations and the others I have mentioned
represent a massive investment in schools for
Bendigo.
Over the past year $5.4 million was spent on capital
works for 21 schools in my electorate over and above
their annual global budgets, forming only a part of
the government's commitment to spend $1 billion on
Victorian schools over the next three years. That
additional funding substantiates the government's
recognition that quality of education is of the highest
priority. 1bis year the schools in my electorate also
received more than $47000 for the installation of
computers, thus fulfilling the minister's
announcement late last year that 15000 multimedia
computers would be in Victorian schools during
1997.

Industrial development in Bendigo remains strong.
Traditionally, the region's main resource was
mining; but as alluvial deposits began to dry up and
quartz mining, requiring greater capital investment,
began to dominate the industry, Bendigo's
infrastructure diversified. Currently the largest
employers in Bendigo include community services,
wholesale and retail trade and manufacturing
industries. Retail trade, which this year
encompassed 1014 businesses in the City of Greater
Bendigo, and tourism generate significant income
for the area.
Through the government's Rural Victoria 2001
initiative, the government has sought to encourage
the development of local industry which has
involved many ministerial visits to my city and
region. In 1996 the Treasurer and the ministers for
roads and ports, agriculture, natural resources,
energy and minerals and community services visited
Bendigo and invited locals to personally put their
views and concerns to the ministers in their various
areas of responsibility. Those people also made
suggestions for needy projects that required support.
The interest of senior government leaders in rural
Victoria continues with a cabinet meeting proposed
to be held in Bendigo in the not-too-distant future.
During that cabinet visit ministers will meet with
industry representatives to discuss local issues that
are of concern to the Bendigo region.
In December 1996 the government also launched the
Rural Victoria 2001 Partnerships for Growth
program, which is focused on attracting new
industry and investment, strengthening businesses,
financing local community projects and adding to
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community assets. Accepting funding applications
from local councils and other representative bodies,
the government has provided approximately
$380 000 in grants for industrial development under
Rural Victoria 2001, while many other applications
are still being processed. The benefit Bendigo gains
from such rural programs is tangible. The March
edition of the Personal Investment magazine rated the
City of Greater Bendigo no. 22 on the list of best
Australian cities.
We enjoy in Bendigo a low cost of living, and since
council amalgamations were instituted under state
government policy we pay less in rates. As a result
of the Kennett government's policies there have been
significant rate reductions. In real terms, taking into
account CPI increases, municipal rates for the City of
Greater Bendigo for the period 1992-93 to 1996-97
have decreased by 23.4 per cent. That remarkable
achievement has been brought about by state
government policy to allow amalgamations to take
place and to allow the City of Greater Bendigo to
have the opportunity to make efficiencies, become
accountable and to reduce rates by 23.4 per cent.
Recent statistics released by the Minister for Rural
Development show that the number of country jobs
is growing 60 per cent faster than in Melbourne,
although unemployment is still unacceptably high in
Bendigo as it is throughout the nation.
Under the present state government enormous
improvements can be seen in Bendigo's main
artery - the Calder Highway. The recent
completion of the Gisborne and Kyneton bypasses
has cut the trip from Bendigo to Melbourne by 10 to
12 minutes and has made the highway safer. The
budget provides funding of $42 million for a major
upgrade of the Black Forest section of the highway.
In the past year the Gap Hill section was completed
and opened at a cost of $32 million and the Premier
recently committed additional funds for country
roads. Recently I was privileged to be present when
the Minister for Roads and Ports opened the
improved access roads to Bendigo's new saleyards.
The work cost $550 000, money which the Kennett
government provided. Incidentally, the government
also provided $2 million of the total cost of
$5.5 million for the new saleyards, a state-of-the-art
facility which the Premier will officially open in the
near future.
Since the 1992 election the Kennett government has
spent more than $8 million on road and bridge
projects in Bendigo through Better Roads Victoria,
and the people of Bendigo are very pleased about
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that. Despite the very generous support from the
state government, obviously more needs to be done.
The Calder Highway is the last of the major state
highways not yet fully duplicated. The road from
Melbourne to Ballarat is virtually complete. The
Melbourne to Geelong freeway is complete and fully
duplicated. The Hume Highway is excellent all the
way from Albury to Wodonga and the highway
from Dandenong to Warragul is second to none in
quality and safety. The Calder Highway is still only
half finished and still the most dangerous of the
state's highways with a high accident rate in
comparison with other highways. Based on its
record since 1992, I am very confident the
government will continue to support improvements
to the Calder Highway and to maintain the
duplication program for that highway as a top
priority. Bendigo certainly deserves a high priority
as it is the gateway to northern Victoria and
southern New South Wales.
The city I represent is rich in tourism value and
potential. In 1995 the total expenditure of overnight
visitors to the area was $185.6 million. The
government has supported tourism in Bendigo by
providing major funding for one of Bendigo's
biggest attractions - the Central Deborah Gold
Mine. In 1996 the government allocated $285 000 to
help the Bendigo Trust develop the above ground
area of the mine for tourists. One has been able for
some years to go underground on guided tours and
see gold mining as it is happening. I pay tribute to
the chairman of the Bendigo Trust, Daryl McClure, a
former member for Bendigo in this place, for the
work he has done in leading the trust. Stage 1 of the
project is complete and includes an enhanced
reception area for visitors and a gift shop. Stages 2
and 3 of the project are proceeding well and they
will in due course encompass improved displays
and activated exhibits.
Another great Bendigo tourist attraction is the
Chinese Museum and the new Chinese Gardens,
which are unique in Australia. During the 1850s
many Chinese people immigrated to Victoria
seeking wealth on the goldfields. I understand that
by 1857 the Chinese comprised approximately
17 per cent of Victoria's population, which is a very
large proportion. The number of Chinese on the
Bendigo goldfields in the 1850s is estimated to be as
high as 10 000.
In recognition of the contribution of the Chinese
people the government has fully supported local
projects recognising the Chinese heritage. In
December 1996 I was pleased to be with the Minister
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for Planning and Local Government and the
Consul-General of the People's Republic of China,
Lian Jainming, who took part in the opening of the
Bendigo Chinese Gardens, which are situated in the
heart of the city and which include a museum and a
temple. They were constructed by Chinese artisans
brought to Australia especially for the job, so they
are unique. I encourage members who wish to see
something very special to take the trouble to visit
Bendigo to look at the new Chinese Gardens. I thank
the Premier and the government for its contribution
of $350 000 towards the completion of those gardens.
Visitors are also attracted to Bendigo by the
beautiful heritage buildings prominent throughout
the city. Many buildings have been added to the
Victorian Heritage Register. There are 46 local sites
on the register and a major sector assessment is
currently being undertaken by Heritage Victoria to
add further sites. Under the government heritage
restoration program, Reclaiming our Heritage, the
government made $16 million available across
Victoria in 1996 for the improvement of publicly
owned buildings. Under that program minor works
were carried out on the Bendigo law courts at a cost
of $40 000. Many judges who have visited the courts
have commented that they are probably the second
best courts in the world outside of Edinburgh. Both
the interior and exterior of the building are really
remarkable.
The Bendigo Regional Institute of TAFE chemical
assay laboratory underwent repairs valued at
$25 000 and work costing $175 000 is already under
way on the restoration of the Anne Caudle Centre
and Lister House at Bendigo.
One of the most important announcements in the
budget with regard to heritage is the announcement
of a $1.29 million allocation for the extension and
refurbishment of Bendigo's courthouse. The
building was constructed between 1890 and 1895 in
what is known as Second Empire style. It is
classified by the National Trust and is one of
Australia's finest examples of a publicly owned
building of the Victorian era.
The government's continued and active support of
tourism in Bendigo has led to the industry becoming
a major source of revenue for the city. I have some
quite startling figures which I shall share with
members of the house. Since 1995 the number of
visitors to tourist information centres in Bendigo has
nearly doubled from 32 530 to 64 000. That is
amazing in just two years. In 1995 the goldfields
region gained $285 million from tourism.
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I close by 'saying that once again this government
has fulfilled its promises for Bendigo since its
election in 1992 and its re-election in 1996. The
government has shown great support for Bendigo
and central Victoria. As the area's local member I am
very proud of the government's achievements.

Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - 1his
budget clearly shows that the government has
totally lost its way. The budget demonstrates that
the government is simply treading water and it has
no real idea of what needs to be done to get this state
moving or to reduce unemployment. It clearly
shows that the government is suffering from a
paralysis which is preventing it acting on the
fundamental weakness in the Victorian economy. If I
were to ask members of this house what is the
fundamental weakness they might say education or
health, but the no. 1 weakness is jobs! During the
course of my contribution I shall highlight the
decline in Victoria's share of national full-time jobs.
Our unemployment rate has been in excess of 9 per
cent for the past nine months, and if action is not
taken that situation will deteriorate even further.
More people will be added to the job queues, more
young people will be unable to find jobs and the
level of long-term unemployment will continue to
grow.
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average. Victorian taxes are 10 per cent above the
Australian average. That is the pinnacle achievement
of the Kennett government and it is not one of which
we can be proud. Members of the opposition are
certainly not proud of it.
After four and a half years the exodus of major
companies from Victoria has gathered pace;
household savings have declined rapidly; 10 000
businesses have become insolvent; economic activity
has peaked and will remain unacceptably low until
the year 2000; our share of national investment has
declined; and unemployment queues have grown
even longer. I make this absolutely clear: after four
and a half years Victoria's net worth has declined;
our share of national investment has declined; our
savings ratio has declined; our share of the national
population has declined; and our share of full-time
jobs is falling. That is the record after four and a half
years!
The average family now pays more in taxes; waits
longer to get a hospital bed; sends the children to
schools with larger class sizes; and must cope with
more power interruptions and blackouts than at any
other time in our history. That is the legacy of four
and a half years of the Kennett government.
Victoria's true wealth lies in the skills of our people.

The budget clearly highlights the way the
government has failed Victorians. At the same time
as our education system has fallen into ruin and our
hospital waiting lists have increased to record levels,
the government seems constantly proud and
continues to promote its achievements.
I shall deal with the real facts. After four and a half
years of the Kennett government Victoria has
become the highest taxed state anywhere in
Australia. After four and a half years of a
government led by a man who all through the 1980s
promised that there would be lower taxes and more
jobs under his government the crowning
achievement of this Premier and this Treasurer is the
highest level of taxes and charges anywhere in
Australia.
Mrs Peulich interjected.

Mr BRUMBY - The honourable member for
Bentleigh asked, 'How about New South Wales?'
Even after the increases in taxes in New South Wales
Victoria is miles ahead of the other states. As the
Treasurer said today, and as he said in his budget
speech, you would need to reduce taxes in Victoria
by $500 million to get them down to the Australian

It is their skills, honesty, decency and sense of

community which are the state's real assets and it is
in them that good government must invest. The
obsession of the government and, unfortunately,
some sections of the financial press is to laud the
Kennett government's so-called economic reforms
that mask the fact that Victoria's real net worth is
declining. Fewer children are staying on to finish
school; fewer young people take up apprenticeships
or traineeships: fewer young people are attending
university; and fewer young people are in full-time
jobs.
In the limited time I have today I shall examine the
level of economic activity in this state. I shall look at
Victoria's performance in investment, employment,
taxation and the performance of the government in
country Victoria. If I have time I will move on to
health and education.

I shall begin with economic activity. The key
message that comes through loud and clear in the
budget is that economic activity will remain at a low
level until the end of the century. I shall now
examine what has happened during the past four
and a half years. In 1992-93 when the coalition
government took office, the growth in state product
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in real terms was 3.5 per cent; in 1993-94 it increased
to 3.75 per cent; and in 1994-95 it rose to 4.34 per
cent. During those three years the GSP increased on
the back of strong national economic recovery. Since
1994-95 the annual rate of GSP has steadily declined,
and in 1996-97 growth is anticipated to fall to
2.75 per cent. The forecast for the remainder of the
century does not give us much hope because,
according to the budget, the economic growth will
remain static at around 3 per cent until 2000. Quite
simply, the budget is saying that Victoria's economic
performance - our prosperity - has peaked and its
rate of growth will slow down.
I shall now examine the retail area. From June 1995
to June 1996 Victoria experienced a 3 per cent
growth in retail turnover while Australia as a whole
experienced a 4.8 per cent growth, which puts
Victoria below the national average. According to
the Victorian Casino and Gaming Authority, this
state experienced the slowest growth in retail sales
of any state in Australia between 1991 and 1996 and,
coincidentally, the strongest growth in gambling.
The report by the Victorian Casino and Gaming
Authority also found that Victorian savings fell by
10.5 per cent in 1990 to 3.5 per cent in 1996. It is not
only savings levels that are declining, the level of
investment is also declining.
I shall quote from an impeccable authority - Access
Economics - in its reports over the past 12 months
on Victoria's economic performance, particularly its
investment performance. Investment Monitor is
published every quarter, and I shall outline what it
said during the past four quarters about Victoria's
performance. In the March 1996 publication
Investment Monitor says:
Victoria is the only state with a fall in projects under
construction since the last issue and has also had a
large drop in committed projects. This suggests that the
slowdown in non-resource manufacturing may hit the
Victorian economy during 1996.

The publication for the June quarter says:
Queensland and the Northern Territory show the
largest increases (in investment) while Victoria and
South Australia show declines as projects are
completed ... Western Australia has more projects listed
than NSW and Victoria combined.

In the publication for the September quarter it says:
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Victoria has over half its total projects in the definite
category and has most projects under construction but
very few projects in planning.

For the December 1996 quarter:
All states ... show Significant growth in projects listed
over the last year although Victoria is below the
national average.
Victoria has over half its total projects in the definite
category and has most projects under construction but
few projects in planning.

For the final quarter, the March 1997 quarter:
In dollar terms New South Wales, the Northern
Territory and Western Australia show the largest
increase over the quarter, with Tasmania also showing
a large percentage rise. Victoria is the only state to
show a fall over the previous quarter.

Victoria ... has few projects in the planning. Its overall
share of projects is under half its share in national
output.

That means Victoria is rapidly losing its share of
national investment and, again using ABS figures
and the figures produced by Access Economics, I
shall table a graph which shows with accuracy that
since 1994 Victoria's share of national investment
has declined from approximately 15 per cent to
around 10 to 11 per cent in March 1997. It is perhaps
that extraordinary collapse in private sector
investment, the engine room of growth, that explains
the increase in levels of unemployment in this state.
With the absence of serious investment,
unemployment in this state has continued to
deteriorate. The graph shows Victoria's share of
national investment and its downward slide.
The government claims that in the next three and a
half years it will create 150 000 jobs. Immediately
after the budget was introduced, the honourable
member for Williamstown asked the Treasurer to
stand by that commitment and Lucky Stockdale got
up and said he would do that.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr McArthur) Order! The Leader of the Opposition will refer to
members of the house by their proper titles.
An Honourable Member - The lucky member
for Brighton.

Mr BRUMBY - I shall refer to the Treasurer.
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An honourable member interjected.

Mr BRUMBY - Yes, that was an extraordinary
story about the school in Brighton. Here was the
government providing money to a school in
Brighton but it did not provide enough for heating.
The children were coming to school in coats, parkas,
caps and gloves because the school had no
heating - heating is not a core activity of the
government. Lack of funds is not unusual in Labor
seats where resources have been cut back over the
past four years, but it is the first time I have heard of
it happening in the safe, conservative seat of
Brighton. One would think the lucky member for
Brighton would be able to do something about it and
turn the school into a lucky school.
Over the past four and a half years the government
has managed to create just 21 500 full-time jobs. At
the end of the December 1992 quarter there were
1.517 million full-time jobs in Victoria. In March 1997
there were 1.538 million jobs. Last Thursday the ABS
employment figures showed that Victoria's
unemployment rate had grown from 9 per cent to
9.1 per cent over the past month. It means for nine
consecutive months the unemployment rate in this
state has exceeded 9 per cent. Since April last year
more than 12 000 Victorians have become
unemployed and our youth unemployment rate of
28.9 per cent has been higher than the national
unemployment rate for nine consecutive months.
There has been a drop of more than 8000 full-time
jobs since April last year and the latest Morgan and
Banks employment survey shows the problem will
get worse. In fact in a survey of 3200 employers
there was a 4.8 per cent fall in Victorian businesses
intending to take on new employees.
I shall table a graph which shows Victoria's share of
that national full-time employment: it reveals a
downward slide. I am sure the honourable member
for Tullamarine would be worried about that.

Mr Finn interjected.
Mr BRUMBY - The honourable member for
Tullamarine will be kicked around his electorate. He
should get back to his seat and start writing
speeches so that he can get the numbers up and
enjoy his last two and a half years in the job.
Speaking about the honourable member for
Tullamarine brings me to the issue of long-term
unemployment because he will be joining the
queues. However, it is a serious matter. The latest
figures for long-term unemployment show that since
March 1996 more than 12000 Victorians have joined
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the ranks of the long-term unemployed.
Approximately 75 000 Victorians are classified as
being long-term unemployed and Victoria's share of
long-term unemployment continues to increase. In
March 1996 Victoria had 27 per cent of the long-term
unemployed. By March 1997 that had increased to
31 per cent of the total number of Australians who
were long-term unemployed. Again Victoria's
performance is deteriorating in all of those key areas
of investment, savings, employment and long-term
unemployed.
During the 19805 the then opposition leader
promised consistently in election campaigns that his
would be a government of lower taxes and more
jobs. We have seen the opposite. At the last election
the Premier promised to pursue policies aimed at
reducing the cost of living for Victorian families.
Victoria is now the highest taxing and charging state
in Australia. Since 1992 the Kennett government has
introduced more than 7000 increases in taxes and
charges and is now raising an additional $2 billion a
year in taxes.
More than 750 increases directly affect Victorian
businesses. Domestic electricity tariffs have
increased by up to 17 per cent; average gas tariffs
have increased by 17 per cent; metropolitan water
prices have increased by around 30 per cent and
rural water prices have been hit hard. There have
been more than 550 increases in charges for
health-related services; a staggering 888 increases in
fees in the Victorian legal system; 350 increases in
property-related charges and 600 fee increases on
recreational related activities, from entry fees into
national parks, alpine resorts and Lake Eildon to the
zoo.
Transport users have also been hit most viciously.
Car registration has increased by more than 100 per
cent; public transport charges have increased by
25 per cent; vehicle transfer fees have increased by
15 per cent and stamp duty has also increased. We
also have the 3-cents-a-litre Better Roads levy.
Despite the cut that was made in fuel taxes in the
budget we saw the way the petrol companies
responded. After weeks and weeks of discounting,
as soon as the government announced a
2-cents-a-litre reduction in petrol franchise fees the
petrol companies put their prices up by an average
of 6 cents a litre so that when they reduced prices by
2 cents a litre that was taken off 74 cents rather than
68 cents. Even if one assumed that the 2 cents a litre
was fully passed on to consumers it would still leave
petrol taxes in this state 21 per cent higher than
when the Kennett government was first elected in
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1992 and in real terms that represents a substantial
increase. Despite the modest increase for roads
provided by the budget, in real terms the level of
road funding is still less than it was in 1992.
The payroll tax cuts were just a con job. After the
changes any company paying up to 12 per cent
superannuation - and some companies do that,
particularly some of the medium-size companies in
the high-tech areas - will pay more payroll tax, not
less. Obviously somewhere between 600 and 1000
Victorian small businesses come into the net,
because effectively the threshold has been reduced.
Previously a company with a payroll of $515 000
paid nothing under payroll tax. Under the new
legislation that company will now pay nearly $2000.
I repeat that any company paying up to 12 per cent
superannuation - and there are a number of
them - will experience an increase in payroll tax,
not a reduction.
None of the tax relief measures contained in this
budget brought down by the supposed government
of small business will actually help small business.
Since 1992 10 000 small businesses have become
insolvent. In fact, if you look at this government's
record with small business - the payroll tax
changes, the attack on superannuation, the 750
increases in fees, taxes and charges, the open-slather
shop trading hours and the complete absence of
attention to retail tenancy legislation - you will see
that this is not a government for small business; it is
a government which has devastated small business.
I make it clear that members on this side of the
house support retail tenancy legislation, and in
government the Labor Party would introduce it. It
would introduce legislation to address the
deficiencies in the process of valuation, control
unconscionable clauses in leases and unconscionable
behaviour by parties to leases and prevent the
misuse by landlords of tenant disclosure statements.
In effect the legislation would stop landlords
bullying tenants. The legislation would be
complementary to the private member's bill which
has been moved by the Leader of the Opposition in
federal Parliament.
In my concluding remarks I will concentrate on
country Victoria. Country Victorians have been hit
more harshly by this government than any other
section of the Victorian community. Over the past
year 17500 full-time jobs have been lost in country
Victoria. According to ABS statistics I have tabled in
the house, in a number of regions across the state
youth unemployment - 15 to 19-year-olds seeking
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full-time employment - exceeds 50 per cent. Vital
health and education services have been slashed
across the state. Twelve country hospitals,
150 country schools and 6 passenger rail lines have
closed. No action has been taken on country petrol
prices. With the government's capital works
program there has been a shocking bias in favour of
big projects in the heart of the Melbourne CBD. The
government is now spending twice as much on a per
capita basis in metropolitan Melbourne than in
country Victoria. To put it another way, the latest
budget allocates a total of $750 million in
metropolitan Melbourne versus $150 million in
country Victoria. That is $236 per head in
metropolitan Melbourne versus $115 per head in
country Victoria.
Other changes have been the privatisation of
regional veterinary laboratories with the loss of
more than 50 jobs, increased prices and fewer
services for farmers. The recent anthrax outbreak
showed just how incapable the department and the
minister are of coping with a major animal health
outbreak. The uniform electricity and gas tariff,
which served Victoria so well for decades, will be
abolished from the year 2000. That is no surprise in
such an environment.
Honourable members would have seen an article in
this week's Sunday Age headed 'Liberals push to win

back bush' with the caption to two photographs
reading 'In the firing line - two prominent Liberals
faring badly in party polls'. There are photographs
of Dr Denis Napthine, the honourable member for
Portland and Minister for Youth and Community
Services, and Mr Stephen Elder, ministerial aspirant,
leadership destabiliser, who is the honourable
member for - The ACflNG SPEAKER (Mr McArthud Order! The Leader of the Opposition will refer to
members by their proper titles.
Mr BRUMBY - I was just doing that, thank you.
The article states:
A crisis meeting of senior Liberal Party officials from
country Victoria has been called for this week to
discuss the party's plummeting stocks in the bush.
The meeting has been called in the wake of secret party
polling that shows the state government would lose
scores of seats in rural Victoria to independents if an
election were held now.
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Too right it would; it would lose scores to
independents as well as a number to Labor. We saw
what happened - Honourable members interjecting.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr McArthur) Order! The Leader of the Opposition, without
assistance.
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Mr BRUMBY - Well, I will read it out:
John Brumby showed on Thursday, at his St Amaud
forum that he has touched the pulse of rural Victoria
and what ails us.

Then it goes on. The Sunday Age of 9 February
contains an article headed 'National MPs
"spineless"'. Here is a great quote from Mr Ettery, a
former president of a branch of the National Party:

Mr BRUMBY - The article continues:
Liberal Party sources say the polling and the mood in
rural Victoria has caused a huge shift in the priorities of
the state government. '1 wouldn't say there is any panic
yet, but there is an absolute concentration on rural
Victoria', one government MP said last week.

It sounds like the panic is on. It says further:
But one government MP warned last week that rural
Victoria resented the Premier's concentration on city
issues. 'Pictures of Jeff embracing Lloyd in front of the
world's biggest casino surrounded by rich mates is not
going to help, and neither is sending ministers to tea
parties in the bush ...

Wherever you go in the bush you hear people say,
'The Three Tenors came to Victoria, but we have got
three Premiers in this state: Ron, Uoyd and Jeff'.
They ask, 'Is the honourable member for Burwood
really the Premier leading the state, or is he simply a
waiter serving the interests of Mr Walker and
Mr Williams?'.
The Herald Sun and the Sunday Age ran a number of
features on the bush. One such article in the Age
contains a quote from Ken Badenoch, VFF executive
director, 'There's no Sunset Boulevard in Ouyen'.
Shortly there will not be one in Melbourne either.
The supposedly great success story, Sunset
Boulevard, which the Premier personally brought to
Melbourne, has not done quite as well as he thought.
An article in the Herald Sun of 15 February headed
'Coalition beating a retreat to the bush' contains a
great line from Matthew Pinkney about the National
Party - 'Their stallions have been turned into
geldings'.

I cannot resist referring to some glowing editorials in
country papers about the esteemed Leader of the
Opposition, containing headings such as 'Brumby
on the ball', but I will not read that out.
An Honourable Member - Go on, read it out!

The problem in Victoria is that the rural people's
normal political voice, the National Party, has become
nothing more than the glorified rural ann of the Liberal
Party with its parliamentary leadership as spineless
and weak as at no other time in our political history ...

An article in a Gippsland West paper reports
Mr Ettery saying that National Party members were:
.. , 'so far up the Liberals they can't see daylight'.

The honourable member for Swan Hill and
parliamentary secretary - An honourable member interjected.

Mr BRUMBY - What does it feel like up there?
There are more warnings. The Ballarat paper, The
Courier of 21 April contains the heading 'Nats
warned of dwindling to a fringe party'.
There was also the media release headed 'Country
politics needs shake up - Steggall', which quotes
the honourable member for Swan Hill as saying the
National Party:
... must show courage, vision and leadership ...

He said nothing has happened in the past 20 years.
The Labor Party has a great program of initiatives
for country Victoria which it has spelt out time and
again: a rural hospitals plan, fairer electricity prices,
a country schools plan, a Victorian major events
company, an end to compulsory competitive
tendering, an $80 million rural recovery package,
legislated price reductions for country - The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr McArthur) Order! The honourable member's time has expired.
Mrs PEULICH (Bentleigh) - I am honoured to
take part in the appropriation bill debate, and it is a
bit of a show to follow. Quite often at branch
meetings and out in the community I am asked
whether the Leader of the Opposition is as hopeless
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as always and I say that he is improving in some
ways. Today's performance shows he actually is
improving. He has learnt how to put a Labor spin on
reality, and it boils down to taking a reckless licence
with the truth, albeit an entertaining one. We might
have to call him The Entertainer. Like the Treasurer,
I am a little wooden and perhaps not as entertaining,
so I will return to the serious issues.
Labor has always claimed that it has the answers,
that it does it better - but what does it deliver?
Typically Labor governments in Australia have
delivered extravagant spending, high expenditure, a
Bankcard mentality and high taxes.
The Leader of the Opposition says that in people
Labor would invest. That sounds a great sentiment,
but reading between the lines it means higher
expenditure and higher taxes. That is what the
Leader of the Opposition is saying: that a Labor
government would do exactly as the Carr
government of New South Wales has done. If it had
the opportunity it would quickly whiz down the
road into higher taxes and higher spending, like
MrCarr.
He says that we have the Three Tenors, who were
largely responsible for some major projects in
Victoria. Victorians have had two tenors from the
Labor Party - that is, Mr Cain and Mrs Kirner and the Leader of the Opposition hopes to be the
third.
The people of Bentleigh do not want to return to
those reckless days of spending. What they want is
sober management of their finances and the
opportunity to make decisions for themselves. They
want a caring government that provides a safety net
but does not cultivate a handout and welfare
mentality.
The budget continues the objective for which we
were elected in 1992, and the honourable member
for Tullamarine,like all our parliamentary coalition
colleagues, was re-elected with an increased
majority despite all the prophecies. How can we
believe all the prophecies that have been made when
much of the information cited by the Leader of the
OppOSition was simply incorrect? He based his
entire argument on the premise that Victoria is the
highest-taxing state in Australia. Today during
question time we heard that the New South Wales
government had jacked up all its taxes and that 10
out of 14 taxes in that state are significantly higher
than they are in Victoria, including taxes on payroll,
land, debits, FID, share transfers, land transfers,
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petrol, liquor and tobacco. Each of those taxes is
higher in New South Wales than in Victoria.
The budget that the Treasurer has delivered
continues with debt reduction and delivers a modest
package of tax cuts. The debt reduction has been
made possible as a result of a better budgetary
position that has been strengthened and based on
gains made by a successful privatisation program.
By no other means would it be possible for the
government to retire so much debt so quickly and
place Victoria in a position where a greater amount
of money previously committed to debt servicing
may be available for vital services like health,
education and transport.
Under a Labor government 31 per cent of all state
revenue was committed to debt servicing. That is the
third-largest ticket item in the state budget and that
is certainly what we would get yet again under
Labor, because if we cut across all the rhetoric it
means a return to the bad old days.
The proceeds from the electricity privatisation will
be $17.8 billion, reducing state debt by one-third.
Debt as a percentage of GSP has been reduced from
31 per cent to 14 per cent, which by all conservative
accounting standards is within an acceptable range
and certainly within the AAA range.
There is no greater aim than to pass those benefits on
to Victorians, and the tax reduction has only just
begun. Victoria is no longer the highest taxing state
in Australia and, given that tax competition between
states is relevant to economic growth, as a result of
New South Wales jacking up its taxes the prospect
for economic growth could be a little brighter than
forecast.
The tax relief measures we see in this budget include
payroll tax as no. 1. Recently I attended the Victorian
small business summit, and the words on the lips of
everyone there were payroll tax and land tax, but
specifically payroll tax.
I was delighted to see a reduction in payroll tax from
7 per cent to 6.2 per cent, amounting to a
$103 million reduction. Only New South Wales and
Tasmania have higher payroll tax rates of 6.85 per
cent and 7 per cent respectively. The $106 million
reduction in petroleum franchise fees will greatly
benefit rural Victoria; these will be reduced from
12.1 per cent for petrol and 15.5 per cent for diesel to
a uniform 10 per cent as from June. The cost of petrol
will be reduced by 1.6 cents a litre and diesel by 4.1
cents a litre.
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Monitoring and supervision are needed to ensure
that petrol companies do not gobble that up. People
in the Bentleigh electorate with small, medium and
large businesses will be grateful for the reduction in
payroll tax. There are approximately 5000 businesses
in the area, and I have seen statistics that suggest
that 20 per cent of all manufacturing businesses in
Australia are located in the Bentleigh, Moorabbin,
Springvale and Dandenong area. The proprietors of
those businesses will be grateful and pleading for
more reductions in payroll tax and certainly for a
reduction in other business taxes.
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He quoted from an article by Mike Nahan that
appeared in the Herald Sun of 10 May, entitled 'NSW
Budget a blessing for Victorian economy'. I will read
a couple of lines from the article to show that the
underlying premise of the argument of the Leader of
the Opposition was incorrect. In the third paragraph
the following appears:
The NSW budget brought back 'tax and spend'
government with a vengeance. It put in place another
huge $400 million set of tax increases, which brings the
total announced since the release of the last NSW
budget to more than $700 million.

Mr Mildenhall- What about schools?
Further in the article he says:
MI5 PEULICH - It is almost as if the honourable
member opposite has read my speech. Thankfully,
schools in Bentleigh have done very well as a result
of a coalition government winning office. The
honourable member opposite will not listen because
over a four-year period these schools have shared in
$2.5 million for refurbishment. They would not
receive anywhere near that amount under a Labor
government. Many received barely $10 000 to
$15 000 for urgent works.

Because of the flexibility that schools have been
given, every school receives minor grants for
maintenance as part of its normal global budget
program. That has never occurred before, and the
government still has a commitment to eliminating
the backlog of schools maintenance.
The honourable member mentioned schools closing.
Unfortunately, one of the schools in my electorate,
on its own initiative, with full support of the school
council, parents, staff and the school community has
decided that they will explore options for a merger.
That motion has been on the books for three years
because of the ongoing problems with numbers that
the school has faced and certain cultural difficulties
that have been faced by the school for some time.
I pledge my support for the school, irrespective of
what is decided, whether the decision is to explore
merger options or to stay as it is and embark on an
recruitment program. It is a decision for the school,
and I will assist in whatever way I can as the local
member. I know many of the parents and children
and I know many of the parents support the current
moves, although some naturally have concerns
about them. As I said, I expect the school community
to resolve the problems it is facing.
The Leader of the Opposition obviously missed the
Treasurer's response to a question without notice.

The recent tax hikes in NSW, in tandem with the
$200 million in tax cuts announced in the latest
Victorian budget, mean Victoria is no longer the
highest tax state - New South Wales is.
The NSW and Victorian budgets also make it clear that
the two governments will continue to go in different

directions.
Why do they do that? Basically because they are
guided by different philosophies. Members of the
opposition, with all their talk about investing in
people, are really concerned with satisfying the
whims and needs of their union mates, spending,
extravagance and jacking up taxes and squeezing
the average, ordinary Victorian. Of course we do not
want to return to that past. The article also says:
The Carr government has given up on fiscal reform and
has reverted back to old Labor ways.

That is clearly what the Leader of the Opposition is
preaching. I will not go over the main points of the
budget. The tax cuts have already been
mentioned - that is, the $211 million cut in payroll
and petrol diesel franchise taxes. The underlying
surplus for 1997-98 is $443.7 million. Total proceeds
from privatisation amounted to $7.2 billion and
helped to reduce state debt to $14.3 billion, which is
a fantastic achievement on which the government
must be congratulated - particularly the Treasurer,
who has overseen the challenging privatisation
program. I hope, with the continued sensible
privatisation of such areas as gas supply and a few
small projects, we can continue to reduce the debt.
New capital works worth $825 million will be
undertaken, with $331 million to be spent this year
and $122 million in extra funding to boost key
services and programs, especially in health and
education.
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In a couple of interjections the opposition
spokesman on education referred to education in the
electorate of Bentleigh. We are well served by
educational institutions and facilities. Barton TAPE
provides an excellent range of vocational and
industry courses. Most recently in this budget
another $360 000 was committed to Barton to
upgrade and expand accommodation facilities, in
particular for its hospitality industry courses. We
have heard much about the need for training of
people dealing with food and generally in the area
of hospitality. Barton will be provided with the
opportunity to meet that need in industry and in the
community generally. Barton has also received
several one-off grants for various programs. As I
said, the local area is well served by Barton TAPE.

As I mentioned earlier, eight of the twelve schools in
the Bentleigh electorate have received funds for
major upgrade works. Four schools are waiting
patiently for those funds; they have received bits
and pieces - for example, under the 2-for-1
program for projects up to $30 000. Of course
parents are fundraising, as they have been for many
years. From the time I graduated and taught at my
first posting, fundraising was a key activity. As I
said, with full staffing flexibility and global budgets,
schools are better able to respond to their local needs.
The Leader of the Opposition referred to a school in
Brighton. On Friday night the situation was brought
to my attention by a friend who has a child there. I
understand the school has a new principal. The
matter is being investigated by Or John Ross, an
honourable member for Higinbotham Province in
the other place. I would be most surprised if the
school could not provide appropriate levels of
warmth for its students; obviously that is mandatory.
This year my son has started in a government
secondary college, one of the local, well-respected
schools; it was 62nd on the top 100 list. I am
delighted with the quality of education he is
receiving. I have only two secondary colleges in my
electorate. One is Mack.innon Secondary College,
which under the capable leadership of the principal,
Mr AIan Lawrence, and the school council president,
Or Brian Smith, is providing an outstanding quality
of education. The other secondary school, formerly
Moorabbin Secondary College, was recently
renamed and is now called Bentleigh Secondary
College, which is an indication that it is
endeavouring to respond to community needs.
As a former educator one of my key interests is
improving the quality of teachers in the classroom. It
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is the challenge of the future. The government has
done much to move down that track, including
introducing professional development programs
and performance appraisals of teachers. Pre-service
education is obviously a key area that needs to be
given consideration. I have heard the opposition
spokesman on education argue that in the future
there will be a massive shortage of teachers because
of the voluntary departure packages that have been
offered over the past few years. A wonderful
opportunity exists for government schools to seek
out people with broader qualifications who have
undertaken postgraduate studies in education to
equip themselves for teaching. They bring to the
classroom a broader range of skills and a wider
specialisation that is imperative. For example, many
primary schools are finding it difficult to develop a
rigorous and challenging science program because
of the often inadequate expertise of primary teachers
who are expected to be able to teach across all areas.
By drawing on teachers from a broader range of
studies who might complete diplomas of education
to equip themselves for teaching careers we have an
opportunity to address that problem and to provide
schools with better opportunities to develop science
programs in primary schools.
As of the end of the first term schools are
employment authorities. I was delighted to learn
that over the past 12 months some 350 new
graduates have been employed. It is wonderful to be
able to get new blood into the system and provide
optimism for young graduates.
Mr Doyle interjected.
Mrs PEULICH - The old blood was very good,
but given that we, like many other teachers, have
departed voluntarily, it is good to get in new people
with enthusiasm for the job. I am sure the
honourable member for Malvern and I can
remember what it was like in the haze of our
long-term memory.
Many challenges still exist. Obviously improvement
in school education is an ongoing process; it is
managed through the schools charter. I am
particularly proud of what the government has done
to address the question of standards, with efforts to
strengthen numeracy and literacy, its Turning the
Tide policy and so forth.
My big beef is quality checks and controls in
education. In terms of teacher preparation and
whether the prescribed curriculum is taught, it is all
very well to have the curriculum but one must be
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confident that it is covered. Many times parents have
approached me about one school where apparently
half of the year's maths curriculum was not covered.
It may have been for good reason, but it does not
justify not covering the basic curriculum.
Although everyone is clamouring for schools to take
more responsibility for their students where perhaps
parents should also assume a greater role. I
understand families are often under stress and there
is a greater incidence of family breakdown, but
families, whether they live together or apart, must
not abrogate their responsibilities to their children,
irrespective of how busy they are. It is a question of
priorities. We are all busy and hard-pressed, but our
children should be our first priority.
I refer the house to the Age editorial of 18 April. It is
rare that I agree with an Age editorial, much less
Access Age, which has most of its items submitted
by people on an ALP roster. Most of the people I
know who write to it are members of the ALP and
most who disagree with the views complain that
they are unable to have submitted items published. I
appeal to opposition members to have that roster
changed because the same names appear regularly
in the column. The editorial headed 'Happy
Marriage Lines' states:
Virtually all the social problems faced by the wider
community can be traced back to the failure of hwnan
relationships, to a breakdown in the nurturing of
children and adolescents. This is why the traditional
family unit deserves the continued, indeed the
extended, support of government.

I do not wish to debate the definition of a family and
whether they are or are not living together parents
must not abrogate their responsibilities to their
children. We should all fulfil that important role for
our children and perhaps lessen the effects of the
crowding of the curriculum.
I turn to some of the other portfolio areas from
which the electorate of Bentleigh has benefited, in
particular, local government. Recently council
elections were held and I look forward to working
with the local councillors who have been elected,
especially the two councils I have most to do with,
the City of Glen Eira and the City of Kingston. The
City of Glen Eira is in a better position than the City
of Kingston to meet the challenges that I basically
see as twofold: one being about municipal identity
and how the council operates and the other,
maintaining a tight control of expenditure.
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I invite the Minister for Planning and Local
Government to consider publishing on a regular
basis, as he did prior to council amalgamations,
important performance indicators for all councils. It
is more complex now with compulsory competitive
tendering, but benchmarks that are publicly
available are imperative to enable ratepayers and
councils to come to grips with the expenditure in the
various areas of municipal operations and to see that
it is not extravagant by broader standards.
Grants of $4.8 million have been committed to the
Bentleigh electorate for two premium railway
stations that will be developed over the next two to
three years. The electorate is delighted with that.
There are approximately 5000 businesses in the area
and as a result there is a lower level of
unemployment when business is confident and
doing well. The unemployment statistics are not
going haywire. In 1992 the unemployment level in
my electorate was 12.5 per cent and today it is
around 8 per cent.
The honourable member for Bundoora again got on
her soapbox about unemployment, but given what
her government has done to Victoria she should be
wincing. Small business is the engine room of the
economy, especially in creating jobs and community
wealth. There is no greater poverty than
unemployment, and small business is actually the
nation's biggest employer. I commend the Minister
for Small Business on conducting the small business
summit and making an effort to fire up the
imagination and determination of small business
people. We hear comments about wages being too
high, the Australian market being small, that
Australia is too far from the rest of the world, about
taxation rates being uncompetitive and many small
businesses being too small to export. However, we
learnt at the summit and we learn every day by
moving around our electorates that there are always
examples where small businesses have defied the
odds by being determined and doing their
homework.
One interesting comment made at the summit was
that the greatest support for small business offered
by this government since its election has been the
privatisation program and CCT policies which have
generated work and created jobs, but today the
Leader of the Opposition was very gloomy about
that prospect despite an increase in the latest job
advertisements. The Herald Sun of 6 May under the
heading 'Jump in ads' states:
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A massive 16.7 per cent rise in the number of job ads
last month has sparked hopes of a pick-up in
employment.

burglaries were introduced. The effect was that it
dramatically reduced the number of burglaries in a
year by about one-third.

The ANZ Bank said it was the biggest monthly jump
since its job ad survey began in 1975.

Graffiti on private and commercial properties in
Bentleigh is both ugly and costly to remove. We are
removing graffiti from stations and other places, but
its proliferation on buildings shows an utter
disrespect for the community, especially when the
school year ends and the problem mushrooms. In
particular, I refer to one graffiti artist with the tag
RB7. I urge the Minister for Youth and Community
Services to give consideration to this growing
problem in the community.

About 22 254 jobs were advertised in newspapers
across the country last month, the highest level since
January last year.
In Victoria, the number of job ads in April rose by

14.5 per cent to 6413.

I have an affinity with microbusinesses, of which
there are many in my electorate. A great number
have been able to establish because of voluntary
departure packages from the state public service.
Women in particular have opted to establish home
businesses to accommodate family responsibilities. I
am delighted that the Oty of Glen Eira is getting
behind that and is attempting to provide some
sound business policy. Obviously small business is
looking for support from governments, and the
greatest form of support - apart from a federal
government Bell report, many of the
recommendations of which are sensible - is tax
relief, and I look forward to those recommendations
being delivered and tax relief being passed on
during the remaining portion of the term.
The Bentleigh electorate is well served by health
providers, in particular, the Monash Medical
Centre's Moorabbin campus and the East Bentleigh
Community Health Centre with its excellent chief
executive officer John Turner, and chairman of the
board Doug Lee, who serve the community well.
They face the challenge of continuing to do more for
every available dollar. The health networks are
getting on with the job and the hot spots appear to
have been addressed and are under control. An
ageing population, a more sophisticated capacity to
diagnose illness and an increasing expenditure on
health mean it is an area where supply and demand
are irrelevant. We must keep a cap on that demand
with what can be afforded. There are numerous
problems that our society must handle. This is one of
the biggest.
Law and order is important to my electorate. There
has been a reduction in serious crime but,
unfortunately, an increase in house and car
burglaries, especially a spate of burglaries in
Centre Road, Bentleigh, which I understand could
be drug related. There was an interesting initiative
in Western Australia where mandatory sentences for

Litter is a growing problem in schools and generally
in the electorate. We need to get back to some basic
messages. Given the time limit, I have great pleasure
in supporting the budget.
Mr THWAITES (Albert Park) - I am very
disappointed about the way both the health and
community services portfolios are treated in the
budget. The budget is characterised principally by
two things: firstly by dishonesty and secondly by
mismanagement. The budget is dishonest in that
once again the Treasurer and the government have
failed to disclose the true nature of the budget
position and once again people are being misled
about output measures from this year and previous
years and about the proposed budget for the health
and community services departments for next year.
I get pretty sick of reading the budget papers every
year and seeing the same statements as to how there
is an extra $18 million for hospitals - it might have
been $20 million last year. Every year there is the
same statement and every year it is just as dishonest
as it was the year before because budgets do not
disclose the true position for hospitals and other
agencies. The true position is that the government is
cutting funding to those agencies by a minimum of
1.5 per cent. That is the productivity cut and it
amounts to some $26 million a year in the case of
hospitals. The so-called $18 million boost disappears
into the ether before hospitals even start the year.

It is worse than that, however, because the budget
does not disclose that this year hospitals will have to
come up with pay rises for their staff because they
are not funded by the government. The estimate of
the cost for that last year was some $50 million, so
last year hospitals were about $40 million worse off
on a net basis than they had been the previous year.
We do not know how much worse off hospitals will
be this year because the government has not
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disclosed the estimated cost of the unfunded staff
pay rises. However, on the assumption that it is a
similar amount to last year's, once again hospitals
will be behind by some $40 million. The result of
that is that the networks will be given a budget and
they will then tell the hospitals that they have to cut
back even further. At a time when waiting lists are at
record levels - more than 40 000 people are now
waiting for treatment in our hospitals - it is not
only dishonest to claim a boost in funding but it is
also mismanagement, particularly when there are
total current account surpluses of something like
$1.8 billion.
The government is allowing our health system to be
run down at the same time as the budget is showing
a surplus of around $1.8 billion. That means the
people of Victoria are continuing to suffer
unnecessarily. The quality of Victoria's health
system has declined. The recent statements by a
senior doctor from the Royal Melbourne Hospital,
Or Oberklaid, indicated that he and other senior
professionals at the hospital were very concerned
about the decline in quality of care in our hospitals.
Unfortunately it has come to my attention in case
after case that Victorians are simply not getting the
sort of medical attention they deserve. They are not
receiving the quality of care they used to get when
the Labor Party was in government because this
government continues to mismanage the health
portfolio.
Accessibility to the health system has also declined.
People must now wait longer than they used to.
People are waiting 4, 5 and 6 months for open-heart
surgery - what could be life-saving surgery. Not
only are people waiting a long time but in many
cases the operations are not performed on the days
they were originally scheduled. In case after case
people arrive at hospital expecting to be operated on
- and that is a fairly traumatic experience - only to
be told that the operation has been cancelled because
there are not enough beds.
The decline in access to health care is reflected in
increased numbers of people on waiting lists. The
number of people waiting for surgery in our
hospitals has increased by 7000 since this
government came to office. I remember when I was a
candidate at the 1992 election and my Liberal
opponent - I saw her pamphlet again the other
day - promised above all that a Liberal government
would do something about waiting lists. I might
need treatment myself the way I am going, but I
would be waiting a long time. By the time I got any
attention I would have gotten rid of this cold!
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Unfortunately there has been a major failure in
reducing waiting lists. As I said, my Liberal
opponent at the 1992 election boasted that there
would be a major reduction in waiting lists. Not only
has there been no reduction but the waiting lists
have blown out by more than 7000. In fact the
situation is even worse than the official figures
reveal because this government is forcing hospitals
to artificially rig the waiting lists. Funding incentives
force hospitals to hide patients, not put them on the
waiting lists but recategorise them and put them in
ghost or phantom wards. That is all happening in
our public hospital system. I have been told of one
major hospital where people are not put on the
waiting list if the list is looking too long. They are
put on a separate card list, and that is kept in the
drawer of the medical records officer. It is the old
two-card trick: you get one card in the drawer and
then when the waiting list comes down a bit you get
onto the official list. That is another demonstration
of the dishonesty that characterises this government.
It is not simply a question of lower standards; this
government is now forcing hospitals to be dishonest.
I refer not only to the waiting lists but also the
waiting times. The government has imposed
penalties on hospitals where more than a certain
number of patients wait more than 12 hours on
trolleys in emergency departments. It was certainly a
political problem for the government to have a huge
number of patients waiting more than 12 hours.
There are two possible solutions to that problem.
The first is to put adequate resources into the system
to allow hospitals to treat these patients. However,
this government has rejected that solution because
that would mean providing more resources for
hospitals. The political solution this government has
forced hospitals to adopt is once again to fudge the
waiting time figures so that patients who have been
waiting more than 12 hours on trolleys are taken off
the official list by various manoeuvres, thereby
making the government's figures less embarrassing.
Hospital infrastructure has been run down and
equipment not replaced. I have been told by a
number of senior specialists that they are worried
about the safety of the medical services they provide
because equipment is not being replaced due to
inadequate government funding. The capital funds
to build up our hospitals have also been wound
right back. In its last year in office the Labor
government spent about $140 million on capital
works. Last year I think it was around $70 million.
During the election campaign this government was
trumpeting the so-called $600 million promise for
capital works. That works out to $150 million a year,
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which is less in real terms than the Labor Party was
spending in its last year in office.
The government has already breached its promise to
spend $600 million over four years. Just as it fudged
the waiting list figures, the government's answer to
this problem is to fudge the capital figures. It will
now count private investment as government
contribution to hospitals, which of course it is not.
There is no other area the government has more
clearly mismanaged or been more dishonest in than
the delivery of ambulance services. The
Auditor-General's report revealed the absolute
scandal of Intergraph, and the government must be
made accountable for that scandal. The Premier, the
then Minister for Health, now the Minister for
Conservation and Land Management, the then
Minister for Police and Emergency Services, now the
Minister for Agriculture and Resources, and the
Treasurer are ducking for cover. They are all trying
to pass the buck and to put the blame on a few
public servants who were there at the time, but the
fact of the matter is that the government knew what
was going on because it was advised about it.
The then minister knew what was going on because
she was advised about it. She was in it up to her
neck, as was the then secretary to the former
Department of Health and Community Services,
Or Paterson. He knew what Mr Firman was doing.
He knew these dodgy contracts were being handed
out and that a dubious tendering process was being
adopted.
These people have to take responsibility or we will
see the same problems occurring again. It is not a
question of simply saying, as the Premier did, that
this is all in the past and it is a matter of history. The
fact is the people who caused the problem still hold
ministerial positions today. The then Minister for
Health is still a minister and she is likely to cause
another monumental stuff-up for the unfortunate
people of Victoria. The Treasurer was not properly
overseeing privatisation contracts because he now
argues that he did not discover the problem until the
Auditor-General's report was tabled a couple of
weeks ago. The people of Victoria are concerned that
one of the biggest privatisation contracts has been
allowed to become a total fiasco and the Treasurer,
who was meant to oversee the contract, says he
knew nothing about it until the Auditor-General's
report was tabled.
There is a further reason why this is not a matter of
history, and that is that we in Victoria must live with
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this system - and some people say they may die
with it. Today Victoria has a second-rate dispatch
system. It is not as good as it ought to be because the
government bungled the way the contract was
awarded. According to the Auditor-General the
contract was either grossly mismanaged or even
corrupt. We need a royal commission to establish
whether the ministers and senior public servants
were grossly negligent or even corrupt.
Another matter of grave concern is that Intergraph is
now using stand over tactics to try to silence its
critics. It is acting as a corporate thug and trying to
prevent members of Parliament and the public from
raising valid concerns about the Intergraph system.
I want to see a good dispatch system in Victoria. I
would be prepared to work with any company whether it be Intergraph or any other company that is interested in providing a good service. Along
with the shadow minister for police and emergency
services, I visited Intergraph headquarters. I went
with an open mind to see how we could best
establish a decent dispatch service for Victoria. I was
extremely concerned to learn that during the past
few days Intergraph has threatened to sue a member
of Parliament for the valid criticisms he made.
Intergraph has instituted Supreme Court
proceedings against Rod Morris, the secretary of the
Ambulance Employees Association, in order to
silence him. It has sent me a letter that is clearly
designed to try to silence me, but I can assure the
house that it will not silence me, and I hope the rest
of the community will not be silenced.
Intergraph is doing what Joh Bjelke-Petersen did in
Queensland - using threats to issue or the issuing
of legal writs to stop proper public debate. During
the 15 or 20 years he was in power there was a
climate of fear; people were too scared to speak out
and to be honest because if they did they would
receive writs - regardless of the justification for
those writs - that could lead to huge legal costs that
most people cannot afford. That is what this is about.
Who will be paying for these legal writs? Who is
subsidising these writs? The money paid by the
people of Victoria to Intergraph in exorbitant fees for
this bungled system is the money that will be used
for sending out writs and stopping people talking
honestly about what is happening.
Intergraph has sent a threatening letter of demand to
the federal member of Parliament for Isaacs, Greg
Wilton, who had the temerity to raise the Bonbeach
issue or the fact that suburb was going to be wiped
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off the Intergraph map - apparently because it did
not fit in with the Intergraph computer system.
Mr Greg Wilton raised legitimate concerns about the
Intergraph system in press releases, as is his right as
a member of Parliament, but he has now received a
letter from Corrs Chambers Westgarth, who also
drew up the Intergraph contract with the
government - they are doing very nicely, getting
money at both ends of the contract!

Intergraph. The late lamented Mr Cameron,
formerly a Metropolitan Ambulance Service public
servant, changed the requirements in the tender to
suit Intergraph. The time lines in the contract were
written to suit Intergraph. Everything about that
contract was done to benefit Intergraph and the fact
of the matter is that it was a set-up job. The whole
contract was a set-up job to ensure that Intergraph
got the work.

At the same time Rodney Morris, the secretary of the
Ambulance Employees Association, has been served
with a writ from Intergraph. It is complaining about
comments he made in an interview on 3LO. He
stated:

Intergraph may say that it has no knowledge of
these dubious practices. I believe the new head,
Mr Batchelor, does not know - he has been there
for only eight weeks - but I certainly believe that
the former bosses of Intergraph, Mr Griffiths and
Mr Shane Tyrrell, knew all about these improper
practices and they ended up heading Intergraph.
Mr Griffiths was the person who was advising the
ambulance service on the dispatching contract and
he ended up getting the position of boss of
Intergraph. There is much more than that of course
because not only did he get the position of boss of
Intergraph but the company that he and Mr Tyrrell
jointly own was paid a bonus of some $730 000 by
Intergraph. If Intergraph is so honest why did it pay
a bonus to the company that was jointly owned by
Mr Griffiths and Mr Tyrrell? What was the reason
for that bonus payment?

The ambulance communications system contract was a
real fiasco. In fact, it seems to be a mixture of either
corruption, negligence or incompetence or all of them.

As a result Mr Morris received a writ. I am waiting
for Intergraph to sue the Auditor-General, because
that is exactly what he said. He said the ambulance
contract was either gross mismanagement or it
involved corruption. It appears that Intergraph is
now threatening to sue anyone who raises valid
criticisms about the way these dodgy contracts were
awarded. This American company now seems to
have adopted stand over tactics to prevent members
of Parliament and others having their fair say about
what has occurred.
I have always given Intergraph the benefit of the
doubt. In my public statements I have tended to put
most of the blame on the ministers, where it really
lies, because they were the ones who allowed this
terrible situation to arise, but I have to say as a result
of these strong-arm tactics by Intergraph it is my
intention to look more carefully at its behaviour.
Let us be clear about one thing: the Auditor-General
found dubious practices were involved in the
contract, and who is the beneficiary of those dubious
practices? It is not the public; it is not Parliament; it
is not the government. The government has suffered
hugely as a result of these dubious practices because
the people do not trust it to run contracts any more.
The one organisation that has benefited from these
dubious practices is Intergraph. However, it says it
knew nothing about any of them. I question that,
and that is why I say there ought to be a proper
inquiry.
The head of technical services at the ambulance
service at the time of the drawing up of the contract
said the tender specification was written around

Three reasons have been given so far by Intergraph:
firstly, that it was a sales commission to Mr Tyrrell;
secondly, that it was a sales commission to
Mr Griffiths and Mr Tyrrell; and thirdly, that it was
in some way an incentive payment for future
performance by Mr Griffiths. In any of those cases
what we have is a payment of almost three-quarters
of a million dollars by Intergraph to a company
associated with Mr Griffiths almost immediately
after he left the ambulance service.
The situation is even worse than that because the
latest information we have is that at the time
Mr Griffiths was advising the ambulance service
about the dispatching contracts he was also working
as a consultant to Intergraph. He was assisting
Intergraph to prepare its tender submission for the
best contract. In a sense he was giving Intergraph the
inside running on the BEST tender. Mr Griffiths was
working for both sides at the same time. He was
working for and being paid by the ambulance
service to negotiate with Intergraph, and he was also
being paid by Intergraph to get the government job
by putting in the best tender. Clearly that is a
conflict of interest and is improper.
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The question for Intergraph is: did it know about
this? Of course it knew. It knew that Mr Griffiths
was working for the ambulance service - that is
why it employed him as a consultant to try to get the
job. The next issue is: did Intergraph tell the
government? If it did, the government was clearly
part of this improper and possibly corrupt process. If
it did not tell the government, what will the
government do now? Will the government sue
Intergraph? Will it terminate the contract? Will it
take action to prevent this sort of thing happening
again? The fact of the matter is that Intergraph,
which is now throwing solicitors' letters around like
confetti in order to silence people, has indulged in
and benefited from dubious practices in the
ambulance service that have led to this whole fiasco.
Finally, although whatever happened with the
ambulance service in the past has to be properly
investigated, we must also ensure that the current
system is working properly. Unfortunately, it is not.
We are seeing delay after delay. The fire brigade has
had numerous cases recently where there have been
lengthy delays in the dispatching of fire trucks.
Likewise the ambulance service has suffered from
lengthy delays in the dispatching of ambulances.
The problem for the police does not seem to be so
much the delay in dispatching the cars but what the
Intergraph personnel say to the poor people ringing
up trying to get urgent help. I heard recently of the
ludicrous situation where citizens dialling 000 to ask
for urgent police attention were told to go down and
report it to the local cop shop!
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been able to deliver. The company has actually gone
back to the government on a number of occasions
asking for more money to provide more dispatchers
and more call-takers and the government has forked
out the money. The Intergraph company that won
the contract on the basis of the low bid was never
going to comply with that bid. It was always going
to come back to government and ask for variations.
When Intergraph first bid for this work it was to cost
$7 million. That has now blown out to $38 million.
That money has come from the pockets of the public.
It reflects the complete mismanagement of the
government in allowing this to occur. If there is one
area about which I do not come to this Parliament or
elsewhere and say that there have been cuts, it is the
ambulance service because there have not been cuts.
The budget has blown out year after year. I suspect
the government is now spending 20 or 30 per cent
more on the ambulance service than the Labor Party
did in its last year in office. That is because
Intergraph and the other contracts are costing a
fortune. The government is putting its hand in its
pocket not to provide more ambulances or
ambulance officers but to pay Intergraph, an
American company, and to pay consultants.
You spent $1.5 million on consultant Grant Griffiths
without any tendering. That contract was meant to
be $45 000 and blew out to $1.5 million. How much
are you spending on legal fees? How much are
Mallesons, Corrs and those companies getting paid?
An honourable member interjected.

That highlights one of the other key problems with
the Intergraph system. It is not just a computer
problem, it is a human problem because the staff at
Intergraph are not properly qualified or trained, and
that has caused problem after problem with the
dispatching of emergency vehicles to the right
places. Many of the staff do not have the
qualifications or training the former ambulance
officers who used to fulfil this role had. If people are
not properly trained the system cannot work. It does
not matter how good the computers or the software
response times are - the real problem is that the
people running the system are mismanaging it. They
are not able to get the emergency vehicles to the
right places on time. The reason seems to be that
Intergraph is not prepared to spend the money to
train the staff properly. There are not enough trained
or qualified staff operating the centre and the result
is that mistakes are being made.
Intergraph bid for this contract; it put in a price
knowing what the government wanted but it has not

Mr THWAITES - Members opposite say they
wouldn't spend a zack on lawyers. Unfortunately,
that-The ACfING SPEAKER (Mr Cunningham) Order! The honourable member's time has expired.
Mr DOYLE (Malvern) - I often follow the
honourable member for Albert Park in debate. I am
sure it is to his relief - it is certainly to my relief and
probably to the Parliament's relief - that on this
occasion of debate on the Appropriation (1997/98)
Bill I intend to completely ignore his contribution, to
talk about this bill and do what is a pleasant pastime
for many members - that is, talk about my own
electorate, development in my electorate and the
impact of the appropriation bill on my electorate.
I never thought I would be standing in this place
quoting Hillary Clinton. Unfortunately I find myself
about to do so. In my research for this bill I came
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across a speech of the First Lady in which she made
the statement - quite naive and bland at first, but
quite profound on a second reading - that 'it takes
a village to raise a child'.
I am somewhat reassured in using that proverb
as-Mr Reynolds interjected.

Mr DOYLE - I will get to it, I promise you,
Minister, for your elucidation. I was delighted to
find that it is not a direct quote of the First Lady, but
in fact a much older African proverb. When reading
it I was struck by some statements I have made in
this place on previous occasions.
During debate on appropriation bills members often
speak about their electorates with a great deal of
pride and refer to them not as fragments of society
as a whole but as microcosms of society. That is
important in our representation in this place of our
electorates.
On behalf of my electorate of Malvern I intend to
talk a little about schools, support services, health
and community services, and council and council
services, and to make some overall points about the
entirety of the community that makes up Malvern
and the partnership between members of the
community, institutions in the community and the
government.

The partnership that exists between parents, carers,
teachers, community members and community
leaders goes to make up the electorate of Malvern.
Mr Richardson interjected.
Mr DOYLE - It is a very caring and sharing
place, and I thank the honourable member for Forest
Hill for his timely help. I do not think it is untrue to
say that the basis of the recent Australian film The
Castle is not some kind of homeowners' jingoism,
but the pride people have in their houses and the
communities in which they live, and how important
those things are to them. I do not think that is any
less important in Malvern than anywhere else.
I will start by talking about two nuns, both of whom
have in the past year had a profound effect on the
electorate. The first is Sister Monica O'Leary and the
second is Sister Margaret Noone. Sister Monica has
been involved in the Armadale Neighbourhood
Watch program. I cannot attest to the absolute
accuracy of this, but I was somewhat astonished to
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learn that Sister Monica's order was originally a
contemplative order - a silent order. Those who
know Sister Monica will certainly agree with me
when I suggest that since that time she has made up
for the fact that it was a silent order - that is no
longer quite a true description of Sister Monica.
Sister Monica was involved in the Armadale
Neighbourhood Watch program, which in 1996 won
the Crime Prevention and Community Safety Award
for cleaning up the Armadale railway station, which
happens to be my local station and the one from
which I regularly travel to Parliament. In fact, this
morning I travelled in from Armadale.
Back in about 1991-92 the Armadale railway station
would have been the absolute rock bottom of
railway stations in Melbourne. It was the most
uninviting place - it was covered in graffiti and you
did not feel safe to be there - and it was a most
unpleasant environment from which to embark on
your journey.
I will talk a little about what Sister Monica has done.
The Crime Prevention and Community Safety
Award involved $1000 prize money. Sister Monica
applied that to new trees and shrubs for the gardens
around the station. For many years now Sister
Monica has been working, together with a group of
volunteers, on the station environs and has created
an attractive and pleasant environment. That
clean-up was an initiative of the traders and
residents of the area - all volunteers led by Sister
Monica.

The area just behind the Armadale station is the rear
of the Kings Arcade. That has become a very
pleasant area to shop, to stop and have coffee or
some lunch, and to enjoy yourself - rather than the
most unpleasant place it was five years ago that one
hurried through on the way to somewhere else.
Knowing Sister Monica as I do, I would hate to
misquote her, so I will quote her directly. Her words
were:
It's a consistent battle to keep the graffiti vandals at
bay, but we never give up. Any graffiti is instantly
removed so there is little satisfaction of the vandal in
seeing his work or his tag ... they will give up
eventually.

Knowing Sister Monica's persistence and
determination, I am sure she will outlast any vandal.
That is also the experience honourable
members--
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Mr Richardson interjected.
Mr DOYLE - I again thank the honourable
member for Forest Hill for his help. I have been a
little derailed, if you will pardon the pun.
It is important to note that that is also worldwide
experience. If I recall my reading and experience
accurately, the practice in the New York subway
was to remove graffiti quickly so as to remove any
satisfaction vandals might get from seeing their
work, and to actively discourage them. That is
exactly what Sister Monica is doing.

The station has also received two other awards: the
Keep Australia Beautiful Award and the Best
Maintained Railway Station Award. In January this
year Sister Monica was given an award from the
Minister for Corrections for her work with the
Armadale railway station and the Prahran
Community Correctional Centre. That program
started in 1992. Sister Monica - ever on the lookout
for eager volunteers - asked the correctional centre
for help with beautifying the Armadale station. That
involved the services of correctional clients, who of
course are required to perform unpaid community
work as part of their sentences.
Sister Monica's strategies are a fine example of
people living and working in an area pitching in to
make it a better and safer place. She has absolutely
transformed the Armadale railway station. Sister
Monica, the traders around the station and the
clients and residents of the Prahran correctional
centre - all of whom are keen volunteers - have
made the Armadale station one of the best in the
state.
The second nun about whom I wish to speak is
Sister Margaret Noone. Anyone who knows Sister
Margaret would agree with me that you do not quite
know why you are doing what she has asked you to
do, but you certainly finish up doing it!
Sister Margaret is the director of Very Special Kids, a
community organisation offering support for
children with terminal illness and their families. I
have seen this service expand from having been a
volunteer organisation of carers to a respite house
that gives families a complete break at a most
stressful and demanding time. The Premier opened
the Very Special Kids centre in November last year.
On that occasion Sister Margaret Noone said:
I believe we all need a dream, and my dream over
many years has been that Very Special Kids would
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have a hospice/respite for the hundreds of families we
presently support. I have prayed that I would see such
a place before I die. I thank God for answering my
prayer and tell him to forget about the second half of
the prayer.
The VSK project is an example of private industry,
Tattersalls, and government working together for
the benefit of the community and families in great
need. During the Year of the Family the state
government offered the property for a peppercorn
rent, with the estate of the late George Adams and
Tattersalls contributing greatly to the ongoing costs.
Tattersalls provided $5 million for the first five
years, an extraordinarily generous commitment, but
many other worthy organisations and individuals
chipped in to make it a reality and not just a dream.
To provide this facility, Malvern Oinic was
relocated. There was some fearfulness at this change,
and some people feared that it was an inappropriate
location for the clinic's clients. They have now been
relocated to a purpose-built facility in Orrong Road,
and both groups, the Very Special Kids and the
clients who have mental illnesses, are better served
by the new arrangements. The special children's
facility has a spa room, a multi-sensory room with a
musical waterbed and an Arjo bath with a bath
stretcher enabling staff and parents to bathe the
children without any lifting. The facility is a credit to
everyone who worked so hard to ensure its success,
not just getting it up and running but making it a
world-class facility. I have not seen its like anywhere
else in Australia, and the staff, the donors, the
community, and in particular the director, Sister
Margaret, should be extremely proud of themselves.
I shall move away from speaking of the nuns who
have had such a powerful effect in my electorate in
the last year and go on to schools, because that is a
very good news story. In many ways the Malvern
electorate firms up the failings of the past, and in
particular the failings of previous Labor
governments despite their rhetoric about providing
ongoing cycles of maintenance. School maintenance
is no different from the maintenance required in
houses in which we live. Recently the government
announced and ran a program at Uoyd Street
Primary School and provided $549 000 for major
maintenance. This was not for rebuilding or tearing
down walls or doing major structural works; it was
for works that should have been done as part of a
normal cycle of maintenance: proper plastering and
painting, laying floor coverings and making
provision for proper movement between classrooms.
That work should have been done in small bursts
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over the 19805. None of it was done and the school
was allowed to run down to the point where the
physical plant appeared depressing and was costing
the school enrolments.
I am delighted to say that recently, in company with
my upper house colleague the Minister for Small
Business, the Honourable Louise Asher, and Senator
Kay Patters on on behalf of the commonwealth, I
declared the structural alterations open. The
government also provided $2500 for safety handrails
at the school. The Minister for Education, the
Honourable Louise Asher and I again attended the
school recently to open the 1997 school year.
At Malvern Central School there was an even sadder
story about maintenance. The school roof had to be
replaced at a cost of $100 000. Consider the parable
about the want of a nail: small amounts of
maintenance done in a proper cycle would have
prevented a huge amount having to be allocated for
the replacement of the roof at Malvern Central. It
cost $100 000 to make up for the lack of funding in
the past: the want of a nail. The government also
provided $13 000 for ramps to aid access to the
school for people with disabilities.
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school and shared by the community. This has
proved to be a very satisfactory arrangement, which
the previous Malvern council thought would extend
the park and add to the school's physical plant and
grounds, and the school community was delighted
at that prospect. The grounds had to be cleaned up,
and that has taken place. The commissioners who
succeeded the Malvern council also agreed that the
land would be an excellent addition to the school
grounds.
I was concerned recently that the
Stonnington council seemed to be ambivalent about
the commitments made by both the previous
Malvern council and the commissioners. In my
humble view a commitment entered into by the
Malvern council and the previous commissioners
should be honoured by the present Stonnington
council. At a meeting last Monday night the
councillors voted to purchase the property and add
it to Penpraze Park. I am delighted that they have
voted in that way, but I am somewhat disappointed
that the vote was five to four. If a commitment were
made by previous councils and commissioners and
there were a proper expectation by the school
community that the project would proceed, it is not
conducive to good, harmonious local government if
a new council goes back on the arrangement or alters
a firm commitment to the community. I am pleased
that the project will go ahead, and I have supported
it from the start. I urge all parties to get on with it
and make sure the school and the community have
use of the extra land as soon as possible.

In a major refurbishment at Malvern Primary School
in Tooronga Road, the former Malvern Girls High
School building and the Malvern Primary School
buildings were amalgamated. The Malvern Girls
High School building is a beautiful old Victorian
building adjacent to the lovely Edwardian building
of Malvern Primary School. When Malvern Girls
High School amalgamated with Richmond Girls
Secondary College to form the new Melbourne High
School on the Richmond site, the government made
the site available for the expansion of an excellent
school into the new buildings under the principal,
Kevin Ryan. Work is continuing to upgrade the
facilities at the former secondary school to make it
appropriate for primary school use. That is a major
showpiece for education in the area because of that
grant and the far-sightedness of both the previous
and the present ministers for education. All the
schools in my area have received LOTE grants of
$500 each, with the Uoyd Street Primary School also.
receiving a study of Asia grant.

There has been a return to elected local councillors;
in my electorate there are nine local councillors who
are elected in single wards. I pay a tribute to the first
mayor of Stonnington, John Chandler, who worked
very hard to make sure there was a whole-of-city
approach to the former cities of Prahran and
Malvern. I also wish the new mayor, Adam Held,
well in welding those areas together. That is a
concern, and to sound a sombre note, I think that
members coming to this place should both represent
and feel partisan about their own electorates but also
be able to make decisions for a much wider
community - in our case, for the whole state. I
think that is entirely appropriate.

When some of the classes from the Malvern Primary
School were moved into the former Malvern Girls
High School, portable classrooms were removed
from the site and that provided extra open space for
the school. Because the land was declared surplus to
needs it was offered to the then Malvern council to
adjoin Penpraze Park, which is parkland used by the

I encourage the council to think of its constituents in
its own wards but also as a council to think more
holistically and broadly: to make decisions for the
benefit of the whole city; not to be parochial and
adversarial in decision making but to consider what
would be best for the whole city. In such matters,
particularly the provision of parks and gardens and
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funding of particular areas of a city, there are swings
and roundabouts. Some areas will gain funding in
one year, and as the wheel of the cycle turns the
whole city will have the benefit of investment by the
council. I encourage the councillors to start thinking
along those lines.
I have been most impressed with the way the
councillors have proceeded with compulsory
competitive tendering. More than 40 per cent of the
services of the City of Stonnington have been
tendered out. Soon more than half will be tendered
out. Manuka Works successfully bid for the parks
and gardens contract. The next contract will be for
the traffic and parking, and the roads and drainage
service. That will go out for open tender under CCT.
The in-house tender for leisure and youth services
was successful. The committed team put in an
excellent bid and won the tender. Those services
play an important role in keeping young people
committed, active and involved. As we know, if
such activities are available we are much less likely
to have people causing trouble in our cities because
of sheer boredom. The leisure services for the young
and not so young were put together by a committed
team, and I know how hard they worked in putting
together that bid. I congratulate them on a job well
done.
Recently I noticed an article in the local paper on the
improvement and promotion of strip shopping
centres. That is an important part of my electorate. A
survey of City of Stonnington traders showed that
many wanted more support from the council. They
were most concerned that customers were going to
other shopping centres, either Southbank, the central
activities district or the St Kilda area. I am delighted
the council has applied for funding under the
government's Streetlife program, which aims to
revitalise retail precincts and develop job growth
and economic viability to improve business
opportunities in strip shopping centres. The council
has suggested that a part-time small business
coordinator be employed and has set aside $100 000
a year to promote such activities and business plans
for the retail sector. I applaud the CEO, Frank Tait,
on those initiatives. They will go a long way towards
helping our strip shopping centres do even better.
They are the lifeblood of our local community; they
provide variety in shopping, but they face strong
competition from the larger centres. The Glenferrie
Road-High Street area seems to be able to hold its
own against both Malvern Central, which is a
smaller shopping centre off Wattletree Road, and the
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very large Chadstone shopping centre on the
outskirts of my electorate. There is no doubt that we
have to continue putting work into our strip
shopping centres to make sure they are viable.
Recently I spoke to a group of traders from the Glen
Iris area who wish to form a local traders
association. I commend their efforts. Already we
have a Glenferrie Road-High Street traders
association that acts as a single voice in
communication with council and state government.
That has been an excellent initiative for me in
dealing with the traders as a group and hearing their
concerns.
The activities they have initiated include a jazz
festival that was held last Saturday, 3 May, in
Glenferrie Road. Although our country colleagues
might have been delighted with the drizzling rain, I
am not sure the Glenferrie Road traders were.
However, it was a great success. If we are to
encourage discretionary and leisure shopping,
traders have to be prepared to commit themselves to
such innovative projects.
Another council matter that has given me some
concern involves the bowling club in Serrell Street
that has now closed. I am fearful that the
expectations of local residents have been raised in a
way that I am not altogether happy about. I have
received a communication from the council advising
me that the council met on 28 April to discuss a
proposal for the Serrell Street site. The letter asks
that the land be retained by the state government as
public open space, or provided to the council as
public open space, or provided to the council to
manage as public open space under a 99-year
licence. It seems to me that the three proposals are
essentially the same - that is, a request that the
government give the council the land. I am not at all
sure that is proper property management.
I have certainly been prepared to approach the
Minister for Finance, the Honourable Roger Hallam,
to discuss whether we can offer the land to the
council or have it stand in line with commercial or
development interests to purchase the land at the
Valuer-General's price, which I understand would
be advantageous given the property values in the
area. I have even approached him about the
possibility of a terms arrangement so that the council
could pay for the land within a reasonable time
frame if it considered that at this stage a lump sum
payment was beyond its capacity.
I do not consider it appropriate to simply hand over
land to local government. In the past there have been
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unfortunate instances where that has happened not with this council, but with others - and the
state government has handed over land to a council
that has then sold it and made a windfall profit.
Obviously that would be inappropriate. Although I
am happy to help in this matter, the proper property
management strategy would be to offer that land to
the council on terms, which is certainly what I am
prepared to help to do. Any other expectation the
community might have would be unrealistic and
would fly in the face of the government's guidelines
on disposing of property that is declared surplus to
the government's needs.
I shall now refer to the government's Carers
Strategy. As honourable members know, during the
last election campaign the government committed
itself, in perhaps one of the most innovative, creative
and welcome programs, to $100 million of new
spending to assist carers. I have worked on that
program with the Minister for Health, the
Honourable Rob Knowles. Perhaps one of the most
satisfying things I have done as a member of
Parliament has been to talk to carer groups and
others about how we can help them with that
important initiative. Carer groups and others who
care for people who suffer mental or chronic illness
or for the aged kept coming back to us and saying
tha t the two things they need are support services
and respite services, and that they must flexible.
They do not want the government's or the
bureaucracy's idea of what are appropriate respite
services; they want services provided as they need
them.
The government is concerned not to spend its money
in setting up infrastructure but to tap into existing
service providers through a tender process, to
manage the services properly and to get them to the
people who need them most. To borrow a phrase,
one of the groups of forgotten people is those who
care for their loved ones. They would not wish to do
anything else but care for those people. If the
government can help them by showing that we
understand their commitment and the work they are
doing, we will help them both in caring for the
people they love and are caring for and in better
caring for them.
I am delighted that MECWA, the Malvern Elderly
Otizens Welfare Association, was successful in
winning a $42 000 tender for out-of-home respite
and community-care-in-home respite. Knowing that
organisation well, I know it will deliver an excellent
service to our community.
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For the whole of our area, not just Stonnington but
the wider area, the really good news is in mental
health. The Inner South community health service
has won a $166 000 tender to provide housing
support for those suffering mental illness. The carers
of that group in our community need particular
help. In the whole region some $306000 will be used
to provide planned respite. Carers often say, 'We can
work day after day' - and it is 7-day-a-week,
24-hour caring in many cases - 'but if we can look
forward to a time when we can take some days off,
knowing the people we care for will be taken care of
properly, not in some second-rate service, we will
feel comfortable about leaving them, and that would
help us more than anything'. That $306 000 for
planned respite in the southern region will help our
carers perhaps more than anything else. The budget
provides recurrent funding of $92 000 over four
years for home-based outreach in our area, with
$35 000 for the establishment of home-based
outreach for those suffering mental illness.
In conclusion, I refer to two points. I come back to
the idea of community and the 'village' analogy I
used. The first point concerns a small matter I raised
recently that shows how community can be
considered in the transport area. I made certain
requests regarding the East Malvern car park
impinging on an important strip of
quasi-parkland where members of the community
have planted trees; they mow the lawns; their
children play there; and it has a very pleasant aspect.
This is Sylvester Avenue. In planning the necessary
expansion of the East Malvern car park we
considered how we could enlarge the eastern end
rather than take up that important small open green
space. That was a triumph for the residents of
Sylvester Crescent and showed how we can react to
a small area's concerns.
On a larger scale, concerns were raised in my
electorate about the development at 13 Oenbigh
Road. The matter that most frequently goes through
my office is the concern of local residents about
planning decisions and applications before the local
council. In this instance the Minister for Planning
and Local Government made a submission where
that included, among other things, an excellent
phrase to describe the type of development we need.
The minister was concerned 'to achieve a
well-mannered development at 13 Denbigh Road'.
The minister is saying that the particular site calls for
an exceptional design, not something that is
quantitative or within the letter of the law of the
good design guide but something that is within the
spirit of it, something that quantitatively will add to
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the neighbourhood or the amenity of the area, not
detract from it.
We do not by any means decry development; we
understand there is a need for it. The residents do
not universally oppose development on this very
large site at Denbigh Road. They believe it is not
enough to say that it improves housing choice, that
it meets urban consolidation or that its energy
efficiency policy objectives are met. The minister is
saying we should consider the entire atmosphere,
amenity and neighbourhood of the area that makes
up that suburb, and if that development does not fit
into it we should knock it back. We should not be
satisfied with anything but the best in planning
development. In that way our communities will
grow in a way that will add to the sum total of
quality of life of the residents. It will also add to the
housing stock. We will not be anti-development, but
at the same time we can have developments that we
are proud of and that actually move architectural
and suburban design forward, not ones that detract
from the streetscapes and from the way people live
in our communities.
I was grateful to the minister for his submission and
hope it is the way developers in the future will
consider their interpretation of the good design
guide: not so that they can get the maximum
number of units on a particular site but so they can
make a contribution to the amenity and
neighbourhood of a particular area.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Cunningham) Order! The time has arrived for the house to meet
with the Legislative Council in the chamber for the
purpose of sitting and voting together to choose a
person to hold the place in the Senate rendered
vacant by the resignation of Senator the Honourable
James Robert Short and to choose members of the
Parliament to be recommended for appointment to
the councils of Deakin University and the University
of Ballarat.
Debate interrupted.
Sitting suspended 6.15 p.m. until 8.03 p.m.

JOINT SITTING OF PARLIAMENT
The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! I have to
report that the house met with the Legislative
Council this day for the purpose of sitting and
voting together to choose a person to hold the place
in the Senate rendered vacant by the resignation of
Senator the Honourable James Robert Short and
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members of the Parliament to be recommended for
appointment to the councils of Deakin University
and the University of Ballarat, and that Karen
Margaret Synon has been duly chosen to hold the
vacant place in the Senate, Judith Marilyn
Maddigan, MP, was recommended for appointment
as a member of the Deakin University council, and
the Honourable Richard Strachan de Fegely, MLC,
Mary Jane Gillett, MP, and the Honourable William
Desmond McGrath, MP, were recommended for
appointment as members of the University of
Ballarat council.

APPROPRIATION (1997/98) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed.

Mr MILDENHALL (Footscray) - It is with
pleasure that I join the budget debate because it
gives me an opportunity to document some of the
further atrocities committed on the education system
in this state by this unfeeling, neglectful
government. The government has no commitment to
education and is in league with its coalition partners
in Canberra to facilitate the wholesale movement of
students from the state sector to the non-government
sector.
Since 1992 the education administration of the
Kennett government has been a litany of disasters. It
has been a classic example of neglect, of low
commitment and of low priority, indeed, of no
priority. The minister will probably nick down to
Hansard and have this changed to low priority, as
he has done before, but it is testimony to an abject
lack of commitment to the young people of this state.
Mr Finn interjected.
Mr MILDENHALL - The honourable member
for Tullamarine is one of the worst offenders. Bulla
Primary School will go down in history as one of the
worst examples of neglect of the government. It is a
small school that provides an excellent program. It
was closed one day and opened the next as a private
Christian community college running on a much
poorer level of specialist assistance and a much
poorer network of resources than the state system
could offer.
The budget brought down by the Treasurer is
another episode in the long story of abandonment of
state education by the Kennett government. The
dramatically reduced capital expenditure on schools
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contains no·new initiatives. The government is
comfortable with large class sizes. It does not care if
our teachers teach only those of average ability
while students with either exceptional ability or with
special needs fall by the wayside and become
marginalised or become prey to disaffection and to a
sense of dislocation.
It is no surprise when the abject lack of support of
students with special needs is manifested in
episodes that give rise to publicity such as that
published in this morning's Herald Sun, where the
number of welfare teachers is reduced and where
the regional office of the Department of Education
says it will no longer provide social workers to help
students in need but rather it will flick them off to
community agencies. The sad tale of the government
is that it no longer accepts responsibility somebody else can.

The current instance of 11 students caught injecting
heroin is part of a destabilised school environment
with students shoved into poor facilities and
equipment being trucked into school long after
school has started. It adds up to an unstable school
population. In that context it is all the more likely
that students do not feel they are able to get help
when they need it.
The budget has no new initiatives. The government
is comfortable with large class sizes. It concedes low
retention rates. The graph showing the progress of
year 12 retention rates in this state looks like a
pyramid. Through the 19805 retention rates for
year 12 grew each year to reach an all-time
Australian high of 77 per cent.
What has happened since 1992? Every year there has
been a deterioration. What do the budget papers
show is being done about it? They show there is no
improvement. There is certainly improvement in
non-government schools, but for state schools there
is no commitment, no priority, no concern and no
measures to address the situation - only that more
teachers will go.
Contrast that with a government that believes in
education - the New South Wales government.
This year in New South Wales hundreds more
teachers will be employed. What is happening in
Victoria? You would think the Treasurer, who runs
every portfolio in this government, would be happy
having already unloaded 9000 teachers out of the
system. But what is the response now? The
department's business plan says it will unload
another SOO while the internal word from the
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department is that 700 packages are on offer and 700
more teachers will go.
Where is the line drawn? How many teachers does
this government believe it needs? Every year it has
unloaded hundreds more. Is it aiming for a magic
10 OOO? Is it aiming for the lowest staffed system in
Australia to match the fact that it is the lowest
funded system in Australia?
If this government believed in opportunities and in

literacy standards for our young people it would put
hundreds more teachers in primary schools to
undertake literacy initiatives and it would put
hundreds more teachers into vocational education.
In government the Labor Party would certainly
reverse the neglect: it would improve the resourcing
and would show a commitment. People know there
is only one party in this state which is interested in
and committed to state education - and it is
certainly not the coalition.
It reminds me of that famous Tandberg cartoon in
which Malcolm Fraser expressed his love for
Medibank and said what a great scheme it was. In
the cartoon Malcolm Fraser went up to a character
wearing a Medibank shirt, beat him senseless and
threw him on the ground. The character got up
bruised, dazed and senseless. Underneath was a
caption saying, 'Love hurts'. Love hurts in this
education system!
If this government has any sense of commitment to
state schools, it is showing it only through the
expression of neglect. The neglect of the state
education system has gone on long enough. The
effective budget surplus in this state is now
$1.7 billion. The message from this government to
the Victorian community is that it doesn't listen and
it doesn't care. It knows the education issue is out
there in the community and that it is a problem otherwise it would not have cranked up the PR
machine to get its new TV ads on to say how much it
loves the education system. It knows there is a
problem out there, but will it put the resources in to
solve it? Will it keep to its election promise of
$1 billion over four years for capital works? No, it
will not. It cranks up its PR machine and tries to
convince people it is doing it, even if it is not. It is
pulling the wool over their eyes again. It is investing
in hundreds of PR and journalist positions and is
using the enormous advertising budget to try to
convince people the system is working.

One of the first examples of government neglect is
the way it is back-pedalling at a hundred miles an
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hour from the commitment to capital works in
schools. That this government is now $137 million
behind its programmed expenditure on capital
works within two years of the launch of its program
is testament to its neglect. It is providing a miserable
$159 million this year for public works when it
promised $250 million - that is $90 million down. It
was $46 million down in the first year and is $90
million down in the second year. It is now $136
million down in total. What has the government
spent that miserable figure on? Its personnel
management system. That is an interesting thing on
which to spend money allocated for public works in
schools. Works on the new Treasury offices - An honourable member interjected.
Mr MILDENHALL - I mean the new education
administration offices in Treasury Place. The
government promised $250 million a year for works
in schools - not its own palatial, plush offices. It is
walking away from its undertakings. The
government is pork-barrelling; it is discriminating
against a number of Victorian communities in the
way it allocates its capital works funding.

The government politically discriminates, and a
glaring example is its treatment of the Gippsland
West electorate. That community will pay a high
price for its overwhelming rejection of the coalition.
It has been picked out by this government to get
zero. That is the amount this government has
allocated for capital works expenditure for schools
in that electorate.
Discrimination is occurring. The average
expenditure on capital works in ALP-held seats is
just over $21000 whereas the average expenditure in
coalition seats is almost $40 000. The community has
come to expect that level of gross discrimination and
political selectivity in this government's
identification of needs. I am sure the Gippsland
West community will take that pernicious treatment
into account at the ballot box at the next election.
Retention rates are of grave concern to the Victorian
community. Year 12 is the launching pad to higher
education, vocational training or the work force for
many young Victorians. This government has
abandoned thousands of those young people by
ripping away the support systems available for
year 12 students by underfunding vocational
education. When the alarming drop in retention
rates was first brought to the attention of this
government its first reaction was to say that students
were only staying in year 12 because of high
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unemployment and that they really wanted to leave
school. With the levels of youth unemployment in
this state high and growing all the time, what
explanation can the minister offer now? He is left
without a leg to stand on. His rationale has
disappeared.
The retention rates continue to drop. These young
people are leaving school to go into
unemployment - into oblivion - and the
government has abandoned them. In the
non-government system schools are obviously better
able to attract the resources to enable them to
provide careful guidance and support to young
people, and retention rates are actually improving in
the non-government sector.
The comparison between the two sectors is amazing.
While retention rates have dipped across Australia
since 1992 the difference between the private and the
public sectors has been quite alarming. The gap
between the two systems in 1992 was less than 9 per
cent. It is now 16.5 per cent.
What is the difference? The economy is a common
factor for both systems. Young people are the
common factor. There has not been mass migration
in or out. What is the difference? The difference is
the ability to support, the ability to guide, the ability
to care for young people. There is no doubt that the
systems have been stripped away from the
government education system.
Another indicator of the low esteem with which the
Victorian education department is now held in a
national context is school closures. The budget
papers show we have now reached the grand total of
352 schools, more than ten times the rest of the
nation combined. What has the government got
against schools? Why has the government picked
out schools for closure to a level of pernicious
behaviour ten times greater than the rest of the
nation?
The Bulla Primary School is the worst example. It
has been referred to as a national disgrace, the worst
example of the combined effects of Victorian
government neglect and the national coalition
government's new schools policy, where the
government will let anybody open up a new school
but will close good quality neighbourhood schools.
It does not give a hoot about access for
neighbourhood schools. It is about lower costs, and
if there is any doubt about that, one should go to the
ministry's objectives. A reading of the budget papers
is a fascinating exercise. It reduces education
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objectives to create of competitive markets, investing
in infrastructure to attract new business,
strengthening purchaser provider orientation for
government school funding, and providing services
for the least cost.
This is a McDonalds franchise objective. The
objectives are not worthy of an education system
that ought to be about providing young people with
maximum life opportunities. The government runs it
like a business -like a factory. It puts young people
at the start of the conveyor belt and spits them out
the other end at the lowest unit cost possible, and it
is proud of it. Government members go around the
country and to international conferences saying, 'We
spend over 10 per cent less on education than any
other state in Australia because we believe that is a
more efficient way of going about business. Never
mind the drop in retention rates; never mind the
escalating class sizes; never mind the disruption to
students; never mind the wholesale closure of
schools; never mind the schools that are falling
apart. We spend less and we are proud of it'.
All the key indicators are falling through the floor,
and the government is proud of it. It wears its
neglect of the government schools system as a badge
of honour. Worldwide literature reinforces the
absolutely critical need in the early years of primary
school for investment in the establishment of literacy
skills. It is a key to the success of young people
through school and beyond into their working and
community lives.
The opposition was mildly impressed when the
government announced the Keys to life program at
a cost of $50 million. It matched a commitment that
the opposition had made at the time, obviously at a
higher dollar level, but because of the government's
PR machine that pumped it out to the four corners of
Victoria it managed to get the message out. It is one
of the key reasons that the British Labour Party now
has a 180-seat majority in the House of Commons. It
made five promises that carried it to victory: the first
was about education and literacy programs for
children in the first three years of primary school.
When the government says, 'We are in the Keys to
Life game. We want to spend money on encouraging
early literacy', we say, 'It's a good thing; you should
do more of it', and look towards the second or third
year of the Keys to We program. What do we see in
the government's business plan? In 1997 we hope
the program might reach 30 per cent of schools.
What an indictment, and what does that translate to?
Teachers in schools say they are getting videos and
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curriculum resource material, seminars, and people
from head office flocking around providing
guidance for Keys to We. Schools have to give up
staff positions to coordinate this program, but are
there any more hands on deck? Are there any more
teachers to help with literacy training? In light of the
reduction of 9000 to school staffing and the crying
need for community effort in literacy programs, are
there any more hands on deck? The answer is no but we will get more brochures. It will be like the
drug offensive and its programs: there will be plenty
of brochures; there will be booklets coming out our
ears and videos on every screen. But are there any
more hands on deck to make it work? Not in the
classroom, where it counts.
The literacy imperative is a community-wide
concern. It deserves better than the cooking of books,
the fudging of figures and the politicking the
government goes on with when it talks about
literacy. I refer particularly to a disgraceful press
release put out by the Minister for Education, who
tried to claim that the literacy rate for 14-year-olds in
Victoria is the best in the country and is referred to
in an article in the Age apprOximately a month ago.
He referred to differences in the state figures that are
so small they are statistically insignificant, but he
claimed victory and said Victoria has the best
literacy rates in Australia and they are improving.
They are the same literacy rates that his federal
coalition colleague Or David Kemp said were shock
findings and were particularly alarming. He said
persistent literacy problems were so serious that
literacy must be addressed as a national problem.
The figures the minister claimed as a victory were
described at the federal level as a shock and were
said to be getting worse.
The minister's attempt to cook the books in trying to
show an improvement deserving of community
pride is nothing short of shocking. An analysis of the
government's claims about a marginal improvement
showed the paucity of its methodology and the
poverty of its commitment in the area. Nationwide
and around the world, the first three years of
primary education is regarded as the key period
when literacy skills are picked up. The literacy rates
for which the minister purported to claim victory
involved the testing of 14-year-olds, which showed
slight improvement from 1989 on. When you
consider the programs the young people were
benefiting from you find that the government that
ought to be congratulated for providing the
programs that enabled literacy standards to improve
is the former Labor government! The mid-1980s dip
in the literacy rate for 14-year-olds that the minister
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claimed is a disgrace to the Cain-Kirner Labor
government was firmly planted in the years of the
Hamer-Thompson Liberal governments. The
minister's claim for some sort of credit for any
improvement in literacy standards is a disgraceful
attempt at cooking the books.
The history of this government's treatment of
education is a national and state disgrace. It is a
disgrace that the young people of Victoria have to
face daily, as schools with fewer than 175 students
are living on the knife edge of threatened closure.
The hit men are coming out from head office again,
as everyone knows. As we speak schools are facing
that prospect, and they are organising public
meetings because they know their days are
numbered. The government is continuing with its
bullyboy tactics.

Mr RYAN (Gippsland South) - It is my pleasure
to join in the debate on behalf of the government to
applaud yet another blockbuster from the pen of the
Honourable Alan Stockdale, the Treasurer of
Victoria. Although I am pleased to join the debate, it
is interesting to do so when one feels as if one is
speaking after someone who has just come here
from another planet. The honourable member for
Footscray, in his capacity as the shadow Minister for
Education, has just given an utterly extraordinary
performance.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr RYAN - I am not sure where he came from!
But be that as it may, it is my pleasure to join the
debate. When one reviews the progress over the
previous year it is always instructive to reflect on the
position that applied when the coalition government
took the reins in Victoria. What great advances we
have seen on a number of fronts each year since that
momentous day of 3 October 1992.

Among those advances is the achievement of a
budget that is in surplus. Of course, it is only a
modest surplus and we must be careful how we
administer our affairs. It is a couple of hundred
million dollars, which sounds like a lot of money,
but in a budget of about $14 billion it is a pretty thin
margin. The important thing is that the forward
planning documents show that the surplus, modest
as it is, is entrenched, and with careful management
we can look forward to that surplus being repeated
over the next four or five years, which will be to the
considerable benefit of all of us.
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As an adjunct to that outcome we have been able to
make wonderful advances on debt reduction. In
1992 Victoria had a debt of about $34.2 billion, a
figure which had grown from about $11 billion some
10 years earlier. In 10 years the Labor government
managed to take the state's debt from $11 billion,
which had accumulated over BO-odd years, to
$34.2 billion - they tripled it in the space of a
decade! What a commentary that is on this lot. One
can only hope that we never have to suffer them
being on the right of the Chair again.
We are near the point of achieving a return to a
AAA credit rating, which I am sure everybody
agrees will be a great thing for the state. In that
general sense we have made significant advances.
We have been able to do it this year without any tax
increases, which is a wonderful thing for the people
of Victoria, unlike the situation that applies in New
South Wales, where the budget last week introduced
a range of tax increases. I cannot help but remark on
the infamous bed tax that has been imposed in
Sydney. What a wonderful piece of timing that is,
with the Olympic Games about to be hosted there!
What a wonderful promotional tool for tourism! One
can only look forward to even further growth in the
tourism industry in Victoria, which of course has
exploded in the most positive sense over the past
few years and at the moment is under the able
leadership of the Honourable Louise Asher, who is
doing a great job in the discharge of her ministerial
responsibilities.
Now we are in the happy position of our per capita
taxation being lower than that in New South Wales.
For those reasons, I repeat that this is a terrific
budget. We have the additional advantage of tax
relief. I am delighted to be able to say that, having
gone a long way towards repairing the damage left
by our predecessors, in this budget the government
has halved the stamp duty on share transfers; port
charges have been cut by $34 million; stamp duty on
business loans is being abolished, with a saving of
about $10 million, particularly for that all-important
small business sector; and there is a cut in diesel tax
of approximately 10 per cent, which means a saving
of about $106 million that will be of great benefit to
rural residents of Victoria, particularly the farming
community.
Among other initiatives, the Deputy Premier has
recently announced flood mitigation schemes,
particularly at Rosedale in my electorate. About
$11.2 million will go into those all-important
programs. The Wimmera-Mallee pipeline will cost
$11.9 million. These projects are fundamental to the
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health and welfare of country Victorians. About
$17.5 million of the total amount being spent on
country schools will be of great advantage in my
electorate.
A wonderful project in the beautiful township of
Mirboo North will go a long way towards securing
the future of that town. The Department of
Education has provided $1.1 million to be spent on
new facilities over the next 12 months. The Minister
for Roads and Ports has allocated $400 000 from his
portfolio. Without going into all the details, the
project will realise the aspirations that the people of
Mirboo North and district have had for 25 years. I
look forward to that project getting under way in the
next 12 months. The initiative that has been
announced is just an example of the projects that are
taking place in my electorate. In Sale $1.9 million
will be spent on the two college campuses over the
next 12 months in addition to about $900 000 that
has already been committed to a project that has
recently commenced.
Another $58 million will be spent on regional and
country hospitals. Last week I met with members of
the Southern Rural Health Service at Foster which is
a terrific facility. The board is serious about
developing its aspirations for health service delivery,
particularly in the primary care field. Those people
do a wonderful job in acute care, aged care and the
hostel facilities that they have and they wish to add
an extra dimension. I look forward to working with
the board, the regional health office and the minister
to ensure that it is achieved in the coming years.
An additional $95 million for roads that is coming
out of the Better Roads program for country Victoria
this year in the form of 214 projects will create about
1500 jobs. It will ensure that by the end of this year
there will be the correct balance of one-third
expenditure from the Better Roads program going to
country Victoria. That undertaking was given by the
government at the time the 3-cent petrol levy was
introduced. By the end of this year that money will
be expended in the ratio that was proposed.
Many projects in my electorate are up and running
as a result of funds provided by the Community
Support Fund. Already the art gallery at Sale has
benefited by a grant of $625 000 which has enabled
the completion of a magnificent structure that is
hosting many fine works. There is currently an
application before the fund for Yarram. We hope to
obtain $250 000 for renovation work to be carried
out at the Regent Theatre in Yarram to bring it back
to its former glory. Recently David Marriner came
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down to look at the site. He was judged
metropolitan Victorian of the year, a man with a
tremendous record in arts development of this state
and responsible for many great projects not only in
Melbourne but also in regional Victoria. He is a
Colac bom-and-bred boy and it was a delight to
have him visit Yarram to look at the theatre and go
through it with the group that is working
assiduously in concert with the Shire of Wellington
to get the project going. I hope the $250 000 is
allocated for this wonderful community project so it
can be given life.
The Wellington shire has committed a further
$125000 and we require a like sum of $125 000 from
the local community, but that total commitment of
$500 000 would see that remarkable establishment
return to its former glory. Indeed, my son James has
strutted the stage over a period of many years at the
Regent Theatre at Yarram. Without wanting to
express all of that with too much pride, he has won
the eisteddfod at Yarram on more than one occasion.
I am delighted to support that wonderful project.
Some weeks ago I had the pleasure of attending the
50th anniversary function of the Rotary Gub at
Yarram. On that night Mrs Judith Summers was
recognised for the extraordinary work she has done
at the eisteddfod over many years. She was awarded
the Paul Harris scholarship, which was well
deserved. The Community Support Fund has
contributed to the development of a helipad at the
Central Wellington Health Service at Sale which I
had the pleasure of opening recently. An application
has also been submitted for extra works and
facilities to be built at the Maffra football ground.
That is a big project. We have been able to gather 10
or 12 potential users of that facility and lodged an
application for about $250 000. It would be a great
development for the local community.
I also recognise the wonderful work being done by
the Minister for Rural Development through the
Partnerships for Growth program. Several initiatives
under that program were recently announced in my
electorate, including one at Port Welshpool. I pay
tribute to Eddy Fowler and the various members of
his committee who have worked so hard. At a cost
of about $125 000, a facility will be built in the form
of a roll-on, roll-off wharf that will enable vessels to
more easily get into Port Welshpool to access the
port. That will assist in trade no end. It is a tribute to
the local community that they worked so hard and
successfully to enable that project to be announced.
That has happened not only in the context of the
Partnerships for Growth program, which is
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contributing $60 000 through the minister, but a
further $60 000 is being contributed by Gippsland
ports under the chairmanship of Mr Bruce Waugh.
That organisation is doing a marvellous job looking
after the small ports along the many kilometres of
the South Gippsland coastline to ensure that the
small ports continue to play an important role in the
life and times of the electorate of Gippsland South.
I mention Port Welshpool for the purpose of
introducing another matter that touches upon an
issue of concern that faces all Victorians now and in
the coming years - that of native title. I am
particularly keen to record the fact that I respect the
Mabo judgment and believe the indigenous
communities in our country are entitled to make
claims pursuant to it as they are advised. I want the
record to be clear about that. My concern about
native title relates to the question of process.
I shall illustrate that point by referring to the project
proposed for Port Welshpool. We have the concept
of a roll-on, roll-off facility being built, something
that the community has wanted for a long time. It
will be beneficial to all members of the community,
not only in the township of Port Welshpool but
throughout the region, particularly those who trade
in and out of the port. There is mutual benefit
available to all members of the community in seeing
that development completed.
The difficulty is that waters within which the project
is to be developed are now the subject of a native
title claim because the Gunai Kurnai tribe has issued
a claim which includes not only East Gippsland but
also a further claim. As I speak about this I suspect I
do not have the names of the applicants correct, but
the difficulty is, nevertheless, that the area to which I
refer is subject to a claim by indigenous people. The
problem immediately becomes the way in which the
process of native title is put into effect. What
happens is that an ambit claim is issued under the
native title legislation and that ambit claim, once
accepted by the Native Title Tribunal, triggers the
right to negotiate.
My point is that an outcome is being negotiated at a
time when only ambit claims have been made. I shall
exemplify the point in this way: I have in my hands
the claim which has been issued for East Gippsland.
It is not the one pertinent particularly to the South
Gippsland area, but the example stands. It comprises
about 150 pages, some 145 of which are title searches
describing the various areas of public lands which
are the subject of the claim.
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On the day it was issued press releases from the folk
making the claims reassured the community at large
about the nature and extent of what the claim sought
to achieve. I accept that those people were genuine
in what they said, which in general was, 'We wish to
share the use of these lands. We are anxious to
ensure that our native title rights are respected. We
do not want exclusivity or matters of that nature. We
want our native title rights recognised and we want
to flow from that the benefits which come with
native title'.
The section in the claim headed 'Native Title
Interests' says:
The native title rights and interests claimed by the
applicants in relation to the area covered by the
application include, subject to and in accordance with
their laws and customs the right to possession of the land, waters and the
resources and attributes of the land and waters to
the exclusion of all others; and
the right to occupation, use and enjoyment of the
land, waters and resources to the exclusion of all
others.

It goes on in a similar vein. I understand what the
folk say about the extent of the claim they are
seeking to achieve and the bottom line they want to
reach. The problem is that the process they must use
to achieve the outcome does not accord with the
outcome sought.
The process for dealing with native title claims
needs to be reviewed. I do not want to get into the
arena of the Prime Minister's 1D-point plan and the
sorts of issues currently under discussion in that
realm. However, I do not see within them anything
which addresses what I perceive as being a
fundamental point - that is, ensuring that the
process for managing these claims is fair to all
concerned.
I come from a background in the law where
anybody making a claim must particularise what is
being sought. One may start with an ambit claim but
very early in the process one must get down to a
definition of what outcome is being sought. When
that particularisation has been completed all the
aspects of mediation, arbitration, conciliation - let
alone a court hearing - become involved. One of
the difficulties faced is that the process governing
the way native title claims are dealt with is leading
to confusion for all members of our communities,
both indigenous and non-indigenous folk. The issue
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needs to be addressed with some measure of
urgency.
Another matter which is also very pertinent to the
fortunes of my electorate is the agriculture crisis
currently facing Gippsland. As I have said already in
this place, this is a matter which affects all our
farming community. I know it is spoken of more
usually in the context of dairying but it affects the
broad stream of our agricultural communities: beef
growers, pastoralists, horticulturalists and the
people who live in the towns.
The current difficulties have arisen from an
extraordinary collection of unseasonal conditions.
Some 9 or 10 months ago we were drowning. There
was mud everywhere, we could not get onto the
paddocks and the stock could hardly stand up in the
hilly areas such Dumbalk in Gippsland. Severe
pugging of the fields followed, which did a lot of
damage to the pastures and the paddocks. We did
not get the spring rains we would normally expect;
all we had was the dry, and the land dried off very
badly. That was followed by a dry summer and we
just did not get the relief rains normally expected.
On average the rainfall in Gippsland is of the order
of 42 inches. I am not precisely certain what the
figures have been over the past 9 or 10 months but I
can assure the house that they do not come
anywhere near what we would normally expect.
Indeed, many members of the farming community
have records that disclose that the rainfall figures are
the lowest for anything up to a hundred years.
An extraordinary collection of seasonal conditions
has given rise to a variety of problems. The feed for
the stock has run out. We are now trying to source
feed from areas beyond our region, and the extent to
which we have to source it is growing wider all the
time. That in turn leads to increased cartage costs. It
has now reached the point where the next three
months will be crucial. I am delighted to say to the
house that there has recently been some pretty
decent rain in Gippsland - something of the order
of 2.5 inches - during the last week so the
long-awaited break has arrived. The problem is that
it is too late to result in any decent growth. The focus
now is on how we will feed the stock for the next
three months.
I make it clear that the very best of farmers are
suffering; no-one in Gippsland is escaping this
problem.That was evident last week when I
accompanied the Depu ty Premier through the
Leongatha area and we had the opportunity of
meeting a farming deputation. We subsequently
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talked with Ken Thomas, the manager of the Murray
Goulburn factory at Leongatha, which services
840 dairy farms from around the region. When you
talk to the farming community and to fellows such
as Ken Thomas and Ed Handley, who has been a
field mouse acting on behalf of Murray Goulburn for
many years, you hear that production is down by
the order of 30 per cent. The crucial time will be over
the next three months, and the question is how
people will make it through that period.
There has been much talk in a variety of forums
about borrowing money or having loans made
available to the farming community at subsidised
rates. In my view the critical issue that farmers need
to grapple with is the maintenance of their existing
credit lines. So far as I am concerned, the last thing
farmers need is a new lender coming into the field
who is not already part of the fabric of the way the
farmer deals with his or her financial affairs.
An honourable member interjected.

Mr RYAN - I hear the interjection that it is more
competition, but that is not so. Take for example the
farmer who has a property worth $500 000. That
farmer has borrowed $250 000 from bank A and is
now faced with needing more money over the next
three months. On average a farm will need about a
load of feed a week over the next 12 to 14 weeks.
Feed costs are about $3000 to $3500 a load, so in
general farmers will have to spend $50 000 over the
next three months to feed their stock. Tonight being
13 May I can say that that is an absolute given.
The farmer who has an established association with
bank A must ensure that he maintains his
relationship with that bank. He does not need
someone else coming in because if a new lender
enters the arena with the $50 000 necessary for
stockfeed what is bank A supposed to do with its
mortgage?
Is it going to stand aside and allow a new lender to
assume priority in the line-up of the mortgages on
the title being offered as security? It will not. As a
result of many years in my practice as a director of
the company operating a solicitors mortgage
investment fund, I can tell you with absolute
assurance that they will not stand aside and allow a
new lender to come in out of the blue and occupy
the first priority position on the list of mortgages. At
the other end, are they going to be happy to have an
additional $50 000 from an outside lender tagged
onto the $250000 mortgage already loaned? Again
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the answer is a resounding no, they will not want
that to happen.
Farmers should be doing what the banks are
expecting them to do. The banks know what the
problem is. I say this with authority because only
last week the Minister for Agriculture and Resources
had in his office a number of state rural lending
managers of the major financiers in this state. Six or
seven of them who carry the vast proportion of the
debt on farms in Victoria, particularly in Gippsland,
told the minister what he echoed in response to my
question during question time today: they will stand
by the industry. They see themselves as having a
mutual benefit.
There is a distinction to be drawn between their
position and the position of farmers who were in
deep trouble in northern Victoria only three or four
years ago because of a big difference in
debt-to-equity ratio. The fact is that in Gippsland on
average approximately 70 per cent of the equity in
farms is held by the farmers. The banks well
understand what they need to do - that is, to stand
with these farmers during this time of necessity
because it is in the mutual interest of all concerned.
It is at that point that the government has said to the
farming community that it needs to develop a
proper plan of its financial affairs, not just the
comings and goings of the money but questions to
do with future farm development over the next 2, 3
or 4 years and questions about the effects of taxation.
These issues need to be dealt with under a proper
financial plan. When the plan has been prepared it
should be taken to the bank.
We should be exhorting farmers to talk to their
banks and, equally, we should be exhorting the
banks, which have given undertakings to the
government that they will stand with farmers, to do
exactly that. I assure the house that we are keen to
ensure that the banks honour their undertakings. I
have no doubt they will because I have had
discussions with bank representatives and they have
made the same statements to me.
At 4.00 p.m. on Friday in Traralgon I will be
attending a meeting which the United Dairyfarmers
of Victoria is presently organising with regional
bank managers from Gippsland to ensure that
everybody is singing from the same hymn sheet. In
this time of need the farming community need their
bankers and financiers to stand right beside them.
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The farming community should ensure that it
accesses the packages of assistance that the
government has made available, that farmers get
their plans prepared and get them to the banks to
ensure that the banks, which know what is
coming, receive the plans they are looking for from
farmers. That will mean they can develop a plan
over about four years and avoid paying high rates of
interest, as they do on overdrafts.
The packages of assistance are in the marketplace.
This week I also want to establish a team in
Leongatha to give proper advice about these
important issues. We are on the way! I look forward
to the agricultural industry in my electorate being
able to return to the point where it can make the
magnificent contribution it has done in the past.

Mr DOLLIS (Richmond) - The government
seems to be preoccupied with quantitative measures
and indexes. The budget document is a clear
example of that. In fact, the Department of Treasury
and Finance has long suffered from a disease I call
fiscal myopia because if you examine the document
that the Treasurer presented to this house you will
find that it lends itself to a one-dimensional analysis
and that the measures of government policy are not
appropriate for this state.
On 7 May a former Prime Minister, the Honourable
Malcolm Fraser, was quoted in a newspaper as
having said that many governments, including the
conservatives in Britain, fail because they pay
attention to economics alone. Mr Fraser was saying
that economic rationalism is not a theory of
government but a theory of economics with many
imperfections. The government has never been able
to understand or take that into account when
drafting the budget. Areas such as the environment
and social policy have failed and have rated
accordingly.
The challenge for the state is to develop qualitative
indexes that give a more accurate indication of how
Victoria is faring. Even conservative international
institutions such as the World Bank have made the
transition and recognised that the skewed picture
provided by the narrow and limited fiscal and
monetary measures that have been used
traditionally are not appropriate.
The government has introduced tax cuts of
$211 million, if I am not mistaken, which represent
crumbs from the table of the Kennett government. It
is not the way to reward a state that has suffered
considerably over the past five years. The
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fundamental question is: where is the money going?
In the highest revenue earning state per head of
population you would expect Victoria to have the
best of everything. Of course the government is
dealing with Victoria in isolation and it shows no
understanding of the international forces of
globalisation that shape the economy not only of this
country but also internationally.
The government has introduced another surplus
budget at a time when we are witnessing the
continuing collapse of the social structure in this
state. Particular sections of the community are
suffering, but there appears to be no overriding
vision that captures the needs and aspirations of
many ordinary Victorians, especially the group that
the Premier refers to as Victoria's forgotten people.
The phrase was coined by the founder of the Liberal
Party-Mr Finn interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mrs Peulich) - Order!
The honourable member for Tullamarine is out of
his place and is disorderly, and so too is the
honourable member for Niddrie.
Mr DOLLlS - Although the phrase had a twist
to it that was attractive to the Premier, very little has
been done for the forgotten people in this state. Once
again the budget has failed to address the needs of
those people.
If you were to describe the obsessions of this
government you would have to say that the Kennett
government has the sort of Colossus obsession with
major projects and events. If you referred to the
history books you would be forgiven for comparing
this government with the dying days of the Roman
Empire. The more there was decay in the dvil and
social structure the more the Caesars ruling diverted
the attention of the masses with bread and circuses.
The honourable member for Niddrie will be the first
one to testify how much the government has wasted
money on bread and circuses. We have seen what I
call the Colossus idea taking place in the belief that
the bigger the project the more important we are!

I turn to the privatisation of public transport. One
must be cynical about what is taking place because
the privately funded and operated City Link will
force more and more cars onto the road network in
the very areas where people are in need of a reliable,
safe and economic public transport system. Tolls are
to be the order of the day under the Kennett
government's privatisation strategy for the public
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transport system. The question comes back again: if
we are to look after the forgotten people that the
Premier so aptly seemed to be describing prior to the
last election, how will the forgotten people be able to
meet the ever-increasing economic demands the
government's privatisation programs are placing on
them? If one considers the economic increases that
are taking place right across the board one finds that
many people are unable to pay the additional costs.
There is no longer consistency and certainty in
planning dedsions, yet this is the basic tenet of the
government's reforms. The rule of law has been to
have ministerial decisions at the whim of the
minister. I refer the house to what happened last
week with the approval of the 339 hotel rooms at the
Scots Church site when 15 metres became 40 metres
and then 55 metres was approved and the only party
who seemed to be in total agreement with the
minister, naturally enough, was the developer. We
did not find many sections of our society
comprehending why the minister was doing what
he was doing.
The minister may argue that he is justified in what
he is doing but his argument is hollow and we are
no longer able to understand it. I have said and
written previously about the minister that he is
neither Conan the Barbarian nor 5t Francis although
he often may be prepared to talk to the birds if
no-one else will listen to him. As the minister for
planning he will leave an incredible mess right
across the landscape, not only of the central business
district but also across Victoria. The minister is
eccentrically unpredictable and full of contradictions
and in many ways he is the epitome of what one
used to call in the Liberal Party a small-l liberal,
upholding consultation and proper processes to a T,
and at other times waiving it all aside in favour of a
ministerial fiat. That is what we are dealing with
with this minister. He may have the right to
encourage and approve new investment proposals
in the dty but that should not be at the expense of
the grace and character of Melbourne that we have
all come to appreciate for a long time.
In August 1993 the minister said he was going to
codify the call-in powers for planning appeals and
the powers to approve planning scheme
amendments exempting him from the normal
notification and exhibition. Although these were
promised in 1993 they have still not been delivered.
It is totally necessary to codify those powers to
ensure greater accountability in their use and to
ensure that confidence is maintained in the planning
system.
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After reading the Treasurer's speech and studying
some of the material in the budget papers I thought
the Treasurer had become a great dancer because of
the way he makes the figures move in the budget.
One must give him credit for the way he can make
words and meanings twist and turn. He has the
ability to dance right across the whole of the
financial sector and come back with figures that
mean very little to the ordinary Victorian.
Savings in gas, water and electricity is another tall
story, if ever there was one. The reality is that the
charges - not to mention the surges - that we have
experienced have increased significantly since 1992.
The Treasurer said in his speech that residential
customers are saving $57 a year in real reductions of
prices which have either been frozen or kept below
the CPI. He used 1993 as a convenient benchmark
because in 1992 after the state election supply
charges for electricity, gas and water all increased.
The electricity supply charge doubled from $16 to
$33. Gas and water charges also increased. My
electorate office - and I am sure other electorate
offices - received numerous calls and complaints
about these increases. It shows that the Treasurer
has forgotten the group known as the Premier's
forgotten people and that his so-<:alled
improvements not only to the economic climate but
also to what has been happening in Victoria are
nothing but hollow words.
The same thing has happened with investment.
What does the government mean when it says that
Victorian private business fixed investment grew by
30 per cent during 1996? Does it mean that new
private investment grew by 30 per cent or that the
total investment grew by 30 per cent? There is a
huge difference between the two statements. With
the largest privatisation sell-off in the state's history
we would expect private investment would grow, as
the state sheds its assets and as they are transferred
into private ownership. In many ways it is nothing
but another marketing exercise which the
government has used to enhance the image that
Victoria is a go-ahead state. What has happened is
another juggling of the figures. There has been no
net increase in investment in Victoria as a result of
the privatisation process alone. For instance, when
Optus completes its cable roll-out we can expect
further job losses as those employees in the
electricity utilities who are contracted to hook the
cables onto the electricity poles will become
redundant. If the Treasurer and the Premier are
using these figures to trumpet the success of their
policies in Victoria they are no more than shonky car
salesmen because these figures are a sham.
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In relation to jobs - and this is the most
fundamental issue that is plaguing the nation,
especially Victoria - although the state has
downgraded growth figures from 3 to 2.7 per cent
unemployment has remained static in the high 8 to
9 per cent bracket. Earlier successes in reducing
unemployment have not been sustained in any way.
The urgency is to give unemployment top priority,
not just in this budget but also in the federal budget
that was delivered today. I cannot understand why
the government is ignoring the unemployed or
refusing to give any undertakings that it will meet
its promise for 150 000 new jobs in this term of
Parliament.

The reasons for the urgency are that the real number
of unemployed and underemployed is much greater
than the figures indicate and does not include: those
who have been discouraged from finding work and
have withdrawn from the labour market; those who
are working part time or temporarily or want to or
need to be working full time; and those who have
skills and qualifications working in situations where
those skills and experience are not being maximised.
The statistics do not accurately reflect in any way the
number of people affected who are in need of work.
There is a loss of productive capacity to Victoria and
a loss of wealth generation; an incredible human and
economic waste is taking place while this
government is projecting a totally incorrect picture.
National and state economies are in a growth phase,
yet unemployment has not significantly dropped in
this state from the previous high unacceptable
double digits. If something is not done urgently to
further reduce unemployment, the next down phase
of the economy, which is inevitable, will bring about
a situation where this state will be faced with
catastrophic unemployment levels. Despite the huge
budget surpluses this government refuses to commit
itself to a program that will see people finding
meaningful jobs.
In the remainder of my contribution I wish to turn to
Pauline Hanson's views and what is happening to
the economy. Mrs Hanson's activities are beginning
to affect society, not only in this state but across the
nation. For argument's sake I will review some of
Mrs Hanson's views. She basically says that a
multicultural country can never be great. If ever
there were a fallacy in what she has said it exists
with that notion. On that basis the United States,
which is a multicultural country, would never be
great - yet it has been the greatest power since the
end of World War H. Mrs Hanson also said that
Asian nations are fiercely anti-white and therefore
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hostile to us. The insanity in that was so great that
she nominated Japan, our largest trade partner, as
one of the hostile nations.
I have not heard anyone in this house condemn
these statements - although the government, the
Leader of the Opposition and the Labor Party must
be commended for taking a strong pOSition in the
early stages when the debate was getting off the
rails. If Mrs Hanson's ideas are allowed to permeate
through our society, the consequences for Australia
will be a weaker country, a weak economy, less
foreign capital, higher unemployment, lower trade
deals, international hostility and less influence
overseas. In turn, our society will become more
divided, embittered, officially racist, and in the long
term, divided.
There are things the Prime Minister of Australia
either does not understand or refuses to openly
acknowledge. Mr Howard's failure to condemn
Mrs Hanson on day one is a national failure of
political leadership. This country will pay for that
failure of political leadership with greater division
and greater unemployment. Immigration is the best
example of the lack of leadership. In the past there
was a bipartisan approach, not because the political
parties concerned did not wish to argue with each
other but because they believed unless they had
bipartisan support on the issues harm would be
done to Australian society.
Where has the Prime Minister been when political
leadership was needed in this country? All state
Premiers and opposition leaders have stood together
and condemned the activities of Mrs Hanson yet the
one person who waited for seven months and
refused to provide leadership on this important and
fundamental question was the Prime Minister of
Australia. As recently as the other day Mr Howard
refused to categorically condemn the policies of
Mrs Hanson as being racist, divisive and destructive
for the country in the long term.
It is not often that one uses Robert Manne as an
authoritative figure, but he is highly intelligent and
basically committed to the wellbeing of this country.
In the Weekend Australian of 26 and 27 April
Mr Manne said:
The time has come for members of Australia's
conservative intelligentsia to declare their
unambiguous opposition to the Hanson
phenomenon ... Through her courage she has given us
the chance to destroy the anti-Australian diseases of
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multiculturalism, Aboriginalism, Asianisation, which
have been imposed upon us.

Mr Manne is saying that the time has come for us to
stand up and say that this phenomenon should not
be allowed to grow and to continue to destroy the
wellbeing of this country.
Paul Kelly, the respected writer and editor of the
Weekend Australian, dealt with the issue very
responsibly, and I will use him as an example of
how the media should correctly deal with this
important phenomenon. Mr Kelly, also in the
Weekend Australian of 26 and 27 April says:
There is no substitute for directly confronting Pauline
Hanson's views: she is a test of our future.

It is a test the Prime Minister failed convincingly
with his speech last week.
Paul Kelly goes on to say that:
Hanson-type policies affect the principles of our
society, the nature of human relationships and how the
rest of the world relates to Australia.
Hanson's ideology is essentially an old-fashioned racial
isolationism ...

He also says that, like leaders of most minority
groups that will never govern this country, she is
able to get away with racial isolationism which is not
a viable proposition any more. Despicable events
have taken place in Tasmania where members of the
National Party have allowed themselves, despite
their federal leader's courageous position on the
issue, to become embroiled in one of the nastier,
more racist phenomena this country has experienced
for a long time.
Let it not be misunderstood how great the damage
will be to the credibility of Australia and to the
economy of this country and to this state. It will
bring upon us economic problems as a result of the
isolation. Unless political forces and the community
confront in a united fashion the abhorrent racist
views represented by Mrs Hanson we will pay a
huge price from which Australia will find it very
difficult to recover.
Mrs Hanson's position on multiculturalisffi, foreign
aid and UN membership and some of the statistics
she pedals around are not only an embarrassment to
the federal Parliament but to Australia, a country
that in the past 20 years has carefully nurtured and
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developed a bipartisan position and accepted that
diversity is our strength. We must nurture and
promote that diversity if we are to be a cohesive
society and go into the next century feeling
confident not only about our identity but about the
position we occupy in the region surrounding us.
If any members here believe the position of this
country and the wellbeing of this state are not tied
closely to the Asia-Pacific region they should
re-examine their logic and their mental faculties,
because the lack of leadership that has been shown
by the Prime Minister of Australia cannot be
repeated in this Parliament or in this state. Victoria is
one state that has been able to stand up and say, We
find it totally unacceptable to have any of these
views peddled around our state. Our economic
wellbeing and our morality will not allow us to
accept any of the views that Mrs Hanson is peddling
right across the country.'
Statements such as that this country will have a
more than 50 per cent Asian population are
statistically impossible, yet somehow Mrs Hanson
has been allowed to convince people that the rate of
Asian migration is growing to levels that will take
over the whole country.
The budget gives us an opportunity to declare that
we must not tolerate the folly that has been
committed by Mrs Hanson. The challenge for
political parties is how to confront this grave danger
in a united way, because there comes a time when
party politics become irrelevant. We are faced with
an incredible onslaught where our neighbours, our
trading partners, are telling us in very clear terms, 'If
you just want our money and you are not prepared
to respect us or you do not want our people to
migrate and settle in your country, we will rethink
the relationship that we have had with Australia for
a long time'. If we misunderstand this economic
relationship we have misunderstood how Australia
will prosper and grow in the next century. That is
why I want to place on the record my
congratulations to writers such as Paul Kelly for
taking the responsible position that they have taken
in their newspapers, and to indicate that Parliament
will not accept any of the disgraceful acts that have
taken place in other states. If there is any member of
the coalition who does support - Mr Perrin interjected.
Mr DOLLIS - The Premier at least should have
been seen as an example. The Leader of the
Opposition is an example to the Prime Minister of
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standing up and taking a pOSition that shows no
ambiguity. I am taking the interjection to indicate
that the Prime Minister has failed until now to call
the statements and ideologies of Mrs Hanson racist
and to indicate that not only is she economically
destructive but she will destroy the very fabric that
makes up our Society.
I call on all members to work closely together to
make certain that the unacceptable views that were
expressed by members of the National Party in
particular are not espoused in this house and are not
views that this coalition will ever tolerate. The Labor
Party has pledged its support to work on a
bipartisan basis to make certain that this evilbecause it is an evil that is beginning to confront us
all- is not allowed to exist any longer.
Freedom of speech should be respected, but at the
same time responsibility to the nation and to the
wellbeing of Australia and to future generations is
paramount in dealing with this question.
Mr PERRIN (Bulleen) - I cannot resist the
challenge of my friend the honourable member for
Richmond, who has thrown down the gauntlet to
some extent.
I have a slightly different view from the honourable
member: I believe our Asian neighbours and various
multicu1tural groups in Victoria understand that
Pauline Hanson holds a minority viewpoint. They
understand that she does not represent the majority
opinion in this state or nation, and I think the
honourable member for Richmond does the
Australian people and our neighbours a disservice
by making the simple assumption that they CaIUlOt
understand where she stands. There is no doubt that
Mrs Hanson plays on the prejudices of just about
every minority group that one can think of, but they
are minority groups; they are not mainstream
Australians and they do not and will not ever
control government in this country.
I am not worried, as the honourable member for
Richmond is worried, that we, the ordinary folk,
cannot see through Pauline Hanson and what she
proposes. The Premier, who is the Minister for
Multicultural Affairs, cannot make and has not
made it clear to Mrs Hanson that her views are
unacceptable in Victoria. The Premier has invited
Mrs Hanson to come to Victoria to debate and talk
with him, but she has not taken up the opportunity.
That is an indication that the Premier is able to
handle himself and see through the arguments that
Mrs Hanson is putting forward. I have made that
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small diversion because it is important to counter
the pessimistic attitude that the honourable member
for Richmond puts forward.
I return to the matter before the house, which is the
budget for 1997-98, and I congratulate the Treasurer
on an excellent budget. I do not want him to get a
swelled head, but I think it is probably his best
budget. The Treasurer has been working long and
hard to ensure that the state's finances are in good
shape, and he is getting better at the job. A
sustainable surplus of $126.1 million on the current
account and an overall surplus of $443.7 million are
budgeted for next year. The Treasurer is a little
conservative when he gets his figures together, and
perhaps he underestimates revenue and
overestimates expenses, but that is good finance. As
an accountant I know that most good financial
people do exactly that.
Revenue and grants are estimated at
$15 580.8 million, up by only 0.3 per cent, so there
are no large increases in revenue to the state; this is a
reasonable estimate of income. Outlays are
estimated to be $15137.1 million, which again is a
modest growth of 1.4 per cent. The government is
prepared to spend a lot of money to deliver services
to the community.
In the course of my contribution I will be referring to
comments from various bodies, but the first one I
would like to comment on is an editorial which I
received in this morning's mail from the Victorian
Employers Chamber of Commerce and Industry. I
quote from part of the editorial commenting on the
budget:
Overall, the government has to be congratulated for the
tremendous job it has done in turning around the
economy, in particular reducing net debt by more than
$18 billion in the past two years (from some
$32.5 billion to $14.3 billion).
VECCI also welcomes the total $211 million in tax
savings announced in this budget, and the increase in
education funding by nearly $50 million.
However, VECCI remains disappointed that more was
not done to stimulate business investment and activity,
given the government's anticipated budget surplus of
$802.7 million this financial year and $443.7 million in
1997-98.

I will pick up that last point later. I refer first to the
very important tax cuts, which are in contrast to
taxes in other states, which I will highlight in a
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moment. We are talking about $211 million worth of
tax cuts in Victoria. Payroll tax has been reduced
from 7 per cent to 6.25 per cent, a saving of
$103 million in a full year; petrol taxes have been
reduced by $106 million; refinanced mortgages have
been exempted from stamp duty, which will save
Victorians $1 million; and duty on deeds has been
abolished, which will save Victorians a further
$1 million.
I contrast those figures with the figures in some
other states. In question time today the Treasurer
explained that for the first time in many years
Victoria has moved from being the highest taxing
state in Australia. I remember, and honourable
members can read my earlier speeches on this, that
Victoria became the highest taxing state in Australia
when the Cain and Kirner Labor governments were
in power. It has taken a few years of conservative
rule for this state to lose that title. I am pleased to
remind the house that Victoria is no longer the
highest taxing state in Australia.
Who has won the title of the highest taxing state in
Australia? I put on the record that the latest figures
show that under a Labor government New South
Wales has now become the highest taxing state in
Australia. The figures for the next financial year
show that in New South Wales the average taxes
collected per person will be $2112, while in Victoria
they will be $1916.
Mr Sheehan interjected.
Mr PERRIN - It is interesting to hear the
honourable member for Northcote interjecting,
because he was the Treasurer for some of the time
when Victoria was the highest taxing state. As I said,
now we have the official figures that show Victoria
has lost the title of the highest taxing state in
Australia. That title has gone to the Labor
government of New South Wales, where the budget,
unlike this state's budget, has increased taxes so that
residents of New South Wales are the most highly
taxed people in Australia.

Many Victorians must be pleased that their
businesses are not based in New South Wales,
because it has imposed a 20 per cent bed tax on its
tourist industry, which will have a severe impact on
the industry. Victoria is happy that such taxes are
being imposed in New South Wales because it
means more business will be encouraged to come
from New South Wales to Victoria.
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VECCI's Business Forum of 14 March indicates that
the business community is looking for action from
the Kennett government to reduce taxes. It got
exactly that; the government has delivered a tax
reduction of some $211 million. VECCI has
undertaken a number of surveys of growth
prospects in Victoria, and I shall quote from the
Business Forum because the results are important:
Future growth prospects for the Victorian economy
improved significantly during the December quarter,
with businesses remaining more confident about
prospects for the state economy than for Australia.

In other words, the business community is far more
confident about prospects in Victoria than in
Australia. It continues:
Fifty-one per cent of respondents believe the Victorian
economy will experience stronger growth over the
12 months to December 1997, compared with 45 per
cent of respondents in September.

In other words, a growing number of people in
business are more and more confident about
Victoria. The article continues:
Industry expectations about growth prospects for the
Victorian economy are most buoyant among the
transport and storage; building and construction; and
finance, property and business services sectors.

Another indication that business is more confident
in Victoria. It concludes:
Both local and overseas sales are anticipated to perform
strongly over the March quarter.

When talking about growth and confidence in the
business sector, which creates jobs and wealth and
has the ability to reduce unemployment, it is
important to look at the impact of tax cuts. The
Business Forum of 11 April includes a letter from the
Premier, which states:
I notice again your [VECCI) public comments in
support of further taxation cuts.
I do not and will not allow our management to drive
the state back into debt on an annual basis.
To do so would be entirely irresponsible given what we
have inherited, and would undo our solid work of the
last four years.
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We will provide taxation relief as we earn it, and have
the surplus to deliver.
In the meantime, the government has delivered
substantial savings to industry and the community as a
result of our policies ... As you can see [refer chart] the
savings amount annually to $1620.5 million, a fairly
substantial sum by any assessment.
While you communicate the need for further tax
reform, I hope you will give equal weight to the
savings already generated as a result of good
government.

The reply from David Edwards, the chief executive
officer of VECCI, states:
I assure you VECCI's commitment is first and foremost
to a sustainable budget surplus, and that any calls for
reduced taxation are always in that context.
We will, however, remain focused on the need over
time to reduce Victoria's tax levels to the levels of other
states.
This is vital if Victoria is to remain nationally
competitive, and attractive to businesses in the
Asia-Padfic region.

Its importance is that business confidence and the
strategy undertaken by the government are correct
for a sustainable budget surplus and the surplus is
used for tax cuts where possible. That is what this
budget is about and what the government is dealing
with at present.
The Premier has outlined the $1620 million-worth of
savings. I shall not quote them all but I will put on
the record a number of the savings so that the house
will understand that the government has already
delivered. Firstly, the Premier said that there are
savings within Workcover premiums amounting to
some $500 million; council rates, $263 million; state
deficit levy, $175 million; stamp duty on share
transfers, $90 million; and land tax collections,
$140 million. In particular the government is saving
$180 million a year in water because of the price
freeze, $87 million in gas because of the price freeze
and 5120 million in electricity. Although there are
other areas in which the government has saved, I
shall not refer to them now.
The reduction in state debt is the great success story
of the Kennett government. I am proud to be a
member of a government that has a priority of
reducing state debt. I put on record some of the
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public sector debt figures that are available. In 1980
state debt was $9047 million, some 25 per cent of
gross state product. By the time the Labor
government came into power in 1982 that had
increased to $11346 million, some 29.4 per cent of
GSP. By the time the Labor government left office in
1992 that figure had increased to $31942 million. It
moved from $11000 million to some $32 000 million,
some 31 per cent of GSP. The Labor government was
ramming up debts as fast as it could make them to
the point that when a Liberal-National party
government came into office there was a debt level
of some $32 billion that had to be serviced.

to the trends affecting the core of the budget on
superannuation outlays. Table 7.3 in the budget
statement shows that while our interest is decreasing
budget outlays for superannuation payments are
increasing. Last financial year actual expenditure
outlays were $1006 million. This year it is
anticipated that they will be $1197 million; next year,
$1280 million; in 1999, $1355 million; in 2000,
$1434 million and for the year 2001, $1530 million.
There are some risks in the government's strategy
because it is increasing debt commitments on
superannuation outlays. It is important to
understand the impact that will have.

What has happened since then? As a result of the
government's privatisation program to reduce debt
there is the prospect that this current financial year
state debt will have decreased to $15 027 million, or
11 per cent of GSP. Between 1992 and 1997 debt has
decreased from $32 billion to some $15 billion, or
from 31 per cent to 11.2 per cent of GSP. Our policies
are working and it is important to understand why
they are working.

Table 7.4 of the budget statement outlines clearly
that our unfunded superannuation liabilities are
blowing out and it is costing us more and more to
finance our public sector superannuation funds. In
1996 there was some $15 600 million of unfunded
liabilities and this year it has grown to some $16 300
million. In 1998 unfunded liabilities are expected to
grow to $16 900 million; in 1999, $17500 million; in
the year 2000, $18 100 million and in the year 2001,
$18700 million.

What has been the net result? Victoria has upgraded
its credit rating to the point where it is now the
second highest in Australia. But the government is
not satisfied with that; it wishes to restore Victoria's
credit rating to AAA during this term of office. The
government must ensure that it reduces state debt to
achieve a AAA credit rating which will have a
massive impact on future budgets; in turn that will
have an effect on the interest claim on the public
sector budget. The figures from table 4.1 of the
budget statement 1997-98 reveal that this current
financial year the government expects interest on
debt to be $1659 million; next year it is anticipated it
will drop to $1121 million; the following year,
1998-99, to $917 million; in 1999-2000 to $880 million
and by the year 2001 it is estimated that it will be
$878 million. It will stabilise at around $800 million
to $900 million.
The government is reducing debt and saving some
$800 million in interest. When Victoria has a AAA
credit rating the government will do better than that
because the interest being charged by our lenders
will be reduced again. Those figures outlined in the
budget papers will have a great impact on our
ability to deliver services or, alternatively, tax cuts.
In the next few years the government anticipates
interest on debt to halve from $1600 million to some
$800 million.
The downside of the budget is the unfunded
liabilities of superannuation funds. I refer the house

One can see very clearly that our unfunded liabilities
are increasing. Our outlays are increasing and we
must ensure that money is available to pay for those
outlays. We must be aware that while we are
making some interest savings the outlays must be
paid as well.

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Maughan) Order! The time appointed under sessional orders
for me to interrupt the business of the house has
now arrived.
Sitting continued on motion of Dr NAPTHINE
(Minister for Youth and Community Services).
Mr PERRIN CBullen) - I now refer to capital
expenditure, and in doing so I take issue with the
Age newspaper. I quote from the editorial of Apri130:
... this government has neglected most, especially
health care and education? Outlays of $18 million to
reduce hospital waiting lists ... to keep the system from
disintegrating but they do not compensate for the five
years in which the system has been allowed to nul
down. Hospitals and schools, like roads and bridges,
are basic community services. If the government's
spending priorities showed a greater awareness of that
fact we might be less sceptical ...
In other words the Age is saying that the government
is not spending enough money on hospitals and
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infrastructure. I refute that because that is exactly
what the government is doing.
The government announced a $900 million program
for upgrading Melbourne hospitals. That is a
situation the Age has obviously forgotten about.
Interestingly, many of the hospitals that service my
electorate will benefit from that $900 million. Firstly,
the Austin and Repatriation Medical Centre was
promised some $150 million. That process has
commenced in the budget with an allocation of
$4 million for the preliminary planning to upgrade
the hospital and redevelop the repatriation site.
Some $25 million will be spent at the Mercy Hospital
for Women. The government is committed to
spending some money to incorporate the relocation
of the Mercy maternity hospital to the Austin
hospital site. I am very pleased to see that that is
occurring. Some $500 000 has been allocated to the
Box Hill Hospital to establish the Australian centre
for blood diseases and to upgrade the laboratory,
something our community will be very happy to see.
We know the Box Hill Hospital is to be upgraded
pending the upgrading of the Knox hospital in the
future. Some $2.4 million has been allocated to
upgrade and expand the clinical ward and obstetric
facilities to increase the level of service during the
development of the Knox hospital and to achieve
stability of services following its completion.
St George's hospital has received $18 million to
upgrade its aged care facilities and to move its acute
care facilities into Box Hill. The local community is
very happy to see those upgrades.
Mr SHEEHAN (Northcote) - In my former life
one of my joys was to coach a university football
side. One of the difficulties in coaching such a side is
that it comprises academics, research scientists and
the odd layabout. They are pretty hard to fire up
with the old blood and thunder address; it really
does not cut much ice with them. At about the same
time I heard an interview of a player from a league
side which had just won the premiership. The
interviewer said, 'It was a great effort. What fired
you up?', and the answer was, 'The coach pointed
out to us how the whole world was against us, the
administration was against us, the VFL was against
us, every team was against us, and we had
something to prove'. I thought what a dream it
would be to have such a dopey side that you could
say something like that to fire them up and send
them on to the ground.
I cannot help but reflect on that when I look at the
response of this government's ministry and
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backbench and the response of the press to the
budget. They are all so dopey that you can fire them
up with anything. This Treasurer has filled their
minds with so much nonsense that they run onto the
ground foaming at the mouth, prepared to defend
the most outrageous budget. We even had the
situation at the Public Accounts and Estimates
Committee yesterday where one minister was
positively foaming at the mouth in defence of his
own inactivity in relation to the blow-out in local
government superannuation and in trying to extol
the virtues of the situation. He went on to talk about
the great budget presentation - those two slim
volumes that have been presented. There is less
budget information available now for public,
academic or professional analysis than there has
been for probably 15 years. It is extraordinarily
skinny on detail.
Mrs Tehan interjected.
Mr SHEEHAN - I take up the interjection of the
Minister for Conservation and Land Management
because she is right. There is a better bottom line,
and it is interesting that we have a rerun of the
entrepreneurial techniques of the 1980s. The
government is improving the bottom line and is
doing so by asset stripping, redundancy-driven
downsizing and maximising returns from cash cows.
The bottom line is therefore getting better, it is a
replay of the entrepreneurialism of private
enterprise of the 19805. This government has taken
that methodology into the public sector. What has
happened? Mass privatisation, the sacking of tens of
thousands of public servants and increasing reliance
on gambling revenue.
It is interesting to go to the details of the budget. In
1991-92 Victoria had a budget deficit of $1.6 billion.
In 1997-98 there will be a surplus of $443 million.
That is an improvement of $2 billion and that is
great, but what did it cost to get there? Taxes and
charges have increased by 52.8 billion, so the magic
is not in the improved position. The magic is in what
has happened to the other $0.8 billion. Where has it
gone? The government has slugged Victorians for
almost $3 billion in order to improve the budget
bottom line by $2 billion.

This government brought in a report soon after it
came into office saying there was a state debt of
$70 billion. There has since been no mention of that
$70 billion because it was mythical. The real figure
was $32.9 billion, and that is circulated in these
budget documents. The debt will come down to
$4.3 billion in 1999, so that is an $18 billion reduction
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in debt. That is probably good in some respects.
However, with regard to the debt, what has it cost to
improve Victoria's position by $18 billion? It has cost
Victoria about $40 billion to $50 billion in assets. We
have solved the debt on the home by selling the
home and now we have nowhere to live. The fact is
that the $18 million debt reduction in Victoria has
cost the state almost $50 million in the replacement
value of the disposed assets.
The budget surplus is entirely reliant on taxes from
gambling. The gambling reve~ue is currently about
$800 million, the surplus is $400 million - work it
out for yourself! What is the magic in that? The state
has been stripped of its assets and is totally reliant
on gambling revenue for its surplus.
When examining the budget we should use three
separate benchmarks. Firstly, the traditional
question that is put about a budget is: does it
provide a complete, accurate and transparent picture
of the entire range of the government's financial
transactions and custodianship of public assets?
Secondly, one must test the budget against its own
key objectives. Does it achieve it own stated
objectives of delivering high quality services;
achieving a sustainable surplus; reducing state debt
and so on? lbirdly, are the objectives of the budget
the most appropriate for Victoria? In each case I say
the answer is a resounding no.
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which is a large difference. It is a particularly large
gap if you compare it with the projections made in
the federal budget presented tonight. Secondly, the
upward revision in unemployment from 8.25 per
cent to 9 per cent represents an increase of more than
15 000 people.
The gambling taxes have been understated by more
than 10 per cent. The final and fourth example of
these false and misleading projections are the
massive underestimates of taxes on property that
have been associated with some of the proceeds of
privatisation. This has had the consequence of
overestimating recurrent income at the expense of
capital income. The budget tables indicate that the
aberration is of the order of 37.52 per cent. Those are
massive charges in fundamental projections of the
budget.

When we look at whether the budget is an accurate
and transparent picture of the entire range of the
government's financial transactions and
custodianship of public assets I will look at three
areas: firstly, the format of the budget; secondly, the
budget projections; and, thirdly, the degree of
accountability. With regard to format, suffice to say
that in this sixth budget presented by the Treasurer
it is the sixth time the presentation has been
changed. It is impossible to track levels of
expenditure from one year to the next or from one
program to the next. So much for having a format
that is accessible and understandable.

In terms of format, sustainability of projections and
accountability the budget does not provide us with a
clear understanding or a transparent statement of
the financial arrangements of this government. It is
particularly clear with regard to the issue of
accountability. Central to the credibility of the
budget documents must be the confidence that they
contain detailed accounting of the government's
financial transactions and commitments. These
documents do not do that. They do not provide for
any accounting of a wide range of contingent
liabilities and legislative exposures that have been
entered into by the government. I will give a number
of examples. Victoria is committed legislatively to
support the financial success of City link, but that
was not included in the budget as a contingent
liability. Secondly, there is a whole range of
Treasurer's guarantees for the purchase of utilities,
lease-backs, take-or-pay contracts and BOOT
schemes. They have not been brought to account in
this budget. It is my guess that the Treasurer has
given Treasurer's guarantees for the purchase of the
utilities, and if that is a fact it means that although
we may have disposed of utilities we still retain
financial liability for them.

With regard to budget projections, we must expect
some flexibility in projections because no-one can
project the future with certainty. However, the
aberrations in this budget are large and one cannot
help but suspect that the budget is also built on false
projections in order to hide certain flows of cash
within it. I shall give three or four examples of
projections that are a long way out. Firstly, the
dO\-\'Ilgrading of the GSP growth from 3 per cent to
2.75 per cent may appear to be small, but it is not. It
is out by more than 8 per cent in the rate of growth,

Thirdly, there is no accountability for the exposure
to the contingent liabilities of power generating
companies for carbon credits incurred as a result of
Australia's commitment to the United Nations
convention on climate change and nor is there any
bringing to account of the off-budget commitments
to organisations such as the Australian Grand Prix
Corporation. This lack of accountability is supported
by a range of FOI and commercial-in-confidence
restrictions that are unparalleled in OECD countries.
In some cases, for example United Energy, there is
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more information available in the United States than
there is in Australia. The 1993 amendments to the
Freedom of Information Act have reduced the
number of successful applications by 91 per cent
since 1992. The answer to whether the budget
provides an accurate and transparent picture is a
resounding no; the budget tells us nothing about
those important issues.
The next question is whether the budget achieves its
own declared objectives? Does it deliver
high-quality services? There is not a person in the
state who will argue that health, education,
transport, community services or any like service
has improved during the life of this government.
Rather than getting to the detail, which I am sure
will be ably covered by other members, I shall
concentrate on a new concept in the budget of
output management. This is a new measure of the
financial performance of the government and the
delivery of quality services. The measure for
financial management services was to achieve 'user
satisfaction of business systems and financial
systems advice as satisfactory or better' from 75 per
cent of its users. What does that mean? We might
have 99 per cent of users that are satisfied but 1 per
cent that is dissatisfied might represent a huge
amount of money or contract value. The measure is
meaningless.
Secondly, the performance measure for the
ministerial services output group of the Department
of Treasury and Finance is a 'composite index of
Treasurer, Minister for Finance and Minister for
Gaming satisfaction'. The measure is 1 to 5 and the
target for the coming year is 4. Isn't that terrific! The
target of 4 will tell us a lot about the performance of
a ministerial services output group. This is
extraordinary stuff! What is more - I do not know
who prepared these documents or who ran a final
eye over them - but if you look at the financial
management services output group you will find it
has targeted the budget sector interest costs in
1997-98 at 9.6 per cent of GSP. That is at page 340
and that was published alongside a statement that it
is not available for the 1996-97 target. That is despite
the fact that the previous year's target was published
and the precise target figure was $1.66 million.
Whoever wrote these output measures and whoever
looked over the budget in the closing stages had no
idea of its inner contradictions. A more important
question is whether the budget achieves a
sustainable surplus. Certainly on the face of it, it
looks as though it does. If one looks at the bottom
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line, one could say the state is awash with cash.
However, I reiterate that this has been achieved by
raising taxes and charges by $2.8 billion, or 49 per
cent, since the government came to office.
It is disturbing that although that bottom line
appears to be strengthened there is a great fragility
in it. The surplus is entirely dependent upon
gambling taxes. The budget of the state is now
dependent upon the gambling industry. The Age
was right when it said that we must act to support
the casino because if the casino does not fire Victoria
does not have a budget surplus. Furthermore, the
public authorities dividend will decline sharply as
we move into the 1997-98 financial year. There will
be a $809 million decline in the electricity industry
and a $67 million decline in the gas industry, the two
major declines, and overall there will be a public
authority income deficit of $720 million. So in short
that budget surplus rests upon the shaky grounds of
an entire reliance upon the gambling industry and
diminished returns from public authorities.
There is no problem with trying to achieve the AAA
rating but it is clear from the comments of
government members tonight that they do not
understand what a AAA rating is related to. It
relates to the assessment of risk; it has absolutely
nothing to do with the level of debt. A number of
OECD countries have high debt but they are
assessed as being a low risk of failure so they enjoy a
AAA rating. In fact Victoria now has the yields of its
100year bonds at four basic points under those of
New South Wales even though New South Wales
has a AAA rating. The obsession with AAA means
little in the context of the risk assessment.
The real issue here is that the drive towards a
AAA rating is based on privatisation. Although it
has been widely accepted by commentators and
enthusiastically endorsed by the government that
the privatisation program is to reduce debt, the fact
is that in order to reduce debt by $18 billion we have
probably disposed of $40 billion to $50 billion of
state assets. This is not the place to go through the
details of that argument, but I refer those who are
interested to the work of Professor R. G. Walker,
'Privatisation: Reassessment' in the December 1994
edition of the Journal of Australian Political Economy
and of Professor John Quiggan, 'Does Privatisation
Pay?' in the Australian Economic Review no. 2, 1995.
They suggest that the likely bids by private sector
purchasers of utilities could be as low as 50 per cent
of the retention value of government-owned
businesses. There is a whole range of academic work
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coming out to support that and anyone who looks at
the stock market today will understand that to be
the truth because Tabcorp is now at three times its
value in 1993 at the point of sale. It is clear that these
assets have been disposed of at somewhere between
50 and 60 per cent of their value. If one were to take
a line through those values one would come to the
conclusion that Victoria has been stripped of assets
to the value of $40 billion to $50 billion.
Some people have won from this, as is clearly
mentioned in a report in the Herald Sun of 23 April
by Peter Coster:
Macquarie Bank continues to unload profits from the
Victorian government's privatisation bandwagon, the
latest haul being a probable $10 million in fees from the
Loy Yang A sale.
Macquarie, Australia's biggest millionaire factory, has
now made almost $100 million over the past five years
from Victorian privatisation deals.

That privatisation brought Victoria's debt down by
$18 billion. However, we will lose $40 billion to
$50 billion worth of assets. We can all sleep safe
because Macquarie Bank has made about
$100 million out of it!
Furthermore, in the disposition of these assets we
lost an enormous amount of capacity to achieve
broader economic, social and environmental
objectives. For example, the SEC was developed and
operated by Australian engineers and managers
since its founding under John Monash but now all of
that is owned by and the expertise in it lies in the
hands of United States corporations.
With regard to competitive tax levels, government
members have grasped with glee the straw that New
South Wales is moving slightly ahead of Victoria as
a high taxing state. The facts are that the budget
demonstrates taxes and charges have increased by
more than $2.8 billion under the government, an
increase of 49 per cent which equates to about $620
for every Victorian or $1500 for every Victorian
family. Furthermore - and this is an interesting
figure - chart 2.4 on page 9 of Budget Paper No. 2
shows that in the past five to six years the Victorian
household savings ratio has declined by 80 per cent.
That is an extraordinary rate of dis-saving. It is
unsustainable and is proof of the direction of those
taxes in an inequitable manner towards the
households of the state. Reflecting on the second
benchmark of whether the budget achieve its o\vn
clear objectives, clearly the answer is no.
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Finally, I look at whether the objectives the
government has set are the most appropriate
objectives for Victoria. I argue once again that these
objectives are not the most appropriate objectives
and the budget documents prove this. Table 3.8 in
Budget Paper No. 2 has the impact of forward
estimates of 1 per cent increase in selected economic
parameters in the first year. Essentially it looks at
some basic points and shows which contribute most
to good budget outcomes. Is it debt control, better
rates of growth or better rates of employment? In
fact the 1 per cent change in employment or the
growth rate will improve the budget outcome by in
excess of $53 million whereas a move of the 10 base
points in the rate of interest has a budget
improvement of only $2 million. So the strongly
declared objective, in fact the only objective of
Treasury and Finance, does not provide the return
the government hopes for.
Furthermore, although much is made of its high rate
of debt under the previous Labor administration it is
interesting to note that through the 1960s Victoria
had debt levels well above 60 per cent of GSP. In
1961 it was at 63 per cent; in 1962 it was at 61 per
cent, and so on. If you were to look at a chart of the
relationship between real growth in GSP and net
debt as a percentage of GSP from 1962 to 1997 you
would find absolutely no correlation between the
rate of debt and the rate of growth in the Victorian
economy.
The supposed correlation advanced by the
government is purely spurious and not borne out by
facts. Anyone who doubts that should refer to
Victoria's public balance sheet, Treasury information
paper no. 1, 1991 and Reserve Bank occasional paper
no. 8, 1991, table 5.6. There is considerable doubt
about the value of this government's obsession with
the debt target. Apart from that obsession, it also has
blind faith in competition. The word 'competition' is
repeated like a mantra through the budget papers
and reaches a peak in the attachment to chapter 2 of
budget paper no. 2, headed 'Update on competition
reform'. In the first two pages of the attachment the
word 'competition' or one of its derivatives occurs
22 times.

Interjections from gallery.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Maughan) Order! I remind people in the gallery that they are
not allowed to make any noise or they will be
removed.
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Mr SHEEHAN - Nowhere in the budget papers
is there any attempt to quantify the advantages to
the state's economy of the proposed competition
reform. What should the budget concentrate on? It
should concentrate on growth and employment. It is
quite clear, particularly from the work of Professor
W. A. Sinc1air in the Australian Economic History
Review, 36 (No. 2) September 1996, that the growth
rate in Victoria compared to the rest of Australia has
been in decline since the 195Os, and particularly
marked since the 1970s. The growth rate in Victoria
is declining and government policy should focus on
growth strategy. Concentration on the budget
bottom line does not necessarily contribute to that
outcome.
The budget confirms the continuing decline in
manufacturing in charts 2.8 and 2.9 at pages, 14, 15
and 16, which indicate an urgent need for an
economic strategy linking Victorian industrial
development to the high growth sectors of the global
economy. The budget contains no evidence that the
government is aware of that need.
Finally, the budget makes no reference to
unemployment targets or rates of growth.
Compared to the rest of Australia, Victoria is
underperforming in terms of growth rates,
employment levels and participation. The Tasman
Institute indicates that for 9 out of the 10 years of the
previous Labor government Victoria's
unemployment was below the Australian average,
while for three of four years of the current
government Victoria's unemployment has been
above the Australian average. The Victorian
unemployment level of 9 per cent is approximately
12 per cent worse than that of New South Wales,
and with it is a 50 per cent skewing away of
employment opportunities from rural and
north-western urban areas towards the wealthy
eastern and southern suburbs. The references for
that are charts 2.1 and 2.3 at pages 6,7 and 8 of
budget paper no. 2.
In that context I put it to the house that balancing the
current account is merely a minimum requirement
of government. Unless the growth issue is
satisfactorily addressed, Victoria faces continuing
high unemployment, declining living standards and
continued financial pressure on the
government - The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Maughan) Order! The honourable member's time has expired.
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Mr A. F. PLOWMAN (Benambra) - I shall
address three issues in the debate. However, before I
do I shall comment on some of the statements made
by the honourable member for Northcote. Quite
extraordinarily he has suggested that a reduction in
the debt of $18 billion is only a good thing in some
respects, as if to say the past government could have
even contemplated a reduction of debt. If he says
that is hard to believe and impossible to understand,
I can only suggest he has no appreciation of running
a business. You, Mr Acting Speaker, being a farmer
of note, would appreciate that debt is one of the
most important factors in viability, but the
honourable member for Northcote does not seem to
know that a debt reduction of that nature, or of any
nature, is an indication of a business overcoming the
basic disability of a high debt level. The previous
Labor government grew used to achieving that
under the leadership of the honourable member for
Northcote in his capacity as Treasurer.
Mr Perton interjected.
Mr A. F. PLOWMAN - I suggest that in that
capacity the honourable member for Northcote
might not have shown leadership as we understand
it, but in those days leadership was a scarce
commodity and that makes it easier to understand.
The honourable member for Northcote also said this
is a gambling-led economy.
If you compare the income derived from gambling
with the total income you will see that it is not the

major driving factor towards the recovery of this
state's economy. In fact, the major driving factor is
the reduction of debt leading to an enormous
reduction in interest. I will come to that later on.
The honourable member went on to say that there is
no transparency in the government's economic
position. I suggest that if he cannot see the
transparency of this government's economic
situation he should look at the way Moody's is
appraising its economic position. Why would it
increase this government's credit rating unless it
were totally transparent? We need an independent
arbiter in this situation. We have it. Why would it
look at this government as being a credible
government to a achieve a AAA credit rating unless
its pOSition were totally transparent? The past
Treasurer obviously does not appreciate the fact that
Moody's has done that and will, I am sure, improve
the rating again.
In his speech the honourable member for Albert
Park talked about dishonesty and lack of
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transparency. How could he say that this budget is
dishonest? I suggest dishonesty can be appraised by
way of case studies.
Mr Perton interjected.
Mr A. F. PLOWMAN - At the behest of the
honourable member for Doncaster, I will get to my
electorate, but not for a while, because I can give
plenty of case studies where this budget is shown to
be honest and its benefits clearly seen by people in
my electorate.
Mr Gude - Are you sure about that?
Mr A. F. PLOWMAN - I am absolutely sure that
people in my electorate understand the benefits of
this budget. I am prepared for the Leader of the
House to enunciate those benefits. I shall set the
scenario of an individual with a rural business, a
regional business or a small country town business
approaching this budget and saying, 'What would I
like to see in this budget? What will be good. for me?
What would my business appreciate from this
budget?'.
Mr Hamilton interjected.
Mr A. F. PLOWMAN - The honourable member
for Morwell says pork-barrelling. He knows all
about pork-barrelling because we went through
10 years of pork-barrelling for electorates like
Morwell. The honourable member knows all about
that. Rural producers do not want and do not look
for pork-barrelling or handouts. What they want is a
bit of commonsense and understanding and a
reduction in the costs of running their business.

What is the no. 1 factor that makes a regional
business different? The cost of transport. What is the
best way to reduce it? Through the cost of fuel. If the
only thing the government had done in the budget
was to reduce the franchise fee on diesel fuel it
would have achieved a lot for country businesses
and farmers.
For the slightly larger regional industries payroll tax
is the second burning problem in respect of
employment, particularly in country areas. A
reduction in payroll tax is a direct incentive to the
large industries that come to centres like
Albury-Wodonga, although they might not go to
Morwell, to increase their employment.
The third factor is the provision of the opportunity
for individuals, families and smaller operators to
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transfer personal loans. If they want to go to other
banking or lending institutions to get better
mortgage or non-business loans, now they can
actually shop about. In the budget mortgage duty
has been reduced, and that will make an enormous
difference to people who want to take advantage of
the low interest rates. People who are tied into their
banking or lending institutions because of the cost of
the mortgage duty are now free to shop around, so
that introduces true competition into the field.
The other areas where country people are directly
affected include health, education, infrastructure
and the improvement of roads, so I hark back to the
interjection from the honourable member for
Morwell. We are not looking for handouts or
pork-barrelling. That is what occurred under past
governments between 1982 and 1992. In this budget
the government has delivered the things that
country people are looking for.
The honourable member for Gippsland West has
been here for such a short period that she does not
understand the disbenefits of those 10 years. I
mentioned the interjection because if the honourable
member thinks disbenefits are rubbish, it shows how
little she understands the plight of rural people and
industries. She does not understand the
appropriateness of the budget and the effect it will
have on rural industries and farmers. Although I
appreciate the honourable member's contribution, I
think she still has a lot to learn about budgeting and
the effect that a properly allocated budget can have
on rural industries - farming and regional
industries and small business in country towns.
The first issue I touch on is the state debt. I know it
has been brought into the debate on numerous
occasions but I cannot let the debate go without
introducing it again. The reduction from
approximately $32 billion to $15 billion is even more
outstanding than the incredible increase from
S11 billion to $32 billion in the period of 10 years.
That increase of state debt by about $2 billion a year
was extraordinary. There was an increase of
$2 billion state debt year in, year out for the 10 years
that Labor was in office.
The reduction in debt is even more spectacular in
view of the incredible reduction in not only the debt
but in the debt as a percentage of GSP. A reduction
from 31.3 per cent to 11.2 per cent in five years has
never before been seen in the state budgetary
system. It is probably 40 or 50 years since the debt
proportional to GSP has been as low as 11.2 per cent.
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Usually state debt is reduced at the cost of public
assets, as the honourable member for Morwell said
by intezjection. The intezjection lent itself to the
belief that a reduction in state assets leads to a
reduction in state services. However, the state
services have actually increased because of the
reduction of state debt. One does not need to own
the assets to deliver the service. State government
service delivery has improved but its cost has
reduced, and that means that for every dollar
reduction in cost another dollar can be put into
delivering the service.
I would like to run through the interest component
of the different state budgets over the past 10 or 15
years. For the sake of the honourable member for
Doncaster I will do so, because I see he is delirious
about the thought.
In 1984-85 the interest paid was $841 million. It
climbed to $1.2 billion in 1988-89; to almost
$1.6 billion in 1990-91; and to an extraordinary
$2.046 billion in 1992-93. The honourable member
for Morwell finds it incredible, and I agree with him.
The reduction in interest occurred at about the same
rate as the reduction in debt. The interest paid in
each of the budget years from 1993 until the present
peaks at $2.176 billion in 1993-94 and reduces to an
estimated $1.2 billion in 1997-98, with an estimated
$878 million in the year 2001.

These figures show an incredible change in the
economic situation of the state. The state debt
dropped by 33 per cent from 1996-97 to 1997-98. The
forecast is for a total debt reduction of 84 per cent in
eight years, by the year 2001 - again an
extraordinary figure, if that can be achieved. It is a
forecast, but it is an achievable forecast.
The interest component of total expenditure has
actually dropped from 27 per cent in 1992 to 8.3 per
cent in 1996-97. Again, the figures speak for
themselves.
Mr Hamilton interjected.

Mr A. F. PLOWMAN - I could not explain them
any more clearly for the honourable member for
Morwell. I am sure when he reads Hansard he will
understand them.
I suggest that such a level of debt and interest
reduction has led to the opportunity to introduce tax
relief, which is the most important factor in the
budget. As I said, for the honourable member for
Morwell and other country members, the reduction
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in the diesel tax is the most appropriate and telling
reduction in costs for any country business,
particularly rural industries.
Mr Perton interjected.
Mr A. F. PLOWMAN - Taking up the
intezjection of the honourable member for
Doncaster, because of the reduction in the cost of
transport of primary produce to city areas, the
honourable member for Doncaster will get much
cheaper rural commodities delivered to his door,
even in a city electorate. He will find that things like
milk, bread, butter and eggs are cheaper at his
supermarket. He will see the reductions flowing
through from the reduction in freight costs. It is
certainly most important.

It is interesting to note that the franchise fee, which
until 30 June is set at 11.39 cents a litre, raises $112
million annually. It is 50 per cent higher than in New
South Wales and 100 per cent higher than in
Queensland, which does not have a franchise fee. It
is one of the principal reasons why interstate
travellers come back from Queensland with tales of
woe and questions about why fuel costs in
Queensland are so much cheaper than in Victoria.
The reduction in the franchise fee will lower the cost
of petrol through the bowser as well as to industry
and businesses. I suggest that even with petrol the
reduction is in the right direction. It never happened
under a Labor government. It went up all the time. It
is certainly a move in the right direction.
It is interesting to note that approximately 95 per
cent of all diesel used in Victoria is used by industry.
The fee is totally discriminatory against regional and
country industries. The drop in the franchise fee will
directly affect country industries in Bendigo and
Morwell, and certainly those in the more outlying
areas such as Mildura, Wodonga, Bairnsdale, Sale,
and soon.

One of the interesting facts is that while the
Victorian franchise fee was higher than the fee in
New South Wales we lost a lot of income because
interstate hauliers did not refuel in Victoria. They
picked up fuel in Queensland or New South Wales
and quite legitimately drove in and out of Victoria.
We were missing out on not only the 4 cents, but the
lot. With the reduction it is estimated that Victoria
will probably pick up sales of about 100 million
litres of diesel. The franchise fee on 100 million litres
equates to some $8 million to 510 million, so that is
another win. By reducing the franchise fee we will
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increase our revenue because we will achieve the
sale of a larger volume of diesel to interstate hauliers.

have safe accommodation. Money could not be
better spent in a country area.

I refer to other benefits of the taxation savings that
affect country areas. The exemption from mortgage
duty will result in a tax reduction of about
$1 million, and it will be spread among lower
income people with mortgage loans who are looking
for the opportunity to refinance. The benefits of the
abolition of the deed duty, also amounting to
$1 million, will be spread among the smaller
operators who gain a direct advantage from the
transfers that attract deed duty. Payroll tax
reductions will provide a direct benefit of about
$103 million to employers. Again, that is a direct
benefit to country employers as well as city
employers.

Infrastructure funding, particularly for country
roads and bridges, has been increased by $39 million
as a top-up to ensure that the Better Roads funding
program is maintained at the right proportional
level of one-third to country areas and two-thirds to
metropolitan areas. Again, if you ask country people
what they really want, they say it is improved
roads - that is, an upgrade of the infrastructure to
allow industry to progress in country areas. Again I
hark back to the fact that over the 10 years of the
Labor government roads in country areas were
allowed to deteriorate badly, and we are now paying
the price for that. The $39 million spread across the
state in addition to the other expenditure will help
upgrade those country roads. That item in the
budget is warmly accepted in my electorate.

I refer to a third area: the appropriation of funds.
The electorate of Benambra will receive funding of
$4.2 million for the hospital in Wodonga. This is a
wonderful second payment after the initial payment
of more than $11 million announced by the former
Minister for Health, who is now the Minister for
Conservation and Land Management. The funding
is being provided to ensure that Albury-Wodonga
has a hospital that can deliver to the whole regional
area obstetric services that are competitive with
those available at any centre in the metropolitan
area. When a hospital can accommodate 1200 or
more births a year, the cost structure means you can
afford to have a registrar and specialist services to
provide the best maternity services available in a
country hospital. By doing this we are giving the
people of the Albury-Wodonga area a service that
you would not improve upon in the metropolitan
area.
Mr Hamilton interjected.
Mr A. F. PLOWMAN - For the benefit of the
honourable member for Morwell, this is not a case of
pork-barrelling; it is the rationalisation of services
between two cities that consider the delivery of
health to the total community to be more important
than pork-barrelling. It is saying that this is an area
into which we need to inject funds, and it has been
done for the right reasons. The obstetric services in
Albury-Wodonga will draw patients from an
enormous catchment area.

I touch on education. Funding of $500 000 has been
alloca ted to Wodonga TAFE to provide
accommodation. The most important requirement
for country students who come in from a distance to
colleges with the reputation of Wodonga TAFE is to

Many important issues are dealt with in this sensible
budget, a budget that shows Victoria has not only a
government but a Treasurer who understands the
needs of this state, of country people and country
industries. I warmly commend the Appropriation
(1997/98) Bill.
Mr HAMILTON (Morwell) - I thought the only
person who could have become somewhat excited
about this budget would be the Treasurer who
shows the excitement of a mother who has just given
birth to a new infant, but that is understandable
being the Treasurer. After listening to the
honourable member for Benambra, I had the feeling
that he was somewhat excited about the budget. I
also had the feeling that he understood some of the
things he was saying about it. The most worrying
thing is that he even believed some of the things he
told the house. I would much rather have heard it
from the Treasurer or the Premier, but what the
honourable member has promised us - and I shall
go to all the country media tomorrow - was that
country Victorians will get cheaper petrol. Well
done, a great promise we are all waiting anxiously to
see happen! Not only that, he said will get cheaper
primary produce. All my farmers would love to see
the price of produce fall - milk would cost less, as
would groceries. Our farmers will think that is a
wonderful promise.

The third promise the honourable member made
was more jobs in the country. What a wonderful set
of promises! If he can deliver on anyone of them he
\\rill go down in history as the greatest predictor of
the faith since someone who was born about 2000
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years ago. The opposition waits with bated breath as
do country Victorians.
The budget is a poor one and will not deliver the
real needs of the people of Victoria. It is without
doubt a low growth budget. The Treasurer predicted
a lower rate of growth than the federal Treasurer. It
will be interesting to see who gets down as low as
Victoria and who will have the lowest rate of growth
in Australia. The rest of Australia is 4 per cent and
Victoria 2.75 per cent. Low growth means no
increase in the rate of employment in this state - it
means high unemployment.
It was refreshing to hear the Premier of New South
Wales say that because 2500 jobs will be lost when
BHP shuts down its steelworks in Newcastle he will

allocate $10 million to address the problem. The
Prime Minister said that he will match that
$10 million and now they are both saying that BHP
should match it; therefore $30 million will go to
Newcastle for those 2500 jobs. I remind the house
that in the Latrobe Valley we lost 8000 jobs with no
recompense for the valley - absolutely nothing.
Mr Lupton interjected.
Mr HAMILTON - The honourable member
raises what has become almost the pathetic cry, but
it all happened. Despite the bleatings of the
honourable member, the fact is that this government
has been in power for four and a half years and it is
time it stopped blaming past governments. There is
nothing more distressing to hear honourable
members in this place defend the indefensible about
how well the government has done for the people of
Victoria.
Where has all the glitz and glamour gone? To the
new entertainment centre. It is no longer the casino,
it is the entertainment centre. Won't that be
wonderful for the North Melbourne Football Club?
It will have a casino in North Melbourne because
Crown has given up the rights to the name Crown
Casino. In the same week as the government opened
the new entertainment centre - this blight on the
city of Melbourne which will create and encourage
more problems - it announced that it will close
down the Victorian Art Centre. Some weeks ago the
government said it will close down the Royal
Exhibition Building. The government is putting all of
its eggs into one basket on a gambling-led recovery.
There will be no more visitors to Melbourne except
to the casino. One wonders whether it is too cynical
to say it is a deliberate plan to help Uoyd Williams
and Ron Walker at Crown.
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Government members time after time have tried to
say how wonderful the budget is for country
Victoria. Every government member knows that
country Victorians are angry and have expressed
their anger.
Mr W. D. McGrath interjected.
Mr HAMILTON - I think the spin doctor can
solve their problems but he will not solve this one.
Water that flows down the hill will not flow back up
the hill. The minister might be one of the few real
country people, but when country people are
represented by a bush lawyer, a racehorse caller, a
used-car salesman and an auctioneer, is it any
wonder they are disappointed with the
representation they are getting! Is it any wonder that
country Victorians say, 'What has this government
done outside Melbourne?'. The government should
get its spin doctors out to convince the people of
country Victoria because they are not fooled and will
not be fooled. The government should start doing its
bit for country Victoria and not keep saying, 'We
will give you cheaper petrol prices and reductions in
the diesel fuel price'. Let us see some evidence of
things happening in country Victoria in terms of
jobs, services and building communities. The worst
thing it has done is destroy country communities by
being part of the shut-down of those communities,
such as the closing of country schools. Anybody
who has lived in the country knows that when a
school is closed the community suffers. A school is
an important part of any country community and
the government has lost touch with country Victoria.
That is a fact of life. Because of that, banks and stores
close and the Country Fire AuthOrity then starts
looking hard for members. That is what country
Victorians are angry about. The government has
transferred $9 billion of SEC debts into $18 billion of
private debt and said, 'We have reduced debt'. What
utter rubbish! The debt has not been reduced; it has
doubled. That is the real story.
Mr Lupton - So what?
Mr HAMILTON - The facts are that the money
that has been paid to this state in terms of debt is
private debt. It costs more, and who will pay? The
people who buy electricity will pay, not a doubt in
the world. Let the message go out: until country
people stop paying 14 or 15 cents more than city
dwellers for petrol, until they start getting cheaper
primary produce and better profits for the farmer
and until they start finding jobs rather than losing
public sector jobs, country Victorians will not be
fooled. It is an absolute insult for members of the
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government to think that country people are fooled.
Regardless of the rhetoric, yelling and moaning from
members opposite, country people are very astute.
They know when they are being done in the eye.
Members of the government should get out of the
cl ty and into country Victoria to feel the anger and
the sense of being let down, then they might
understand the true situation and stop trying to
excuse the inexcusable.
Part of my portfolio responsibility is higher
education and training. At this stage there is a great
deal of unrest in Australian universities. Protest after
protest is being made by students, in this case
against up-front fees. Indeed, this government has
been silent on up-front fees. I assure the house and
all Victorians that every Labor member on a
university council will vote against up-front fees. It
is time to make sure that university education does
not become the province of the rich and that we do
not return to the old days when elitism was built
into the system so that the only people who attended
universities were those from the rich private schools.
To their credit, the students are standing up. I was
speaking with a group of university students this
afternoon at Monash University and the comment
made on behalf of all students was, 'If we don't
stand up and be counted on this very important
issue which determines access to universities for
years and years into the future, then who are we
going to blame when our children can't get
university places because we are not rich and
famous?'.
That reminds me of a quote from Martin Niemoller
said during the time Hitler was taking over
Germany. Similar sorts of agitations are occurring
from far right groups at the moment. People are
gathering around a shallow, right-wing person who
seems to be becoming more and more popular, and
that is pretty sad. However, that is a bigger worry to
those opposite than it is to us. There is not a shadow
of doubt that the phenomenon related to the
honourable member for Oxley is a worry to us all.
Martin Niemol1er said:
When Hitler attacked the Jews I was not a Jew,
therefore, I was not concerned. And when Hitler
attacked the Catholics, I was not a Catholic, and
therefore, I was not concerned. And when Hitler
attacked the unions and the industrialists, I was not a
member of the unions and I was not concerned. Then,
Hitler attacked me and the Protestant church - and
there was nobody left to be concerned.
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Students at Monash University and, I would
imagine, students all around the country are
saying/Hey, we need to make a stand on up-front
fees because if we do not stand up now, who will
stand up for our children and our descendants in the
future?' That is a very critical point. The student
movement has expressed another concern about
university education which has been raised a couple
of times in the house - that is, the impact of what is
colloquially called voluntary student unionism.
When students first heard of that legislation in its
broad terms they thought they would not have to
pay union fees. They still have to pay a lot of student
fees.
The honourable member for Wantima asked a
dorothy dixer of the Minister for Tertiary Education
and Training and indicated concern about voluntary
student unionism. Are those dreadful student
unions, to use his language and terminology, really
misappropriating the fees? Are they using this
money for some sort of political purpose? Heavens
above! The relevant act is draconian legislation and
it will be repealed the day a labor government is
elected - that time is only three years away because it says to students, the people who should
be prOviding the leadership in our community, that
they are not allowed to be involved in politics.
What determines the future of our lives? Politics,
whether it is blatant party politics or the politics of
dealing with social issues. The government has an
avid hate of unions, of people joining together in a
common cause. If that hate were taken to its logical
conclusion there would be no such thing as the
Liberal Party because the Liberal Party is a union, as
is the AMA. Why is the government making such a
determined attack on student unions? It has a
hidden agenda.
Next week the Minister for Tertiary Education and
Training will come into this house and drop a bill on
the table and say, 'I'm going to put further
restrictions on the students. I'm going to stop them
from even talking to one another'. We will then have
the Joh Bjelke-Petersen syndrome where protest
meetings in this state will be banned. Is that the
direction in which this government is heading? It is
of concern because the government is preventing
students becoming involved in one of the most
important issues in their lives. Indeed, one of the
real faults with our education system is that teachers
cannot talk about sex, politics and religion, the three
most important forces in everybody's life. Is the
government enforcing restrictive practices? Does it
intend to become even more restrictive and try to
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beat down the very people who should be the
leaders in social change and social development in
this state? Those are the questions we must ask.
Another concern relates to TAFE. There has been a
laudable and move, which the opposition supports,
to develop a national framework for the training of
people in a whole range of endeavours. The
opposition commends that because it is very
important that qualifications are portable. A
Victorian qualification should be equally valid in
any other state. Australia should award
qualifications which are so good and so well
respected that they are valued anywhere in the
world. The Minister for Tertiary Education and
Training has signed a ministerial agreement for a
program known colloquially as the modem
Australian apprenticeship and training scheme, or
MAATS.
However, at the same time as that trend is
developing, another sad and more difficult trend is
emerging. There is a move towards deregulation in
the apprenticeship and training areas. The budget
contains a 50 per cent increase in the amount of
money available to private providers. The
opposition does not have a fundamental problem
with private providers, but it is concerned that any
qualifications should comply with industry
standards and be accepted across the board.
The government assumes that, of itself, competition
is good, but there is no evidence for that. Some of the
most successful economies in the world, such as the
Japanese and German economies, put more
emphasis on partnerships, cooperation and
intervention than on competition. We need to
determine appropriate goals in vocational education
and training. As enterprises become competitively
involved in seeking government funds to train their
own people, it is important that they provide
qualifications that are recognised by the industry,
because there are a number of players in this
particular drama.
We must strike the right balance between industry,
governments, students, workers and individual
employers. If we do not strike the right balance, the
deregulation of and the introduction of competition
into vocational education and training will have bad
results. In the interests of both industry and
students, we must ensure that the qualifications
these enterprise schemes provide are portable.
Nothing would be more upsetting to tradespeople
such as plumbers, electricians, gasfitters, carpenters,
joiners and bricklayers, who by and large are small
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businesses people or self-employed or
subcontractors to large builders, than to see their
qualifications and guarantees of good jobs put at risk
by so-called tradespersons and apprentices who
have been through those training schemes but who
are less qualified than they are and less able to do
the breadth and quality of work that they do.
Concern has been expressed by training institutions
and large industry groups, which, in the main,
support good training and the portability of
qualifications. If qualification standards are not
nailed down, every small business involved in any
of the building industries across the state will be put
at risk. We must not allow competitive-based
training schemes to undermine the qualifications of
thousands of small business operators in Victoria.
That would do the industry no good and would do
little for the future of the country. We need to keep a
watchful eye on what is happening in training to
ensure that all the players - the industry, students,
employers and governments - play their part in
maintaining standards.
My other area of responsibility is Aboriginal affairs.
The most prominent issue - in many ways, it is a
philosophical issue - is the Wik decision. I am not
privy to the Prime Minister's 10-point plan, but I am
most concerned about the publicity being generated
by the National Party in Canberra and, more
specifically, in Queensland about the meaning of the
plan. I refer to the sentiments expressed by three
commentators in the ATSIC News of Apri11997,
which contains an article on the Wik debate.
Professor Marcia Langton states:
Three of the biggest land barons in Australia are
directly represented in (federal) cabinet by their first
cousin or some other relation.

An Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
Commission member, Geoff Clark, has this to say in
commenting on the protest against Wik:
These people can't accept that they have to co-exist,
they may have to share, may have to unlock the gate '"
Aboriginal people can, and will, sit down to negotiate a
workable document.

One of the most pertinent comments comes from
Mick Dodson:
... we're not talking about poor little battling fannersthey're unaffected by Wik ... We're talking about
pastoral lessees who have three to four thousand
square kilometres of land.
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Some honourable members will have read last
Saturday's Age which contained a list of the people
who hold the big leases. It includes the president of
the National Farmers Federation. No wonder he is
jumping up and down about the Wik decision,
because it may affect his lease!

the white settlers after many bad years. Every
Australian should stand up for decency to ensure
that there is not a massive land grab by a few land
barons who want to convert their pastoral leases to
freehold titles - and, what would be even worse, to
have us pay for them.

The law has said, from Mabo to Wik, that pastoral
leases are not in doubt, that when there is a conflict,
the pastoral lease remains supreme. Why are
pastoralists wanting to turn pastoral leases into
freehold or de facto freehold titles? It is
unbelievable, because the argument about not
having certainty does not hold up. Two High Court
decisions have said there is certainty. Is their
concern to do with some of the pastoral leases
having been misused? Have some pastoralists done
things on their pastoral leases which they should not
have done? Is there a hidden agenda?

That will be the real test. Why should I or the
taxpayers of Australia pay compensation for these
people to be granted freehold title to their pastoral
leases? Nothing prevents them doing what they
have done for many years on their pastoral leases.
Let us stand for decency, coexistence, tolerance and
above all let us stand up for the original indigenous
Australians.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr WELLS
(Wantirna).
Debate adjourned until later this day.

The house should not forget that we are talking
about the Packers, about the Sultan of Brunei, and
about Janet Holmes a Court - and I could add a few
more to the list. We are talking about big money in
pastoral leases. However, why is there so much
concern about the co-existence of native title and
pastoral leases ? One wonders whether the miners
have a hidden agenda. We all know about the cases
throughout Australia involving negotiations
between the traditional owners of the land and the
mining companies. Agreement has been reached and
compensation has been paid by the mining
companies for the use of the land, and that process
has been generally accepted.
I was disappointed to hear the honourable member
for Gippsland South say, 'We want to get some
certainty into it'. Either the honourable member does
not understand the legislation or he is speaking for
his mates in Gippsland who have pastoral leases.
For example, Senator Julian McGauran, and his
brother the Honourable Peter McGauran, the federal
minister, have a lease. I have also found out that the
federal member for McMillan, Russell Broadbent,
has a lease. What difference has Wik made to that
pastoral lease? One must wonder whether this is all
about a cheap land grab or whether it is about
denying that the Aboriginal people are the original
owners of the land. What on earth is the reason for
all the fuss about the Wik decision?
It is a sad day when we cannot co-exist with the

indigenous people, when we cannot reach sensible
agreements such as those reached overseas,
particularly in Canada where good relationships
have developed between the indigenous people and

NATIONAL ELECTRICITY (VICTORIA)
BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 23 April; motion of
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer).
Mr LONEY (Geelong North) - The National
Electricity (Victoria) Bill is a very important bill. It
makes provision for the operation of and for
Victoria's participation in a national wholesale
electricity market in which Victoria joins with the
Australian Capital Territory, New South Wales,
Queensland and South Australia, all of which have
agreed to the enactment of legislation to provide for
the requisite regulatory arrangements in line with
the national competition policy reforms as were
outlined in the February 1994 Council of Australian
Governments agreement. Therefore, these regulatory
arrangements will include the regulation of the
market by way of a code of conduct, which will be
known as the National Electricity Code under parts
3A and 4 of the Trade Practices Act as well as the
National Electricity Law, which this bill will bring
into operation in Victoria. It is important to note that
the bill deals with the National Electricity Law and
not the code.

The opposition generally supports the national
market in the belief that the move to a national
market has the potential to create efficiency gains
and to set up a mechanism by which there will be
some real benchmarking of performance in the
electricity industry for Victorian consumers.
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If the opposition has a point of departure from the

government on this, it is that it does not hold the
view that the entry into the national electricity
market necessarily means that it brings with it that
aspects of the transmission system should therefore
be privatised. We note that to date the other states
do not accept that argument either.
While saying that the opposition generally supports
such a concept and that it does see benefits in terms
of efficiency galls and benchmarking within the
national market, it is also appropriate to highlight a
number of concerns which have been expressed by a
number of commentators about the entry and the
operation of the national electricity market and what
may result in the future as a result of our
participation in the market. One of the concerns is
that it may have the effect of exacerbating the
disadvantages that have been incurred by residential
and particularly non-metropolitan consumers under
the government's so-called competitive structure in
Australia.
An article in the Australian Financial Review of 25
March headed 'Domestic and country users may end
up being worse off' states:
Domestic consumers may pay higher electricity bills in
a deregulated electricity market and country
households may be at risk of a reduced standard of
maintenance and service from electricity distributors.
These are the main fears of industry observers for
domestic users in the deregulated electricity market
plan for NSW and Victoria.
The Australian Consumers Association's technical
development manager, Mr Norm Crothers, said that
while there would be a regulated service standard, the
high cost of maintaining lines in country areas might
result in rural consumers experiencing a fall in service.
Mr Crothers said servicing electricity lines would
become a major cost item as electricity distributors
phased out cross-subsidisations with commercial
electricity users, with country areas more prone to
bearing the cost.

Essentially we have already seen in the Victorian
system that the removal of the cross-subsidisation in
distribution within the Victorian market has
disadvantaged country consumers, particularly
country business consumers with non-metropolitan
businesses paying much higher distribution costs
than metropolitan users.
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Mr A. F. Plowman - How much higher?
Mr LONEY - Up to 50 per cent higher.
Mr A. F. Plowman - Whereabouts?
Mr LONEY - In the Powercor area compared
with Solaris. The Treasurer will agree with my
figures because we have been through this before.
For the edification of the honourable member for
Benambra, this is not the first time it has been raised
in this house. I further point out that these are
specific charges - non-contestable charges - set
through the pricing mechanism established by the
government. These are tariff charges. They are
discriminatory charges, depending upon the area in
which one happens to reside. Powereor has a
distribution network charge that is a little over
50 per cent higher than Solaris in its servicing of the
metropolitan area. This is a disadvantage that the
government supports. Members of the government,
whether they be Liberal or National, have supported
that disadvantage and discrimination against rural
Victoria.
This is one of the concerns about the way in which
this will work out through the national market. The
opposition does not accept that the national market
will provide a panacea for the immense problems
that the government has created through its
ill-considered dismantling of the integrated energy
system. The many ills will be compounded later this
week when legislation is introduced to sell off the
remaining part of the transmission system.
As I said, the opposition will not oppose the bill, but
it will address a number of concerns and
reservations about both the form and substance of
the proposed legislation. Firstly, Victorians are being
led to believe all states taking part in the national
market will be operating under the same provisions.
In fact, that is not the case when one takes into
account both the code and the law. I point out that
although the cooperative or template legislationwhich has already been passed in the South
Australian Parliament and which will be passed in
other parliaments - is the same, the agreement on
the national electricity market requires the states to
participate in both the code and the law.
In fact, as I understand it - the Treasurer may wish
to confirm this in his reply to the debate - Victoria
has sought derogation from the code in a number of
areas. I believe derogations have been sought in the
environmental area that would have the effect of
making Victorian participants in the national
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electricity market not subject to the same
environmental requirements as those in other states.
Further, I understand the Treasurer has also sought
derogations from force majeure provisions that
pertain in Victoria and the ability of the privatised
companies in Victoria to pass on certain costs by
way of application to the Regulator-General. Again,
they are instances that do not and will not pertain in
other states. I do not believe they have been pointed
out either in this Parliament or in the Victorian
community generally. I hope the Treasurer will
address the issue of derogations from the code
sought by Victoria.
The issue of derogations must be recorded as a
serious concern that is worth mentioning in the
debate on this bill, given that at the core of the
national market there must be regulatory
instruments that have the same effect in the various
jurisdictions. In considering that matter one would
ask why this Parliament has not been presented with
both the code and the law. In particular, one needs
to consider the way the bill has been presented in
this Parliament. In fact, the actual bill does not
provide much information.
The bill facilitates for Victoria the adoption of a piece
of legislation that has already been passed in South
Australia; Victoria is picking that up as its model.
That will also be done in the other participating
states. However, an examination of the Victorian bill
reveals that it does not contain the South Australian
legislation that Victoria is adopting. It is referred to
as a schedule, but it is not in the bill itself. Although
the explanatory memorandum at the front of the bill
explains the provisions of the schedule, that is quite
different from actually enabling people to see the
wording of the schedule. Examining an explanatory
note is not the same as being able to read the exact
wording of the schedule and interpret what it
actually says. A set of notes is somebody's
commentary on the schedule, not the schedule itself,
and the opposition believes the schedule should
have been made available to Parliament. I found on
checking with other jurisdictions that the schedule
will form part of the legislation presented to their
parliaments. The opposition believes that should
have occurred here.
During the briefing on this bill I asked whether the
schedule would accompany the legislation on its
passage and how the public would know exactly
what is in the schedule once the legislation was
passed. Initially those questions could not be
answered with confidence, but following the
briefing I received a memorandum from the Energy
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Projects Division, Department of Treasury and
Finance, which says:
Further to the briefing provided to you on Monday of
this week I confinn that there is no requirement that the
regulations referred to in clause 7 of the bill be
published in the Government Gazette. I have, however,
discussed the issue with Chief Parliamentary Counsel
who advises me that the intention is that the
regulations will be made available to the public,
possibly by making copies available at her office and at
Information Victoria, and that the public will be made
aware of that availability through advertisement or
otherwise.
I also confirm that Chief Parliamentary Counsel advises
me that the National Electricity Law itself will be an
annexure to this bill when printed.

Those are important points. I have read that advice
to the house so there is some confirmation in the
record of this debate that it is the government's
intention to do that. Although I have no doubt,
having received that advice, that that is the
government's intention, it is important that the
record show that it is intended that the Victorian
public will actually be entitled to see the schedule,
the written form of the law in full, rather than some
notes or memoranda relating to it. They are entitled
to that opportunity, and this Parliament should have
been able to consider it when the bill was introduced.
The key substantive provisions in the bill, which
appear in clauses 6 and 7, have the effect of putting
into force in Victoria the National Electricity Law in
Victoria. The law was made in the form of
regulations under the equivalent legislation dealing
with the national electricity market enacted in South
Australia. It came about by agreement of the
ministers of the participating states that South
Australia would enact the original legislation as the
model or template legislation and the other states
would follow from there; Victoria is the second in
that process.
Clauses 6 and 7 provide that the regulations made
pursuant to the South Australian act will become the
law in Victoria. It should be noted at this stage that,
as a result of doing it in that way, any alterations to
those regulations must be agreed upon by a majority
of the ministers of the participating states before
they can be enacted. Also, the law in its entirety was
agreed to by all states prior to its adoption in South
Australia. It should also be noted that because of
that process there is no legal requirement for any
alterations to the law to be formally gazetted in
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Victoria. 1bis follows from the point I made earlier
about the failure to annex the schedule to this bill
and the way the legislation has been handled here.
One would hope that, should the government intend
to introduce amendments to the legislation down the
track, it will ensure they are formally gazetted, or at
least dealt with in the same way as this bill is being
dealt with, in that it is being exposed to the public
for their full view.
The details of the proposed law we are debating
tonight have been agreed to by the ministers from
the various states involved. It is to be given
legislative grounding effectively sight unseen in
Victoria. Although I am sure the minister would
have seen the schedule and would have been a party
to it, the opposition and Victorians in general have
not had the opportunity to see it. In a mild and
gentle manner I submit that the failure to give the
opposition that opportunity is not a proper and
respectful way of treating the Parliament.
Some points of interest in the proposed legislation
can be drawn from the memorandum rather than
from the proposed law itself. It is important to point
out that the bill provides for the approval of the
initial National Electricity Code by the ministers. It
will require owners, operators and others involved
with distribution or transmission systems to be
registered with NEMMCO. It will also establish a
National Electricity Tribunal as a statutory tribunal
of South Australia - which is not mentioned in the
bill. That tribunal will have two main functions:
firstly, to review decisions of the bodies
administering the law and the code; and, secondly,
to order sanctions for breaches of the code. The
opposition believes the setting up of the tribunal and
its authority and powers are desirable and should be
supported as we move to the national electricity
market.
Clause 5 of the bill provides for extra-territorial
operation of the legislation - that is, it will give a
legal right to a Victorian buyer against an interstate
seller in the market, giving the interstate competitive
market some legal grounding.
The other provision of note is clause 8, which is the
definitional section and which basically clarifies that,
for the purposes of this law, Victoria is the relevant
jurisdiction. Effectively that means that the Victorian
Parliament will be the relevant legislature and the
Supreme Court of Victoria will be the relevant
judicial authority.
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This is an important bill because it has the potential

to provide gains to Victorians through a more
efficient distribution of electricity by using the
eastern seaboard rather than simply their own grid.
It also has the potential to give Victorians the
opportunity for a more realistic benchrnarking of
their own electricity system against those of others.
1bis bill will probably bring competition policy
more into the focus of Victorian users than any of
the reforms so far carried out by this government,
many of which are more in the realm of fictional or
folk rather than real competition.
The national electricity market moves us towards
some of the broader ideals and concepts and better
aspects of the Hilmer reforms and competition
policy rather than setting up some sort of system
that revolves around theoretical or fictional
competition simply for the sake of doing so. We
have seen much of that in Victoria, and we will see
more of it with the selling of transmission, which is a
natural monopoly and which really does not
introduce any element of competition into the
system. It could well have been dealt with another
way, and I, most impartial observers and even some
partial observers suggest the transmission of
electricity should remain in public hands.
1bis bill is one of the first for some time in the
so-called electricity reform process which the
opposition has been able to support. With those
comments, and with the understanding that the
Treasurer will respond to some of the matters I
raised about derogations, I indicate the opposition's
support of this bill and leave it at that.
Mr SPRY (Bellarine) - As the honourable
member for Geelong North commented a moment
ago, this is an important bill. Until recently there
was always a warm and fuzzy feeling among
Victorians towards the great monopoly which
generated, transmitted and distributed electricity in
this state. It was a supremely efficient organisation.
On returning home from a distinguished army
career after World War I John Monash -later Sir
John Monash - was responsible for organising a
great statewide utility. However, by 1988, nearly
70 years after the SEC commenced operations in this
state, the Industry Commission inquiry into the
electricity industry revealed that that great
institution was no longer anywhere near world
competitive. To its credit, the SEC reacted to that
finding by beginning to initiate reforms and
downsizing a badly overblown work force.
Although those initiatives went some of the way,
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they had no hope of delivering world competitive
results.

introduction of contestable markets in this state to
the ultimate benefit of consumers.

!he bill is t~mplate legislation based on legislation
mtroduced mto the South Australian House of
Assembly in May 1996. In response to the complaint
of the honourable member for Geelong North about
a lack of detail, I refer him to clauses 6 and 7 in
part 2 of the bill. Clause 6 states:

I direct the attention of honourable members to
comments made in a background paper to an
address given at the Business Law Education Centre
in Melbourne on 11 February 1997 by Karen
Chalmers, the divisional manager of customer
relations at the Office of the Regulator-General of
Victoria. Ms Chalmers stated:

The National Electricity Law set out in the Schedule of
the National Electricity (South Australia) Act 1966 of
South Australia as in force for the time being (a) applies as a law of Victoria; and
(b)

as so applying may be referred to as the National
Electricity (Victoria) Law.

The same thing applies to the regulations. I do not
think there is any question about the detail of what
th~ bill int~nds to deliver. Plans for an electricity
gnd spanrung south-eastern Australia were first
discussed at a special Premiers conference in
October 1980 and later in July 1991. That led to the
establishment of the National Grid Management
Council and, as a consequence, the issuing of a
discussion paper in October 1993. The
recommendations in the discussion paper were that
re~atory arrangements for a national electricity
gnd should be developed consistent with the new
nation~ ~ompetition policy objectives. On 9 May
1996 nurusters from New South Wales, Victoria,
Qu~nsland, South Australia and the ACT signed a
senes of agreements to give effect to those
recommendations. This bill will in turn give effect to
Victoria's adoption of legislation similar to that
proclaimed last year in South Australia to enable the
concept of a national power grid to be given effect to
in this state.
Perhaps the only element of the initiative that will
need to be carefully monitored is the possibility of
the entry into the industry of anti-competitive
elements. The Australian Competition and
Consumer Commission will no doubt play its part in
ensuring that restrictive trade practices are kept out
of the equation in this case.
The benefits that will flow not only to consumers but
also to the major players in the industrygenerators, distributors and retailers - will be
profound. The effect of the national grid will be to
enable producers in particular to trade their
commodity through a common electricity pool
~erving the interconnected states. The objectives fit
ill very neatly with Victoria's recent initiatives in the
selling off of government monopolies and the

Retail tariff variations for franchise customers are
capped by government CPI formulas through to the
end of the year 2000. The formulas provide for real
price reductions between 1995 and the year 2000 of
9 per cent for residential and rural customers and
22 per cent for small to medium business customers.
A1re~dy larg~-scale consumers are taking advantage
of this ~ew climate of competition. In this regard we
are seemg that the lower prices are encouraging
more and more businesses into the state with the
result that more and more jobs are being created in
Victoria. Intimately domestic customers will benefit
even more than they are benefiting right now.
~e passage of the bill will result in Victoria joining
Its partner states in a great new initiative. As with
the national standard gauge rail line, this bill will
ultimately bring Australians closer together. Finally,
at the same time as affording more consistent
electricity prices, the legislation will also ensure that
a climate of competition will act to keep
consumption prices to an absolute minimum across
Australia. I wish the bill a speedy passage.

.~r CARLI (Coburg) - The opposition supports
this lmportant template legislation that sets the
re~atory environment for the national electricity
gnd. The Labor Party and the conservative parties
have obviously supported the establishment of a
national grid as part of a more competitive
environment for electricity in this country and to
remove the state borders as unnatural market
divisions for electricity distribution.
I will focus particularly on the application of
re~ations under the National Electricity Law as
prOVIded by clause 7 in part 2 of the bill. The
regulations that are proposed to be applied in
Victoria, which are the South Australian regulations,
are not included as a schedule to the bill. This issue
is a hoary old chestnut in the discussions of the
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee on
other legislation and it is significant that the
regulations are missing from the bill.
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The failure to provide the regulations raises the
whole issue of the ability of scrutiny of acts and
regulations committees throughout Australia to do
their jobs of scrutinising bills. When template
legislation has to be the same in every state it is
difficult, if not impossible, for state-based scrutiny of
acts committees to do their job of scrutinising the
regulations or other elements of bills.
In considering how to respond on this issue the
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee has met
with similar committees in other states over the past
couple of years to discuss the issue of national
template legislation that arises from various
premiers conferences. I suppose the difficulty is that
executive governments make decisions that are no
doubt in the interests of the various state and
national governments but state parliaments are cut
out of the scrutiny process.

There is bipartisan agreement in this Parliament on
the scrutiny of regulations. Victoria has a solid and
strong tradition of being in the forefront of the
reviewing of regulations and Victoria has been
arguing for a national mechanism by which
regulations and bills can be scrutinised. On one
occasion in Western Australia a bill arrived in
Parliament at the time the debate began and
Parliament had to process it quickly, allowing the
local scrutiny of acts committee no opportunity to
scrutinise it.
A discussion paper has been prepared which
examines a number of different mechanisms. The
process must be moved along more quickly because
in the case of the bill before the house clause 7 is
WlSatisfactory. It is clearly not satisfactory to have
before the house a bill that provides for the adoption
of a regulatory system which has been established in
South Australia to which honourable members have
no access. Honourable members in this place cannot
see the regulations! Although that does not mean the
regulations are necessarily bad, it is a question of the
desirability of providing the regulations as a
schedule to the bill. It is a question of how the
process is managed and how we can ensure that the
process of scrutiny - which is not a partisan issue in
this house - can be carried out properly at a
national level.
The discussion paper canvasses a series of options
and the representatives of the various scrutiny
committees are meeting again in Adelaide to
consider a national committee to further advance the
issue. The bill highlights the need to push the
process along. The problem demonstrated by the
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lack of regulations accompanying the bill is the
problem of the premiers instructing one of their
number to prepare the template legislation and
regulations and pass them on to the other states.
The question is at what point that process is
scrutinised and what opportunities there are to do
so. It is really a question about the processes and the
authority of Parliament. At premiers conferences the
executive can make decisions, but the whole basis of
the scrutiny of legislation and regulation is that
Parliament is able to scrutinise it. It is a question of
the role of Parliament, not so much the role of the
executive. That issue is crucial. We need to reinforce
and restate the role of the various parliaments in the
process of scrutiny so that we do not end up with
regulations that are very poor or with rights being
infringed by particular decisions taken by the
executive or framed in one state with the other states
locked in by agreements made at premiers
conferences.
Although the opposition supports the bill, the
national electricity grid, the need for national
template legislation and a national regulatory
scheme, members of the opposition and of the
Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee want to
emphasise the importance of the process of scrutiny.
A discussion paper has been circulated in the
various states and the national Parliament by which
we intend to advance the issue, by trying to
emphasise the point that Parliament has a definite
role to play in the scrutiny of legislation and
regulations. We want to be sure that in the future
regulations are available for scrutiny and we do not
end up agreeing to regulations we have not seen and
are unlikely to see.
In conclusion, the opposition supports the bill. We
have some concerns about part 7, but issues are
being advanced successfully, and we hope to bring
forward some recommendations in the future.

Mr A. F. PLOWMAN (Benambra) - I will speak
briefly on the National Electricity (Victoria) Bill,
which makes provision for the introduction of the
sale and distribution of electricity from Victoria into
the national pool. It is, as the honourable member for
Bellarine said, comparable to the national rail
network and every other field in which we are
trying to draw states together by entering a
competitive system, offering cheaper services to
other states and offering businesses in the electricity
industry the opportunity to either sell or conduct
their businesses so that they can directly compete in
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other states or directly supply electricity to other
states.
I will briefly refer to the fact that the bill does not
include the provisions of the legislation introduced
in South Australia. The schedule to the South
Australian legislation is complex and its 81 separate
clauses are dealt with in the explanatory
memorandum to this bill. I suggest to the
honourable member for Geelong North that the
explanatory memorandum gives a better
appreciation of the South Australian legislation than
the original bill would.
I have gone through the memorandum and, without
going into detail, I suggest that each part deals with
the South Australian act that is being used as a
template by every other participating state.
Part 1, the preliminary part, states that the law may
be cited as the National Electricity Law and goes on
to give the definitions required to identify the law
and to ensure that the law is properly
comprehended by the participating states in their
own jurisdictions.
Part 2 refers to the National Electricity Code and
determines the code and its requirements. Part 3
deals with the registration of the National Electricity
Law and the National Electricity Code with
NEMMCO and refers to:
... any person ownin~ controlling or operating a
transmission or distribution system for supply of
electricity to wholesale or retail customers ...
Similarly, any person owning, controlling or operating
a generation system that supplies electricity to such a
transmission or distribution system -

and requires that such persons be registered with
NEMMCO.
Part 4 deals with proceedings and civil penalties for
any alleged contravention of the National Electricity
Code. Division 1 of part 5 deals with the functions
and powers conferred on the National Electricity
Tribunal under both the national electricity
legislation and the code and the role of the tribunal,
which includes the hearing and determination of
applications alleging breaches of the code by
participants. Division 2 of part 5 deals at
considerable length with the details of proceedings
before the tribunal. The miscellaneous provisions in
division 3 deal largely with the administrative
affairs of the tribunal.
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Part 6 deals with the statutory funds of NEMMCO
and NECA, the National Electricity Code
Administrator Ltd, in the event that either or both
bodies should be wound up. Part 7 makes general
provisions for matters such as the requirement for
NECA to obtain a warrant from a magistrate
conferring power to enter property to search for
items where it is reasonably suspected that there has
been a breach of the code. Other matters include
items such as NEMMCO's responsibility for public
safety, which allows it to organise the switching off
or re-routing of a generator in the interests of public
safety.
It is of interest, too, to note that clause 78 deals
specifically with the code and provides that the
participant is not liable for damages in the case of a
partial or total failure to supply electricity, unless
that failure has occurred because of the criminal
failure or negligence of a code participant.

Given the concerns of the honourable member for
Geelong North about not having the schedule before
the house, I suggest that the explanatory
memorandum does justice to the detail of the
legislation. Having gone through it, I will be
interested, like the honourable member for Geelong
North, in seeing the schedule, but I have confidence
in the fact that the explanatory memorandum duly
explains what the Victorian government is accepting
from the South Australian legislation.
It is interesting, though, to note that the South

Australian act empowers the Governor of South
Australia to make regulations in respect of any
matter necessary to give effect to the National
Electricity Law and that those regulations will be
binding on states whose ministers have agreed to the
regulations. I am not aware of any other
circumstance that mirrors that provision. However, I
would be interested to see whether it is a first or
whether it has been done before. It is with pleasure
that I support the bill.
Mr JENKINS (Ballarat West) - I support the bill.
Every now and again a bill of an historic nature
passes through Parliament. This bill will go down in
history as implementing one of the greatest changes
in progress in our state and our nation.
Many years ago when I was an apprentice electrician
I had a dream. I saw the powerlines expanding
through country Victoria, and I was part of that
installation completion program during my
apprenticeship years and later. I have seen the
growth of the power industry over that time. My
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memory has returned to the days of the early
powerhouses which have built up the story of the
bill today. Many of us remember the old
powerhouses in the country towns and cities. I recall
the old Spencer Street powerhouse in the city and
the A station in Ballarat as well as the DC stations in
country towns and the small reticulations.
In the 1950s and 1960s under the Bolte government
we carried out the plan of electrifying the state; we
ran networks right throughout Victoria connecting
up to what is now known as the state grid. Speaking
of the early days and the early transmission lines, I
remember the first single line coming through from
the old Yallourn power station. That station has
since been demolished and an open-cut mine has
taken its place. Some 132000 volts transmitted the
power from Yallourn's first power station to
Melbourne. From there networks started to spread.
One of the early ones was a 66 OOO-volt line from
Melbourne to Ballarat during the Second World War
to run the gun and cotton factories. Following that
type of expansion, which made demands on labour
throughout the state, power stations were built in
Geelong, Ballarat, Bendigo and Red Cliffs. The
stations serviced those areas in the 1950s, 1960s
and 1970s.

Then Hazelwood power station was built. The
station has come to light again; it is to be demolished
and has been sold for a tidy sum of money. I know
the Treasurer is smiling as a result - $2.5 billion
isn't bad scrap value. Further transmission lines
were upgraded and others built between the Latrobe
Valley and Melbourne and around the grid, which
now goes right around the state - it is 220 000 volts.
During that time the Kiewa and the Snowy
Mountains schemes came on line, as did the Loy
Yang A and B power stations. The construction of
Newport power station was effected and a build-up
of power stations increased the generation capacity
for the supply of electricity throughout the state.
Some interstate trading took place with the Snowy
Mountains scheme which supplied New South
Wales, Victoria and the ACT on demand as required
through the hydro-electricity scheme. That was and
still is a great scheme; it is one of the icons of
Australia. There is now the opportunity for the
expansion of the state grid to link New South Wales,
Victoria, South Australia and the Australian Capital
Territory. This will allow interstate trading and
transmission of power either way from power
stations throughout Australia.
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My dream now is that somebody will invent - and I
have no doubt this will happen in the future - a
transmission system far superior to any we have
ever thought of. Maybe Western Australia and the
Northern Territory will be hooked up to the system
by laser beam. Lasers work with telephone lines and
other devices. Who knows what the future will
bring? Australia may be connected to one great grid.
Thirty years ago people said it would not be possible
to send electricity from Yallourn to Queensland or
from Hazelwood to South Australia or even to
Tasmania via cable, yet it is not beyond reality
through this network. In the future the whole of
Australia may be connected. It is a great opportunity
for this country to witness the expansion of the
electricity network. The bill will foster interstate
trading, privatisation and competition. Those things
are already happening through the pricing and sales
promotions - from the generating side to the retail
side - by the various companies. I commend this
exciting bill to the house.

Mr Hamilton - You don't sound too excited. Get
a smile on your face.
Mr JENKINS - I am excited.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! The house
was very calm and relaxed until the honourable
member for Morwell came back in. I suggest he be
quiet.
Mr JENKINS - It will be great to see the bill
pass through the Parliament and for the states to be
connected - and down the track the rest of
Australia - via an Australian network.
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - I thank
honourable members for their contributions to the
debate and I thank the opposition for its support for
the bill. I appreciate that there are differing views on
both sides of the house about some aspects of the
reforms - particularly privatisation. However, the
bipartisan support given by the Keating government
and by Labor governments in several states - most
lately in New South Wales - to national
competition policy has augured well for reforms of
this kind.
The bill is an important development. It embraces
the national market. However, it could more
accurately be described as a south-eastern
Australian market, because with current technology
it is not practicable to bring states such as Western
Australia and Queensland into an effective trading
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pool, although the intercOImection of Queensland
and Tasmania would raise the prospect of trading
into the nearer states in both those cases.
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thank all members for their contributions and
commend the bill to the house.
Motion agreed to.

The bill is an important development, not just for
Victoria but for Australia. Reflected in the nature of
the legislative pattern is a genuinely multistate
exercise to formulate the legislation to give effect to
the agreements.

Read second time.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

The honourable member for Geelong North raised a
number of matters of detail. I did not make notes of
the issues at the time but I will ensure that the
government provides him with responses to the
issues that he has raised within the next day or so to
keep the opposition informed of the developments.
The gas reforms that the government will shortly
embark upon will complement these electricity
reforms. Of course there is already interconnection
in respect of electricity so that the national market
model is now being implemented at this very
moment. Multistate trading is going on. South
Australia has agreed to become a participant in the
market. This is an important piece of legislation that
will have ramifications for Australia for many years
to come.
Low-cost energy has been one of Australia's major
comparative advantages. Within Australia, Victoria
has been at the forefront of being a significant
provider of low cost energy on a world scale, and
going back to the era of Henry Bolte, in particular,
much investment was brought to Victoria and a
considerable proportion of it in the Latrobe Valley
based around that comparative advantage.
We must introduce capital market discipline,
competition and broaden the market out beyond any
one state if we are to put the drivers in place to
ensure that we continually improve our
performance in the future. These bills are an
important step in bringing about that competitive
environment.
The reports of the Industry Commission and the
National Monitoring Committee under which the
commission acts as an agent for the committee
released in the last week demonstrate that not only
are we making significant improvements in the
operating efficiency of these key infrastructure
industries but the benefits are being passed back to
consumers in lower real prices. These reforms not
only in Victoria but across Australia are driving
down the real cost of energy and are capitalising on
the immense natural resources of this country. I

APPROPRIATION (1997/98) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from earlier this day; motion of
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer).
Mr WELLS (Wantima) - It gives me pleasure to
jOin in the debate on the Appropriation (1997/98)
Bill on behalf of the electorate of Wantima. The
people of Wantirna again welcome another good,
responsible, stable, economic budget of the type they
are now becoming accustomed to from the coalition,
which is providing financial stability, strong
leadership and good government. TIlis government
has delivered on all three. Before I talk about the
benefits the people of Wantima are expecting from
this budget, I shall refer to some remarks made by
the shadow Treasurer. For the rest of my
parliamentary career I will remember his opening
statement as recorded in Hansard of 1 May:
The 1997 budget will go down in history as the budget
of missed opportunities.

When in government for 10 years the Labor Party
lost many opportunities. During the 1980s we had
strong economic growth and during that time there
was a chance to build many infrastructure projects.
The former government had growth from revenue
but did not spend that money on infrastructure
projects. It had the chance to build roads, such as the
Domain tunnel, build schools in growth areas and
the chance to develop basic infrastructure in the
outer eastern and eastern suburbs in particular.
I shall refer to further missed opportunities. In 1982
when the Liberal government lost office, in what sort
of condition did it hand over the economy to the
incoming Labor government? We had a AAA credit
rating and public sector debt of 511 billion, yet in
just 10 years of lost opportunities the Labor
government blew out the total liability of the state to
$70 billion. The credit rating plummeted from AAA
to AA, which meant that the cost of borrowings
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increased greatly. Honourable members will recall
not only that state liability approached $70 billion
but the recurrent deficit was approaching $3 billion a
year - we were spending $3 billion more than we
were receiving in revenue. About a quarter of total
state expenditure was being used for interest
payments.
In the 1990s the Victorian constituency is becoming
used to balanced budgets. Now Victorian taxpayers
are seeing the benefits of strong financial and
economic management. Interest payments represent
only 8.3 per cent of our total outlays. More
importantly, 24.7 per cent of our total budget of
$13.4 billion is being spent on health and 24.4 per
cent on education. What an amazing turnaround,
and what a contrast - under Labor 27 per cent of
the budget was spent on interest payments in 1992
and money was borrowed to pay interest, whereas
now the interest component is only 8.3 per cent.
Clearly, Victorian taxpayers are receiving more for
their taxpayer dollar and more for the money being
spent on health and education.

The state debt was cut from $21.5 billion in 1996-97
to $14.3 billion in 1997-98, a reduction of 33 per cent.
Part of that is due to the privatisation of the power
companies. That has saved the state $538 million in
interest payments and is money that can be used for
schools, health and other goods and services that are
rightly demanded by Victorian taxpayers. Again and
again opposition members have said Victoria is the
highest taxed state in the country. At the time they
were saying that they did not realise the New South
Wales budget was being brought down. As a typical
Labor government, the New South Wales
government has increased expenditure and also
increased taxes in order to do that.
The Herald Sun of 10 May, which was referred to by
the Treasurer during question time today, states that
in New South Wales tax per capita has increased
from $1959 a year to $2012 a year, whereas in
Victoria that rate has actually decreased from $1944
to $1916 per capita. Taxes in Victoria have decreased
whereas taxes in New South Wales have increased.
The article by Mike Nahan in the Herald Sun of
10 May states:
Indeed, in the long term, Premier Bob Carr's budget
could generate more jobs in Victoria than the Crown
Casino. The New South Wales budget brought back
'tax and spend' government with a vengeance. It put in
place another huge $400 million set of tax increases,
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which brings the total announced since the release of
the last NSW budget, to more than $700 million.
The budget also announced a $1.6 billion increase in
spending and an underlying deficit ... of $500 million.

That is another typical Labor Party ploy - when the
budget goes into deficit, it increases taxes. The NSW
government has increased taxes on electricity,
boosted stamp duty on insurance and raised land
taxes by $155 million. The impost that has received
the most interest is the 10 per cent hotel bed tax,
which will raise $4 million. How appropriate to put
a tax on hotel beds in Sydney just when the Olympic
Games are coming up. Let us hope they don't fall
over! The article continues:
The recent tax hikes in New South Wales, in tandem
with the $200 million in tax cuts announced in the latest
Victorian budget, mean Victoria is no longer the
highest-tax state - New South Wales is ... The Carr
government has given up on fiscal reform and has
reverted back to the old Labor ways -

it did not take long while Victoria remains committed to reform and tax
cuts.

That is an article from the Herald Sun, which, as
honourable members know, is a well-balanced
newspaper.
Mr Hamilton - What about having the Olympic

Games here?
Mr WELLS - I take up the interjection of the
honourable member for Morwell. It would be worth
while bringing some of the sporting events down to
Victoria, especially to Melbourne, where we have
good facilities which have been paid for and which
are no longer a burden on the taxpayer - unlike the
tennis centre, which the previous Labor government
left in a dreadful mess.

The opposition is always keen to talk about
unemployment, which everyone admits we still
need to do a lot about, but there is a stark difference
between the way the ALP and the Liberal Party go
about fixing unemployment. The ALP solution is
simply to throw money at the problem, whereas the
Liberal-National party government has a philosophy
of creating an environment that creates economic
growth to produce genuine jobs.
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I again refer to the shadow Treasurer. I was a little
surprised when he chose to incorporate in Hansard a
graph showing unemployment rates. He obviously
did not realise that the graph shows the sharpest
increase in unemployment occurred in March 1991,
when it went from about 5 per cent to about
10 per cent in one quarter. Which government was
in power at that particular time? It was a Labor
government, in cahoots with its federal ALP mate
Paul Keating. For that reason I was a little surprised
that the honourable member for Williamstown chose
to incorporate a graph that shows how much of a
failure the ALP government was in trying to resolve
unemployment.

which is important. I remember that some of the
Keating budgets showed the proceeds of the sales of
the Commonwealth Bank and Qantas as recurrent
budgetary items. In accounting and financial
management terms those capital items should not be
included as recurrent budgetary items because they
are one-offs. You cannot rely on selling Qantas or the
Commonwealth Bank to pay teachers and nurses.
The expenditure has to be sustainable. That is why
the government has put so much emphasis on the
sustainable surplus, which, as I said, for this
financial year is $126.1 million. In future financial
years it is hoped the government will be able to rely
on sustainable surpluses of around $200 million.

I also refer to the number of people employed. When
the ALP lost government in October 1992,
1.939 million Victorians were employed. That has
now increased to 2.088 million. The seasonally
adjusted figures still show the same amount of
increase. The seasonally adjusted figure for
October 1992 was 1.932 million, compared with
2.087 million for March this year. Clearly, the
statistics show that there are far more people
employed now, under a coalition government, than
there were in the Labor years.

The budget offers tax relief for all Victorian
taxpayers. The government is committed to
sustainable tax cuts of $211 million. Many people
view payroll tax as a disincentive to employing the
unemployed. State governments have little ability to
call on financial reserves; nevertheless, the
government has reduced payroll tax from 7 per cent
to 6.25 per cent, which will give businesses a net
gain of $103 million.

When Labor lost government in October 1992,
256000 Victorians were unemployed. Today 211 000
are unemployed. That means 45 000 fewer
Victorians are unemployed today than in the
dreadful days of the Labor government. That is still
too many, but it is a vast improvement. It is also
worth noting that when the ALP was in government
the unemployment rate was around 11.5 per cent,
but it has now fallen to 9 per cent. Clearly, the
government has done more in 5 years than the ALP
did in 10.
The benefits of this budget are transparent. There are
no increases in state taxes, and tax reductions for
Victorian households will amount to $211 million in
a full year. An additional $122.2 million has been
allocated for key priority programs, mainly in health
and education, and more than $2 billion will be
spent on capital works in the next financial year. Of
course, a high priority has been given to rural roads.
The government recognises that people in the bush
have some concerns, but they are being addressed in
part by the increase in funding for rural roads and
the reduction in the fuel tax, which will be of
enormous benefit.
Victoria has a dependable future because of its
strong budgetary position. The state has a
sustainable planning surplus of $126.1 million,

Petroleum franchise fees have been reduced to
10 per cent from 12.1 per cent for petrol and 15.5 per
cent for dieseL The opposition talks about
fluctuations in the price of petrol, but petrol prices
have reduced in real terms. The government has also
exempted mortgage duty on non-business loans.
Home owners will now be able to move from one
financial institution to another without being
slugged.
The people of Wantirna will benefit greatly from the
budget, just as they have benefited from previous
Liberal government budgets. I am delighted that the
unemployment rate in the outer east of 6.8 per cent
is one of the lowest in metropolitan Melbourne. It is
still high, but at least it is decreaSing, thanks largely
to the medium to large manufacturing businesses in
the region.
Businesses now want to invest in Victoria. In the last
quarter of the Labor government private new capital
expenditure accounted for 20.3 per cent, or
$1.5 billion, of total capital investment in Australia,
whereas today private new capital expenditure
accounts for 27.6 per cent, or $3160 million, of the
total. Victoria is clearly the place to invest, with a
7 per cent increase in private new capital
expenditure from 1992 to 1996.
Many exporters have businesses in the outer east,
some of which have been awarded for their
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excellence. They have the initiative and know-how
to invest in overseas products and are able to tap
into local markets. Victoria's export figures are
spectacular. Victoria's exports are now worth
$15413 million compared with $9545 million when
the Labor Party lost government in 1992. Victoria's
export capacity has improved out of sight.
The budget addresses a number of other issues,
particularly road funding. A 1988 RACV report said
that Wellington Road was the most congested road
in Melbourne. The former Labor government
completely ignored the report. From 1988 onwards it
did nothing to alleviate the congestion problems
facing motorists living in the outer east. In 1992 the
Liberal Party promised that it would start work on
the duplication of Wellington Road from Waverley
Park to Stud Road in its first term of office. It almost
completed the duplication works in its first term.
During the 1996 election campaign the government
said it would duplicate Boronia Road from
Dandenong Creek to Wantirna Road. The project is
almost halfway through. The main roads in the
electorate of Wantirna, which were neglected by the
former Labor government, are now vastly improved.
The Minister for Roads and Ports visited Wantirna
to announce the duplication of High Street Road
from Cathie's Lane to Mowbray Drive. The
duplication will cost $2.3 million and is desperately
needed by people living in the outer east. The
housing estates developed under the Labor
administration did not have the necessary
infrastructure, and traffic was often gridlocked.
Motorists found it difficult to get onto the main
roads because of the single-lane goat tracks. They
now have significantly improved access to the Knox
Gardens Shopping Centre, as well as to new
residential developments being built by the Urban
Land Authority and proposed commercial
developments. That is a tremendous boost for the
people of Knox Gardens. I pay tribute to the work of
Cr Rob Van Stokrum and the Honourable Gerald
Ashman in another place, who lobbied the minister
to get the projects up and l1lllIling.
Many parents in the electorate of Wantirna care for
disabled children. They need respite care for their
sons and daughters. In addition to that, elderly
people suffering from Alzheimer's disease rely on
their sons and daughters for help. Often those family
members also need a break. That is why the
government has introduced a 5100 million carers
strategy. The Villa Maria Society has received
$1.155 million. Included in that funding is 5703 000
for a consortium comprising the Villa Maria SOciety,
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Alzheimer's Association Victoria and the Austr
Brain Foundation that will expand services for
out-of-home and in-home respite care, flexible
respite options, carer support and respite
coordination. Recently the daughter of a woman
suffering from Alzheimer's spoke to me about her
situation. She was devastated by the fact that her
mother, who had brought her up and cared for her
over the past 20 or 30 years, no longer recognised
her. She said it was one of the saddest things in her
life.

The Freeza program will be great news for Knox.
Recently the Minister for Youth and Community
Services announced that Knox will be part of the
Freeza program, as promised during the 1996
election campaign.
That was $4 million over four years. The
government recognised that there was a vacuum in
the marketplace. What do teenagers do on a Friday
or Saturday night? They can hang around Knox City
or try to sneak into a local hotel, which is not really
the proper or appropriate thing to do.
This government started a pilot scheme in December
in six locations: Dandenong, Frankston, Geelong,
Wangaratta, Wodonga and Broadmeadows, after
which an evaluation process was done. A second
round has commenced, and about 20 events will be
run over the next two months in locations ranging
from Moonee Valley, Wyndham, Bairnsdale,
Wangaratta, Dandenong and Morwell.
Nightclubs are also being piloted in that particular
experiment. A Freeza has been started in the Dome
at Prahran and the events are already moving out to
Dandenong where they will be enormously
successful. The focus will be to get local
organisations to run the programs in conjunction
with local youth committees. They have been
formed to organise the different sorts of music,
whether it be bebop, flip-flop, or whatever you want
to call it, along with live bands. There is a distinct
difference in music tastes between different areas in
Melbourne and it depends on the different sorts of
youth committees as to what will be set up.
The Freeze event held at Warmamboollast week is
the largest under-age event held in the area. I pay
tribute to the honourable member for Warrnambool,
because after that event he spoke to me to see what
could be done to provide buses for young people
living in the outlying areas. He made a very
important point. It is good to have a great event in
Warmambool, but it is necessary to have some sort
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transport so that young people living in the
outlying areas can be picked up and brought to such
events.
I conclude by saying that this is another tremendous
budget. It has a sustainable surplus that will see us
in very good stead financially for the coming years.
We will be able to hand over to our children a state
economy in excellent condition.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mrs MADDIGAN
(Essendon).
Debate adjourned until next day.
Remaining business postponed on motion of
Mr GUDE (Minister for Education).

ADJOURNMENT
Mr GUDE (Minister for Education) - I move:
That the house do now adjourn.

Buses: Werribee
Mr BATCHELOR (Thomastown) - I refer the
Minister for Transport to the shortcomings of the
existing bus services within Werribee. I specifically
ask the Minister for Transport to ensure that
Werribee bus services are expanded to provide a
service that ensures that the buses actually visit the
significant community centres and locations where
the residents of Werribee need and want to visit. I
also ask that the operational hours of the buses in
Werribee be extended so that they are available
when people actually want and need to travel on
them.
This request is especially important given that the
bus contracts that currently exist for the Werribee
suburbs will expire at the end of June. It is an
appropriate time to ensure that the new bus
contracts that will be entered into will provide for
buses to call at the places people want and need to
visit within the Werribee community at the times
when they need to visit them. The community needs
buses and a bus service that actually meets the
contemporary needs of Werribee and its growing
population.
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Whether at the council level or the level of the
fiercely independent senior citizens of the Werribee
community, everyone wants a community bus
service that calls at places such as the Mercy
Community Hospital, the Veterinary Science
Clinical Centre at the University of Melbourne, the
Western Melbourne Institute of TAFE and the
Victorian University of Technology. People also
want a bus service that calls at places like Werribee
Plaza and services the suburb of Wyndham Vale
during the hours they want to use it. These people
also want to be able to use their buses after 6 o'clock
on a Saturday night and on Sunday - hours not
provided for in the current contract.

Graffiti: Bentleigh
Mrs PEULICH (Bentleigh) - In the absence of
the Minister for Youth and Community Services I
raise a matter for the attention of the Minister for
Education concerning an issue of ongoing local
concern, namely, the proliferation of graffiti in the
Bentleigh electorate. Interestingly, the issue was also
mentioned today in the appropriation debate by the
honourable member for Mal vem, and I presume
many honourable members have similar problems in
their electorates.
Bentleigh is an ageing community and many elderly
as well as young constituents in my electorate feel
intimidated, vulnerable and repulsed by the prolific
graffiti repeated on Bentleigh's streets, in public
toilets, bus stops, shop facades and fences, including
those backing onto railway stations. Such is the
concern that one constituent with an interest in
poetry wrote a poem on this very issue to draw
attention to the problem. As honourable members
would appreciate, it was written anonymously,
given the author's reluctance to attract the sort of
limelight that similar poets have achieved in the past
few weeks. It is entitled Graffiti tags in Bentleigh and
reads:
RB7 how annoying you are
Damage and ugliness you spread afar
Your tag our community knows too well
But don't you have a better story to tell?
Can't you turn your scrawl into beautiful art
And practise on paper - that'd be a start

On a recent visit to the area I was advised by many
people and organisations of the current inadequacies
of the bus network. In particular, I highlight the
comments of the Wyndham council and residents
from an aged persons hostel called Manor Court.

I'm sure you'll grow out of this destructive phase
And become a productive member of our community Your tag erased from the police database
Now a blaze of glory your tag did achieve
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Can't you give our Bentleigh fences and bus stops a
reprieve?

Graffiti on railway stations has been controlled by a
vigilant government policy of removing it as soon as
it appears. However, the problem of graffiti on
commercial and private property is worsening.
I seek the minister's investigation of new, creative
and cooperative initiatives to be put in place,
drawing on police, local government and youth
affairs. It may be something that looks at education
and advertising to try to address the problem.
Graffiti is costly in municipal expenditure and in the
community's inability to remove it. Moreover, it is
depressing and has a distressing effect on the
community. I seek the minister's investigation of any
creative or new strategies that may be devised to
deal with graffiti, especially on private property.

Werribee: toxic waste dump
Ms GARBUlT (Bundoora) - I direct a matter to
the attention of the Minister for Conservation and
Land Management and ask her to direct the EPA to
undertake a study of a proposal by a community
group, Werribee Residents Against Toxic Dump, for
an alternative strategy to deal with prescribed
wastes and to eliminate the need for the proposed
toxic dump at Werribee. I ask that the minister
require the EPA to report back to Parliament and the
Werribee community on its assessment.
It is the unanimous view of Werribee residents that
the toxic dump should not be constructed. They
have raised a whole range of environmental dangers
including leakage or spillage threatening ground
water, airborne pollutants and odours and a range of
socioeconomic dangers that will harm the economy
of Werribee and lead to a perception of the place as a
waste management precinct with a resulting
reduction in tourism and the marketing of its
produce.
The group has made a submission to the EPA, which
is in the process of reviewing waste management.
The group has raised a number of suggestions that
warrant further investigation by the EPA. If the
suggestions were followed they could lead to the
elimination of the need for a dump. The residents
point out that the production of prescribed wastes
has increased enormously between 1989 and 1995. In
that time the percentage increase of prescribed
liquid wastes was 312 per cent and for prescribed
solid wastes 784 per cent. That indicates other areas
around the state will fight the same battle soon
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unless something is done. Some, but not all, of their
suggestions - it is a lengthy paper - include
producers and managers of prescribed waste
retaining product stewardship throughout the life of
the process, a commitment to at least 50 per cent
cleaner production within five years, the devising
and implementation of an effective waste and trade
waste plan, a compulsory annual waste production
audit of the top 500 waste producers and the EPA's
determining waste minimisation goals according to
a five-year plan.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! The
honourable member's time has expired.

Towong: maternal and child health
Mr A. F. PLOWMAN (Benambra) - The matter I
direct to the attention of the Minister for Youth and
Community Services concerns the pilot program for
maternal and child health introduced by the Shire of
Towong. The program was designed to service
especially mothers and families in remote rural
communities. It was designed to meet the needs of
new mothers who need assistance in the six days
following childbirth and to provide continuing
assistance for their families, including child care for
the following six years?
Conjecture has arisen from certain elements in the
community that the service will duplicate the
existing service delivered by the maternal and child
health worker employed by the shire. Will the
minister either review the existing program and the
pilot program or advise the house how the two
services will run to avoid duplication and to deliver
the service outlined in the pilot program,
particularly in respect of assistance for new mothers
who do not now receive assistance during the six
days following childbirth.
How will one service not duplicate the other, given
the fact that the program continues for the following
six years of a child's life? The government has
extended the existing child and maternal health
service to the five years following birth. It is
important to determine whether the new pilot
program, which is designed for isolated and remote
communities, delivers a service without duplicating
the existing service.

Ambulance services: staffing
Ms DAVIES (Gippsland West) - I ask the
Minister for Education, who is at the table, to direct
to the attention of the Minister for Health in another
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place my request that he act to ensure full equity,
adequacy and properly trained staff for ambulance
services in Gippsland West and beyond.
In the south-east region, which stretches from
Gippsland West through to Mallacoota there are
22 branches and only 3 are rostered with 2-man cars.
Nine branches around the edge of Melbourne were
upgraded to 2-man cars between 1991 and 1993. One
of those areas with 2-man cars had approximately
40 jobs a month, but Cowes, which has 60 jobs a
month, has only I-man cars at present.
The former Minister for Health, now the Minister for
Conservation and Land Management, claimed there
would be a paramedic in every car by 2002. We have
a long way to go down our way before that is
achieved! At present there are no paramedics in the
ambulance service in Gippsland West. The only
paramedics are the ones who are used on the
helicopters. There is a proposal to use those
paramedics in normal ambulance services, but that
could be difficult if a helicopter were needed in an
emergency and the paramedic who should be on
that helicopter immediately was elsewhere on
another call.
Gippsland has lost control of its Helimed helicopter.
It is now being controlled by Intergraph, which has
caused grave concern. Often the smaller
495 helicopter is used, but it is not large enough to
carry family members to support a critically ill
patient.
Some permanent officers are working between 20
and 50 hours overtime a fortnight. We don't want
minimally trained casuals. We do not want to risk
their being called out on their own, which will
happen if they are employed more frequently.
I ask the minister to provide a better service with
fully qualified officers and safer working conditions.
By taking the simple and more equitable step of
employing more permanent, fully trained officers,
including paramedics, in the south-east region and
other regional areas in Victoria current officers
would not have to work long overtime hours.

Education: maintenance allowance
Mr MILDENHALL (Footscray) - I direct to the
attention of the Minister for Education the
continuing confusion over the use of the
maintenance allowance for voluntary contributions.
In this instance schools in the Werribee area are of
particular concern. I direct to the attention of the
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minister the widespread reports around the state
that voluntary contributions that were being sought
by parents for schools are being replaced by
curriculum resource levies and specific subject
levies, which in effect are the renamed voluntary
contributions. Parents are being asked for levies in
key learning areas such as English, mathematics,
science and library at the Laverton Primary School.
It is extraordinary that specific levies should be
sought for key curriculum areas. In fact, the
voluntary component has totally disappeared and in
some cases parents are heavied into using the
maintenance allowance to pay for the fees the school
requires.
There is also the widespread practice of not referring
to voluntary contributions as voluntary
contributions. There is no mention of 'voluntary' at
all, and that is occurring at both the Laverton and
the Altona Meadows primary schools. The minister
should adopt a compulsory format of common
language for use in these instances to make it clear
and explicit that contributions are to be voluntary
and that subject levies should not be applied to key
learning areas of the core curriculum. The minister
should also review his policy in this area and ensure
that voluntary contributions are not renamed
'subject levies' in order to extract greater funds from
parents for state schools, which have become
impoverished as a result of actions by this minister,
who has made this - The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! The
honourable member's time has expired.

Local government: ATMs
Mr FINN (Tullamarine) - I raise a matter for the
attention of the Minister for Planning and Local
Government. Honourable members will be pleased
to hear that I will not be speaking about Werribee
tonight - I certainly wish the honourable member
for Werribee well as she has obviously lost her voice!
I was astonished on Sunday to pick up the Sunday
Herald Sun - I do not read the other one - and read
on the front page about a plan by some municipal
councils to charge banks rent for automatic teller
machines with access to footpaths. That astonished
me to say the least. The article reports that the
Municipal Association of Victoria is actually
investigating its feasibility. The banks have made it
very clear that any such charge by councils would
most certainly be passed on to their customers,
which, like everything else, as the honourable
member for Mordialloc says, is a rather sad
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indictment of not just the councils but the banks they are not exactly crying poor. Clearly, this would
be just another slug on the ratepayers of Victoria.
I am loath to ask the minister to intervene because I
know he does not like interfering in local
government affairs. I am sure it is something he
would be somewhat reluctant to do, but if this were
allowed to proceed, the logical step would be for bus
companies to be charged rent because people were
queuing on the footpath to get on a bus - in
Werribee; for Telstra to be charged - in Werribeefor people using the footpath while waiting to use a
public telephone; or for booking agencies - in
Werribee - to be charged for the use of the footpath
by people waiting to book tickets for concerts or
football matches. Indeed, stores - in Werribeecould be charged for use of the footpath while
people were waiting to get in during stocktaking
sales.
This is an appalling attempt by councils to make a
cheap buck and is something the minister should
investigate. I ask him to do so, to speak with the
council authorities involved and to counsel them
about the possible misdeeds they may be getting
into. This must be knocked on the head even before
it gets off the ground.

Werribee: police presence
Mr HAERMEYER (Yan Yean) - The matter I
raise for the attention of the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services relates to police presence at
some of our police stations. It certainly becomes a bit
of a problem across the state. I ask the minister to
increase the police presence in Werribee.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr HAERMEYER - You guessed it! I ask him
also to implement a community policing and crime
prevention program in the Werribee area. Last week
I had the opportunity to talk to a number of locals,
and I was informed that the local police station was
11 short of its entitlement. I was also told that there
is a serious crime problem, particularly with youth
crime related to the local clubs and hotels in the area,
and that there is some difficulty in policing that
because of the absence of a properly funded
community policing and crime prevention program
and the difficulty in mustering sufficient numbers of
police for the local police station. I add that the local
police and community consultative council,
Neighbourhood Watch, and the local police
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themselves are all doing the best they possibly can,
but they are extremely short of resources.
This government was elected on a promise of 11 000
police officers. They never even reached 10600, and
this financial year the staffing level of the Police
Force is being reduced by 300. The crime rate in this
state has increased for the first time since the
mid-1980s when the Labor government put into
place some effective crime reduction and prevention
programs. Since this government came to office
violent crime has doubled. Is it any wonder, when
this government gets into office on the false promise
of 11 000 police, when it is not delivering it and
when areas like Werribee are 11 police short - Mr Gude interjected.
Mr HAERMEYER - You would be half a quid
short, wouldn't you? Police are being deployed into
all sorts of other activities, such as attending an
increasing number of major events. I ask the minister
to address the problem.

5t Kilda Road, Melbourne
Mr LEIGH (Mordialloc) - The matter I wish to
raise - to the delight of the house it is not about
Werribee - is for the attention of the Minister for
Roads and Ports in another place and concerns
traffic on St Kilda Road. In the past few weeks I have
had a number of complaints from constituents about
travelling from Domain Road in Toorak via St Kilda
Road to the city. On Friday night I had the personal
experience when I came to the city and parked at
Parliament House. It took an hour to get from
Domain Road to Parliament House, and I believe
two reasons were to blame. One is that it was about
6.50 p.m. and the traffic was appalling. However, the
turning indicators at the corner of Flinders Street
and Swanston Walk were allowing vehicles to go
either way at only about four vehicles at a time. It
was an absolute shambles. At the very least I hope
the Minister for Roads and Ports will lengthen the
time available for turning left or right to enable the
traffic to get through.
Added to that is the disaster of Swanston Walk,
which is the responsibility of the City of Melbourne.
The Melbourne City Council talks about gambling,
buying airports and all sorts of things - except
fixing Swans ton Walk. That was obvious with both
the former City of Melbourne and the current
council. It is time for the city council to dump the
ridiculous Swanston Walk. The number of taxis and
trucks that go down it is staggering; it just does not
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work. It is a main arterial for traffic travelling
through the city. At the moment traffic is unable to
move through the city. Turning left or right is an
absolute disaster, and, once again, Clown Hall
appears incapable of solving the problem.
For some time now Cr Deveson has been saying the
council is investigating what it should do with
Swans ton Walk. The fact is that it is not working. It
is a major traffic route, and I hope the City of
Melbourne can be forced to do something about it.

Quantim Binnah Community Centre
Ms CAMPBELL (Pascoe Vale) - I raise a matter
for the attention of the Minister for Youth and
Community Services on behalf of the Quantim
Birmah Community Centre. I ask the minister to
inform all kindergarten committees of management
of the amount of money being held by the
department for long service leave entitlements for
preschool teachers employed prior to 1994. I also ask
the minister to survey every kindergarten committee
of management to ascertain whether, since 1994,
money has been allocated to a long service leave
fund for teachers. I ask the minister to ascertain
whether committees of management would support
a central long service leave fund being managed by
the Department of Human Services.
Kinder budgets are extremely tight at the moment.
My own investigations have shown that since the
KeIUlett government came to power kinder fees have
risen by 280 per cent. Kinders are fast becoming
unaffordable, and the temptation is for committees
of management not to make provision for long
service leave liabilities.
Quan tim Binnah in Werribee cares for more than
500 families on a weekly basis, offering a range of
services, including vacation and after-school care
and a neighbourhood house. It provides full-time
child care, and its 35 places are utilised by more than
60 families. It has five play groups, three groups for
4-year-olds, catering for 84 children, and five groups
for 3-year-olds. It is obviously an invaluable
community centre that offers a wide range of
services. Therein lies another problem for the
committee of management: the kinder program is
funded not at the sessional rate of $872 but at the
$392 rate allocated to child-care centres.
I ask the Minister for Youth and Community
Services to come back to the chamber to respond to
the matter I raise. The failure of the ministers for
youth and community services, transport, police and

emergency services, and conservation and land
management to attend the chamber shows they do
not acknowledge the needs of Werribee residents.
They should come back to deal with the issues
raised during the adjournment debate.

Responses
Mr GUDE (Minister for Education) - I thank the
honourable members for Thomastown, Bentleigh,
Bundoora, Benambra, Gippsland West, Tullamarine,
Yan Ye an, Mordialloc and Pascoe Vale, who raised
matters for the attention of a variety of ministers. I
will pass the matters on to those ministers, who no
doubt will get back to the members concerned.
The honourable member for Footscray directed to
my attention a matter concerning the education
maintenance allowance and voluntary contributions.
On two recent occasions the honourable member for
Footscray has had the need to apologise in this
house for providing inaccurate information.
Ms Gillett - On a point of order, Mr Deputy
Speaker, matters of substantial importance to the
constituents of Werribee have been raised tonight by
a number of members of the shadow cabinet. It is
entirely inappropriate that there should be no
response at all, no demonstrated commitment and
no participation, with no minister in the house - The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! The
honourable member for Werribee has placed the
Chair in a difficult position. She has not raised a
point of order; she has raised a point of performance
by ministers, over which the Chair has no control.
The Minister for Education has undertaken to relay
the issues raised to the various ministers. He is now
responding to the issue raised by the honourable
member for Footscray because it falls within his
portfolio. There is no point of order. The Chair does
not have the power to challenge ministers to be in
the house.
Mr Batchelor - My separate point of order,
Mr Deputy Speaker, relates to the interference
tonight of the process of the debate on the
adjournment. After the commencement of the
debate, one of the ministers to whom a matter was
referred, the Minister for Youth and Community
Services, was on his way into the chamber and was
hustled back out again by members of the
government. I put it to you that that this is an
interference with the process of Parliament and
parliamentary debate.
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The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! I understand
the fervour with which the manager of opposition
business seeks to present the position of his side of
the house, but he is challenging the ruling I made on
the matter raised by the honourable member for
Werribee regarding the Chair's role and function
concerning ministers presenting themselves in the
house. I consider the honourable member for
Thomastown to be raising the same point of order.
There are appropriate ways for the honourable
member to raise this issue of concern, but a point of
order at this time is not appropriate.
Mr Batchelor - Like what?
The DEPUTY SPEAKER - Order! Firstly, the
honourable member for Thomastown has been
around long enough to know he should not
challenge the Chair while it is on its feet - he ought
to know better. Secondly, if the honourable member
wishes to raise a substantive motion about the
performance of ministers in a debate, I am sure he
can be accommodated.
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Mr GUDE - I shall continue my response on the
issue raised by the honourable member for
Footscray. He knows full well that the education
maintenance allowance cannot be Siphoned off as
part of a voluntary contribution. Those contributions
are voluntary and must remain that way. That is a
clear position of this government.
I understand the opposition's view on this matter,
unless of course the honourable member can advise
the house that the Labor Party has changed its
position. I will, however, have the issues about the
Laverton and Altona Meadows primary schools
investigated as a consequence of the issues raised by
the honourable member and get back to him in due
course.
Motion agreed to.
House adjourned 1.38 a.m. (Wednesday).
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The PRESIDENT - The rules having been
adopted, I am now prepared to receive proposals for
the appointment of a person to hold the place in the
Senate rendered vacant by the resignation of Senator
the Honourable James Robert Short.
Mr KENNETT (Premier) - I propose:

Senate vacancy

That Karen Margaret Synon hold the place in the
Senate rendered vacant by the resignation of Senator
the Honourable James Robert Short.

Deakin University
University of Ballarat
Honourable members of both houses assembled at
6.17p.m.
The CLERK - Before proceeding with the
business of this joint sitting it will be necessary to
appoint a President.
Mr KENNETT (Premier) - I move:

Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - I
second the proposal.

That the Honourable Sidney James Plowman, MP,
Speaker of the Legislative Assembly, be appointed
President of this joint sitting.
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - I
second the motion.

Motion agreed to.
The PRESIDENT - I thank the Premier and the
Leader of the Opposition for the honour of their
nomination. I draw the attention of honourable
members to the extracts from the Commonwealth
Constitution, the Deakin University Act 1974 and
the University of Ballarat Act 1993 which have been
circulated. It will be noted that the various
provisions require that the jOint sitting be conducted
in accordance with rules adopted for the purpose by
members present at the sitting. The first procedure,
therefore, will be the adoption of rules for the choice
of a person to hold the vacant place in the Senate.
Mr KENNETT (Premier) - Mr President, I desire
to submit the rules of procedure, which are in the
hands of honourable members, and I accordingly
move:
That these rules be the rules of procedure for this part
of the joint sitting.
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) -

second the motion.
Motion agreed to.

Karen Margaret Synon is willing to hold the vacant
place if chosen. In order to satisfy the joint sitting
under the requirements of section 15 of the
Commonwealth Constitution, I also declare that as
Parliamentary Leader of the Liberal Party, I advise
that the nominee is the selection of the Liberal Party,
the party previously represented in the Senate by
Senator the Honourable James Robert Short.

I

Mr KENNETT (Premier) - It is with great
pleasure that I welcome the Liberal Party selection of
Karen Synon as a senator to fill the vacancy created
by the resignation of Jim Short. I may be wrong, but
I think this is the second time since 1992 that a joint
session has been necessary to select a replacement
for a retiring senator. The last occasion was when
Senator Zakharov, a member of the Labor Party,
died as a result of an acddent. At that time the
precedents that had been set were again honoured
when a representative of the Labor Party was
nominated by the Leader of the OppOSition, a
recommendation the Parliament endorsed.
Today a member of the Liberal Party, Senator Jim
Short, is retiring and I therefore bring forward Karen
Synon's name for consideration by this Parliament. I
thank Senator Short for his work on behalf of the
people of Victoria. He has been a member of the
federal Parliament for a long time both as a member
of the House of Representatives and then as a
senator. He developed a very close relationship in
particular with multicultural communities
throughout Victoria and represented their interests
honourably and admirably.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous interjected.
Mr KEN NETT - You get an opportunity once in
a while to be polite and to thank a senator for
serving this state and this little grub from the upper
house--
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The PRESIDENT - Order! I ask all members to
be temperate in their language at this meeting.
Mr KENNETI - I withdraw that remark. It is no
wonder there is so much difficulty in the Labor
Party when Mr Theophanous behaves like that. He
is an absolute disgrace to parliamentary
representation.

Mr Short, as he is now, deserves the thanks of the
Victorian community for a whole range of areas that
he was involved in as the member for Ballarat in the
House of Representatives, as a senator and,
importantly, as I said earlier, his work with the
ethnic community. To have Mr Theophanous,
himself a member of an ethnic community, make
such a belittling comment is a reflection on his
inability to be a tall man and to be a good member of
Parliament.
Today we replace Mr Short with Karen Synon. No
doubt she will add considerably to the Senate and
will capably represent the interests of this state. All
honourable members recognise that the Senate and
the senators do not represent the states in the way
expected when the constitution was put together in
1901. Therefore when choosing senators, whether
they be from the conservative, Labor or Democrats
parties, it is important to reflect on the fact that, as
provided for by the constitution, they are elected to
serve the people of the state which elected them and
that party politics should take a second seat to that
responsibili ty.
Karen's employment and academic background has
a very strong business emphasis. She has been
actively involved in public sector administration and
policy formulation. In the past four years she has
served as director of employment for the
Department of State Development, and I have no
doubt that the department will miss her. In that role
Karen has over seen a number of important changes
to the delivery of employment service programs
across the state. Those changes have created more
streamlined and efficient community-based
programs which have significantly improved
placement and retention rates and created
employment programs unmatched anywhere in
Australia. It is that strong focus upon employment
and training which is vital to the enhancement of
skills in our community and which reinforces Karen
as a worthy senator.
Karen's long association with the Liberal Party has
seen her actively involved in many key policy
committees that have incorporated her interests in
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promoting industry and, importantly, multicultural
affairs and Australia's place in the world. She has
proven herself to be an insightful, determined and
resourceful individual genuinely concerned with
jobs and opportunities for all Australians. I am
confident, as is my party, that Karen will be a
suitable representative for Victoria in this high
office, working to consolidate the gains this state has
made over the last four years in terms of job
creation, productivity and higher living standards.
On behalf of my colleagues I wish Karen the very
best in the Senate and believe Victorians stand to
benefit from her appointment tonight.
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - I
second the nomination the Premier has made tOnight
for Karen Margaret Synon to be chosen to hold the
place in the Senate rendered vacant by the
resignation of Senator James Robert Short. I endorse,
in a sense, the comments made by the Premier about
the work of Senator Short, particularly his work as a
shadow minister for multicultural affairs. Senator
Short was always at the many functions I attended
as opposition leader before the election of the
present federal government. He was sometimes
renowned for his long speeches, but I think no-one
doubted the integrity he displayed or the honesty
with which he represented those views. All
honourable members wish him well in his new post.
I also echo the sentiments which have been
expressed by the Premier in relation to the filling of
casual vacancies in the Senate. It is a matter which
has had a long history. Over the past few years three
casual vacancies have been filled, all in accordance
with both the letter and the spirit of the federal
constitution in that the replacement has been
nominated by the party of which the senator
creating the vacancy was a member and has been
endorsed at a jOint sitting of Parliament. That is a
desirable situation and it is pleasing to see it being
put into effect in this Parliament.
It is worthy of note that in his capacity as Minister

for Finance Senator Short resigned over what he
believed to be a conflict of interest and a breach of
the ministerial standards put in place by Prime
Minister Howard. I make the self-evident point that
if the same principles, the same integrity and the
same standards in relation to ministerial behaviour
which Senator Short applied to himself were applied
by others a number of members of this Parliament
would be following him!

Honourable members interjecting.
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Mr BRUMBY - It is important to put on the
record the question of ministerial standards and the
appropriate behaviour displayed by Senator Short.
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representation in the Senate. This issue needs to be
examined.
Mr Kennett interjected.

If the same standards were applied in this
Parliament the Minister for Conservation and Land
Management would go. She would have to resign
and she would be replaced, but she is not here
tonight. The Attorney-General, who managed to
make key strategic decisions in this Parliament
affecting BHP while she held shares in that
company, would go. The Premier, who has made an
art form of share trading and profiting at the
public's expense, would go.

Mr BRUMBY - They will not listen to you. You
are a monarchist. Are you still a monarchist?
The PRESIDENT - Order! The honourable
member should address his remarks through the
Chair.
Mr BRUMBY - I have much pleasure in
seconding the nomination of Karen Margaret Synon
to replace Senator Short.

Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT - Order! I appeal for some
temperance and decorum from both sides of the
house during this joint sitting.
Mr BRUMBY - The three strikes and you're out
rule applies to the Premier who, along with his
family, has engaged in more share trading than any
other member of this Parliament. I also refer to a
member for Koonung Province in the other place,
Mr Atkinson. He has perhaps shown greater literary
prowess than he has in his work as the
Parliamentary Secretary for Planning and Local
Government. Of course, that issue will be tested in
the Supreme Court in just over one month.
The issue of standards has been raised. Senator Short
is a man for whom I have a great deal ofrespect. He
worked hard and after losing the federal seat of
Ballarat in 1980 he recovered his pOSition. He
worked hard in the Senate and when he did the
wrong thing and made decisions affecting a
company in which he held shares. He did the right
thing and resigned.
Mr Kennett interjected.
Mr BRUMBY - He held shares in ANZ. The
Minister for Conservation and Land Management,
the Attorney-General, the Premier and the member
for Koonung Province should all resign, and there is
a much longer list.
I take up a point made by the Premier about the role
of senators representing the states. It is a matter
which should concern this Parliament and Victorian
voters. Victoria has 12 senators for whom the
average quota is around 300 000 electors. In contrast,
Tasmania has a quota of around 30 000 voters per
senator and yet it has the same numerical

The PRESIDENT - Order! Are there any further
proposals? As only one name has been proposed I
declare that Karen Margaret Synon has been chosen
to hold the place in the Senate rendered vacant by
the resignation of Senator James Robert Short.
Mr KENNETT (Premier) - I move:
That the President of the joint sitting infonn His
Excellency the Governor that Karen Margaret Synon
has been chosen to hold the place in the Senate
rendered vacant by the resignation of Senator the
Honourable James Robert Short.

Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - I
second the motion.
Motion agreed to.
The PRESIDENT - The next procedure will be
the adoption of rules for the proceedings dealing
with the councils of the universities.
Mr KENNETT (Premier) - I desire to submit the
rules of procedure, which are in the hands of
honourable members, and I accordingly move:
That these rules be the rules of procedure for this joint
sitting.

Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - I
second the motion.
Motion agreed to.
The PRESIDENT - Order! The rules having
been adopted, I am now prepared to receive
proposals from honourable members with regard to
members to be recommended for appointment to the
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Deakin University council in place of Ms Mary Jane
Gillett, MP.
Mr KENNETT (Premier) - I propose:
Mrs Judith Marilyn Maddigan, MP, be recommended
for appointment as a member of the Deakin University
council.

Mrs Judith Marilyn Maddigan is willing to accept
the appointment if chosen.
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - I

second the proposal.
The PRESIDENT - Order! Are there any further
proposals? As only one member is proposed, I
declare that Mrs Judith Marilyn Maddigan be
recommended for appointment as a member of the
Deakin University council.
I am now prepared to receive proposals from
honourable members with regard to members to be
recommended for appointment to the University of
Ballarat council.
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Mr KENNETT (Premier) - I propose:
That the Honourable Richard Strachan de Fegely, MLC;
Ms Mary Jane Gillett, MP; and the Honourable William
Desmond McGrath, MP, be recommended for
appointment as members of the Cniversity of Ba1larat
council.

Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - I
second the proposal.
The PRESIDENT - Order! Axe there any further
proposals? As only three members are proposed I
declare that the Honourable Strachan de
Fegely, MLC, Ms Mary Jane Gillett, MP, and the
Honourable William Desmond McGrath, MP, be
recommended for appointment as members of the
University of Ballarat council.
There being no further business I now declare the
joint sitting closed.
Proceedings terminated 6.38 p.m.
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And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

By Ms Garbutt (577 signatures)
The SPEAKER (Hon. S. J. Plowman) took the chair
at 10.05 a.m. and read the prayer.

LAW AND JUSTICE LEGISLATION
AMENDMENT BILL
Mr GUDE (Minister for Education) - On behalf
of the Attorney-General I give notice that pursuant
to section 85 of the Constitution Act 1975 she intends
to make a statement of the reasons why she
proposes in committee to move an amendment and
a new clause to the Law and Justice Legislation
Amendment Bill to alter or vary that section.

DAREBIN CITY COUNCIL
Mr MACLELLAN (Minister for Plaruting and
Local Government) - I desire to give notice that
tomorrow I will move:
That there be presented to this house a copy of the
report of the commission of inquiry into the Darebin
City Council, April 1997.

To assist in the edification of honourable members, it
is a sort of volume 1 of Pigs in Clover and volume 2
of RIlts in the Ranks.

PETITIONS
The Clerk - I have received the following
petitions for presentation to Parliament:

Plenty residential services
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:

National Gallery of Victoria
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
The humble petition of the undersigned citizens of the
state of Victoria sheweth that the water wall at the
National Gallery of Victoria entrance is a Victorian icon
and enjoys the recognition of all gallery users. Your
petitioners therefore pray that the water wall should be
retained in any redesign of the National Gallery of
Victoria.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

By MI5 Maddigan (29 signatures)
Laid on table.

CONSULTATIVE COUNCIL ON
OBSTETRIC AND PAEDIATRIC
MORTALITY AND MORBIDITY
Or NAPTHINE (Minister for Youth and
Community Services) presented report for 1995.
Laid on table.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
COMMITTEE
Medical and public health research
Mr BATCHELOR (Thomastown) presented final
report on inquiry into medical and public health
research, together with appendices and minutes of
evidence.
Laid on table.

The humble petition of the undersigned citizens of the
state of Victoria sheweth that all people with
disabilities should be enabled to live in the community
and not be forced to live in segregated institutions.
Your petitioners therefore pray that the Victorian
government immediately stops the construction of the
new institution for 100 people called Plenty residential
services on the site of Janefield Training Centre in
Bundoora and that adequate support services be
provided for the proposed residents of this institution
as well as all other residents of institutions for people
with intellectual disabilities in Victoria to enable them
to live valued lives in the community.

Ordered that report and appendices be printed.

PAPERS
Laid on table by Clerk:
Auditor-General- Report on Ministerial Portfolios,
May 1997 - Ordered to be printed
Statutory Rule under the Magistrates' Court Act
1989 - S.R. No. 35.
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Mr BRACKS (Williamstown) - I wish to move
the adjournment of the house for the purpose of
discussing a definite matter of urgent public
importance - namely, the massive cuts announced
in the federal budget to payments made pursuant to
the Commonwealth-State Housing Agreement
which will lead to a crisis in public housing for
low-income families in Victoria.

Required number of members rose indicating
approval of motion being put.
Mr BRACKS (Williamstown) - I move:
That the house do now adjourn.
The federal budget delivered by Treasurer Costello
last night is more bad news for Victoria and
Victorian families, and is a bad news budget for
pensioners, public housing recipients and couples
seeking child care. In particular, as outlined in my
reasons for moving the motion, one can see the
quantum effect the cuts will have on new public
housing approvals in Victoria. Page 85 of federal
budget paper no. 3 under specific purpose grants to
the states shows that the current allocation for public
housing under the Commonwealth-State Housing
Agreement has fallen by 11 per cent in total to
$190.464 million. The specific purpose grant last year
for Victoria was $213.536 million, so this year there
is a net deficit of $23 million in federal capital being
injected into public housing.
According to the Housing Industry Association, for
every $50 000 spent on public housing one job is
created in the construction industry. Using that
formula, there will be direct job losses as a result of
this one measure by the federal Treasurer that will
be signed off by the commonwealth housing
minister under the Commonwealth-State Housing
Agreement. As a result of public housing capital
works cuts in this state there will be a direct loss of
460 Victorian jobs. That does not take into account
the flow-on effects of those $23 million cuts. I urge
the Minister for Housing to talk with the Housing
Industry Association and other groups to find out
what the multiplier effect will be. For every job in
the building industry there is a conservative
multiplier effect of about 1.75 other jobs, so almost
another two jobs will be lost for each of the 460 that
will go when this measure is introduced. There will
be more than 1000 fewer full-time jobs as a result of
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the cuts to the Commonwealth-State Housing
Agreement.
The Housing Industry Association also estimates
that for every $1 spent in the construction industry
the total flow-on expenditure amounts to $2.69. So
the $23 million reduction in expenditure translates to
a $60 million cut in the Victorian economy. I have
mentioned only one measure because it has a direct
impact on Victoria. It effectively means more than
1000 fewer jobs and more than $60 million less in the
Victorian economy and the construction industry.
I am not sure what the Minister for Housing will do
about this extraordinary cut in funding which her
federal government counterpart is inflicting on this
state. To compound the problem, one has only to
examine the parliamentary statistical summary of
building approvals in Victoria to realise that it is a
dismal record. Building is one of the key indicators
of growth in this state and, seasonally adjusted, the
document shows that last month there was a 13 per
cent drop in building approvals. The number
decreased from 2535 to 2298 approvals. Victoria's
dismal share of the number of Australian building
approvals is less than 20 per cent. That is a
discouraging picture. It is important to analyse the
number of building approvals over the life of this
government. Since 1995 Victoria has had only 20 per
cent of national building approvals. The house
would be aware that Victoria has about 25 per cent
of Australia's population and takes about 25 per cent
of the economic activity, but it has less than 20 per
cent of building approvals.
What is the collective response of the federal and
state governments? They want to cut into public
housing stocks even further, which will result in
460 fewer jobs. With the multiplier effect it will
mean that there will be up to 1500 fewer jobs in
Victoria based on the performance of building
approvals.
If I were the housing minister I would be screaming
about this. Why has the Minister for Housing not
taken a leaf out of the book of a former Minister for
Housing, the current Premier, when in 1981 a similar
situation happened with a similar complexion of
government, a Fraser Liberal government in
Canberra and a Hamer Liberal government in
Victoria? The then Minister for Housing almost
caused a leadership crisis over this issue. He said
publicly he would not sign the Commonwealth-State
Housing Agreement, that he would rescind the
agreement and that it was the worst thing for
Victoria. He went out on a limb.
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What have we heard from the Minister for Housing
overnight or in the paper this morning? Zeroabsolutely nothing. If the minister wants to make a
name for herself, she should be as game as the
Premier was in 1981, when he was Minister for
Housing, and have a go at the federal government.
That is what the minister should do if she is sticking
up for Victoria, and that is what the former minister
did under the Hamer government.
Let us consider what the Premier said on the matter
when he was Minister for Housing in 1981. He spoke
about it in a grievance debate and received press
comment in the Age and the then Herald. He actually
criticised the federal housing minister and the Fraser
government. On 28 February 1981 the then housing
minister is quoted in the Age as having said the
federal offer was inadequate and immoral. Why
doesn't the current minister call this situation
immoral? The Premier did when he was the housing
minister. He said the federal offer was immoral and
inadequate and that:
Victoria's share of the $200 million which the states will
divide each year will work out to about $45 million a
year.
The former minister went on to criticise that
proposal. This was a housing minister of the same
complexion and party as the federal government, in
the same situation, the same environment, with the
same cuts, and what did he say? An article in what
was then called the Herald of 26 June 1981 states:
Mr Kennett accused the Fraser government of acting
against Liberal Party philosophy by slashing Victoria's
funds for housing ... The cutbacks in Victoria's housing
allocation were 'totally irresponsible'.
Good words - I will pass the newspaper clippings
over to the minister so she can use them publicly.
The article continues:
'It totally misses the humane needs of the community,
the importance of the housing, building and
construction sector in establishing a viable economy.
'It totally misses the natural employment opportunities

that are created through the flow-on effect a viable
building industry would have on the rest of the
community '" it is totally against my understanding of
Liberalism '" I've got to make sure my people get the
best deal possible. Now, the federal government might
not respond but then the community is going to have to
judge the federal government'.
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These are great words.
An honourable member interjected.

Mr BRACKS - At least he had a go; at least he
was sticking up for Victoria, for building workers,
for tenants and for a fair go in housing. Why can't
we have a bit of a go from this government on one of
the most disastrous effects for Victoria that is hidden
in federal budget paper no. 3 - a $23 million cut to
public housing stock capital, which will have a
multiplier effect of about 1500 job losses in an
already flagging building sector?
The statistical summary shows there is a drop of
13 per cent overall in the number of building
approvals in Victoria and a 19.58 per cent share of
the total Australian building approvals, whereas
Victoria's share of economic activity is 25 per cent.
That is the result of a number of factors, including
lack of public housing, people leaving Victoria and
going to New South Wales and Queensland, low
population growth and low migration.
There are two matters on which I agree with the
Premier: firstly, because he had a go at a federal
government of the same political complexion and
stuck up for Victoria; and, secondly, when he says
we need more migration to Australia and Victoria that we need population pressure.
An honourable member interjected.

Mr BRACKS - I am doing the best I can, future
leader. How far off is your leadership challenge and
who is going to be your deputy?
The SPEAKER - Order! Speculation is all very
interesting but not relevant to the motion before the
Chair.
Mr BRACKS - There has been a population loss
across the border; Victoria has a fairly static
population growth, whereas the largest growth area
is the Sunshine Coast down to the New South Wales
border with Queensland, where there has been
extraordinary growth. Victoria needs the vigorous
population growth that migration can bring, and I
agree with the Premier that that is necessary to
create demand and therefore provide housing,
growth and jobs.
This federal government measure is shocking for
Victoria in terms of jobs.
Mrs Henderson interjected.
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Mr BRACKS - The minister does not
understand parliamentary procedure, If she did, she
would know it is all about the opportunity to move
this motion, and the fact that I am the shadow
Treasurer and have replied to the means that I have
the opportunity to move it If the minister
understood parliamentary procedure she would
understand that
As the shadow housing minister will show, it is not
just about jobs and building activity, which are
important in themselves as a determinant to growth;
it is also about need, It is not as if there is no demand
for public housing in Victoria, The number of names
on the waiting list at June 1996 was more than
60000, It might be about 55 000 now because of the
minister's efforts to push people out of public
housing. In my electorate there is an unlimited
waiting list I cannot even get a figure on what the
year's waiting list is. It is an extraordinary situation,
and that is the case in most of the western suburbs. If
people want housing they often have to be relocated
to country or provincial Victoria, and even then the
waiting list is extremely long.
It is necessary to keep housing stock numbers up;
the government should not reduce its effort in any
one year because it has a big maintenance program
anyway. It also has a big capital effort and should
not be scaling back, as this federal budget has done,
by 523 million.

That matter has not been widely commented on
because I do not think many commentators have
gone to federal budget paper no. 3. As the shadow
housing minister and the Minister for Housing at the
table know, the tied grants are important
specific-pwpose grants for Victoria. This is an
extraordinarily bad situation for Victoria.
The state Treasurer predicted that the performance
of the Victorian economy would be much worse
than that of the Australian economy, which is not
predicted to perform very well at all. The federal
Treasurer was talking about 3.75 per cent growth,
reducing to around 3.5 per cent by the turn of the
century, whereas the Victorian Treasurer was
talking about achieving 3 per cent growth by the
turn of the century and having 3.75 per cent now.
The federal Treasurer is talking about
unemployment levels of about 8.5 to 8 per cent The
Victorian Treasurer is talking about unemployment
of 9 per cent, so Victoria is in a worse situation. The
Victorian Treasurer is predicting a worse situation
than the national outcome, yet the federal
government cuts into the Victorian capital works
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projects for public housing and retards growth in an
already flat domestic building approval
arrangement in Victoria, which has about 20 per cent
of the national share - a very poor performance.
That will cause considerable economic problems to
Victoria, which we hope the minister has enough
courage to complain about to federal colleagues and not just behind closed doors because that does
not work. The minister must go public on this matter
and have a go on it If she does not do so she will be
judged on that basis. She must look at the bundle of
items. Housing is one bundle that is affecting
Victorians, but it is related to other matters, so
prospective public housing tenants, people in the
building industry and unemployed building
workers are all affected by this measure. The effect is
compounded by the federal budget because it is an
anti-family budget
As a result of yesterday's federal budget, a
pensioner must now pay $14 to $20 extra for each
prescription. Pharmaceutical benefits to Victoria
have been cut by $200 million. Public housing
tenants will have to pay extra and prospective
tenants will have less chance of obtaining public
housing. A working parent with children in child
care will be hit again because of an effective
$321 million cut to child care, which translates to a
25 per cent or 580 million cut for Victorians.
I shall examine the bundle of cuts that affects
families, pensioners, the unemployed and those with
dependants who require child care. The elderly who
rely on the pharmaceutical benefits will be affected
because they will have to pay more for prescriptions.
The bundle of cuts is anti-family and anti-Victorian.
The Minister for Housing should vigorously
complain about these cuts. She should be kicking
and screaming in the hope that the in-built
disadvantage to Victoria will not be compounded by
the cuts to public housing.
The government has considerable opportunity to put
maximum political pressure on the federal
government because in the last federal budget the
federal Treasurer and the Prime Minister forced
Victoria to contribute to a federal deficit reduction
strategy. Victoria has already paid about
$150 million of taxpayers' money to the federal
government. Last night we heard Treasurer Costello
crowing about the great fiscal position the federal
government is in, but part of that result has been
achieved on the backs of Victorians and residents of
other states who have paid for this good budget
position. Victoria has paid $150 million in an
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ex-gratia payment and there will be further
payments of $158.2 million and $73.9 million over
the next two years.
I should have thought the federal cuts to public
housing would be a good lever to be used by our
Treasurer, Minister for Housing and Premier to say
to the federal government that they will withhold
the ex-gratia payments because the federal
government has slashed $23 million from this year's
capital budget for housing. The Victorian
government could say it will withhold an equivalent
amount from the federal deficit reduction
contribution to put pressure on the federal
government to reverse its decision. If the state
government had any intention of ensuring
maximum pressure is placed on the federal
government it would take that action, and it would
have a significant impact.
I shall examine federal budget paper no. 3 in more
detail. Table A2 at page 85 lists the total bundle of
housing and community amenities I mentioned
earlier. The Commonwealth-State Housing
Agreement block assistance base funding in Victoria
has been reduced from $213.536 million in the
previous financial year to $190.464 million, a
reduction of about $23 million. If one compares the
other areas of specific purpose and tied grants one
recognises that in the majority of cases they have not
suffered similar reductions. The specific area that
has been singled out by the federal government is
one of the most vulnerable because it affects the
people who are dependent on the state government
for housing and support.
In Victoria more than 60 000 are seeking rental
assistance or some public housing relief - and it
does not stop there. In addition to the reduction in
tied grants to the states is a big cut to legal aid, in
this case about 51.7 per cent or $68.9 million. We
know about that because of the celebrated case!
Again, we are talking about the same group of
people who rely for assistance from the government.
The people who rely on legal aid are on low
incomes. The government is making cuts in various
areas that affect the same group of people.

Public health tied grants across Australia have been
cut by 12 per cent or about $113 million, and Victoria
has a 25 per cent share of that cut. There has been a
62.8 per cent reduction amounting to $39.9 million in
contributions to the rural adjustment scheme. I
qualify that by saying a new scheme is to be
announced, but until it is in place there have been
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enormous cuts. The tied grants to Landcare have
been cut by 22 per cent or $28.3 million.
Local government, which is the first port of call for
many people who need assistance, is not exempted.
It is struggling to deliver its human services because
of rate capping and amalgamations, which have
resulted in difficulties with unfunded
superannuation liabilities. Tied grants to local
government have been cut by 1 per cent to
$834.7 million.
When one examines the bundle of cuts one finds that
many areas have not been cut but those that have
affect the group of people who rely on the state and
federal governments for protection. Prospective and
public housing tenants, the unemployed, people
with dependant children who need child care
because the parents need to work to ensure they
survive economically are the sorts of people who
have been affected. When one considers the cuts to
public health one sees the same group of people
have been hit every time.
The motion is extremely important to the Victorian
economy. One of the biggest problems with the
Victorian economy is its low growth, something the
Treasurer has admitted. He forecast a growth of
3 per cent. One key determinant of growth is
demand, and one of the key determinants of
demand and job growth is building approvals. I
cannot stress that too much. Coupled with that are
the flat retail and motor vehicle figures. Victoria
relies heavily on the motor vehicle industry with
Ford, GMH and Toyota.
Mr Leigh - What would you do?
Mr BRACKS - I am happy to take up the
interjection of the honourable member for
Mordialloc. The opposition would vigorously
oppose those cuts. It would do what the Premier did
when he was housing minister in 1981 - that is,
publicly criticise the federal government for
disadvantaging Victoria. By putting that pressure on
we would ensure a better deal for Victoria.
I will tell the honourable member about what I said
earlier when he was not present in the house.
Victoria has the capacity to withhold $23 million of
its contribution to the federal government. We have
yet to pay the full federal deficit reduction
contribution to the federal government to make
federal Treasurer Costello's budget look good. He is
crowing about that. We have yet to make a
$158.2 million payment this year and a further
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payment of $73.9 million for the following year. We
could withhold those payments or deduct
$23 million from them. That would have the effect of
maintaining public housing stocks. If the
government had the courage it could do many
things that would have an impact on the federal
government. The government should not do things
behind the scenes; it should do them in public to
make the federal government sit up and listen. I
suggest that would ensure that the federal
government did not pursue those cuts in the future.
If the relationship were as mature as it should be
between the state and federal governments, and
particularly between the Premier and the Prime
Minister, Mr Howard, and the federal Treasurer,
Mr Costello - -

An honourable member interjected.
Mr BRACKS - This is not grubby, this is public.
If a professional relationship existed, these things
could be resolved amicably and this government
could exert the maximum amount of influence on its
federal colleagues of the same political persuasion to
get a good deal. However, such a relationship does
not exist. The Premier continually criticises the
federal government for a lack of vision, industry
policy and leadership. I have regularly been at
functions where the Premier has criticised the
federal government on these matters without doing
anything about it himself. If a proper relationship
existed rather than the continual antagonism which
the Premier directs towards the Prime Minister and
the federal Treasurer then Victoria might receive
better outcomes. However, the relationship is tense.
It is an open secret that there is active hostility
between the Premier and the federal Treasurer. It is
an acrimonious relationship and one where they
seek to have a go at one another in any forums they
can.
Mr Perrin interjected.
Mr BRACKS - What faction is it? I need to
know which faction Mr Costello heads up as distinct
from the Premier. Whatever it is, there is a dispute
between them. I am interested to know from the
honourable member for Bul1een which group
extends favouritism.
Mr Perrin interjected.
Mr BRACKS - I am not worried about that at
all; I am worried about Victoria's position. There is a
crisis in public housing in Victoria, a crisis in private
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new dwelling housing and a crisis in the
construction industry. The construction of Crown
has already finished and when some of the projects
currently under way come off stream, such as City
Link, the Victorian construction industry will have a
big problem because not much else is happening.
Mrs HENDERSON (Minister for Housing) - I
am absolutely amazed after listening to that
contribution from the honourable member for
Williamstown. He actually moved the motion, and I
cannot believe what I have been listening to for the
last hour and a half. It also amazes me that the
shadow minister for housing did not lead the
debate. I wonder how much importance the
opposition really places on this issue. There is
certainly no doubt that the honourable member for
Williamstown does not understand what the
commonwealth-state housing agreement is about.
Ms Kosky interjected.
Mrs HENDERSON - I hope the shadow
minister will get an opportunity to speak today; I am
not sure how many other speakers will come up
before her. The honourable member for
Williamstown talked about the federal government
reduction in public housing funding, and the
consequent reduction of jobs and building approvals
in Victoria. I assure the house that the public purse
does not continually prop up jobs and the building
industry.
Victoria has a welfare housing authority, and one of
the government's great challenges is how to house
people who are in need. For the last three-quarters of
an hour the honourable member for Williamstown
did not offer one single positive thought or one
contribution as to how those challenges could be
met. He does not understand the
commonwealth-state housing agreement and he
certainly does not understand what has been going
on in the past 12 months in the housing arena.
The commonwealth-state housing agreement has
been in place since 1945, and the government is
currently in the process of renegotiating that
agreement. Under the leadership of a former federal
housing minister, Brian Howe, the previous federal
Labor government had a proposal - it has been
talked about for the last three years - of moving
capital funds away from the states and applying
those funds to rental assistance. That suggestion has
sent alarm bells ringing throughout the public
housing sector and certainly throughout public
housing authorities. It is understood the current
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federal coalition government wanted to explore
those proposals for reform, however, this
government had enormous concerns as to whether
the proposal will help those people who need to be
housed in the public housing sector. While the
honourable member for Williamstown carped and
criticised, he ignored the fact that I, as housing
minister, and my colleagues around the other states
have actually been moving towards some reasonable
outcome. We believe the former federal Labor
government was certainly not heading in the right
direction.

cuts to public housing were made under the federal
Labor government. Not one suggestion as to how
housing challenges can be met came from the
honourable member for Williamstown; again there
was just the normal criticism. In considering the
challenge of housing those people most in need it is
important to reprofile housing stock in Victoria. The
stock is a very valuable asset in meeting the
requirements of those most in need, which includes
the homeless, the elderly and the disabled - people
on whom the shadow minister seems to have turned
her back.

It gives me great pleasure to be able to advise the
house today that the federal government has
decided to abandon its pursuit of housing reforms
based solely on rental subsidies. This is an
extraordinary outcome for public housing right
across this nation and it is an extremely significant
victory for Victoria. This government has led the
push against the federal government's proposal to
scrap capital grants to the states and territories in
favour of a rental subsidy scheme.

The honourable member for Williamstown
mentioned maintenance. When the mob on the other
side of the house was in government it turned its
back on maintaining Victoria's assets throughout the
public housing sector. The former Labor government
spent something in the vicinity of $20 million a year
on maintenance. In the current year this government
will spend $52 million on maintaining that very
important stock.

Ms Kosky interjected.
MIS HENDERSON - The shadow minister
interjects and says,'Very quietly', but for the last
three months the shadow minister has been noisy
and active out in the community - -

I hope the shadow minister has an opportunity to
speak in this debate, as I am sure she will refer to a
whole range of examples of this government selling
houses. Victoria has a well organised and good
program of asset management. This government
inherited the most extraordinarily run-down stock
because the former Labor government abandoned its
responsibilities to care for Victoria's public assets.

Ms Kosky interjected.
MI5 HENDERSON - She says she is doing her
job, but that is exactly what it is, rattling the can misinformation and mischievous actions designed to
unsettle people who need to be given confidence.
Unfortunately the shadow minister does not
understand that to achieve outcomes one needs to
move forward quietly and constructively. The
decision not to proceed with the proposal for rental
assistance is a very significant victory for Victoria.
The decision to abandon the proposal will enable the
commonwealth and states to move forward to real
reform in public housing. All states and indeed all
political parties agree housing reform is needed, and
we now have the certainty of federal government
funding for the next two years for our capital
program to continue these reforms.
I welcome the decision by the federal government.
Of course there is disappointment - it is more than
disappointment - that the decision has included a
substantial cut to funds for public housing.
However, I remind the honourable member for
Williamstown that for year after year substantial

The government is selling stock, but to put that into
perspective I indicate that the Office of Housing,
known as OOH, owns and has responsibility for
nearly 70 000 properties in Victoria. In this period
OOH is selling about a thousand houses. 11lis is
about good stock management. This is about how to
provide continuing housing for people in need. The
stock being sold has been allowed to run down and
is not in an appropriate condition to house people.
While opposition members continually carp and
whine about the selling of the houses, it is important
for them to remember that they abandoned their
responsibilities to maintain the stock.
The honourable member for Williamstown
mentioned public housing waiting lists. Yes, there is
a huge demand for public housing not only in
Victoria but right across the nation. One of the
government's challenges is to find ways to house
people more quickly. I am delighted to say that in
the past 12 months a number of policy changes have
created an opportunity to do so. People are housed
in two ways. There is the wait-turn waiting list on
which people put down their names and nominate
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the areas in which they want to live and the type of
houses they require. When they reach the top of the
list they are housed. There is also the priority
waiting list, which is vitally important to people
who are homeless, at risk of being homeless or have
health needs. Some 30 per cent of people housed in
public housing are housed through the priority
waiting list. The challenge is how quickly we can get
people into appropriate housing.
The government has also introduced broadbanded
waiting lists. The shadow minister shakes her head,
smiles and laughs, but at no stage in the time she has
had responsibility for this shadow portfolio have I
heard her come up with one suggestion of how to
meet needs. I assure honourable members that
broadbanding is the most vital change in policy
undertaken in the past five years. The broadbanded
waiting list allows people to get into priority
housing much quicker, and that is demonstrated in
the results that can be seen with the broadbanded
general waiting list. This change will provide greater
opportunity to meet people's needs.
The government is also selling some high-value
underutilised properties. During the past few weeks
there has been a lot of public debate and debate in
this house about the housing issue. Only last week I
had the pleasure of addreSSing a public forum in
South Melbourne. I did not see the shadow Minister
for Housing there - that is how concerned she was
about it.
Ms Kosky interjected.
Mrs HENDERSON - A great number of people
from the area attended the forum and wanted to
understand why the government is taking certain
policy directions. The government is facing a huge
challenge in relation to how it provides crisis and
emergency accommodation, how it provides
housing for families and for people who are disabled
and how it continues to provide housing for our
increasingly older population. Currently 16 per cent
of the Victorian community is aged over 60. By 2020,
25 per cent will be aged over 60. I would like to
know how the opposition proposes it would deal
with that issue. If the shadow minister and the
honourable member for Williamstown were serious
about the motion moved today they would come up
with something constructive. I remind the shadow
minister that this is not about politics; this is about
achieving something.
This government is doing a great job in Victoria and
it faces many challenges. I am delighted that in the
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past few days the government has let the tender to
relocate the Gill Memorial Home from A'Beckett
Street, Melbourne, to more suitable premises. I am
delighted that the government, in a joint venture
with the Salvation Army, can contribute in excess of
$5 million to house the people on the streets and
those with special needs, on whom opposition
members have turned their backs.
Not only will the Gill Memorial Home be upgraded
and brought into the 1990s but substantial funds of
53.5 million have been allocated to upgrade Gordon
House and $2.5 million has been allocated to
upgrade Ozanam House. The government is
prOviding housing in a very special way for people
seeking refuge so they can retain their dignity. When
in government the Labor Party turned its back on
and ignored these people and did absolutely nothing.
Ms KOSKY (Altona) - I welcome the
opportunity to speak in this debate. I remind the
Minister for Housing that if she understood the
standing orders she would understand why I did
not lead the debate on this issue. She should take
some time this afternoon to read them.

An honourable member interjected.
Ms KOSKY - Read the standing orders. As the
honourable member for Williamstown mentioned,
according to the budget papers for this year Victoria
is looking at a $23 million cut in federal funding that
equates to roughly 460 construction jobs. That will
have a devastating flow-on effect to the Victorian
economy. Public housing represents 5 per cent of all
new residential approvals. ABS figures show that in
March finance approvals for new homes fell by
5.2 per cent. The cuts will exacerbate the problems of
affordable housing and employment opportunities
for Victorians.
In the four years from June 1992 to June 1996 public
housing waiting lists in Victoria increased by 17 per
cent from 52 634 to 61763. Recently they have
reduced, but that is because the government has
found ways to push people off the waiting lists and I will come to that later. The minister's great
efforts with broadbanding have assisted people to
leave - to be pushed off - the waiting lists because
their options have significantly reduced. I am sure if
the Minister for Housing were on the public housing
waiting list and living in Melbourne she would not
accept a property in Yass in order to find public
housing.

An honourable member interjected.
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Ms KOSKY - It is not nonsense. I refer to the
comments of the Minister for Housing in today's
Age. She is not terribly concerned about the cuts to
public housing because she refers to the cuts and
changes to the Commonwealth-State Housing
Agreement as a significant win for Victoria. That this
minister can refer to any cuts and changes to the
way the commonwealth funds public housing in
Victoria as a significant win for Victoria is
extraordinary. It is devastating for Victoria.
Obviously the Minister for Housing is not concerned
about public housing tenants and those who are on
the waiting list. Almost as many people are on the
waiting list in Victoria as are housed in public
housing. It is devastating for those who wait year
after year in the hope that they will be able to get
into affordable public housing but each year receive
no letter or phone call.
I refer also to the Premier's recent comments,
because he appears to have had a change of heart
since he was the Minister of Housing in 1981.
Recently he said that some homeless people choose
to be homeless. I do not know of any homeless
person who chooses to be homeless. I have been out
and about speaking to many people who are in or
are seeking public housing. Not one of them has said
that he or she chooses to be homeless.
The Premier has changed his stance because it suits
the government's financial policy. It does not want
to put money into public housing; it does not
consider public housing to be a priority, which is
evidenced by the Minister for Housing quietly
putting the case to the commonwealth government
and the public and not jumping up and down and
screaming, which is what she should be doing. Her
quiet approach has resulted in substantial cuts for
Victoria. Congratulations!
I raise another issue the Minister for Housing did
not mention - I hope she did not deliberately leave
it out - that is, that the Commonwealth-State
Housing Agreement requires matching funds from
the state and the commonwealth. Now that the
commonwealth has cut the funds it provides to
Victoria, Victoria has the opportunity to cut its
funding as well. I hope the Minister for Housing will
make it very clear that Victoria has no intention of
reducing its current or future public housing budget
just to keep pace with its commonwealth colleagues.
Another point that has not been mentioned is that
the letter from the Prime Minister to the premiers of
each state reflects an expectation of further efficiency
cuts - not recorded in the budget, of course,
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because they are to be achieved in the future. The
efficiency cuts relate to improved targeting of public
housing and reform of rent setting and tenure.
Improved targeting of public housing means
moving people through more quickly and reducing
the number who can gain access to public housing.
We have seen in Victoria that low income is no
longer the sole determinant for gaining access to
public housing. A person must be a client of
community services to get into public housing. That
places people on low incomes and in need of
affordable housing in a dire situation. As the
Minister for Housing should know, the private
rental market is not responding to the needs of
people on low incomes by providing affordable
housing.
I hope the Minister for Housing will state publicly
that Victoria will not cut funds to match the
commonwealth cut and will make it clear that she
will not increase the number of people using public
housing simply by reducing their tenure and
moving them through the system more quickly.
On all measures this government and the federal

government are failing in the delivery of public
housing. They are failing on the funds and the
amount of stock provided; they are failing on
waiting times and on waiting lists; and they are
failing to deal with the priority waiting list and
maintenance.
I refer to the Auditor-General's report on public
housing, given that the Minister for Housing talked
about maintenance. In my visits around the state I
was told that many of the tenants and tenant
workers cannot work out where the maintenance
dollars are going. I have seen people living in awful
conditions in public housing. The Auditor-General's
report of November last year says that waiting times
for public housing have increased with 37 600
households now waiting for more than two years.
Almost 20 000 households - half the number of
applicants for public housing - have been waiting
for more than four years.
People listed for priority housing are waiting for
long periods, with 38 per cent waiting more than six
months. The Auditor-General is referring to people
in need of emergency housing - they are people
sleeping on floors at friends' places or in cars or in
caravans where they are paying exorbitant rents or
they are living in potentially violent domestic
situations - and some of them have to wait for
longer than six months for priority housing. If they
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were on the ordinary waiting list they would never
get in.
The Auditor-General reports also that there is an
accumulated backlog of public housing
maintenance, with about 18500 properties requiring
maintenance costing a total of $148 million and a
total of 2250 vacant parcels of land on which public
housing could be developed - but under this
government they will not be developed.
Mrs Henderson interjected.
Ms KOSKY - He is suggesting that there is
vacant land on which public housing could be built,
not that it could be sold.
Mrs Henderson interjected.
Ms KOSKY - You do not cut the budget, for a
start! Over four years this government, now in
conjunction with the commonwealth government,
has reduced funding for public housing by 14 per
cent in real terms, which is a major cut.
The government is also selling off expensive housing
in the inner urban area, and there is no commitment
by the Minister for Housing that the money gained
from those sales will be directed back into those
communities for other public housing. She has made
no commitment on the record, although on many
occasions she has been asked to give that
commitment.
Mrs Henderson interjected.
Ms KOSKY - If the minister were listening, she
would have heard me say that the commitment
should be to provide public housing in the same
communities. Many people have lived in the inner
urban area for many years. They have their
communities and all their links there and they have
access to public transport. One suggestion has been
that people be relocated to country areas. For
example, it has been suggested to residents of South
Melbourne and Port Melbourne that they might like
to live in Ballarat, because there is more public
housing there. Often people do not want to relocate,
and I have no doubt that if they did move out of
their communities their health would suffer
significantly and the move could reduce their
lifespan. Doctors' letters attest to that possibility,
and I am sure they know more about health
concerns than the Minister for Housing does.
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As I said, the priority housing waiting list has
increased dramatically. In 1992-93 there were 445
priority applications; in 1995-96 there were 3451
such applications, with 38 per cent waiting for more
than six months. That shows that public housing is
in urgent need of attention. The federal government
cuts should not be supported by the Minister for
Housing or this government.
The reason why so many people are applying for
public housing is that the ordinary rental and
housing market does not accommodate low-income
earners. If the government cannot provide support
for these people, they will live in cars or on river
banks, as I have found - or they will live in the
tram shelter across the road from Parliament House!
I refer to a letter I have received from the Healesville
chapter of St Vincent de Paul that demonstrates the
serious needs of people looking for low-cost
accommodation. They are being referred to rental
properties that are not suitable for families and
children. I am informed by the Healesville chapter
that the government is not providing enough public
housing, supported accommodation and social
support services in the Healesville area and that
people with families are being forced to share
accommodation with people who have just come out
of prison or who are drug users. The situation is
clearly inappropriate, and the fact that the St Vincent
de Paul chapter has actually written to me about its
concerns highlights the seriousness of the issue.
The minister is not interested in listening to these
concerns. She has not responded to approaches
made to her directly by the Healesville chapter nor have the local members, the federal Liberal
member Fran Bailey and the Minister for Roads and
Ports in the other house. That demonstrates the
government's lack of commitment to dealing with
the serious problems faced by low-income families
who are in dire need of affordable housing. If they
have to pay more for their housing they have less
money for education, for child support and for
clothing and food for their children. I do not think
the minister actually understands that.
Mr LEIGH (Mordialloc) - I am delighted to
make a contribution to this debate as a member of
the coalition housing committee. Before I make some
comments of my own I should like to comment on
the shadow Treasurer's suggestion about
withholding $23 million of state government money.
That is probably one of the more irresponsible
statements I have heard for some time - and I have
heard some pretty irresponsible statements from the
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Labor Party. The honourable member for
Williamstown does not appear to appreciate, despite
the fact that he is the shadow Treasurer, that under
the arrangements between the commonwealth and
state governments the state gets substantially more
money from the federal government for the
operation of our programs than the state gives to the
federal government.
I wonder what the federal government's response
would be if we withheld $23 million. I doubt it
would sit back meekly and say nothing. For
instance, we would potentially face all sorts of chaos
in community services, where money from federal
and state governments is provided to people who
are disabled. The same would apply across the
board in almost every area in which state and
commonwealth money is involved. The honourable
member would have some explaining to do if he
caused such a crisis.
The honourable member for Dandenong has just
come back from England where he has seen New
Labour in action. On arriving back here he has
realised that he is still part of the old Labor team,
and he realises he was involved in all the
shenanigans and plots in his party to remove
members from the backbench so that Labor
members could run around at the next state election
and say its housing policy has been put together by
so-called New Labor.
The SPEAKER - Order! I find it difficult to
connect the honourable member's remarks with the
motion.
Mr LEIGH - The shadow housing minister
supposedly has a commitment to the community,
yet she was a councillor and a mayor of the City of
Footscray and was involved in programs that
compulsorily acquired people's properties under
local government arrangements so that they could
be flogged off to a developer. It was a deal in which
she was a participant and which cost her council
$10 million according to the Auditor-General, whom
she loves quoting. Not much credibility there.
Another good example is the arrangement where the
Labor Party said to low-income people that with a
deposit of 1 per cent they could buy houses and
move in. As a local member I had to deal with
something the honourable member for Altona has
not had to deal with - seeing the absolute
heartbreak of people coming into my electorate
office who had been led by the previous government
into arrangements to buy houses that the financial
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experts in that government knew the people never
had a chance of buying. Those poor people had to
walk away from their houses with nothing.
If a bank had done that rather than the housing
ministry I wonder what the Office of Fair Trading
and Business Affairs would have done. I think it
would have gone through a bank for entering into
an arrangement with an individual who never had
the ability to repay the loan involved in the
arrangement. Some of those people bought
properties worth $80 000, and by the time they
walked away from them they owed $130000. That is
the sort of administration the honourable member
for Altona is proud of. She has read all these
glowing reports about what happened in the past.

One can also mention problems with housing
maintenance under the previous government. As a
local member I had to deal with people coming into
my office saying they had maintenance problems
but could not find the individual in the department
responsible for attending to those problems. It might
have been something as simple as a flywire screen or
a hot water service that had gone bung.
The public housing department has an office above
my electorate office and since this government has
come to power the attitude of the staff in that office
has changed dramatically. They care about what
they are doing, and they work hard to get things
done for the tenants. I used to have people coming
into my office in tears over the bureaucratic
bungling under the previous Labor government, the
political gurus who were supposedly interested in
social justice. They treated people as though they
were from the bottom of the barrel and were not
interested in them.
The honourable member for Williamstown is part of
that famous faction led by Senator Ray, who, as
honourable members know, lived in the housing
commission estate in Clayton. He went home to his
housing commission house in a chauffeur-driven
limousine. The only reason he left that house is that
Senator Walsh, who was then the federal minister
for finance, told him that it did not look good and he
should get out. The honourable member for
Williamstown is part of the group that was involved
in that sleaze. If ever anybody had his snout in the
trough it was Senator Ray, and he was supported by
the honourable member for Williamstown.
Now we have New Labour in Britain I can imagine
the Leader of the Opposition will soon have Tony
Blair's hairdo. He probably has the same spin
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doctor. I imagine the honourable member for
Dandenong brought back with him from England
photos showing how the Leader of the Opposition
should look.
If the honourable member for Altona wants to prove

she is responsible about housing, she should get
copies of all the Auditor-General's books that were
put out under the Labor administration. She would
find she had two large stacks of them. One stack,
about 2 feet high, would be about the incompetence
and gross neglect that went on and the other stack
would be about the mistakes Labor made that this
government has had to fix up.
I turn to what is called self-interest in housing. The
honourable members for Williarnstown, Albert Park,
Melbourne and a number of other city members are
interested in the sale of properties in the inner
suburbs of Melbourne. When the honourable
member for Williamstown reads the Age and sees
that properties are going for $300 000 and $400 000,
he says to himself, 'These will not be Labor voters'.
They will not be Labor voters; they cannot be. The
properties that are worth that amount of money
should on the rental market be getting about $300 a
week, but in some of these public housing properties
one person might be in a three-bedroom house
paying perhaps $50 a week. The government wants
to have properties in the city areas utilised properly.
It wants to disperse public housing even further to
look after people. The honourable member for
Williarnstown would rather have one person living
in Williamstown where he knows that person is
more likely to be a Labor voter. He does not want
the houses sold, nor does the honourable member
for Albert Park. Why? Because the inner city of
Melbourne is growing and the Labor vote is falling.
These members will be desperate. Perhaps toward
the end of the political life of the honourable
member for Williarnstown we will see his electorate
become a Liberal seat. I believe also Albert Park will
become a Liberal seat even quicker.
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is doing is not good for the community; it is cold
hard politics to keep its inner suburban seats.
During the Labor years in office, if people were
eligible to stay in housing they did not have to
undergo a comprehensive test. I have genuine
people in need of priority housing. There was no test
to find out whether the likes of Senator Ray should
occupy public housing accommodation, other than
Peter Walsh's conscience that Senator Ray should
move. This government is committed to ensure that
families who cannot afford private accommodation
live in a decent and maintained property. The Labor
Party is doing the same old thing that it did in the
past. There are many examples of people who have
grown up in public housing - for example, a
mother may be living in a three-bedroom house after
bringing up two or three children and now she has
large premises. We would want her to move in the
nicest possible way. The honourable member for
Altona is happy to see an individual in a
three-bedroom house while there is a huge waiting
list of families.
The Leader of the Opposition says that when in
government the Labor Party would balance the
books and not go into debt again, but one of his
shadow ministers is promising all sorts of things.
One cannot have it both ways. There are
underutilised properties, but we must take into
account the requirements of the person who is still
living in a property. If the government wishes that
person to move he or she would move in his or her
own neighbourhood and thus better utilise premises.
We must ensure there are not people in public
housing accommodation who should not be there
and that the people in need are the ones who should
be accommodated. What answers have been given
by the Labor Party? None. They carp and criticise
but do nothing for the people who vote for them.
What people want from their politicians is good
management. They want to ensure that when the
government of the day makes mistakes those
mistakes are not buried.

Mr Brumby interjected.
Mr LEIGH - Mordialloc will remain a Liberal
seat for a long time. Albert Park is an interesting
area because it has grown by about 11 per cent. The
Department of Human Services has properties it
does not want because they are underutilised. The
honourable member for Albert Park says that he is
not concerned about the number of people on the
public housing waiting list, all he wants to do is to
ensure that he keeps his seat. What the Labor Party

The honourable member for Pascoe Vale laughs. She
should have been in this place during the Labor
years when the Labor government covered up
everything. One never heard anybody say, 'We
made an error'.
Ms Kosky interjected.
Mr LEIGH - I am talking about your council,
those mongrels who ran the City of Footscray and
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destroyed people's lives. The fact is that the
government is trying to do its best in the interests of
all Victorians, including those on the public housing
waiting list. The honourable member for
Williamstown has some explaining to do about what
should happen to the $23 million. His comments
were irresponsible and it was cheap politics. It will
not work.
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) -It is
about time to get some cornrnonsense into this
debate. The contribution we have just heard from
the honourable member for Mordialloc would have
to be the most arrogant and patronising I have ever
heard from a member of Parliament in this place.
There is no doubt tha t there is a public housing crisis
in this state. The waiting times are the longest in
Australia. Waiting lists have blown out and
investment in public housing is plummeting to its
lowest levels. The Minister for Housing cannot stand
up for Geelong let alone Victoria. The public
housing crisis in this state is the laughing-stock of, if
not pitied by, other states. Everywhere I go across
the state, whether it be in the eastern suburbs of
Melbourne, the outer suburbs like Nunawading, the
northern suburbs or in my electorate, there is a
housing crisis. All we get is the patronising, arrogant
rubbish and the smug comfort that comes from
being a Liberal member of Parliament or a minister
who will not stand up for people who need housing.
The $23 million budget cut to Victoria that was
made in the federal budget last night came at a time
where we are purchasing less public housing stock.
A 1992-93 Australian Bureau of Statistics graph on
public housing approvals in Victoria shows that
there were 12 000 new public housing approvals in
Victoria; in 1993-94 that had fallen to just over 800;
in 1994-95 it had fallen to just over 600; and in
1995-96 it had fallen to around 500. All the minister
can do is continue to mislead the public and this
Parliament about what a wonderful job the
government is doing. The graph shows dramatically
the culpable negligence of the government failing to
address its responsibilities. I am happy to table the
graph. They are ABS statistics.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Cunningham) Order! I ask again whether the Leader of the
Opposition has sought the permission of the Speaker.
Mr BRUMBY - No, not yet.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Cunningham) Order! It cannot be incorporated in Hansard.
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Mr BRUMBY - I am tabling it. The source is
ABS building approvals Victoria, catalogue no.
8731.2. The statistics do not lie. They are straight out
of it, and that is a major embarrassment to the
minister.
Under the Kennett government capital spending on
public housing has been slashed. The rental market
is at dangerously low levels and Victoria's rate of
construction of new dwellings is declining. What we
have in Victoria is the Thatcher model; we have
known for some time that the Premier and the
former British Prime Minister share the same
hairstylist and the same sort of look, and they apply
the same policies to public housing.
Mrs Henderson interjected.
Mr BRUMBY - She did nothing wrong; that is
an interesting view about Margaret Thatcher, but
what Mrs Thatcher did and what Premier Kennett is
doing are part of exactly the same strategy, and the
minister is totally complicit in it. They are selling off
public housing stock and not building anything
new. If the government keeps up with the trend of
selling off public housing and reducing the level of
replacement, the public housing stock gets lower
and lower.
Funds available for housing assistance have been
reduced by 14 per cent in real terms since October
1992. The source is the Auditor-General. At present
more than 55 000 households are waiting for public
housing. Waiting times have increased with 37 600
households now waiting for more than two years.
People on the critical priority list are waiting too
long, with 38 per cent waiting for more than six
months.
According to the Auditor-General- and we know
the government does not like the Auditor-General; it
is trying to get rid of him because it can't stand the
facts and the truth - between January 1995 and
October 1996 the government sold 1000 public
housing properties worth more than $43 million.
Again, that information is provided by the
Auditor-General. Maintenance is deteriorating, with
a backlog of work needing to be completed on 18 500
properties at an estimated cost of $148 million.
Every study that has been done on the housing
needs of Australians has concluded that public
housing is a cost-effective way of meeting the
housing needs of a community, so it has a
continuing role. I do not think that up until now the
view had ever been challenged by governments of
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different political persuasions that there is an
important role for public housing in meeting the
needs of people.
There is also a secondary role for public housing: it
can act in a countercyclical way, which is very
important when there is a depressed housing
industry, because public housing creates jobs. If ever
we needed to see jobs created in this state, now is the
time. Public housing is in short supply because the
government is failing to keep up with demand, even
though it has a huge budget surplus. The housing
shortage in Victoria is exacerbated because of the
low level of public housing stock, its age and the
poor quality of a significant proportion of the stock.
Public housing makes up 3.7 per cent of the total
housing stock in Victoria; New South Wales has
7 per cent, and the national average is 6.2 per cent.
Thirty per cent of public housing in Victoria is more
than 30 years old and is in urgent need of
redevelopment. Ten per cent of the total stock is
concrete and prefabricated houses, and they need to
be replaced by the end of the century. There are
plenty of those out in my electorate of
Broadmeadows, and plenty of them in Dandenong.
The Auditor-General has identified a maintenance
backlog of $148 million. Victoria also has the longest
waiting times in Australia. There is a graph here
which the shadow minister, the honourable member
for Altona, presented in her contribution. It shows in
terms of the percentage of people waiting more than
two years that Victoria has a higher percentage than
any other state in Australia. Over 60 per cent of
households have been waiting longer than two
years. Thirty-one per cent have been waiting longer
than four years and 17 per cent have been waiting
longer than five years. It is very common for
constituents to come to my electorate office and
those of other members saying they have been
waiting 7 to 10 years for public housing.
The shadow minister presented another graph on
public rental waiting lists which shows that the
waiting lists, even on the government's own figures,
have blown out from 52 634 in 1992 to 61763 in June
1996, an increase of over 17 per cent in just four
years. In the 12 months between June 1995 and June
1996 the level of public housing stock rose by only
313 units.
Last week, as part of Labor's Labor Listens program,
the shadow cabinet attended a public meeting in
Nunawading. More than 100 people attended the
meeting, by contrast with the four Kennett
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government ministers who earlier in the week went
to Endeavour Hills with their version of getting out
and listening. How many people attended there?
Two. Two people attended to listen to the four!

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr BRUMBY - There were four ministers out
there - two people turned up, and do you know
how we know that only two people turned up? One
was a Labor Party member that we sent along to
have a look. So there was one member of the public
who turned up to listen.
One of the issues that was raised was public housing
and the Wesley Contact Centre gave us a detailed
submission about housing needs in the eastern
suburbs. It said that access to affordable housing is a
right for all Victorians. Health, wellbeing, education,
training, employment and many other areas are
principally dependent upon the existence of secure
housing of a reasonable standard.
The submission from the housing groups that was
made to Labor Listens went on to say that in the
eastern region of Melbourne, conSisting of the Yarra
Ranges, Maroondah, Knox, Whitehorse,
Manningham, Monash and Boroondara - mainly
Liberal Party seats - there are more than 9600
households renting privately who are below the
poverty line after housing costs. So nearly 10 000
people in the eastern suburbs represented by the
Liberal Party are living below the poverty line after
housing costs.
The lack of public housing rental stock is
contributing to that problem. At 30 June 1996, 3226
households, or more than 9000 people, were on the
public housing waiting list in that region. That is a
scandalous figure - 9000 people on the public
housing list waiting for accommodation in the
eastern suburbs of Melbourne.
The submission goes on to say that the outer region
has a comparatively smaller private rental market,
12 per cent, than metropolitan Melbourne, and that a
shortage of regional funds, including housing
establishment funds, designed to assist households
in securing and maintaining their accommodation
also occurs. The submission further states that in
recent weeks there has been a net loss of over 100
emergency accommodation beds in the region, and
the closures in part relate to the financial viability of
the houses and the health issues that have arisen
concerning accommodation.
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Accommodation in caravan parks is a shrinking
option; fewer vans are available, costs are
prohibitive, owners require bonds and current
residents are lll1able to move on.
In the eastern suburbs families and singles are
increasingly living in their cars or have unsuitable
and unsafe living and sleeping arrangements. That is
occurring in the eastern suburbs of Melbourne,
represented by members of the Liberal Party. There
is a crisis of public housing stock in the eastern
suburbs.

Dozens of cases have come to my attention.
Constituents in my electorate urgently require
public housing. One family comprising a mother
and her children, who suffered racial abuse and
were forced out of their housing, lived for months in
the back of a car while waiting for public housing.
That is happening right across Melbourne.
Mr Leigh interjected.
Mr BRUMBY - They were not living in a BMW!
They do not live at the big end of town! They do not
know Ron Walker or Uoyd Williams. All they want
is a fair go and a decent chance to get on in the
community. They do not want the Thatcher model
or the American model. They do not want our
streets littered with homeless people; all they want is
access to decent public housing so they can have a
chance to achieve some success in life. This state is
reaching the stage where it is following the
American model. The number of homeless people is
increasing and many yOlll1g people are without
homes. A mother and her children must sleep in the
back of a car while waiting for public housing and
all we get from the government is the patronising,
arrogant rubbish we heard earlier from the
honourable member for Mordialloc.

Sometimes it takes a little time for the public to see
through to the real motives of the government, but
they are seeing through them now. They are seeing
the real consequences of the government's actions
and policies. I believe they want a decent investment
in public housing, a government that is prepared to
stand up for those in need and a minister who is
prepared to say that we need more capital works for
public housing to reduce the intolerable waiting lists
and give people a start in life. I put the government
on notice. TItis is a major issue. It is about decent
and-The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Cunningham) Order! The honourable member's time has expired.
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Mr SPRY (Bellarine) - It was interesting to listen
to the revelations of opposition speakers,
particularly those of the Leader of the Opposition
when he revealed himself as being totally committed
to the concept of socialism. If he had his way
everybody in this state would be living in public
housing. The motion refers to the so-called massive
cuts to payments made pursuant to the
Commonwealth-State Housing Agreement
announced in the federal budget last night. The
target of the motion is not the state government's
achievements - I shall go into those in a moment but the federal government's achievements under
the Commonwealth-State Housing Agreement.

Perhaps the most significant revelation during the
debate has been the welcome news from the
Minister for Housing that she has negotiated a
significant victory for Victoria when she led the
push against the proposals by the federal
government to scrap capital grants to the states. That
has given more certainty to the way Victoria faces its
responsibilities in providing public housing to those
in need across the state. I welcome the
announcement made by the minister and I
congratulate her on achieving that victory.
The reduction of $50 million revealed in the federal
budget last night will translate to a cut of
approximately $12.5 million for Victoria. That puts
the wood on this state in terms of reviewing its
performance and in its drive to achieve greater
efficiencies. The coalition's record of achievement in
this area far surpasses Labor's pathetic efforts in
public housing during the 1980s.
For a moment I shall talk about the hypocrisy of the
Labor Party introducing this adjournment motion
today. In 1992 the Labor government could not
accurately say how many housing units existed in
this state let alone provide the maintenance figures.
The maintenance backlog was appalling - it was
huge. Five years later a special audit report by the
Auditor-General on housing issued in November
last year said the Department of Human Services
was in the preliminary stage of enhancing its
procedures for identifying aggregate community
needs for housing assistance from the government
and that audit regarded that as a pro-active
management initiative. The audit found that
Housing Victoria was achieving the objectives it
should be addressing.
I shall now look at the history of the
commonwealth-state housing agreement because I
like to give a bit of backgrolll1d to any debate in this
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house. The commonwealth-state housing agreement
was signed in November 1945 and its objective was
to provide cheap finance to the states to build public
housing for those requiring it. The so-called golden
era of public housing was the post-war era from
1945 to 1956 when across Australia there was an
increase of units from 0 to 100 000. 11Us initiative
could have gone on forever and we would have
achieved what members of the opposition
undoubtedly want - total socialisation with regard
to public housing! However, some sanity was
brought to bear in 1956 during the Menzies era
when there was a shift to a policy of encouraging
home ownership. It was at that time the
commonwealth-state housing agreement was
renegotiated to give effect to about 30 per cent of the
total funding being redirected so that tenants of
public housing units were encouraged to buy their
units.
During the first decades of this century the state and
federal governments concentrated their housing
efforts on home ownership. It is fair to say that in
Victoria for at least 20, 30 or 40 years from the
beginning of the century there was chaos in rental
housing. Generally speaking the figures across the
state were something like 50 per cent home
ownership and 50 per cent private tenancies.
Conditions were tough and something had to be
done. It was about that time that the term 'doing a
moonlight flit' became popular because many
tenants who were not able to maintain their
commitments to landlords cleared out during the
night without paying what they owed.
I do not suggest for a moment there should not be
some form of public housing as the overall policy in
this state. We have come a long way since the days
prior to 1945 when there was no public housing. It
cannot be denied that reform is needed, particularly
with regard to residential tenancy legislation. Some
of those reforms might be directed to encouraging
more building in the private tenancy sector so that
the burden of providing housing is not left entirely
in the public housing sector but is spread across the
full spectrum of Australian business. If private
investors made a contribution in that area some of
the housing backlog in this country and particularly
this state could be dealt with. Residential tenancy
legislation must be simple, understandable and
enforceable. It must be made perfectly clear that
both tenants and landlords have obligations under
what I hope one day will be much more simple
legislation.
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As I mentioned before, under the previous Labor
government the condition of public housing in this
state was absolutely appalling. I do not have the
figures with me now but the backlog on
maintenance would amount to literally hundreds of
millions of dollars.
The Kennett government has now adopted a much
more appropriate standard of accounting. Many
members of the government and, I am pleased to
say, the opposition attended a briefing this morning
given by Treasury officials to explain some of the
details of the accrual accounting system this
government has adopted in stark contrast to the cash
accounting system that Labor was enmeshed with
when still in power.
The Treasurer has shown enormous initiative in
establishing an accrual accounting system that
reveals not only budgetary cash flows but
obligations under such things as maintenance and
capital stock. As a result, this government is now
able to confront the very issues of maintenance and
management of public housing stock of which I have
been speaking.
TItis government's achievements during 1992-96 in
particular show that, despite what the Leader of the
Opposition said about overall housing figures, there
has been a direct increase in the number of public
rental units from 61369 units in June 1992 to an
estimated 65 000 units in June 1995.
Since 1992 the number of community-based housing
units has increased from 3500-0dd to an estimated
4500 at June 1995 - a Significant increase of about
27 per cent. Expenditure on property improvement
and redevelopment of public housing in that period
has been in the vicinity of $190 million with an
additional $135-odd million spent on maintenance
since October 1992.
As I mentioned before, long-term public housing
tenants have been given opportunities to purchase
their own homes if they have rented the same home
for at least the past seven years. The properties are
sold at full market value and funds are directed to
the purchase or construction of housing to suit
people in particular demographic areas. There has
been a joint venture with the RSL to build up to
100 homes and units for elderly veterans and there
are others with links to the defence forces at a cost of
more than $4 million. Recently Victoria became the
first state in Australia to commence fixing smoke
alarms to its 65 000 public units at a cost of more
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than $8 million. That is not an insignificant addition,
and I congratulate the minister on that initiative.
The formula applying to priority allocations in
regard to eligibility has shifted towards providing
more opportunities to families with children to
move into public housing units for the first time.
There has been a significant restructure of the home
opportunity loans scheme, as mentioned by the
honourable member for Mordialloc. About 8700 of
the scheme's 11 000 clients were interviewed during
the 1994-95 period in response to the significant
crisis they were going through and 75 per cent of
those people accepted a restructure offer.
Significantly, one of the ongoing challenges
confronting the Minister for Housing, and one she is
addressing more than adequately, is that there has
been a reduction in overall administrative costs from
$105-odd million in 1992 to about $86 million in
1994-95; an 18 per cent reduction!
I regard it as sheer hypocrisy for the opposition to
have brought on this debate at this time. Surely it is
aware of the initiatives this government has taken
since it came into office in 1992. It must be well
aware of its own shortcomings in the management
not of only public housing but of every other sector
of public administration across this state. How
members of the opposition can stand there one after
another and criticise this government for its record
of achievement in public housing is beyond my
comprehension.
Now that I have mentioned in some detail the
achievements of this government in the public
housing area, perhaps the opposition could take
note of those achievements. When Labor Party
members finally achieve government - I suggest it
will not be in the lifetime of any of the members
currently sitting on the opposition benches and
perhaps not even in their children's lifetime;
although it would be too much to expect their
grandchildren not to achieve government in due
course - perhaps they will take a leaf out of this
government's book and what it has been achieving
and adopt some of the commonsense, practical
approaches demonstrated by the Kennett
government in the first four and a half years of its
term of office.
Mr THW AITES (Albert Park) - When I heard
the response this morning from the Minister for
Housing I could think of nothing more than Alice in
Wonderland walking bewildered in a land she did
not quite understand where everything was
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topsy-turvy. In a sense the minister reminds me very
much of Alice. She is Ann in Wonderland. Who else
could describe a $20 million cut from the federal
government as a significant win for Victoria? This
minister thinks a cut is a win and, like Alice, she
deals with things in a rather topsy-turvy way.
The current Premier was the Minister for Housing in
a previous Liberal government and he objected to
such a significant cut. Unlike the Premier, this
minister describes it as a win and says she will
approach it in a quiet way. I am afraid that is not
what is called for.
One might also reflect on the minister's Alice in
Wonderland approach to throwing tenants out of
their homes. This minister has instituted a process
which will see pensioners thrown out of their homes
where they have lived for 30 or 40 years. The
minister's response is to say that it is a magnificent
program which will throw people out of their homes
in a 'caring way'. I would have thought that
throwing people out of their homes is not a caring
thing to do. It is not something any caring or
responsible minister would do. However, in my
electorate people who have lived in their homes for
many years are now being told by this minister they
have to go.
Mrs Henderson interjected.
Mr THW AITES - The minister interjected by
asking how many people were living in the homes.
In some cases there were one or two, and the
minister says the houses are underutilised. Perhaps
the same approach will be adopted right across the
housing sector. Any public tenants whose husbands
die or whose families leave had better watch out
because this minister will sell their homes from
under them!
One of the most important things - Mrs Henderson interjected.
Mr THW AITES - It is what the minister is doing
and it is her justification. The minister is indicating
that every widow who lives in public housing is
under threat. She just asked how many people live
in the home - that is the new test.
I am not surprised at what the government is doing,
because Liberal governments have always sold off
public housing.
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Prior to my being elected in 1992 I spoke with and
wrote to a number of tenants saying that the Uberal
Party had a policy to sell off public housing. What
did the Liberal candidate say? The Liberal candidate
in Albert Park, Wendy Smith - who failed to gain
the seat at the election despite spending tens of
thousands of dollars but now has a safe seat in
another place - circulated a letter to every public
tenant in the area saying, 'We will not force the sale
of public housing units'. With that document the
Uberal Party candidate, now a member of another
place, misled the public tenants of Port Melbourne,
South Melbourne and St Kilda.
I do not care what this minister says about the
reasons behind it. It is apparent that she wants to
throw all the widows out of their homes. She might
at least have had the honesty and decency to let the
public know before the election where the Liberal
Party was going, instead of having a candidate say,
'We will not force the sale of public housing units'.
The minister should admit that she and her party
have misled the public and do not deserve the
support of public tenants.

You do not, before an election, make the clear
statement, 'We will not force the sale of public
housing units', and then tell old and sick people they
have to get out of their homes and if they do not
they will end up in places where they do not want to
be.
These people are being harassed. People from the
ministry visit them in their homes and tell them that
they have to sign forms within two or three days to
get out of their homes. These are vulnerable people.
The real estate agent from Bellarine argued on behalf
of the landlords and real estate agents - perhaps he
should think about how this sort of treatment would
affect a 50 or 60-year-old woman with health
problems living in a vulnerable situation who is
faced with deciding within a few days whether she
will move out of her home.
Mrs Henderson interjected.
Mr THWAITES - That is what they were told.
They were told they had to sign the forms.
Mrs Henderson interjected.
Mr THW AITES - No. They were told that they
had to sign the forms and that the forms would be
picked up in a few days. The minister can say today,
if she is honest, that she will comply with the
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promise her party and the candidate made before
the election and circulated to my constituents, 'We
will not force the sale of public housing units'. If she
is not prepared to do that she has made a liar of that
candidate, she has made a liar of her party and she
has shown that her party and her government
cannot be trusted.
Mr Spry interjected.
Mr THWAlTES - Interjections about waiting
lists keep coming. The fact is that under this
government waiting lists have lengthened. How you
can sit there and claim - The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Cunningham) Order! The honourable member will address the
Chair.
Mr THWAITES - How this minister, this Ann in
Wonderland, can say the appropriate response to
waiting lists is to sell off public housing, I do not
know. When this government came into office 52 634
people were on the waiting lists; by June of last year
that number had increased to 61 763. The
government's response to that 17 per cent increase in
the list is to start selling off houses. That makes the
situation not better, but worse.
The political response of this government and this
minister is that they will throw people out of their
homes in a caring way. I am not quite sure how they
will do that. Will the police and the Sheriff be
brought in to throw people out of their homes? What
will happen if women have medical advice that
being forced out of their homes could adversely
affect their health? Will the minister bring the Sheriff
and the police in to throw them out, or will
psychological pressure be used to force them to go?
What area will be next? I see the honourable
member for Prahran. There is plenty of public
housing in Prahran, and I want to hear a
commitment from the honourable member that none
of those houses will be sold. If there will be a
commitment that not a single house in Prahran will
be sold and the people will be safe, why is it that the
government is selling off homes in Port Melbourne,
South Melbourne and Fitzroy?
The fact is that people in Prahran are not safe, either;
they will be next on the list. The tenancy issue in
Prahran is becoming increasingly serious because
private rental there is now harder to get and more
expensive, as it is in St Kilda. There is a crisis in the
private rental market.
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The other day I spoke to a housing worker, who told
me how 85 people were thrown out of their
privately rented block of flats on New Year's Eve70 per cent of them were pensioners who had
nowhere to go. The landlord - represented no
doubt by the real estate agent from Bellarine kicked them out of their places, all because they
were whacking on a coat of paint - Mr Spry - Mr Acting Speaker, that comment by
the honourable member for Albert Park has totally
misrepresented my part in this, and I ask him to
withdraw it.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Cunningham) Order! There is no point of order.
Mr THW AITES - He didn't even raise a point of
order; he is just on his feet. If the honourable
member finds it offensive to be called a real estate
agent, I withdraw.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Cunningham) Order! If the honourable member for Bellarine found
the remark offensive, I ask the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition to withdraw.
Mr THW AITES - I withdraw any remarks the
honourable member found offensive. What I find
particularly offensive is that old people are being
thrown out of their privately rented flats in St Kilda
- no doubt also in Prahran - and that this
government's response is to do nothing positive for
them in the area they live in. Its response is to sell off
public housing, making it even more difficult for
those people to get housing.
Mrs HendeI50n interjected.
Mr THWAlTES - The minister talks about
investing the funds back into the system. Frankly I
do not believe it is all going into new housing; it is
certainly not going into new housing in my area. The
minister already has a record of selling off places
there and breaching agreements about shop tops.
Will she put in the $18 million and replace the units,
or will we lose even more housing in that area?
People are being thrown out of private rental
accommodation. This government's answer is to sell
off public hOUSing, which is the only avenue open
for lower income people in inner Melbourne. That is
the bottom line.
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The costs of the private rental market are going
through the roof in Port Melbourne, St Kilda,
Prahran - in fact, throughout that area.
MI5 HendeI50n - Market rents are skyrocketing.
Mr THW AITES - They are skyrocketing. So
people who have lived in urban communities with
their families, their networks and fellow workers
will be thrown out of the communities they know
and have lived and grown up in. The government's
policy - no doubt it is supported by the honourable
member for Prahran and the Minister for Housing seems to be to ship out public tenants to some other
area, where they have no families, communities or
support. That will be damaging to their health and
their family life and it is completely unfair and
unfounded.
It is also totally contrary to what the Liberal Party
said prior to the election which brought it to
government. As I said, before the election the Liberal
Party said it would not sell off public housing. The
candidates for election were saying 'We will not
force the sale of public housing units', but as soon as
they got a chance they are doing just what their
predecessors did in the Bolte, Hamer and Thompson
eras - they are selling off public housing units.
The Labor government put a priority on building
new public housing units. We built many more than
the government has. We continued to upgrade the
stock. We did not force people out of their homes.
We did not sell public housing. When people were
wanting to stay in their homes, we did not force
them to move out to other areas, away from their
friends, families and other loved ones. We did not
do that because we believe people are important.
This government does not believe public tenants are
important. The government believes public tenants
are there just to make money out of. The
government will sell their homes and make money
out of public tenants. What the government is doing
shows that it considers them to be just figures on a
page.
House divided on motion:
Ayes,28
Andrianopoulos, Mr
Baker, Mr
Batchelor, Mr
Bracks, Mr
Brumby,Mr
Cameron, Mr
CampbelJ,Ms

Hulls, Mr
Kosky,Ms
Langdon, Mr (Teller)
Leighton, Mr
Lim,Mr
Loney,Mr
Maddigan, Mrs (Teller)
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Carli, Mr
Cunningham, Mr
Davies, Ms
Dollis, Mr
Garbutt, Ms
Gillett,~

Hamilton, Mr

Micallef, Mr
Mildenhall, Mr
Pandazopoulos, Mr
Savage,Mr
Sheehan, Mr
Thwaites, Mr
Wilson,Mrs

Noes, 51
Andrighetto, Mr
Ashley, Mr
Burke, Ms
Clark, Mr
Coleman,Mr
Cooper,Mr
Dean, Dr
Dixon, Mr (Teller)
Doyle,Mr
Elder, Mr
Elliott,Mrs
Finn,Mr
Henderson, Mrs
Honeywood, Mr
Jasper, Mr
Jenkins, Mr
John,Mr
Kilgour, Mr
Lean,Mr
Leigh,Mr
Lupton, Mr
McArthur, Mr
McCall,Ms
McGill,Mrs
McGrath, Mr J.F.
McGrath, Mr WD.

McLellan,Mr
Maclellan, Mr
McNamara, Mr
Maughan,Mr
Napthine, Dr
Paterson, Mr
Perrin, Mr
Perton, Mr
Peulich, Mrs
Phillips, Mr
Plowman, Mr A.F.
Reynolds, Mr
Ryan,Mr
Shardey, Mrs
Smith, Mr E.R.
Smith, Mr l.w.
Spry, Mr
Steggall, Mr
Stockdale, Mr
Tehan, Mrs
Thompson, Mr
Traynor, Mr
Treasure, Mr
Wade,Mrs
Wells, Mr (Teller)

Motion negatived.

EDUCATION: STANDARDS
Mr E. R. SMITH (Glen Waverley) - I move:
That this house commends the government and the
Minister for Education for - (a) initiating positive
moves to improve curriculum at all school levels so as
to ensure standards of education and practices are
world best; (b) emphasising standardised testing of
students at secondary level so that all parents are kept
informed of their children's progress; and (c)
highlighting the importance of the role of dedicated
teachers and for supporting their professional standing
in our community.

After six months of waiting it gives me pleasure to
move the motion. I first give thanks to Vie Rajah and
my staff for the amount of work they have put into
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the presentation of this motion. The motion falls into
three parts: improving the curriculum, emphasising
standardised testing and the role of dedicated
teachers. From my viewpoint the work we have
done in the past six months has provided a leaming
curve for me because during that time I have had the
assistance of many members of the Department of
Education, teachers and educational advisers and
consultants.
In the first place I shall give the house some idea of
the mess we found education to be in when the
government came to power in 1992. From the
financial viewpoint the Commonwealth Grants
Commission and the Victorian Commission of Audit
reported an overspending of somewhere in the
vicinity of $1.8 billion in education alone from
1982-92, the time of the Labor administration. The
Commission of Audit calculated an annual
overexpenditure of $306 million which reflects $69 a
head for every person in the state to provide
education within Victorian government schools.
Honourable members would know that the
$1 billion current account deficit inherited by the
Kennett government was primarily borrowings to
meet operational costs - that is, salaries - and
further there was a $7 million black hole in
expenditure. These were unfunded liabilities in
superannuation, to name just one area.
Much of the excesses of the Labor Party were
outlined in a book written by the former Premier
John Cain. He referred to educational expenditure
arrangements as monuments of stupidity. He
argued that his government gave too much away in
the form of pay rises and class sizes and got nothing
back in return. As a result of that John Cain is today
a bitter man because the tide on which he was swept
to power in 1982 was provided by the teacher
unions. All he got in return were bigger class sizes
and large pay rises - there was nothing in it for him.
Mr Mildenhall interjected.
Mr E. R. SMITH - I am glad the honourable
member for Footscray has brought up class sizes
because I have plenty of material on that subject. The
report of the Commission of Audit said that the
salary budget was exceeded in the year 1991-92 by
$306 million. As I said before, that meant that every
Victorian citizen was paying $69 a head for Victorian
education more than they should have. As well as
that the Directorate of School Education exceeded its
budget by the same amount. It is one story of excess
after another.
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The failure of the government to adjust teacher
numbers in the face of declining enrolments,
especially in primary schools, reflected the serious
inefficiencies and higher costs caused by the
inflexible industrial agreements which the former
government negotiated with teacher unions. The
effect of this was a teacher salary bill in excess of any
comparable school system in Australia. The numbers
in 1982-92 decreased by 10 per cent, somewhere in
the vicinity of 60 000 students, but teachers numbers
were maintained, especially in the primary area.
Another area that is worth comparing is teacher
salaries. In the period 1982-92 salaries were 20 per
cent above the national average and, almost
impossible to believe, 36 per cent above teacher
salaries in New South Wales during the same
period. This was all happening in a normal 38-hour
week. Under Labor class teaching hours were
limited to 18 hours a week and the average teaching
in that period was 16 hours a week. In the same
period New South Wales teachers were expected to
teach in excess of 20 hours a week. The majority of
decent, hard working teachers did not want to have a
bar of this. When it came to the crunch many of
them voted for the Kennett government at the 1992
election and again at the subsequent election.
Cleaning costs were three times that of costs in New
South Wales. Cleaning contracts produced
immediate savings of $30 million when they were
reviewed by the Kennett government.

Mr Mildenhall- On a point of order,
Mr Speaker, the motion deals specifically with three
issues: curriculum, standardised testing and the
professional standing of teachers in the community.
The honourable member has been speaking for some
time about general levels of resourcing, previous
audit commission reports and a general criticism of
administration. He has not yet addressed the issues
contained in the motion and I ask you to direct him
to the content of the motion in his remarks.
Mr E. R. SMITH - On the point of order,
Mr Speaker, I was attempting to let the house know
what the situation was so that I could then come in
with the reforms introduced by the Kennett
government.
The SPEAKER - Order! Perhaps the honourable
member should come to the specific items to which
his motion refers. He has had a fair introductory
period.
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Mr E. R. SMITH - I would have thought that the
leave arrangements and the advanced teacher skills
are two important parts of how the reform processes
were remedied.
In the period leading up to when the coalition was
elected, up to 5000 of a total of 42 192 teachers were
on family leave, in some cases for up to seven years.
Those teachers were replaced by full-time teaching
staff. When the teachers returned from leave they
were considered to be in excess. There were 5000
teachers on salaries of $37000 each, totalling about
$185 million, and that was another of the black holes
the government found when it came to office.

The government introduced a number of reforms,
one of the first being the curriculum and standards
framework. Before that there was nothing except
what the schools thought the curriculum should be.
One of the first tasks was to bring in that framework
because schools had to know what skills were
required and what was expected of them at each
level. They needed to monitor the achievements of
the students and when they reached the necessary
standards to back that up with the newly
implemented LAP tests. They were introduced for
years 3 and 5 and have been in place for the past
three years. The benefits of external assessments
were such that schools were able to discover exactly
where they were going compared with schools in
other parts of the state. That will be continued in
September this year with what is called the Victorian
secondary school assessment monitor with 30 pilot
schools conducting the tests in years 7 and 9.
The government has been keen to examine and
maintain the morale of teachers. Not only in Victoria
but worldwide there is a downgrading, particularly
in the English-speaking countries, in the status of
teachers in the community.
I remember many years ago when I was trained as a
primary teacher there was a great deal of respect for
teachers in the community. In those days many
males went into the primary school system. It was
the begiruting of a new industrial revolution and
many people had opportunities to leave teaching.
Today the number of males in primary schools is
low. That is to be deplored. There is nothing the
matter with having females in schools, but more
opportunities and rewards should be offered to
make the balance more equitable so that male role
models can be balanced against female role models.

One of the tragedies of society is that now there are
more family break-ups, with one in three marriages
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ending in divorce. We should be trying to make the
teaching profession a more rewarding, perhaps
better paid and better resourced profession so that
more males will take up teaching. This government
has been attempting to address that situation and is
aware of the morale problem not only within the
teaching profession but throughout society. Teachers
can help raise the standards of the community.
The government is trying to put the state system on
the same footing as the private school system. I am
one parent who wants to be attracted to the state
school system. I have a six-year-old daughter and
am proud to be involved with the local school she
attends. We are pleased with her results. I have
learnt a lot over the past two years about the way in
which the education system works. This government
recognised that it had to provide a professional
recognition program. That program must contain a
number of factors to help attract better educated,
more motivated people into the teaching profession.
About 95 per cent of our teachers are dedicated, well
trained and highly motivated. One way of
continuing to achieve that is to provide better pay
opportunities and better advancement to attract the
other 5 per cent to the profession.
The government has introduced full staffing
flexibility so that schools can recruit their own staff
who will be better able to deliver the type of
curriculum that the school has chosen, whether the
emphasis is on sport, music, literature or whatever,
but at the top of the scale must be the basic core
subjects.
Research to date shows that the desired split would
be in the vicinity of 60 per cent permanent teachers
and 40 per cent teachers who were employed on a
contract basis. That ratio will give the principal of
the school more flexibility. One of the great reforms
of this government has been to give more authority
to the principal. That power was taken away,
perhaps not all during the period of the Labor
government but also beforehand, but the pendulum
should now be swinging toward devolving power
not only back to the schools but also to principals.
Principals would then have more staffing flexibility
to contract teachers when vacancies arise. They
would choose the types of teachers who would best
fit into the staffing flexibility program.
One of the other assistance measures introduced by
the government is to give schools what we call a full
global budget where schools are fully responsible for
their own spending. That makes them more
autonomous. It is interesting to note that 92 per cent
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of school budgets are now under school control. Last
year 90 per cent of the education budget of $2.4
billion went into the schools which have
responsibility for their own spending.
The devolution of power back to the schools was not
originally an initiative of this government; it was one
of a very capable Labor minister, lan Cathie. The
system frustrated poor old lan Cathie and he was
not able to implement anywhere near the number of
reforms that were necessary, and it took the Kennett
government to bring in these reforms.
Another area that the coalition considered important
on coming to government was accountability. It was
able to bring accountability back to the schools in a
number of areas, one of which was through school
charters. The school charter may have been used in
one or two schools, but it was not encouraged in the
majority of schools. As part of the reform process in
education the government brought in a system of
charters that set out the goals, priorities and
performance targets and a three-year guide for the
school's operation. At the end of the period an
annual report is produced, and at the end of last
year all schools had produced reports focused on
their outcomes, the results of the assessments
against the curriculum and standards framework
and the aggregate performances of the students.
The house may be interested to hear what the
principals of schools in my electorate say on this
important subject of accountability. We believe that
at the moment Victorian schools are the world's best
in terms of accountability. Education under the
Kennett government has changed from being a
reactive system to one that is pro-active in the
identification of learning outcomes.
The principal of Mount View Primary School,
Patrick Waring, says that accountability has met no
resistance from teachers and that teachers as
autonomous professionals recognise that their
operations call for review and have accepted the
moves positively.
Amold Vander Werf, principal of Syndal South
Primary School, has praised accountability for
allowing a clear structure by which schools can
operate. Parents have also assisted in providing
schools with much valued parent feedback. Joseph
Ardley, the principal of Brentwood Secondary
College where I have been a member of the council
for the past 12 years, has encouraged accountability
as a means of ensuring money is carefully spent. In
his recollection mismanagement occurred under
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previous governments whereby money was wasted
and not targeted at areas of need.
These are the views of the principals in my area. It is
probably a surprise to the honourable member for
Footscray, but government members take an
incredible interest in resourcing the schools and
finding the money to enable them to be proper
Schools of the Future - schools that we can be
proud of and send our kids to because we are proud
of the state education system.
In the next couple of weeks after the Parliamentary
recess I will be going to the United Kingdom. I have
organised to see Her Majesty's chief inspector of
schools, Chris Woodhead, at the behest of not only
the state Minister for Education, the Honourable Phi!
Gude, but also the Honourable David Kemp, the
federal education minister. They want me to raise
with Chris Woodhead a series of points about failed
schools and to examine the types of measures being
taken in the United Kingdom to rectify the position
to see generally whether it is being done differently.
Perhaps it is not being done as well as it is in
Australia, but we will be able to talk to the people
concerned.
I will be talking to Professor David Reynolds, who in
the past few months appeared on the Channel 9
program 60 Minutes speaking about benchmarking
of the education systems in the Asian tiger countries
such as Taiwan and the incredible success that has
occurred there, and considering means of comparing
the systems.
One gets nothing but criticism from the honourable
member for Footscray, who has never had an
original idea in his life but likes to criticise and make
noise.
With both of these gentlemen I have been asked to
look at ways of comparing the results of their
systems where they have been successful.
The issue of accountability has also been embraced
by the Australian Education Union, particularly the
Victorian branch. In its policy document of 1993 the
union says:
Accountability through democratic procedures confers
more real power on parents and the community.

My comment on that is that during the past four
years school councils and principals have assumed
more control over the respective running of their
schools through devolution.
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The education union in its policy document also says:
Each system, school and classroom should be
accountable for its curriculwn to staff, students and
parents, its wider community and the agreed general
guidelines.

One of the reform processes that the government
believes can be used to run the school system better
is to give more assistance to principals, because they
must be not only skilled educators but trained
leaders.
The government has initiated a number of programs
including seminars in advanced management and
leadership, and places for foreign training will also
be offered. Some of the opportunities that principals
can now take up include 20 places in leadership in
action and leadership development programs at the
Mount Eliza business school at Monash University;
five places in the advanced management program;
one place in the advanced management program at
the Asia-Pacific Centre for Executive Development
at the University of Hawaii; one place in the
principals program at the Vanderbilt International
Institute in the United States of America, and two
places in the Williamstown community leadership
program. The government is not only making noises
about improving the position of principals and
making them even more professional and better
leaders, but is offering them the opportunities to
take these courses up.
The government has encouraged technology studies
in schools, and having a division of multimedia
within the Department of Education has ensured
that schools can benefit from the huge advances in
technology. Like most other people, some teachers
may be reluctant to take this new phenomenon on
board, but they are being encouraged to retrain so
that they can not only take advantage of computer
technology for their own benefit but also provide
leadership for their students.
A committee that I chaired just after the coalition
government came to office in 1992 produced a report
for the then minister, the Honourable Don Hayward,
entitled Technologies for enhanced learning. The
committee members included the honourable
members for Malvern and Bellarine, and the
committee produced a blueprint for the minister. As
a result all schools in Victoria were given satellite
dishes and the facilities to enable them to receive the
very good interactive TV programs that are offered
in languages other than English (LOTE) and other
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subjects. The facilities are in place. Perhaps we can
learn from our past.
One thing that is lacking in schools is the pushing of
our music culture. Honourable members such as the
Minister for Planning and Local Government, who is
at the table, will remember the music programs that
were broadcast over the radio to children during his
school days. They were able to learn at least one new
song a week. The repertoire of most of the people in
our age group is probably much greater than it is
with young people today. Perhaps in many cases the
Directorate of School Education is frightened to
bring this in, but it is worth exploring. I have
suggested to the minister that part of our culture can
be picked up. I remember learning Irish, Welsh,
Scottish and English songs and with our present
multicultural society no doubt songs from other
cultures could be introduced. The satellite
interactive television facility could be used in that
way.
If an honourable member were to be asked what
would be the first thing he or she would do if he or
she was offered the job of Minister for Education, the
answer would probably be on the subject of
curriculum. I pulled up one of my colleagues earlier
today and asked him that question and he said that
he would reintroduce technical schools. Technical
schools were abolished by the Labor government.
They were a great benefit because they picked up
many of the young people who wanted to pursue
technical careers. When I visit the school in Brandon
Park, which was formerly a technical school, I ask
the young people, 'Who owns the biggest houses in
Wheelers Hill?'. The answer is always, 'The
developers,' and not politicians, doctors or
academics. They are the people who were plumbers,
carpenters and so forth who have moved into
building development. They have the highest
success rates. I shall be speaking to the minister on
this subject to see whether we can pursue that line
further.
The issue on each person's lips is that of curriculum.
TItis year the Board of Studies is examining a
restructure of the Victorian certificate of education.
After the coalition government came to power the
Board of Studies succeeded the failed Victorian
Curriculum and Assessment Board. TItis year the
Board of Studies has been further enhanced with a
change of membership. It is interesting to note that
when there is a change in the membership of any
specific area there will be newer and fresher ideas
put into place. The board has a new head, Professor
Kwong Lee Dow, who with Dr Kevin Donnelly and
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Elida Brereton are just three of those who have been
appointed to bring the curriculum into line and
benchmark with the best that is available in the
English-speaking world.
I am going to have discussions with Mr Chris
Woodhead and Professor Reynolds in England to be
able to see what advantages they have there. We
have a responsibility to provide the best education
system.
Mr Mildenhall- You want to talk to Tony Blair!
Mr E. R. SMITH - We often find that people are
elected because they come up with the right words.
It is a matter of putting those words into action,
which is much harder than one thinks! One of the
hardest things we have had to do was to turn
around the education system. It had too many
teachers. We had to turn it around so that people
found it more attractive. The test of how well it is
going is the number of people now using the system.
The honourable member for Footscray mentioned
class sizes. He is always on about this! I shall give a
few facts about the underutilised and
over-resourced schools that have closed down,
which has resulted in other schools receiving higher
funding. It has resulted in a widespread upgrade of
facilities. The average class sizes in government
primary schools have increased from 23.4 in 1992-93
to 26 students in 1995-96, but Victoria still maintains
the smallest class sizes in Australia. This is the
reality, despite the criticism that Victoria has grossly
oversized classes. Although this minor increase
reflects the amalgamation and closure of small
schools, students are now being provided with
better education because they are exposed to a wide
range of curriculum choices and greater resources. It
is interesting to get some of these figures. Victoria
has managed to maintain an average
student-to-teacher ratio of 1 teacher to 15 students.
The Australian Bureau of Statistics produced these
figures in the national report on schooling in
Australia in June 1996. TItis compares with the
average ratio of 1 teacher to every 15.2 students in
Victorian non-government schools, which is also
significantly lower than other states. The national
average is 1 teacher to 15.5 students. Queensland
maintains 1 teacher to 15.7 students; Western
Australia has 1 teacher to 15.9 students; and
Tasmania has 1 teacher to 15.2 students. It should be
noted that New South Wales, with a Labor
government, has 1 teacher to 16 students. Victorian
government secondary schools maintained 1 teacher
to 12 students. This is below the national average of
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1 teacher to 12.5 students and that of Labor-run
NSW with a ratio of 1 teacher to 12.8 students.
In general the closure of government schools has

been a smooth process in spite of what the
honourable member for Footscray and his ilk have
said. In 1992, 49 of 55 schools that were closed were
compulsorily closed. In 1993, a task force on the
closure of schools recommended the closure of
various schools and under the quality provision
process 171 site closures resulted, which was the
equivalent of almost 85 per cent of the
recommendations of the task force. In 1994-96, some
26 schools were closed, with 22 being voluntary,
under the minimum enrolment policy. I had one of
those in my area. Brandon Park Primary School
amalgamated with the Wellington Primary School.
One has only to talk to the deputy principal who
came across to Wellington Primary School to
understand the situation. Just the other day that
school was given $800 000 to better its facilities. The
honourable member for Footscray should note that
the numbers of students at that school are growing.
In the time I have available - I was ready for a long
haul- I will refer to government capital works and

the maintenance program.
The SPEAKER - Order! Perhaps the honourable
member should finish on matters that relate to his
motion. Capital works are not part of the motion.
Mr E. R. SMITH - Thank you, Mr Speaker. One
of the big draw cards at present in the education
system is adynamic program being developed in
northern suburban schools, initially through the
good offices of Mr Dick Pratt, called the Discovery
program. It has come to us by way of a top educator
whose name is Mr Raphi Amram from Israel. It has
four key areas under which people are selected. It is
an after-school program. It is not a program to
enhance what happens within school hours and it
helps those people who have leadership abilities.
There might be only two or three students in a class
who are suitable, and they volunteer from years 7, 8
and 9 for 11;2 to 2 hours a day after school.
I shall refer to the most important of the four
selection procedures. When I was speaking recently
with Mr Raphi Amram he told me of his recent trip
to Israel where a prospective candidate for the
program approached him and said he wanted to join
the program because as a cellist he could show the
people at the local old people's home how good he
was at playing the cello. Mr Amram told the student
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that he would never get on the program. If the
student had said he would go to the old people's
home to listen to and read to a blind man for half an
hour a week for the next three years, he would get
on to the program. Only people who are truly caring
get in to the program, not a person like that student
who would be using the program only to receive
applause from the audience.
Debate interrupted pursuant to sessional orders.

Sitting suspended 1.01 p.m until 2.05 p.m.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Government consultancies
Mr BRACKS (Williamstown) - Given that the
big six accounting firms have been paid in excess of
$20 million by government departments for
consultancies, will the Treasurer admit that these
firms have a huge financial interest in not criticising
government departments, and will he admit that the
only competition he wants is to establish which firm
will compete to criticise the government the least?
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - The question
shows how the Labor Party has fallen to the
occasional rhetorical flourish for the purposes of
Parliament. If the inference behind this question
were taken to its logical extension, the government
would not be able to conduct any relationship with
anybody in the private sector. The assumptions
behind the question are patently absurd and they
show how out of touch the Labor Party is with what
is happening in this country.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr STOCKDALE - The competition principles
under which the review has been conducted have
been endorsed by all Australian governments,
including those of the states and, originally, when
we were unfortunate enough to have a Labor
government, at a national level. Not only that, but
the equivalent piece of legislation was included in
the list the New South Wales government proposed
to review.

Auditor-General: Tom Roberts painting
Mr E. R. SMITH (Glen Waverley) - Will the
Minister for Planning and Local Government advise
the house of the government's response to the
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devastating criticism in the Auditor-General's report
on ministerial portfolios at pages 123 and 124?
Mr MACLELLAN (Minister for Plarming and
Local Government) - The report appearing in the
name of the Auditor-General is critical of the
transfer of a payment of $235 000 which was held for
historic buildings or heritage purposes for the
purchasing of a work by Tom Roberts. The criticism
is in the name of the Auditor-General but I cannot
believe the Auditor-General associates himself with
it.
Mr Bracks - Go on, get stuck into him.
Mr MACLELLAN - No, I am defending him.
The Auditor-General could not possibly be
associated with the views of the contracted
bean-counting philistines who wrote this report,
because this is the modem equivalent of the Red
Guards.
Mr Dollis interjected.
Mr MACLELLAN - I can tell you that the
contracted bean counters are not exactly the best art
critics in the business. They are drawing the
conclusion that the Tom Roberts painting is not part
of our heritage. I do not know whether the
honourable member for Richmond wants to say that,
but that is what they are saying.
Mr Dollis - You're a bit touchy!
Mr MACLELLAN - Yes, very touchy. When the
little bean counters are unleashed they don't care
about heritage; all they care about are the decimal
points. I had better advise the house, and I certainly
should advise the Auditor-General through this
reply, that the bidding for this painting was done by
Dr Joseph Brown, one of the most respected and
major collectors of Australian art. He was the one
who went to the auction and did the bidding. The
painting was purchased for the National Gallery
Victoria and is in the National Gallery Victoria. The
Urban Land Authority had nothing to do with it.
Just as the bean counters for the Auditor-General's
contracted firms are certainly not the appropriate
people to make judgments on the artistic merits of
this painting, so the Urban Land Authority would
not be, either.
The final gall is that they used the painting as an
illustration for the dammed report on the next page!
Here it is for all to see on page 124 - and a jolly
good painting it is; if you want to see it in colour, go
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down to the gallery - without a word about
royalties or copyright. I know why this painting got
highlighted in this report.
An Honourable Member - Why?

Mr MACLELLAN - Because there was nothing
else - and they had to get something. The little bean
counters have got their serve back.

Auditor-General: review
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - I
refer the Premier to today's scathing remarks of the
Auditor-General about the Audit Act review and the
fact that a member of the review team is a director of
KPMG, a firm which was a very big donor to the
Liberal Party before the last state election and which
has received well over $5 million in consultancy fees
from the government. Will the Premier now admit
that the review which he set up into the
Auditor-General had just two basic aims: firstly, to
nobble and to silence the Auditor-General; and,
secondly, to reward major donors to the state Liberal
Party?
Mr KENNETI (Premier) - A tragedy in many
acts is coming to us from the other side. It just goes
on - day after day, week after week, month and
month, and, I am happy to say, year after year and
election after election.
As my colleague the Treasurer has explained and the
Leader of the Opposition probably really knows
deep down, all these acts are currently in the process
of being reviewed under competition policy. Why?
Because if we do not go through and complete the
reviews and make ourselves competitive we will
disadvantage the people of Victoria when it comes
to the commission dividends that will be paid and
recommended to the federal government by the
competition council.
Mr Thwaites - Rubbish.
Mr KENNETI - That interjection shows just
how little the Deputy Leader of the Opposition
knows. A large amount of money will be returned to
the states as a result of the revenue dividends that
will flow to the federal government because we are
introducing more competition.
I hope, when the first dividend is allocated we in
this state will - Mr Thwaites interjected.
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Mr KENNETf - I cannot help it if the Deputy
Leader of the Opposition does not understand. His
continual interjections prove that to be the case.
The SPEAKER - Order! The Deputy Leader of
the Opposition will cease interjecting.

Mr KENNETI - They prove it time and again.
The review of the Audit Act was an area of my
responsibility because I am the lead minister. I have
always-Mr Bracks interjected.

Mr KENNETI - To the honourable member for
Williamstown, I already have answered that several
times in this house. He may not accept it, but I
operate on the principle that if you are to ask other
colleagues to go through a process, as the lead
minister you ought to set the pace, rather than
simply follow. It is much better that you adopt a
policy of do as I do rather than do as I say - which
is not something the opposition would easily relate
to.
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I would imagine the changes in the administration of
the Auditor-General's office, which will make him
more independent because he will become an officer
of this Parliament and give him the authority to
obtain his budget from the Parliament, as well as a
number of other changes that exist in overseas
countries and will be brought into place here, should
be in legislative form for the next session.
I would also imagine, as with most policies this
government has introduced, the opposition will
ultimately come to accept and support them. In a
number of areas now the opposition, having
opposed something, has come to accept the policies
of this government, because they are based on
commonsense.
I note the Auditor-General's comment in the preface
to his report on ministerial responsibilities. We will
look at that, we will assess it, and, if necessary, we
will discuss it with him further.

He has nothing to fear. This is not being done for
any political motive; it is being done, as is
everything this government does, on the basis of
ensuring the systems we have in this place will serve
the people of this state well- both today and into
the future.

The review has been carried out by three eminent
people, selected because of their experience, who
have reported to the community. I can understand
the Auditor-General not being happy with all or part
of it - and that is understandable. But if we had
adopted that approach and simply not been
prepared to consider change and then make change
for the right reasons, Victoria would not have been
restored to the position of good health it is in today
because of the changes we have introduced in the
past five years.

Ms DAVIES (Gippsland West) - I have a
question for the Minister for Agriculture and
Resources. Yesterday I listened carefully to the
minister. I was hoping for something new after you
had your little powwow with - -

As I have said to the Auditor-General, and I think he
has noted in his report, although - -

The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member will ask her question.

Mr Bracks interjected.
Mr KENNETI - Very reasonably, as a matter of
fact, yes.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member for Williamstown will cease interjecting.

Mr KENNETf - As the Auditor-General says in
his report, we have accepted the review committee's
report and have broadly indicated to the public the
areas we will accept and some of those we have
difficulty with. We will take on board public
comments over the next couple of months when we
will prepare legislation for the next session.

Gippsland: farmer assistance

Ms DAVIES - I was going to start with some of
the positives. There are some positives.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member may not have a preamble; she must ask a
question.
Ms DAVIES - She will ask the question. I have
heard the minister talk about subsidised interest
from productivity enhancement program loans and
imply that people can use those programs to build
irrigation facilities. Will the minister either authorise
the loans to be used for farmers to feed their stock,
or, if it is not possible for those loans to be used to
feed stock, will the minister authorise low-interest
loans specifically to allow farmers in Gippsland to
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feed their stock this winter? Or is the minister
prepared to allow some farmers to go to the wall this
winter - as they will do unless they get additional
actual, real assistance?
Mr McNAMARA (Minister for Agriculture and
Resources) - I thank the honourable member for
Gippsland West for her question about the
extremely dry conditions we have had at Gippsland
West.
Mr Kennett interjected.
Mr McNAMARA - It seems as though the
honourable member has taken over as the shadow
spokesperson for agriculture.

Mr Kennett - Who is the shadow minister for
agriculture?
Mr McNAMARA - We don't know. We are
seriously addressing the issue raised by the
honourable member for Gippsland West. As I
pointed out yesterday, last week I was down in the
Gippsland area with the honourable members for
Narracan and Gippsland South. We explored a
range of options to enable farmers to get through a
very difficult situation - which we recognise.
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only the banks, the Rural Finance Corporation and
the United Dairyfarmers of Victoria but also farmers
in the Gippsland area. When people start to focus on
precisely the challenges in front of them, they can
make the rational decisions they need to make to
take their operations through this obviously difficult
time for them.
The government recognises that the fact that
Gippsland has had some break in the weather and
some greening up has taken place does not mean the
end of the problem. There will not be substantial
relief on the ground and in the paddocks until we
get through to spring. We are taking all measures to
assist in prOviding the best professional advice and a
$5000 grant available through the government for
financial, farm productivity and economic advice.
As I said yesterday, we will be locating Department
of Agriculture, Social Security and Rural Finance
officers in facilities in Leongatha. Through the efforts
of the honourable member for Gippsland South the
local municipality, which is more than willing to
provide whatever accommodation we require, has
provided office accommodation. As I said also, all
measures are being taken to ensure we alleviate the
situation as much as possible.

Auditor-General: asset sales
A broad range of assistance is available in the area of
social security. The honourable member refers
specifically to the productivity enhancement
program, which is a scheme we believe can be used
to assist in the purchase of fodder. In particular,
farmers who took out loans under that scheme
would be eligible for a 50 per cent interest subsidy.
As I said yesterday, at the moment the borrowing
rate for rural finance is about 9 per cent, so
effectively it could bring the cost of a loan back to 4.5
or 5 per cent.
Farmers would have to restructure on the basis that
they are improving their farming operations and if,
for instance, they included measures such as the
resowing of paddocks and pasture improvement,
obviously they would in that process have to
quarantine their stock in a smaller segment of the
property and would also need to introduce
supplementary feeding. Therefore we believe it
could be included under the productivity
enhancement program.
Farmers must get the best advice possible in the next
couple of weeks to determine just what they should
do over the next 100 to 120 days until we get to the
spring break. I have discussed that issue with not

Mr LONEY (Geelong North) - I refer the
Treasurer to the Auditor-General's report on
ministerial portfolios tabled today, which reveals the
sale of the Energy Brix business for less than
one-third of its book value, and to the 1996 report on
ministerial portfolios, which reveals similar asset
sales well under book value of the ports of Geelong
and Portland and the World Trade Centre, and I ask:
why has the Treasurer not heeded the
Auditor-General's advice, now in two successive
reports, or is the Treasurer hopeful, as the
Auditor-General has warned, that this will be the
last report on ministerial portfolios tabled in this
house?

Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - That question
again demonstrates the total ignorance of the Labor
Party.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr STOCKDALE - Not only is that a highly
selective extraction from the Auditor-General's
report but it misrepresents the Auditor-General's
report. Nowhere in any of the reports to which the
honourable member has referred has the
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Auditor-General criticised the sale of those
businesses for below their book value. He has
simply reported the fact that that occurred.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr STOCKDALE - Quite the contrary, in the
very section of the report to which the honourable
member for Geelong North refers, the
Auditor-General specifically makes the point that
the totality of the transaction involving Hazelwood
and the briquette factory involved a positive impact
on the value of the Hazelwood station, which he
clearly acknowledges more than offsets any
difference between the book value of the business
and the actual sale proceeds.
He makes the point quite specifically that the net
improvement in the position of the state is $1500
million - that that transaction, which involved the
joint sale of Hazelwood and the briquette factory,
improved the net worth of Victorian citizens by
S1500 million!
If members of the Labor Party think the audit report
criticises the electricity privatisation program, I
challenge them to present one critical comment by
the Auditor-General. The Auditor-General has
clearly endorsed the fact that the program has been
well managed, that it has produced massive benefits
and service delivery to the people of Victoria, that
the prices are being reduced and that the state debt
is being reduced below the level the Labor Party left
it when it exited office in 1992.

This has been an immensely successful program, but
even more fundamentally this exercise shows that
the Labor Party has no conception of the inability of
government-owned entities to be responsible to
capital markets because what the balance sheet
valuations reflect is the massive overinvestment that
has historically marked govemment-owned
enterprises. The Auditor-General specifically makes
the point that having inherited this mess from the
Labor Party, which the unions forced to maintain an
ineffective briquette factory after its core business
had virtually disappeared, Victorian taxpayers have
had to put nearly $80 million into that business to
cover the losses this incompetent mob left behind
when it exited government!
The sale of the briquette factory has protected
Victorian taxpayers from enormous losses and
liabilities and added immensely to the success of the
program. I am very proud of the achievement it
represents, and the Auditor-General reports that it
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added 51500 million to the net worth of the state. I
thank the honourable member for the question; I
was having difficulty getting it up on this side.

Multimedia conference, Seattle
Mr TRAYNOR (Ballarat East) - Will the
Minister for Multimedia advise the house of the
benefits to Victoria that will flow from his
attendance at the world summit of chief executives
held at Microsoft headquarters in Seattle last week?
Mr STOCKDALE (Minister for Multimedia) - I
can understand the honourable member's frustration
with questions being in the order they have been in
this afternoon; he had to wait to ask such an
excellent question while we went through the drivel
the Labor Party keeps bowling up.
I thank the honourable member for Ballarat East for
his question. As I said on the last occasion he raised
a question about multimedia, it is very encouraging
to see the interest he and his colleagues in Ballara t
take in this area because of the development of such
a vibrant information technology and multimedia
industry clustered around the IBM data processing
centre, the nucleus of which is the government's
transport business and which is related closely to the
university in Ballarat. Ballarat is emerging as one of
Australia's major centres for information technology
and multimedia.
The mere fact of the invitation to attend the
prestigious event was an international recognition of
the importance of Victoria's multimedia program.
Apart from the Vice President of the United States,
who has made a strong entry into this area of
activity, I was the only politician, except for the
Governor of Washington, who welcomed the
delegates, to attend the conference. That shows just
how conscious the world's leaders in information
technology and multimedia are of the excellence of
the programs being pursued in Victoria.
The conference gave me the opportunity to visit
some of the world's leading players in California,
including Xerox at Palo Alto, which is engaged in
leading-€dge technological research, having had a
long history of innovation in information
technology. I was updated there on its future
developments, the most significant of which is the
tremendous opportunity available. Any honourable
member who uses the Internet would be aware of
the potential to be deluged with information and the
difficulty we have in being selective about using the
rich resource the Internet has opened.
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Xerox and some of the other companies are working
on developments which will enable consumers to be
much more selective in their access to the databases
that are available over the Internet. Indeed they are
working on developments which will enable
consumers to develop a home page which will
specify the subjects in which they are interested and
to hire a service provider who will then ensure that
automatically as new matters appear on the Internet
they are flagged and brought to the attention of the
consumers. Those developments are tremendously
important for our own electronic service delivery
system and the government will now be reviewing
the way in which that system is being developed to
ensure that it can pick up that technology as soon as
it becomes available.
Honourable members will be aware that SWl
Microsystems and Oracle have a strong involvement
and interest in education and I was able to pursue
with Mr Scott McNealy, the president of Sun, the
joint exercises we are undertaking here in Victoria
and to review our commitment to do even further
work together to ensure that Victorian schools
benefit from the introduction of multimedia.
I met with the chief information officer of the state of
California and we have agreed to seek to identify
ways to work together. That is especially important
because California is recognised as one of the
leading states in the use of information technology
and on-line services, and it was rather interesting
that when this gentleman was briefed on our
programs he not only expressed envy at the
leadership that was being provided in Victoria but
actually volunteered the conclusion that Victoria
was one year ahead of California in the
government's use of information technology,
multimedia and on-line service delivery.
I signed an agreement with Smart Valley, a
voluntary corporate organisation which brings
together universities, the business community and
the local community in California, especially in the
area of wiring up schools to ensure they get the
benefit of the education uses of multimedia. We are
looking at joint exercises in education and local
government permitting. I had an update on Internet
developments that are coming down the track which
will enhance consumer sovereignty about new
hardware that will be needed in our electronic
service delivery system.
The overall conclusion is that in relation to
government use of multimedia Victoria is certainly
up with the world's leaders. In relation to private
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sector use of multimedia and on-line service delivery
we saw that in many other countries, not only the
USA but countries as far away as Ireland, Israel,
Thailand and Korea things that are happening are
ahead of the private sector use of technology in
Victoria. That points up the importance of the
government initiatives in Victoria and the need to
promote more rapid uptake of these opportunities
by the priva te sector.
It was an extremely valuable week, a very intensive

week, and it has given us a greater international
profile which will be important in continuing to
draw new investment here and create new jobs in
this important new area of economic activity.

Auditor-General: local government
superannuation
Mr BRACKS (Williamstown) - I refer the
Treasurer again to the Auditor-General's report on
ministerial portfolios tabled today which confirms
absolutely that the major reason for the increase in
the local government unfunded superannuation
liability was retrenchment of members prompted by
the reform of local government - in the words of
the Auditor-General. Does the Treasurer now admit
that the local government superannuation black hole
was caused by his government's policy and his
government's financial mismanagement or is the
Treasurer hopeful, as was asked before, that this will
be the last review of ministerial portfolios tabled by
the Auditor-General and that he will not get this sort
of report again?
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - This is an
interesting question. On a day when the people of
Victoria have been subjected to the indignity of
having an unruly mob of union officials and their
fellow travellers outside the building obstructing
people going about their normal business and
leaving an absolutely filthy mess behind, we have a
question like this which seeks to deflect attention
away from the fact that half of the Local Authorities
Superannuation Board is drawn from the trade
union movement and the balance of the
representatives include a minority of government
appointees, in fact local government appointees
have the main responsibility - -

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr STOCKDALE - It is certainly the case and
the minister has conceded that the board did not act
with sufficient diligence in dealing with the
implications of the emergent - -
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Honourable members interjecting.
Mr STOCKDALE - I might say that I have not
paid a great deal of attention to the passage of the
report in the short time it has been available to me.
Mr Thwaites - You just looked at the good bits!
Mr STOCKDALE - The Deputy Leader of the
Opposition must think he looks even prettier when
he has his head turned the other way. I have to
agree, I guess it is an improvement. He probably
needs a haircut but, apart from that, it is certainly an
improvement.
This is not a matter that falls within my primary
responsibility but I seem to recall that the audit
report made the point that even before this matter
arose the unfunded liability was in excess of
$300 million and, as I recall the circumstances of this
matter, we inherited a massive unfunded liability
from the Labor Party. The position was
deteriorating. The government initiated action to
protect against that and when the matter was
brought to the attention of the Minister for Finance
he actually took action to ensure that the trustees in
local government accepted their responsibilities and
resolved this matter. I have confidence that his
efforts will result in this matter being rectified again.
I would not have had the same confidence had the
Labor Party been in office when unfunded liabilities
went through the roof and threatened to drive
investment out of this state.

AUDITOR-GENERAL: MINISTERIAL
PORTFOLIOS REPORT
Mr BRUMBY (Leader of the Opposition) - I
desire to move, by leave, that so much of the
standing orders be suspended to allow the house to
consider and debate the following motion:
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AUDITOR-GENERAL: INDEPENDENCE
Mr BRUMBY - I desire to move, by leave:
That this house condemns the Premier for his
unprecedented attack on the independence of the
Auditor-General which the Auditor-General in the
foreword to his report on ministerial portfolios said
'will render impotent this Parliament if confronted by
corruption or oppression'.
Leave refused.
Mr Brumby - On a point of order, Mr Speaker, I
raise a point of order for your consideration and I
seek your guidance in your role as the custodian of
the rights and privileges of Parliament. The
Auditor-General, who reports to Parliament, has
today tabled a report which has the most serious
implications for Parliament and the way in which
individual parliamentarians carry out their duties
and responsibilities. In the foreword to the report
tabled today the Auditor-General has stated that if
the direction - Mr Kennett - What is the point of order?
Mr Brumby - I am coming to the point of order.
I am entitled to make a point of order. In the
foreword to the report the Auditor-General has
stated that if the direction proposed - The SPEAKER - Order! A point of order does
not give the opportunity to read from a report. The
honourable member must simply raise a point of
order.
Mr Brumby - I am paraphrasing it.
The SPEAKER - Order! You cannot do that.
Mr Kennett interjected.

That this house expresses its support for the Victorian
Auditor-General and his statements in the foreword to
his report on ministerial portfolios tabled today.
Mr Kennett interjected.
The SPEAKER - Order! I ask the Premier to
withdraw that unparliamentary remark.
Mr Kennett - I withdraw.
Leave refused.

Mr Brumby - I know you do not like free
speech. I know you do not like the
Auditor-General- that is why you are trying to
shut him up.
The SPEAKER - Order! The Leader of the
Opposition on the point of order.
Mr Brumby - Mr Speaker, I put it to you that in
the foreword of the Auditor-General's report tabled
today the Auditor-General has made a detailed
response to the review set up by the Premier of the
Audit Act and that - -
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Mr Brumby - The Auditor-General has gone on
to say that the matter has significant ramifications
for Parliament, for parliamentarians and for the
people of Victoria.
The SPEAKER - Order! Can we have the point
of order?
Mr Brumby - Given your fundamental role in
protecting the integrity of the Parliament,
Mr Speaker, I ask you to seriously consider the
points that have been made by the Auditor-General
in his report today, and to use your best offices to
prevail upon the government to ensure that the
house is provided - -

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr Brumby - You don't like it! Mr Speaker, I
ask you to use your best offices to ensure that the
house is provided with adequate time to discuss this
report and the foreword of the Auditor-General.
I have attempted to do that by moving two motions
and on each occasion leave has been refused. Will
you use your good offices to ensure that adequate
time is provided to debate this report and, if
necessary, that the house be required to sit this
Friday so that this report can be discussed in full?
The SPEAKER - Order! I think the Leader of the
Opposition is intending to empower the Speaker
with powers that the Speaker does not have. As
distinguished predecessors of mine have said over
many years, the Speaker is the servant of the house.
It is up to those who organise the business of the
house to order the business of the house. The
Speaker carries out the will of the house but is not in
a position in any way to influence the government or
the opposition on the decisions of the house about
the business of the house. I am unable to accede to
the point of order.

VICTIMS OF CRIME ASSISTANCE
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Introduction and first reading
For Mrs WADE (Attorney-General), Mr Cooper
introduced a bill to amend the Victims of Crime
Assistance Act 1996 and for other purposes.
Read first time.

Debate resumed from 23 April; motion of
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer).
Mr LONEY (Geelong North) - The Gas Industry
(Amendment) Bill is an important measure that will
put into effect the next stage of the Kennett
government's reform of the Victorian gas industry. It
will amend the Gas Industry Act to enable the
appointment of a number of administrators to
oversee the restructure of Gascor and the Gas
Transmission Corporation in preparation of
privatisation. It thereby continues the fine tradition
that this government has established of appointees
who can be directed to do the government's bidding
across a whole range of enterprises. Honourable
members will recall the appointees capable of being
directed in local government - they being
commissioners and administrators in the SEC when
it was being set up to be asset stripped. That is again
coming through with this bill.
The opposition will oppose the bill because there is
no reason or benefit related to the sale. The
publicly-owned Gas and Fuel Corporation is one of
Victoria's great institutions and has served
Victorians well. It may not be well known that the
Gas and Fuel Corporation as a fully state-owned
authority is coming up for its 27th anniversary.
What a great birthday present it is getting: 27 years
on from when a Liberal government decided that
privatised gas companies were so bad that they had
to be brought together into a public structure we
now have the driest of dry governments deciding it
will break the Gas and Fuel up and flog it off
regardless of whether there is any demonstrated
benefit in doing so.
The Gas and Fuel Corporation of Victoria was
initially formed by the then coalition government in
1950 from a number of privately-owned gas
companies. The coalition at that time realised that
the provision of gas, an essential service then and
still is today - Mr Cooper - Wrong, wrong - a Liberal
government!
Mr LONEY - I do become confused because the
National Party play such a little role in these things
of whether they are within or without government.
One mixes up whether they were there, but it does
not really matter. I take the advice of the Minister for
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Transport that it was a Liberal government that saw
the advantages of public ownership.
It recognised that it was an essential service and
should be in public ownership. It recognised the

inability of privatised gas companies to deliver an
appropriate service to Victorians and moved to
bring them under public ownership.
The former government realised more than anything
that gas distribution and transmission is a monopoly
and as such is clearly the business of government.
That has certainly not changed but the attitudes of
the Liberal Party certainly have. The Liberal Party
has been overtaken by the radical or ratbag right and
it is its agenda today that is being pursued. This is a
long way from those Liberal governments of the past
that could actually see some social benefit. This
Liberal government has nothing to do with social
benefit; it is simply not on its agenda.
From 1950 on the Gas and Fuel Corporation of
Victoria adopted a long-term goal of unifying the
Victorian gas industry. That was completed by 1973
and the Geelong Gas Company was the last part of
the jigsaw to come into what then became the Gas
and Fuel Corporation for the whole state.
After 1969, as a result of aggregating this industry
and putting it into public ownership, the number of
residential consumers grew rapidly, as did the
commercial market for gas. A report in the
Australian Gas Journal under the heading '25 years of
gas in Victoria' compares the situation in 1969 with
that in 1994 and shows that the number of
consumers almost tripled from 435 789 to 1 271 665
and that gas sales increased from a little over $43.5
million to $1.167 billion in the same period. Over the
same period the gas pipeline network was extended
from 7500 kilometres to 22 000 kilometres, which is a
threefold increase. In practical terms that means the
number of Victorians who were able to access
natural gas, as it now is, or in the earlier form of the
manufactured gas.
From 1969 onwards Gas and Fuel Victoria carried
out the tremendous task of getting gas to Victorians,
expanding the network and supplying an essential
service. It did do so very well, efficiently and
cheaply on a world basis.
The National Party members here today should note
that the foundation for this success was the refusal
of the then Country Party members in the late 1960s
to support then Premier Bolte's agenda of
privatisation of the Gas and Fuel. Country Party
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members at the time stood up in this place and said,
'We won't agree to privatisation of the Gas and
Fuel.' Today the National Party has gone missing
and once again has let down rural constituents in
this state. It no longer responds to the aspirations,
beliefs and needs of rural communities. The question
is whether any National Party members will today
have the courage to stand up for their constituents as
their predecessors did in the late 1960s.
Over that period the Gas and Fuel Corporation of
Victoria has delivered gas to ordinary Victorian
households at 25 per cent lower prices than
interstate competitors such as AGL, the New South
Wales company. It is an important comparison
because when the Gas and Fuel is put up for sale one
of the key bidders who will be in there first to get its
snout, and probably trotters, into the trough will be
AGL. It will be one of the companies that is in there
to buy Victorian gas, yet Victorian consumers have
been receiving their gas at prices 25 per cent lower
than those charged by AGL in New South Wales.
Not only has it consistently been around that
percentage lower than New South Wales, but Gas
and Fuel Victoria has also consistently had the
lowest per customer cost of all Australian gas
utilities. It has been the most efficient gas utility in
Australia.
An Honourable Member - Why would you sell
it?

Mr LONEY - Yes, why sell it, indeed? The
Australian benchmarking clearly shows we have the
best in this country. Beyond that, by international
benchmarks the performance of Gas and Fuel
Victoria has been world class and has consistently
been in the top 20 per cent of all gas and fuel utilities
in the world. That achievement has been recognised
and appreciated by the Bureau of Industry
Economics in its most recent reports.
The Gas and Fuel Corporation of Victoria has
proven to be a familiar and reliable provider of
employment for Victorians as well as providing a
service, as have other public utilities. The SEC was
formerly not only a reliable provider of employment
for Victorians but also, like the railways and other
great public institutions in Victoria, participated
heavily in providing apprenticeships, traineeships
and entry to the work force for young people.
The first thing to note about the privatised
companies is that they wipe out those forms of
employment and cut back savagely on
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apprenticeships and traineeships. If there were ever
a time when we should be trying to generate more
opportunities for yOlmg people through
apprenticeships and traineeships it is now. What the
government is doing to the Gas and Fuel will
remove more opportunities from young people.
Surveys carried out on the Gas and Fuel over the
years have pointed to the high positive public image
it enjoys with the Victorian public. It is truly a
Victorian institution that is held in high esteem, and
has made a fine contribution to the state. The taxes
and dividends collected from the Gas and Fuel
Corporation of Victoria by the government for use in
other public sector areas amounted to more than
$400 million in the 1995-96 financial year, and that
flowed directly back into state revenue, reducing the
need to increase taxes - not that that stopped the
government, because it has still increased taxes by
more than 49 per cent since coming to office. We do
not accept that the government has a mandate from
the people to sell or proceed with its privatisation
agenda in gas. We say that because no proposal or
model has been put forward in a specific way for
Victorians to judge the situation.
The situation goes beyond even that! There is no
reason for the sale. Every piece of advice given to the
Treasurer advised him not to break up the Gas and
Fuel. He has received advice from all over the place
that he should not do this, but he refuses to release
the advice. He continues on his way trying new
consultants to find someone who might agree with
him. The only person in this state who says there is a
benefit from selling the Gas and Fuel is the
Treasurer. He has no support from anywhere else.
In 1995 the Treasurer commissioned the Collins Hill
Group to report on the Victorian gas industry.
However, he did not get the report he wanted from
that group. The report said it would be foolish to
break up and sell the Gas and Fuel and, as a result,
the Treasurer simply put it to one side and
continued looking for someone else who might give
him a more positive response. You can bet that,
having once produced a report that does not back up
the view of the government, CoIlins Hill will
probably not get any more work. If you do not
produce the answers the government wants you are
looking pretty sick! You are not allowed to disagree
with the Victorian government.

The government then considered what it could do to
pursue its agenda. It decided it should employ
another consultant. Of course, it did not want to fall
into the same difficulties it had with Collins Hill so it
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looked around for a consultant that would be a bit
more amenable. It decided on Troughton Swier,
which broke up the SEC for sale. Troughton Swier
received a lot of money in consultancy fees from the
government and the government felt it would do
what it wanted. Troughton Swier received the
consultancy without the tender being advertised,
just a wink and a nod! Some people might think that
is a bit off! In the nine months Troughton Swier has
worked so far it has probably received more than
$6 million, and the consultancy will continue for
about three years.
When the Treasurer was questioned about the
process, his answer was illuminating. He said he
was not going through the fiction of a competitive
process. It was all right for the SEC or the emergency
dispatch system for the ambulance services and fire
brigades, but the Treasurer's office should not have
to bother with a competitive process! The
government wants someone who will produce the
right results! The government does not want to go
through a competitive process and run the risk of
getting an independent report! Of course, it is not
surprising in the context of the government's
excessive secrecy about all things relating to its
privatisation program and the employment of
consultants that we do not have details of this advice
let alone how much it cost.
We might get some idea how much these things cost
by looking at the budget papers - although they do
not tell you much because they have been stripped
down as much as the old SEC. They show very little
about what is going on in this state. A couple of
areas under the Treasury and Finance section of the
budget are a little more illuminating than others.
One item relates to energy projects and the other
relates to the reform unit. Those two units, which
have total payrolls of around $2 million to
$3 million, are included in an extraordinary little line
item at the bottom of the report which says, 'Other
developmental costs'. When the costs for the current
financial year are added to the projections for the
next financial year the other departmental costs run
to $200 million. What are the other departmental
costs? There is just a line item and no detail. I
suspect they are largely the costs of these
consul tancies.
If anybody in this state is doing well out of the sale
of energy in Victoria it is the consultants, such as the
Macquarie Bank and CS First Boston, who are
making huge fees. They are doing well and ordinary
Victorians are bearing the cost. The opposition has
asked for the documents but the answer is almost
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always no - except for Collins Hill, and I shall come
to that in a moment. The answer is almost always
that the reports are commercial in confidence.
Parliament is not allowed to see anything and the
people are not allowed to see anything. Their assets
are being flogged off at up to one-third below their
book value. The Auditor-General's report shows that
Energy Brix has been sold for $8.9 million when it
had a book value of more than $28 million, but we
are told it was a good deal! We cannot see the
documents. They are commercial in confidence,
except for the Collins Hill report.
There was some lateral thinking in the argument put
by the government relating to the report of Collins
Hill. The argument put for not releasing the Collins
Hill report - which we know recommends against
what the government is doing - is that it may
confuse the public and mislead public debate.
Heaven help us! We certainly would not want to
have informed debate in Victoria, would we? We
have not had informed debate during the past five
years. It would be pushing the question to ask that
we have an informed debate over the sale of the Gas
and Fuel.
The real problem about FOI and the failure to release
documents involving privatisation of the Gas and
Fuel is that this government has established a cosy
relationship with a range of consultants, particularly
Or Troughton. Through his disastrous advice on the
sale of the SEC and now on the Gas and Fuel, the
government has fallen into the trap of repeating its
own mistakes by failing to get broad advice rather
than just relying on one or two people to give the
government the advice it wants.
The government has fallen into the trap of repeating
the mistake time after time. I shall use the example
of Intergraph.1f you deal with a mate and don't
worry about anyone else, there is a real chance that
you will be bitten at some stage in the future, and
that is precisely what has happened here. The
opposition suspects that if ever the documents
relating to privatisation and consultancy work in the
electricity and gas industries become available they
will bite the government very hard indeed.
The first point to note about the Troughton Swier
model for the privatisation of gas is that it is
precisely the same as the model for electricity. The
company is getting millions of dollars - probably
about $1 million per month in consultancy fees - to
give advice on breaking up the Gas and Fuel and
selling it off, and it has come up with something that
one of the bureaucrats in the department could have
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done. The bureaucrats could have said, 'We will do
the same as was done with the electricity', because
that is all Troughton Swier has done. Even the
legislation is identical to the SEC legislation - with
only the names changed. One could use that old
phrase about names having been changed to protect
the i.rulocent - or maybe not so innocent, in this
case. We do not know if we are getting value for
money out of Troughton Swier. Many people
suspect we are a long way from getting value for
money, but we are not allowed to know.
Then there is the man the government appointed as
chief executive of Gascor. The government decided it
had better get somebody ideologically pure to be in
charge of Gascor.1t had a bit of a problem with a
former SEC manager who said what the government
was doing with the SEC was madness, and I do not
think the government wanted to have that problem
again, so it appointed Mr Russ Fynmore as Gas and
Fuel chairman. Mr Fynmore was pretty dry, and the
government felt he could probably be relied upon to
pursue the ideological view it was committed to.
However, Mr Fynmore had a look at the Gas and
Fuel for a while and, having been on the inside,
decided the Treasurer was wrong. An article in the
Age of 27 October 1995 says:
But unlike Mr Stockdale, Ross Fyrunore clearly wants
Gas and Fuel to remain the only company delivering
gas to your meter. He does not believe the SEC
break-up model fits his adopted company.

The article goes on:
He talks happily about a vision of a single Gas and Fuel
taking on the world: 'It's efficient and I think by its size
it provides the company and therefore the state with an
advantage over others'. Mr Fyrunore's private Gas and
Fuel would bid for Victorian electricity companies. It
would push into interstate gas markets, linking with
electricity companies to provide 'total energy services'
across Australia.

It is interesting to note Mr Fynmore lasted only
about six months before he was moved on. He was
put in there to do the job, but he came up with the
wrong thing and was moved on.

Even key architects of competition policy, people
who have assisted Professor Hilmer on competition
policy and who are recognised in Australia as
experts, have said that disaggregation and the sale of
gas does not lead to any competitive advantage and
that there is no benefit. I refer to Stephen King and
Rodney Maddock, very well known experts on
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competition policy. One of those authors is so well
known on competition policy that this government
gave him the opportunity to make the
Auditor-General competitive. In their book
Unlocking the Infrastructure The reform of public
utilities in Australia. Maddock and King have the
following to say:
While access refonns may increase the number of gas
retailers, this' competition' may have little real effect on
prices or service. Unlike electricity, where retailers can
purchase from a variety of generators, gas retailers in
most states will have the option of buying their raw
products from, at most, one of two producers.

They go on to say:
The most effective short-tenn constraint on gas prices is
likely to be interfuel competition rather than gas-on-gas
competition. Gas transportation charges are not a large
part of current gas prices ... and any gains from retail
competition are likely to be swamped by the lack of
upstream competition. Given this, the rush to establish
access regimes for gas pipelines appears misguided.

Maddock and King, the competition experts, say
that if competition is to be related to gas then the
real competition will be between different forms of
energy. It is the competition between gas and
electricity that is important, not some creation of an
artificial competition solely within gas. Not only is
the Gas and Fuel being broken up and sold but the
government is also saying: 'We propose to allow the
people who have bought our electricity to also buy
into our gas.' It is a bit like John Howard on media
ownership. Clearly what is being said is, 'We don't
want competition. We're not setting ourselves up for
competition'. If the government wanted competition
it would not allow electricity owners to also own gas
utilities because that is where the real competition
can occur.
The most damning of all is the letter the Treasurer
recently received from the Energy Task Force of the
Business Council of Australia, which is not notable
for any criticism of competition policy. It could not
be accused of being some sort of left-wing think
tank. You could not say it has opposed competition
over the years, but it has written to the Treasurer
criticising the proposed model and effectively
backing up the criticisms the opposition has
continually made of the narrow and secretive
decision-making process of the Energy Projects
Division and the consultants the government keeps
much closer than at an arm's length. The letter says:
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Members of the Business Council of Australia (gas
producers, companies involved with gas transmission
and distribution, and large consumers of gas) have
reviewed documents prepared by Treasury's EPD
regarding restructuring of the Victorian gas industry
and proposed market structure for the Victorian-owned
gas transmission system.
They are expressing great concern that these
documents have been prepared essentially with little
industry input to the proposals. In fact one statement
was made by EPD that the proposals would be
implemented unless 'the industry could provide an
alternative structure acceptable to EPD.

When comments such as those are made in
conjunction with earlier requests for comment
allowing extremely short time frames for response, it
gives a strong impression that the EPD developed its
views effectively in isolation and really does not
want to incorporate views other than its own. It also
seems that EPD does not accept that views
expressed by officers of the Gas Transmission
Company and Gascor have much merit, either. The
letter continues:
From our review, it appears that EPD have developed a
model for the Victorian gas transport system which is
unnecessarily complex and seeks to implement a
structure which is too sophisticated for the current or
even foreseeable future needs. It appears EPD has not
recognised that the Victorian gas system is dominated
by one producer and a few very large consumers. The
overall result will be one of unnecessary costs, difficult
implementation and an unacceptably protracted time
frame for implementation.
We would strongly suggest that EPD be required to
more actively consult with all elements of the gas
industry (producers, transporters and consumers at one
forum) so that a more balanced view can be obtained
by EPD as to the real needs of the gas chain, rather than
impress on this industry a theoretical model which has
not been tested anywhere else in the world, and
certainly not with a market as shallow as the Victorian
gas market.

Those criticisms are made by the Business Council of
Australia - that is, the model is untested anywhere
else in the world; the market is too shallow; the
foreseeable future needs have not been correctly
anticipated; and there was a lack of consultation.
Ms Campbell - Did the government heed
advice?
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Mr LONEY - Of course not. The government
continues on its way, sticking to its own agenda and
taking notice of no-one. That letter was signed by
Mr Don Macfarlane, the Chairman of the Energy
Task Force, Business Council of Australia.
Mr Macfarlane is not noted as someone opposed to
competition, even through privatisation, but he
believes this government is going down the wrong
path with gas privatisation and that its procedures
and mechanisms are quite wrong.
I also mention in the context of this bill that, just like
the SEC prior to its privatisation, the Gas and Fuel
has been fattened up over the past few years by
price increases of about 16 per cent. Between 1992
and 1996 gas prices in Victoria have increased so
that when privatised companies take over Gas and
Fuel they will not suffer too much and they will get
their rate of return. In 1992 the supply charge in
Victoria was $9.50; by 1996 it had leapt to $12.50. A
calculation of an average tariff over two months
shows that an average household bill that in 1992
would have come to about $77.50 came to $90.49 in
1996 - an increase of a little more than 16 per cent.
It is the fattening of the calf ready for the slaughter,
and that is precisely what will occur in Victoria.
You would think the government would learn from
some things and realise that its going down the same
track as it did with the SEC will result in job losses in
rural Victoria. Recently customer service centres and
face-to-face services in rural Victoria have closed. It
has now got to the stage that it is difficult for people
to find places in the country to pay bills. The post
office has taken over most services, but given the
direction of the federal government, many areas will
lose their post offices as well.
This gas privatisation is not the first. Early on in its
term this government privatised Heatane - the
bottled gas ann of the Gas and Fuel. Has that led to
a better deal for consumers, particularly in rural
areas? The answer is a resounding no. That sell off
was not about competition and about breaking up
monopolies, because distribution monopolies still
exist. If you go into any town in country Victoria
that relies on bottled gas people will tell you they
can buy from only one supplier. In small towns in
Victoria with distribution boundaries running
through them the price is different at one end of the
town than at the other. You can go a kilometre up
the road and find a different price. That would be all
right if people in the town could buy the gas at the
cheaper price. However, because they are monopoly
distribution areas, people are locked in to buying
from the distributor covering their area. Even
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though the gas might be $3 cheaper a kilometre
down the road, people cannot buy it and they must
pay the price set for bottled gas in their distribution
area. A lot of nonsense is spoken by this government
about what it has done in these areas. It thinks sale
equates to bringing in other things - it does not.
One suspects there will be some dangers for country
Victorians out of this. One of the promises of this
government, at the behest of the National Party, was
to extend the natural gas pipeline to Swan Hill. To
date that has not occurred - some 14 months or
more after it was announced with much ballyhoo.
Nothing has occurred, and various excuses have
been given about why that is so. The one the
government falls back on most readily is some
obscure reference to possible native title claims.
Those references are fanciful. With the sale of the
Gas and Fuel I wonder whether the pipeline will
ever be extended to Swan Hill. It will then become a
matter of number crunching by a private company,
which may decide that the investment in
infrastructure simply will not bring the return it
wants. Just as they did with electricity, private
owners will want to cover urbanised areas - and
that will apply even more so with gas. Essentially no
benefit can be demonstrated from the direction the
government is taking.
Although the opposition opposes the bill as a whole,
it is important to look at a couple of clauses. As I
said, the government's approach with this bill is
essentially the same as the approach it took with the
former State Electricity Commission of Victoria.
Given the Auditor-General's criticisms, such as
today's criticisms about sale processes and earlier
criticisms and reports, such as the final report on
United Energy when it was wound up as a public
company and on how the Treasurer allowed
accounts to be audited in a way that did not comply
with Australian accounting standards and entered
into other deals and arrangements with the new
owners of United Energy, one would have thought
the government might do things a little more
transparently and honestly this time - but no.
Given that the proposed sale of the gas industry has
been based on the sale of the SEC, it is probably wise
to note the comments of Mr Anthony Cohen, a
director of KPMG corporate finance, who considers
the privatisation of electricity to have been
reasonably successful. That would clearly establish
him in this government's eyes as someone who is
not un-Victorian. His comments are published in an
article in the February edition of Charter magazine:
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Reforming and privatising the gas supply is different,
he warns. 'The extent to which government can bring
about a change is much more limited. They own
transmission, distribution and retail but not exploration
and production.'.

Again a key person is saying that the direction the
government is taking is wrong. There is not a
commentator the Treasurer can trot out who will
back up what he is attempting to do with Gas and
Fuel.
There is no need to speak in detail on the form of the
proposed legislation, but a few points need to be
made. The appointment of administrators will take
place along lines similar to those adopted in the
dismemberment and destruction of the State
Electricity Commission as carried out by the
government. Proposed new section 17E requires
some specific comment in that it facilitates the
engagement by the administrator of:
... such employees or other persons as are necessary for
the performance of the administrator's functions, on
such terms and conditions of appointment or
employment as are determined by the administrator.

Clearly this provision is the blank cheque provision
for the appointment of cronies and consultants
across the board at whatever figures they like, and
again it is carte blanche to engage in this
government's favourite waste of public moneys: the
appointment of their mates as consultants at huge
cost to the public of Victoria, with no strings
attached, no scrutiny involved and their reports
never to see the light of day, anyway - particularly,
of course, if they are in any way critical.
All we have to do is return to the Troughton Swier
story: Gas and Fuel- no tender, no advertising,
$1 million a month to do what is wanted, when
every other commentator the government went to
said, 'No, you are going down the wrong path'. The
mates always get a good deal.
Similar concerns are held about proposed new
section 17H, which is modelled on the provisions
that effected the dismemberment of the SEC. It
proposes to grant the minister the power to direct
administrators by written notice. The power to direct
administrators is not unusual; it is in a whole range
of bills. Of course, an administrator must comply
with such a direction. But, in line with the obsessive
secrecy of this government and its absolute hatred
and detestation of scrutiny - the major defining
characteristic of this government - a notice
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containing a direction is to be exempt from the
Freedom of Information Act.
The bill also raises serious concerns in the workplace
about superannuation changes, which are probably
analogous to what the government is attempting to
achieve in the Public Transport Corporation. The bill
allows the government to direct the trustees of the
Gas and Fuel Superannuation Fund to transfer
members. Over time negotiations have taken place
between the employees, the fund and the
government. The employees believe undertakings
were given that their benefits would be secure on
transfer. Only last week the trustees wrote to all
members of the fund referring to the bill and saying
effectively that things have changed. The trustees'
letter to the employees about the transfer to the
Victorian Electricity Industry (VEl) fund states:
Another consequence of the dissolution of the fund and
the transfer to the VEl fund is that entrenched rights of
members of the fund who last joined the fund prior to
29 June 1992 will no longer apply. While the fund
continues, the trust deed cannot be amended so as to
reduce the benefits of those members without their
consent.

That is the way it was and the way the members
understood it to be: the benefits could not be
reduced without the consent of members. But the
trustees' letter goes on. After having received legal
advice they say:
However, if the current proposal is implemented,
subject to the protection afforded under the
Superannuation Industry (Supervision) Act, it will be
possible for the trust deed of the VEl fund to be
amended so as to alter the basis on which future
benefits are to accrue without obtaining members'
consent. This equates with the position of members of
the fund who last joined the fund on or after 29 June
1992 and with the position which generally applies in
respect of superannuation benefits applying in the
private sector.

They are saying the government has reneged on the
agreement with the employees that their benefits
would not be subject to alteration after the transfer.
The government is now clearly saying that after the
members have moved out of their fund the new
fund can be amended to reduce their benefits
without having to consult them. The government
had previously insisted that could not be done. It is
an underhand attack on the rights of the workers
and the benefits they have worked for over many
years. It is immoral. It is a wrong action and one the
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government should step away from. That provision
alone should be enough to ensure that the bill is
opposed.
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communities, who are selling out rural Victorians
and denying them access to gas.
Mr McArthur interjected.

Another thing wrong with the way the government
has approached the gas industry is the lack of
regulation of the industry in this state. For some
time the opposition has been concerned about the
lack of an appropriate regulatory structure to protect
the interests of Victorian gas consumers. We note
that the Office of the Regulator-General will pick
this up, but the opposition has always been of the
view that regulation by the Office of the
Regulator-General is the lightest regulation one
could possibly achieve. It is a bit like Claytons, the
drink advertised many years ago: it is the regulation
you have when you are not having regulation.
The opposition has grave concerns about the
proposed Office of Gas Safety. It appears largely to
replicate the Office of the Chief Electrical Inspector
and therefore gives rise to concerns similar to those
voiced by the opposition about electricity and the
powers of the Chief Electrical Inspector to actively
regulate safety provisions in that industry. Of
course, the specific preference accorded to industry
users over residential customers is quite disturbing.
The opposition notes also the failure to introduce a
more broad-based and independent regulatory
regime that has some real teeth, perhaps along the
lines of the regime in California. Most of the buyers
are American and have operations in the United
States where they are subject to far more regulation
than they are here. They would accept a far greater
degree of regulation than the government requires.

It is not that the companies are protesting so loudly
about regulation, but rather that the government is
unwilling to regulate anything. This week is a
turning point in the Victorian energy privatisation
debate. While the Treasurer is desperately trying to
rush through the sale of Powernet and the
dismemberment of the Gas and Fuel, even the
strongest supporters are saying enough is enough
and questioning both of those moves.
The Tasman Institute is questioning the sale of
Powernet and the Business Council of Australia is
questioning the disaggregation and sale of the gas
corporation, but this government does not listen to
anyone. Government members must acknowledge
the tap on the shoulder they have been given and
must take responsibili ty from here on in for what
they have done, especially those who represent rural

Mr LONEY - The honourable member for
Monbulk is happy to accept responsibility for the
sell-out of rural Victoria on gas. It is about time the
Treasury demonstrated some courage and stood up
to the Treasurer, because it is well known that the
Premier argued against the sale of Powernet but the
Treasurer carried the day.
The opposition will not support the bill because, as
has been pointed out by a large number of people in fact, by nearly every commentator in Victoria or
elsewhere - there is no reason for the sale, no
support for the sale and no benefit from the sale.
Mr RYAN (Gippsland South) - It is my pleasure
to join the debate and support the Gas Industry
(Amendment) Bill. It has been interesting to hear the
way the arguments against the bill have been framed
by the opposition spokesman on energy and
resources because it has become dear that
fundamental to those arguments is the opposition's
ideological approach to the issue of privatisation.
That is the core of the opposition's argument. The
key is the reference back to the good old days of the
SEC. Unlike the film Back to the Future, listening to
the opposition is more like going back to the past
because the arguments about the good old days and
how bad privatisation is are again trotted out. Even
in the face of sheer realities about the universal
success of the break-up and privatisation of the SEC
opposition members still go back to the SEC as a
source of support for their arguments against the
process being adopted in the gas industry.

This is the same SEC that about 15 years ago
employed something like 23 000 people in the
Latrobe Valley. This is the same SEC that the
previous Labor government started to downsize so
that by the time the Kennett government took over
the staffing levels in the Latrobe Valley were around
8000 people. This is the same SEC that the previous
Labor government started on the course of
privatisation because it kicked off the process with
the sale of Loy Yang and involved Mission Energy in
the electricity industry. This is the same SEC the
previous Labor government wanted to regenerate.
This is the same SEC that was costing Victorian
taxpayers about 42 cents in the dollar because of the
debt and interest accumulated by this vertically
integrated structure that was ripping off its
customers and had been doing so for decades.
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When one cuts through the arguments and the
commentary put by the opposition one finds it is all
driven by the opposition's desire to retain entities
such as the SEC. It is a practical fact that Australia
and the world are moving in the direction Victoria
has taken in the past several years with its
privatisation program. Even the previous federal
Labor government had well and truly gone down
the path of privatisation in a range of areas. The
Victorian government is proudly innovative and is
at the helm of much of this process around Australia
and around the world - we heard that from the
Treasurer during question time today.
Now opposition members are trying to take us back
to the days of yore. It is sad that the opposition has
this attitude to the bill because I believe it will do
much for the people of Victoria and for the gas
industry, in just the same way as initiatives and
programs have evolved in the electricity industry
since its privatisation.
Essentially the bill has three aspects. The first is a
general review of the industry. When considering
the general direction taken by government for the
future of the industry about eight major points arise
as being relevant to the bill. The first is that the
general program for the industry will include the
government's intention to achieve the lowest
possible sustainable gas price for Victorian
consumers. That matter has been addressed in a
variety of ways in the program we have announced.
Next, it is intended to provide appropriate
incentives for increasing operating efficiency within
the industry. We wish to encourage efficient
investment in the industry because that is essential
to its future; to maximise customer choice - and
that is built into the structure announced by the
Treasurer; to provide a framework for an effective
and sustainable competitive energy market - that is
self-evident from the form of the structure; and to
ensure an appropriate regulatory environment to
protect customers and safety standards. As in the
case of the electricity industry, that includes the
involvement of the Office of the Regulator-General.
I shall pause here for a moment and remark upon
the acerbic nature of the comments made by the
honourable member for Geelong North about the
Office of the Regulator-General. Apart from the
Labor Party, there is universal acclaim for the way
the Regulator-General is discharging his
responsibilities. I am sure customers will be
delighted with the involvement of the
Regulator-General in time to come.
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We also wish to ensure the long-term security of
supply and, last but not least, we intend to reduce
public sector debt. Dwelling on that latter issue for a
moment, the commentary from the opposition is that
it wants to bring back the good old days of the SEC.
A by-product of the privatisation process is that over
the past two or three years we have been able to
reduce Victoria's debt from $32.4 billion, which it
was when the KelU1.ett government came into power
on 3 October 1992, to a little more than $14 billion.
That is an absolutely remarkable effort of which all
Victorians should be proud.
A substantial part of that debt reduction program
has been achieved through the privatisation process
and the sale of those assets that were formerly under
the hand of the SEC. The government succeeded in
the dismantling of the monolithic structure that
existed previously, that huge inefficient gargantuan
monster of a state-owned program. The government
has been able to break it down into its component
parts and successfully have it privatised. It is now in
the position where its performance is world rated on
best practice standards. Among other benefits the
program has delivered, Victoria's public sector debt
has been reduced substantially to general levels that
are within the bounds of the first general intent of
the legislation.
The second aspect of the bill provides for the
appointment of administrators of Gascor and the
Gas Transmission Corporation who will replace the
directors of those two entities. This will occur in the
run up to the disaggregation and corporatisation
that will take place later in the year, and next year
there will be the process of privatisation. The
legislation makes prOvision for the appointment of
administrators.
The third aspect of the bill establishes the Office of
Gas Safety. That entity will have an important role to
play because it will be an independent statutory
authority and have responsibility for the safety
functions that were previously undertaken by the
Gas and Fuel Corporation. It will also be involved in
the administration of the gas safety standards, the
oversight of gas safety, public education on gas
safety issues and matters of a like nature. The
establishment of the Office of Gas Safety is the third
important and essential aspect of this legislation.
The bill is an important step in the privatisation
process of the gas industry in Victoria.
I am pleased to participate in this debate because the
gas industry in two important ways is extremely
significant to my constituents. The first of those is
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that the Bass Strait oilfields are directly south of my
electorate, forming an extension to it, and are in the
waters immediately south of such wonderful places
as Seaspray, the Ninety Mile Beach near the
Gippsland Lakes and so on.
Since the 1960s a huge industry relating to the
recovery of oil and gas has been developed. If I
remember correctly, that industry has accounted for
about $120 billion-worth of foreign exchange in
favour of Australians. By any account, that is a
massive contribution by the industry to not only
Victorians but also to Australians. That aspect of the
industry and that particular location in Bass Strait in
a sense is indicative of the change that is sweeping
through both the oil and the gas industries around
Australia and around the world today. That is
happening because inevitably oil supplies derived
from the Bass Strait fields are drying up. There will
be in the passage of time an increasing emphasis
upon gas production.
As things currently stand, the fields are providing
about 200 000 barrels of oil a day, but there is a
struggle on behalf of the jOint venturers BHP-Esso to
maintain production at that level. To a great degree,
it is being achieved by a reworking of many of the
wells that have previously been drilled. New
technology has been introduced to enable more oil to
be extracted than was thought possible even as
recently as four or five years ago. That has been
responsible for an extension of the supply of oil
being drawn from Bass Strait; but inevitably, as to
that aspect of the industry, the emphasis in Australia
is moving towards the Timor Gap, across to the
North West Shelf and into the general areas in those
northern waters of Australia. That is where the
emphasis of development within the oil industry is
heading.
I am pleased to say that the movement of gas away
from Bass Strait by no means is anywhere near the
same degree. Bass Strait is still able to hold its own
in that respect and will continue to do so for several
decades.
One of the exciting ventures in which we are
involved in Victoria is the construction of a gas
pipeline from the Longford gas plant south of Sale
up the east coast of Australia and into Sydney. The
intention is that within perhaps a time frame as
short as two or three years gas drawn from Bass
Strait will be supplied to Sydney. That represents an
enormous benefit prospectively to Victoria and
Australia. Part of the fabric of the whole change in
the gas industry will be the benefit to be derived
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through programs such as that going up the east
coast of Australia.
I should like to see additional work undertaken at
the processing location at Longford. Those gas
plants have now been in existence for some 20 years
and either a couple of them will have to be reworked
or, alternatively, another one will have to be built.
The gas industry will undergo major change in this
state as the project develops.
Another important issue that has recently been
resolved for the Victorian government is the
settlement of the resource rent tax dispute. I note in
today'S commentary in the Auditor-General's report
on the various ministerial portfolios that the
Auditor-General is complimentary about that
settlement being negotiated in a manner
constructive for all Victorians. That again is
important within the context of this industry
because there has been a natural reluctance on the
part of the joint venturers to invest in the future
prospects of the extraction of gas from Bass Strait in
a circumstance of not being sure about the longevity
of the strength of that investment. What the resource
rent tax dispute did was threaten the prospective
return upon that investment. With its resolution
now achieved, I am sure that we will see additional
investment into the gas industry at that particular
aspect of the market and more energy being
promoted to the production aspect of that industry.
That in turn will be beneficial to those in my
electorate around Sale and the region as further
works are undertaken in that area.
It will be of benefit to Victorians and beyond
because in the first instance at least that gas is being
used to supply the Sydney market. That is probably
the first reason that the legislation is of significance
tome.

The second reason is in a sense a much narrower
one, but in its own way it is just as important to the
people concerned. For many years the residents of
South Gippsland have aspired to have access to
natural gas. It is an eternal frustration to the people
who reside in that area of land between the
Strzelecki Ranges down to the south coast of Victoria
that on a good day they can look out to sea and see
the platforms that are responsible for oil and gas
production yet ironically they cannot get access to it.
It is something that has been the subject of many
representations to me over the time I have been a
member of this place. It is an ongoing sore.
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The real pity is that there are immense opportunities
in South Gippsland for future development if we can
only get natural gas into that area. The problem is
that the nearest point into which we can tap for
accessing the gas flow is via the pipeline that runs
through the Latrobe Valley.
That pipeline takes the gas from the Longford gas
plant across to Western Port. To provide access to
gas for South Gippsland a pipeline must be laid to
connect into the Latrobe Valley and south across the
Strzelecki Ranges. I have been involved in
discussions and conferences with various
participants in this sphere of the industry to
endeavour to have this structure put in place. Not
the least of the participants has been Gascor. The
personnel with whom I have worked at Gascor have
at all times been cooperative and extremely helpful
in attempting to get this project up.
For the project to succeed the infrastructure needs to
be built and enough gas supplied to justify use at the
point of delivery.
The main player in South Gippsland so far as that
issue is concerned is the Murray Goulbum factory in
Leongatha. The figures show that if gas were
supplied to the region tomorrow and if every
commercial and residential user in the township of
Leongatha and its immediate environs were to
switch on to natural gas on day one, the Murray
Goulbum company would still consume about
87 per cent of the total supply. Therefore the
preparedness of Murray Goulbum to be involved in
the issue is imperative if the project is to succeed.
The company has taken an extremely reasonable
approach to the whole issue. We must remember
that it is not a philanthropic organisation; it is
owned by unit-holders, the farmers who hold
interests around Victoria on behalf of the Murray
Goulbum Cooperative, and it has a responsibility
first and foremost to the unit-holders.
On the other hand, it would be of enormous benefit
to the area to have the gas supplied. I have been
endeavouring to bring all parties together to enable
tha t process to occur.
In the first term of the Kennett government it passed
the gas extension legislation. That will be of benefit
because it will allow the present tariff for residential
households to be extended to enable them to
contribute to the capital cost of the infrastructure
that will bring the gas into the township. That
legislation was not in place previously, so the
government was bound by the pricing associated
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with the gas supplied and could not call upon
residential users to contribute to the capital cost of
the infrastructure. The unfortunate irony of that was
that LPG prices are quite high in South Gippsland,
and through the introduction of the gas extension
legislation it will be possible to have residential
users to contribute towards capital costs. The costs
will not be prohibitive, and the indications are that
the total price will include capital cost and the gas
supply, which as a combined unit will still be less
than the cost of LPG.
The framework provided by the gas extension
legislation to enable that to happen is in place, once
we get the involvement of the major potential
contract user in Murray Goulbum and all other
forms of local enterprise indicating preparedness to
participate in this prospective market.
One of the crucial factors is the cost to the users of
the infrastructure and the gas supply that goes
through the pipe. In this regard the bill is of
particular Significance. It will enable a competitive
element to be brought into the whole question of
how much it will cost to build the infrastructure and
put it in the ground.
How are we going to structure a contract over a 10
or 20-year term so that over that time frame the
investors in the cost of the infrastructure and those
who are supplying the gas through the pipe can
receive a return on the investment from the users?
The bill will enable the involvement of more than
just one entity in that process. I say that with the
greatest respect to the personnel from Gascor with
whom I have dealt. I make these comments on a
completely clinical basis and I say it with confidence,
because one need only look at the way the electricity
industry to date has functioned to see that the
introduction of this competitive element has been
beneficial. Once the process starts there is the
prospect of a similar eventuality occurring. When
more than one prospective bidder is involved in the
development of the infrastructure and the supply of
the gas, a much more competitive pricing regime
should be available. That in turn should improve the
prospects of obtaining a gas supply for South
Gippsland.
Leongatha is the first point, because ultimately the
gas supply must be taken west to Korumburra,
Wonthaggi and Inverloch and the towns along that
part of Victoria. Equally, it must go east out to
Foster, Toora, Port Welshpool and eventually
around to Yarram. They would be the ideal
outcomes that the government seeks.
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When one looks at the figures, as I have done on a
number of occasions with the personnel from
Gascor, one sees that getting that first contract across
the Strzelecki Ranges into Leongatha is what makes
the project feasible, because we have a major
contract user the dimension of which is far above
that of any other potential user in the region.
I refer to a comment made by the honourable
member who addressed the house on behalf of the
Labor Party on the question of native title. I have
said on other occasions, including last night, that I
respect the rights of indigenous folk in terms of the
Mabo decision. One of the issues that has arisen in
another part of Victoria where the question of gas
extension is under consideration is native title. I
make the plea again for an attempt to be made to
refine the process by which the claims are dealt with.
I am not seeking to comment upon the rights or
wrongs of the claims. All I am saying is that the
process by which those claims are resolved is
unwieldy as things stand and I believe it is in the
best interests of all Victorians to revisit the issue.
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constituents will be the direct beneficiaries of a
similar process.
Mr HAMILTON (Morwell) - It will come as no
surprise to any member of this house that I shall
oppose the privatisation of the Gas and Fuel. I find it
somewhat ironic that in his closing remarks the
honourable member for Gippsland South saw the
Labor Party's opposition to privatisation as being
ideological but that he does not recognise that his
position of being pro-privatisation is not similarly
ideological. It is a contradiction in terms.
However, in this instance there is no doubt that the
privatisation of the Gas and Fuel is ideological
because there is no reason to do it other than for
ideological reasons. There is no demonstrated
benefit reflected by any of the commentators and
there is no support for it. It is an ideological move by
the government, which is wrapped up in the
privatisation process. At one time it argued that this
was not really privatisation but competition!
However, it is clearly demonstrable in the
privatisation of the electricity distribution
companies that there is no competition. Indeed, the
model that is being proposed for the privatisation of
the gas industry will have no competition. At least
we do not hear an argument that competition will
save the day because there is no competition!

The honourable member speaking on behalf of the
Labor Party referred to the prospect of AGL being
involved in the marketplace, but I do not think that
is something we should shy away from. I do not
think we should be concerned that its track record in
another part of Australia, specifically in New South
Wales, is apparently above the pricing level that
Victoria can deliver through its monopolistic system.
If the company stands against a competitor and
cannot provide a competitive pricing regime in the
marketplace it will not be successful.

The bill will set up a national monopoly. Even a
former Premier, Henry Bolte, believed strongly that
essential services should be owned by the people of
Victoria.

That is what underpins the whole nature of this
legislation. If AGL can compete on merit, win and
get involved in the issue of infrastructure and
supply, it will be welcome to join. If it cannot, it will
not be able to join, and that is the way it should be.

I am sorry the honourable member for Gippsland
South, who is a member of the National Party, has
left the chamber. The National Party was prepared
to go to the wall when there was a move by a former
Liberal government to sell off the Gas and Fuel.

I do not think the approach to this issue can afford to
be driven by the basic ideological opposition
expressed by the Labor Party on privatisation. For
the reasons I have already mentioned the
government has been able to derive enormous
benefits through the privatisation process having
occurred. We ought to take confidence from the fact
that that is out there and can be seen to have
benefited us all.

When we talk about the Gas and Fuel moving into
private hands we should remember our history
because those who do not remember history will not
learn by it and inevitably the mistakes of history will
be repeated. Those who are a little more acquainted
with history or are a little older will remember the
wonderful history of the Brighton Gas Company,
which was owned by Tommy Bent before it was
taken over. There was never a more aptly named
person in the whole of history. Tommy Bent was a
rogue and a rascal and in some ways he took joy in
that. The government has no compunction about
letting the Tommy Bents of this world get hold of
one of our essential services.

For the reasons I have outlined during the course of
the debate I feel confident that the same position will
be achieved in the gas market at large and, more
particularly, I look forward to the time when my
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Many honourable members have heard the
Treasurer argue that Victoria is at the leading edge
of privatisation anywhere in the world. With thanks
to the education we received from the Minister for
Multimedia, who also happens to be the Treasurer,
earlier today I was looking at the Internet and I used
one of the best research engines on the Internet to
look at material on the privatisation of gas and other
essential services. I found out where the
privatisation of essential services was occurring.
Listen to the list: Zambia - there is a lot of
privatisation going on there - Romania, Mexico,
Hungary, Tunisia, Madagascar, Croatia, Polandthey even have a ministry for privatisation in
Poland - and Bulgaria. Those are the nations of the
world that the Treasurer is leading on privatisation!
Mr Jasper interjected.
Mr HAMILTON - Honourable members can
hear the squeaking when the facts are exposed. The
Treasurer is leading these Third World countries
who are selling off their essential services. Who is
the Treasurer selling our services to? The same
multinational companies from the United States,
Britain and the other countries that are cashed up to
buy essential services.
The bill is about the privatisation of the Gas and
Fuel. It may hurt to know that we are selling off the
farm - in this case the Gas and Fuel, which delivers
essential services to thousands of homes throughout
Victoria. Let us not for one second believe we are
leading the world. In fact, we are being bought out
by big overseas companies. If Australia has learnt
anything from the takeover of its essential services
by overseas companies or money shufflers, it is that
those who went broke during the big crash of 1987
suddenly found they could not make money out of
doing direct business with the private sector and
they decided to get their grubby little fingers on our
essential services. Instead of the government being
the taxing agent we now have the privately owned
electricity companies and soon the Gas and Fuel will
be privately owned by overseas companies. It will
not be long before those companies get their hands
on our water industry.
The grubby privateers from overseas who come in
and buy our essential services are doing it because
they know they have a captive audience and they
can hold the people of the state to ransom. These
actions will haunt this government forever when it is
realised that we do not have any control over our
future. If the Pauline Hansons of this world wanted
to do something for Australia they would be up in
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arms about the government flogging off our
essential services to overseas companies. These
people should not be worrying about Asian
immigration; they should be worrying about US and
UK multinational barons buying up our essential
services.
It is unbelievable that any member of the National

Party could stand idly by and allow the farm to be
sold off. The National Party has been in government
for almost five years and it has been watching and
approving the sale of these services to overseas
companies. It will not be long before the National
Party allows them to buy its farms as well because it
does not care about Australia! What happened to the
party that was supposed to stand up for Australian
ownership? It is silent! Every member of Parliament
ought to be ashamed to see essential services being
sold off.
Mr Jasper interjected.
Mr HAMILTON - The honourable member for
Murray Valley bleats and moans. If I was not
touching a sensitive spot he would not be bleating or
moaning. He knows more than anyone that the
ownership of essential services is vital for our
primary production and for providing services to
the people of this country.
Mr Jasper interjected.
Mr HAMILTON - You can always tell when
you hit a sensitive spot. It is wonderful to get
interjections because one knows that a sensitive spot
has been hit. It ought to be sensitive. I admire the
honourable member for being sensitive when he
feels guilty for being associated with flogging off
essential services to foreign companies and their
taking control of electricity, gas and water from the
hands of the government, which is accountable to
the electors of the state.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr HAMILTON - Yes, we should be because
we no longer control our own futures, and that is
what it is about. It is about the future health and
wealth of the citizens of Victoria. This government is
taking away the means to control that; it is taking
away the means to set policies, such as a common
price per megajoule of gas. Anywhere in Victoria
anybody can be connected up to the system and pay
exactly the same price. Indeed, it is absolutely
essential that, regardless of whether you live in
Mildura, Morwell or, God forbid, Melbourne, you
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pay the same price for a kilowatt of electricity and
you pay exactly the same price for a megajoule of
gas.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr HAMILTON - You can see the sensitivity of
the city-based member. If he was representing
country Victoria he would know the importance of
making sure his constituents were not ripped off for
electricity, gas and water the way they are ripped off
for petrol and LPG. Isn't the sensitivity wonderful?
Mr Jasper interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr A. F. Plowman) Order! The honourable member for Murray Valley is
listed to speak later in this debate and he may make
his points when the appropriate opportunity comes.
Mr HAMILTON - You know you have hit a
sensitive spot when you can hear members of the
government squirm and wriggle. Every country
Victorian knows what happens when the
government loses control of prices of essential
services. The honourable member for Murray Valley
bleats and moans, and I love to hear it. How can he
go to his constituents, constituents he claims to
represent well, and say, 'Look, we have this example
of what privatisation does to country prices. Look
what happens with petrol. We're only paying
15 cents more than they are in the big smoke. Look
at LPG. We're only paying double the price they pay
in Melbourne. Now we're going to privatise gas and
when that happens we will only pay 30 per cent
more than they will in Melbourne.'?
You can bet your life that privatisation of essential
services will lead to a greater disparity in prices
because instead of the government controlling
pricing the so-called market forces will. Market
forces simply mean that the strong get stronger and
the weak get weaker. There is no evidence anywhere
in this bill that there is any attempt to prevent
cross-ownership. Not only will a national monopoly
be split up but opportunities will be provided for
cross-ownership and for private monopolies to be
established.
The original legislation specifically provided that
cross-ownership would not be allowed. However,
following his statements about privatisations by
Zambians, Rumanians, Mexicans, Hungarians,
Yugoslavians and Tunisians, the Treasurer said, 'We
couldn't stop cross-ownership because that
interferes with market forces'.
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Imagine the naivety of the honourable member for
Gippsland South saying he wants natural gas to be
available to all little towns throughout Gippsland! I,
too, want to see the pipeline extended, but it will not
happen when the motive for providing those
services is profit because the market in Gippsland
will have to cover the finance, the infrastructure and
the delivery of the services.
Governments can do it because governments are in
the position to say they believe in equity for all
Victorians and that they will provide electricity to
the far-flung reaches - even as far as Benambra or
Mildura or anywhere else in Australia - because
that is what people deserve. Even though it costs
more to deliver electricity and gas to remote areas,
governments can provide those services at the same
price. Governments have a responsibility to provide
equity to their citizens. Private companies do not do
that. Private companies have a responsibility to
return profits to their shareholders. That is what
privatisation is about and that is what competition is
about. It is naive in the extreme to think people in
remote areas will be connected to the main gas
stream when it is to be privatised. If the natural gas
pipeline is to be extended it will be done only by
government.
Isn't it amazing that this government wants to sell a
utility which is debt free, wholly owned and one of
the most profitable and efficient utilities in the whole
of Australia? No-one can match the return and
income stream of - to quote the Treasurer's own
words in 1995 - $500 million a year to the state.
That is $500 million Victorians do not have to pay in
taxes, yet this government is flogging it off. I find
that really obscene. A guaranteed income stream, an
asset which is growing, which is well managed, and
which has been a prime example of how utilities
should work, will be flogged off to private
companies. The people of Victoria cannot even learn
why that is happening.
Gas and Fuel was established in Victoria in 1950. It
was established because the gas industry was
privatised and the private operators charged
different prices according to where people lived. The
private operators were so disinterested in providing
a service that they would not return any of their
profits to capital so that the infrastructure was
retained. That is why the government of the time it happened to be a Liberal government - stepped
in and said, 'We have to do something about this.
We cannot have that lack of care in terms of
providing gas services to the people of Victoria'.
No-one would ever accuse Sir Henry Bolte of being a
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socialist. He may well have been an agrarian
socialist - some would argue about that. He did not
see that it was ideologically important for
governments to control the provision of those
services but he did see it as clearly essential that
those services be provided equitably across the state.
The Gas and Fuel had to be amalgamated and
owned by the state so that the government could
provide those services equitably.
Things have changed; the Liberal Party has changed
and, worse still, the National Party has changed. It is
unbelievable to see what the National Party is doing
now. It is quietly letting all this run past. Members
of the National Party are like pups, rolling on the
ground and having their tummies tickled. If that is
what pleases them, it is not what pleases their
constituents, let me assure you, and it does not
please the average Victorian farmer, who sees
ownership of the means of production as absolutely
essential. A farmer wants to ensure the family farm
is owned by the family. Not too many of our farmers
want to be working for some overseas company.
Farm ownership is part of the culture of country
Victoria. It may well be the culture of Melbourne
also, but it seems the culture of Melbourne has been
taken over by that monstrosity down on Southbank
which opened last week. I refer to that monstrosity
which they do not even have the gumption to call a
casino, that garish monstrosity which is an insult to
aLas Vegas casino and which is now called an
entertainment centre. That is what has happened to
the culture of Melbourne. The soul of Melbourne has
been sold, just as this bill sells the soul of Victoria
because it sells the sense of ownership, control and
responsibility governments should have.
It is an absolute shame that there has been no protest
from the back benches when the Treasurer read from
his list of overseas countries and implied he was
leading the world. Some leadership! He is letting
overseas businesses from America and the UK come
in and create more debt because they must borrow
the money to do it. Victoria received approximately
$17.8 billion from the sale of the SEC. The
government said debt has been reduced. What
rubbish, what lies, what misrepresentation!
Whose debt has been reduced? Not Australia'swe have created $17 billion worth of new debt. Who
will pay it off? Taxpayers and electricity consumers.
What's more, once they have paid off the debt they
will not own anything.
That is what will happen with the gas industry. We
will payoff the borrowings, and it matters little
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whether we get $5 billion or $10 billion for the Gas
and Fuel. The new owners borrow the money at a
higher interest rate than we borrow it for and we
pay it back. In the end we do not own anythingwe have sold it. Nothing is more ridiculous, obscene
and purely and simply ideological than that process.
The state had a cash-rich stream of income from a
debt-free organisation. The government cannot use
the excuse this time of, 'Oh well, the organisation is
debt ridden so we have to sell it off to recover the
debt'. This government is selling off a facility which
generates an income of $500 million a year perhaps for a quantum sum.
If the Treasurer looks beyond the end of his nose at
the reputation of some overseas countries he will see
that this government is in the process of giving up,
for nothing more than ideological reasons, one of the
jewels in Victoria's crown. How can any member of
Parliament sit idly by while we give away our assets,
our control and our ability to ensure that the same
services are provided to every citizen of Victoria?
We are giving away our heritage and selling another
part of our soul. When one has sold one's soul there
is nothing left to sell. The Treasurer and this
government should remember that - and
remember it very clearly.

Mr CLARK (Box Hill) - We have heard a speech
from a true believer - the honourable member for
Morwell. We must commend him for his consistency
and perSistence, but we cannot commend him for his
logic or for the end benefits his position would
deliver to the people of Victoria, whom no doubt he
sincerely wants to benefit. If you look at countries all
around the world you will see that the views put to
us so eloquently by the honourable member for
Morwell are being abandoned for one clear and
simple reason: experience shows that they do not
work and they do not deliver the benefits the
honourable member would want to see delivered.
The honourable member referred to Zambia; I refer
him to Albania. Even Albania is abandoning the
policies the honourable member wishes to adhere to
and is privatising many of its major utility assets. If
you look at countries all around the world - Africa,
Eastern Europe, Western Europe, South America,
the United Kingdom, North America - you will see
that privatisation is taking place. In the United
Kingdom a Labour government has just been elected
on the platform of 'New Labour'. One of the key
planks of New Labour in the United Kingdom was
not to undo the privatisations undertaken by the
previous government and, as I understand it, to
continue with a program of privatisation where it
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considered it appropriate. We are left 'With the
honourable member for Morwell and some of his
colleagues as an isolated island of opinion. I am not
one to say that just because the majority is rushing
off in a particular direction it must be right, but it is
a pretty clear demonstration that something needs to
be looked at closely, and that those who are not
moving need to reconsider their position.
One key reason why practice is moving in the
direction of far greater privatisation has been the
development of economic theory over recent years.
At the risk of abridging a long and rich history, I will
say that three features in the development of
micro-economic thinking stand out: firstly, Adam
Smith and his observation that the market could
deliver productive outcomes for society far better
than heavily regulated government monopolies;
secondly, the use of marginal factors in economics,
be it marginal utility, marginal product or others,
which was a key intellectual innovation; and,
thirdly, a recent innovation which is still evolvingthat is, the effective regulation of monopoly
industries in private ownership.
The honourable member referred to the 1950s and to
decisions that were made to bring monopoly
infrastructure into public ownership. I suggest that
in large part that was because there was not a
well-developed theory of economic regulation of
private monopolies and there was a fear that a
private monopoly would exploit its monopoly
power to the detriment of the community. The
evolution of economic thinking in this area over
recent years has been substantial. It started with
commonwealth trade practices legislation - it was
fairly tentative and general at first - and is now
working through to a detailed modelling of access
regimes and the establishment of regulators, such as
the Regulator-General, to set prices in monopoly
industries to overcome the risk of monopoly
exploitation which otherwise existed. It is that
development of economic thinking that has made
possible many of the moves towards privatisation
that are taking place today.
Particularly having regard to this ability effectively
to regulate private monopoly, experience is showing
that having productive activity in the private sector
is the best way to create wealth for society and
therefore to make society as a whole better able to
service the needs of all its members - including the
most needy members of SOCiety. The main
condemnation of the alternative state-owned,
state-run model is that it just does not work and
does not deliver the benefits. That is true, not only in
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terms of income in pockets but also in relation to
matters such as environmental standards. One need
only examine the former Eastern European countries
and the legacy of environmental degradation that
has been left in those countries by state-run regimes.
One of the key reasons for the failure to perform of
state-owned businesses is the considerable
difficulties that any government, however well
intentioned, faces in conducting productive activity
of the sort that is generally carried out in the private
sector. In particular, businesses in state ownership
are not subject and virtually cannot be subject to the
discipline of the market in the raising and
investment of capital. That chronically leads to bad
capital investment decisions, be it gold plating, other
forms of over-investment or simply poor selection of
investments, because you do not have the discipline
of the market and people putting their own money
at stake looking intensely at the business and asking
themselves: do we believe this is a good investment
and are we willing to put our money on the line to
back it?
When people know that ultimately it is the taxpayer
who underwrites those capital investments, why
should they worry about it? They are quite happy to
lend their money to a public utility at a comfortable
interest rate; if anything goes wrong, if the utility
cannot repay the loan and service the interest out of
its revenue, ultimately the taxpayer will come to the
rescue. There is no market discipline, scrutiny,
review or second guessing of the decisions of the
business enterprise to undertake capital investment.
Quite properly many requirements of due process
are imposed on the government sector because of
the need for accountability to taxpayers and for the
public to know that not only is the right decision
being made but the right process has been followed
to get to that decision. That is all very well, but one
of its effects is that it makes it very difficult for any
government-owned enterprise to act in a proper
commercial manner. Certainly you can go some way
towards addressing that difficulty through
corporatisation and by getting the enterprise to run
as nearly as possible along private sector lines, but
ultimately there remain requirements of due process
and accountability on public sector organisations
that their private sector counterparts do not face and
do not need to face. Those requirements of
accountability diminish the effectiveness of publicly
owned enterprises.
Most government-owned enterprises have difficulty
in recruiting top level management. For the reason I
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have just referred to, being a senior manager of a
government-owned enterprise can often be a
frustrating and thankless task, compared with being
a senior manager in a private sector counterpart.
Individuals of rare commitment and perseverance
are therefore required to assume positions in public
sector enterprises, particularly when one has regard
to the general policies on remuneration that often
need to be followed in the public sector. That
difficulty of attracting key people is another
disadvantage under which government-owned
businesses operate.
Finally, I refer to the fact that any
government-owned business operates with a
shareholder that necessarily has mixed objectivesof industry regulation, economic regulation and the
broader economic development of its state or
country, on top of the commercial interest it has in
the success of the business enterprise it owns. Again,
things can be done to try to better manage those
competing objectives, to separate them out, or to
assign different responsibilities to different
ministers, but ultimately it is a difficulty that is faced
by the government sector in running business
enterprises that is not faced by the private sector.
For all those reasons there is a strong case for getting
productive activities of a commercial sort out into
the private sector wherever possible. In particular
cases there are countervailing factors that make it
desirable to retain the business in the public sector,
and which tilt the scales the other way, but by and
large it is better to have commercial-type activity run
in the private sector.
As I have said before, that is not just a theory.
GrOwing experience over the past 20,30 or 40 years
backs that up time and again. Certainly, when you
look around the world you can find examples of
failed privatisations. The strongest examples would
include some of those in Eastern Europe, where an
unreconstructed monopoly has been transferred
from the public sector straight into the private sector
without an appropriate basis for economic
regulation having been thought through. You then
get a number of vices, because the privatised entity
is in a position to exploit its monopoly power and is
not being faced with the drivers that are needed to
provide good outcomes for the community and for
customers.
That is one of the reasons why the Victorian
government has put such careful and diligent effort
into setting up a regulatory regime that is
appropriate for the industries it has privatised. The
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honourable member for Morwell may be surprised
to hear that in the early years of the current
government a number of commentators in the
business press were critical of it on the basis that it
was too slow in getting its privatisation program
going. They said it had been in office for months and
asked why businesses were not on the market. The
reason for the delay was that before the businesses
went to the market the regulatory system had to be
got right. An enormous amount of care and thought
went into that process.
Now the benefits of that forethought are becoming
apparent, particularly in the electricity industry,
where the Victorian model is probably at the leading
edge in the world and has proven that a highly
competitive industry with strict incentives to focus
on good price and good service to customers is
compatible with businesses being prepared to pay
substantial amounts to buy in. You have to get the
regulation right and then you can get both good
results for the public and good prices for the assets
that are privatised.
I need hardly turn to any better authority for that
than the report of the Auditor-General on ministerial
portfolios that was tabled only this morning. I refer
honourable members to table 3.8N on page 235, in
which the Auditor-General summarises the
projected net savings from privatisation of electricity
businesses. He sets out the revenue forgone and the
interest savings achieved: revenue forgone, a net
$316 million; interest savings achieved, a total of
$865 million; net savings of $549 million for 1997-98.
He backs up that table with the statement:
On the basis of current government projections, it is
estimated that the State will derive ongoing net savings
of $584 million a year from the electricity privatisation
that has occurred as at the date of the preparation of
this Report.

When we come back to the bottom line of why we
are doing it, we are doing it to benefit citizens and to
achieve greater wealth for the state so that all
Victorians can benefit. Ultimately, any government
has the capacity to redirect resources to those who
rely on government help only if it is presiding over
an economy that is creating the wealth that can be
applied for those necessary purposes.

If the honourable member for Morwell's bottom line
is, as I am sure it is, to want to help the citizens of
the state and particularly the citizens of his
electorate, the best way to do it is not to have
government trying to deliver services of a
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commercial nature or trying to restrict the forms of
business enterprise that are permitted. to operate.
The best way of achieving the objective is to have as
much economic activity as possible in the private
sector and have the private sector generate the
wealth and have the government raise the necessary
taxation from that wealth and then apply it to
achieve the social objectives the community wants to
achieve.
For all those reasons I am surprised that the
opposition is opposing the bill, particularly having
regard to the situation north of the border, where a
Labor government has presided for some years and
where, as most honourable members will know, the
gas industry has been in private ownership for many
years. We have certainly not seen any moves by
New South Wales colleagues of honourable
members opposite to nationalise their gas industry.
We are certainly not finding that New South Wales
has ground to a halt because the gas industry is in
private ownership. We have not even heard, so far
as I can make out, any arguments from honourable
members opposite suggesting that the performance
of the gas industry in New South Wales has been in
any way inferior to the performance of the gas
industry in Victoria.
For all those reasons I am most surprised at the
position adopted. by honourable members opposite,
and I certainly hope, in the light of growing
international experience that demonstrates that
greater private sector involvement can deliver
benefits to all citizens, that they will abandon their
opposition to privatisation.
Mr LEIGHTON (Preston) - The bill provides for

the disaggregation and privatisation of what we
used fondly to know as the Gas and Fuel
Corporation - yet another government service that
has been broken up and flogged off. I am opposed. to
privatisation, especially of essential state services.
As the honourable member for Gippsland South said
in his contribution, it is an ideological thing with our

party. I am not embarrassed about that The
honourable member for Box Hill made some
comments about our members wearing a badge of
honour. I certainly do not shirk that even a little bit.

dividends and taxes. Although the government
claims the reason for the sale is to reduce debt, it
must be understood that the government will forgo
that ongoing revenue stream, and that will be at
substantial cost to the consumer. I cannot imagine
the government being able to come up with a
guarantee that a privatised and broken-up gas
service will meet community service obligations.
I know of battlers in the community who have
trouble paying specific bills. Over the years as a local
member I have had to deal with the Gas and Fuel
Corporation in an effort to get some extra deferral on
a bill a battler could not meet. People in country
Victoria will have to pay higher prices. There are no
guarantees about the provision of tight regulations
or guarantees on safety. In fact the government
cannot claim a mandate for what it is doing.
Although opposition members have agreed to limit
their contributions to 10 minutes, I will take a
moment to read from an editorial in the Bendigo
Advertiser of 25 March. The article is a real gem. It is
headed' Another big fat porky' and states:
As regular readers may recall, we have no particular
difficulty with the proposed privatisation of the ADI
heavy engineering plant in Bendigo ... other than that
the federal government in general, and Prime Minister

John Howard personally, promised the Advertiser that
it was not on the agenda.
'No, no, no and no' was his direct quote from just one
short year ago.
One short year ago we quoted the then coalition
member for Bendigo West, Max Turner, thus: 'It (a
suggestion that the Gas and Fuel Corporation would be
privatised) is part of a massive scare campaign by
Labor'.

The then member for Bendigo West said that the
Labor Party was running a scare campaign. It turned
out to be a lot scarier than we anticipated.
He also said the Treasurer Alan Stockd.ale had
confirmed there were longstanding contracts which
would make it almost impossible to privatise.
Guess what they announced yesterday?

The sad case is that the government has not made
out a case for flogging off the Gas and Fuel
Corporation. It has not been able to lay before the
house any sort of blueprint showing it will not be to
the detriment of Victoria to lose an entity that
continuously brings in some $400 million a year in
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Yep, the privatisation of the old Gas and Fuel
Corporation.
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Again, we have no hard and fast feeling about the
privatisation of this organisation ... other than that the
coalition promised the Advertiser it was not on.
The federal coalition promised the Advertiser the art
gallery funding was okay, and the election before last
Premier Jeff Kennett personally promised the
Advertiser that the Department of Agriculture
relocation to Bendigo was safe.
If the community at large has cause to wonder about
the worth of political promises, imagine how the
Advertiser feels, after all, we are the messenger whom
these politicians have used to disseminate this
disinformation.

Sadly, ncrone expects a politician to keep his or her
word. But in these cases there has not been any
discernible shame or upset at such swift and
unequivocal reversal of policies.
We feel that we, the Advertiser, should apologise to
you for having given the promises any credibility by
putting them in print in the first place.

I suppose the moral is that Mr Turner is no longer
with us. But other members of the government
parties were a bit smarter, they were more coy. They
certainly did not claim a mandate for what they are
now doing. The results of some opinion polls have
been published, and one Herald Sun telephone vote
line found that 93 per cent of the Victorians who
rang in were opposed to the privatisation of gas.
Gas is a clean, cheap and efficient form of energy,
but that has not always been so. I remember
growing up in the 1950s and 19605 before the advent
of natural gas. An odour would come from the stove
and there were always doubts about whether it was
safe. In my family household it was a big deal to
switch over to electric cooking, but by the time I was
able to buy my own first home it was a big deal to
cook on gas.
The history of the Gas and Fuel Corporation shows
that from the late 19505 onwards a number of
municipal gas suppliers provided. gas at different
prices, and that provided the impetus to create the
corporation. That was one of the good things the
Liberal Party did, and when Bolte tried to flog off
the Gas and Fuel the Country Party, which is a
different animal from the National Party, opposed
him. Today the National Party is muted in its
criticisms.
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The Gas and Fuel Corporation has been an effective
public instrumentality and one of Victoria's biggest
public institutions - more than 70 per cent of
households have gas. As I said, it returns
$400 million a year in dividends and taxes, and it
has been recognised worldwide as a leading
statutory corporation. Since it came to office in 1992
the Kennett government has prepared the way for
the corporation's privatisation with increases in
tariffs and charges virtually every year. Between
1992 and 1996 gas prices went up some 6 per cent on
average, and it is now clear that the government was
fattening it up for privatisation.
Loss of jobs has already happened. Where once there
were 100 apprentices, now there are none. The
previous privatisation of Heatane gas has been a
sorry story. People who rely on bottled gas, whether
in residential caravan parks or in country Victoria,
are now paying through the nose. It does not seem
long ago that in an area of country Victoria I
frequent we were buying bottled gas for something
like $20 a bottle; it is now around $50. Many country
Victorians have converted their cars to gas only to
find that it is no longer the cheap form of fuel they
expected it to be.
The government has failed to spell out how it will
protect country Victorians as it brings through
pipelines and attempts to reticulate certain areas.
What will happen to those who remain on town gas
or who want bottled gas? One need only look at the
Horsham, Ararat and Stawell fiasco for the answer.
As the opposition also points out in other forms of
essential state services, there is a community service
obligation that this government and this legislation
does not meet.

As well as the government failing to meet
community service obligations, it is giving its own
employees a rough deal. While in the short term gas
employees will be covered by the electricity
superannuation fund, from my reading of the
legislation their benefits will not suffer, but it is clear
it is only a stopgap measure. Once the Gas and Fuel
is privatised those employees will probably have the
same problems as employees had with the Public
Transport Corporation. It is only a matter of
common decency to spell out the fate of those
workers, yet I have an incredible letter, that I shall
not read, from the trustees of the funds who make it
clear that they were not involved in the process. It is
a matter of human decency to provide for the most
precious working benefit of those workers. One
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cannot trust the Liberal Party with people's
superannuation. For those reasons I oppose the bill.
Mr McARTHUR (Monbulk) - It is a pleasure to
support the Gas Industry (Amendment) Bill. I am
surprised that the opposition has chosen to oppose
the legislation and I am not sure why it has done so.
I understand the position taken by the honourable
member for Morwell because, unlike some of his
colleagues, he has consistently opposed the transfer
of entities from public to private ownership. When
in government the opposition had no in-principle
objection to disposing of state-owned assets, such as
the State Bank of Victoria. That is a good example of
the Labor government destroying something for no
benefit to the general community of Victoria.
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The legislation establishes the Office of Gas Safety to
protect the public and customer safety. It provides
for the appointment of inspectors to the Office of
Gas Safety. Those inspectors will have powers of
entry to premises in emergency and non-emergency
situations for the purpose of seizing and returning
unsafe or non-complying gas appliances or
installations, gas pipe fittings, apparatus or
equipment. In other words, the bill has strong
protective mechanisms to protect the quality of the
gas supplied, the safety of customers and workers in
the industry. It is a sensible proviSion that will work
in the interests of the whole community.

The honourable member for Morwell has been
consistent in his position, whether he was a member
of the government prior to 1992 or now. He has
consistently opposed the transfer of public utilities
into private ownership. He is one of a small
remaining band of Labor shellbacks. I heard a
rumour around the Morwell area that there was a
move to enlist the protection of the Flora and Fauna
Guarantee Act to encompass the honourable
member for Morwell because he is now regarded as
an endangered species in the Labor Party. I wish
him well because he has been consistent on this issue
and has never shifted his point of view. He is
completely wrong in his point of view, but at least
he is consistent.

It also allows for the appointment of administrators
to Gascor and the Gas Transmission Corporation.
Those administrators will have the responsibility of
restructuring the industry in preparation for selling
it. There is no secret about the government's
intention to restructure the industry with a view to
selling it. This follows the successful model for the
restructure and sale of the State Electricity
Commission. Honourable members opposite in their
bleatings on this legislation have decried the sale of
the SEC and the restructure and sale of the electricity
industry in Victoria. I am not sure why they have
done that because they have no evidence that the
sale of the SEC has not been of benefit to Victoria. I
am yet to see any hard evidence of any damage to
the community or a lessening of the rights of
consumers. All of the objective evidence is to the
contrary.

In contrast, his colleagues shift their position on
political grounds. When they were in government
they would have sold anything if they could have
got a quid for it to balance the budget, but now that
they are in opposition they appeal to their union
mates to curry favour to persuade the unions to
oppose something like this sensible step forward.

The Office of the Regulator-General, which has the
responsibility of ensuring the regulatory regimes of
these industries that the government is in the
process of privatising, has consistently provided
statistics which show increasing levels of service, of
customer response and of compliance. That by no
means diminishes the rights of the community.

The bill is not a complex piece of legislation; it is
consistent with what the government has previously
done. The aims of the legislation are to restructure
the gas industry with a view to increased
competition; to open up the industry to the
possibility of new entrants; to provide for the lowest
possible cost of gas delivery to customers across
Victoria while ensuring that safety and quality are
maintained; to maximise customer choice; and to
allow the customer to make up his or her mind from
whom he or she will buy gas. They are eminently
sensible prOvisions and are in the interests of the
individual customer, the wider community and the
state.

I turn to matters raised about the sale of the SEC.
Page 5 of the Report of the Auditor-General on the
Statement of Financial Operations, 1995-96 released in
October last year had this to say about asset sales:
The net benefit to the state from the sale of the
5 electricity distribution companies and Yalloum
Energy was approximately $4.8 billion.

Bearing in mind that we are talking about the
1995-96 financial year, the Auditor-General further
states that there was a net saving in 1995-96 of
$115 million; in 1996-97, there was a predicted
saving of $473 million and, for 1997-98, a predicted

saving of $377 million. The total proceeds from those
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sales was $10.8 billion. That is substantially in excess
of the valuation of those assets at that time which led
to a net benefit to the state and a net increase in the
worth of the state of $4.8 billion.
The privatisation of the electricity industry has
continued since the release of that report by the
Auditor-General in October last year. Today's
Auditor-General's report at page 235 further
discusses the results of the privatisation of the
electricity industry.
What does he say? He says that:
On the basis of current government projections, it is
estimated that the state will derive ongoing net savings
of $584 million a year from the electricity privatisation
that has occurred as at the date of preparation of this

report.
The position in relation to the sale of the electricity
industry has improved over the last year, when
Victoria was benefiting by somewhere in the region
of $425 million, to the present where, according to
the Auditor-General, the state is now benefiting to
the tune of $584 million every year. Clearly there is a
substantial public benefit in the sale of the SEC.
There is no reduction of customers' rights or
customer protection. The customer protection
regime that applies to the privatised electricity
industry is greater, stronger and more stringent than
that which applied to the SEC. Consumer
organisations recognise this and have done so at
public meetings in my electorate.
There is no diminution of customer or community
rights. This legislation and the regulatory regimes
that the government has put in place in the
industries it has privatised protect and enhance
customers' rights. They improve customers'
freedom, increase customer protection and have
provided a far more systematic and sensible
regulatory scheme for the industries.
The Office of the Regulator-General has consistently
achieved the targets that have been set for it and has
consistently provided proper regulation for the
community. The fears expressed by Labor Party
members are based on sand: they have no
foundation in truth, fact or objective evidence. They
are based on a scare campaign designed simply to
curry a bit of political favour for short-term gain.
They are not considered opinions weighed against
the best interests of the community of Victoria.
Opposition members want to curry a few votes or
headlines for this week and this month. If they
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considered the long-tenn benefits for the people of
Victoria they would support this legislation. Instead,
they come up with their regular double-standard
arguments and oppose it. I except the comments of
the honourable member for Morwell, who has been
consistent in his attitude to this matter, even though
he is wrong.
This is good legislation; it deserves the support of aD
members in this house.
Mr eARL! (Coburg) - I oppose the bill. I have
heard some extraordinary ideological claptrap from
the honourable members for Monbulk and Box Hill
which demonstrates that the bill is about ideologies
and is not a pragmatic response to the needs of the
gas industry. Why is it ideological? The honourable
member for Box Hill referred to Adam Smith and
mentioned financial and economic models, which
are no doubt important and need to be analysed, but
we also need to be pragmatic. The case in question is
the Victorian gas industry. There has been
significant response from business and consumer
groups saying that the privatisation model is
fundamentally flawed and does not work in the
interest of consumers or of the state.
One of the principal organisations, the Business
Council of Australia, put a pragmatic, not
ideological, position. Mr Don Macfarlane from the
business council said:
The overall result will be one of unnecessary costs,
difficult implementation, and an unacceptably
protracted time frame for implementation.

The consultants employed by the government,
Collins Hill, also raised doubts about the
possibilities of increasing public welfare or public
good as a result of the privatisation model. There
have been criticisms from David Walker in the Age
pointing out the difficulties that occur when the gas
industry is ultimately a monopoly. Essentially the
industry has one producer, a few major users, many
smaller users and one distribution company. All that
can be done, because of the lack of a competitive
market, is to create false competitive markets, break
the industry up - disaggregate it, as the bill
suggests - to try to create a sense of competition.
What is created? It is not competition; it is a series of
regional monopolies. It will end up with the shift of
a public monopoly into the hands of a series of
regional monopolies that will in turn maximise
monopoly rent. They will maximise their
self-interest, as has happened in other countries
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where natural monopolies have gone from the
public to the private sector.
Who benefits? Multinational companies benefit
because they use the companies as cash cows for
further investments in other countries. Stockholders
benefit because share prices increase as monopoly
rent is earned by regional monopolies. Chief
executive officers benefit. It is extraordinary how
their salary packages increase two, three, or four
times, as has consistently occurred in Australia, the
United Kingdom and other countries where
monopolies go from the public to the private sector.
irOnically, the gas industry became a state monopoly
because previously there were some shonky private
monopolies throughout the state that were
exploitative. In the 1950s the government intervened
and said it would provide gas in the interests of
consumers and of the state, and that was the origin
of the Gas and Fuel Corporation, which was
consistently defended by the former Country Party,
of which the National Party is the supposed
successor. In the 1970s the National Party put its foot
down when the Bolte Liberal government attempted
to sell the Gas and Fuel Corporation. There is a
history of the Labor Party, the Country Party and,
one hopes, the National Party, seeking to keep this
public instrumentality in public hands for the benefit
of the Victorian public and the consumers.
Victorians want the benefit of tax receipts or money
earned by the organisation, but they also want
cheap, cost-effective gas. A pragmatic cost-effective
study must be done of the benefits to consumers.
None of this is happening because it is all
ideological: it is all driven by the model of
Adam Smith and other supposed objective models
in the economic literature that do not apply in the
case of either natural monopolies or public
monopolies.
The case in point is different: the companies are in
public hands because they are monopolies and are
best suited to be monopolies, and it is up to the
public sector to stop the private sector earning
monopoly rent, having snouts in the trough and
taking as much money out of the consumers as
possible.
By breaking up the Gas and Fuel in this way the
government has created extraordinary cost
inefficiencies and regional monopolies. That is not
good economics or micro-economic reform; it is not
a good economic model for Victoria and not the sort
of reform that the textbook says will be created. That
is exactly what is being created with the sell-off of
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the Gas and Fuel. Inefficiencies are occurring and
regional monopolies are being created. Customers
are bearing costs that they should not have to bear.
Australian firms need proper infrastructure so that
they can compete on an international level driven by
the market. That infrastructure, whether it be roads
or electricity, telecommunications or gas, needs to be
provided at the most efficient cost and with the
greatest benefit for consumers and the public. All we
get out of the creation of this aggregated regional
monopoly is a loss of competitiveness because the
infrastructure will break down and become worse.
Monopoly rents will be earned by the companies
and the necessary investment in the organisations
will not occur because it is not in the interests of the
profit motive. Enough investment will be made to
keep the gas system in place, but no more than that.
The Gas and Fuel is one of Victoria's greatest
institutions. It has been built up by the public sector.
It is competitive on the world market. It provides
gas to Victoria at a price 25 per cent lower than the
privately owned gas industry in New South Wales.
It is more efficient and it is a better provider for the
state. There is no reason to flog off the Gas and Fuel.
The government is driven by the ideological
madness of privatisation. It is in the hands of all
those people who want their snouts in the trough!
One of the great things for investors in essential
services is the amount of money to be made,
whether it be by advertising companies, the
companies underwriting the floats, the multinational
companies, the armies of consultants or all the other
people who have their snouts in the trough. Those
people put incredible pressure on the government
and the government needs them. No doubt they
have made inroads into the branches of the Liberal
Party. They provide an extraordinary amount of
money to Liberal Party campaigns; they are the
articulate voices or the class of people who benefit
from privatisation. They want their snouts in the
trough and they have an extraordinary influence on
the Liberal Party. As a result the Gas and Fuel is to
be privatised, which is clearly not in the public
interest. Business groups have said it is not in the
public interest and nor is it in the interest of the
competitiveness of the Victorian industry.
If you examine the situation in the
United Kingdom - no doubt the new government
in the UK will change the situation - you will note
the extraordinary events that occurred as the result
of the privatisation of British Gas. Salary packages of
chief executives increased by 512 per cent, gas prices
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were increased, jobs were slashed, share prices were
increased and those holding shares made a lot of
money!
The opposition has consistently opposed
privatisation because it is not in the public interest.
Clearly, it is not in the public interest to privatise
public utilities. There is no public interest in
privatising public monopolies into private regional
monopolies, which will be the case if the bill is
passed. My colleagues and I strongly oppose the bill.
Mr JASPER (Murray Valley) - I have listened
with a great deal of interest to the contributions from
other speakers on this important Gas Industry
(Amendment) Bill. I shall make a few comments
about the contribution made by the honourable
member for Morwell. I am sorry he is not in the
house to listen to my comments, because his words
were absolute hypocrisy! It is necessary to go back in
time to understand the background of petrol pricing,
which the honourable member talked about.
In 1981, Derek Amos was the Labor member for
Morwell. The National Party was not involved in a
coalition at that time and Derek Amos and I were
great exponents of uniform fuel pricing throughout
Victoria. Great difficulties were experienced by
country people because of the price discrepancy
between metropolitan Melbourne and country areas.
On many occasions I listened to Derek Amos saying
in this house that when there was a change of
government the Labor Party would fix the petrol
pricing issue. He said a Labor government would
ensure that country people were protected.

After a change of government in 1982 and when the
Labor government had been in power for some
months I asked Derek Amos what he was doing
about uniform petrol pricing across the state. He
said he had made representations to the then
Premier, the Honourable John Cain, who told him
there was no way he would legislate for lower petrol
prices for country people if it meant that
metropolitan users had to pay higher prices for their
petrol. That has been the response from all Premiers
of this state since I entered Parliament in 1976, when
Rupert Hamer was Premier. He was followed by
Lindsay Thompson, John Cain, Joan Kimer and now
the current Premier. Each Premier has been quite
clear in saying there is no way he or she would
legislate for lower petrol prices for country Victoria
when it would automatically mean higher prices for
those in metropolitan Melbourne.
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The honourable member for Morwell cannot tell me
about the petrol industry because nobody knows
more about it than I do and no-one has spoken on
this issue more often than I have in an effort to
protect the interests of country people. I shall finish
on that matter by saying it is a most difficult and
complicated issue and it is one which the coalition
governments at state and federal level have sought
to address. A solution has not been found yet, but I
believe we will see results over the next 12 months
which will see lower prices for country areas. I am
surprised the honourable member for Morwell
attacked the National Party because when he was in
government he did nothing about the situation. He
could not achieve a result, but now he attacking the
National Party.
I then listened to the honourable member for Coburg
and the promises he made. He talked about the
electricity industry. He said the privatised
companies across Victoria were operating in their
own areas. I remind him that it will be a free market
in the future. Recently, he and I talked about the
problems with industry in Wangaratta because of
the changes to tariffs. He and I are on the same
wavelength about ensuring there is a reasonable
level of protection for Australian industry. However,
the honourable member for Coburg got the
electricity pricing wrong. When the Wangaratta
Woollen Mills decided to call for tenders for the
supply of electricity to its factory - Eastern Energy
is the supplier of electricity to north-eastern
Victoria - United Energy, a Melbourne-based
electricity utility, won the contract to supply
electricity to the mill in my electorate. That is
competition and that is what it is all about. The
Wangaratta Woollen Mills got a better price for the
supply of electricity from United Energy than it got
from anywhere else.
It is necessary to put a proper perspective on what
we are talking about. There has been talk about
monopolies and so forth. There is no monopoly in
the electricity industry. It is all right for the
honourable member to talk! What about the
electricity industry debt of $9.5 billion. The coalition
government has reduced debt by selling the
electricity industry across Victoria. The honourable
member also talked about the competition policy.
We have to have a competition policy and we have
to have efficiencies. Unfortunately, most members of
the Labor Party have not grown up in business and
they do not understand it. I would not go into
business with any them because they would send
you broke. They do not understand what private
enterprise is all about. The government has sought
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to bring efficiency into government enterprises. I
support the line the government is taking.
The house is debating the Gas Industry
(Amendment) Bill. I remind the house that in 1969
the then Premier, Henry Bolte - I pay due credit to
him - negotiated with Esso-BHP for natural gas
from the Bass Strait oil and gas wells. He was able to
secure a fixed-price 20-year contract for the supply
of natural gas. I do not think he has ever been given
the credit that he should have been given for
maintaining that. A uniform price was fixed for
20 years. No-one had done a better deal than that. It
should be acknowledged that the deal Sir Henry
Bolte achieved in 1969 was successful.
I shall refer to the supply of natural gas into country
areas. I want natural gas down through my
electorate of Murray Valley. Twelve years ago I
wrote to the Gas and Fuel and said I wanted natural
gas to be supplied through the Murray Valley
electorate. One of my greatest achievements has
been a $100 million contract for the supply of natural
gas to the Murray Valley region.
As I said, I started making representations on this
issue twelve years ago. Initially the Gas and Fuel
Corporation said it was impossible. It then
undertook investigations and said it was not cost
effective and it could not supply natural gas. Every
three months or so I would write again to the
chairman of the Gas and Fuel Corporation asking
him to review the situation because we needed the
option of natural gas through the electorate.
Wangaratta had natural gas but it was not available
through the other areas of my electorate or on both
sides of the Murray River. The stage has been
reached where gas pipelines are now being installed
throughout the electorate. Already gas has been
supplied to Howlong on the New South Wales side
of the Murray and the township of Rutherglen will
be connected later this year, as will Corowa and the
Uncle Toby's factory, and so it will go on down
through the electorate through Yarrawonga,
Cobram, Numurkah and the corresponding towns
on the New South Wales side of the river.
All the efforts and representations, correspondence
and visits to the then Gas and Fuel Corporation
resulted in the response that it was not economically
viable. Gradually the wheels started to turn and it
said it was becoming more viable to install a
pipeline system. However, the tyranny of distance
has to be taken into account in the country. I pay due
credit to the people who joined with me in making
representations over a number of years which
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eventually resulted in approval for the supply of
natural gas. However, the change really took place
when the government decided it would agree to
include an infrastructure charge in the legislation
while maintaining a uniform tariff. An infrastructure
charge will apply over a number of years to allow
the pipeline to be installed.
The other key factor in the legislation that allowed
the Gas and Fuel Corporation to move forward with
this project was the removal of the monopoly to
supply gas in Victoria. Indeed, there is competition
from other gas suppliers to supply gas in this state.
That legislation was the turning point. Gascor is now
moving ahead to install the gas pipeline and the
transmission system through the Murray Valley
electorate, and that is the result of my work as the
local member of Parliament and that of people
representing country areas who have an
understanding of what it takes to achieve things for
country areas.
Mr Hamilton interjected.
Mr JASPER - I would like to take the
honourable for Morwell around my electorate and
show him what goes on. He should not attack
country people all the time. Country people will not
accept the attacks he is making upon them,
particularly not members of the National Party. I
will not accept the comments of the honourable
member for Morwell on this issue.
The Gas and Fuel has been an excellent organisation.
It has efficiently delivered natural gas and extended
natural gas pipelines and services throughout
metropolitan Melbourne and into country Victoria.
Gascor will continue to undertake those extensions. I
pay due credit to those who originally started the
Gas and Fuel Corporation and all those who have
been involved over a long time in making it a great
and efficient organisation. However, I do not draw
away from the fact that by moving along with the
legislation proposed today it will be possible to see
changes and greater efficiency in the delivery of
natural gas throughout Victoria. It will be possible to
create the best competition possible to ensure there
is a continued supply of natural gas at the lowest
possible prices for Victorian consumers.
When natural gas is supplied through the electorate
of Murray Valley on both the Victorian and New
South Wales sides competition between electricity
and natural gas companies and industry and
business will develop even further. The Murray
Valley region is one of the areas in Victoria that is
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developing strongly and will continue to develop
into the future.
I shall complete my contribution to this bill by
reading a couple of paragraphs from the minister's
second-reading speech because they sum up the
situation as I see it in relation to the importance of
the gas industry to Victoria and to Murray Valley
generally. The minister states:
The gas reform program has a number of important
objectives. These are to achieve the lowest possible
sustainable gas prices for Victorian consumers, to
provide appropriate incentives for increasing operating
efficiency, to encourage efficient investment, to
maximise customer choice, to provide a framework for
an effective and sustainable competitive energy market,
to ensure that an appropriate regulatory environment
exists to protect customer service and safety standards,
to ensure long-term security of supply and to reduce
public sector debt.

I support entirely the comments made by the
minister when introducing the legislation. I believe it
is a great and important industry for Victoria, and
the changes to be implemented now and in the
future will make it an even better, more efficient
industry to assist the development not only of
metropolitan Melbourne but country areas such as
Murray Valley.
Mr SAVAGE (Mildura) - I will not commence
my contribution by making some derogatory
remarks to the house on the basis of what the
National Party has done or has failed to do except to
say that it has a long history of representing country
people very well and I hope it continues to do so in
the future. Without the National Party in this state
Victorians would perhaps be more vulnerable to bad
government.

I am fundamentally opposed to the sale of public
assets. The Gas and Fuel is a very important part of
Victoria and a public asset that should remain in the
hands of every Victorian; it should not be in the
hands of some corporate raider from downtown
Dallas or wherever. The Gas and Fuel Corporation
was formed in 1957 in direct response to a number
of gas companies selling gas at different prices. An
appropriate measure was taken by the then
government all those years ago. The current Gas and
Fuel has reduced its work force from 6200 people to
about 1400 people. It used to employ 100 apprentices
per year, but that stopped about four years ago.
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Will the corporation going into private ownership
create an environment that will improve
employment chances for the youth of this state? I
doubt it very much.
Heatane gas, which was sold in 1992, used to be the
biggest provider of bottled gas. The current price of
a large bottle of gas is $50. If you use one bottle a
week for a year, the cost is enormous. People in the
country are faced with significant extra costs
because under the new arrangements no
consideration has been given to the fact that
infrastructure costs will have an impact on the
tariff - which means it is unlikely that the people of
north-western Victoria will gain any benefit from the
proposed concept.
The Gas and Fuel Corporation has served Victorians
well. As has been mentioned by many previous
speakers, every year it provides $400 million in tax
revenue to the government. After two years that
amounts to nearly $1 billion - a significant amount
of money that comes back to Victorians. It also
provides gas at prices 25 per cent lower than those
charged by its New South Wales counterpart, which
will no doubt bid for the new corporation. That
should cause us considerable concern for the future.
Another interesting aspect of the sale of this
currently govemment-owned entity is that the
Business Council of Australia has expressed grave
concerns because the documents that have been
prepared had little input from the industry. Surely
when such things are devolved there needs to be
appropriate input and influence and a mindful
approach that includes people within the industry,
who have a greater knowledge than those who will
get the greatest benefit - the Victorian government.
A recent newspaper article reported that 93 per cent
of people polled - admittedly a small number were
polled - were opposed to the sell-off of the Gas and
Fuel Corporation. Does the government have a
mandate from the people of Victoria to sell off this
public authority? It does not. Getting the finances of
this state back on track does not mean having a
blank cheque to sell off everything to bring back
public borrowings. Some grave mistakes are being
made on the basis of short-term gain for long-term
pain.

Let us look at the SEC process, which has a direct
link to this process. Deregulation will occur in the
electricity industry in some short years hence. There
is some misunderstanding about how the SEC
structure and financial arrangements will be made.
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For instance, in my area Powercor has two arms - a
retail arm and a distribution arm. Come
deregulation, the distribution arm will be a
monopoly. Therefore it will be up to the
Regulator-General to determine the cost of the
distribution charge.
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decision today will not be around in 2005 or 2010 to
take the responsibility and blame for something that
was set up in this environment.
Mr5 MADDIGAN (Essendon) - I take pleasure
in joining my colleagues on this side of the house in
opposing the Gas Industry (Amendment) Bill.

It is a well-known fact that large corporations such

as Powercor are deferring infrastructure
maintenance - such as pole and line
replacements - to 2000, when deregulation will
occur. They will then say to the Regulator-Genera1,
'We have to increase our prices for distribution'. The
Regulator-General is the person who will say yes
you can, or no you cannot. If they say to the
Regulator-General, 'We need to spend $X million to
upgrade our distribution network because we
cannot deliver the service unless we do that', the
Regulator-General will be locked in and unable to
manoeuvre. He will not be able to question what
they are doing.
The fact is there will be an extra cost to every
Victorian. This government has admitted that the
cross-subsidies are disappearing. It may take five
years - it may take less - but they are
disappearing. Country Victorians will pay more for
their gas and electricity. Where does that leave
them? This government is for every Victorian, not
just city-based Victorians. When will we face the
reality that surely all Victorians who are now
shareholders in the Gas and Fuel Corporation, on
the basis of years of subscribing as consumers,
should have the choice to buy up the public
authority they already own? When will we get a
chance? It will be denied us.
Telstra may be sold off in a public float. Surely that
would be the more appropriate measure here. If the
Gas and Fuel Corporation has to be sold off - and I
imagine that is the most likely scenario, because
nothing will stop it at this late juncture - why can it
not be by a public float so that we have a chance to
buy back our investment, instead of its going to
some corporation and shareholders in another
country?
Each year more than $20 billion goes out of this
country in foreign shareholder dividends. Surely
tha t is a concern we should be mindful of.
These utilities are owned by us all. Surely there is an
obligation on the government - unless it has a clear
mandate not to - to follow that line. The long-term
pain in years to come will not be measured by
anybody in this forum. The people making the

I was somewhat surprised when I heard the
honourable member for Box Hill refer to some
unnamed economic gurus he knew who apparently
complained that the government did not move fast
enough on its privatisation process when it was first
elected to office. He should be fairly happy now
because, certainly in this session, with the sale of
Loy Yang and the proposed sale of Gas and Fuel, the
government is selling off the family silver with great
enthusiasm; we are just about down to the cake
forks and fish knives - and they are not looking all
that safe, either. Anyone concerned about the sale of
our assets not selling fast enough should be feeling a
lot happier.
However, I do not think you would find thousands
of people racing along the streets demanding that
the government speed up its process of selling off
Victoria's assets. We have heard a lot about what the
government proposes to do and what might happen,
but very little about why it wants to privatise the gas
industry.
It is only anecdotal evidence, but since being elected
I have received no complaints about the gas
industry, although I have had many complaints
about the privatised electricity industry. My
personal experience with and the service I have
received from Gas and Fuel has been excellent. In his
enthusiasm the honourable member for Murray
Valley - I am glad he was able to get that bit about
the petrol industry off his chest; it has obviously
been worrying him for some time - said there
would be free competition in the gas industry. I was
somewhat surprised at that statement.
For the benefit of the honourable member for
Murray Valley I will read part of a recent budget
statement by the Treasurer, which I am sure the
honourable member will remember clearly:
Gascor will be unbundled -

an unusual word into three retailers and three distributors, each
operating in distinct geographical areas of Victoria.
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GTC will continue to own the transmission pipeline
infrastructure. It is proposed. that a Gas Transmission
System Operator (GTSO) be established, initially as a
separate division of GTC. The GTSO will be responsible
for balancing the gas market through financial
mechanisms and maintaining safety and systems
security.

The new structure is designed to create preconditions
for competition on price and service, and support the
entry of new gas suppliers into the market. Gas prices
will be capped until 2001 when full retail deregulation
will be achieved.

Perhaps National Party members might like to think
about full retail deregulation and what effect it
might have on prices in country Victoria. The
Treasurer continues:
The objective is a competitive and integrated energy
market in Victoria.

I am glad that is the objective, but I am not sure the
government is confident about it because the next
line reads:
Privatisation of the gas industry is expected to proceed
provided public benefit can be demonstrated.

Is the government saying it cannot demonstrate
public benefit, or is it saying it is not quite sure and
is setting up a competitive framework in the hope it
can privatise it? There is certainly nothing in the bill
or the contributions from members opposite to
suggest there will be any public benefit.
If you want to compare privatisation of gas
industries it is interesting to consider what
happened in Britain. We heard from the honourable
member for Morwell about some of the fascinating
stories about some of the countries - they are the
major players in the world economy! - that have
considered privatisation of their gas industries.
What happened in Britain is better known to us than
what happened in some of the countries referred to
by the honourable member for Morwell. The
privatisation of the British gas industry started in
1986 with a share flotation, which the honourable
member for Mildura might be interested to know
about, and I will refer to that later. Straight away
they faced problems.

Various British newspapers and journals show that
privatisation of the gas industry in Britain has not
proved at this stage to be of public benefit. It is,
therefore, understandable that budget statements
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made by the Treasurer seem to be a little reticent on
this subject. An article about British Gas that appears
in the Economist of 1 April 1986 states:
... a Monopolies and Mergers Commission finding last
October that 'extensive discrimination' resulted in some
tied customers paying the most expensive gas bills in
the world. As a result, British Gas was forced to
introduce a new system of fixed prices for industrial
users.

Poor old British Gas in its contribution to the
economy made some of its industrial users pay the
highest gas prices in the world. Another article that
will be of interest to country members appears in the
Economist of 12 November 1994:
Soon British Gas's transport charges will vary
regionally. Customers who live near the east coast
(where gas comes onshore) may pay between 4 per cent
and 8 per cent less than those who live in the
south-west and Wales - and customers in high-priced
areas are not going to like that.

That is understandable, because who would like it?
Do we want to open up a competitive market so that
some poor residents of Victoria pay significantly
more for their gas than others do? Is that what the
National Party really wants? I find it hard to believe
that country people will pay the cheaper prices.
Perhaps members of the National Party might like to
think a bit more about how the opening up of the
market might affect them.
I move on to the Financial Times of 27 October 1995:
The rapid and radical introduction of competition is a
necessary measure to compensate for the considerable
flaws of the gas privatisation. It would have been much
better had these problems been addressed beforehand.
However, British Gas bears some responsibility for the
impending deficit. It sought out these contracts partly
to deprive competitors of gas and continued to sign
such deals as new gas fields came on stream.

What is to stop a privatised operator buying all the
gas that comes on stream here to try to keep a
monopoly market, because monopoly customers
will have to pay the most? In this competitive
market no doubt that would appeal. Such a
privatised operator could end up like British Gas,
which has more gas than it can sell because of its
attempt to keep other operators out of the market.
Now I come to 1996, only last year. As I said, the
honourable member for Mildura suggested that
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there should be a private share float. The campaign
run in Britain was based on Sid, the small investor
who would buy shares in the gas company so that
British people could still say that they owned the gas
company. They owned it before they had to buy it,
but they paid for it again. What has happened now,
10 years later? The Independent of 7 February 1996
says:
The ... era of Sid, the small private investor targeted in
the British Gas privatisation, drew to a close yesterday
as the company faced up to a new world of tough
competition.
Dick Giordano, chairman of British Gas, said that
1.8 million shareholders were too many, putting an
'inappropriate and costly' burden on the company.

Obviously we cannot have small shareholders
investing in our gas company! Complaints were still
being made, so some changes were proposed to a
company that had been privatised for 10 years.
British consumers had to wait a long time for some
good news. Ian Powe, the director of the Gas
Consumers Council, is quoted as having said:
This looks like good news, at last, for gas consumers.
By combining gas supply, appliance sales and
central-heating service in one company, we can expect
a return to one-stop customer care.

The people of Britain were hoping for good things in
February 1996, but as recently as February 1997 the
following appeared:
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prices in Britain. It is specious to try to use that as a
justification for privatisation.
I was surprised that the honourable member for Box
Hill said he had not heard of any problems with the
privatisation of the electricity industry. He is a lot
happier and luckier than those who have Solaris as
their supplier of electricity. I refer to one instance he
might be interested in. At about half past five on a
Friday night in February of this year 40 000 houses
and/ or businesses in Essendon lost power. They
included the businesses in the main Puckle Street
shopping centre and the Essendon Hospital. That
night people were told that the blackout had been
caused by a crow flying into the powerlines. The
next day there was another story. We heard there
had been a fire and that had caused the blackout. Of
course, the crow may have burst into flames when it
flew into the powerlines - or it may have been a
possum; they are always running into electric lines.
It took four and a half hours for the power to come
on again, a delay previously unknown in that area.
That cannot be the first time a crow has flown into
powerlines in the whole of the history of power
supply in Victoria. Power has not been out for that
length of time in Essendon for as long as I can
remember, and I have been there for many years.
What are the benefits of privatisation that are being
offered through the bill? None have been identified.
Is the community out there clamouring for
privatisation of the gas supply?
Mr Carli - No!

Shareholders in British Gas, one of the world's largest
utilities, voted on Wednesday to break up the company
through a demerger to fight increased competition in
liberalised UK gas markets ...
'One of the major reasons for the demerger is to
improve services to our customers' British Gas
chairman Richard Giordano told shareholders.
British Gas was swamped last year by customer
complaints over faulty bills ...

You can hardly say that privatisation of the gas
industry in Britain has been of great benefit to the
consumers. You may say that gas prices are cheaper
in Britain. That is true, but why are the prices
cheaper? The answer is because British Gas has
bought more gas than it can sell. There is a bigger
supply of gas than is needed, so gas prices would
have gone down regardless of who was setting gas

Mrs MADDIGAN - No! No-one apart from the
government is saying we must privatise gas. The
government is saying gas must be privatised
because electricity has been privatised. I suppose the
government could claim that it reflects evenhanded
treatment; if one type of fuel is privatised, another
should be privatised.
Mr Carli - What about water?
Mrs MADDIGAN - Perhaps that might be held
over to some other time. Members might have
noticed that the sale of the Loy Yang B power station
and the proposed privatisation of the gas industry
were kept very quiet until after the election,
although the restructure of the Gas and Fuel
Corporation by splitting it into separate sections
prior to privatisation has been going on for some
time.
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The information the government has provided on
the bill does not give any good reasons for the
residents of Victoria to think they are going to get a
better or cheaper gas supply. There is no need at all
to privatise the gas industry. It is a shame National
Party members in particular, who in the long run
have the most to lose, have not thought a bit more
about it and are not prepared to join the opposition
in opposing the Gas Industry (Amendment) Bill.
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - I thank
honourable members for their contributions.
Unfortunately on this occasion I have not had the
opportunity of hearing many contributions but I
guess, with the exception of a lead speaker who
obviously has done some work, the debate on the
Labor side has been marked by wheeling out the
usual speech about privatisation. It is perhaps
illustrative of the fact that the Labor opposition has
failed to appreciate the trend of development in this
area around the world that so much attention was
given to the British position but so far as I am aware
no-one has remarked on the fact that the change of
government has just occurred in Britain specifically
with undertakings from the British Labour Party
that it will not undo the privatisation gains which,
for example, the honourable member for Essendon
has railed so eloquently about. I happened to see on
television recently Mr Blair specifically making the
point that the British Labour Party had accepted that
many of the things done in the 1980s - and he
specifically mentioned privatisation - had had
beneficial effects. It may be a matter of no great
interest or enthusiasm so far as the honourable
member is concerned that gas prices have been
significantly reduced in Britain, but I guess that gas
consumers and the people who have jobs in Britain
as a result of greater competitiveness of British
industry are enthusiastic about the benefits that
privatisation has delivered.
I think it has been true of a number of other
honourable members as well as the honourable
member for Essendon in similar debates that they
have failed to even bother to read the material that
has been published not just by this government but
by a large number of other governments which have
now given birth to some basic language. The
government obviously has made the assumption, in
presenting the second-reading speech in this debate,
that members who want to participate in the debate
would at least understand the basic language of the
area and that the term 'distribution' to which the
honourable member refers, refers to the pipes in the
ground. One does not have to be a genius to work
out that it is highly unlikely that much of the
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distribution of pipeline network will be duplicated
so it is a natural monopoly and it will be regulated
as a natural monopoly. That does not mean there is
no competition in the industry. The honourable
member is congratulating herself and patting herself
on the back and that proves the point - Mrs Maddigan interjected.
Mr STOCKDALE - Perhaps if the honourable
member closed her mouth and opened her ears she
might learn something that was evidently and
manifestly lacking in her debate. The fact that the
pipes are a natural monopoly does not mean that
there cannot be competition in the industry. Indeed
it is not just this government that says so; it is
actually happening right across the world that major
conduit infrastructure of this kind is being subjected
to open-access regimes so that downstream an
ultimate retail competition can be created. Victoria
has the additional disadvantage that there is a
monopoly supplier at the head of the system.
Esso-BHP has a monopoly in respect of the primary
production of gas at the wellhead. Part of the
government's objective spelt out in the
second-reading speech is that the government's
policy is directed at providing an environment
which will be conducive to the alternative source of
supply at the producer's end. The fact that the
infrastructure has monopolistic and
market-dominating elements does not mean the
introduction of gas is necessarily monopolistic or the
retailing of gas is monopolistic. It is clear from what
a number of members have said in this debate and
other debates of similar kinds that they simply have
not read the basic literature to understand how
competition is delivered in these utility industries.
It is not something that is happening only in

Australia, as the honourable member for Essendon
pointed out, competition is actually taking place in
Britain at the moment, and it is taking place despite
the fact that Britain has not duplicated all the pipes;
there are not two sets of pipes running down the
streets in Britain. The pipes are on a common carrier
or open-access basis. In the USA and Canada these
reforms have actually been in varying degrees in
various market situations throughout those two
countries. Intensively competitive gas industries
have been in operation and they are currently
looking at the Victorian model of electricity reform
as an inspiration to the introduction of competition
in the electricity industry.
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Just last week I met with energy authorities in
California which are perhaps the most advanced in
the US. They expressed great interest in the work
being done in Victoria and they regarded it as an
attractive model. The Governor of California has
committed to reforms and has actually passed
legislation to introduce reforms similar to the
Victorian model, notwithstanding the massive
differences in the size of the market.
It is not a radical reform. Victoria is unusual in

having a gas utility. One needs only to look across
the borders to South Australia and to New South
Wales to see that the gas industries in those two
states are privately owned. Of course it was the
Keating Labor government, albeit a Labor
government of a different ilk from the Victorian
Labor opposition, that privatised the Moomba
pipeline. This government is, I regret to say, not
actually a pioneer of privatisation in the gas
industry; it was beaten to it by a Labor government
in Canberra. In New South Wales the Labor
government is not only operating and regulating a
private gas industry but is in the process of moving
towards privatisation of its electricity industry, and
there were reports in the newspaper last week
contemplating a $2 billion privatisation of Pacific
Power. So Labor governments, when they are in
office, actually do things quite differently from the
way the Victorian Labor opposition would have us
believe is the Labor order of things.
Not only was it a Labor government in Canberra
that originally developed the national competition
policy pursuant to the guidelines laid down by the
Council of Australian Governments but also the task
force appointed by the Keating government and
chaired by Mr Ric Charlton actually developed a gas
access regime, the essential elements of which are
the backbone of the reforms the Victorian
government is introducing.
Of course the Leader of the Opposition's latest
position - I am not sure whether it will be his
ultimate position - is that he will not seek to buy
back the electricity companies so these reforms will
remain important to Victoria in creating an
integrated energy industry. It is accepted by the
Labor Party apparently that we will have a
competitive, privately owned electricity industry.
It is a strong matter of public interest because of
greater efficiency in the use of fuels, in the need for
environmental improvements and for incentives to
ensure that we do not actually misapply scarce
resources and that we have an integrated energy
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market. The government would be happy with and
indeed would seek to encourage companies which
are involved in retailing electricity to also become
retailers of gas because as they develop
energy-efficient programs and as they seek to
market integrated energy programs to their
customers, both household and business, we will see
dramatic improvements in efficiency in the use of
energy and in environmental gains. These reforms
will complement the reforms that have been
implemented initially by the Labor Party at the
national level. They are consistent with the position
that applies in the gas market in most centres in
Australia. Similar reforms are being undertaken
although they do not go quite as far in Western
Australia so Victoria, by virtue of this bill, is part of
a great tide of reform in which the Labor
government in Canberra had a significant causal role.
It is an illustration of how out of touch with the 21st
century the Victorian Labor Party is that we get this
ritualistic, ideological-driven, obsessive response
every time the issue of privatisation is raised.
Members of the opposition then have the gall to tell
the government that the project is ideologically
driven. The government has demonstrated a policy
flexibility to apply a reform agenda which best suits
the dynamiCS of each industry. The only people who
respond uniformly, uninformedly and ritualistically
are Victorian Labor opposition members and it
would not matter what industry we were talking
about; whether it was totally private in every other
part of Australia, the Labor Party would take the
same ideologically based opposition to any offer of
privatisation.

I must say, however, I am disappointed that the
honourable member for Mildura joined in with the
same sort of mumbo-jumbo, simplistic nonsense, so
he, too, has not bothered to read the material the
government has published - and mountains of
material are available in other jurisdictions. His
contribution demonstrated a total lack of
understanding of the benefits that customers can
gain from having competitive choice. The fact that
one element in an industry has monopoly
characteristics does not mean customers cannot be
given choice. Deregulation does not mean in the
context of these debates a laissez-faire environment
for utility industries. The monopoly elements of the
industry continue to be subject to regulation. That is
the essence of the recommendations made by the
Hilmer committee and developed in the gas
environment by Mr Ric Charlton. It was endorsed by
COAG as well as Labor, National Party and Liberal
governments around Australia yet neither the
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honourable member for Mildura nor the Labor
opposition members in Victoria have bothered to
even understand the basic intellectual contribution
that has been made in the development of
competitive markets.
It is particularly relevant to the honourable
member's electorate because he has little prospect of
getting a town gas supply to the residents of
Mildura, which is probably the most remote in
Australia from the main Victorian source, if supply
is to be maintained in the hands of a
government-owned monopoly fuelled from a
deposit offshore in Bass Strait.

He has only two prospects of getting gas: either that
a competitive market will lead to a supply from the
Cooper Basin or that through the dynamics of the
market and the reforms the government is
introducing gas will become generally available in
Victoria through a series of alternative sources of
supply which will eventually draw gas from the
Moomba Basin, perhaps from southern Queensland
in the final analysis, from the Otway Basin as that
field is developed, from Bass Strait and from other
as yet unknown sources of supply, the exploration
for which will be promoted by these reforms. People
will then be given not only the physical capacity to
introduce new gas but also the opportunity to
commercially bring it on stream.
In addition, as part of these reforms the government
is currently investigating the establishment of
underground storage facilities in Western Victoria
which will again raise the prospect of remote areas,
even as far afield as Mildura, benefiting from the
competitive market that is being introduced. Even if
trunk connection is not made, clearly other forms of
energy will be price and service affected by the
competitive energy market that is developing in
Victoria.
I would have thought the honourable member for
Mildura would have been among the first to argue
the benefits that these reforms will have on his
community; but no, he chooses to align himself with
the Labor Party, not to do the basic research and, so
far as I know, not to even request information on the
reforms but to give the sorts of ritualistic mouthings
of populist nonsense that failed the Labor Party in
the last election.
The last state election was supposed to be a
referendum on privatisation. Even if it were a
referendum on privatisation, the people of Victoria
have expressed their view and expressed it
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decisively in their confidence in the leadership the
Premier is providing and in the reform agenda that
this government is implementing.
1bis bill will deliver enormous benefits to Victoria: it
will build on the gains already secured by greater
efficiency through the competitive electricity market;
it will build on the reforms that have delivered great
efficiency within the gas industry; it will improve
the competitiveness of Victorian industry; it will
benefit household budgets; and it will be an
enormous boon for Victoria as the state gets an
integrated competitive energy market in which
Australia and the world's leaders strive to get the
best value out of Victoria's most important natural
resources, our capacity to produce low cost energy. I
commend the bill to the house.
House divided on motion:

Ayes, 52
Andrighetto, Mr (Teller)
Ashley,Mr
Burke, Ms
Clark, Mr
Coleman,Mr
Cooper,Mr
Dean, Dr
Dixon, Mr
Doyle,Mr
Elder, Mr
Elliott, Mrs
Finn,Mr
Gude,Mr
Henderson, Mrs
Honeywood, Mr
Jasper, Mr
Jenkins, Mr
John, Mr
Kennett, Mr
Kilgour, Mr
Lean,Mr
Leigh,Mr
Lupton,Mr
McArthur, Mr
McCall,Ms
McGill, Mrs (Teller)

McGrath, Mr w. D.
McLellan,Mr
McNamara, Mr
Maughan,Mr
Napthine, Dr
Paterson, Mr
Perton, Mr
Pescott, Mr
PeuJich, Mrs
Phillips, Mr
Plowman, Mr A.F.
Reynolds, Mr
Richardson, Mr
Ryan, Mr
Shardey, Mrs
Smith, Mr E.R.
Smith, Mr I.w.
Spry, Mr
Steggall, Mr
Stockdale, Mr
Tehan, Mrs
Thornpson, Mr
Traynor, Mr
Treasure, Mr
Wade,Mrs
Wells,Mr

Noes, 29
AndrianopouJos, Mr
Baker,Mr
Batchelor, Mr
Bracks, Mr
Brumby,Mr
Carneron,Mr
Campbell,Ms

Hulls, Mr
Kosky,Ms
Langdon,Mr
Leighton, Mr
Lirn,Mr
Loney, Mr
Maddigan, Mrs (Teller)
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Carli, Mr
Cunningham, Mr

Micallef, Mr
Mildenhall, Mr

Davies. Ms
Dollis,Mr
Garbutt, Ms

Pandazopoulos, Mr
Savage, Mr (Teller)
Sheehan,Mr
Thwaites, Mr
Wilson, Mrs
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It has appointed a series of administrators who have
done a terrific job of managing down those
extremely difficult issues in some cases, and
proposes to adopt the same practice here.

Motion agreed to.

Inadvertently the bill raised the possibility that a
single administrator would have to be appointed for
those two corporations; that was never the intention.
These amendments create the ability to appoint
separate administrators.

Read second time.

Amendments agreed to; amended clause agreed to.

Committed.

Clauses 5 and 6 agreed to.

Gillett, Ms
Haerrneyer, Mr
Hamilton, Mr

Committee

Clauses 1 to 3 agreed to.
Clause 4
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - I move:
1.

Clause 4, lines 8 to 10, omit all words and expressions
on these lines and insert -

Clause 7
Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - I move:
5.

Clause 7, line 17, omit "For" and insert" After".

6.

Clause 7, line 17, omit "substitute" and insert "insert",

7.

Clause 7, line 18, omit "IT and insert "17A".

8.

Clause 7, lines 19 to 26, omit proposed new
sub-sections (1) and (2) and insert-

"'board", in relation to a gas company, means the
board of directors of the gas company or, if an
Administrator of the gas company has been
appointed under section 17A, the Administrator;'.
2.

Clause 4, after line 13 insert "' Administrator", in relation to a gas company,
means the Administrator of the gas company
appointed under section 17A;'.

4.

Clause 4, line 15, after "company" insert "of which an
Administrator has been appointed".

These amendments are to one effect, and that is to
correct an oversight in the bill so that administrators
can be appointed separately to the Gas Transmission
Corporation and to Gascor. It was always intended
that separate administrators would be appointed. As
has been established in a number of other instances,
the government has found it suitable to retain a shell
within which issues that require management
beyond the privatisation of the companies concerned
have to be managed.

The Treasurer, after consultation with the
Minister, may appoint an Administrator for
the restructuring of GASCOR.

(2) The Treasurer, after consultation with the
Minister, may appoint an Administrator for
the restructuring of GTC.".

Clause 4, lines 11 and 12, omit sub-clause (2) and
insert "(2) In section 3 of the Principal Act, in the
definition of "director", after "a gas company"
insert ", other than a gas company of which an
Administrator has been appointed".

3.

"(1)

9.

Clause 7, page 5, line 6, omit "17A" and insert "17B".

10. Clause 7, page 5, line 24, omit "17B" and insert
"17C".
11. Clause 7, page 5, lines 25 to 30, omit proposed new
sub-section (1) and insert "(1)

The Treasurer, after consultation with the
Minister, may appoint a Deputy
Administrator for a gas company of which an
Administrator has been appointed.".

12. Clause 7, page 6, line 12, omit "17C" and insert
"170".
13. Clause 7, page 6, line 18, omit "17D" and insert
"17E".

14. Clause 7, page 6 lines 19 and 20, omit "GTC or
GASCOR" and insert "a gas company".
15. Clause 7, page 6, lines 20 and 21, omit "GTC or
GASCOR, as the case requires" and insert "the gas
company".
16. Clause 7, page 7, line 8, omit "section 17G" and
insert "section 17H".
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17. Clause 7, page 7, line 9, omit "17E" and insert "17F".

Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - I move:

18. Clause 7, page 7, line 16, omit "17F" and insert
"17G".

30. Clause 17, omit this clause.

19. Clause 7, page 7, line 17, omit "GTC or GASCOR"
and insert "a gas company".
20. Clause 7, page 7, lines 19 and 20, omit "GTC or
GASCOR, as the case requires" and insert "the gas
company".
21. Clause 7, page 7, lines 21 and 22, omit "GTC or
GASCOR, as the case requires" and insert "the gas
company".
22. Clause 7, page 7, line 26, omit "17G" and insert
"17H".
23. Clause 7, page 8, line 1, omit "17H" and insert "171".
24. Clause 7, page 8, lines 20 and 21, omit "GTC or
GASCOR, as the case requires" and insert "the gas
company".

These amendments amend clause 7 and they are
consequential upon the substantive amendment I
have described.
Amendments agreed to; amended clause agreed to.

Amendment agreed to.
Clause negatived.
Clauses 18 to 21 agreed to.
New clause AA

Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - I move:
31. Insert the following new clause to follow clause 6 11

AA. Amendment of section 17

In section 17 of the Principal Act, after "gas
company" insert ", other than a gas company of
which an Administrator has been appointed".

New clause agreed to.
New clause BB

Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - I move:
32. Insert the following new clause to follow clause 7 'BB. Amendment to section 23

Clause 8

Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - I move:
25. Clause 8, omit this clause.

In section 23(1) of the Principal Act, after" gas
company" insert ", other than a gas company of
which an Administrator has been appointed".

New clause agreed to.

TIlis is a consequential amendment.
Reported to house with amendments.
Amendment agreed to.
Third reading

Clause negatived.
House divided on motion:
Clauses 9 and 10 agreed to.

Ayes, 50
Clause 11

Mr STOCKDALE (Treasurer) - I move:
26. Clause 11, line 17, omit "for" and insert "after".
27. Clause 11, line 17, omit "substitute" and insert
"insert".
28. Clause 11, line 19, omit "for" and insert "after".
29. Clause 11, line 19, omit "substitute" and insert
"insert".

Amendments agreed to; amended clause agreed to;
clauses 12 to 16 agreed to.
Clause 17

Andrighetto, Mr
Ashley, Mr
Burke, Ms
Clark, Mr
Coleman,Mr
Cooper,Mr
Dean, Or
Dixon, M!
Doyle,Mr
Elder,Mr
Elliott, Mrs
Finn, M!
Henderson, Mrs
Honeywood, Mr
Jasper, Mr
Jenkins, Mr

McGrath, Mr WD
McLellan,Mr
McNamara, Mr
Maughan,Mr
Napthine, Or
Paterson, Mr (Teller)
Perton, Mr
Pescott, Mr
Peulich, Mrs
Phillips, Mr
Plowman, Mr A.F.
Reynolds, Mr
Richardson, Mr
Ryan,Mr
Shardey, Mrs
Smith, Mr E.R.
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John, Mr
Kennett,Mr
Kilgour, Mr
Lean, Mr
Leigh, Mr
Lupton,Mr
McArthur,~

McCall, Ms (Teller)
McGill, Mrs

Smith, Mr LW.
Spry, Mr
Steggall, Mr
Stockdale, Mr
Tehan, Mrs
Thompson, Mr
Traynor,Mr
Treasure, Mr
Wells,Mr

Noes, 28
Andrianopoulos, Mr
Baker, Mr
Batchelor, Mr
Bracks, Mr
Carneron, Mr
Carnpbell, Ms
Carli, Mr (Teller)
Cunningham, Mr
Davies, Ms (Teller)
Dollis,Mr
Garbutt, Ms
Gillett, Ms
Haermeyer, Mr
Hamilton, Mr

Hulls,Mr
Kosky,Ms
Langdon,Mr
Leighton, Mr
Lim,Mr
Loney,Mr

Maddigan, Mrs
Micallef, Mr
Mildenhall, Mr
Pandazopoulos, Mr
Savage, Mr
Sheehan, Mr
Thwaites, Mr
Wilson,Mrs
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a democracy. I spoke about how Victoria was
becoming more and more a divided society where
the rich and favoured reaped the benefits while the
poor and disadvantaged were increasingly being left
behind. Later in my contribution I will refer to some
of the specifics I mentioned 12 months ago and I will
look at how the community has fared.
It is interesting to note that a few days after I made
that speech and drew some comparisons between
Victoria and Queensland a minister in the Howard
government made the following remarks, which
were reported in an article in the Herald Sun of
22 May 1996:
Premier Jeff Kennett ruled Victoria in the same style
that Sir Joh Bjelke-Petersen ruled Queensland, senior
Howard government minister John Moore said
yesterday ... Mr Moore, the federal industry, science
and tourism minister, said Mr Kennett was similar to
Sir Joh Bjelke-Petersen because he was a larrikin who
saw things in black and white.

I will refer to the comparison between Sir Joh and
Premier Kennett because I compared the two in my
remarks 12 months ago.

Motion agreed to.
Read third time.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.
Sitting suspended 6.38 p.m. until 8.15 p.m.

APPROPRIATION (1997/98) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 13 May; motion of
Mr STOCK DALE (Treasurer).
Mr HULLS (Niddrie) - May 141997 is one year
to the day since I gave my first speech in this place.
Mr Cameron - And a good speech it was, too.
Mr HULLS - I thank the honourable member for
Bendigo West for that kind remark. A fair amount of
water has passed under the bridge in that
12 months, and I am keen to remind honourable
members of some of the things I said 12 months ago.
I expressed grave concerns about where we were
heading as a society and where we were heading as

One of the main tools available to any government
in its endeavours to create a more equitable society
is the budget. It is fair to say that the budget is a
mechanism by which the economic levers can be
adjusted to ensure that the ills being confronted by a
community are appropriately addressed. It is also
fair to say that the budget should be a document that
can be used by a community to judge how it is
proceeding along the path to achieve its economic
and social justice goals.
The most basic requirement to achieve that objective
is a budget document that is transparent and
consistent from one year to the next. Everyone in
this house agrees, or should agree, with the supreme
right to compare budget figures from one year to
another. To deny the community the ability to do
that suggests that the government and the Treasurer
have something to hide. People are entitled to know
the state of Victoria's accounts. They are entitled to
know the government's projections for employment,
growth and output targets for a particular year.
The real problem with this budget, as with previous
budgets brought down by this Treasurer, is that the
goal posts keep shifting. The Treasurer continually
changes the performance figures in the budget
papers so it is virtually impossible to compare what
is happening in this state from year to year. It is not
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just me who says that. In an article headed 'Beware
commercial secrets about public funds' in the Age of
30 April Kenneth Davidson says:
Annual budgets are supposed to show this. Who pays
the taxes, who benefits from the expenditures? In a
functioning democracy, citizens should be able to go to
the budget papers and find out who is receiving
taxpayers' dollars, how much they are receiving, why
they are receiving it and whether they perfonned the
service for which they were paid.

He goes on to say:
Governments that produce budgets with figures that
can't be compared year to year have something to hide
also.
When governments are both nobbling their auditors
and making their public accounts unintelligible,
taxpayers should start patting their hip pockets to
check on their wallets.

Some astute comments. As the shadow Treasurer
said in his eloquent budget response of 1 May, this is
a dishonest budget with dishonest forecasts. One
needs to look no further than how the budget
estimates relate to the Department of Justice to see
how dishonest the budget document is. I refer
specifically to page 169 of Budget Paper No. 3,
which deals with the law and the courts and which
says:
The government's law and order policy seeks to ensure
that criminal justice meets community expectations. To
achieve this outcome the department is continuing an
extensive legislative and structural reform program.
Initiatives in 1997-98 will include ...

A number of initiatives are listed, including:
... providing better assistance to victims of crime.

The claim the government will provide better
assistance to victims of crime is the most
extraordinary statement in the budget papers. All
honourable members recall the lengthy debate that
occurred in this house only a few months ago after
which the government took away compensation for
pain and suffering of victims of crime - probably
the most vulnerable members of the community. In
the budget papers the government says it will
provide better assistance to victims of crime - an
absolute nonsense.
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The budget documents also contain some output
performance measures. I refer to page 268 of Budget
Paper No. 3, which was referred to by the shadow
Treasurer in his contribution and which lists
performance targets in relation to 'Special Events
and State Visits, Management'. What does one
expect the performance target under the heading
'Feedback from key customers' to be in relation to
major events? Perhaps the number of people who
attend a particular event? Perhaps the amount of
money taken at the gate of an event? No. The
performance target in relation to major events in
Victoria is the percentage of the Premier's
satisfaction. If it reaches 85 per cent, the event has
reached its performance target. It is not just a
scandal; it is a joke. What is the percentage of the
Premier's satisfaction? Does 85 per cent mean that if
he goes to, for instance, the grand prix, and he has a
fairly good day over a couple of bottles of
chardonnay and he or his wife is offered a BMW he
has gained at least 85 per cent satisfaction from the
event? That is probably what that performance
target means. If the Premier is given a BMW at any
event he goes to he is absolutely satisfied and
therefore Victorians can list that event as a success.
That is scandalous. It would be funny if it were not
so serious, but it is there in black and white in the
budget papers.
We must consider how the budget attempts to
address some of the social ills currently confronting
Victoria. I am sure every member in this house
would agree that unemployment is the most
pressing issue in this state that must be addressed.
Unfortunately this budget does nothing to assist the
unemployed in Victoria, to address the chronic
unemployment in the north and north-west of
Melbourne in my electorate of Niddrie and to
address regional unemployment. In fact, the figures
quoted in the budget confirm that unemployment in
this state will get worse. The Treasurer has revised
his unemployment forecast from 8.25 per cent to
9 per cent, despite last night's prediction by the
federal Treasurer that the national unemployment
rate in 1996-97 will be 8.75 per cent and in 1997-98
will decrease to 8.25 per cent.
I refer to some comments made about
unemployment after the state budget was delivered
by the Treasurer. The Age of Wednesday 30 April
contains the horrific headline 'Setback in jobs
struggle'. An independent commentator who writes
for the Age, David Walker, makes it quite clear in the
article that the state budget does nothing for
unemployment and that unemployment in this state
will get worse. In the first paragraph he says:
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The Victorian economy's worst year since the early
1990s recession - 1996-97 - has set back the state's
fight against unemployment by almost three years,
according to yesterday's budget.
The budget papers said the state's economy would
grow by just 2.75 per cent this year, down from last
year's 4.2 per cent.

That is absolutely disastrous. Of course, as the
shadow Treasurer said in his budget responseand the Treasurer would know this - at least 4 per
cent real growth must be achieved if any real
inroads are to be made in unemployment. But as the
article in the Age says, and as the Treasurer admits,
there will not be growth of 4 per cent - growth is
expected to fall to 2.75 per cent this year and not to
rise above 3.5 per cent in the next four years. It
appears that this government has given up on
unemployment. It is prepared yet again to let the
most disadvantaged in our society fall by the
wayside, and all Victorians should be greatly
concerned about that.
What about tax cuts? The Treasurer ran around the
state saying, 'It is a great budget because it has
delivered tax cuts to Victorians'. Victorians have
been hard hit over the past five years with taxes and
charges. They have been continually slugged by this
government and by this Treasurer with huge
increases in taxes and charges. Now was the time to
reinvest in the community; now was the time to
breath some life back into the show by loosening the
taxation knot. People, businesses and companies
must be allowed to grow rather than be continually
stifled by the burden of high taxes and charges.
Genuine, affordable tax cuts are an enormous lever
that can be used in addressing the major structural
problem of unemployment. However, this budget
has missed the opportunity to implement
employment-generating tax cuts.
The Treasurer has attempted to claim some credit for
delivering total tax cuts of about $211 million. But as
all honourable members know, that is illusory and is
a real con. On the Treasurer's own admission he has
underestimated the revenue that will be collected
from taxes, fees and fines by some $220 million. That
is pointed out by Terry McCrann in his article in the
Herald Sun of Wednesday, 30 April when he says:
These are potentially huge numbers -

he is talking about the overestimation of revenue in
relation to taxes and charges; those figures I have
just quoted -
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when contrasted with the $211 million of tax relief in
this budget - a very small additional give-back of all
the tax rises of yesteryear.
And which is also much less in net terms, when you
account higher revenues from growth taxes such as
gambling ... And that extra saving, plus some of the
huge additional sums raised from gambling taxes,
should be flowing back to Victorians, mainly as
taxpayers but also through service delivery.

He is dead right. On the one hand the Treasurer says
he is delivering tax cuts; but as we all know, taxes
and charges have increased, and over the past few
years he has underestimated the amount of that
increase.
Anyone who has actually looked at the budget
papers will realise that they show an increased
reliance on gaming revenue. I will address that
matter briefly. Yesterday, in delivering the budget,
the federal Treasurer spoke about the importance of
savings to the nation. He said increased savings
would bring economic benefits for Australians no-one would doubt that. He also said increased
savings would reduce our reliance on foreign debt
and with more savings we can finance more of our
investment to grow the economy faster and produce
more jobs. No-one in the house would disagree with
those sentiments of the federal Treasurer.
After making that statement the federal Treasurer
announced a 15 per cent tax break on income earned
from savings. He said the measure will be
introduced in two stages, with a 7.5 per cent rebate
from 1 July 1998 and the full rebate from 1 July 1999.
He said the rebate will apply to the first $3000 of
taxable income from savings, however that income is
derived.
However, that rebate will mean very little indeed to
the Premier's forgotten people, who do not have the
ability to save. With Victorians continually being
slugged with higher taxes and charges than are
imposed anywhere in Australia, the ability to save
and hence qualify for the federal Treasurer's tax
break will be available to only the wealthy in
Victoria.
The increased reliance on gaming revenue by the
Kennett government makes savings even less of an
option for many Victorians. Page 364 of Budget
Paper No. 3 shows the level of the increased reliance
of this government on gaming revenue: a huge
increase of 11.5 per cent in the government's tax take
from gaming machines, with an enormous 26 per
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cent increase in the amount of revenue to be
generated by the casino.
I also refer briefly to the impact of gambling on
savings. A report produced by the Victorian Casino
and Gaming Authority in March 1997 entitled 'The
impact of the expansion in gaming on the Victorian
retail sector' refers specifically to savings. Page 1 of
the executive summary, under the heading 'Key
study findings', states:
Whilst the growth in gambling expenditure in Victoria
between 1990 and 1996 was stronger than the growth in
expenditure on retail goods and services, this appears
to have been funded through a reduction in savings.

The report goes on to make it quite clear that the
increase in gambling in this state is actually being
funded by a reduction in savings, which confirms
absolutely that people in Victoria - Mr Kennett's
forgotten people - are spending more and more on
gambling at the expense of their savings and as a
result they will not qualify for the federal
Treasurer's tax rebate on savings.
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Many times in this house I have outlined how the
Premier continually ties himself to the mast of the
ship of Ron Walker and Lloyd Williams. I have
quoted from a number of articles that describe his
promotion of Uoyd Williams and Ron Walker. I will
not go through them again, but earlier today I was
looking through my file on the casino and I came
across an article that astounded me. It appeared
when there was a bit of rage about the casino tender
process and certain allegations were made and
questions raised about the propriety of the process.
The Premier actually took it upon himself to write a
letter to the Age. The heading that appeared in the
Age of 11 October 1994 was not the Premier's choice;
it was 'Crown played a cooler hand than m for
casino'. The Premier says:
In gaming parlance, Crown played a cooler hand than

m. Crown did not play its hand early, but allowed the
impression to gain credence that it would have
difficulty raising the necessary finance and that !TI,
with its substantial international resources, would play
the trump card.
The gambit worked for Crown ...

Currently this government derives some 14 per cent
of total taxes and charges from gambling. The
figures show that the government is actually on the
drip feed from the casino and from gaming
generally. It will cause long-term structural
problems for our economy. If we continue down this
path the increased reliance on gaming will result in
an increasing social cost. Ultimately there will be
enormous costs to the budget. They will include
increased expenditure on police and counselling
services and increased pressure on hospitals and
health care facilities due to breakdowns and stress
associated with family dislocation as a result of
gaming. We must try to break the cycle because the
government has become too reliant on the gambling
dollar.
The increased reliance on gaming revenue has
forged an extremely unhealthy relationship between
the casino operators and the government. The
Premier continually carps, whinges and moans each
time the opposition raises the fact that he is far too
close to the casino operators. I can tell the Premier
and members of the government that the opposition
will not be deterred by the Premier's carping,
whingeing and moaning. It is obscene and an
abrogation of the Premier's responsibility to the
wider community for him to be continually
promoting the casino and doing special favours for
it and its operators.

The Premier said he had inside knowledge about the
hand Crown was playing. That is not an appropriate
role for a Premier!
As I said, in continually promoting the casino and
his mates at the casino the Premier is abrogating his
responsibility to the wider community. Time and
again the Premier has continued to promote Ron
and Uoyd as great men of vision who can do no
wrong. But more importantly he has criticised
anybody who raises legitimate questions about the
casino and the role Ron Walker and Uoyd Williams
have played.
I repeat that the fact that Ron Walker is a director of
Crown Casino and Hudson Conway and that both
those companies donated money to the Liberal Party
for the last election and that Ron Walker is the
chairman of Melbourne Major Events Company
does not seem to perturb the Premier - or Ron
Walker, for that matter. That is despite the fact that
one of the major beneficiaries of any major events
Ron Walker gets to Melbourne is, of course, the
casino, and if the casino benefits, Ron Walker
benefits.
The Premier apparently sees no problem in Ron
Walker being the treasurer of the Liberal Party - its
chief bagman - and a director of the casino,
although as a director of the casino he is able to
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amass enough wealth to personally guarantee the
debts of the Liberal Party at the last federal election.
The Premier sees no conflict in that. Obviously he
went to the same conflict-of-interest school as Ron
Walker.
I shall quote what came from Ron Walker's own
mouth when he was accused of having a conflict of
interest in being chairman of the Melbourne Major
Events Company and being associated with the
casino. He said this when it was suggested that he
had the inside running in the casino bid because he
had personal knowledge - as opposed to the other
bidder - that the grand prix was coming to
Melbourne. He is quoted in the Age of 23 December
1993 as having said:
The grand prix to me is bigger than the Olympic Games
for Victoria and I'm so proud of having won it.

Fair enough. Then he said:
Anyone who wants to level conflict of interest against
me can go to hell.

That is what Ron Walker thinks about conflict of
interest. As I said, he and the Premier obviously
went to the same conflict-of-interest school. It is
absolutely atrocious. The opposition will not go to
hell but will continue to scrutinise the role of Ron
Walker in his capacity as chairman of the Melbourne
Major Events Company, chief bagman of the Liberal
Party and director of the casino.
Worse than all this is the Premier's disdain for and
personal abuse of anyone who dares to legitimately
question and criticise anything at all about the
casino. I was forhmate to be at the opening of the
casino. I do not shy away from that. It was an
extraordinary spectacle. I know the honourable
member for Polwarth was at the opening of the
casino and was forhmate enough to win a
substantial amount of money at the tables - good
luck to him.
The Premier was accusing various people of being
hypocritical for attending the opening of the new
Crown Casino because they dared to question
certain aspects of the casino tender process. Tnere he
was as Lloyd's bouncer deciding who should and
should not attend his benefactor's casino opening. I
have to say to the Premier that with an enterprise
that will employ 8000 young Victorians and that will
attract 11 million visitors I would be abrogating my
responsibility as shadow minister for gaming and
tourism if I did not attend. That does not mean I will
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not continue to scrutinise the casino and those
associated with it.
If the Premier had nothing to hide about the casino
tender process he would release all the documents
the opposition has sought under freedom of
information legislation. The opposition's request a
couple of years ago sought all bid documents for the
casino licence containing financial information
extracted from submissions lodged with the then
Victorian Casino Control Authority that were
provided to the Premier - not to his department but
to the Premier personally - during the casino
tender bidding process. Similar requests went to the
Treasurer and the former Minister for Gaming.

The reason the opposition made that request was the
Premier has continually said he did not receive any
financial information about the bids. The opposition
thought it would get a short note in reply
acknowledging receipt of its inquiry but no
documents and that would be the end of it. But that
is not what occurred. There are documents and the
opposition has fought in the Administrative Appeals
Tribunal for two years to see those documents. Some
months ago the AA T decided to provide the
opposition with a list of those documents. However,
the Victorian Casino and Gaming Authority has now
appealed to the Supreme Court to stop the
opposition even getting a list of the documents.
The Premier is sensitive about this because if the
opposition gets its hands on a list of those
documents it will know that the Premier has misled
the people of Victoria and that he was intricately
involved in the casino tender process despite his
denial.
The opposition will be fighting this matter all the
way because Victorians are entitled to know of his
involvement in the casino tender process. If the
Premier had nothing to hide he would release the
documents. This is the same Premier who had the
audacity a short time ago to criticise the tender
process for the Melbourne Airport at Tullamarine.
The Premier accuses the opposition of not having
legitimate concerns about the casino tender process
but when his favoured group does not get the
airport tender he has the audacity to criticise that
tender process. The hypocrisy of the statements that
have been made by the Premier on this matter is
breathtaking.
The opposition will continue to scrutinise. It will not
be put off by the Premier, just as the opposition for
years in Queensland was not put off by
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Joh Bjelke-Petersen's constant criticisms of people
who dared to criticise him.

The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member's time has expired.

I refer the house to a speech I made some 12 months
ago. It is interesting to note that it is 10 years since
the Fitzgerald inquiry into corruption in Queensland
delivered its report. Some of the warnings that I
sounded 12 months ago and some of the
comparisons I made between Victoria and Joh's
Queensland, are even more startling than they were
12 months ago.

Mr KILGOUR (Shepparton) - I support the
Appropriation (1997/98) Bill. It is with extreme
pleasure that I reflect on the speech that was made a
couple of weeks ago by the Treasurer during which
he provided information about current fiscal policy
that mapped out a tremendously bright future for
Victoria. If one were looking for a word to describe
this sixth budget of the Treasurer that word would
be 'responsible'. It is a responsible budget,
responsible for the people of Victoria and
responsible for their future. The people of country
Victoria were extremely pleased to hear what the
Treasurer had to say and to know that he was
working for country Victorians as well as city
Victorians.

The speech I made is reported in Hansard of 14 May
1996 where I issued some warnings and made it
clear that unless something was done corruption
had the potential to flourish in this state. Since that
speech things have got far worse. Not only have we
had the sacking and attacking of critics of this
Premier but in recent times compensation has been
taken away from victims of crime.
The SPEAKER - Order! I remind the
honourable member that although this is a different
sitting it is actually the same session of Parliament
and the standing orders say that no member may
quote from Hansard of the same session. Perhaps he
could simply paraphrase it.
Mr HULLS - I did not actually quote from my
speech but I remember it well because I spent some
time in Queensland and saw the corruption that
flourished in that state. I expressed grave concerns
that unless we did something in Victoria and
ensured we had independent watchdogs the same
thing could happen here. In the past 12 months we
ha ve seen the shameless undermining of the
independence of the Auditor-General, perhaps the
last watchdog left in this state. Fitzgerald in his
report referred to the Auditor-General in
Queensland and made it clear that Auditors-General
were absolutely essential to keep governments
honest and that the independence of
Auditors-General should not be tampered with.
The Premier in this state intends to undermine that
independence. He is doing it for a number of
reasons - the main one being that the
Auditor-General has been continually critical of the
government and has continually scrutinised the
government, as he did when Labor was in
government; but in particular he was highly critical
of the $174 million gift the government gave to
Crown Casino by way of undercharging the casino
for the extension of its gaming tables. Finally he was
critical of the corruption involved with Intergraph.

The honourable member for Niddrie used the word
'dishonest'. It is obvious that the honourable
member was not here during the dishonest days of
the Labor Party when Victoria sank deep into the
mire and the house witnessed the most dishonest
budgets that have ever been delivered in this state. It
has taken the current Treasurer six budgets to get
Victoria back to a situation where Victorians can
hold their heads up and be proud. People from other
states are amazed at what the Treasurer has done.
Victoria is once again the best state in Australia.
The reduction in fuel taxes will help country
Victorians and further tax reductions in future years
will help build a stronger economy. Victoria is now
generating record exports. My electorate in
particular has a lot to offer by providing a
percentage of dairy products and fruit, both fresh
and canned, that go from the port of Melbourne to
hundreds of countries around the world. Victoria is
now leading the way in exports. It is growing the
produce and processing it in the Goulburn Valley
and in other areas of Victoria.
We look forward to a tremendous future supported
by a government prepared to make the hard
decisions and to set Victoria up for the future. There
have been no increases in state taxes and the
government is certainly implementing the right
policies for the long-term future of all Victorians.
The budget has a sustainable surplus, something we
have not seen in Victoria for a long time.
Honourable members need not take my word for it
because it has been written up in the newspapers.
Terry McCrann, a noted writer said in the Herald Sun
of 30 April:
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Considered in the context of the huge task of the last
half dozen years and establishing a solid fiscal
foundation for the future, it remains essentially a very
good budget.

He went on to say:
By any measure, better a Stockdale scrooge budget than
a Cain-Kimer feel-good funny-money,
put-the-spending on the never-never, budget.

He is somebody who looks daily at the fiscal aura of
Victoria and has a full understanding of the
funny-money deals under 10 years of Labor. That is
what is now happening in New South Wales. That
state will go further into the mire which will make
Victoria even more competitive. Let the Labor
government of New South Wales send that state
down the drain. It will put Victoria in a position to
capitalise on that situation.
As a member of the coalition government I am
proud of what it is doing for country Victoria. I need
look no further than the water industry in my
electorate to see the results. Country Victorians have
never had water at World Health Organisation
standards. In many cases they can now enjoy water
that does not smell. One does not have to hold the
glass up and have trouble seeing through it or have
water with wrigglers in it. The government has
given those water boards and authorities around
country Victoria the opportunity of doing better.
Last night the honourable member for Bundoora
was all doom and gloom when she referred to the
water industry. She gets lost in the dark when she
comes to country Victoria! I said by way of
interjection last night that Victorians in my electorate
have never had it better so far as quality water is
concerned.
Where we had problems with waste water in the
towns of Tatura, Kyabram and Shepparton and
areas where there was massive salinity problems, I
can now see solutions because of the waste
minimisation programs undertaken by water
boards. The boards are looking at controlling the
problem by way of waste audits for industry. It has
never been done before. Many companies now have
an understanding that where there is a problem with
waste water management they can improve their
water supply. Also because those companies are
supplying food for the rest of the world they are
desperate to ensure that the best quality water is
provided for the processing of that food. Now we
have that with Goulbum Valley Water which is a
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tremendous organisation that has put its money
where its mouth is and said, 'We are prepared to
invest in the future of the Goulbum Valley by
ensuring that industries have the best quality water'.
A water industry task force inquired into waste
management plans. That has never been heard of
before. Those industries are looking at how they can
minimise waste.
The Gty of Shepparton has a population of 27 000
but the water board is processing water for a city of
about 500 000 people because of the massive food
processing factories in the area. The water board is
also looking at purchasing land for water disposal
rather than disposing it into the river. It is looking at
growing trees, crops, pastures and sustainability
issues in the farming areas.
Goulbum Valley Water has purchased hundreds of
hectares of land to ensure that it will not put
untreated water into the river but on to the land. It
hopes that will happen over the next five years or so.
The food industry in the Goulbum Valley has been
supported by this government. It was a thrill for me
to be at Tatura Milk Industries with Mr Neil Lowe,
chief executive officer, to inspect the two massive
towers that have been built over the past three years.
He said to me, 'Without the Kermett government we
wouldn't have had that'. The support that he
received from the government was tremendous. He
said, 'We are now able to run our factory with so
much support from our staff that we are able to pay
them well and ensure that we have top quality
water. We are minimising our waste and we can
look to the future with much optimism. It would not
have happened without the Kermett government'.
It is great to be involved with a government that is

giving such factories the opportunity to increase
exports, to employ more people and to increase the
output of their factories. It is good news for the
Goulbum Valley because the government has been
prepared to make the hard decisions over the past
few years. It is now giving those factories and the
food processors the opportunity to join in future
exports.
Upgrading the supply of water and the treatment of
waste water has been paramount and well
supported. The township of Cobram, which is not in
my electorate, is one town where Goulbum Valley
Water is spending $640 000 to upgrade its water. At
Katandra West new pumps are being put in at a cost
of $30 000 because the locals have trouble pumping
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water. Mooroopna is receiving $3.4 million for
treated water storage and waste water treatment
improvements. The Ardmona Fruit Products
Cooperative treatment plant had not been able to
cope over the years. That factory has now been able
to work on its problem.
The improvements can dearly be seen in Tatura. I
remember the gaping hole in the ground where the
former Rodney water board had not bothered to
discuss the waste water problem with the food
manufacturer. The water coming out of the factory
was so high in salinity that the concrete pipes
disintegrated. Some $13 million had to be spent and
the government provided $400 000 for a rising main
to the waste treatment area out of Tatura.
I was pleased the other day to attend the opening of
the new Tatura water plant. The Minister for
Agriculture and Resources was there to ensure that
the people of Tatura had the support of the
government. I was pleased to hear the locals say that
they no longer have smelly water, that they can hold
up a glass of water and see through it and that it
tastes good. Tatura has benefited from the
government's reform of water boards.
The town of Kyabram in the electorate of Rodney
was faced with the situation that if a food factory
wanted to establish itself there it would be told that
the shire could not take care of its waste. Goulbum
Valley Water has moved in and is working on the
waste issue and now any future factories will be
competitive food manufacturers.
I look forward with much optimism to the future in
my electorate because of the ability of those factories
to produce food for Australia and the rest of the
world. We still have some problems with our road
network in getting the raw product from the farm to
the factory for processing and then to market. The
road network in the Goulbum Valley was very good
in the 1960s and 1970s when the milk carriers were
carting 3000 gallons, but they have been replaced
with tankers that hold 30000 litres. Those tankers
are ripping the roads to bits as they turn off the
bitumen into the farms and then from the farms back
onto the bitumen. Some of the bitumen roads in the
former Rodney shire were virtually powder because
of leaking channels and ditches beside the roads
which interfered with the road structure. I was
extremely pleased to hear the Treasurer talk about
extra money for country roads.
I was pleased at the announcement of $95 million in
new funding. I am looking forward to the Minister
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for Roads and Ports coming to my electorate on
Friday morning to announce some projects that will
be carried out. The City of Greater Shepparton is
ready to start work on the projects to ensure that the
roads in the area will be able to carry the required
loads. B-double transports, 40-tonne containers that
cart fruit from the orchards through to the main
railhead at Mooroopna, have damaged the roads
and they need upgrading. I hope more money will
be provided for roads; the $95 million that has been
promised in the budget will fund many projects in
country Victoria, and certainly some in my own
electorate.
In the approaches to Shepparton Vicroads did a very
good job on the road itself but did nothing to
beautify the sides of the road. In fact, it has done a
very poor job. Money is now being expended on a
new bridge over the Broken River at Shepparton and
the duplication of a further couple of kilometres of
road to the south of Shepparton, and I hope when
the roadworks are finished a beautification scheme
will be undertaken in cooperation with the City of
Greater Shepparton.
An honourable member interjected.

Mr KILGOUR - Yes, service clubs will be
involved if the dollars are provided, and I am sure
Vicroads will lift its game and do the job properly.
We look forward to receiving more support for the
road network, and I am certainly looking forward to
the Minister for Roads and Ports coming to the
Goulbum Valley on Friday to make those
announcements.

No-one was more pleased than I to hear in the
budget speech that $6.3 million will be expended on
a new police complex in the City of Shepparton.
Parts of the police station have been there for over
100 years, and the latest building that was built 20
years ago was too small the day the police moved in.
The conditions that the police were working in were
deplorable, to say the least.
The Minister for Police and Emergency Services
came to Shepparton, inspected the complex and was
quick to understand the problems the police were
experiencing there. Police were working from five or
six different facilities. The community policing
squad was across the road from the main police
station. The CIB officers were trying to work from
two old houses that were formerly the residence of
the police inspector next to the police station. The
back of the premises housed what might have been
called a rat-infested gym where some of the police
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slept at night when they lived out of Shepparton and
came to work at the police station. They were
finishing one shift late at night and commencing
another early in the morning. The officers would
have been better off sleeping in the cells than in
those conditions.
At the new police station in Shepparton all the police
services will be relocated on the one site. A
double-storey L-shaped building will be built
behind the courthouse encompassing what is
currently the cell block and police station. I imagine
the police will have to move out to temporary
premises while the new station is being built. The
first sod will be turned some time early in the next
financial year.
I am extremely pleased that this budget has made
prOvision for a new police station, which was
desperately needed. It will deliver a tremendous lift
to the police officers in Shepparton and all those
involved because at least they will have better
premises to work in, and I am sure it will improve
the quality of policing. The government understands
that country Victoria needs facilities like this to
ensure that the residents are looked after.
I was very pleased to welcome to my electorate last
week the Parliamentary Secretary, Human Services,
the honourable member for Malvern, who came to
inspect the new hospital that is being built. He was
very impressed with the $9 million being expended
on a new acute care area which is desperately
needed. We also inspected the new psychiatric
centre which had been moved from the former
premises and was opened last July. The centre caters
particularly well for both in-patients and
outpatients. The people in charge cannot believe
how much the productivity has increased in the new
building. With the new acute care facilities and a
new psychiatric facility the health services in the
central Goulburn Valley area have improved greatly
and the people very much appreciate what the
government has done.
I turn to education to discuss what the government
has done and the way it continues to support
education services. A new facility is to be built at the
St George's Road Primary School, Shepparton. Last
week I was talking with the principal, Mr Ron
Wilkinson, who has been to Melbourne and had
discussions with the people at Rialto Towers about
what the centre will look like with a new music
room and gymnasium. The government has made
provision for the works because the school was built
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in the 1950s and the facilities were needed for the
children.
Past St George's Road in Shepparton is McGuire
College in Wilmot Road, where next Friday night I
will have much pleasure in receiving the debutantes
at the college debutante ball. I am looking forward
to seeing the smiling faces of the people at McGuire
College because of the new science and technology
centre the government has provided for the college
and for schools in Shepparton and throughout the
Goulburn Valley. Primary schools in particular use
the new science and technology centre to keep
students up to date with the world of information
technology and science. TIlis has been desperately
needed in country Victoria, and now a specialised
science and technology centre is being provided to
ensure that Goulburn Valley students can keep up
with the latest technology that is available elsewhere
in Victoria.
When talking about science and technology one only
has to look to the west of the Goulburn River to see
what the government has done for research in
agriculture. The Tatura Institute for Sustainable
Irrigated Agriculture is something of which we can
be extremely proud. Agricultural research was
neglected under the Labor Party and it looked as
though the institute would be closed, but the
government has purchased more land and provided
new facilities for the scientists. It provided extra
buildings so that the agriculture department could
move out of the government offices in Shepparton to
Tatura.
There is a seat of agriculture in Tatura, where
Or Clive Noble was formerly in charge of the
institute. He is now in charge of the agricultural
region, and the institute now focuses on agricultural
research, working in with the Dookie Agricultural
College that has been taken over by the University of
Melbourne in applying that research to the ground
both in cropping and in horticulture. Future
agriculturalists will derive a tremendous amount of
benefit from this research, particularly in
horticulture and cropping, and it will be of benefit
not only to the people of the Goulburn Valley but to
all Victorians.
The Institute of Sustainable Irrigated Agriculture is
working hard to ensure we have a bright future in
agricul ture.
The government also supports the arts in the
Goulburn Valley. It has supported the building of an
arts centre at Mooroopna in conjunction with the
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Mooroopna Secondary College. I look forward to the
completion of that building. The first sod has been
turned, and soon we will have the benefit of a
specialist performing arts theatre with tiered seating
for 500 people. It will entice performances and artists
from Melbourne and Sydney who would not
normally have appeared in the area. We look
forward to the completion of that facility later this
year.
Last Sunday more than 10 000 people visited a new
aquatic centre, called Aquamoves, which was built
as part of the Rayrnond West Swimming Complex in
Shepparton. The council has expended $6.5 million
with the support of the state government. I am
pleased the Minister for Sport is at the table because
he knows full well the support given by the
government to the City of Greater Shepparton. The
facility will be absolutely magnificent not only for
recreational swimmers but also for competitive
swimmers in the area who have fallen behind other
competitive swimmers from Ballarat and Wodonga
who are able to swim all year round. The
Shepparton swimmers were not able to do that
because the pool complex was not open all year
round, so the indoor complex will be a great
advantage to the people of Goulburn Valley.
Things are looking good in Shepparton, the
Goulburn Valley, Tatura and the central area. I am
looking forward to the money being spent on roads
so not so much damage is done to cars and tyres as
people travel around the Goulbum Valley by road.
I was also pleased to note that the budget provides
funds for flood mitigation. There are problems with
the levy banks along our rivers. My colleague the
honourable member for Rodney has had wet feet on
more than one occasion when he has looked at the
problems caused by broken levy banks and the
floodwaters in the Undera area in particular. I hope
some of the money will go to the Lower Goulbum
areas where it is necessary to ensure that the levy
banks hold back major flooding. I was on the eastern
bank of the Goulburn River a few weeks ago looking
at a levy bank that opened up to such an extent that
poles could be placed in the holes. Something needs
to be done about that and I was pleased that the
minister has armounced that $16 million will be
provided to ease the situation caused by floods in
northern Victoria. It will be used to clear the
long-term debt of existing waterway managements
as they enter the new phase of their lives as part of
the catchment management authorities. I look
forward to a lot of work being put in on the ground
as they expend those funds to ensure that the work
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is done well. I am pleased the authorities will be
given a clean balance sheet and some start-up
funding to help them with their projects.
It is with great optimism that I look to the future

after the budget brought down by our magnificent
Treasurer. He has done a tremendous job. I
congratulate him and the people who worked with
him because under the current policies country
Victoria can look forward to the future with surety
knowing the government understands rural Victoria
and is prepared to listen and talk to country
Victorians. The future of rural Victoria, certainly the
future of my electorate, looks very rosy indeed
because this government cares.

Mr BATCHELOR (Thomastown) - I join the
debate to talk about the transport budget. I shall
make some comments about the general
presentation of the budget figures. I believe the
responsibility of the shadow minister is to look at
the budget presentation and to analyse the figures to
see whether the members of the public can be
informed about the government's plans. It is a great
pity that I must advise the house that this was a very
difficult task because of the nature of the budget
presentation. In fact, it follows a pattern set by the
Treasurer over a number of years. On this occasion
the Treasurer has created a budget presentation
designed to obfuscate and conceal the details of
what is going on. It is a deliberate and systematic
tactic on the part of the Treasurer. On a number of
previous occasions the Treasurer has changed the
ground rules for the format of the budget and that
has made it very difficult for people to make
year-te-year comparisons - in other words, it is
difficult to compare apples with apples. If there is to
be some sort of proper and rational analysis of the
figures it is extremely important that the necessary
information be made available.
Mr A. F. Plowman - You should have been at
the breakfast this morning!
Mr BATCHELOR - Even if I had been at the
breakfast provided by the Public Accounts and
Estimates Committee it would not have overcome
my problem. At the budget briefing provided by the
department it was difficult even for departmental
officers to explain how the figures for various
programs contained in the budget related to
programs in previous budgets. It was also difficult
for them to explain within the global figures
provided for the transport budget the items and
individual components of that budget or how they
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related to figures from previous budgets compiled
on the same basis for this year.
I am not directing criticism at the public servants or
even the government's adviser who was at that
briefing because they gave me their personal
guarantees that they would get the information. As
late as tonight there was an attempt made to contact
me - although contact was not made - and it is
likely they will provide that information because
they have undertaken to do so. However, I make the
point that that sort of detailed breakdown of figures
should be available in the material provided by the
Treasurer. Members should not have to rely upon a
shadow minister going to a departmental briefing
and then having to wait a further number of days to
obtain the information. In my case the information
will come to me after I have made my contribution
on the budget, which is an entirely unsatisfactory
way of dealing with the accountability and
transparency of the transport budget. It requires me
to ask exactly what the government has to hide by
presenting the budget in this form.
The 1996-97 budget papers and in particular budget
paper no. 3, which sets out the budget estimates,
show the program costs for public transport. The
programs for the Public Transport Corporation are
703, 704, 705. Program no. 684 contains a range of
services that had been contracted out. In the 1997-98
estimates the various contracted out services
relevant to the Public Transport Corporation are
partially contained in the output groups in program
nos. 202 and 203. They are in the changed format,
and there is no reconciliation between the current
year's detail of those two output groups with the
program items I listed before in the 1996-97
estimates. Only one conclusion can be drawn from
that - that is, this is a deliberate act by the
government to hide the truth behind the budget
figures.
The government has indicated through its advisers
that the new output groups, their descriptions and
what is contained within each of them is to change
over the years ahead, so I guess we will be coming
back at the next budget and the budget after that
making the same sorts of complaints. The
government is putting the opposition on notice that
it will make it as hard as possible for it to find out
what is really happening. That highlights the need
for an Auditor-General. It is the Auditor-General
who is able to go behind the smokescreen the
Treasurer presents to Parliament to find out what is
really happening. It is little wonder this government
is seeking to nobble the Auditor-General, reduce the
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resources and powers of that office and of that
individual and make it more difficult for the person
occupying that office to provide information to
Parliament. Goodness knows what this Parliament
would be told if it were not for the Auditor-General!
That is why the community at large and the
opposition will resist attempts by this government to
nobble and silence the Auditor-General. The
government will rue the day it decided to take on
the Auditor-General.
The appeal made by the Auditor-General today to
all members of Parliament should be taken to heart
not only by members of the opposition but also by
members of government. Every member who makes
up the government benches needs to understand
that he or she will bear a very deep responsibility by
agreeing to the destruction of the Auditor-General's
Office as we now know it. That office is important
because the information it supplies sets out a report
card on the government.
I shall refer to a few of items relating to the transport
portfolio. Automatic ticketing is a debacle of huge
dimensions. It is a contract for some $337 million to
privatise the selling, collection and checking of
tickets and the ticket-revenue management of the
Public Transport Corporation. It is not just for the
supply of machines on the railway stations; the
contract is for the entire ticketing system to be
outsourced and placed in private hands.
When a company which is supposed to be
technologically expert cannot get even the most
simple things right one wonders what will happen
to the revenue that flows through the public
transport system when that revenue is finally put
into the hands of the Onelink corporation. The
machines which are now on trial in the public
transport system do not meet the tender
specifications or the requirements of the travelling
public. They are a joke and a failure.
One has only to look at some of the shortcomings of
those machines to know what I am talking about. If
a person boards a tram, for example, and wants to
buy one of the most popular tickets used by tram
travellers - the daily ticket - it is not available.
People wishing to buy tickets from Onelink
machines on trams cannot use notes because those
machines accept only coins. Elderly people have
trouble manipulating their fingers to get individual
coins into the slot. They find it very difficult and the
coins fall out of the machines and run all over the
floor. This company is so expert that it has not even
designed a catch tray below the coin slot to catch
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coins that fall out of the vending machines because
of the traditional rattling nature of trams!
Machines on railways stations accept notes but give
incorrect change. If a $20 note is used to pay for a
ticket which is less than $10, which is the usual
experience, the machine will only give change from
$10; it refuses to give change from $20. The machines
are a joke - and it is interesting that the two
ministers at the table are nodding in agreement.
They understand that the automatic ticketing system
is an absolute and utter disgrace.
It is worth referring to the original tender

specifications, which require the system to be
proven and reliable. It is not. It has missed deadline
after deadline. According to tender specifications
phase 1 was supposed to have taken place by
January 1994, with automatic ticketing machines
installed across the entire system by July 1995. It is
now three and a half years late, and the minister
admitted on the radio tonight that the government's
latest deadline for the complete introduction of
automatic ticketing machines will be missed yet
again. The government gave a guarantee that
phase 1 would be completed by the 30 April
deadline. That deadline has since come and gone,
and the minister admitted on radio tonight that the
phase 1 deadline has not been met.
The minister also indicated that a substantial portion
of the complete roll out will be completed by the end
of this year, further pushing out the deadline.
However, the minister was trying to conceal the
truth. The Auditor-General's report on ministerial
portfolios dated May 1997 and tabled today
indicates that the complete roll out is likely to take
another 12 months. That will take the likely
completion date well beyond the end of this year
and into the middle of next year. As we have seen
time and again, neither the PTC nor Onelink can be
trusted with the dates it sets for the deadline for the
introduction. It now seems that the minister has
placed himself in the same category. The prediction
of another 12 months beyond today's date by the
Auditor-General was based on information
provided to him by the Public Transport
Corporation.
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has been employed by the Public Transport
Corporation over the past number of years to
manage the introduction of the automatic ticketing
system. Its engagement has been reported in the
PTC's annual report and has been the subject of
detailed reports to the government about the success
or otherwise of the bungled introduction. How can
the minister claim he has never heard of them or
does not know who they are? He cannot claim
that - and if he is claiming that he obviously has no
idea of what is going on in his department. The
minister should come clean and admit either that he
was wrong or that he does not have a clue about
what is going on. It has to be one or the other; he
does not have the luxury of stepping away from it.
The opposition knows what is happening. The
30 April deadline this year for the introduction of
phase 1 has come and gone, and the government is
in a panic. Crisis meetings are under way and the
government wants to know from its consultants
what is going on. The current consultants have told
the minister and the Premier that in their opinion it
is unlikely that Onelink will ever be able to meet the
tender specifications, so the government has
shopped around to buy advice about the
implementation of the system. I have been informed
the government chose Price Waterhouse because in
its view they are the best consultants money can
buy. Why are they the best? The government has
dealt with Price Waterhouse with the Intergraph
contract, about which it made recommendations,
and with the awarding of the privatised bus contract
to the National Bus Company. Of course the firm
has also provided donations to the Liberal Party. It is
little wonder the government sought out that firm to
provide the information it wanted.

It is clear the minister does not have a clue about

I have been further advised that the government will
attempt to sign a de facto acceptance of the system,
knowing that in all reality it will not perform to
tender specifications, so it can get itself out of the
tight political and financial mess it has got itself into.
H you begin to read between the lines of the
Auditor-General's report you can see what is really
going on. It shows how intertwined the political and
financial fortunes of Onelink and the government
have become. That company, the Public Transport
Corporation and the government are enmeshed in a
deceitful web to try to deceive the Victorian public.
Their actions must be exposed.

what is going on, and that was reinforced by his
comments in Parliament yesterday. When asked
about the role of consultants John Wertheimer
and Co. he said he did not know who they were. I
advise the house that that company of consultants

Instead of the government acknowledging that it has
made the wrong choice in picking a company that
cannot deliver and abandoning this financial folly
which has cost millions of dollars in forgone budget
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savings, it has set out on a deliberate, long-term plan
to deceive Victorians. If any other contractor had
failed to perform in such a way the government
would have exercised its legal rights and sued that
contractor. When the construction of the casino was
behind schedule the government instituted hefty
penalties and imposed fines, but in this circumstance
the government is letting this company get away
with absolute murder. One must ask what Onelink
has over this government or particular members of
it. Already one minister has been shuffled off to
London so he is out of the way. It is clear to me that
more ministers in this government are involved in
the despicable stench that surrounds the automatic
ticketing system.
In his report the Auditor-General reveals the latest
cosy deal between the government and Onelink. As
recently as March this year the Auditor-General
revealed they have entered into another secret
agreement, another cosy deal where they are both
looking after each other's interests - the
government looks after Onelink's financial interests
while Onelink looks after the government's political
interests. That is why the tragic delay that has
occurred has been allowed to go on.
It is revealed in the Auditor-General's report
released today that in March this year the two
parties entered into a supplementary agreement
under which the Onelink company and the Public
Transport Corporation have agreed to forgo claims
for compensation. They have agreed not to sue one
another for the costs of this debacle. The only
exception relates to variations arising from changes
in functional specifications and increases in
operating costs arising from those variations.
The Auditor-General's report reveals that both
parties have agreed not to pursue the claims both
parties have against one another for the cost of the
debacle in our public transport system. The only
parties who will be able to proceed will be those
who directly advantage Onelink and directly
disadvantage Victorian taxpayers. Onelink will be
able to make all the claims it likes for changes to
functional specifications and increases in operating
costs, but the government will not be able to take
any action against Onelink for the delays caused by
its failure to meet deadline after deadline. It is a
one-way street between the government and
Onelink. As I said, one must ask what this company
has over the government. It is quite clear that
Onelink has the government by the short and
curlies, to use the vernacular. It is putting pressure
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on the government, and the government rolls over
time after time. It is an absolute disgrace.
I refer to how the Auditor-General has dealt with the
other jewel in the privatisation crown of this
government in public transport, the West Coast
Railway passenger service to Warrnambool. The
report of the Auditor-General on ministerial
portfolios tabled today has a scathing condemnation
of how the Public Transport Corporation dealt with
privatisation. The report states that the PIC has paid
$20 million to West Coast Railway during the years
of its operation. Despite West Coast Railway having
had responsibility for the operations of the
passenger services since September 1993 - it is now
May 1997, nearly four years later - the PIC has not
been able to carry out any evaluation of the contract
and the way it has been performed to determine
whether it has met any cost-effective criteria. Nor
has the corporation been able to work out whether
the savings of $3 million a year promised by the
former Minister for Transport have been or can be
achieved. It is another absolute disgrace. The
government has been holding up the privatised rail
service with great pride, yet the government does
not know what is going on.
It is much worse than that. The company is required
under the contract and the agreements that were
entered into to collect the money and remit it to the
government. Because the company has had a
liquidity problem during the term of its operation,
time and again it has held back the fares beyond the
due date. Despite the understanding that interest
would be charged on late payment of fares collected
on behalf of the PIC, the government has done
nothing to enforce the payment of that interest. That
also is an absolute disgrace.

When the company had what the Auditor-General
described as a short-term liquidity problem, the
government provided funding assistance of some
$300000 to help the company.
Throughout the Auditor-General's report on
ministerial portfolios there are examples of the cost
of maintaining the infrastructure to allow the private
rail operations to continue. We see that the company
has been undercharged and that the cost of the
infrastructure has not included any overheads. The
PIC has charged the company only the direct costs.
The Auditor-General's report indicates that West
Coast Railway took over the services in September
1993 but the contract was not signed for three and a
half years. It was signed only last month, when they
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knew the Auditor-General was onto them. If you
look at the contract, you will see that the ink on it is
still wet. You can see that they entered into formal
contractual agreements only when the
Auditor-General caught them out.
It is obvious that the government does not know
how to privatise. Whether it is automatic ticketing or
private rail companies operating in rural Victoria, it
has failed in public transport. We call on the
government to abandon its plans for future
privatisation because it will muck it up. Imagine
how difficult it will be when the government gets to
the integrated network in Melbourne. It will be
another disaster.

The third A that would help the Labor Party to
become a AAA opposition would be to applaud this
budget and the work of the Kennett government in
establishing an improved economic basis in Victoria.
In October 1996 the Economist Intelligence Unit
noted that:
'" Australia's star was on the wane because of a
shrinking share of world economic activity and a lack
of a coherent, consistent and national policy for
industry.

The unit drew a contrast with Asia, where
multinationals find themselves dealing with:
'" governments utterly dedicated to attracting industry.

Mr THOMPSON (Sandringham) - During the
debate on the Appropriation (1997/98) Bill
opposition members have made fairly lengthy
speeches when short speeches would have done. All
they really need to do is apologise. I offer a couple of
constructive suggestions as to how they could
become a AAA opposition.

Firstly, they could apologise for their contribution to
the economic decline of Victoria between 1982 and
1992. To confirm that one need only consider the
level of money raised by state taxation that would
have been needed for the repayment of interest by
2000 if ALP policy had remained unchanged.
According to Treasury predictions, only 58 per cent
of government income would have been able to
contribute to the development of services in
education, health, transport, community services
and a raft of other important public projects. The
interesting figure, however, is that 28 per cent would
have been committed to the repayment of interest if
prudent and responsible economic management had
not been introduced by the arrival of the
Kennett-Stockdale-Gude team.
The second ingredient in becoming an AAA
opposition - they are a long way from it yet - is to
begin to apologise for the rundo'WIl in government
services. One example is the deterioration in school
building maintenance programs, which required
$600 million or so to fix them up. That is just a
figure. One need only have visited schools in any
electorate across the state to see that that money was
needed, because weeds were growing in the
spouting, doors had been kicked in and classrooms
needed restumping, repainting and refurbishing.
This is where the $1 billion program in the current
term of the Kennett government to refurbish schools
will be of considerable benefit.

The unit went on to note that Victoria was regarded
as:
... the closest thing Australia has to the dynamic
pro-business governments of Asia.

It should be noted that the budget is a reflection of
the fact that the Kennett government is focused on
balancing the budget, providing first-class services
with sustainable levels of expenditure, major
infrastructure developments - which I will outline
later - the attraction of overseas investment, and
promoting Victoria to overseas markets through
both trade and major event initiatives.

In contrast with that view, another economic
intelligence unit prepared a report headed
'Summary of financial management - key
principles'. It was prepared by the Leader of the
OppOSition in another place. I am not sure whether
it could be loosely termed the ALP economic
intelligence unit or whether that description might
be an oxymoron. The document states:
Victorian Labor (VU is committed to maintaining a
substantial surplus on the current account. It will use
the surplus to:
fund the reconstruction of Victoria's economic
capital infrastructure
retire debt
act as a signal to reduce taxes and charges.

It went on to say that Victorian Labor would ensure
that business taxes and charges would be
competitive with other states. If one were to apply
the template of those principles to the
Kennett-Stockdale budget just delivered the
members of the opposition benches could start
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working out their AAA operating policy and they
would applaud the Kennett government for
fulfilling some of the key objectives outlined in the
important document prepared by the opposition.
In the past few years Victoria has had one of the
lowest rates of inflation in Australia. Electricity
tariffs have been frozen since November 1992 and in
some cases significant reductions have been
achieved by industry. The honourable member for
Dandenong wonders about the relevance of this. It is
of relevance to some companies which have had up
to 20 per cent reductions. One company in my
electorate Brickwood Holdings Pty Ltd previously
had an electricity bill of $65 000 a month and any
reduction that helps that company to make its
products at a cheaper rate has the extra benefits of
providing employment and allowing the company
to diversify into other areas.

Under Workcover Victoria businesses are now
paying 5500 million less per annum than they were
in 1992. That is important when comparing
Victoria's competitive position with that of New
South Wales. It is of interest to note that in 1992
when the Kennett government came to office our
Workcare premiums were some 1.5 per cent higher
than those in New South Wales. That pOSition has
since been rectified and it makes it much easier for
Victorian businesses to operate with the breadth of
reduction of charges in a whole range of areas.
If one were to apply a template of what is important

for the state to achieve it would be to increase
productivity, to reduce debt, to increase the level of
savings, to improve the capital of infrastructure of
the community and also to reduce the level of red
tape. I contend that the Kennett government is
striving strongly to meet all those principal
objectives. They are the goals that a good
government should strive for.
In the major projects area we have the example of

the developments which will be coming on line with
a 52 000 spectator multicode sport and
entertainment facility and the prospect of a
300-berth marina which will open up the western
facade of the city to Port Phillip Bay and lead to a
higher level of tourism activity on the waterway
adjacent to the city. Port Phillip Bay is one of the best
yachting bays in the world.
The first phase of the Federation Square project will
commence later this year and will incorporate
developments over 8 hectares. It is hoped Victoria
will receive a share of the 51 billion made available
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in the recent federal budget for Federation centenary
activities. There is also the 51.2 billion City Link
project, which is well advanced and which will
result in dramatic savings in travel time for freight
and vehicle movement.
The South Eastern Freeway now provides an
unimpeded run between the city and Dandenong.
Perhaps it will assist the honourable member for
Dandenong moving to the city at an accelerated
pace. Perhaps he will applaud the
Kennett government when he comes into
parliamentary and committee meetings because he
will not have to stop at Warrigal, Burke and
Toorak roads and he can move straight through to
the city. If the honourable member for Dandenong
does not appreciate that, I am sure constituents in
the Cranbourne, Pakenham and Berwick areas will
appreciate the vision, foresight, commitment and
achievement of the Kennett government in freeing
up the transport system.
It will not be long before the honourable member for
Benambra will be able to head toward the city and
through freeway linkages drive to Dandenong
without the inconvenience of one single traffic light
between Benambra and Dandenong. A $65 million
aquatic centre is to be built at Albert Park, a tribute
to the Minister for Sport for his contribution, vision
and foresight. He is a person who understands the
value of a dollar, who has run his own business and
who has a strong commitment to sport. He is
confident the new aquatic centre will increase the
competitiveness of young Victorian athletes and will
provide a base for them to prepare for the
Sydney 2000 Olympics and possibly the
Commonwealth Games in 2006, if Victoria's
aggressive bid is successful.
At this point I commend the work of Campbell Rose,
the chief executive officer of the Commonwealth
Games bid, a person who was formerly the chief
executive officer of the Victorian Yachting Council
and a person under whose leadership a number of
intemational yachting races under the banner of
Sail Melbourne were held over the past few years. It
will be under his leadership that the world
championships will be conducted in Melbourne in
1999 just prior to the Sydney Olympics. Victoria has
a range of splendid projects.
I also refer to the Melbourne Exhibition Centre, Jeft's
Shed, where several hundred million dollars has
already been contributed to the Victorian economy
with increased levels of economic activity and the
promotion of Victorian products. There has been
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significant activity over the past 12 months and the
centre is heavily booked towards the year 2000.
These are some of the achievements taking place in
Melbourne.

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Maughan) Order! The time appointed under sessional orders
for me to interrupt the business of the house has
now arrived.

What are the alternatives to Victoria's budget? One
gets an insight from an article in the Herald Sun of
10 May under the heading 'NSW budget a blessing
for Victorian economy'. New South Wales has just
brought down its budget and the heading seems to
be rather unusual until one reads further and
discovers that the recent tax hike in New South
Wales in tandem with the $200 million tax cuts in
Victoria announced in the last budget means that
Victoria is no longer the highest taxed state in
Australia. The Labor-Ied state of New South Wales is
now the highest taxed state. What did New South
Wales do? It announced a $1.6 billion increase in
spending and an underlying deficit of $500 million.

Sitting continued on motion of Mr REYNOLDS
(Minister for Sport).

I ask the honourable member for Williamstown
whether that would pass the Theophanous test of
key budgetary principles. I dare say it would not.
The Theophanous test is in an oxymoronic
document that might be described as a summary of
financial management key principles in which it is
said that Victorian Labor is committed to
maintaining a substantial surplus on the current
account. It will use the surplus to fund the
reconstruction of social and economic capital
infrastructure, retire debt and act as a signal to
reduce taxes and charges.
I am not sure whether it might be worthwhile
sending it to Sydney. Mr Carr might enjoy reading it
and it might be of benefit to the people of New
South Wales. While Victoria is reducing payroll tax
from 7 per cent to 6.25 per cent New South Wales is
increasing its payroll tax by $133 million by
broadening the tax base to include superannuation
payments. When this situation was encountered in
Victoria we actually dropped the percentage to
produce a net benefit to the state. New South Wales
also introduced a new tax on electricity consumption
which would raise $100 million and higher stamp
duty on cars, especially luxury vehicles, which was
expected to bring in $154 million.
There are higher stamp duties on a range of
insurances, while in Victoria we are dropping stamp
duty on the refinancing of business mortgages and a
range of other government charges. In addition,
there was a huge $155 million, or 31 per cent,
increase in land tax in New South Wales.

Mr THOMPSON (Sandringham) - I have more
good news for Victoria. Before the interruption of
the business of the house, I was saying there has
been an increase in land tax in New South Wales at a
time when Victoria is proposing to reduce its overall
taxes that represent an impost upon the community.
In addition, there was also a new tax of 10 per cent
on hotel rooms in Sydney which is expected to raise
$64 million. There are higher gambling taxes and a
range of other charges that will impact upon the
tourism industry in New South Wales and which
can only serve to benefit Victoria.
While New South Wales has been working out more
ways it can impose imposts upon industry, it is
salutary to note that in March this year the
Australian Bureau of Statistics advised that Victoria
was leading Australia in business investment
growth. This will benefit the people of
Williamstown, Northcote, Altona and Yan Yean, as
it will all Victorians represented across the
government benches. According to the release dated
25 March Victoria outstripped the rest of Australia
in business investment growth, recording a massive
31.8 per cent growth in the 12 months to
December 1996. According to the ABS figures
business invested a record $11 billion in Victoria last
year, an increase of $2.6 billion over 1995. Victoria's
growth rate was double the national average.
Mr Bracks interjected.
Mr THOMPSON - I have been referring to the
level of investment. The honourable member for
Williamstown is apparently an expert on economic
matters and posed a question about unemployment.
Before one can improve the level of employment in
this state, or anywhere, one needs to lift the level of
investment.
For example, investment that has come into this state
and is announced in a release includes Cedenco
Australia which is opening a $24 million processing
plant in Echuca. The honourable member for
Rodney would be delighted with that level of
investment because it means there will be more
employment for the people of Echuca. The Siemens
company announced an investment of a $50 million
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project of a research and development facility in
Bayswater. That, in turn, will mean more
employment in Bayswater and its surrounds. Ajax
Fasteners announced a $44 million investment at its
new site at Braeside. That will mean more
employment for the people in the area of the
honourable member for Mordialloc and surrounding
electorates.
In answer to the question posed by the honourable
member for Williamstown about unemployment,
therein lies his answer. The Victorian government is
committed to increasing the level of investment in
the state which will in turn lead to wider
employment opportunities.

I had the opportunity at the weekend of attending
the Ethiopian Orthodox Church at Maribymong. I
spoke with one gentleman who said there were not
many people at the church that Sunday. I asked why
and he said that they were at the casino because they
had a job in the new hotel complex which has led to
a new level of employment. The honourable member
for Niddrie referred to the 8000 jobs that are
provided through infrastructure development which
is of importance to the people of Victoria.
Further examples of business investment in the state
include National Foods' announcement of a
$57 million investment in food processing at
Morwell; JCI's $42 million investment at its Laverton
PVC plant; and Dominance Industries' $100 million
timber industry investment in Wangaratta. That is
good news for the people of Victoria, and may it
travel further afield because it means more jobs and
improved lifestyle opportunities for all Victorians.
Not only is the government focusing upon
increasing the level of investment, but it is focused
also upon micro-economic reform and reducing the
regulatory burden. In 1992, or thereabouts, there
were some 352 sets of regulations enacted in
Victoria. By 1996, honourable members will be
interested to learn that instead of 352 sets of
regulations being introduced there were
166 regulations. The government is clearly
committed to reducing the regulatory burden upon
Victorian enterprises and areas of economic activity
in accordance with national competition principles.
Another way of evaluating the regulatory burden
upon industry is to consider the overall reduction in
the principal regulations in force. In 1997 there were
some 494 principal regulations in force which
represents a 6.6 per cent reduction from the previous
year and a 30 per cent reduction since 1992. In
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contrast to the previous government's record, that
represents a 60 per cent reduction from the peak of
regulatory burden in 1987 when the number of
principal regulations totalled a massive 1241. It has
gone from 1241 principal regulations in 1987 to 494
at the begirming of 1997.
Before turning to my electorate and some of the
budget initiatives, I refer to some budget highlights.
Mr McArthur interjected.
Mr THOMPSON - The honourable member for
Monbulk asks whether money is being spent in
Sandringham. There was some talk about the closure
of the local Sandringham hospital. This year under
the Kennett government reforms increased
investment has taken place in a community facility
that will see an increased throughput in orthopaedic
work, general surgery and obstetric work and there
will be support for the ongoing viability of the
accident and emergency section of the hospital
which, from the point of view of the local
community, is one of the most important local
community assets. There were doomsayers and
soothsayers from Albert Park to Dandenong over the
past three years predicting doom and gloom, but the
story at Sandringham is a positive one.
Mr Richardson interjected.
Mr THOMPSON - The question is posed
magnificently by the honourable member for Forest
Hill: who brought about these changes? It was the
Kennett-Gude-Stockdale government in a
magnificent coalition with the Nationals. It was a
wonderful outcome for the people of Victoria and
Sandringham.

But there is more. In the current budget there has
been no increase in state taxes. There have been tax
reduction initiatives totalling some $211 million in a
full year to not only the business community but
also to Victorian households. There have been
further measures in service delivery totalling an
additional $122.2 million to strengthen key priority
programs, mainly in health, education and
transport. The Sandringham electorate will benefit
from some of those levels of expenditure.
There will be a budget-funded capital allocation of
over $2 billion in 1997-98. TIUs maintains the
government's policy that investment should be kept
at around 1.25 per cent of gross state product.
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Some excellent news on gross state product has also
been recently announced. In the late 1980s the level
of state debt in proportion to gross state product was
about 30 per cent. Honourable members will be
interested to learn that in 1997 the level of debt as a
proportion of gross state product has been reduced
from 30 per cent to below 15 per cent as a result of
the wise and sound fiscal management of the
Kennett government over the past few years. The
government is moving towards an AAA credit
rating as we move towards the year 2000.
I remind members on the opposition benches that
they can aspire to an AAA opposition rating,
apologise for Labor's record of mismanagement,
apologise for the rundown in government services
under Labor and applaud the prudent, astute fiscal
management of the Kennett government.
I now turn to some key initiatives in the
Sandringham electorate which include not just the
Sandringham hospital but a range of schools. In
recent years $827000 has been received for the
refurbishment of the Sandringham Secondary
College campus; $609 000 for the refurbishment of
the Highett campus; $367 000 for the refurbishment
of Sandringham East Primary School; $297 000 for
the refurbishment and major maintenance works at
Cheltenham Primary School; and $170 000 for the
refurbishment and major maintenance of Beaumaris
Primary School. These are all long overdue works
and part of the $600 million maintenance backlog
that accrued during the 1980s.
The Kennett government takes great pride in the
election promise of 1996 that over the next four years
$1 billion would be committed to refurbishment and
maintenance of Victorian schools. That figure may
not mean much to members in the chamber today,
but it means a great deal to local school councils and
communities, because they can take pride in their
school buildings and facilities.
This is just part of the good news resulting from the
budget. I shall conclude my remarks, noting that
time is moving on and I would like to allow time for
some of my colleagues to tell more good news; the
honourable member for Forest Hill and the
honourable member for Polwarth are keen to make
contributions.
In the electorate of Sandringham there is more good
news. The final point I make will be the
renourishment of the Hampton beach, a project that
is valued at some 53 million and will benefit not just
the people of Hampton - Hampton's beach in
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Melbourne - but rather Melbourne's beach in
Hampton.
I commend the bill to the house and applaud the
work of the Premier and the Treasurer. When the
Treasurer entered the chamber he remarked that he
intended to pursue his responsibilities with vision
and enterprise. He has not only already achieved
that; he has served the state magnificently in his role
as Treasurer, with vision, enterprise and resolution
for the long-term benefit of all Victorians.
Ms KOSKY (Altona) - I would like to talk about
the good news from the budget for the constituents
in my electorate but there is not much; obviously
most of the money has gone to the electorate of
Sandringham because not much of it came to Altona.
I recall the election promise by the then Minister for
Health that the Altona hospital would remain open:
that was an absolute commitment that she gave.
Perhaps that is why she was moved from that
portfolio, because she could not keep up with all the
commitments she made.
As members of this house would well know, the
Altona hospital has been closed despite those
promises, so while promises have been made for
Sandringham and kept, they have not been kept for
Altona. That demonstrates the bias of this
government.
I now turn to public housing and say that on all
public housing measures the government is failing
in relation to the funds that are spent, the amount of
stock, waiting times, priority lists, maintenance and
the number of tenants. It has cut funds in all of these
areas.
The government has also cut funds to the private
rental market by reducing bond money and has
reduced support to people seeking home ownership.
So in the areas of public housing, private rental and
home ownership the news is not good for
low-income people in Victoria. That means that they
will be in greater need of emergency and transitional
housing which - surprise, surprise! - is where the
government has put its funds. It is putting funds
into short-term crisis housing rather than providing
exit points to allow people to get on with their lives
and make good. The government is keeping people
in crisis. That is what this budget is about for people
in Victoria.
There has been a 14 per cent cut in funds although
the number of names on public housing waiting lists
increased by more than 9000 in the first four years of
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the government. The waiting lists from July 1992 to
July 1996 show a dramatic increase from just over
52000 to just below 62 000, so the waiting lists have
grown under this government. On the government's
own figures the public rental waiting list went from
52634 to 61 763 in the four years from June 1992 to
June 1996. That is an increase of just over 17 per cent
in four years. It is not good when people are on a
waiting list for public housing and are paying
astronomical rents in the private rental market, or
worse still, living in garages or cars or at friends'
houses, sleeping on the floor.
In the 12 months between June 1995 and June 1996,
the level of public housing stock rose by only
313 units. That is appalling in terms of the amount of
money that has previously gone into public housing.
The government has an appalling record in this
regard.

Under the budget, even though there have been
dramatic increases in the waiting list, there has been
a drop in stock. The government has budgeted for a
drop of 275 public housing units in the next financial
year, despite the incredibly long waiting lists and
the tightness of the private rental market.
Not surprisingly, there has been little increase in the
number of households living in public housing over
the last four years and there will now be fewer
households being accommodated in public housing.
At the same time waiting lists grew by over 9000. A
comparison of growth in waiting lists with the
growth in tenancies shows the growth in tenancies
from 1992-93 to 1995-96 dropping while the growth
in waiting lists has increased dramatically.
This year the government planned for a reduction of
720 in the number of tenancies - that is, fewer
households accommodated in public housing - to
61000. That is unbelievable. Our population is
growing yet the number of households that will be
accommodated in public housing under this budget
is to be reduced. That is amazing when the Minister
for Housing sits across this table and claims that she
cares about people in public housing and those
seeking public housing. It is a joke for the people of
Victoria, particularly for low-income people who are
seeking affordable housing in Victoria. The
government has accepted that by June 1998 it will be
able to provide less public housing to fewer
Victorian families than it did in June 1996 - so
much for the good news.
Not only has the growth in demand outgrown
supply but also the waiting times have blown out as
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well. For many types of public housing
accommodation the wait is now indefinite. It means
that many people on the public housing waiting list
will never get public housing. Their names remain
on the list and the Office of Housing continues to say
they should give it a few more years, but the reality
is they will never get into public housing.
More than 60 per cent of households on the list have
been waiting for longer than two years - this is a
higher percentage than in any other state in
Australia - 31 per cent have been waiting longer
than four years and 17 per cent have been waiting
longer than five years. This explains why the Office
of Housing and the minister have been encouraging
people to move from communities with which they
are familiar and comfortable to communities long
distances away where the waiting lists for public
housing are shorter. This would mean moving
people from the metropolitan area to places such as
Yallourn and Moe because in those areas the waiting
lists are shorter.
It is little wonder that the applications for priority
housing approval have increased dramatically over
the life of this government. In 1992-93 there were
only 445 priority applications but in 1995-96 the
number had increased to 3451. Clearly, the system is
not working because many more people are in
urgent need of accommodation and are eligible for
the priority housing list. Accommodation is not
available for the large number of people who are
eligible to apply for it.
The people who satisfy the criteria for priority listing
can expect to wait a considerable period; 38 per cent
of those on the priority housing waiting list have
been waiting longer than six months even though
they urgently need accommodation.
I am not sure whether this house understands that
these are people who face impending homelessness,
people who are living in danger of domestic
violence - they live with that danger every day or they suffer from serious health problems. They
can wait for two years or more.
What happens while these people wait for
accommodation? In many instances the people who
come into or telephone my office are living in
caravans, in cars or on the banks of rivers during the
summer months - they would not do that in the
winter months - and some people, particularly
young women, are sharing inappropriate
accommodation with older men because that is the
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only sort of accommodation they can afford. Their
only other option is to be on the streets.
Public housing is in short supply because the
government has failed to keep up with the demand,
even though the budget is in surplus. Of course, the
government believes that money should only be
spent in areas that produce wealth - public housing
does not do that! The government believes money
should be invested in private ventures, not in the
public sector. That is a shame for Victorian people
on low incomes. People who live in poverty should
be assisted to get out of that cycle.
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the low levels of public housing. The Minister for
Housing commented on maintenance but I believe
she was fudging the amount of maintenance
required for public housing. On 1 May the Minister
for Housing said:
... over the past 12 months the government has spent
$20 million on maintaining properties.

Following an interjection - and almost in the same
breath - she went on to say:
This year the government provided $52 million for
maintenance.

Mr Finn interjected.
Ms KOSKY - Yes, that is absolutely right. They

should be given a job.
Mr Honeywood - They do not want one!
Ms KOSKY - The Minister for Tertiary
Education and Training says that people do not
want a job. I would like to meet those people. He is
probably a minister who would have come out
against the Paxton family and absolutely humiliated
them.
If people cannot get accommodation they cannot get
a job. If they do not have an address they cannot get

a job because they are constantly moving around.
They cannot shower properly and they cannot look
after their children properly, let alone get a job. It is
outrageous that members of the government say that
these people should get a job. These people need
housing in order to get some stability in their lives.
The government has no commitment to producing
jobs. It is waiting for it all to happen, just as it is
waiting for accommodation to happen! The
government does not believe it has a responsibility
to ensure that it happens!
The housing shortage in Victoria has been
exacerbated because of the low level, age and poor
quality of public housing stock. Public housing
makes up 3.7 per cent of the total housing stock in
Victoria. In New South Wales public housing makes
up 7 per cent of the total housing stock and the
national average is 6.2 per cent. Victoria is well
below those averages.
The Auditor-General in his report last year on public
housing identified a backlog in maintenance and
upgrading that totalled $148 million. The
government has no strategy to address the
maintenance issue and it has no strategy to address

Is it $20 million or $52 million? Certainly the people
living in the public housing sector do not know what
it is because they constantly tell me that they do not
see the maintenance dollars being spent on public
housing. I have seen some properties where the
quality of public housing is appalling. I have seen
water coming through the roof and via electricity
wires when it rains. The tenants have been told not
to turn on the lights when it rains, which is
outrageous! However, the Minister for Housing is
prepared to accept that in other people's housing. I
am sure she would not accept it in her home!
What is the government's response to all this? It is to
sell public housing. The minister says that it is not a
sell off but a sale of public housing. At the school I
attended there was no distinction between those
words. However, the minister has made an art form
of the distinction between 'sell off' and 'sale of'.
The government has sold properties that are in
serious need of maintenance. The government has
not been too good in that area. When some of those
properties were sold they were not fixed up before
the sale. Grass was growing and in some instances I
have been told that rat faeces were on kitchen tables
and in living rooms during the inspections for sale.
The properties are not fixed up for sale so that an
appropriate price can be obtained that will benefit
all Victorians.
Honourable members will be aware of the sale of
underutilised properties within the inner urban area.
Although there may be some underutilised
properties in inner suburbs, many of the tenants
living in those properties who are prepared to
move - some do not want to move - would prefer
to see families living in those properties rather than
their being sold. If they are to be sold the tenants
would like a guarantee from the minister that the
money will be spent within the community rather
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than just forcing the people to move to the outer
suburbs. I have nothing against the outer suburbs
but these people have connections, networks and an
understanding of the local area. If they have to move
to communities where they have no networks they
will struggle, which will be to the detriment of their
health and that of their families.
The minister should be far more careful in selling off
assets. I put it clearly on the record that, although
the minister may not want to believe the people
living in public housing in Port Melbourne and
South Melbourne in underutilised properties are
being harassed, they are being harassed. It is
harassment covered by the smiles on the faces of
housing workers, but the tenants I have spoken to
have made it very clear that they feel they are being
harassed. As late as yesterday a woman rang me
desperate to remain in her property but terrified that
if she fights the government she will be put into
accommodation well outside the community she has
known for the past 50 years.

Mrs Henderson - You know that is not going to
happen.
Ms KOSKY - I do not know that, and when
questions have been put to the minister at public
forums she has given no guarantee that that will not
happen. I would be absolutely thrilled if the minister
were prepared to meet with some of these tenants
and give them that guarantee because they would be
delighted to hear it. I would be happy to set up that
meeting. Many of the tenants I am talking about are
elderly and have lived in these properties for 50 or
60 years. It is important that the minister makes it
clear that she has no intention of shifting them out
against their will because they are terrified about
what will happen to them.
It is very clear the government believes it can find
the extra money needed to increase funding for
public housing by selling properties within the inner
urban area. As one tenant said to me, 'It was okay
for us to live in Port Melbourne when it was lousy
accommodation and no-one wanted to say they
lived in Port Melbourne, but now it is an exclusive
area they do not want us here'. That sums it up
perfectly.

What happens when there is not enough public
housing for people on low incomes to access? They
turn to the private rental market, and there is very
little solace within that market. There is very little
accommodation available for low-income earners
and many people are actually locked out of that
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market. Recently I visited Dandenong and Werribee
and the message was very clear to me: people cannot
get into the private rental market. There was one
instance in Werribee where a tenant had leased a
property from a real estate agent and was subletting
the property at $100 per room. The people paying
for such accommodation cannot afford to pay that,
but they have no alternative.
The most recent rent report of the Office of Housing
shows that rents in Melbourne have risen by 7.9 per
cent - almost 8 per cent - in the past 12 months
and that the current vacancy rate for Melbourne is
1.9 per cent. As all honourable members know, that
is extremely tight and it means demand is much
greater than supply. The vacancy rate has been
below 3 per cent, the accepted benchmark, for
25 months, and for more than two years the demand
for affordable housing has outstripped supply.
Despite that this government has done nothing to
address the situation. It has not considered how it
may control rents and it has done nothing about the
quality of rental accommodation. It just expects
people on low incomes to access the private rental
market even if they have to travel into the
country. As the Premier said recently, some people
choose to be homeless!
The elderly, single parents and teenagers are
particularly affected by the rental crisis and it sets
them into a spiral of poverty. Using the benchmark
of 30 per cent of income for rent, in the June quarter
a single elderly pensioner could have afforded only
0.7 per cent of advertised rental properties. I note
that the Minister for Housing has left the chamber.
She is obviously not interested in the reality for
low-income earners trying to access affordable
housing in Victoria. A single person aged 16 to 18
receiving the youth training allowance and sharing a
three-bedroom house with two other people would
have been able to afford only 2.9 per cent of
advertised properties in the June quarter, so the
private rental market is incredibly tight.
The lack of suitable rental housing means people
end up living in unacceptable conditions with fairly
dire consequences for some of them, including living
on the streets, being confronted by prostitution and
drug taking. That is a serious issue for this
government which it must pay attention to. Rather
than just sending books to schools about the dangers
of drugs, it must get out there and actually work
with young people to ensure they are not confronted
with such situations and that they do not have to
turn to drugs out of desperation. The government
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must give those people some hope, and it has to start
with housing.

chance of finding employment of any decent,
ongoing nature.

At the moment the youth unemployment rate is
around 30 per cent and the continuation of the
housing crisis will drive many young people into a
lifestyle of homelessness and despair. The
consequences which flow from that form a direct
barrier to finding employment and accessing
educational opportunities. That is certainly the case
for people living in the outer suburban and rural
areas where the options are far fewer and the stigma
is much greater. They are actually forced out of the
communities in which they feel comfortable in order
to try to access affordable accommodation.

Unless addressed, the problem will continue to
increase. With the recent cuts by the federal
government to public housing funding the problem
will get worse rather than better - and very
quickly. As I said this morning, I seek an assurance
from the Minister for Housing that just because the
commonwealth has cut funding to the states through
the Commonwealth-State Housing Agreement,
Victoria will not follow suit and cut state funds to
public housing to keep pace with the
commonwealth government. I hope the minister will
make that commitment.

The Hanover report on housing states that 45 per
cent of people facing eviction had been paying more
than half their limited incomes on rent and some
were paying as much as 80 per cent in rent. That is at
a time when this government is cutting funds for
bond assistance, which is a lifeline for many people
wanting to move into the private market and who
do not have the money to pay the bonds. Fewer
people will be able to get into the private rental
market simply because they cannot find the up-front
money. Because the private rental market is so tight
at the moment, some real estate agents are asking for
up to six months rent in advance. What hope do
low-income people have? Absolutely none.

The government is doing little to assist low-income
people to move from the rental market to home
ownership. The budget papers show home
ownership assistance is at a standstill and that the
government has still not released the new shared
home ownership program which it promised at the
last election. It will probably whip that out just
before 2000! Little solace is provided by the private
rental market and home ownership. I suppose it is
just hard luck for people on low incomes, and the
view of government members is probably that those
people don't vote Liberal anyway so they will not
worry too much about them. So long as they do not
have to step over them in the streets, things will be
okay.

I recently heard of a person in the western suburbs

who was paying $160 a week for a basic caravan and
on top of that still had to pay for gas and electricity.
That is outrageous. I am talking about people on low
incomes. Many people in that situation eat only
bread for quite a few meals of the week, and that is
not acceptable if one has the responsibility of feeding
kids.
This government has failed completely to address
the minimum standards of rental accommodation,
the issue of bond money and the need for rent
control. At the moment landlords can increase the
rent whenever they want. There are many examples
where that has been done simply in order to get rid
of tenants, and that can be done when the private
rental market is so tight. Those people who cannot
access the private market then turn to crisis and
emergency accommodation and they become stuck
in the revolving door. They stay in crisis and
emergency accommodation - I think they can stay
for up to three months - and then they stay
somewhere with friends or they may sleep in cars
until they get back into crisis accommodation. They
never get out of the spiral and they never have the

I shall briefly refer to youth issues, although I have

already spoken about youth and housing. The
budget does not address unemployment,
particularly youth unemployment. Unless swift
action is taken to address long-term youth
unemployment, those people affected by it will end
up in dire straits. I shall quote what the Premier said
when launching the government's youth affairs
policy at the last election, because he has obviously
forgotten it:
Unless swift action is taken to address the issues such
as long-term unemployment and homelessness, more
young Victorians will be allowed to drift into a
permanent state of harm or despair.

He also said the difficulties faced by youth have for
too long been left in the too-hard basket. They are
still in the too-hard basket. The government has
made no impact on the youth unemployment rate,
which now sits at around 30 per cent for 15 to
19-year-olds - and in some country areas it is far
worse. In the Goulbum-0vens-Murray area the
youth unemployment figure is 41.6 per cent and in
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Gippsland it is 50 per cent. Those young people
should have their future in front of them, but instead
this government offers them little hope. They are
offered solutions such as the cadets from a bygone
era and the work for the dole scheme. What a great
hope for young people!
I shall conclude by applauding the government on

the establishment of the Suicide Prevention Task
Force; it is a welcome initiative and I hope the
government responds seriously and quickly to its
recommendations. There are some very good people
on that task force and I have no doubt that issues of
youth unemployment and homelessness will feature
fairly high in its recommendations. I look forward to
government providing some money, even though it
is not identified in this budget, to immediately
address those concerns, because it is a situation
Victoria cannot continue to tolerate.
Mr I. W. SMITH (Polwarth) - The speech of the
honourable member for Altona made a compelling
case to repudiate the policies of the government of
which she was a part in the 1980s. Were it not for its
reckless expenditure more money would be
available for the sorts of programs she is now
lauding.
I congratulate the Treasurer, his staff and the whole
public sector work force for what has been a
tremendous effort in turning around the most
difficult and unenviable situation inherited by this
government in 1992. Although he is almost forgotten
now, I wonder what Paul Keating would say about a
budget like this? He described one budget he
brought down as federal Treasurer which increased
debt and did not deliver on any promises as
bringing home the bacon. Clearly this budget would
have eggs and a piece of toast underneath it! His
efforts, when federal Treasurer and Prime Minister,
in presiding over a nation which in 13 years racked
up a debt which increased from $33 billion in 1983 to
5180 billion when he left office were absolutely
irresponsible, and have left their mark in Victoria.
However, his state Labor colleagues also did their
bit and competed. In 1982 the incoming Labor
government inherited a state debt of $11 billion; in
10 years it blew that out to $32 billion and it blew
out liabilities from $6 billion to about $32 billion.
That is, in effect, a mortgage of $48 000 on every
household within the state. It is not surprising that
addressing the problem has taken some time and
some pain. But as the Treasurer indicated in his
budget speech, we have turned the corner.

1301

Before I comment on the budget I shall address some
of the remarks made in the contribution to this
debate by the honourable member for Gippsland
West. She basically had two bob each way on every
issue she raised. I was interested to hear her make
comments such as:
The government's actions have put Victoria in a much
more sound financial position. There is no doubt in my
mind, or in the mind of anyone else, that things were
grim in 1992 -

tha t was an understatement I would not have done what has been done, as hard or
as fast as this government did.

Later in her speech she again congratulates the
government by saying:
I congratulate the government on what it has been able
to achieve in the past five years. This budget is a clear
recognition that Victoria is in a sound financial
condition.

It is faint praise from an Independent, and that leads
me to question the role of Independents in this place.
All honourable members are aware of the growing
popularity of Independents, not just in Victoria but
nationally. The concern of the major political parties
with that increasing popularity is that the majority
of the community understands neither the workings
of the preferential system of voting nor the political
blackmail that occurs when Independents gain the
balance of power in a house of Parliament. It is only
when he or she holds the balance of power that an
Independent has any value at all to a constituent or
an electorate. By their very nature they are
pragmatic people who promise all things to all
people in order to retain their local popularity to
ensure that they outpoll- at least on preferencesthe major parties.

Each political party should be aware of that trend
and its members should be doing everything
possible to ensure that we do not contribute to what
I regard as a retrograde step towards the
inevitability of political blackmail by Independents
in this house.
I am sure the honourable member for Gippsland
West does not go out into her electorate and tell the
Catholic community in particular her views on
subsidised education for independent schools. The
clear inference in her contribution to the debate on
the budget was that she was looking for the amount
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of subsidy to independent schools, could not find it
and was therefore suspicious that it was increasing.
Of course it is based on a well-tried and tested
formula. I trust she is not trying to take us back to
the days when people who chose to send their
children to independent schools - mainly Catholic
parochial schools - were doing it on their own and
doing it damned hard. Her electorate, particularly
the Catholic community, would be horrified to know
of that part of her contribution to the debate in the
house.
The changes reflected in the budget are profound
and have led to some people, myself included,
having difficulty follOwing them and comparing
apples with apples, so to speak. This is a phase that
will pass. There are few alternatives to the changes,
simply because the need for accrual accounting has
led to this situation.
Why have accrual accounting? The government has
almost entirely shifted across to accrual accounting,
the sole purpose of which is to enable managers to
firmly grasp total control of the cost of the services
they provide and make executive decisions based on
the priority needs of the government and
Parliament, the legislation they have to administer
and the full costs of delivering those services.
It has not been until very recently that managers in
the public sector have known the full cost of the
services they deliver, because costs like
superannuation, long service leave, Workcover and
many others, particularly public works costs, have
all been covered centrally rather than by the
agencies themselves. That practice has produced
incredible distortions in executive decisions about
what they can afford and how they can best deliver
the services.

Increasingly, enlightened governments around the
world are concentrating not so much on delivering
the services themselves but on making sure the
services are delivered. It does not particularly matter
who delivers the service, provided it is of a high
standard. What really matters is driving the dollar as
hard as possible to provide as much service as there
are public dollars available. If that can be done
within the public sector, philosophically I have no
great difficulty with that happening. But it is rare for
that to be able to happen when full accrual
accounting costs are attributed to each of the
services provided by government. Victoria has made
an enormous advance with accrual accounting,
which is starting to allow managers to make proper
management decisions and more particularly to
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allow business people to understand what is
happening and advise managers in the public sector
on best practice, benchmarking and the delivery of
satisfactory services.
Where did accrual accounting come from? In the
rnid-1970s a very enlightened Minister for
Agriculture introduced program budgeting into
Australia! That came about because when he was
going up in the lift to his office one day he happened
to ask one of the staff: how do you help farmers
make money? He was met with a blank stare. After
that response, he quizzed the senior executives in
the service about how many functions the
department actually performed. It came to light that
senior management did not have a grip on the
number of tasks and functions they actually
presided over and had no mechanism for assessing
them or allocating priorities.
Program budgeting in Australia started in the
Victorian Department of Agriculture in the
rnid-1970s. The programs were broken down to
projects, project teams, objectives, reporting time
and budgets, so managers could call up on a
computer screen information on a range of things
they were doing. It was not surprising to find
duplication in many areas. That would also apply in
some areas of administration from state to state, if
one could make the comparison on a computer.
But the budgetary functions in the public sector will
never be properly challenged until we have on-line
access at least in this Parliament to all the programs,
the subprograms or projects, the objectives of those
projects, the people who are running them and the
costs, including all the on-costs. We will never be
able to challenge public sector administration and
drive the taxpayers' dollar at its hardest until that
fundamental information is available to us as
members of Parliament; it may even be made
available to the public, but more particularly it must
be available to management.

It is still not at a stage that is sufficiently refined for
public sector management to make proper decisions
based on the real, total costs, including depreciation
and so on, of the services for which it is responsible.
The June 1992 statement put out by the Labor
government was much heralded by the then
Premier, Mrs Kimer, who was trying to prove that
the state was in good financial health and solvent.
That document contained alleged assets of the state
worth about $90 billion and liabilities and debt of
just in excess of $30 billion, therefore we were
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sol vent. The joke about that June 1992 statement was
that all the estimates were guesses. Indeed many of
the liabilities and debts were guesses, too.
In spite of the most intense effort, we still do not
ha ve a complete asset register of this state. We are
nearly there, but it is taking a long time and a lot of
work. We are behind in the arts area in particular.
The need for a total asset register even for such
simple things as risk management and insurance
does not seem to be appreciated. One presumes that
if something is lost through storm, tempest or theft it
is valueless and is not replaced. That need not be the
case at all.
It is important that each administration have an
asset register and a management program for those
assets, and that where depreciation is a factor it is
taken into account and where appreciation is a
factor, as in artworks or something of that nature,
that is recorded.

The June 1991 statement put out by the former Labor
government was simply a guess, and a very bad one
at that. Victoria does not have assets worth
$90 billion. It is probably something more like
$20 billion, or about $35 billion before the sell-down
of privatised entities, if you like.
I look forward to the time when this Parliament has
available to it on line all programs and projects, with
the objectives, the teams undertaking the objectives,
the reporting time and all the relevant information
that can give members of Parliament - and through
them the public - all the information they need to
make sure the services provided by government and
the assets retained by government are justified.
Finally, I should like to speak about the electorate of
Polwarth. Like most rural electorates we have had
harsh seasonal conditions in the past 12 months. An
extremely wet winter followed by a short dry spring
and a late autumn break has put incredible pressure
on the finances of individuals within the community
who depend on farming or on farmers. That
pressure always sharpens their interest in criticising
the lack of government services. In particular in my
electorate there has been sharp criticism about the
state of the road network. That is understandable
because of the deterioration in that network caused
by about 15 years of inadequate funding, an extra
wet winter last year and an extra dry summer, poor
foundations and an increase in quantity and weight
of traffic servicing the dairy industry in bringing
feed in and taking milk out. The Minister for Roads
and Ports, who has visited my electorate twice
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recently and has visited each of the municipalities in
my electorate, has already announced funding of
$3.5 million for urgent and necessary works and
about $7 million for various urgent projects within
the next financial year.
That funding is on top of an amazing $8.5 million
that has been provided for school upgrades within
the Polwarth electorate. I do not think there is one
school that has not benefited Significantly from the
amount of capital the government has provided to
redress the lack of maintenance and essential
infrastructure works in schools in the previous
10 years of Labor government.
It is a similar story with health. Although three small
hospitals have closed, as with most country
electorates, most hospitals have not been closed, and
the upgrade in some of their facilities is now starting
to bear fruit. The provision of a preventive health
care centre to replace the hospital at Us more had a
rather stilted beginning but it is now receiving the
recognition and praise from the community that one
hoped would occur. A similar situation exists in
Beeac where the hospital was dosed. I look forward
to that occurring in Birregurra where the hospital
recently dosed and where $500 000 has been
allocated in the budget to provide community based
services for preventive health that are so badly
needed in that area.
Only today I led a deputation from the Hesse rural
health group to see the Minister for Health, and I am
pleased to say that he has agreed to spend $360000
to overcome some deficiencies in part of the hospital,
nursing home and hostel accommodation which
urgently need to be overcome, and to that will be
added more nursing home beds in another project.
Some honourable members have commented on the
high rates of unemployment and have alleged that
the government has failed to address that problem
in the budget. I worry increasingly that SOciety is
becoming more and more expectant and more and
more dependent upon government services. I
remind honourable members of a statement that is
often spoken about but is apparently faint in the
memory of most people. The late John F. Kennedy
said: ask not what your country can do for you but
rather what you can do for your country. The same
could be said about Victoria.
The self-reliance of many people has diminished to
the point where they are becoming habitual
dependants on the state - in other words, the
taxpayer. Although there is high unemployment in
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my electorate the people involved in the tourism
industry who have small businesses along the coast
complain about the difficulty in obtaining and
holding staff willing to work for them in that service
industry. The Hesse health service group reminded
me today that further inland in my electorate at
Winchelsea there are two projects that in total will
amount to almost $1 million. Those projects are
inflated in cost because when expressions of interest
were called only one firm applied and Hesse had to
go out and seek quotes from seven builders to try to
get prices. The prices that have been returned are
inflated because the building industry from Geelong
to Colac, south along the coast and north from
Winchelsea, is busy. Builders cannot handle any
more work. Garage operators throughout my
electorate are all short of staff willing to work and to
be trained. When machinery breakdowns occur and
farmers are unable to get the machines off the farms
and into the towns they find it difficult to get
mechanics to fix the problem. That also applies to
electricians when something goes wrong in the dairy
or the house and must be repaired.
I do not know why our social security system cannot
recondle these shortages with the high quantities of
unemployment relief being provided. It is high time
every effort was made to encourage people who are
receiving social security benefits to take up work
and training opportunities which so obviously exist
through many parts of my electorate. People must
endeavour to make themselves presentable and
employable. The common complaint from potential
employers is that people turn up and do not look as
though they would work in an iron lung; they do
not present as being in a fit enough state to carry out
even the most fundamental tasks.
Many young people who see more intelligent and
dynamic members of their peer group earning
530000, $40000 or $50 000 a year are not prepared to
concede that their lower skill level probably requires
them to start at a base salary of something
considerably less. Many of them choose to remain on
social security payments rather than take
opportunities that are presented and arrive in a fit
state to utilise those opportunities. I believe if a
greater effort were made by both governments,
especially the federal government, the
unemployment level in my electorate would be
more closely matched with the demand and the
shortage of services.
I am proud to be part of the government that has
brought down the current budget. I look forward to
the state's improving financial position, because it is
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only by that means that the services so often
requested by members on the other side of the
house, and indeed this side, can possibly be
provided.
Mrs MADDIGAN (Essendon) - I was pleased
when the Treasurer began his appropriation speech
two weeks ago with the words: I feel like dancing
and singing because this is such a great budget. I
thought the state government had decided to
address some of the imbalances that it had created
over the past four years. I sat back in my seat and
waited for the good news. Needless to say, at the
end of his speech I realised again that the Treasurer
was all huff and puff and the rhetoric was far greater
than the content.

Many people wondered on that day what the
Treasurer thought he should be singing and dancing
about. There is not much to sing and dance about in
the budget, particularly for the people in the west.
From reading the local newspapers and speaking to
people in the street about their views on the budget,
it is clear the general view was that there is not
much in it for families, parents with young children,
children attending school or the unemployed, and
virtually nothing in it for the health system. There
was no commitment for health in the state, a
commitment that used to be very strong and was
appreciated by the residents of Victoria.
The people of the western suburbs were horrified by
some of the documents issued by departments,
particularly one issued by the Department of
Education, which showed a delightful graphical
illustration of where the capital works were to be
carried out on schools. It showed quite clearly that
not one school west of the Maribymong River in the
metropolitan area received funding. Not one school!
What is fair about that? There is absolutely no
justification for that sort of approach to education. It
is a shame, as was illustrated in the
Auditor-General's report where he pointed out that
in the education system now 97 per cent of parents
have to pay about $70 in voluntary fees, which in
some cases is made compulsory. What has happened
to free education? We used to have a system where
anybody could have access to good education. If
one's child goes to a school that is lucky enough to
have a network of support to raise extra funds, that
child will receive a better education than some other
child where that network system is not so good.
Where is the equality and justice in that? The
government must be condemned for the information
it provided to the local newspapers. It was not
sensitive to provide that information to the local
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newspapers in the west considering that none of the
schools will receive funding. That is the sort of
insensitivity the residents of Victoria have become
used to with this government and its budgetary
measures.
The people of Essendon feel particularly hard done
by because many parents in Essendon remember the
honourable member for Ripon in his role as
Parliamentary Secretary, Education prior to the last
election promising all sorts of funding to schools in
this electorate. Needless to say the honourable
member for Ripon has been hardly heard of since.
Many attempts to remind him of his promises have
fallen on deaf ears. There is a severe problem in the
west.
Once again there is considerable disappointment
that the state budget will do nothing to alleviate the
acute housing shortage, not only for young people
but also for single parents. In suburbs like Essendon
it is common knowledge there is an acute shortage
of rented property in the private market. For many
people the private market is not an opportunity to
which they have access. Their only hope is to get
public housing, but this government is not
providing that public housing.
What sort of society allows people to sleep in bus
shelters and garages? Compared with many
countries in the world we are a very affluent state. It
is insensitive to say that we are an affluent state
when we allow homelessness on a scale that is
experienced in Victoria. What a lost opportunity it
was in the budget when the Treasurer said that it
provides a surplus of 5443.7 million. As the
Treasurer said, a large part of that is the result of the
privatisation of public utilities. The budget figure of
$126.2 million identified for sustainable planning
surplus certainly gives room for the government to
have made some real effort to alleviate some of the
hardships currently being suffered by Victorians.
It is a real reflection for the government to ignore
that. The government must constantly get
representations from people who are disappointed
about the lack of concern for their areas, such as the
ones I have just mentioned.
I turn to the budget appropriation for the arts
portfolio. I was surprised that even the
Parliamentary Secretary to the Premier for the Arts
in her response to the budget highlighted the fact
that in last year's budget the arts portfolio was
funded to the tune of $16.7 million but this year it
dropped to $12.9 million, a drop of almost $4 million
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to the arts community. That community has the
capacity for creating many jobs. Many young people
who have recently finished courses in a whole range
of arts-related activities could benefit greatly by
government initiatives. I do not wish to be unfair to
the parliamentary secretary for the arts, but she
almost sounded like the lady of the manor handing
out largesse to the poor and suggested that people
should be grateful if they receive a grant. All
departments are pleased to get grants. Why should
the arts community feel more pleased than
education or other departments. Development of a
strong community arts network and arts community
is important to a healthy and active society. The arts
deserves funding on the same basis as any other part
of the state budget. It does not have to be more
grateful for funds. It is not a one-way progression. In
fact, the arts give a great deal back to the community
of Victoria, for which it is very grateful.
I turn to the National Gallery of Victoria, as did the
parliamentary secretary. She denigrated those
people who signed petitions relating to the future of
the National Gallery, in particular the water wall
and the Leonard French ceiling. A petition was
lodged some time ago comprising 7000 signatures,
but she tried to suggest there were only
16 signatures. She may not have been in the house
when the petition was presented. One would hope
that anyone with a keen interest in the arts
community and in its development, as important as
it is, would have checked that figure before
suggesting there was no interest in the future of the
National Gallery.
On 1 May she is recorded at page 1105 of Hansard as
saying:
The shadow parliamentary secretary would do well to
wait until she has something definite to protest about
before jumping in where angels fear to tread.

I am not sure whether the parliamentary secretary
for the arts missed a number of press reports
because there are angels who have been more than
happy to put their feet well and truly into debates on
the National Gallery. I am happy to refer to a couple
of reports and articles that have appeared in the
daily press about the National Gallery, in particular
the water wall.
I remind the house that a photograph of the Premier
in front of the water wall, a feature that he has
criticised on a number of occasions, appeared in
both the daily newspapers about a week ago. I quote
from an article in the Age of 3 March:
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Alan Nelson, the architect who oversaw the
construction of the gallery: 'You need that window:
there's not enough romance left in this city. It is part of
Melbourne; the moving water has a great feel to it and
gives you a sense of seeing through to the gallery ...
generations of Melbourne children have stuck their
fingers on that wall. It's part of our heritage and what
are we going to do? Change our heritage every other
week?'

The article continues:
Neil Clerehan, an eminent Melbourne architect, told the

Age in December: 'Everybody now realises that
everything he (the Italian architect, Mario Bellini, who
is overseeing the redesign) has said supports the
long-held premise that you must be part of the
community before you tackle an important building. To
work on purely stylistic grounds is both naive and
destructive.
'I would simply like to see an empathetic treatment of
the building, not change for change's sake. Any
architect who can't solve problems of access without
doing away with the water wall should be sacked'.

Dr Jan Penney, the chairwoman of the Heritage
Council Victoria, could be considered to be an
authority on buildings in this state, and she says:
The Heritage Council has not been shown anything to
suggest the water wall is going to be demolished, and I
would be very surprised if there were any plans to do
so.
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'Just because a building is from the '60s doesn't make
its heritage any less valuable. People think a building
has to be over 100 years old to be of value. But the

water wall says a lot about the city and its architecture
at that time'.

People who have responded to the petitions have
very strong feelings about the water wall, and that is
why there are petitions coming in now, even though
it is well past the cut-off date for both for the petition
I was running and the one the National Trust was
administering. It is because people feel so strongly
that they do not want to give this feature away and
they are very unhappy that the government will not
give a commitment to retain it.
I was very pleased, as were many other people, that
the community's efforts to retain the Leonard French
ceiling in its original form have been successful. That
is a great result for Victoria, and I know the French
family is particularly pleased. The water wall is just
as significant, and I was disappointed that the
Parliamentary Secretary to the Premier for the Arts,
the honourable member for Mooroolbark, indicated
there was a lack of concern in the community about
the water wall by suggesting that only 16 people had
signed the petition. That was totally untrue, so I
have taken out some of the comments that were sent
to me by people who rang my office, got a copy of
the petition, and sent it back to me. I have noted
where they came from in the state because they are
not people I know. They are residents of Victoria
who care about their heritage and about the
National Gallery. The residents of Victoria are
prepared to stand up for what they believe in.

She has obviously been surprised by now.
I would expect a major public outcry, as it is a
Melbourne icon. Overseas visitors are frequently
commenting about the unusual access to the gallery ...
When the building was put on the government
buildings register the water wall was one of the items
that caused it to be of state significance. There are only
1500 buildings in the state on that register, and owners
of those buildings do not usually go destroying the
very thing that makes their building significant'.

lan Wight, conservation manager of the National
Trust, said:
'The building is classified and we regard the water wall
as one of the much-loved icons of Melbourne. How
many of us as children stuck our fingers on the
window to feel the water running down, or how many
of us have enjoyed taking our kids to be fascinated by
it?

I know what my views on the water wall are and I
know what the Premier's views on it are. However, I
do not know what the honourable member for
Mooroolbark's views are on the water wall or the
National Gallery, because I have not been able to
find any public statements from her. The people
who sent back the petition had the courage to let the
world know what their views were. For example,
one petition from Burwood that was accompanied
by a letter states:
All SignatOries want this gallery to remain as it is.

The government frequently talks about changing the
names of the gallery and the museum to the
Melbourne Gallery and the Melbourne Museum. I
wonder why it does not change its name to the
Melbourne Government and ignore the rest of the
state. People from the country also have a strong
feeling for the National Gallery, because they, as
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well as people in the city, feel they have ownership
of it. From Warrnambool college comes the comment:
I wasn't sure how many students would be familiar
with the water wall and the Leonard French ceiling at
first, but it is clear now that these icons, once seen, are
long remembered. I hope it helps to be able to show
that people in rural areas know and love those art
works too.

That petition was signed by 171 people from the
area. Parents and students from Eltham High School
state:
We feel very strongly that the water wall should not be
removed from the National Gallery of Victoria and the
Leonard French ceiling should not be relocated.

From Nunawading came the following:
They do not want to keep only the water wall but the
beautiful ceiling as well. It is our culture, our heritage,
and should be passed on to our children. The gallery
belongs to the people and not to one man.

A different Nunawading resident wrote:
The water wall is one of the best aspects of the gallery. I
wonder how many children have been seen with their
hands on the glass with a look of fascination on their
little faces.
I have had this bloody government. The
parliamentarians seem to have an uncanny ability to
destroy, not enhance, everything we have been proud
of in Victoria, e.g. parks, streetscapes, buildings.
Why can't they leave things alone? The gallery must
not be ruined, the water wall must stay.

From Rosebud came the comment:
Most people are horrified at this threat to the water
wall and also at changes foisted on the community by
the present government.

From Forest Hill:
This destruction would be an absolute sacrilege.

They are just some of the comments of people who
have written letters to me expressing their great
concern about the future of this building. The people
of Victoria would like to know from the state
government what it intends to do about the water
wall. It is not good enough to say, 'We will decide
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later; we are not sure.' There is no reason why the
government cannot give a commitment right now to
retaining the water wall which, as Or Penney said, is
a Significant part of the building and a significant
reason why it is on the historical buildings register.
There are a number of aspects in relation to the
financial management of the gallery that must be
raising concern in the community. One wonders
whether the state government is having problems
financially managing some of the larger arts projects,
because so far its record has not been as good as one
might have wished. Once again, the National
Gallery is a perfect example. In last year's budget
$80 million was allowed for the gallery. In
December, oddly enough just two days before the
Parliament House renovations were cancelled by the
Premier in a temper tantrum, the amount had
jumped up to $160 million and we were told that
$80 million was going to come from public
donations. I am not sure who these kind donors
were who were going to fork out $80 million, and
we are still waiting to find out.
This week, when the Premier unveiled about stage 5
of possible alternatives for the National Gallery, we
find the financial situation has changed again. This
time $80 million will come from the Community
Support Fund, $14 million from unspecified
government funds, $42 million to be raised by the
gallery, and $24 million to fund a possible second
stage to be privately funded. There seems to be some
disagreement about the National Gallery and the
amount of funding that is going into it. In April the
National Gallery sent out a leaflet to its members. It
is leaflet no. 1, and it is strange that it was suddenly
put out after members of the gallery and the public
have been sitting in ignorance for years. The
government has finally realised people are
concerned about the National Gallery, and it does
not just belong to a few elite people in the art world.
The leaflet states that there has never been any
suggestion the government would fund more than
$80 million, so obviously the National Gallery and
the government have not quite got their act together
there. A total of $136 million is provided for the
gallery. What is next, we wonder? Because of the
nature of the budgetary process it is very difficult to
know what the financial situation is in relation to
major arts programs. We have to wait until
September for the budget information paper no. I,
public sector capital works, to find out what is
happening with these major projects. We have some
idea because the auditor's report on major civic
projects stressed concerns about the state library cost
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overruns and the delay in the completion of some
stages of the work. The community will have to wait
until October to find out what is happening with
those major projects.
The other issue about the National Gallery of
Victoria which concerns people is that it may be
closed for three years. The Museum of Victoria will
be closed for two years from July, and most people
are waiting in fear and trepidation to find out what
will happen with the State Library of Victoria. For a
state that prides itself on its artistic community and
its place in the arts world, it is strange that two
major art centres will be closed for such a long
period. The Herald Sun and the Age have continued
to publish articles about the Premier's
announcement of the closure of the National Gallery.
The Herald Sun editorial of 13 May discussed the
Museum of Victoria and the National Gallery:
The governing boards of both institutions must think
again. Their collections belong to the people, not to
those who, with the best intentions, would deprive
secondary students of their right to art or scientific
knowledge.
The article raises questions about the closure of the
institutions and asks what will happen to the
alternative collections and to the students and others
who are denied access to them.
Although the Premier, the government and the
Council of Trustees for the National Gallery of
Victoria have said they will not proceed with
changes that will materially alter the gallery, they
have not consulted with the people who will be
affected by the decision. Lisa French, the daughter of
Leonard French, has been involved in the campaign
to retain the water wall and the ceiling. An article in
the Age on the Premier's decision states:
But Lisa French, the daughter of artist Leonard French,
an arts lecturer at Deakin University, was wary of the
latest design. 'We haven't seen very much of the
redevelopment really. They still seem to be dodging the
question - there's still no decision on the water wall.
Moving a sculpture and replacing it with a coffee shop
shows where their priorities are'.
A report in the Herald Sun of 13 May asked the
question:
Should the National Gallery of Victoria be closed for
three years?
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The newspaper received calls from 171 people,
167 of whom said no and only 4 of whom, probably
members of the National Gallery board, said yes. In
other words, a massive 97.7 per cent of the callers
were concerned about the closure of the National
Gallery for such a long period. It is not good enough
for the government to say, We will let you know
when it suits us'.
Earlier speakers referred to the changes in the
presentation of the budget, particularly the output
descriptions, which make it difficult to assess and
compare this budget with earlier budgets. The issue
was also raised in another place. It would have been
better if the Treasurer had introduced an interim
budget which contained references to previous
budgets as well as the output measures.
The honourable member for Polwarth spoke about
program budgeting. Honourable members have
heard about zero budgeting, but now we have
outputs. I have no doubt that in three or four years
another fashionable way will be found of describing
budget outcomes. Output budgeting has some
benefits as well as some strange outcomes. The
shadow Treasurer outlined some of the humorous
measures in the budget.
In table 2.7.18, which deals with the implementation
of Arts 21, the measure 'Ministerial satisfaction with
speeches' appears under the heading 'Portfolio
Research and Public Affairs'. The unit of measure for
1996-97 is not available, but for 1997-98 it is 100 per
cent. Presumably the Minister for the Arts wants to
achieve 100 per cent satisfaction with his speeches. I
am not sure whether he is a hard taskmaster in
assessing these output measurements. Perhaps he is
biased!

A number of outputs cannot be assessed because of
the nature of the accounting process and the need to
wait until October, when the annual departmental
reports are tabled. For example, in the same table,
the following statement appears under the heading
'World-class facilities':
Major projects progress to specifications on time and on
budget: gallery, museum, library, State archives centre
and the Arts Centre.
Many people will be interested to see what the
targets are and whether they are met. They refer not
just to time lines but to a formula that is difficult to
understand.
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I note the Auditor-General has concerns not just
about the cost estimates for the State Library of
Victoria but about the late completion of the
development. Although the budget has some
interesting and important provisions, it is difficult to
assess the financial situation and the governments's
accountability. Output measures presumably will
change from year to year, so it will be difficult to
make ongoing comparisons and assess the budget
without detailed departmental accounts.
The budget is not what the community hoped for. It
represented an opportunity to do a great deal more
for the people of Victoria, particularly in addressing
unemployment and the arts. Although some
worthwhile capital works projects have commenced,
there is growing concern, which is referred to in
newspaper reports, about the ad hoc nature of arts
planning and arts institutions. From the discussions
I have had with the City of Melbourne, I note that it
has no arts strategy. The Ministry of Arts has no
long-term strategy in planning for theatres,
particularly in country areas, which once again have
missed out.
There is no understanding of how the Crown Casino
may affect the important theatre precinct at this end
of the city - not just the major theatres like the
Princess Theatre, but the many restaurants and
associated services that owe their existence to those
theatres. The Lord Mayor expressed concern just this
week about the future of some areas of the city. I
believe more can be done in developing a state
strategy, not just for Melbourne but for the whole of
Victoria.
The responses to the petition relating to the National
Gallery show that people living in rural Victoria still
have a concern for and feel a sense of ownership of
the many arts institutions in the state. I want to see
more effort put into considering how major
exhibitions and performances can move around
Victoria. More work should be done to educate
students about the benefits of being involved in
artistic activities. The state should encourage the
employment of students who have left tertiary
institutions to train in the arts. One need only attend
some of the concerts around Victoria to see the
wealth of talent that is available. Those people
should be encouraged.

Ms CAMPBELL (Pascoe Vale) - In the first two
sentences of the three volumes of the 1997-98 budget
papers the Treasurer managed to be totally honest
before he plunged into inaccuracies, distortions and
lies. I congratulate the Treasurer on his first two
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sentences, but I fail him on the rest of the budget!
My verdict on the budget is that it is socially divisive
and that rather than promoting cohesion and
cooperation in this state it feeds the community's
anxieties. It does nothing to ease Victoria's
unemployment levels, it fails families, it reinforces
Victoria's position as the state with the highest taxes
and charges and it ignores women.
After presenting us with that depressing scenario,
the Treasurer calls on us to rejoice because he has
not instituted - he says - further taxes or charges.
We are expected to rejoice in the depressing scenario
into which he has entrenched us.
I shall take up one aspect of my verdict on the
budget in relation to unemployment, and I refer to
table 1 of the Victorian budgetary projections.
Victoria's unemployment rate has been revised
upwards from 8.25 per cent to 9 per cent, which in
human terms represents an increase of more than
15000 unemployed people. Victoria's growth rate is
recognised in the budget papers as being 2.75 per
cent against the national growth rate of 4 per cent. In
human terms, that represents the tragedy of
unemployment of mammoth proportions. The
budget fails the test of being able to distinguish
between governing and managing.
This morning I had the opportunity to attend a
90-minute budget briefing for members and staff. I
listened to very knowledgeable people giving a
comprehensive briefing on the budget. The thought
that struck me while I was listening to the experts
was, 'If only Victorian women, men and families
could have listened to the briefing they would have
learned a lot about the government.' They would
have learned that they were considered customers
for whom the state purchased resources. They were
not given the dignity of being acknowledged as
people. Not once during the 90-minute briefing were
the words 'person', 'woman', or 'family' mentioned.
How on earth can you give a budget briefing
without mentioning the reasons for the budgetthe people of this state? It is not about economic
management alone.
I shall quote some of the economic jargon or catch
phrases that were put to us: management initiatives,
integrated management cycle, departmental
restructure, employment contracts, contracting out,
privatisation, accrual management accounting and
global budget. After hearing those terms we were
supposed to feel a warm inner glow. I am sure it was
only the coffee that gave me a warm inner glow at
that hour of the morning! I was left wondering about
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the minds that drew up the budget. If they could
come up with such interesting catch phrases and
could manage to present the state's budget figures in
three compact documents, surely they should be
able to provide us with some comparison between
the 1995-96 budget and the 1996-97 budget. During
the transitional phase, when we are moving from
cash accounting to accrual accounting surely they
should be able to provide an overlay of the position
of the programs in this state, but they have not. They
should be able to give us an overlay between the
1995-96 program groups and the 1996-97 program
groups and the new output group analysis we are
supposed to wannly embrace. They should be able
to do that, but they have not! The Treasurer, who is
driving this budget, has no commitment to that, nor
will he ensure that the budget provides overlays. He
should be condemned for that failure.
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presented an excellent address. He gave us an
excellent example of what I earlier referred to as the
Victorian Gulf War. In part, he stated:
After democratic election, the Premier of Victoria
gradually strips back the power of independent
democratic institutions and declares himself the
Emperor Jeff. He announces that Victoria has become
weak because of its concern about social equality and
its failure to worship the almighty dollar and the gods
of the market, and claims to speak on behalf of god
economy. From his new temple at the casino he issues
the following decrees ...

David de Carvalho then refers to a Leunig poem:
The economy says, 'close the hospitals'
The economy says, 'cut down the forests'

Another interesting fact I learnt this morning was
that although effort has gone into the new budget
accounting mechanisms, the government is no
further advanced on its performance measures than
it was months ago. When the question was asked,
'What are the perfonnance measures that will be the
benchmark for the budget?', we were told
considerable work needed to be done. My advice to
the many service providers and users in this state is
that they should encourage the government to be
open and honest in its discussions with them.
Before judgments of performance measures can be
drawn up we must clearly analyse the common
philosophical ground, if there is any, between the
bureaucrats and the service providers - I am
speaking particularly about the human services in
this state. I do not believe we will get much in the
way of common philosophical ground between the
government and the service providers, simply
because service providers tend to base their work on
people while the government bases its work purely
on dollars. My observation is that there is a
philosophical divide between the Premier and the
Treasurer on the one hand and human services on
the other hand that I call the Victorian Gulf War. I
shall come back to that in a moment.
Last Thursday evening while the glitz, glamour and
hype of the Crown Casino opening was occurring an
interesting forum called The Market and The Church
was organised by the Victorian Council of Churches.
At that forum there were attendees from
non-government organisations and religious bodies,
as well as secular providers of human services.
David de Carvalho, the acting deputy director of the
Australian Catholic Social Welfare Commission,

The economy says, 'build a race track through the park'
The economy says, 'build a freeway through the school'
The economy says, 'you are all afraid of me ... you are
broken people ... you do what I require ... nothing is
above me ... no person can stand up to me ... you are
my slaves ... you all run for me .. .'
And then the economy says, 'so get stuffed; you and
your values and your feelings - get stuffed!'

At this point David de Carvalho had everybody
understanding exactly where he was coming from.
Referring to Emperor Jeff he went on to state:
Then turns his particular attention on you - those
whose sense of compassion and justice has expressed
itself in a practical commitment to serving the
disadvantaged and the victims of money-worship, and
a commitment to speaking up on their behalf. He turns
to you and he says, 'Reform, for now my kingdom is at
hand and if you want to benefit by it, you must give up
your annoying ways, using government funds on
inefficient practices like research and advocacy and
complaining about government policy. Your
preoccupation with values like human dignity, justice,
love, all these get in the way of maximising output.
Don't fool yourselves that the government sees you as
fulfilling some unique and valuable social role: if you
don't deliver what we want you're useless'.

Returning to what I describe as the Victorian Gulf
War, there is a huge philosophical gulf between the
government - the conservatives led by the Premier
and the Treasurer - and the service providers of
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human services and the Labor Party. This huge gulf
can be summed up in the terms used by the
conservatives, such as customers and marketplace.
We like to use terms like people, families,
individuals and social vision. Ministers opposite
often refer to commercial confidentiality - the mask
behind which they hide. We advocate public
accountability and open government - something
which is not contained in this budget.
The conservatives believe in privatisation regardless
of its effectiveness. We believe in public service. The
tenders called by the conservatives are written to
achieve the government's privatisation plans. We,
on the other hand, like service models and the
provision of services based on people's needs. The
conservatives ask for cheap services. We want value
for money. The conservatives see compulsory
competitive tendering as setting agency against
agency, promoting a monoculture and allowing
opponents to be destroyed. We see CCT as
destroying trust and the working towards
best-practice models. The conservatives look on
economic units. We look on families. That Gulf War
has to be addressed before the government can come
up with clear performance indicators that are based
on human needs.
I will touch on the success this government claims it
has had with privatisation and the spin it tries to get
Victorians to accept - that privatisation benefits the
community. Privatisation does not necessarily
benefit the community. Privatisation does not
guarantee better services, nor does contracting out
and tendering - but privatisation is the key to both.
One of the best analyses of the international
evidence on contracting out of government services
has been done by Graeme Hodge from Monash
University. He published an excellent booklet called
Contracting out government services. I quote from both
the preface and the body of that book. In the preface
Professor Bill Russell, the director of the graduate
school of government at Monash University, states:
Yes, contracting out does save money in some
circumstances and in some functions like garbage and
cleaning. But in other areas, contracting out may cost
money, and impose serious social costs. Moreover, the
study shows that much of the savings from contracting
out can be achieved by contracting in - without the
disruptions and opportunities for cosy deals or
monopoly which can come with contracting out.
In his summary, after looking at all the available
international evidence, Graeme Hodge says:
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An analysis of these international results also enabled
other conclusions to be drawn from the evidence. No
differences between the effectiveness of contracting
through the private sector or contracting through the
public sector was found, although for the case of
cleaning and refuse collection services the savings
achieved through the public sector were two-thirds of
those achieved through the private sector.

In summary, if we want to embrace privatisation
and contracting out, the two recommended services
are cleaning and refuse collecting. That is hardly
advice the government will heed but it certainly
should heed it.

What other services are being privatised? The
Metropolitan Women's Correctional Centre,
child-care services, women's refuges, the transport
system, kindergartens, public hospitals and public
transport. Years ago these were considered public
services and it would have been considered obscene
to cream profits from them. That is not the case with
this government. It is privatisation based on
for-profit organisations, in many cases making
money from people's misfortune, bad luck and
misery.
There is another aspect to tendering that I will
mention. I again refer to The Market and The
Church forum I attended the other week. At that
forum we had the advantage of hearing Ray Cleary
from the Anglican Church talk about the cost to
services of tendering. He outlined what he believed
were the unrealistic tendering demands imposed by
the government on the not-for-profit sector. He
estimated that to put in a tender roughly cost his
service, the Mission to Streets and Lanes, $8000, and
he gave two examples of tenders that had been
called by the Department of Human Services. In one
case 650 tenders were submitted, hardly a
cost-effective use of the non-government sector's
time - nor, I suggest, the department's time. He
gave another example of a tender that was put out
but to which only two agencies responded. Both
services said the dollar amounts that had been
allocated by the government to achieve appropriate
outcomes for the people who would be utilising
them were unrealistic.
What did the bureaucrats do? They rang both
agencies and suggested the dollar amounts allocated
to the tenders would be realistic if they decided to
drop the quality. I am pleased to report that both the
agencies told the bureaucrats to redraw the tender
specifica tions.
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There is particularly bad news in the budget for the
area in the Department of Human Services I am
particularly interested in. The percentage of the
department's outlays for the Office of the Family of
the youth and family services division in the 1997-98
figures is 8.9 per cent; in 1996-97 the figure was
9.1 per cent.
That 0.2 per cent drop means a $10 million cut to
youth and family services, and the impact of that cut
will be dramatic. One example of services that will
be adversely affected is the family mediation
services which were funded by the former Office of
Youth Affairs and which now come under the
Victorian Office of the Family. As shadow minister
for family services I have been approached by a
range of organisations expressing dismay at two
aspects of the office: firstly, its poor management;
and, secondly, the need for services to actually
continue. I shall quote from a couple of letters I have
been fortunate enough to receive advocating family
mediation services as very cost-effective services that
this government should embrace, not axe.
Wise man Youth Services operates from Glenroy. It is
part of the Mission to the Streets and Lanes and
offers family mediation services to help young
people aged 2 to 25 years and their families when
they are unable to resolve conflict which can lead to
family breakdown. The summary of an evaluation of
that service found that 96 per cent of service users
felt the mediators treated the parties equally, and
76 per cent felt more confident in resolving their
family problems. The service has asked that the
department continue to fund it to at least the end of
the year. The evaluation that is currently being
undertaken began only a couple of weeks ago. It is
hardly good management to evaluate a service that
has only a matter of weeks to go. How do you hold
staff? How are you able to be fair to your clients?
The Family Mediation Centre, which operates in
Pakenham, Narre Warren and Frankston, has also
highlighted the importance of its service to young
people in the high-risk category. It has questioned
the financial wisdom of this government's failure to
continue to fund the service. Another cost-effective
family mediation service is the Westate service in
Bendigo, which covers a range of country Victorian
family mediation services in the Mallee, the
Wimmera and Ballarat. It has also said that
programs which make a difference, such as this,
should be funded. Why is the government not
funding cost-effective programs?
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I have already quoted the mission's mediation

services, which are cost effective and thus fit with
the government's obsession with economic issues;
but in addition, in human terms they are much
needed services. When the Kids Help Line analysed
its figures, it found that the main reason kids used
its service was relationship difficulties, particularly
with their families. One wonders whether the
government will respond to the need for funding.
Perhaps it will if enough members of the community
express outrage.
One example of outrage is a letter from the
Reverend Ray Cleary that was published in the Age
of 6 May, which states:
Without doubt, our Human Services department and
the two responsible ministers, Rob Knowles and
Dennis Napthine, are compassionate and concerned
people. However, they do not appear to be able to stop
decisions that deny disabled people a home. The
present state government agency agenda, which places
the casino and its development above the needs of
disabled people, shows a lack of compassion, justice
and social responsibility for the 'forgotten people' of
this state.

Dr Napthine - He has apologised for that.

Ms CAMPBELL - Has he? I am very pleased the
minister bothered to get in touch with him
personally after the minister felt offended by his
very clear support for the forgotten people of this
state. If the department does not wish to look after
Victorians simply out of human compassion it
should do so to avoid negligence suits. This state has
a duty of care under a number of acts, including the
Corrections Act, the Children and Young Persons
Act, the Mental Health Act and the Intellectually
Disabled Persons' Services Act. Those acts place on
the ministers and the government a duty of care to
those in state institutions.
In the Herald Sun editorial of 4 April comment was
made about the Corrections Act, and I am pleased
that the minister responsible is at the table. The
article is headed 'What price a human life?' and
refers to life in our state correction centres:
The state has clearly failed in its duty of care to this
young man, and owes him and his family a debt
greater than any he has repaid for his crimes.

The Minister for Corrections should consider the
Corrections Act in relation to his duty of care, and
the Minister for Youth and Community Services
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should do the same. He is still in the chamber I am
pleased to see.
In an article in the Age of 7 April Tim Pegler
reminded the minister of his significant
responsibility .
An honourable member interjected.

Ms CAMPBELL - Tim Pegler is the welfare
reporter for the Age. I should have thought the
Minister for Corrections would have known that.
In conclusion, the budget should be based on human
needs, not purely on dollars. This government
should be mindful of the clear duty of care it has, as
outlined in various acts. I reiterate that this budget is
socially divisive rather than one which promotes
cohesion. It feeds community anxiety. It does
nothing to ease Victoria's unemployment and will
therefore cause a lot of family problems. The budget
reinforces Victoria's pOSition as the state with the
highest taxes and charges. Faced with that
depressing scenario, the Treasurer asks us to be
pleased that he has not introduced any new taxes.
Honourable members know they will have to wait
only a matter of weeks to learn that that is a lie,
too - there will be more taxes and charges. The
budget fails Victorians.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr W. D.
McGRATH (Minister for Police and Emergency
Services).
Debate adjourned until next day.

POLICE AND CORRECTIONS
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Returned from Council with message relating to
amendments.
Ordered to be considered next day.
Remaining business postponed on motion of
Mr W. D. McGRATH (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services).
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CFA: enterprise agreement
Mr BRACKS (Williamstown) - The matter I
direct to the attention of the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services concerns the enterprise
agreement struck between the CFA and the United
Firefighters Union on, I understand, 4 December
last. I ask the minister for an assurance that the
agreement will be adhered to in full and in good
faith.
I refer particularly to the day after the agreement
was struck when the minister, in answer to a
dorothy dixer, told the house that he was quite
pleased there was an enterprise agreement between
the United Firefighters Union and the CFA that
delivered a 10 per cent wage increase.
He also said productivity reforms were included in
the agreement, but then said some of the CFA
stations would be manned by professional
firefighters. The minister said 36 professional
firefighters would be employed. We have since
learnt that he has reneged on the assurance he gave
at the time by contracting out the positions to Skilled
Engineering Ltd. Rather than professional
firefighters, there will be up to 30 community
support facilitators, as they are termed, who were
not mentioned in the minister's reply to the dorothy
dixer.
The minister has not acted in good faith with the
parties or the union. Professional firefighters will not
be employed to carry out an important service in the
outer metropolitan area. Appointing facilitators
without professional accreditation or standing in
place of professional firefighters is not only a
backdown on the agreement but also something that
will affect the service in those areas.
The minister is effectively breaking the agreement
and is contravening his own statement to the house.
He should disclose the cost to the state. Is the
arrangement with Skilled Engineering value for
money? I refer particularly to the minister's
newsletter of 10 April, in which he said, in
contravention of his original agreement, that he
intended to proceed to:

ADJOURNMENT
Mr W. D. McGRATH (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services) - I move:
That the house do now adjourn.

... the appointment of 30 new community support
facilitators to support volunteer brigades in growth
corridors.

How does that relate to - -

ADJOURNM ENT
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The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member's time has expired.

Port Franklin: estuary works
Mr RYAN (Gippsland South) - I raise for the
attention of the Minister for Conservation and Land
Management certain works to be undertaken in my
electorate at the lovely village of Port Franklin on the
south coast.
I raise this issue with the minister in light of matters
brought to my attention by certain constituents in
the township - and, more particularly, at the behest
of Mr Frands Renton Power, who has written to me
on several occasions in the past several weeks.
Initially he wrote to the minister on 14 February
1997. In the course of his correspondence Mr Power
expressed basically three concerns. The first is the
felling of pines on the estuary foreshore at Port
Franklin. The second is damage that has occurred as
a result, Mr Power asserts, of the removal of trees
and the consequent weakening of the structure of
the estuary banks. The third relates to the
construction of toilet facilities in the parkland
adjoining the estuary area.
I understand the minister has allocated funds to
address those matters. She allocated $10 000 to
enable a consultant firm to carry out preliminary
investigations and prepare an erosion study for the
site in question. That study was completed last
November. The minister has also allocated a further
$14000 to the local committee of management in
accordance with the department's risk mitigation
program to carry out geotechnical testing works.
Finally, about $200 000 has been allocated by the
minister for the design and construction of the
necessary associated works.
My basic query is whether the minister will confirm
that the work will be done and whether she will
advise me of the timing. I am anxious that the
answers be communicated to my constituent.
Despite all the communications, I have not yet had
the pleasure of meeting Mr Power, but I look
forward to that meeting. He tells me that in 1952 he
was a member of the parliamentary press gallery. I
look forward to hearing him tell some of the
wonderful stories about this place.

City Link: Moonee Ponds Valley
Mr CARLI (Coburg) - The matter I direct to the
attention of the Minister for Planning and Local
Government concerns City Link and, in particular,
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the Tullamarine Freeway section. I am concerned
about what is known as schedule 5 of the contractual
arrangements, which includes the planting of
vegetation along the creek.
I have been contacted by the Hope Street creche,
whose property adjoins the creek. The owners were
involved in consultations about the land between the
creche, the concrete wall and the freeway. During
those consultations it was agreed that a series of
existing trees and bushes would be preserved and
new plantings would be carried out. Assurances
were given that that would be the case. The creche
sought further vegetation and a better plan, as well
as more information regarding the layout.
The City Link people have completely razed the
vegetation and the plants that were supposed to
have been left there according to the conditions laid
down in schedule 5. It is a problem of dramatic
proportion. I ask the minister to ensure that the
vegetation is reinstated and that mature trees are
planted. The creche will abut a 9-metre concrete wall
and the creek, with a much enlarged freeway. It will
adjoin an absolute disaster - worse than the Berlin
Wall- because of the concrete wall in front of the
creche, which overlooks a large part of the Moonee
Ponds Valley and, therefore, the freeway area.
Past assurances that the vegetation would not be
destroyed have been ignored. Mature plants should
be planted so as to offset the detrimental effects on
the amenity of the area by an act of pure vandalism
by the builders of City Link. At the moment it is an
absolute disgrace. 1his is not the first incident along
the freeway during the City Link construction. It is
in contravention of the schedule 5 conditions and
breaches the agreement reached.
This has been a breach of the good faith that the
communities along the freeway have attempted to
establish with the constructors of City Link.
The SPEAKER - Order! The honourable
member's time has expired.

Southern peninsula: sewerage
Mr DIXON (Dromana) - The matter I raise this
week for the attention of the Minister for Agriculture
and Resources is not about rabbits but about
sewerage. Large areas of the southern peninsula in
my electorate are unsewered and rely totally on
septic systems. The southern peninsula has a
growing population; projections over the next 5 to
10 years indicate that the population will continue to
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grow well in excess of the rate of growth in the
greater Melbourne metropolitan area.
The population increases over the summer season
when scores of holiday-makers and day trippers visit
the area on weekends and during school holidays,
and that causes problems. The septic tank systems
on the southern peninsula do not cope with the extra
load, whether it be associated with private homes or
tourist accommodation or other facilities along the
foreshores. That has led to environmental concerns,
especially about seepage. In the summer season
septic tanks in public parks and the foreshore areas
overflow because of intensive use. There are also
tens of thousands of septic tanks in the ground and
seepage from them eventually works its way into the
watertable to affect water quality not only in the bay
but also in the area's creeks and waterways.
An excellent example is Merricks Creek, which flows
through Somers and which is adjacent to the Lord
Somers camp. You, Mr Speaker, will be aware of the
children's camp at Somers. The seepage from the
septic systems renders the waterways totally
unsuitable for swimming or other water sports
carried on by the children and young adults who
frequent the camp. The lack of sewerage in the area
impedes the development of additional homes,
shops, schools and accommodation and tourist
facilities.
The main problem areas in the electorate are Rye,
especially the commercial centre, and the large and
growing towns of Balnarring and Somers. Will the
minister advise of the progress being made to
establish sewerage services in those areas to address
the environmental concerns and to enable further
growth?

Castlemaine library
Mr CAMERON (Bendigo West) - I refer the
Premier to the Castlemaine library, which forms a
substantial part of the Castlemaine community and
has been on the present site since the mid-1850s. The
library was established when the mechanics institute
hall was built in Castlemaine. The library needs to
be about twice its current size. It is used a great deal
by the community; every day some 600 books are
borrowed and more than 400 people go through its
doors. As honourable members will appreciate from
the number of daily users of the library, Castlemaine
has an extremely literate community.

Many people in the community are discussing
having a new library. Some would like to see the
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building on the present site enlarged. Others prefer a
construction elsewhere on a new site. Whatever
views they hold, members of the community
generally agree that the library must be in the centre
of town so that it is readily accessible to many
people, including the elderly. Will the Premier
advise the amount of funding the government will
make available?
It would cost between $1 million and $2 million to
construct a new library. The community needs to
know how much the government will make
available so it can plan accordingly and build the
best possible library for the money. Therefore, on
behalf of the people of Castlemaine I seek from the
minister an indication of how much the government
will make available so people can discuss their plans
with the correct figure in mind.

Bonbeach: Place Names Committee
Mr LEAN (Carrum) - The matter I raise for the
attention of the Minister for Conservation and Land
Management concerns Bonbeach, a small suburb in
the City of Kingston that nestles between Chelsea
and Carrum. It has a population of 3500 and was
established in 1926 when the Bonbeach railway
station was built. However, at that time the then
Borough of Carrum never got around to gazetting
the boundaries of Bonbeach.

Recently Geographic Data Victoria produced a draft
plan to firmly establish suburban boundaries around
Victoria. The Victorian Place Names Committee
forwarded to the City of Kingston a map showing
suggested suburban boundaries, but unfortunately it
omitted Bonbeach. However, there was no problem
at the time because it was only a proposal and
residents of Bonbeach were able to make written
submissions to the council to have their suburb
included.
The residents ran a good campaign and it seemed
the council had no problems with having Bonbeach
included on the map. But, the federal member for
Isaacs, Mr Greg Wilton, has started using scare
tactics and making statements to the effect that the
Kennett government's Place Names Committee
plans to abolish Bonbeach or that its abolition is
being driven by Intergraph's inability to recognise
certain suburban names. That is a complete
fabrication and untruth; it is malicious
rumour-mongering. The federal member for Isaacs is
trying to turn the good work of Bonbeach residents
into a cheap political exercise, and his efforts are to
be condemned.
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I ask the minister whether she will join with me in
condemning the federal member, Greg Wilton, for
his cheap political propaganda and campaign of
untruths to try to turn this into an Intergraph issue
when clearly it is not, and for his outrageous
statement that the Kennett government wants to
wipe Bonbeach off the map. I also ask the minister to
confirm that the government will not wipe Bonbeach
off the map and that it has never had any intention
of doing so, and to advise the 3500 residents of
Bonbeach that their suburb will remain part of the
City of Kingston.

Planning: 189 CoIl ins Street, Melbourne
Mr DOLLIS (Richmond) - I raise for the
attention of the Minister for Planning and Local
Government concerns about a building at
189 Collins Street, next door to the Regent Theatre,
known as the former duty free shop. Some
honourable members may know it is the second
oldest shop in the city of Melbourne and, I am
informed, the oldest house in Collins Street.
According to the Auditor-General's figures it was
purchased by the Regent management company for
$405 000. Apparently the building has been
demolished.
The demolition of notable buildings is absolutely
forbidden under section 214 of the Melbourne
Planning Scheme and permission can be granted
only by planning scheme amendment. I am
informed that on 5 September 1996 the Minister for
Planning and Local Government granted SDA
approval to make alterations to the existing building
for the purpose of providing disabled access directly
from Collins Street.
On 14 October a routine council inspection revealed
that the front facade had been removed, but at that
time the north end roof and first floor level, which
were also original 1850s elements, were still in place.
I am informed there was no approval under the
planning scheme amendment for wholesale
demolition, no building permit was issued for that
demolition to take place and no permission was
given regarding that matter. I am further informed
that initially Melbourne council planning staff
publicly and privately canvassed the possibility of
taking legal action, including going to the AAT for
an enforcement order to reinstate the building, as
well as a Magistrates Court prosecution.
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whether the council, as part-owner of the duty free
site, had a direct financial interest in demolishing an
historic relic that could be seen to enhance the site's
value. There is a question mark over whether the
right thing was done, whether all the permits were
issued in accordance with the planning scheme and
whether the demolition took place under the
amendment to the planning scheme of the
Melbourne City Council.

Shepparton community health centre
Mr KILGOUR (Shepparton) - I raise for the
attention of the Minister for Youth and Community
Services a matter concerning the community health
centre in Shepparton, which has developed from a
drug and alcohol centre. Some years ago the centre
expanded and it has already moved a number of
times.
A couple of years ago the then Minister for Health
opened the premises in the western mall in
Shepparton, which the centre now seems to have
outgrown. It needs to provide better services from
better premises. At the same time a number of other
health services need to be coordinated and moved in
with the community health centre. They include the
Schizophrenia Fellowship of Victoria, which has
contracted to do some work in Shepparton, family
counselling, drug and alcohol counselling and
others. We need a combined approach to provide a
one-stop shop where the people of Shepparton can
be directed to the services that are needed. If an
alliance could be made between all the health
services it would stop some of the duplication.
I ask the minister to provide some support by
having his department conduct a study to ensure
that the best services are provided to the people of
Shepparton, to decide what type of premises might
be needed and what types of services could come
together to ensure that there is no duplication and
that we are providing the best service for the
available dollar.
The centre needs premises that are not upstairs, so as
to provide easy access, and are big enough to house
all the services that need to be provided. I would
appreciate the minister having someone from his
department look into the situation and give the
health centre the support it needs.

Disability services: adult students
I ask the minister to investigate these matters and
report to me in writing if he is not able to come to
the house to do so. I also ask him to look into

Mrs WILSON (Dandenong North) - The matter
I raise with the Minister for Education relates to a
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young, mildly intellectually disabled and visually
impaired student who lives in my electorate.

members of a number of families in Wangaratta and
surrounding areas.

Adam van Rooyen is 17 years of age. He had been
educated in mainstream schools at both primary and
secondary levels until the beginning of this year.
Last year he was unable to keep up with the rest of
his class in year 10 and his parents sought advice
and were advised to send him to Montague
Continuing Education Centre in South Melbourne,
where he was emolled in a two-year modified VCE
course.

A number of letters have been written to the
minister on the subject asking that the long-term
clients who have been using the respite care unit
over a long period be moved to other
accommodation. The minister responded recently
saying that he was well aware of the problem and
that action was being taken to move the two
long-term clients to more appropriate
accommodation.

I am pleased to say that Adam has made great
progress at Montague. He has been looking forward
to continuing his course next year and then going on
to TAFE college. However, his parents have been
advised that as he will be 18 by the end of this year
he cannot continue in the second year of his course
at Montague. They have been informed that he will
have to be transferred to the Options for Young
Adults program, which I understand is being jointly
run by the Department of Education and the
Department of Human Services. The very name
Options for Young Adults suggests that people such
as Adam do have options. However, that does not
appear to be the case, because despite numerous
attempts to persuade the Department of Education
to allow Adam to continue at Montague his parents
have met with no success.

I direct the matter to the attention of the minister
again because I am continuing to receive
representations from constituents in Wangaratta and
surrounding areas whose family members use the
facility and who are now not applying to use respite
care because of the presence of the two long-term
clients. Some additional accommodation has been
provided at Wangaratta, but rooms at the units in
question have been filled by clients from Janefield
and other areas in Victoria. I seek from the minister a
response on the action that can be taken to ensure
that the two long-term clients are moved to more
appropriate accommodation and the respite care
unit at 9 Williams Road is returned to its correct
function of a short-term facility for clients in
Wangaratta and the surrounding areas.

I ask the Minister for Education whether he will
consider the situation of this young man. It is very
difficult for a person who is both intellectually and
visually impaired to embark on any type of course,
particularly the VCE. It takes someone with his type
of disability some time to settle into a new
environment and, in this case, to find his way from
Mulgrave to South Melbourne. I would like the
minister to consider all these aspects and come back
to me with a positive response that will allow Adam
to continue his education.

Wangaratta: respite care
Mr JASPER (Murray Valley) - I raise for the
attention of the Minister for Youth and Community
Services the residential respite care unit at
9 Williams Road, Wangaratta. The minister will be
aware that early last year representations were made
to me as the local member suggesting that some of
the long-term clients of the respite care facility were
not appropriately accommodated because their
long-term use of the facility was affecting the
availability of residential care units for handicapped

The minister should also be able to provide
information on the control of the residential care
unit. The North Eastern Residential Care Association
managed the unit for a number of years until it was
transferred to the state following the change of
government in 1992. In looking at the transfer of the
long-term clients, the minister should also give an
indication as to when we can hope to see a return of
the management of the units to the association.

Monash: elections
Mr LIM (Clayton) - I raise for the attention of
the Minister for Planning and Local Government
problems associated with the postal voting method
of election used in the City of Monash, because of
which thousands of voters were denied their
democratic right to exercise their vote in the March
1996 election. The problems included the fact that
people did not understand the voting instructions,
which were reasonably complex and printed only in
English.
The information envelope included a brochure in
other languages, but one had to wade through at
least six other pieces of information in English before
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one got to the other languages. The Monash City
Council inserted advertisements in the newspapers
on a weekly basis, but they were also in English.
People from the migrant community were deprived
of the information because they could not speak
English.
Many voters did not understand that the only voting
method was by post when all the elections in
surrounding municipalities were like all other state
and federal elections. Postal voting was on offer but
the main method of voting was by attendance on
election day. I am sure the problems encountered in
my electorate were replicated in other municipalities
using postal voting as the only method of election
for local government.
I ask the minister to recommend to the local council
that it return to attendance voting, with postal
voting being made available prior to the election for
those who need it.

Responses
Mrs TEHAN (Minister for Conservation and
Land Management) - I thank the honourable
member for Gippsland South for raising with me the
matter of works in the beautiful natural environment
at Port Franklin. He indicated that a number of
constituents have raised with him in the felling of
some pine trees and damage to the banks of the
foreshore.

The honourable member raised the matter on behalf
of a constituent, Mr Francis Renton Power, who
similarly wrote to me in February. It is a strong and
interesting letter, and I was pleased to hear from
him. He says he knows the area well and first visited
Port Franklin in 1927, some 70 years ago. I do not
know how old Mr Power is, but obviously he has
had a longstanding interest in Port Franklin. I am
delighted to say that I have replied to the letter.
In response to the matter raised by the honourable
member for Gippsland South, I have explained to
Mr Power, and for the benefit of other constituents
of the honourable member, that the pine trees were
cut down some two years ago because they were a
safety hazard, dropping large limbs on jetties and
boats.
Unfortunately their removal created a problem. The
heavy rains last winter caused some slumping of the
banks and damage to the jetties. The Department of
Natural Resources and Environment has, as the
honourable member for Gippsland South said,
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provided a considerable amount of money,
including a beach protection grant of $10 000 to
enable a consultant firm to carry out preliminary
investigation and prepare an erosion study of the
site. A further grant of $14 000 has been made to
enable consultants to carry out the required
geotechnical testing as part of the risk mitigation
program, as well as a further $200 000 for the design
and construction of the necessary risk mitigation
program works.
In addition, it is anticipated that as part of the
management plan that has been prepared for the
area, a new toilet block will be constructed within
the next few months. That will be done through the
foreshore committee of management working in
conjunction with the department to collect berthing
fees and so on.
I have visited the Port Franklin area and understand

the concerns that constituents have raised with the
honourable member for Gippsland South especially the concerns of Mr Power, who is aware
of the development that has occurred over the past
70 years and has enjoyed the area for a long time. I
am confident that with the works in hand the
government will be able to arrest the erosion,
continue to develop the foreshore and ensure that
many more people - I hope Mr Power will be
among them - can enjoy the improvements at Port
Franklin for many years to come.
The honourable member for Carrum raised with me
the important issue of Bonbeach. I would like to put
record straight for the benefit of the house, and,
more importantly, for the information of the federal
member for Isaacs, Greg Wilton, MP, who has
written a most scandalous, erroneous, inaccurate
and politically motivated letter to the residents of
Bonbeach.1t is an absolute disgrace that someone in
his position could take advantage of a proposal that
was put out by the Place Names Committee for the
purposes of consultation. Greg Wilton, MP, has used
that proposal to state categorically that the name
change was being driven by Intergraph because of
its inability to recognise certain suburban names.
That is categorically wrong; it always was wrong. I
have with me a note dated today, 14 May, from the
Place Names Committee secretary, Mr Ron McLeod,
who gives an accurate outline of the facts. He says:
In responding to letters written to me as Secretary,
Place Names Committee, (PNC), concerning the alleged
deletion of Bonbeach from maps provided to the City of
Kingston, I have inadvertently given the impression
that the maps prepared fOT, and publicly exhibited by,
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the City of Kingston, were prepared by Geographic
Data Victoria (GDV) on behalf of, or in conjunction
with, the emergency services dispatch system.
In fact these maps were prepared by GDV on the basis
of the best available infonnation it has. This happens to
be the information that it supplies to Intergraph for
emergency service dispatch purposes, but it is
misleading to say that the map provided to the City of
Kingston was prepared on behalf of, or in conjunction
with, the emergency services dispatch system.

It was not. It was based on information made
available to the emergency service dispatch system
by Geographic Data Victoria, and for Mr Wilton to
so deliberately mislead Bonbeach residents is totally
unacceptable and amounts to playing politics with
them.
I reinforce the comments of the honourable member
for Carrum that this proposal was put out as a
means of clarifying suburbs and geographic areas
that are called suburbs. It was a discussion paper; it
was presented by GDV in conjunction with studies
done by the Australian Bureau of Statistics. The
people of Bonbeach made it clear that theirs is a real
and proper suburb, and the City of Kingston will
pick up the submissions they made and prepare data
and geographic information that relate to Bonbeach.
Bonbeach will continue to have a name and a place
and a geographic role within the City of Kingston.
The real culprit in this matter, the person who has
created a huge amount of trouble, is Greg Wilton,
MP. I suggest that he apologise to Bonbeach
residents for misleading them with incorrect
material. I suggest that in hlture the 3500 residents
of Bonbeach take notice of the honourable member
for Carrum and take little or no notice of the
honourable member for Isaacs.
Dr NAPTHINE (Minister for Youth and
Community Services) - The honourable member
for Shepparton directed to the attention of the
Minister for Health in the other place the
Shepparton community health centre. He asked the
Minister for Health to see whether an opportunity
exists to study the needs of the area. He also asked
whether the service could be better integrated and
whether appropriate premises could be provided.
The Minister for Health is well aware of the
importance of providing community health and
primary care services and the need for good service
integration. I am sure he will give the issue raised by
the honourable member due consideration and
report back to him.
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The honourable member for Murray Valley referred
to an ongoing issue in W angara tta concerning the
need for respite services for people with disabilities.
There is a particular house in Wangaratta which
provides respite services but which unfortunately is
being used by two longer-term clients while they
wait for another placement. Of course, that means
the beds are no longer available for respite care.
The department and I are well aware of the need for
respite services to assist families, particularly those
with children or adults with disabilities. Those
people need the occasional break that respite care
provides. We are doing all we can to provide more
respite services. We will continue to look at
relocating those longer-term clients into more
appropriate community residential units to free up
those beds.
In addition, through its carer strategy the
government is continuing to make available an
increasing range of respite services, including
in-home and out-of-home respite care and support
for people who care for family members with
disabilities.
Mr McNAMARA (Minister for Agriculture and
Resources) - The honourable member for Dromana
referred to sewerage systems along the southern
peninsula. First, he raised an issue affecting the Rye
area. South East Water has advised that a system for
the Rye commercial area has already been designed.
It is currently reviewing the design and will soon
advertise for tenders. I expect the work to commence
in July. The acceleration of that work would not
have happened without the very vigorous
representations of the honourable member for
Dromana, who has been diligent in ensuring that the
service is upgraded.
Equally, in Balnarring a consultant will be hired next
month to commence the design work, and the
community consultation will take approximately six
or seven months. The work will start after Christmas
and be completed in the following financial year.
Again, Balnarring residents can thank the
honourable member for Dromana, who, by his
vigorous representations, has shown real concern for
his constituents. His efforts have meant that the
work in these regions has been considered by
South East Water well ahead of time. I am sure his
constituents appreciate the work he has done. I look
forward to the completion and official opening of
these sewerage works. The honourable member for
Dromana can take the lion's share of the credit, and I
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am sure he will be rewarded in later years for the
way in which he continues to serve his electorate.
Mr W. D. McGRATH (Minister for Police and
Emergency Services) - The honourable member for
Coburg raised for the attention of the Minister for
Planning and Local Government a matter relating to
the Hope Street creche and the effect City Link has
had on the local environment. I will bring that to the
minister's attention.
The honourable member for Richmond raised for the
attention of the Minister for Planning and Local
Government his concerns about planning permits
and the former duty free shop at 189 Collins Street.
That will be brought to the attention of the minister.
The honourable member for Clayton raised for the
attention of the Minister for Planning and Local
Government voting methods in the City of Monash,
particularly the information that was made available
to the electors. Once again, I will bring that to the
minister's attention.
The honourable member for Bendigo West raised for
the attention of the Premier the Castlemaine library.
I shall bring that matter to the Premier's attention,
bearing in mind that developments in information
technology, multimedia and CD-ROMs have
significantly changed library functions. We need to
keep that in mind when discussing these issues.
The honourable member for Dandenong North
directed to the attention of the Minister for
Education a young person named Adam van
Rooyen and his placement in the Montague
Continuing Education Centre in South Melbourne. I
sympathise with that young lad, who has mild
disabilities and a vision impairment. I shall certainly
bring that to the minister's attention.
The honourable member for Williamstown directed
to my attention the enterprise agreement for fire
officers employed by the Country Fire Authority, as
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well as the employment of facilitators at
approximately 30 CFA stations around outer
metropolitan Melbourne. The honourable member
should bear in mind that the difference in cost
between running a fully operational 24-hour CFA
station and providing facilitators is significant.
A number of CFA stations are fully manned by
professional fire officers and some are operated by
volunteers. There is a gap in the middle, because
some stations become too large for the operations
they undertake, especially those manned by
volunteers. The placement of facilitators in those
positions will provide breathing space for volunteers
so they can continue the excellent work they do for
the community.
The United Firefighters Union of Victoria had an
opportunity on behalf of its members to take up the
offer of a 10 per cent wage increase at a much earlier
stage rather than going through the formal
enterprise bargaining arrangements laid down by
the federal Industrial Relations Commission. My
attention has been directed to the stand over and
bullying tactics of the union, particularly at the
Geelong fire station, which have resulted in the
standing down of a fire station manager because of a
nervous breakdown. I am not impressed by those
tactics. The UFU will not win any brownie points
from me.
Facilitators will allow volunteers to maintain the
good service they provide. They need a hand at the
busier stations on the outer fringes of the
metropolitan area. I believe the facilitators will
enable the CFA to continue providing excellent
service to its communities, especially during the fire
season.
Motion agreed to.
House adjourned 12.59 a.m. (Thursday).

